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1.0 Wiring and Layout Diagrams

1.1 NXT-2D/-4D Controller 

See Table 1 on page 2 for LED definitions.

NOTE: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These 
limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference when the equipment is operated in a commercial environment. This 
equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instruction manual, may cause 
harmful interference to radio communications. Operation of this equipment in a residential area may cause harmful interference in which case the 
owner will be required to correct the interference at the owner’s expense.
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1.2 LED Definitions Table

Table 1: NXT Controller LEDs a

a. PCBs at revision F or greater have the RS-485 Bus Over Current LEDs t, u, v, and w. PCB revisions earlier 
than revision F do NOT have these LEDs.

Ethernet 
Comm

Purpose LED Relay State Purpose LED

10/100 a (D21) Relay 1 active n (D3)

Link b (D22) Relay 2 active o (D8)

Activity c (D33) Relay 3 active p (D13)

Utility Purpose LED Relay 4 active q (D18)

Standard FW
Config Reset

d (D48) Power Purpose LED

Host Channel Active e (D49) indicator r (D26)

Firmware Upgrade f (D50)

Event Channel Active g (D51) Thermal Fuse b

b. If LED s is green, the power wires are reversed; if LED s is red, the unit is drawing too much current.

Purpose LED

unused h (D52) indicator s (D23)

Mercury FW
Config Reset

i (D53)

RS-485 Bus Purpose LED RS-485 Bus c

c. If LED t, u, v, or w is red, that individual bus is drawing too much current and the bus is shut down to protect 
the controller. When this condition is corrected, the LED will turn off and the bus will be activated.

Purpose LED

Bus 1 Tx j (D1) Bus 1 Over Current t (D54)

Bus 2 Tx k (D6) Bus 2 Over Current u (D55)

Bus 3 Tx l (D11) Bus 3 Over Current v (D56)

Bus 4 Tx m (D16) Bus 4 Over Current w (D57)
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1.3 Port Protection
Transorbs are provided with the controller ship kit. They are used to protect the controller from voltage spikes induced on 
the port wiring by absorbing the excess voltage and slowly releasing it back into the circuit. Keri strongly recommends 
wiring in the transorbs provided with the controller ship kit. Refer to the Transorb Wiring Diagram below.

NOTE: The Transorbs that Keri provides are non-polar; they can be installed in either orientation.

1.4 Isolation Relays
For locking devices that may induce heavy voltage spikes – Mag Locks and devices with heavy-duty solenoids such as 
turnstiles, vehicle gates, and overhead doors – Keri recommends using isolation relays. Keri has an Isolation Relay Kit 
(p/n IRP-1). Please refer to the IRP-1 Isolation Relay Installation Guide (p/n 01833-001) for detailed information.
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2.0 Specifications

2.1 NXT-2D/-4D Dimensions
• NXT Controller PCB

- 6.50 inches high by 5.50 inches wide by 1.00 inch deep, not including wiring connectors
- 16.51 cm by 13.97 cm by 2.54 cm

• NXT Enclosure
- 13.00 inches high by 10.5 inches wide by 3.00 inches deep
- 33.02 cm by 26.67 cm by 7.62 cm

2.2 Linear Power Supply Requirements
• 10 to 14 VDC @ 2.5 A (maximum current draw for a fully loaded NXT-2D/-4D controller)

2.3 Current Requirements at 12 VDC
• 650 mA max for an NXT-4D Controller
• 570 mA max for an NXT-2D Controller
• 250 mA max for each NXT-4x4
• 120 mA max for each NXT-1R, NXT-3R, NXT-4R, or NXT-5R Reader
• 115 mA max for each NXT-6RK Reader
• 100 mA max for each NXT-RM Reader Interface Module

NOTE: Keri recommends using separate power supplies for the controller and the electronic locking device (magnetic 
lock, door strike, etc.). Only linear power supplies or Keri approved switching power supplies should be used for the 
controller (refer to the Recommended Peripherals document – p/n 01924-001). Use isolation relays (Keri p/n IRP-1) 
between the controller and the electronic locking device to prevent spikes or surges from the locking device from affecting 
the controller.

2.4 Relay Contact Rating
• 1 A @ 24 VDC

2.5 Operating Conditions
• 32°F to 150°F (0°C to 60°C) – 0% to 90% Relative Humidity, non-condensing

2.6 Battery/Memory Retention
• 5-year lithium battery backup to support controller RAM and real-time clock

2.7 Cable Options
RS-485 bus runs can daisy-chain together an NXT-4x4 and NXT-Reader on one line. The total cable run distance should 
be no more than 500 feet from the NXT controller for runs with 4x4s and no more than 1,000 feet for Reader-only runs. 
Refer to Table 2 on page 5 and Table 3 on page 5.

NOTE: Cable resistance causes a drop in voltage at the end of long cable runs. Ensure the appropriate power and current 
for your device is available at the device at the end of the cable run. Heavier gauge cable reduces this effect.

NOTE: Keri does not recommend hot-plugging a Reader, RIM, or 4x4 into an NXT controller. 
Remove power from the controller prior to connecting these devices.
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Table 2: Reader and 4x4 Cable Options

Connection Type
Total Run 

Length
Minimum

AWG

Shielded, 
Stranded, 
2 Twisted-

Paira

a. Keri recommends this cable type for best system performance.

CAT-5b

b. Keri’s preferred low-cost option. Keri has no suggested vendor for this type of cable.

Shielded, 
Stranded, 

4-Conductorc

c. Use care when routing this type of cable as it can make the system more susceptible to EMI.

Suggest Suggest

RS-485 bus 
from NXT-2D/-4D 
to NXT-4x4 only

up to
500 feet

18 - Power
22 - Data

Belden 
8723

shielded Windy City:  
414302-S
Tappan:  

1880AB4M-CM

RS-485 bus 
from NXT-2D/-4D 
to NXT-4x4 
and NXT Readers

up to
500 feet

18 - Power
22 - Data

Belden 
8723

shielded Windy City:  
414302-S
Tappan:  

1880AB4M-CM

RS-485 bus 
from NXT-2D/-4D 
to NXT Readers only

up to
1,000 feet

18 - Power
22 - Data

Belden 
8723

shielded Windy City: 
416303-S
Tappan: 

2280AB4M-CM

Table 3: Controller Power, Inputs, and Outputs Cable Requirements

Connection
Total Run 

Length
# of 

Conductors
Shielded Stranded AWG

Belden 
Equivalent

controller power 250 feeta

a. To meet CE and C-tick regulations, the length of the controller power line can be no longer than 
3 Meters (9.85 feet).

2 N Y 18 8461

earth ground shortest 

pathb

b. Use the shortest possible path from earth ground point to PCB. Connect the earth ground only to the desig-
nated pin on the terminal block. This is important as all transient protection for the unit is made through this 
earth ground connection. For unit protection, the earth ground connection should always be made first. 

1 N N 18 no specific 
requirement

inputs and outputsc

c. Values listed are minimums. Individual input and output devices may have more specific 
requirements.

500 feet 2 N Y 22 no specific 
requirement
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3.0 Resetting Controllers
Keri recommends resetting NXT controllers the first time these controllers are powered on. Also, under certain 
circumstances NXT controllers may need to be reset.

NOTE: Resetting a standard NXT controller will restore the controller to a factory default state. It removes all network 
configuration data assigned to the controller such as the IP Address, Subnet Mask, and Gateway address.

3.1 Reset a Standard NXT Controller
1. Remove power from the NXT controller.
2. Ensure a Jumper is across the J3 header (refer to the drawing on page 1). The Jumper can remain on J3 at all times.
3. Press the S1 switch and hold it down while applying power. Keep the button pressed until the Reset LED (D48) is lit. 

This indicates the reset routine has begun. Once the LED is lit, the button can be released.
4. DO NOT REMOVE POWER FROM THE NXT CONTROLLER WHILE THE RESET LED IS LIT.
5. The Reset is complete when the Reset LED goes off.

3.2 Restore Configuration Information to a Reset Controller
1. In Doors.NET under Setup > Hardware Setup > Panels, click on the controller that was reset.
2. When the Communication field shows the controller is Online click the Update Network icon on the ribbon bar.
3. Click the Live Events tab and watch for the Update Network Completed event message. When this message is posted 

the controller’s configuration information is restored.

4.0 Contact Keri Systems

End of document.

Keri USA Keri UK, Ireland, Europe

2305 Bering Drive
San Jose, CA 95131

Unit 17 
Park Farm Industrial Estate 

Ermine Street 
Buntingford 

Herts SG9 9AZ UK 

Telephone: (800) 260-5265
(408) 435-8400

Telephone: + 44 (0) 1763 273 243

Fax: (408) 577-1792 Fax: + 44 (0) 1763 274 106

Web: www.kerisys.com Web: www.kerisystems.co.uk

E-mail: sales@kerisys.com
techsupport@kerisys.com

E-mail: sales@kerisystems.co.uk
tech-support@kerisystems.co.uk
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Welcome to Doors.NET

Welcome to Doors.NET- a comprehensive software suite that addresses access control,
intrusion monitoring, video integration, biometrics, and facility automation. Doors.NET is
the flagship product of Keri Systems, Inc and is a result of an experienced development
and sales team, with feedback from focus groups, consultants and end users.

Doors.NET software allows users to configure, control, and command NXT controllers,
Mercury-Powered NXT controllers, Mercury Security controllers, PXL-500 and Entra-
guard controllers plus Allegion AD series wired and wireless lock sets, Allegion NDE
and LE wireless locks and BioSync fingerprint readers.

Getting Started with the Software
l What's New in this Release - a listing of new features, improvements, and cor-
rections

l Using the Software - become familiar with the software interface
l Software Installation - software installation, licensing, and gateway configuration

l Hardware Setup
Allegion Locks
BioSync Fingerprint Readers
Entraguard Hardware
PXL Hardware
NXT Hardware
NXT-MSC Hardware
SCP Hardware

Changes are periodically made to this product and these changes will be incorporated
into new editions of this manual. Keri Systems, Inc. shall not be liable for errors con-
tained herein or for any consequential damages connected with the use of this material.
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Training and Technical Support
Online, in-house, and on-site training courses covering the installation and use of all
Keri Systems, Inc. products are available. Please contact your sales representative for
training options. It is strongly recommended that any persons installing or com-
missioning Keri Systems, Inc. products attend a suitable training course beforehand.
This service is provided primarily for installing technicians. End users of Keri Systems,
Inc. products should first contact their installation or maintenance company before con-
tacting Keri Systems, Inc.

The Keri DVD includes copies of technical and marketing documentation in Adobe
Acrobat(R) PDF format. The AutoRun menu includes links to the major documentation
sections of the Keri DVD. All documentation is stored in Adobe's PDF format, and can
be viewed using the Adobe Acrobat Reader program. The Adobe PDF format is a uni-
versal document display format that allows you to view and print copies of documents.
You can find the Acrobat Reader installation on the Adobe web site.

Note: The documents on the Keri DVD and the help file are the current revisions at the
time of DVD release. However, these documents are subject to change at any time. If
necessary, please view the Technical Documentation Downloads section of the Keri
web page or contact Tech Support at Keri Systems to verify the current revision of any
document.

Knowledge Base Website - www.keri-kb.com

YouTube Channel - https://www.youtube.com/user/kerisystems

Copyright and Protective Notices
1. The copyright of this document and the associated drawings are the property of

Keri Systems, Inc., and are issued on condition that they are not copied, reprinted
or reproduced, nor the contents disclosed, either wholly or in part, without the con-
sent in writing of, or in accordance with the conditions of a contract with Keri Sys-
tems, Inc.

2. The publication of information in this document does not imply freedom from patent
or other protective rights of Keri Systems, Inc. or others.

3. Performance figures and data quoted in this document are typical, and must be spe-
cifically confirmed by Keri Systems, Inc. before they become applicable to any
tender, order, or contract.

Software Version 4.0.3

http://www.keri-kb.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/kerisystems
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Contact Details

Corporate Headquarters

Keri Systems, Inc.
302 Enzo Dr.
Suite 190

San Jose, CA 95138
Phone: 408-435-8400
Toll Free: 800-260-5265

E-mail: sales@kerisys.com
Web: www.kerisys.com

Europe, UK, Ireland

Keri Systems UK Limited
Unit 17

Park Farm Industrial Estate
Ermine Street, Buntingford

Herts SG9 9AZ UK
Phone: + 44 (0) 1763 273 243

E-mail: sales@kerisystems.co.uk
Web: www.kerisystems.co.uk

Keri Australia Pty. Ltd.
Unit 1, 5A Pioneer Avenue

Tuggerah NSW 2259
Australia

Phone: + 61-2-4353-0466
E-mail: info@keri.com.au

Keri Systems U.A.E.

Phone +971-4-4200951
E-mail: salesme@kerisys.com

Keri Systems, Latin America
Phone: +52 33-3826-9113
E-mail: aloera@kerisys.com
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What's New In Doors.NET Version 4.0.3.4
Operating System Compatibility
Doors.NET software IS COMPATIBLE with:
(both 32-bit and 64-bit where applicable)

l Windows 8.1
l Windows 10 - all versions
l Windows Server 2012 and 2012 R2
l Windows Server 2016

All other operating systems are NOT SUPPORTED.
All suported operating systems are compatible with Microsoft.NET Framework v4.6.2 or
greater.

SQL Server Compatibility
If SQL is ALREADY INSTALLED on your computer:

l The Doors.NET installer will poll the host computer and use the SQL version that
is already installed. This is true for both new Doors.NET installations and for Door-
s.NET upgrades.

If SQL is NOT INSTALLED on your computer:

64-bit computers:
l If SQL server is not present, then SQL Server 2016 Express will be installed.

32-bit computers:
l You must manually install the SQL revision appropriate for your operating system.
l Keri recommends installing SQL Server 2014 (the last SQL Server supporting 32-
bit computers).

The following link will take you to Microsoft's SQL Server Express 2014 download page:
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=42299

Please Note
Doors.NET software installation will not begin if a Windows Update is in progress or a
computer restart is pending due to a Windows Update. Make sure all Windows Updates
have been completed prior to installing Doors.NET.

Program Improvements
For Doors.NET

l Updated our logo graphics to embrace our new, modern corporate branding.
l Increased SQL database protection from Username/Password hijack attempts.
l Added a check for SQL Server software when starting the License Manager. SQL
Server must be installed before running the License Manager.

l Now providing automatic cleanup of SQL backup files to protect hard drive storage
space.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=42299
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l Changed the number of SQL backups to match the number of Doors.NET backups,
protecting free space on the PC hard drive.

l Added filtering to prevent each open client from managing Daylight Savings Time
changes. It only needs to be done once.

l Added an overflow indicator should data in a field be longer than the screen space
provided for that field. Click on the overflow indicator to see all the date in the selec-
ted field.

l Corrected a grid refresh issue that could display the same information twice.
l Updated corporate contact information within the software to reflect Keri's new
address/location.

l Added a check on Doors.NET software start up that prevents a login failure for hav-
ing duplicate operator entries. This situation only appears if this is a new install-
ation using a database upgrade from Doors32 to Doors.NET, and that database
upgrade included an existing operator that has the Doors.NET default "admin"
operator name.

l Corrected an issue that prevented Global Linkage macros from being savedn
when the macro included specific combinations of multiple hardware types.

l Changes implemented to ensure Live Event viewing rights per Operator per-
missions.

For PXL Controllers
l Addresses PXL gateway instabilities when performing cardholder downloads.
Ensures a credential download task has fully completed across all slave con-
trollers before initiating the next download task.

l Added checks to the PXL gateway to manage when multiple, concurrent tasks are
performed to ensure all tasks are completed in a logical, sequential order, and are
completed in a timely manner.

l Improved the integrity of event collection on the PXL gateway when dealing with
both gateway and controller offline conditions.

For Mercury Security Controllers
l Added support for the Mercury Security LP hardware set.

For Visual Doors
l Corrected an issue when scanning for MSC controllers that caused the scanning
grid to continually update making it difficult to select a specific controller.

l Added auto-config progress messages to provide positive feedback on an ongoing
controller search.

l Corrected a cardholder name display issue that truncated a name being displayed
at 16 characters.

l Increased grid data entry checking to ensure program limits and boundaries are
not exceeded.

l Corrected several grid refresh issues ensuring immediate display of entered data
rather than requiring closing then reopening the grid.
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Current Firmware Revisions
For NXT Controllers and Peripherals:

l Standard NXT Controllers - 2.05.78 (new revision - see description below)
l NXT Readers - 4.00.03
l Standard Reader Interface Modules (RIMs) - 3.03.21
l Wiegand-Only Reader Interface Modules (RIMs)

o 3.03.21 provides single-line LED support for Wiegand-only RIMs
o 3.03.10 provides dual-line LED support for Wiegand-only RIMs

l 4x4 I/O Modules - 3.00.03
l GIOX Motherboard - 1.00.21
l GIOX Input Module - 1.00.10
l GIOX Output Module - 1.00.10

For PXL:
l Standard PXL Controllers - 8.6.09
l Legacy PXL Controllers - 8.5.22 (requires a Legacy license for operation)

For Entraguard:
l Standard Titanium and Silver - 7.8.02
l Standard Platinum - 9.2.02
l Legacy Titanium and Silver - 7.6.13 (requires a Legacy license for operation)
l Legacy Platinum - 9.1.09 (requires a Legacy license for operation)

For Mercury Powered NXT Controllers:
l MSC controllers - 1.27.2 (new revision - see description below)

Firmware Improvements
NXT Firmware - v02.05.78

l Improved internal message checking and handling to ensure proper system oper-
ation.

MSC Controllers - 1.27.2
l The PHY IC used by Keri’s NXT and MSC controllers has gone end-of-life and
was replaced by a newer PHY IC. Because of this, Mercury Security has made a
change to the firmware to allow the firmware to detect and work with the new PHY
IC.

o This firmware revision is backwards compatible with older MSC controllers
that are using the original PHY IC.

o MSC controllers using the new PHY IC must use this firmware revision or
greater. This firmware revision will not allow manual firmware downgrades to
revisions earlier than v1.27.2 on MSC controllers using the new PHY IC. On
these controllers it will only allow upgrades to newer firmware revisions.

Click here for the software release history.
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Release History
Release dates for every revision of Doors.NET. Click on the specific revision to jump to
the individual software release information page.

Revision Release Date
4.0.3 November 5th 2018

4.0.2.23 April 2nd 2018
4.0.2.18 3rd Jan 2018
4.0.1 26th May 2017

3.5.1.22 including
SP-1 15 November 2016

3.5.1.21 29 September 2015
3.5.1.20 16 October 2014
3.5.1.19 17 December 2013
3.5.1.18 5 June 2013
3.5.1.17 4 February 2013
3.5.1.16 14 September 2012
3.5.1.15 14 June 2012
3.5.1.14 1 March 2012

3.5.1.12 SP-2 27 April 2011
3.5.1.11 14 September 2010
3.5.1.10 23 August 2010
3.5.1.9 29 June 2010
3.5.1.8 6 April 2010
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Doors.NET Version 4.0.3
Operating System Compatibility
Effective from v4.0.1 Doors.NET software IS NOT COMPATIBLE with the following Win-
dows operating systems:

l Windows Server 2008 and 2008 R2
l Windows Server 2003
l Windows 7
l Windows 8
l Windows Vista
l Windows XP
l Windows Vista
l Windows 7
l Windows 8
l Windows RT

(The last supported Doors.NET version for the above operating systems is 3.5.1.22
(SP1)).

Doors.NET software IS COMPATIBLE with:
(both 32-bit and 64-bit where applicable)

l Windows 8.1
l Windows 10 - including the Home version
l Windows Server 2012 and 2012 R2
l Windows Server 2016

All of these operating systems support Microsoft .NET Framework v4.6.2.

SQL Server Compatibility
If SQL is ALREADY on your computer:

l The Doors.NET installer will poll the host computer and use the SQL version that
is already installed. This is true for both new Doors.NET installations and for Door-
s.NET upgrades.

For new Doors.NET installations on computersWITHOUT SQL installed:

64-bit computers:
l If SQL server is not present, then SQL Server 2016 Express will be installed.

32-bit computers:
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l The Doors.NET installer will install clients and gateways, butWILL NOT INSTALL
SQL. You will have to manually install the SQL revision appropriate for your oper-
ating system.

l Keri recommends installing SQL Server 2014 (the last SQL Server supporting 32-
bit computers).
SQL Server versions 2008 and 2012 are also compatible.

The following link will take you to Microsoft's SQL Server Express 2014 download page:
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=42299

General Notes:
l Effective from Doors.NET v4.0.3 - the Doors.NET system administrator password
will be encrypted. In the event that you lose your administrator password you will
need to call tech support to obtain a new password.

l Effective from Doors.NET v4.0.2, the Photo ID client can no longer be activated via
the internet. Instead you must use the 'Phone Activation' method. The is due to a
company policy change with the third party vendor, ImageWare Systems. For
Phone activation, contact ImageWare Systems - www.iwsinc.com/about/contact

l All future versions of Doors.NET will be available from the Software Downloads
section of the Kerisys.com website and will be in the form of regular, incremental
releases.

l SQL 2005 will NOT install on operating systems Windows 8 and higher.
l SQL 2016 will NOT install on any 32-bit computer starting with Windows 7 and
higher.

l A Windows 7 OS can support SQL 2005 (the last Windows operating system able
to do so).

Program Improvements
In Doors.NET for All Products

l Corrected an issue when controlling Readers via Live Events where selecting an
action for one reader affected other readers as well.

l Corrected an issue that prevented RIM firmware from being updated on an NXT
controller.

l Corrected an issue that allowed a user to assign the same ID number to multiple
Time Schedules.

l Corrected several report export issues. Temporarily disabled XLS export from
Global Linkage due to support issues with the report tool set.

l Added the Farpointe Conekt mobile credential reader to the recognized reader list.
l Corrected on-screen focus and cell highlighting issues when setting Holiday dates.
l Added Secondary Request to Exit message type to Global Linkage Service
options for NXT, PXL, and Entraguard models.

l Corrected an issue with Retrieving Alerts in the case of an alert generating event
being archived before the Operator retrieved the alert.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=42299
http://www.iwsinc.com/about/contact
https://www.kerisys.com/pages/download/software/
https://www.kerisys.com/
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l Corrected an issue with editing a Global Linkage Macro "New Item" label.
l Corrected a grid refresh issue when setting up Global Linkages.
l Added the ability to access controller configuration web pages directly from within
Doors.NET (instead of having to log in using a web browser).

l Character scanning added to the Time & Attendance sync service to ensure quote
characters are entered correctly, automatically correcting any improperly entered
quote characters.

l Corrected an issue where a request to download selected cardholders could result
in all cardholders being downloaded.

l Added configuration value checks to ensure a user cannot set unreasonable val-
ues that could affect controller performance.

l Corrected a UI grid update issue when adding a global linkage to a host schedule.
l Added the ability to change an Access Group in the Mass Edit cardholders win-
dow.

l Corrected an Access Group viewing issue for operators with limited permissions.
l Corrected an issue with AutoConfig that did not correctly track manually removed
readers.

l Corrected a REX2 assignment mapping issue with 4x4 inputs.
l Modified the SQL database to display asterisks in the SQL password field and to
authenticate on the password hash field. You now cannot see the password or
change it in the database, and cannot copy the password value from one login to
another.

l Added strict checking to the User Interface to ensure all property assignments are
removed from a reader prior to allowing the reader to be removed from the system.
A list of properties to be unassigned prior to removal is now displayed.

l Allowed additional data fields to be used in advanced search criteria and for data
export.

l Corrected an issue with Templates saving the Company Name data field.

Specific to Visual Doors Software
None at this time

Specific to Telepathy Map Client
None at this time

Specific to PXL-LC Controllers
None at this time

Specific to Entraguard Controllers
None at this time
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Specific to NXT Controllers
None at this time

Specific to NXT (MSC) Controllers
l Corrected an issue with MSC controllers that prevented NXT Reader firmware
updates.

l Added the ability to set Browser preference when scanning for MSC controllers. If
a preferred browser is not set, the OS default browser will be used. This setting is
found in System Options - Browser Preference.

Specific to Assa Abloy Aperio
l None at this time.

Specific to Allegion Hardware
l None at this time.

Specific to SimonsVoss Hardware
l None at this time

Known Issues
With Doors.NET Software Installation:

l Doors.NET installation may fail if a Windows Update is in progress or a computer
(due to a Windows Update) is pending. Please make sure all Windows Updates
have been completed prior to installing Doors.NET.

Current Firmware Revisions
For NXT Controllers and Peripherals:

l Standard NXT Controllers - 2.05.68
l NXT Readers - 4.00.03
l Standard Reader Interface Modules (RIMs) - 3.03.21
l Wiegand-Only Reader Interface Modules (RIMs)

o 3.03.21 provides single-line LED support for Wiegand-only RIMs
o 3.03.10 provides dual-line LED support for Wiegand-only RIMs

l 4x4 I/O Modules - 3.00.03
l GIOX Motherboard - 1.00.21
l GIOX Input Module - 1.00.10
l GIOX Output Module - 1.00.10
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For PXL:
l Standard PXL Controllers - 8.6.09
l Legacy PXL Controllers - 8.5.22 (requires a Legacy license for operation - min-
imum allowable firmware revision is 8.4.49)

For Entraguard:
l Standard Titanium and Silver - 7.8.02
l Legacy Titanium and Silver - 7.6.13 (requires a Legacy license for operation)
l Standard Platinum - 9.2.02
l Legacy Platinum - 9.1.09 (requires a Legacy license for operation)

For Mercury Powered NXT Controllers:
l MSC controllers - 1.268

Firmware Upgrades
NXT MSC FW - 1.268

l Corrected the order in which a configuration command and a reset command are
sent to a 4x4 to ensure the 4x4 is in proper operating configuration following a
reboot.

Translations
Completed Translations:

l Polish
l Russian
l Slovenian
l Spanish (Castilian)
l Turkish

Translations* Pending Updates:
l Arabic (UAE)
l Chinese (Simplified)
l Chinese (Traditional/Taiwan)
l French (France)

* These translation file sets are not yet complete pending submissions from our trans-
lators. If you use these translations you will find mislabeled and/or non-translated ribbon
and menu fields in some sections of the program. Non-translated fields will be displayed
in US English.

Click here for a release history summary.
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Doors.NET Version 4.0.23
Operating System Compatibility
Effective from v4.0.1 Doors.NET software IS NOT COMPATIBLE with the following Win-
dows operating systems:

l Windows Server 2008 and 2008 R2
l Windows Server 2003
l Windows 7
l Windows 8
l Windows Vista
l Windows XP
l Windows Vista
l Windows 7
l Windows 8
l Windows RT

(The last supported Doors.NET version for the above operating systems is 3.5.1.22
(SP1)).

Doors.NET software IS COMPATIBLE with:
(both 32-bit and 64-bit where applicable)

l Windows 8.1
l Windows 10 - including the Home version
l Windows Server 2012 and 2012 R2
l Windows Server 2016

All of these operating systems support Microsoft .NET Framework v4.6.2.

SQL Server Compatibility
If SQL is ALREADY on your computer:

l The Doors.NET installer will poll the host computer and use the SQL version that
is already installed. This is true for both new Doors.NET installations and for Door-
s.NET upgrades.

For new Doors.NET installations on computersWITHOUT SQL installed:

64-bit computers:
l If SQL server is not present, then SQL Server 2016 Express will be installed.

32-bit computers:
l The Doors.NET installer will install clients and gateways, butWILL NOT INSTALL
SQL. You will have to manually install the SQL revision appropriate for your
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operating system.
l Keri recommends installing SQL Server 2014 (the last SQL Server supporting 32-
bit computers).
SQL Server versions 2008 and 2012 are also compatible.

The following link will take you to Microsoft's SQL Server Express 2014 download page:
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=42299

General Notes:
l Effective from Doors.NET v4.0.2, the Photo ID client can no longer be activated via
the internet. Instead you must use the 'Phone Activation'. The is due to a company
policy change with the third party vendor, ImageWare Systems. For Phone activ-
ation, their contact number is: 001 858 673 8600.

l All future versions of Doors.NET will be available from the Software Downloads
section of the Kerisys.com website and will be in the form of regular, incremental
releases.

l SQL 2005 will NOT install on operating systems Windows 8 and higher.
l SQL 2016 will NOT install on any 32-bit computer starting with Windows 7 and
higher.

l A Windows 7 OS can support SQL 2005 (the last Windows operating system able
to do so).

Program Improvements
In Doors.NET for All Products

l Added a Video Integration Client descriptor for identifying the various video partner
integrations.

l Corrected an issue with the License Manager that sometimes prevented it from
automatically restarting the Application Server following a licensing change.

l Limited Report Wizard data exports to 50K records. Prevents the outgoing data file
size from being too large to be manageable. Use Report Wizard filters to ensure
you are retrieving all necessary data and to break up large data exports to man-
ageable file sizes.

l Improved socket connection logic to prevent an issue caused by network security
software that repeatedly opens and closes ports as part of its network mon-
itoring/protection process.

l Modified how the Application Server transfers data from large SQL queries, break-
ing these data transfers into smaller data packets for better data transfer and
encryption management.

l Corrected an issue where auto unlock schedules and FPI were not being react-
ivated when returning to normal state from a manual global lock command. Read-
ers using FPI will be set at their original online mode. If FPI is active a card
presentation will be required to activate FPI and unlock the door.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=42299
https://www.kerisys.com/pages/download/software/
https://www.kerisys.com/
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l Corrected an issue where removing a door from one access group could remove it
from all access groups to which it was assigned.

l Corrected a setting in the Report Client that prevented hardware options from
being displayed.

l Updated a URL link that was changed to increase Keri website security.
l Updated to TeamViewer version 13 to ensure full TeamViewer functionality.

Specific to Visual Doors Software
l Corrected an issue that affected the display of Time Schedules.

Specific to PXL-LC Controllers
l Implemented stricter credential data size checking to ensure credentials that
require additional data (for features such as Temporary Credentials) have that data
space reserved.

l Program changes to prevent a master controller from being caught in a retry loop
when attempting to download information to slave controllers that are offline. The
software now notes what slaves are offline, notifies of offline condition, and does
not attempt to download information.

Specific to Entraguard Controllers
l None at this time.

Specific to NXT Controllers
l None at this time.

Specific to NXT (MSC) Controllers
l None at this time.

Specific to Assa Abloy Aperio

l None at this time.

Specific to Allegion Hardware
l Ensured proper operation of NDE locks in Classroom mode under all Situation
Manager configurations.
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Specific to SimonsVoss Hardware
l None at this time

Known Issues
With Doors.NET Software Installation:

l Doors.NET installation may fail if a Windows Update is in progress or a computer
(due to a Windows Update) is pending. Please make sure all Windows Updates
have been completed prior to installing Doors.NET.

Current Firmware Revisions
For NXT Controllers and Peripherals:

l Standard NXT Controllers - 2.05.75
l NXT Readers - 4.00.03
l Standard Reader Interface Modules (RIMs) - 3.03.21
l Wiegand-Only Reader Interface Modules (RIMs)

o 3.03.21 provides single-line LED support for Wiegand-Only RIMs
o 3.03.10 provides dual-line LED support for Wiegand-Only RIMs

l 4x4 I/O Modules - 3.00.03
l GIOX Motherboard - 1.00.21
l GIOX Input Module - 1.00.10
l GIOX Output Module - 1.00.10

For PXL:
l Standard PXL Controllers - 8.6.09
l Legacy PXL Controllers - 8.5.22 (requires a Legacy license for operation - min-
imum allowable firmware revision is 8.4.49)

For Entraguard:
l Standard Titanium and Silver - 7.8.02
l Legacy Titanium and Silver - 7.6.13 (requires a Legacy license for operation)
l Standard Platinum - 9.2.02
l Legacy Platinum - 9.1.09 (requires a Legacy license for operation)

For Mercury Powered NXT Controllers:

l MSC controllers - 1.256

Firmware Upgrades
NXT MSC FW - 1.256

l Corrected an issue with controllers in networks with unusually high traffic. A Mer-
cury Powered NXT controller may receive too many network overrun errors,
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resulting in that controller temporarily removing itself from the network. Under cer-
tain conditions, that controller may not return to the network, requiring power cyc-
ling the controller to bring it back online.

Translations
Completed Translations:

l Polish
l Russian
l Slovenian
l Spanish (Castilian)
l Turkish

Translations* Pending Updates:

l Arabic (UAE)
l Chinese (Simplified)
l Chinese (Traditional/Taiwan)
l French (France)

* These translation file sets are not yet complete pending submissions from our trans-
lators. If you use these translations you will find mislabeled and/or non-translated ribbon
and menu fields in some sections of the program. Non-translated fields will be displayed
in US English.

Click here for a release history summary.
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Doors.NET v4.0.2.18
Operating System Compatibility
Effective from v4.0.1 Doors.NET software IS NOT COMPATIBLE with the following Win-
dows operating systems:

l Windows Server 2008 and 2008 R2
l Windows Server 2003
l Windows 7
l Windows 8
l Windows Vista
l Windows XP
l Windows Vista
l Windows 7
l Windows 8
l Windows RT

(The last supported Doors.NET version for the above operating systems is 3.5.1.22
(SP1)).

Doors.NET software IS COMPATIBLE with:
(both 32-bit and 64-bit where applicable)

l Windows 8.1
l Windows 10 - including the Home version
l Windows Server 2012 and 2012 R2
l Windows Server 2016

All of these operating systems support Microsoft .NET Framework v4.6.2.

SQL Server Compatibility
If SQL is ALREADY on your computer:

l The Doors.NET installer will poll the host computer and use the SQL version that
is already installed. This is true for both new Doors.NET installations and for Door-
s.NET upgrades.

For new Doors.NET installations on computersWITHOUT SQL installed:

64-bit computers:
l If SQL server is not present, then SQL Server 2016 Express will be installed.

32-bit computers:
l The Doors.NET installer will install clients and gateways, butWILL NOT INSTALL
SQL. You will have to manually install the SQL revision appropriate for your oper-
ating system.
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l Keri recommends installing SQL Server 2014 (the last SQL Server supporting 32-
bit computers).
SQL Server versions 2008 and 2012 are also compatible.

The following link will take you to Microsoft's SQL Server Express 2014 download page:
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=42299

General Notes:
l Effective from Doors.NET v4.0.2, the Photo ID client can no longer be activated via
the internet. Instead you must use the 'Phone Activation'. The is due to a company
policy change with the third party vendor, ImageWare Systems. For Phone activ-
ation, their contact number is: 001 858 673 8600.

l All future versions of Doors.NET will be available from the Software Downloads
section of the Kerisys.com website and will be in the form of regular, incremental
releases.

l SQL 2005 will NOT install on operating systems Windows 8 and higher.
l SQL 2016 will NOT install on any 32-bit computer starting with Windows 7 and
higher.

l A Windows 7 OS can support SQL 2005 (the last Windows operating system able
to do so).

Program Improvements
In Doors.NET for All Products

l Corrected an issue where auto unlock schedules and FPI were not being react-
ivated when returning to normal state from a manual global lock command. Read-
ers using FPI will be set at their original online mode. If FPI is active a card
presentation will be required to activate FPI and unlock the door.

l Added the ability to sync host PC time and controller time per a daily schedule.
l Updates the EpiSuite badging driver to the current revision from ImageWare provid-
ing support for more cameras and addresses changes made in directory structure
by ImageWare.

l Changed how Show Camera on Filter operates such that it will now allow you to
select a video popup on just a specific message, and if you select by Device Type
it will create a video popup on any event message for that device.

l Added client login verification to determine if the same client is trying to login to the
UI multiple times. If a client login is already established, the new login attempt will
be denied.

l Added the ability for the UI to disconnect a client should the client's PC enter sleep
mode. This frees an unused client slot for another client to use.

l Added the ability to set a timeout value for inactive clients. This releases inactive
clients from the UI allowing other clients to gain access.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=42299
https://www.kerisys.com/pages/download/software/
https://www.kerisys.com/
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l Corrected an issue with saved global linkage macros not displaying correctly if you
go back to review or edit them.

l Corrected a System Calendar issue that affected the performance of multiple mac-
ros scheduled to execute at the same calendar time.

l Added a link to Keri's product Knowledge Base to the Functions Menu. This link
takes you to Keri's online Knowledge Base which contains additional product sup-
port, installation, and troubleshooting information.

l Corrected an issue when setting multiple interval time schedules that displayed a
code value and not the actual day-of-week value.

l Added the ability to use the USB Enrollment reader in conjunction with the
badging client.

l Corrected a sporadic installation issue that created an application server error.
l Corrected a database scanning issue on software upgrades where the installer
might not locate an SQL 2016 database.

l Changed how expiration dates are displayed for temporary card holders. Originally
an expiration date displayed the first time the card was presented to a reader. Now
it displays when the card is enrolled.

l Corrected a Master/Slave reader pairing issue. If a reader originally stood alone
and then was paired with a Master reader, the new Slave reader kept it's original
properties instead of applying the properties of the Master reader. A newly
assigned Slave reader now applies the Master reader's properties.

l Changed the badging search client so that it remembers and applies the last
search criteria used depending upon if Basic or Advanced search is used.

l Added password protection to the Maximum Events setting to make it a concious
decision to change this value as it directly affects the tracking of event history.

l Corrected an issue when adding a card using the live events wizard that would list
cards twice on the cardholder screen.

l Corrected an issue when exporting report data in Excel format that prevented
Excel from recognizing the data.

l Corrected a cardholder reporting issue where the Expiration Date field could be
blank.

Specific to Visual Doors Software
l Included the installation of Visual Doors for Admin-Only installations.
l Corrected a text configuration issue with reports in Visual Doors that affected the
display of certain data fields.

l Optimized the processing and display of large cardholder databases in the card-
holder window.

l Added a check when creating a new credential requiring a first and last name.
Without a first and last name the cardholder database would not display any card-
holder information.

Specific to PXL-LC Controllers
l Corrected a PXL gateway issue that could result in a reader being locked in an
Access Denied state.
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l Corrected an issue ensuring multiple day holidays are applied correctly.
l Corrected a PXL gateway communication issue when re-enabling a PXL master
such that a user always had to perform a manual connection regardless of the
value of the Connection Control property.

Specific to Entraguard Controllers
l Changed how a directory code of zeros is handled. Doors32 allows zeros as a
valid directory code. Doors.NET did not, but has now been changed to allow zeros,
matching Doors32 functionality.

l Added Entraguard messages to the list of available triggers used by Global and
Local Linkages.

Specific to NXT Controllers
l Corrected an issue where temporary unlock status wasn't being reported correctly
for long unlock intervals.

Specific to NXT (MSC) Controllers
l Corrected an issue that prevented the UI from fully disabling REX and Door
Contact on slave readers.

l Corrected irregularities with Extended Temporary Unlock times and LED func-
tionality.

l Corrected an issue where the controller online color did not follow the controller if
the data grid was resorted.

Specific to Assa Abloy Aperio
Updates to the following Aperio Lock features:

l - Privacy Mode
l - Escape and Return
l - Door Mode notifications
l - Send time down to the locks

Specific to Allegion Hardware
l Beginning with v4.0.2, Doors.NET has added support for the Allegion NDE and LE
locksets (when using the Mercury EP1502 and EP4502 controllers).

l Apartment Mode support where card access did not keep a door unlocked.
l Force double-card to ON for Office Mode.
l Improvements to Wakeup on Radio (WoR) feature.
l Corrected an issue when saving properties on Allegion AD300 locks.
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Specific to SimonsVoss Hardware
l Provided SimonsVoss Lock support.

Known Issues
With Doors.NET Software Installation:

l Doors.NET installation may fail if a Windows Update is in progress or a computer
(due to a Windows Update) is pending. Please make sure all Windows Updates
have been completed prior to installing Doors.NET.

Current Firmware Revisions
For NXT Controllers and Peripherals:

l Standard NXT Controllers - 2.05.68
l NXT Readers - 4.00.03
l Standard Reader Interface Modules (RIMs) - 3.03.21
l Wiegand-Only Reader Interface Modules (RIMs)

o 3.03.21 provides single-line LED support for Wiegand-Only RIMs
o 3.03.10 provides dual-line LED support for Wiegand-Only RIMs

l 4x4 I/O Modules - 3.00.03
l GIOX Motherboard - 1.00.21
l GIOX Input Module - 1.00.10
l GIOX Output Module - 1.00.10

For PXL:
l Standard PXL Controllers - 8.6.09
l Legacy PXL Controllers - 8.5.22 (requires a Legacy license for operation - min-
imum allowable firmware revision is 8.4.49)

For Entraguard:
l Standard Titanium and Silver - 7.8.02
l Legacy Titanium and Silver - 7.6.13 (requires a Legacy license for operation)
l Standard Platinum - 9.2.02
l Legacy Platinum - 9.1.09 (requires a Legacy license for operation)

For Mercury Powered NXT Controllers:

l MSC controllers - 1.251

Firmware Upgrades
NXT MSC FW - 1.251

l Corrected an issue with controllers in networks with unusually high traffic. A Mer-
cury Powered NXT controller may receive too many network overrun errors,
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resulting in that controller temporarily removing itself from the network. Under cer-
tain conditions, that controller may not return to the network, requiring power cyc-
ling the controller to bring it back online.

Translations
Completed Translations:

l Polish
l Russian
l Slovenian
l Spanish (Castilian)
l Turkish

Translations* Pending Updates:

l Arabic (UAE)
l Chinese (Simplified)
l Chinese (Traditional/Taiwan)
l French (France)

* These translation file sets are not yet complete pending submissions from our trans-
lators. If you use these translations you will find mislabeled and/or non-translated ribbon
and menu fields in some sections of the program. Non-translated fields will be displayed
in US English.

Click here for a release history summary.
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Doors.NET v4.0.1
Operating System Compatibility
Beginning with v4.0.1 Doors.NET software IS NOT COMPATIBLE with the following
Windows operating systems:

l Windows Server 2008 and 2008 R2
l Windows Server 2003
l Windows XP
l Windows Vista
l Windows 7
l Windows 8
l Windows RT

(The last supported Doors.NET version for the above operating systems is 3.5.1.22
(SP1)).

Doors.NET software IS COMPATIBLE with:
(both 32-bit and 64-bit where applicable)

l Windows 8.1
l Windows 10 - including the Home version
l Windows Server 2012 and 2012 R2
l Windows Server 2016

All of these operating systems support Microsoft .NET Framework v4.6.2.

SQL Server Compatibility
If SQL is ALREADY on your computer:

l The Doors.NET installer will poll the host computer and use the SQL version that
is already installed. This is true for both new Doors.NET installations and for Door-
s.NET upgrades.

For new Doors.NET installations on computersWITHOUT SQL installed:

64-bit computers:

l If SQL server is not present, then SQL Server 2016 Express will be installed.

32-bit computers:

l The Doors.NET installer will install clients and gateways, butWILL NOT INSTALL
SQL. You will have to manually install the SQL revision appropriate for your oper-
ating system.
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l Keri recommends installing SQL Server 2014 (the last SQL Server supporting 32-
bit computers).
SQL Server versions 2008 and 2012 are also compatible.

The following link will take you to Microsoft's SQL Server Express 2014 download page:

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=42299

NOTES:

l SQL 2005 will NOT install on operating systems Windows 8 and higher.
l SQL 2016 will NOT install on any 32-bit computer starting with Windows 7 and
higher.

l A Windows 7 OS can support SQL 2005 (the last Windows operating system able
to do so).

Program Improvements
In Doors.NET for All Products

l Doors.NET has been upgraded to support Microsoft's .NET 4.6.2 Framework soft-
ware. This allows Doors.NET to take advantage of improvements and new fea-
tures Microsoft has made to the .NET framework software and to the development
tools in support of the .NET framework software.

Specific to PXL-LC Controllers
l An identification code correction has been made for PXL-LC (Elevator Control) con-
trollers that prevented a second door from being recognized when a Satellite
Board was added.

Specific to Entraguard Controllers
l Corrected an issue involving Entraguard database upgrades from Doors32 to Door-
s.NET that would result in an incorrect database configuration when the upgrade
involved Entraguard installations where the customer is using only Entraguard IDs
(no physical cardholders).

Known Issues
With Doors.NET Software Installation:

l Doors.NET installation may fail if a Windows Update is in progress or a computer
(due to a Windows Update) is pending. Please make sure all Windows Updates
have been completed prior to installing Doors.NET.

Current Firmware Revisions
For NXT Controllers and Peripherals:

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=42299
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l Standard NXT Controllers - 2.05.68
l NXT Readers - 4.00.03
l Standard Reader Interface Modules (RIMs) - 3.03.21
l Wiegand-Only Reader Interface Modules (RIMs)

o 3.03.21 provides single-line LED support for Wiegand-Only RIMs
o 3.03.10 provides dual-line LED support for Wiegand-Only RIMs

l 4x4 I/O Modules - 3.00.03
l GIOX Motherboard - 1.00.21
l GIOX Input Module - 1.00.10
l GIOX Output Module - 1.00.10

For PXL:

l Standard PXL Controllers - 8.6.09
l Legacy PXL Controllers - 8.5.22 (requires a Legacy license for operation - min-
imum allowable firmware revision is 8.4.49)

For Entraguard:

l Standard Titanium and Silver - 7.8.02
l Legacy Titanium and Silver - 7.6.13 (requires a Legacy license for operation)
l Standard Platinum - 9.2.02
l Legacy Platinum - 9.1.09 (requires a Legacy license for operation)

For Mercury Powered NXT Controllers:

l MSC controllers - 1.235

Firmware Upgrades
NXT MSC FW - 1.235

l Corrected an issue with controllers in networks with unusually high traffic. A Mer-
cury Powered NXT controller may receive too many network overrun errors, res-
ulting in that controller temporarily removing itself from the network. Under certain
conditions, that controller may not return to the network, requiring power cycling the
controller to bring it back online.

Translations
Completed Translations:

l Polish
l Russian
l Slovenian
l Spanish (Castilian)
l Turkish

Translations* Pending Updates:
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l Arabic (UAE)
l Chinese (Simplified)
l Chinese (Traditional/Taiwan)
l French (France)

* These translation file sets are not yet complete pending submissions from our trans-
lators. If you use these translations you will find mislabeled and/or non-translated ribbon
and menu fields in some sections of the program. Non-translated fields will be displayed
in US English.

Click here for a release history summary.
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Doors.NET v3_5_1_22-SP-1
Operating System Compatibility
Beginning with v3.5.1.22, Doors.NET software is NO LONGER COMPATIBLE with any
version of Windows XP.

Doors.NET software IS NOT compatible with the Home/Basic version of Windows Vista
and Windows 7. This is due to networking restrictions built into the Home/Basic versions
of these earlier Windows operating systems. Doors.NET IS NOT compatible with Win-
dows RT.

Doors.NET software IS compatible with the Business, Professional, Ultimate, and Enter-
prise versions (both 32-bit and 64-bit where applicable) of Windows Vista, Windows 7,
Windows 8.1, Windows 8.1 Pro, and Windows 10; as well as Windows Server versions
2003, 2008, 2008 R2, and 2012 (both 32-bit and 64-bit where applicable). Doors.NET
software IS compatible with the Home version of Windows 10.

Operating System and SQL Server End-of-Life Notifications
Keri is ending its support in Doors.NET for older, obsolete Microsoft Operating Systems
and SQL Server programs.

For a computer with the Windows Server 2003 operating system:
l Doors.NET will perform a software upgrade from an older software release to the
v3.5.1.22 software release, but will NOT allow a new software installation.

l For the next Doors.NET release, v3.5.1.23, Doors.NET will NOT support either
new installations or software upgrades.

With the Doors.NET v3.5.1.23 release support for SQL 2005 also ends. The Doors.NET
installation program will manage any SQL upgrades from SQL 2005 to a newer SQL
release.

SP-1 Release
SP-1 addresses a possible event indexing issue that may cause event records to
become unavailable for review. When Doors.NET starts, it assumes that certain sup-
porting tasks are started in a specific order as some tasks are dependent upon other
tasks already being running. We have discovered that under certain conditions this start
up order is not followed correctly (typically on a system cold boot, but other cir-
cumstances have been noted). SP-1 ensures key tasks are started and are operational
prior to secondary tasks being started.
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New Product Support
BioSync Fingerprint Readers
Keri now offers the BioSync Fingerprint Reader line. Four models are currently avail-
able, along with an enrollment reader. More models will be added to this line as they
become available.

l BioSync KBF-1FP - fingerprint only
l BioSync KBF-2PR - fingerprint + proximity reader (NXT and 125KHz HID capable)
l BioSync KBF-2SC - fingerprint + Mifare reader
l BioSync KBF-3KP - fingerprint + keypad/PIN
l BioSync KBF-ENR - fingerprint/credential enrollment reader

The product line also has optional single and dual-gang mounting plates, and an RS-
485 to TCP/IP converter providing Ethernet connectivity.

USB Enrollment Reader
Keri has implemented the PCProx USB Enrollment Reader. This allows a wide variety
of credentials to be presentation enrolled into the Doors.NET program. The Doors.NET
program will automatically detect when this reader is plugged into the PC system and
will add an Enrollment Icon in the cardholder screen. Click the icon and upon credential
presentation the credential's value is entered into the cardnumber field. The operator can
then complete the enrollment.

NOTE: The PCProx USB Enrollment Reader is NOT compatible with Keri NXT and MS
credentials. While this enrollment reader may generate data from a Keri credential
presentation, the data generated bears no resemblance to the actual Keri credential
data. Keri credential types must be enrolled using the existing processes within Door-
s.NET.

Mercury EP4502 Controller
Doors.NET now supports the new Authentic Mercury EP-4502 Controller.

New Features
In Doors.NET for All Products

l Implemented a new Report Wizard that simplifies the process of creating, running,
and saving reports.

l Added a Print Icon to all property grids allowing an operator to print the data within
these grids.

l Added a Timezone Interval Editor to the timezone configuration screen. This
provides an easier method for timezone creation.
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l Added an "Add Card" wizard to live events. A right-click on an Access Denied, Not
In File or a No CardholderID event in the live events screen allows an operator to
create a new cardholder entry or edit an existing cardholder entry.

l The System Calendar option is now available with Standard Edition Doors.NET.
Previously it was only available with the Professional Edition.

l Keri has updated to v11 of Teamviewer, the current revision.

Specific to NXT Controllers
l None at this time.

Specific to PXL Controllers
l None at this time.

NOTE Regarding I/O Linkages:
l The ability to perform PXL I/O linkages in Doors.NET closely matches that of Door-
s32. The one difference in Doors.NET versus Doors32 is that inputs cannot be
assigned to multiple outputs in Doors.NET. Because of this, the Doors32 to Door-
s.NET database conversion program cannot perform a PXL linkage conversion.
When performing a Doors32 to Doors.NET database conversion, PXL linkages will
be ignored and will have to be recreated in Doors.NET.

Specific to MSC Controllers
l The Apple Bonjour Services program is no longer needed to scan for MSC con-
trollers on the network. Controller scanning capability has been added to the Door-
s.NET program.

Specific to NXT Readers
New NXT Reader firmware (v4.00.03) now allows NXT Readers to read NXT and 125
KHz HID credentials concurrently.

Program Improvements
In Doors.NET for All Products

l Microsoft Aero Glass has been disabled in the program title bar. The Aero Glass
feature would create a blurry title screen when using Windows 7 or newer oper-
ating systems.

l Added Cardholder Audit as an option for standard operator permissions. Pre-
viously, Cardholder Audit was only available for system administrator permissions.

l Added Cardholder Multiple Credentials as an option for standard operator per-
missions. Previously, Cardholder Multiple Credentials was only available for sys-
tem administrator permissions.

l Added a new cardholder report that only displays cardholders with multiple cre-
dentials.

l Corrected an issue with Elevator Control under multiple concurrent gateways. The
gateway running Elevator Control no longer needs to be restarted for proper oper-
ation.
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l Added a confirmation box when deleting Global Linkage macros to verify the dele-
tion operation.

l Added a test when manually updating firmware on a Keri peripheral to ensure the
correct firmware type is being sent. For example, 4x4s can only accept 4x4 firm-
ware, you can no longer force-load RIM firmware onto a 4x4.

l Corrected NXT Door Status showing Closed when the door contact is Disabled.
l Added a test prior to beginning a firmware update to not allow the update if the host
computer is already busy due to other applications and programs. In this case the
update times out. With this change, a warning window appears displaying CPU
usage and recommending steps to reduce CPU usage.

l Corrected an issue where a remote Photo ID client did not properly check for off-
line controllers, requiring a full update network whenever a cardholder change was
made.

l Corrected an issue on systems with multiple clients open. A change on the host cli-
ent would invoke a message screen that would appear on all clients. The screen
could be acknowledged and cleared on the host client, but could not be acknow-
ledged and cleared on remote clients.

Specific to Keri NXT Controllers
l Added new event: "Access Denied - Reader Disabled."
l Added a check when installing multiple NXT gateways at one site to ensure all
gateways are at the same revision. This check is valid beginning with the .22
release, but cannot be done when upgrading from older revisions to the current
revision. When installing multiple NXT gateways, ensure you are using the same
revision across all installations.

Specific to Keri PXL Controllers
l Added new modem configuration parameters to the PXL tab in the License Man-
ager.

Specific to Keri NXT Mercury Powered Controllers and Mercury Hard-
ware

l Corrected an issue where MSC Controllers were not displaying the correct RIM
firmware revision following a firmware upgrade.

Specific to GIOX
l None at this time.

Specific to ASSA Readers
l Corrected an issue with Wi-Fi/PoE readers reading credentials following an
upgrade to Doors.NET v3.5.1.21.

NOTE: If you are upgrading an existing ASSA WiFi/POE installation that uses ASSA
driver version 1.2 you must manually remove the existing ASSA driver before running
the Doors.NET installer.
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Specific to Allegion Readers
l None at this time.

Specific to Doors32 to Doors.NET Database Conversions
l None at this time.

Known Issues
With Doors.NET Software Installation:

l Doors.NET installation may fail if a Windows Update is in progress or a computer
(due to a Windows Update) is pending. Please make sure all Windows Updates
have been completed prior to installing Doors.NET.

Current Firmware Revisions
For NXT Controllers and Peripherals:

l Standard NXT Controllers - 2.05.68
l NXT Readers - 4.00.03
l Standard Reader Interface Modules (RIMs) - 3.03.21
l Wiegand-Only Reader Interface Modules (RIMs)

o 3.03.21 provides single-line LED support for Wiegand-Only RIMs
o 3.03.10 provides dual-line LED support for Wiegand-Only RIMs

l 4x4 I/O Modules - 3.00.03
l GIOX Motherboard - 1.00.21
l GIOX Input Module - 1.00.10
l GIOX Output Module - 1.00.10

For PXL:

l Standard PXL Controllers - 8.6.09
l Legacy PXL Controllers - 8.5.22 (requires a Legacy license for operation - min-
imum allowable firmware revision is 8.4.49)

For Entraguard:

l Standard Titanium and Silver - 7.8.02
l Legacy Titanium and Silver - 7.6.13 (requires a Legacy license for operation)
l Standard Platinum - 9.2.02
l Legacy Platinum - 9.1.09 (requires a Legacy license for operation)

For Mercury Powered NXT Controllers and Mercury Hardware:

l MSC controllers and Mercury hardware - 1.211
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Firmware Upgrades
NXT Controller FW - 2.05.68

l Corrected a reader offline/online issue in conjunction with new NXT Reader firm-
ware v4.00.03.

l Improved resistance to RS-485 noise issues.

NXT Readers FW - 4.00.03

l Beginning with NXT Reader firmware v4.00.03, NXT Readers are capable of read-
ing both NXT and HID 125 KHz credentials without any additional firmware or soft-
ware change. Existing flashable NXT Readers (Readers with firmware v4.00.00
and higher can be flash upgraded to this firmware release).

l Corrected a reader offline/online issue in conjunction with new NXT Controller firm-
ware v2.05.68.

NXT MSC FW - 1.211

l REX monitoring under Line Supervision was not correctly tracking Normally Open
and Normally Closed states.

l The GIOX power fault message was not being reported to the software.

Translations
Completed Translations:

l Chinese (Simplified)
l Chinese (Traditional/Taiwan)
l English (UK)
l French (France)
l Polish
l Russian
l Slovenian
l Spanish (Castilian)
l Turkish

Translations Pending Updates *:

l Arabic (UAE)
l Dutch (Belgium)
l French (Belgium)
l Italian

* These translation file sets are not yet complete pending submissions from our trans-
lators. If you use these translations you will find mislabeled and/or non-translated ribbon
and menu fields in some sections of the program. Non-translated fields will be displayed
in US English.
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Click here for a release history summary.
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Doors.NET v3.5.1.21
Operating System Compatibility
Doors.NET software IS NOT compatible with any Home/Basic version of Windows XP,
Windows Vista, and Windows 7. This is due to networking restrictions built into the
Home/Basic versions of Windows operating systems.

Doors.NET software IS compatible with the Business, Professional, Ultimate, and Enter-
prise versions (both 32-bit and 64-bit where applicable) of Windows XP, Windows Vista,
Windows 7, Windows 8.1, and Windows 10; as well as Windows Server versions 2003,
2008, 2008 R2, and 2012 (both 32-bit and 64-bit where applicable).

Doors.NET software IS also compatible with the Home version of Windows 10.

Operating System and SQL Server End-of-Life Notifications
Doors.NET is ending its support for older, obsolete Microsoft Operating Systems and
SQL Server programs.

For a computer with the Windows XP operating system:
l For the Doors.NET v3.5.1.21 release, Doors.NET will perform a software upgrade
from an older software release to this new release, but will not perform a new soft-
ware installation.

l For the future Doors.NET v3.5.1.22 release, Doors.NET will not perform a new soft-
ware installation.

For a computer with the Server 2003 operating system:
l For the future Doors.NET v3.5.1.22 release, Doors.NET will perform a software
upgrade from an older software release to this new release, but will not perform a
new software installation.

l For the future Doors.NET v3.5.1.23 release, Doors.NET will not perform a new soft-
ware installation.

l With the future Doors.NET v3.5.1.23 release, SQL 2005 support also ends. The
Doors.NET installation program will manage any SQL upgrades from SQL 2005 to
a newer SQL release.

New Features
In Doors.NET for All Products

l Implemented a simplified software installation, licensing, and gateway setup pro-
cess including a new License Manager program.

l Added an Automatic Backup feature. This feature creates up to 5 backups to the
Doors.NET\Backups directory every Friday at 23:00. When the fifth is reached, the
oldest backup is overwritten by the new backup. The License Manager has been
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modified to allow the user to customize location, day/time, and enabled/disabled.
Also added the ability to manually perform a backup or schedule a backup using
the optional System Calendar feature.

l When adding a new credential using a credential template the credential status set
in the template is automatically applied to the new credential.

l Block Enroll default text for the first name field is set to "New" and for the last name
field to "Card." Card status is set to active by default.

l The first character in cardholder name fields is now automatically capitalized when
enrolling credentials.

l Controllers in the hardware tree are now listed alphabetically by description and
not by controller ID number.

l Added Reader Online/Offline message types to the report feature.
l Included an apostrophe as a valid character in cardholder names. Needed for sort-
ing reports by cardholder name.

l An Alert can now be configured to appear top-most on the monitor window and in
full screen mode until the Alert is acknowledged.

l Keri has updated to v10 of Teamviewer, the current revision.

Specific to NXT Controllers
l The controller information window now includes the MAC address and will display
"NA" for a controller serial number if no serial number is reported.

l Added a warning message if a new NXT Gateway is being installed on a system
that already has an NXT Gateway. The new Gateway overwrites the old Gateway.

Specific to PXL Controllers
l I/O labeling in the UI now matches that of the product hardware doc-
umentation/labeling.

l Added the Entraguard to the Photo ID feature.
l Added the ability to perform local I/O linkages.

NOTE: Regarding I/O Linkages:

l The ability to perform PXL I/O linkages in Doors.NET closely matches that of Door-
s32. The one difference in Doors.NET versus Doors32 is that inputs cannot be
assigned to multiple outputs in Doors.NET. Because of this, the Doors32 to Door-
s.NET database conversion program cannot perform a PXL linkage conversion.
When performing a Doors32 to Doors.NET database conversion, PXL linkages will
be ignored and will have to be recreated in Doors.NET.

Specific to MSC Controllers
l Added a Scan Network button to the main ribbon bar to automate the scanning pro-
cess.

l Added configurable Reader beeper and LED control.
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Specific to NXT Readers
l Added the ability to read standard 125 KHz format, HID credentials. This currently
requires a stand alone version of reader firmware be loaded onto the NXT Reader.
The Reader is capable of reading either NXT or HID credentials, but not both cre-
dential types at the same time.

Program Improvements
In Doors.NET for All Products

l Corrected miscellaneous typos and field sizing issues.
l The SMS configuration page had out of date information for certain providers.
l The context sensitive help feature (F1) did not always link to the correct help
screen.

l Filters are now cleared every time the Reports page is reopened. Previously, filters
previously set were left active until manually cleared.

l Event archiving in a non-default directory was not allowed.
l Certain message types could not be cleared from the Live Events screen.
l Leading zero characters in a PIN are now displayed instead of being truncated.
l Autoconfig is now disabled if the Gateway is offline.
l The Photo ID client would lose track of the Access Group list after repeated dis-
connections/connections.

l The Global Linkage Trigger list did not properly clear deleted triggers from the list.
l Reports with paired Readers were not displaying the correct Reader descriptions.
l Improved the implementation of the Trace Events feature.
l New categories have been added to the Online Help file, along with an improved
Index and Glossary that makes it easier to locate and search for information.

Specific to Keri NXT Controllers
l The Update Network button was not always being refreshed correctly when cycling
between multiple windows.

Specific to Keri PXL Controllers
l Under certain circumstances PXL controllers could go offline unless connection
control was set to manual.

l Pause commands were not allowed when entering telephone numbers in Entra-
guard units.

l Now automatically updating relevant cardholder records whenever a door is added
to an access group.

l Improved the efficiency and reporting of Update Network commands.

Specific to Keri NXT Mercury Powered Controllers and Mercury Hard-
ware

l An incorrect firmware revision value was being displayed for 4x4s.
l Multiple I/O links on 4x4s were not being handled correctly.
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l Activation/Deactivation date and time for credentials are now enabled by default.
l Now downloads the correct Daylight Savings Time rules by country when a new
controller is added.

l Controllers can now be sorted by description in the Hardware Setup window.
l A controller reset is no longer required if an input is configured for a function then
reconfigured to its original state.

l Now assigns client connection ports to the Windows Firewall during installation.
l Now performs firmware updates of NXT Readers (requires new MSC firmware
v1.201) and correctly displays NXT Reader firmware revision numbers.

l Improved the speed at which MSC controllers perform firmware updates.
l Controller peripherals that require firmware updates can now be updated sim-
ultaneously.

Specific to GIOX
l Added event message reporting for various power fault situations, unit tamper, and
unit offline conditions.

l Made a variety of improvements when using Elevator Control with a GIOX unit.

Specific to ASSA Readers
l Added an enrollment reader option.
l Added a PIN-only option.
l Now enforcing a maximum of 32 characters for a Reader description.
l Added support for the Aperio IN100.

NOTE: If you are upgrading an existing ASSA WiFi/POE installation that uses ASSA
driver version 1.2 you must manually remove the existing ASSA driver before running
the Doors.NET installer.

Specific to Allegion Readers
l Adds temp unlock support for the AD-400. MSC firmware v1.201 is required.

Specific to Doors32 to Doors.NET Database Conversions
l Correctly identifies and converts all Wiegand Reader types.
l Defaults to enable printing cardnumbers which displays the cardnumber field if the
Photo ID feature is in use.

l Creates a modem COM channel value to accommodate the Remote Phone Num-
ber field if this field is enabled.

l Copied Doors32 passwords in an incorrect format requiring a manual correction.

Known Issues
With Doors.NET Software Installation:

l Doors.NET installation may fail if a Windows Update is in progress or pending
restart. Please make sure all Windows Updates have been completed prior to
installing Doors.NET.
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Current Firmware Revisions
For NXT Controllers and Peripherals:

l Standard NXT Controllers - 2.05.60
l NXT Readers - 4.00.00
l NXT Readers with HID capability - 4.00.01
l Standard Reader Interface Modules (RIMs) - 3.03.21
l Wiegand-Only Reader Interface Modules (RIMs)

o 3.03.21 provides single-line LED support for Wiegand-Only RIMs
o 3.03.11 provides dual-line LED support for Wiegand-Only RIMs

l 4x4 I/O Modules - 3.00.03
l GIOX Motherboard - 1.00.21
l GIOX Input Module - 1.00.10
l GIOX Output Module - 1.00.10

For PXL:

l Standard PXL Controllers - 8.6.09
l Legacy PXL Controllers - 8.5.22 (requires a Legacy license for operation - min-
imum allowable firmware revision is 8.4.49)

For Entraguard:

l Standard Titanium and Silver - 7.8.02
l Legacy Titanium and Silver - 7.6.13 (requires a Legacy license for operation)
l Standard Platinum - 9.2.02
l Legacy Platinum - 9.1.09 (requires a Legacy license for operation)

For Mercury Powered NXT Controllers and Mercury Hardware:

l MSC controllers and Mercury hardware - 1.201

Firmware Upgrades
NXT Controller FW - 2.05.60

l Added new diagnostic tracking features.
l Improved controller performance should the controller be disconnected from the
network.

l Updated configuration information was not always being written to backup loc-
ations.

l Credential update performance improvements results in credential update times
that are at least three times faster.

l Card access is not affected while credential updates are in progress (used to have
to wait for sometimes lengthy updates to complete before access would be gran-
ted.)
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l Error reporting for certain, rare error types could lockup a controller.
l Multiple changes made to better support GIOX hardware.

NXT Readers

NXT Readers Revision K and later have firmware that can be upgraded like other Keri
peripherals, and includes a boot loader for upgrade fault tolerance.

l 04.00.00 - supports Keri NXT credentials exclusively
l 04.00.01 - supports HID Prox credentials exclusively

A future Reader firmware release will combine these two capabilities into one firmware
image.

GIOX Motherboard - 1.00.21

l Added event messages and improvements for various power fault situations, unit
tamper, and unit offline conditions.

NXT MSC FW - 1.201

l Adds configurable Reader beeper and LED control.
l Adds temp unlock support for the AD-400.
l Includes a DNS fix when saving IP address from web page if it's static IP.
l Multiple changes made to better support GIOX hardware and to include full Elev-
ator Control support.

l Adds the ability to flash upgrade the flashable NXT Reader.
l Increased the security of the web configuration client.

Translations
Completed Translations:

l Chinese (Simplified)
l Chinese (Traditional/Taiwan)
l English (UK)
l French (France)
l Polish
l Russian
l Slovenian
l Spanish (Castilian)
l Turkish

Translations Pending Updates *:

l Arabic (UAE)
l Dutch (Belgium)
l French (Belgium)
l Italian
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* These translation file sets are not yet complete pending submissions from our trans-
lators. If you use these translations you will find mislabeled and/or non-translated ribbon
and menu fields in some sections of the program. Non-translated fields will be displayed
in US English.

Click here for a release history summary.

Version v3.5.1.20
NewFeatures

New Hardware Release:

l Doors.NET now includes support for Keri's Entraguard Telephone Entry product
line. This is done via an extension of the PXL gateway. The updated PXL gateway
provides free support for new Entraguard controller/site installations. Sites with
existing Entraguard controllers (now Legacy Entraguard controllers) can be
upgraded to Doors.NET software via a purchased license upgrade and a firmware
upgrade. Please contact your RSM or Keri Inside Sales representative for upgrade
information.

Entraguard Firmware Notes:
o These are the minimum firmware revisions for Entraguard products eligible for
Legacy conversion:

n Titanium and Silver - v7.6.09 or greater
n Platinum - v9.1.09

o These are the minimum firmware revisions for Entraguard products eligible for
Standard Entraguard licensing (subject to no conversion/legacy licensing fees):

n Titanium and Silver - v7.8.01
n Platinum - v9.2.01

o Entraguard firmware only supports the 'Global Lock Only' command. All the other,
advanced Global Lock commands are treated as a standard Global Lock Only com-
mand (Global Lockout, Global Lockout allow Total Access, Global Lockdown,
Global Lockdown allow Total Access). This means you should not use an Entra-
guard controller as a master unless there are only Entraguard units on the network
as the advanced Global Lock commands will not be passed on to the other units in
the network. These commands should be implemented in a future Entraguard firm-
ware update.

o A Global Unlock command initiated by hardware reacts across all units nearly
instantaneously. If initiated through software via the Situation Manager each unit is
unlocked one-at-a-time. It can take up to 30 seconds per unit for the unlock com-
mand to be completed.

o Entraguard firmware does not issue an event following a lock command. Currently,
the only way to see Entraguard unit locked status is to request status from the unit.
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Entraguard firmware does issue an event following an unlock command. This
should be corrected in a future Entraguard firmware update.

l Elevator control in Doors.NET now supports PXL/LC Elevator Control panels.
However, elevator control panels are not handled by the Doors32 to Doors.NET
database conversion program; they must be manually configured in Doors.NET.

l Doors.NET now includes support for the PXL-380W controller.

Note: The Ingersoll/Rand reader line has been spun off into its own company. This new
company name is Allegion. All references to Ingersoll/Rand have been changed to Alle-
gion.

Program Improvements

For All Hardware Platforms:

l Added a "Press F1 for Help" message in the UI.
l Corrected Local Linkage Action Type screen formatting issues that affected the dis-
play of parameters.

l Modified how search tasks for reports displays information. A Basic Search now
only displays name information. You now must run Advanced Search to see any
other information fields.

l Added a Company Name field to the Cardholder Company window.
l Added a MAC Address column to the Hardware/Controllers report.
l Corrected an issue that prevented Custom Field data from being shown in trans-
action reports.

l Removed the Design Mode icon from the menu bar unless the logged operator is a
system administrator.

l Corrected several text typos within software windows.
l Corrected an issue that would not allow a credential imprint number to be added to
a Photo ID entry.

l Added logic to ensure that the 'Never Expire' and 'Temporary' tick boxes are mutu-
ally exclusive; if you select one option, the other is deselected.

l Simplified the ability to apply Temporary Unlock to an elevator reader.
l Corrected an issue where the Doors32 to Doors.NET database conversion pro-
gram was treating an 'Always Off' schedule as 'None.'

l Corrected an issue where the GMT value for a controller would change to match
the controller's local timezone offset.

l Added a Field Chooser row to the Access Groups window. This allows an operator
to select what data should be displayed under Access Groups.

l Added a warning pop-up that appears if an Auto-Config has been performed, but
the information found by Auto-Config have not been applied to the database.

l Changed the report client start date to default to "today's date."
l Permissions were not properly filtering alerts allowing any user to see alerts.
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l Disabling a cardholder with two credentials would only disable the first credential
unless a "download all" was performed. Now the disable command is auto-
matically applied to both credentials.

l A credential that was manually inactivated would not automatically start working
when reactivated until a 'download all' command was performed.

l Due to differences between standard NXT firmware and Mercury firmware, the
'Door Held Open' value is set in one-second increments for standard NXT con-
trollers and in two-second increments for Mercury and Mercury Powered NXT con-
trollers.

l Added logic to ensure that a controller that issued a Global Unlock/Lock command
cannot be deleted from the system while that command is active.

l Made a number of cosmetic changes to the Cardholder Reports window for ease-
of-use.

l Restored the 'Delete Photo' icon to the Photo ID client's Context menu.
l Updated the Tech Support link in the main menu to match changes made in the
Keri website.

l Modified the default display of Controller Status to not automatically include infre-
quently used information columns.

l Added prompts to better indicate when a backup has begun and when it has
ended.

l Allowed Elevator Groups to be viewed by any Operator with permission. It had
been set for Administrator viewing only.

Unique to Keri NXT Controllers:

l Corrected an issue with parameter checking that caused an Update Network com-
mand to not complete. If an access group is expanded to more doors causing a
cardholder to go past eight access levels on a controller (the maximum allowed per
cardholder), then Update Network has an exception and the controller is not
updated. Doors.NET now displays an error message including controller number,
cardholder ID, and access level ID should an access group change exceed max-
imum allowed values.

l Added an Access Level check to ensure an operator does not exceed the 255 max-
imum.

Unique to Keri PXL Controllers:

l No longer displays reader configuration fields that are not valid for MS Readers.
l Changed the logic used when performing a generic cardholder database import to
prevent the creation of greater than 32 schedules, the maximum allowed for PXL
controllers.

l Added the PXL controller's address number to the controller's name. This makes it
easier to label and program databases prior to installing equipment and helps by
listing controller addresses in numerical order.

l Corrected issues with temporary credentials on PXL controllers.
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l Corrected an issue when adding new credentials to an existing cardholder record.
The updated cardholder information is now automatically updated to the applicable
controllers.

l Removed the listing for PXL-500 under Local Linkage. This feature is not yet sup-
ported for PXL-500 controllers.

Unique to Keri NXT Mercury Powered Controllers and Mercury Hardware:

l Corrected a controller naming issue when running reports.
l Added three extended-time APB modes that are tracked in minutes. This allows
the maximum APB time to reach as far as 45 days, 12 hours, 15 minutes.

l EP 1501 controllers now have the time set every time they come online.
l Corrected a window update issue where controllers are shown as offline in the dis-
play window following an Update Network, but are shown as online in the property
grid.

l Manual controller connection/disconnection was not operating correctly.

Unique to ASSA Hardware:

l Corrected a time indexing issue that prevented Holiday Schedules from working
correctly.

l Updated the ASSA driver to v5.0 (from v4.4). This allows the ASSA Gateway to be
compatible with SQL 2012 and Windows 8. The new driver requires Microsoft
.NET v4.0 framework. If the 4.0 framework is not installed on the host computer, the
Doors.NET software installer will perform the 4.0 framework installation.

l Corrected an issue refreshing new reader status following auto configuration.
l Corrected an issue when adding an Aperio door lock to a hub that required restart-
ing the Mercury gateway and resetting the Mercury Powered NXT controller after
every lock addition. The only thing now required is to reset the Mercury Powered
NXT controller following the initial addition of the hub.

NOTE: If you are upgrading an existing ASSA WiFi/POE installation using ASSA driver
version 1.2 you must manually remove the existing ASSA driver before running the Door-
s.NET installer.

Unique to Allegion Lock Hardware:

l AD300 readers are now able to perform temporary unlock commands from the
Doors.NET program.

l Added the Allegion AD400 and AD300 keypads to the recognized readers list.
Includes support for privacy, classroom, office, and apartment modes.

l Corrected an issue where a tamper event could be reported twice on Allegion
AD400s.

l Corrected an issue where a power fail event was not reported by Allegion
PIM400s.

Archive Service
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l Corrected Archive Service settings with Windows 8 that did not allow the Archive
Service to start after configuration unless the operator had Administrator rights.

l Changed the archive limit when running SQL Server 2012 from 3 GB to 9 GB.
Archiving is now performed when the database reaches 9 GB.

l Modified the Archive Service to prevent SQL Server timeouts for very large data-
bases.

Known Issues

With Entraguard Controllers:

l If you manually create an Entraguard controller database and then perform an
auto-config, the auto-configuration will not complete. Perform an auto-configuration
first, and then configure the Entraguard controller database. This will be corrected
in a future release.

With Mercury Powered NXT Controllers:

l In networks with unusually high network traffic a Mercury Powered NXT controller
may receive too many network overrun errors, resulting in that controller tem-
porarily removing itself from the network. Under certain extreme conditions, that
controller may not return to the network, requiring power cycling the controller to
bring it back online.

Firmware Requirements
For NXT controllers and peripherals:

l Standard NXT controllers should use firmware revision 2.05.40.
l NXT Readers require firmware revision 2.00.01 or greater.
l Reader Interface Modules (RIMs) should use firmware revision 3.03.07 or greater.
l 4x4 I/O Modules should use firmware revision 3.00.02.

For PXL:
l PXL controllers require firmware revision 8.6.09 or greater.
l Legacy PXL controllers require firmware revision 8.4.49 or greater
(this firmware revision is programmed with the current U.S. Daylight Savings Time
dates and has the complete PXL implementation of Anti-Passback).

For Entraguard:
l Titanium and Silver - 7.6.09
l Platinum - 9.1.09

For Mercury Powered NXT controllers and Mercury Hardware:
l Mercury Powered NXT controllers should use firmware revision 1.189.
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Firmware Upgrades
l None at this time.

Translations

Completed Translations:
l Chinese (Simplified)
l Chinese (Traditional/Taiwan)
l English (UK)
l French (France)
l Polish
l Russian
l Slovenian
l Spanish (Castilian)
l Turkish

Translations Pending Updates *:
l Arabic (UAE)
l Dutch (Belgium)
l French (Belgium)
l Italian

* These translation file sets are not yet complete pending submissions from our trans-
lators. If you use these translations you will find mislabeled and/or non-translated ribbon
and menu fields in some sections of the program. Non-translated fields will be displayed
in US English.

Click here for a release history summary.

Version 3.5.1.19
(1) The ASSA gateway for WiFi/POE products is not yet Windows 8 or Windows Server
2012 compatible. The software installer will not allow the ASSA gateway to be installed
if the operating system is either Windows 8 or Windows Server 2012.

Note: Doors.Net software IS NOT compatible with any Home/Basic version of Win-
dows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, or Windows 8.
This is due to networking restrictions built into the Home/Basic versions of Windows
operating systems.

New Features

New Hardware Release:
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l The GIOX (Greater I/O Board) has been released for use by NXT and Mercury
Powered NXT controllers. The GIOX unit is made up of a back plane and a com-
bination of Input and/or Output plug-in modules. The back plane handles up to 8
plug-in modules in any combination of input module or output module. Input mod-
ules have 8 inputs and Output modules have 8 outputs. This product can be used
for either Elevator Control or general I/O; the two uses cannot be mixed in one
GIOX unit. Elevator Control is currently only supported on Mercury Powered NXT
controllers.

For All Hardware Platforms:

l Doors.NET is now capable of running multiple concurrent hardware gateways. In a
multiple concurrent gateway system, the software limits itself to the lowest hard-
ware common denominator for certain operating parameters. Also, certain features
may be displayed, but may only apply to one specific gateway, and not to any other
gateways. The factory default allows one gateway. There are additional charges
for each additional gateway and your license must be updated to enable each addi-
tional gateway. This includes any combination of the following gateways:

l NXT
l Mercury Powered NXT
l PXL-500 Series
l Standard Mercury
l ASSA Aperio and WiFi/POE
l Ingersoll-Rand/Schlage
l

Unique to Keri NXT Controllers:

l None at this time.

Unique to Keri PXL Controllers:

l None at this time.

Unique to Keri NXT Mercury Powered Controllers and Mercury Hardware:

l None at this time.

Unique to ASSA Aperio Lock Hardware:

l None at this time.

Unique to ASSA WiFi/POE Lock Hardware:

l None at this time.
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Unique to IR/Schlage Lock Hardware:

l None at this time.

Program Improvements

For All Hardware Platforms:

l Corrected an issue that prevented the Auto Config window from closing if the
installer opted not to complete the Auto Config process.

l Added the ability to clear the Roll Call list at a specific time every day.
l Corrected an issue that would not allow a remote client delete a photo in a card-
holder record.

l Corrected an issue with activating Host Schedule triggers in global linkages and
when using the System Calendar.

l Changed manual entry of MAC addresses to no longer be case-sensitive.
l Changed the time stamp used for event reports from the server time stamp to the
controller time stamp. The controller time stamp reflects the time the event
occurred, and is typically the information that these types of reports are presenting.

l When setting the ADA/DDA option for a cardholder, enabling either the Extended
(ADA/DDA) value for the Cardholder Type or the Use ADA/DDA Timing check box
also enables the other setting. You can then disable one value or the other if
desired.

l When performing a client-only installation the software will now not automatically
run the license manager as this step is unnecessary.

Unique to NXT Controllers:

l Set a limit to the number of times the software reports a controller is offline. Pre-
viously the software would report "controller offline" every time an attempt was
made to reconnect. Now it will only report the offline condition the first time it
occurs. The report enables itself once the controller comes back online.

l Corrected a gateway issue with the holiday index running out of space causing
doors to not unlock on a holiday when Active on Holiday is set.

l Added checks to ensure Holiday schedules and associated limits are being
applied correctly.

Unique to PXL Controllers:

l Made a number of gateway improvements to accommodate network timing con-
ditions in medium to large controller networks (typically 20 controllers or more).

l Corrected an issue with single-door applications using two readers. Operating
parameters assigned to the second reader are now properly applied to that reader.

l Implemented a check to prevent multiple back-to-back Update Network requests
from being executed.
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l Corrected an issue where if a slave controller was reset and then comes back
online, the property grid was correctly updated, but the status grid was not until a
request status command is performed. The status grid now does a real-time update
to ensure displayed information is correct.

l Made a number of improvements to the reporting function options.
l Added checks to ensure Holiday schedules and associated limits are being
applied correctly.

Unique to Keri NXT Mercury Powered Controllers and Mercury Hardware:

l Added support for a double credential presentation feature allowing a double-
presentation of a credential be a local linkage trigger.

l Corrected an issue with temporary cards disabling themselves 1 minute late.
l Added credential Use Count to the credential template.
l Corrected the clock synchronization feature in the System Calendar. It was not
properly synchronizing the controllers with the host computer. Also added the abil-
ity to synchronize all controller clocks at one time.

l Added a new Reader mode control "timed to action list" option to Local Linkages.
Allows a local linkage macro to set any Reader mode for a designated amount of
time.

l Added support for IPv6 addressing.

Unique to ASSA Aperio Hardware:

l Added support for new devices - Securitron R100, HES KS100, and AS100.
l Added a Scheduled Relock command.
l Added support for the Situation Manager feature.
l Corrected an issue with event display filtering.
l Added a Scheduled Relock command.

Unique to ASSA WiFi/POE Hardware:

l Added support for remote Unlock/Lock. These lock sets must have the Always Con-
nect option enabled.

l Added support for the Situation Manager feature.
l Corrected an issue with event display filtering.
l Implemented new WiFi/POE drivers provided by ASSA. Driver version is now 4.4.

Note: If you are upgrading an existing ASSA WiFi/POE installation you must manually
remove the existing ASSA driver (version 1.2) before running the Doors.NET installer.

Unique to IR/Schlage Hardware:

l Corrected the display of the Interior Push Button indicator.
l Corrected temp LED commands.
l Corrected operation in Card OR PIN mode.
l Now actively requesting Wake-on-Radio status, improving notification of latch state
changes.
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l Corrected a backwards compatibility issue for operation with older AD-series lock-
sets.

Known Issues

With NXT Controllers:
l If additional doors are added to an existing access group, causing a cardholder in
that access group to exceed eight access levels, then Update Network will not
work for that controller. To correct this condition the operator will have to review
access group/door assignments and determine which assignment exceeds the
limit. This will be corrected in the next software release.

With PXL Controllers:
l PXL controllers, by default, are configured for a standard credential file size.
Features such as Temp Cards, Anti Passback, Card + PIN, require a extended cre-
dential file size. Under most situations, the PXL gateway automatically notifies con-
trollers on the line that a switch to extended credential file size is required. This is
not being done correctly when Temp Cards is the feature being activated. The
workaround is to manually perform a full update to the controllers. This will be cor-
rected in the next software release.

Firmware Requirements
For NXT controllers and peripherals:

l Standard NXT controllers require new firmware revision 2.05.40.
l NXT Readers require firmware revision 3.00.01 or greater.
l Reader Interface Modules (RIMs) require firmware revision 3.02.05 or greater.
l 4x4 I/O Modules require firmware revision 3.00.02.

For PXL:
l PXL controllers require firmware revision 8.6.09.
l Legacy PXL controllers should be at firmware revision 8.4.49 or greater (this firm-
ware revision is programmed with the current U.S. Daylight Savings Time dates
and has the complete PXL implementation of Anti-Passback).

For Mercury Powered NXT controllers and Mercury Hardware:
l Mercury Powered NXT controllers require new firmware revision 1.185.

Firmware Upgrades

NXT Firmware v2.05.40
l Added support for updating NXT Reader firmware.
l Implemented a number of Ethernet communication enhancements that help protect
the controller from data that does not apply to the controller, including bad data
packets and invalid connection attempts. These changes help to prevent the con-
troller from being knocked offline.
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l Added a health monitor to collect and save information on questionable Ethernet
events. This information can be used to assist in debugging Ethernet related
issues. This feature is selectively enabled, and should only be used if a controller
has repeated networking issues.

l Corrected an error in applying holiday dates to door unlock schedules.

Mercury Hardware Firmware v1.185
l The 4x4 status command now provides more status information.
l Corrected the red LED display pattern when in 2-wire LED control mode.
l Corrected a configuration issue with Schlage AD300 lock sets that could cause the
controller to reset.

l Now actively requests Schlage Wake-on-Radio status, improving the reporting of
latch state changes.

l Corrected Schlage lock set operation in Card OR PIN mode.
l Added extended lock set modes: Classroom, Office, Privacy, and Apart-
ment/Canadian-Law.

l Double card presentation is treated as a toggle state in extended lock set modes
Classroom and Office.

l Added support for OSDP biometric types.
l IPv6 web connections now use Zeroconf name, resolving browser incompatibilities
with IPv6 literal addresses.

l Made changes to how Scheduled Override for Aperio operates when invoked by a
linkage trigger to accommodate the triggering condition. This prevents conflicting
operations from occurring.

l Corrected a backwards compatibility issue with older Schlage AD-series locksets.

Translations

Completed Translations:
l Chinese (Simplified)
l Chinese (Traditional/Taiwan)
l English (UK)
l French (France)
l Polish
l Russian
l Slovenian
l Spanish (Castilian)
l Turkish

Translations Pending Updates *:
l Arabic (UAE)
l Dutch (Belgium)
l French (Belgium)
l Italian
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* These translation file sets are not yet complete pending submissions from our trans-
lators. If you use these translations you will find mislabeled and/or non-translated ribbon
and menu fields in some sections of the program. Non-translated fields will be displayed
in US English.

Version 3.5.1.18
(1) The ASSA gateway is not yet Windows 8 compatible for IP locks (Wifi and POE). The
software installer will not allow the ASSA gateway to be installed if the operating system
is Windows 8.

Note: Doors.Net software IS NOT compatible with any Home/Basic version of Win-
dows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, or Windows 8.
This is due to networking restrictions built into the Home/Basic versions of Windows
operating systems.

New Features

For All Hardware Platforms:

l Added a linkage Export/Import function that allows a programmed linkage to be
exported from one controller and then imported by another on the same system or
on a completely different system. This feature is available via local linkage.

l Added a Apply Template/Save Template for all controllers. This feature saves the
existing properties of a controller and its devices to a template file. That file can
then be applied to another controller of the same type. Available only in Design
mode.

Unique to Keri NXT Controllers:

l None at this time.

Unique to Keri PXL Controllers:

l Implemented the Global Unlock/Lock feature set in Doors.NET. When the cor-
responding input is activated, these features automatically either lock or unlock
ALL of the online and functioning doors in the PXL system; it does not allow selec-
ted doors to be excluded from the lock or unlock command. Since these features
are hardware controlled they are not dependent upon the PC to be activated. If con-
trollers are offline when a Unlock/Lock command is issued they will not respond to
the Unlock/Lock command until they come back online.

l The Global Unlock/Lock functionality of PXL hardware can be extended using the
Situation Manager within Doors.NET software. This provides you with greater con-
trol and flexibility in how the Global Unlock/Lock features are implemented, includ-
ing varying restriction levels of lock and unlock and the ability to assign/unassign
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specific doors. The Situation Manager requires the master controller always be
online with the host PC.

Unique to Keri NXT Mercury Powered Controllers and Mercury Hardware:

l None at this time.

Unique to ASSA Lock Hardware:

l None at this time.

Program Improvements

For All Hardware Platforms:

l Corrected an issue where the Archive database could not connect when using Win-
dows 8. Windows 8 uses SQL Server 2012 which has a slightly different structure
for its connection information. The program now recognizes when SQL Server
2012 is active and adjusts its connection information accordingly.

l Corrected an issue where both a door strike and a door forced alarm could be
assigned to the same control point (when reassigning a door strike from its default
control point) resulting in unexpected operation. The program now prevents the
control point from being assigned to door forced if already assigned to door strike.

l Corrected an issue that, in certain applications, would not allow a temporary
unlock command to be overridden by a lock command.

l Restricted access to Design Mode to operators designated as System Admin-
istrators. You must also be in Advanced View to access Design Mode. Design
Mode allows an operator to change the appearance and layout of program
screens.

l If a gateway disconnects from the host PC, the status grid will set all controllers on
that gateway to offline status.

l Added a "Remove All" option to Local Linkage triggers and procedures. You must
be a System Administrator to perform a Remove All and you must remove triggers
before you remove procedures.

l If a reader is an exit reader or does not have Door Contact enabled the Door Status
grid would not display status in the Door Forced or Door Held fields.

l A "Client Only" installation was unnecessarily installing the Gateway Wizard. If no
gateway is being installed, the program now does not install the Gateway Wizard.

Unique to NXT Controllers:

l None at this time.

Unique to PXL Controllers:
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NOTE: For PXL installations, Keri strongly recommends upgrading to the 3.5.1.18
release to take advantage of the improvements made for data throughput and event col-
lection, and for master/slave controller updating.

l Made multiple improvements in data handling and event collection in the gateway,
increasing data throughput when multiple master controllers are connected.

l The PXL controller firmware revision was not being displayed in the grid.
l Provided the ability to allow PXL masters to be placed in different world time
zones.

l Optimized timing parameters in the gateway to improve data throughput.
l Added a check on credential block enroll for quantity of more than 100 records and
automatic download is enabled on any PXL master. If those two conditions are
met, a message is displayed to the user with two options 1) either reduce the quant-
ity or 2) set the PXL to manual update. This check is necessary due to the slow
data transfer rate from master to slave units.

l Changed the level of detail on certain Live Event messages to be less technical
and more user friendly.

l Ensured that if a Smart Update was initiated on a master controller, any slave con-
trollers also requiring an update were updated as well.

l Added the ability to select if an Update Network or Smart Update command
applies to the master only or to the master and slaves.

l Added a check to Holiday scheduling to ensure only a holiday type of 1, 2, or 3 is
selected. The PXL cannot support greater than 3 holiday types.

Unique to Keri NXT Mercury Powered Controllers and Mercury Hardware:

l When adding controllers manually, the program's user interface now waits until a
controller update is complete before allowing the next controller to be added.

l Added an automatic status update request following a firmware upgrade on RIMs
and 4x4s to collect the information needed to immediately update the unit's status
following the upgrade.

l When manually adding Mercury Hardware, the software automatically adds a net-
work communication channel to support the hardware, instead of requiring the com-
munication channel to be added manually. Conversely, if you manually remove
hardware its communication channel is now automatically removed as well.

l If a controller's Daylight Savings Time rules are changed, the controller is now
tagged as needing to be reset so the new DST rules can be applied to the con-
troller.

l Controllers would not enforce DST rules following a reset as the information was
cleared. Controllers now retain this information regardless of the reset function.

l If you deleted an elevator controller from the hardware tree before deleting elevator
access groups, you could not remove the elevator access groups from the access
group list.

l A new communication channel for a controller is only created if a unique IP
address is provided and controller/channel is enabled.

ASSA Gateway:
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l Corrected an issue when adding a new access group. The ASSA gateway
required a restart to accept the access group. A restart when adding an access
group is no longer needed.

l Added new message types to increase the reporting ability of ASSA hardware
events.

l Added a Lock/Unlock feature for ASSA IP locks. This feature is enabled only when
the lockset is set to Always Connect.

Archive Service

l Made the maximum database size variable based on the SQL revision: SQL 2008
R2 and higher allows a maximum database size of 10 GB, SQL 2008 and lower
allows a maximum database size of 4 GB.

l Changed the decision to archive to being based on either of two criteria: the data-
base size in MB or the maximum number of days to keep records in the message
table.

Time and Attendance

l Added new access granted event codes to accommodate ASSA and Ingersoll
Rand wireless and IP lock products.

Known Issues

l The recent Doors.NET v3.5.1.18 release includes a number of PXL gateway
changes that improve data throughput speed between master controller and host
computer. As a part of this release a body of network characterization work was per-
formed and optimum values were determined for controller timeout and network
timeout. These new values are implemented as part of a new PXL installation.
However, they are not updated if a software upgrade is performed from Doors.NET
software revisions prior to v3.5.1.18. This results in increasing network com-
munication degradation as the number of master controllers increases. To correct
this issue the Controller Timeout and Network Timeout values must be changed to
the optimum values. Refer to the Set PXL Network Timeout Settings section for
information on how to make these changes.

Firmware Requirements

For NXT controllers and peripherals:
l Standard NXT controllers require new firmware revision 2.05.27.
l NXT Readers require firmware revision 3.00.01 or greater.
l Reader Interface Modules (RIMs) require firmware revision 3.02.05.
l 4x4 I/O Modules require firmware revision 3.00.02.
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For PXL:
l PXL controllers require new firmware revision 8.6.09.
l Legacy PXL controllers should be at firmware revision 8.4.49 or greater (this min-
imum firmware revision is programmed with the current U.S. Daylight Savings
Time dates and has the complete PXL implementation of Anti-Passback).

For Mercury Powered NXT controllers and Mercury Hardware:
l Mercury Powered NXT controllers require new firmware revision 1.179.

Firmware Upgrades

NXT Firmware v2.05.27
l A number of communication improvements have been made with NXT readers to
ensure proper communication with older reader firmware revisions as well as cur-
rent releases.

PXL Firmware v8.06.09
l Improves the functionality of the Global Unlock/Lock feature for PXL controllers.

Mercury Hardware Firmware v1.179
l Corrected an issue with properly restoring an NXT reader's LED state following a
power cycle.

l Added new message types to increase the reporting ability of certain hardware
events.

l Improved communication connectivity with 4x4 units to minimize unit dis-
connections.

l Updated the collection of data from the 4x4 status command to include more inform-
ation.

Translations

Completed Translations:
l Chinese (Simplified)
l Chinese (Traditional/Taiwan)
l English (UK)
l French (France)
l Polish
l Russian
l Slovenian
l Spanish (Castilian)
l Turkish

Translations Pending Updates *:
l Arabic (UAE)
l Dutch (Belgium)
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l French (Belgium)
l Italian

* These translation file sets are not yet complete pending submissions from our trans-
lators. If you use these translations you will find mislabeled and/or non-translated ribbon
and menu fields in some sections of the program. Non-translated fields will be displayed
in US English.

Version 3.5.1.17

(1) The ASSA gateway is not yet Windows 8 compatible for IP locks (Wifi and POE). The
software installer will not allow the ASSA gateway to be installed if the operating system
is Windows 8.

NOTE: Doors.Net software IS NOT compatible with any Home/Basic version of Win-
dows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, or Windows 8.
This is due to networking restrictions built into the Home/Basic versions of Windows
operating systems.

New Features

For All Hardware Platforms:
l Doors.NET is compatible with the Windows 8 operating system.

Note: Doors.Net software IS NOT compatible with the Basic version of Windows 8.
This is due to networking restrictions built into the Basic version of this operating system.

Unique to Keri NXT Controllers:
l A database conversion process is now available to transfer NetXtreme databases
into Doors.NET. Please contact your RSM or Keri Inside Sales person for data-
base conversion information and pricing.

Notes:

l The NetXtreme database conversion process does NOT convert NetXtreme cus-
tom input/output linkage programming.

l The NetXtreme to Doors.NET conversion process does NOT convert elevator con-
trol programming.

Unique to Keri PXL Controllers:
l None at this time

Unique to Keri NXT Mercury Powered Controllers:
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l An Elevator Override Schedule feature has been added allowing the enabling of
floor access via a schedule. This feature is accessible when the Advanced View is
enabled.

l An "Honor Day of the Week" option has been added to schedule intervals. This is
used if you need specific schedule intervals to be activated regardless of if the day
is a holiday (when all intervals would have been disabled).

l Added Door Forced and Door Held alarm options to the Door property grid.

Unique to Mercury Hardware:
l An Elevator Override Schedule feature has been added allowing the enabling of
floor access via a schedule. This feature is accessible when the Advanced View is
enabled.

l An "Honor Day of the Week" option has been added to schedule intervals. This is
used if you need specific schedule intervals to be activated regardless of if the day
is a holiday (when all intervals would have been disabled).

Program Improvements

For All Hardware Platforms
l Corrected the ability to use hardware control to turn system calendar schedules or
global linkages on/off.

l PIN Exempt was not displayed as a selectable option for the distribution Door-
s.NET interface. It has been added to the pull-down menu.

l Corrected several grid update issues that required exiting, then re-entering a grid
to properly refresh grid values.

l Enabled the ability to save a new system layout without having to permanently set
the save new layout tick-box. This accommodates systems where an administrator
will set and save a new layout and then reboot the system for a standard user for
everyday use.

l Corrected a Holiday grid issue when setting an extended holiday date range. If you
used the click-and-drag method for setting the date range, it would be set correctly.
If you used the click-and-shift-click method, the program would not accept the end-
ing date.

l Added a buffer codec option for video cameras allowing greater flexibility in cam-
era configuration for video clips and snapshots.

l Corrected a time value entry issue in certain fields. If the PC/system clock was set
for 24-hour display (versus 12-hour AM/PM) display, certain fields were only
accepting 12-hour AM/PM format entries.

l Added the ability to allow video recording per a schedule. With no schedule set,
the video camera operates all the time. If a video camera is assigned a schedule, it
will only record during the schedule time period.

l Added the ability to set operator permissions for viewing the status menu. Pre-
viously, all operators could view the status menu; now permission can be either
granted or denied per operator.

l Corrected an issue that prevented Panel type hardware Reports from being gen-
erated.
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Unique to NXT Controllers:
l Extended the maximum strike time. The program had been limiting the maximum
strike time to 255 seconds; this is much too short a time. It now allows a strike time
of up to 65535 seconds (1092 minutes or 18 hours).

l Corrected an issue where an incorrect door status was reported when doors were
in lockout mode. Enhanced to show effective Card Only or Card And PIN mode
based on both dual verification time schedule and requested dual verification
mode.

l Update Network corrected to send full configuration to controller. Was sending only
a partial configuration to controllers while only Auto Config would send a full con-
figuration.

Unique to PXL Controllers:
l Corrected an issue if an alarm sound was programmed to play when a controller
offline event occurred, the alarm sound would not play.

l Corrected an issue with the PXL gateway. When it was manually stopped, events
occurring during the stoppage period were not being correctly retrieved from the
controller and passed up to the program.

l Corrected an issue with the PXL gateway. If you disable a controller and then re-
enable that controller, you had to restart the gateway to bring the controller back
online.

l Added support for Global Lock types Lock, Lockout, and Lockdown.

Unique to Keri NXT Mercury Powered Controllers:
l Now limits firmware upgrade revisions displayed to those by hardware type. Pre-
viously all available firmware upgrades, regardless of hardware type, were dis-
played.

l Added NXT Exit Readers to the pull-down list of available NXT reader models.
Now when adding a paired set of entrance/exit readers the program automatically
sets the entrance reader to Master paired with the exit reader. If you remove the
exit reader, then it will set the reader status back to single, and not paired.

l Added several low-battery notification events for the ASSA Aperio product.
l Corrected an issue if a controller was set to have a unique Controller Holiday
schedule, that schedule would be overridden by an update to the Master Holiday
schedule.

l Corrected an issue with the "Check With Host" feature. If a reader has this feature
enabled the controller will check with the host system to confirm access per-
mission. If not enabled, the controller is free to use the permissions already pro-
grammed in.

l Corrected an issue with Master Holidays. Once a Master Holiday schedule was
set, changes in Master Holiday schedules were not being automatically updated to
the controllers.
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Unique to Mercury Hardware:
l Now limits firmware upgrade revisions displayed to those by hardware type. Pre-
viously all available firmware upgrades, regardless of hardware type, were dis-
played.

l Corrected an issue if a controller was set to have a unique Controller Holiday
schedule, that schedule would be overridden by an update to the Master Holiday
schedule.

ASSA Gateway:
l Does not allow the ASSA gateway to be installed if the operating system is Win-
dows 8 as ASSA is not yet compatible with Windows 8.

l Corrected an issue if a controller was set to have a unique Controller Holiday
schedule, that schedule would be overridden by an update to the Master Holiday
schedule.

l Added a new set of ASSA specific messages for reporting.

Archive Service
l Made the maximum database size variable based on the SQL revision: SQL 2008
R2 and higher allows a maximum database size of 10 GB, SQL 2008 and lower
allows a maximum database size of 4 GB.

l Changed the decision to archive to being based on either of two criteria: the data-
base size in MB or the maximum number of days to keep records in the message
table.

Time and Attendance
l Added new access granted event codes to accommodate ASSA and Ingersoll
Rand wireless and IP lock products.

Known Issues
l None at this time.

Firmware Requirements

For NXT controllers and peripherals:
l Standard NXT controllers require new firmware revision 2.05.25.
l NXT Readers require current firmware revision 3.01.01.
l Reader Interface Modules (RIMs) require current firmware revision 3.02.05.
l 4x4 I/O Modules require current firmware revision 3.00.02.

For PXL:
l PXL controllers require current firmware revision 8.6.04
l Legacy PXL controllers should be at firmware revision 8.4.49 or greater
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Note: Legacy PXL controllers require the PXL Gateway license to be used with Door-
s.NET software.

For Mercury Powered NXT controllers:
l Mercury Powered NXT controllers require new firmware revision 1.175.

For Mercury Hardware controllers:
l Mercury Hardware controllers require new firmware revision 1.173.

Firmware Upgrades

NXT Firmware v2.05.25
l Addresses an issue where corrupted network data in flash is not recovered and the
NXT board is in a constant state of reset (the 485 LEDs flash in sync). This typ-
ically happens when a controller reset command is interrupted during the reset pro-
cess, corrupting the data in flash. To handle this possibility, a backup copy of the
controller's network data is now stored in a unique location. If the controller detects
a corrupted flash or has issues with the network data, it will retrieve the backup
data and restore the primary data after it verifies that the controller's MAC address
stored is a valid Keri MAC address. If the controller's MAC address is invalid it then
writes a default MAC address: 00-14-34-ff-ff-ff and sets the IP Address to
169.254.1.1 and Subnet Mask to 255.255.0.0 allowing the controller to be redis-
covered and reconfigured via an Auto-Config.

Mercury Powered NXT Firmware v1.175
l Provides support for the new IPv6 standard.
l Improves the controller's network response when an Ethernet cable is unplugged.
l Improves the controller's ability to recover from large, rogue data packets.
l Corrects several ASSA and Ingersoll/Rand WiFi lock set issues.
l Adds SNMP capability.
l Corrects a Reader LED issue where the green LED state did not properly follow
the strike time.

Mercury Hardware Firmware v1.173
l Provides support for the new IPv6 standard.
l Improves the controller's network response when an Ethernet cable is unplugged.
l Improves the controller's ability to recover from large, rogue data packets.
l Adds SNMP capability.

Translations

Completed Translations:
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l Chinese (Simplified)
l Chinese (Traditional/Taiwan)
l English (UK)
l French (France)
l Polish
l Russian
l Slovenian
l Spanish (Castilian)
l Turkish

Translations Pending Updates *:
l Arabic (UAE)
l Dutch (Belgium)
l French (Belgium)
l Italian

* These translation file sets are not yet complete pending submissions from our trans-
lators. If you use these translations you will find mislabeled and/or non-translated ribbon
and menu fields in some sections of the program. Non-translated fields will be displayed
in US English.

Version 3.5.1.16
New Features

For All Hardware Platforms:

l An Onvif video plug-in is now available.

Unique to Keri PXL Controllers:

l A database conversion process is now available to transfer Doors32/PXL data-
bases into Doors.NET. Please contact your RSM or Keri Inside Sales person for
database conversion information and pricing.

Note: Doors32/PXL-based sites with the following types of controllers are not eligible
for conversion to Doors.NET at this time.

l Entraguard telephone entry controllers (including mixed PXL and Entraguard sites)
l PXL-510 controllers for alarm panel control
l LC-502/-508 controllers for elevator control
l Obsolete PXL-250 controllers

Unique to Keri NXT Mercury Powered Controllers (MSC):
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l Added support for ASSA Aperio K100 Cabinet Locks.
l Provided support for Ingersoll Rand AD-300 Networked Locks.

Unique to Mercury Hardware:

l None at this time.

Program Improvements

For All Hardware Platforms:

l Simplified the menu options for setting Activation Date and Time, and for Deactiv-
ation Date and Time.

l Corrected a video grid refresh issue when working with video cameras that pre-
vented multiple selection/de-selection of cameras unless you exited and then re-
entered the video grid.

l Set the software installation program to exit immediately if the PC operating system
cannot be identified.

l Corrected a date-check issue with appointment schedules that would not allow an
appointment schedule to cross midnight.

l Added the ability to show/hide Alerts in the operator permissions grid.
l Modified the License Manager to allow Demo mode to activate regardless of the
availability of an Internet connection.

l Changed the Block Enrollment default for credential access from "Total Access" to
"Unassigned."

Unique to NXT Controllers:

l None at this time.

Unique to PXL Controllers:

l Corrected the message displayed if a PIN is not entered when in dual verification
mode from "No Second Card" to "No PIN Entered."

Unique to Keri NXT Mercury Powered Controllers (MSC):

l Added a pop-up window to confirm the configuration of Exit Readers.

Unique to Mercury Hardware:

l Corrected an issue where the Update Network icon was not made available to Mer-
cury hardware.

l Corrected a hardware configuration grid refresh issue where the grid would con-
tinue to show a Network Update was required following resetting an AP controller.
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Known Issues
l None at this time.

Firmware Requirements

For NXT controllers and peripherals:
l Standard NXT controllers require current firmware revision 2.05.23.
l NXT controllers with Mercury Inside firmware require current revision 1.01.40.
l NXT Readers require current firmware revision 3.01.01.
l Reader Interface Modules (RIMs) require current firmware revision 3.02.05.
l 4x4 I/O Modules require current firmware revision 3.00.02.

For PXL:
l PXL controllers require current firmware revision 8.6.04
l Legacy PXL controllers should be at firmware revision 8.4.49 or greater
(this minimum firmware revision is programmed with the current U.S. Daylight Sav-
ings Time dates)

Note: Legacy PXL controllers require the PXL Gateway license to be used with Door-
s.NET software.

For Mercury Inside (MSC) NXT controllers:
l MSC NXT controllers require current MSC firmware revision 1.01.40.

Firmware Upgrades
None at this time.

Translations

Completed Translations:
l Chinese (Simplified)
l Chinese (Traditional/Taiwan)
l English (UK)
l French (France)
l Polish
l Russian
l Slovenian
l Spanish (Castilian)
l Turkish

Translations Pending Updates *:
l Arabic (UAE)
l Dutch (Belgium)
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l French (Belgium)
l Italian

* These translation file sets are not yet complete pending submissions from our trans-
lators. If you use these translations you will find mislabeled and/or non-translated ribbon
and menu fields in some sections of the program. Non-translated fields will be displayed
in US English.

Version 3.5.1.15

Operating System Requirements
Doors.Net software IS NOT compatible with any Home version of Windows XP, Win-
dows Vista, and Windows 7.

This is due to networking restrictions built into the Home versions of Windows operating
systems.

Doors.NET IS compatible with the Business, Professional, Ultimate, and Enterprise ver-
sions (both 32-bit and 64-bit) of Windows XP, Windows Vista, and Windows 7; as well
as Windows Server versions 2003 and 2008 (both 32-bit and 64-bit).

New Features
l Releases a PXL Gateway that supports PXL-500 controllers in the Doors.NET pro-
gram. This gateway provides free Doors.NET software support for new PXL-500
controller/site installations. Existing Doors32 sites with PXL-500 controllers (now
deemed Legacy PXL controllers) can be upgraded to Doors.NET software via a
purchased license upgrade. Please contact your RSM or Keri Inside Sales person
for upgrade information.

Note: Sites with the following types of controllers are not eligible for upgrading to Door-
s.NET at this time.

l Entraguard telephone entry controllers (including mixed PXL and Entraguard sites)
l PXL-510 controllers for alarm panel control
l LC-502/-508 controllers for elevator control

Unique to Keri NXT Mercury Powered Controllers (MSC):
l Added support for the ASSA ABLOY Aperio hub wireless lock (1 port and 8 port).
l Added support for ASSA ABLOY Sargent Profile VS2 (Wifi) locks.
l Added support for the Ingersoll Rand AD-400 series wireless lock.

Program Improvements
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For All Hardware Platforms:

l Updated the MadCap Help Viewer program to the current v6.1 release.
l Added a wide variety of AXIS video plug-ins.
l Corrected an issue when reassigning a door strike from a controller to a 4x4 I/O
module. The reader assignment list was not being filled with all the available read-
ers.

l Corrected an issue in actively updating Access Group information between clients
when multiple clients are open. The client saving an Access Group change would
correctly display the new Access Group name; remote clients would display "New
Group" until the remote clients were closed and then re-opened. Now all clients dis-
play the new Access Group name whenever changes are saved, regardless of cli-
ent.

l Improved Temporary Card date resolution by including hours, minutes, seconds to
the date selection. In certain applications, a Temporary Card set for one day
access would expire immediately after being issued. The full date/time stamp
ensures one day Temporary Cards operate correctly.

l Corrected an issue where the online help file would not open when an operator
pressed F1 in certain software installations. When certain options were selected,
the online help viewer program was not properly being registered during the install-
ation process. The installer has been changed to ensure proper help viewer regis-
tration regardless of software installation options.

l Added several new options to the default list of entries for the Emergency Contacts
screen.

l Corrected several refresh issues with data entries in the cardholder grid not being
displayed until the cardholder grid was closed and then re-opened.

l Added a check that will not allow an Access Group to be deleted if there are still
Readers assigned to that group. This allows an Operator an opportunity to ensure
that Access Group should be deleted and to reassign any Reader assignments
that still exist.

l Increased the number of events that are posted to Live Events to include cre-
dential/reader mode changes. This allows the system to maintain a more complete
history of credential and reader activity.

l More tightly enforce the rules for disabling overrides with credential mode changes
when in the global lock and global unlock state.

l Added value comparison between minimum and maximum Strike times. Pre-
viously the program allowed these values to be set independently, and did not
check to see if an illogical entry was made (i.e., setting a maximum Strike time to a
value less than the minimum Strike time). The program now automatically
increases the maximum time if the minimum time is set to a value greater than the
existing maximum time and decreases the minimum time if the maximum time is
set to a value less than the existing minimum time. In both cases, the maximum
and minimum times will be the same.

l Added a value check to entries to the cardholder grid. If an invalid data value was
entered into one of the cardholder grid fields the grid display could go blank. The
program now checks and rejects invalid data entries.
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l The program now requires that a new cardholder entry be saved before attaching a
photo to that cardholder. This ensures the new cardholder entry is created in the
database, providing the proper database location for the photo to be attached.

Unique to NXT Controllers:
l Corrected an issue when in Lock-down Mode. RTE requests were being per-
formed by the system when they should not be. When in Lock-down Mode, an RTE
request should generate an event, but not be performed. Lock-down Mode now
operates correctly.

l Corrected a status display issue with RIMs when performing a Firmware Update.
When an update network was completed, the timing for requesting updated status
was performed so quickly that some RIMs had not completely rebooted following
the firmware update. These RIMs would not display on the status screen though
they had been correctly updated and were actually operating. The system now has
a slight delay between completing the update and requesting status from the RIMs
to ensure the RIMs have enough time to reboot and come back on line. Opening
the firmware update screen for NXT controllers now requests status of the con-
trollers so the screen is up to date with the modules that are online.

l Added the Smart Update feature for NXT controllers. When a smart update is per-
formed only newly entered changes are uploaded to the controllers.

l Improved the tracking of updates for controllers that are offline at the time an
update is performed. Controllers are marked in the user interface as needing spe-
cific updates if they were offline when the update was performed. When these con-
trollers come back online, these updates are automatically performed. Successful
updates will clear these update markers and failed updates will reset these mark-
ers.

l Improved the reporting of controller firmware revisions in Live Events. If a controller
failed to report its firmware revision, Live Events now reports the command failed. If
a controller reports a revision that is out of date, Live Events shows both the current
and the expected revision numbers.

l Corrected an issue where a change to a door strike time was not received by the
controller unless the gateway was restarted.

l Changed the door contact default value to No Door Contact (which disables the
call outs for strike minimum time and strike mode). This accommodates the major-
ity of our customers who do not use a door contact on their installations.

Unique to Keri NXT Mercury Powered Controllers (MSC):

l Added a Special Event option to the Holiday Schedule list. This allows a one-time
special event schedule to be defined that does not affect any other existing sched-
ule.

l Added support for the Assa Aperio AH-30 hub supporting 8 wireless locks with a
50 foot range.

l Added firmware upgrade status messages to provide active feedback during an
upgrade.
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l Added options to the System Calendar allowing a Full Cardholder Download and
an Update Network to be scheduled operations.

l Corrected an issue with setting a vacation date. Vacation Settings are used to tem-
porarily disable a credential when a cardholder goes on vacation. The program ori-
ginally assumed a vacation would start at some date in the future and run some
number of days. If an operator set a credential's vacation date to begin imme-
diately, that start date would not be applied correctly. The program now accepts
immediate vacation start dates.

Known Issues
l None at this time.

Firmware Requirements
For NXT controllers and peripherals:

l Standard NXT controllers require new firmware revision 2.05.23.
l NXT controllers with Mercury Inside firmware require new revision 1.01.40.
l NXT Readers require current firmware revision 3.01.01.
l Reader Interface Modules (RIMs) require current firmware revision 3.02.05.
l 4x4 I/O Modules require current firmware revision 3.00.02.

For PXL:
l PXL controllers require current firmware revision 8.6.04
l Legacy PXL controllers should be at firmware revision 8.4.49 or greater
(this minimum firmware revision is programmed with the current U.S. Daylight Sav-
ings Time dates)

Note: Legacy PXL controllers require an optional license to be used with Doors.NET
software.

For Mercury Inside (MSC) NXT controllers:
l MSC NXT controllers require new MSC firmware revision 1.01.40.

Firmware Upgrades

Standard NXT Firmware v2.05.23
l Turns off multicast support within the firmware as the Doors.NET software does not
communicate with the NXT controller via multicast. This allows the NXT controller
to ignore an entire class of Ethernet communication that does not apply to the con-
troller.

Mercury Powered NXT Firmware (MSC) v1.01.40
l Corrects an issue with Assa Aperio wireless lock hubs that could interrupt com-
munication.

l Provides a method for temporary access to the web user interface. When a new
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web user is added the default admin account is disabled. Should you lose the web
user password you could be permanently locked out of the controller. Now you can
press the S1 switch twice to re-enable the default web user admin account for 5
minutes.

Translations

Completed Translations:
l Chinese (Simplified)
l Chinese (Traditional/Taiwan)
l English (UK)
l French (France)
l Polish
l Russian
l Slovenian
l Spanish (Castilian)
l Turkish

Translations Pending Updates *:
l Arabic (UAE)
l Dutch (Belgium)
l French (Belgium)
l Italian

* These translation file sets are not yet complete pending submissions from our trans-
lators. If you use these translations you will find mislabeled and/or non-translated ribbon
and menu fields in some sections of the program. Non-translated fields will be displayed
in US English.

Version 3.5.1.14

Firmware Requirements
l The standard NXT controller requires new firmware revision 2.05.22.
l The NXT Reader requires new firmware revision 3.01.01 specifically to enable the
In/Out reader function. If this feature is not being used then the previous version of
reader firmware (v3.00.01) continues to be fully functional.

l The Reader Interface Module (RIM) requires new firmware revision 3.02.05.
l The 4x4 I/O Module requires new firmware revision 3.00.02.
l The Mercury Inside gateway (MSC) requires that NXT controllers have new MSC
firmware revision 136.

Note: Due to networking restrictions built into the Home versions of Windows operating
systems, Doors.Net software is NOT compatible with any Home version of Windows
XP, Windows Vista, or Windows 7. Doors.NET IS compatible with the Business,
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Professional, and Ultimate versions (both 32-bit and 64-bit) of Windows XP, Windows
Vista, and Windows 7.

New Features
l Added the ability to display a photo associated with an event in the Live Events
window. When an applicable event occurs, if the cardholder screen is open a
double-click displays the cardholder record. If the cardholder screen is not open, a
tool tip with the cardholder photo, last name, first name, middle name is displayed.

l Added the Personal Identity Verification (PIV) 75-bit format to the Wiegand library
of standard card formats.

l Added a Block Delete cardholder feature. This is useful if a Block Enrollment is
done incorrectly and needs to be deleted and performed again, saving time in the
cardholder deletion process. Block Delete is limited to 50 credentials at a time.

l Added support for the NXT-6RK keypad reader.
l Added support for keypad commands when using a Wiegand keypad with NXT
controllers with Mercury Inside firmware.

l Added support for Elevator Control when using NXT controllers with Mercury
Inside firmware.

l Added In/Out Reader support for NXT controllers with Mercury Inside firmware.
l Added support for ASSA Aperio wireless door locks when using NXT controllers
with Mercury Inside firmware.

l Added support for Axis M1054 and M1103 cameras.

Program Improvements
l Corrected an issue where the software installer unnecessarily installed the Door-
s.NET Services Tray Application on client-only installs. This application is only
needed on the host computer running the Application Server.

l Corrected an issue with license reactivation while Internet access was unavailable
(typically done when a user adds a new licensed feature). The License Manager
would lock the program, waiting for an activation response until Internet access
was restored. The system will now allow the program to operate without the new
feature addition, requiring the user to repeat the activation process when Internet
access is finally restored.

l Added a notification for the user such that if a Gateway is offline when a Syn-
chronize Clocks command is performed a notification dialog appears to alert the
user that the Gateway could not be synchronized.

l Added an automatic Gateway assignment such that when a new Gateway is
added in the Gateway Wizard, that new Gateway is automatically selected before
continuing to the activation step. Previously you had to manually select the newly
created Gateway.

l Added cut-and-paste capability when entering a starting IP address during auto-
configuration. The address field will parse the data being entered and delete it out
if invalid characters are entered.

l Disabled the Apply button during an auto-configuration. The Apply button has no
purpose during the auto-configuration process, so it is now disabled (grayed out)
during auto-configuration to minimize confusion during the auto-configuration pro-
cess.
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l Corrected the status update process following an auto-configuration to only collect
status on the selected controllers. This speeds up the status collection time and
does not collect unneeded data.

l Corrected an auto-configuration issue with very old NXT firmware revisions
(2.03.12 or earlier) where the software is waiting for a specific response from the
firmware that early firmware revisions do not provide.

l Added a notification regarding the proper method to change a controller's IP
address. A user cannot change a controller's IP address from the Communication
Setting property, it must be changed during auto-configuration.

l Increased the time out values used for firmware updates to accommodate updating
via slow, wireless networks.

l Implements an Update Network Required notification to be displayed in multiple
places when applicable. Certain types of system changes are not automatically
updated on the network. These notifications alert the Operator to the need to per-
form a manual update when ever necessary.

l Corrected a settings issue with keypad readers where if you changed to a non-
standard setting the keypad reader would work correctly, but if you made a sub-
sequent change to any other reader value, the keypad reader would revert to
default settings.

l Corrected a display issue under Access Groups where Keypad readers were listed
by code number and not manufacturer model.

l Corrected an interface display issue where the correct state for disabled readers
was not displayed properly following an auto-configuration until the user client was
restarted.

l Corrected a Controller status issue that prevented the Reader status from being
properly displayed under certain conditions.

l Corrected an issue with Access Groups that allowed multiple Reader assignments
in an Access Group for Readers on buses 2, 3, or 4.

l Added time duration information to the Lock Out Duration parameter for keypad
readers. The tool tip associated with this field now explicitly states the time out is in
minutes.

l Removed the facility code field from the Credentials window for NXT credentials.
NXT credentials do not use a facility code field.

l Added a Close button to the Block Enrollment window that is enabled once a block
enrollment command is performed. The Block Enrollment window has the oper-
ating system default "X" box to close the window, but adding an explicit Close but-
ton makes the process more obvious.

l Restored a missing card number field to cardholder reports. When running a report
on cardholders, if you selected the card number column to be included in the
report, the reported value came up blank. When selected, the report now shows the
card number for the cardholders.

l Suppressed a spurious "No Search Results Found" warning message that would
appear in brand new software installations where no cardholders have been
enrolled. This message is now suppressed if there are no cardholders in the data-
base.

l Increased the number of characters allowed in the Contact and Company data
fields under cardholders from 50 to 256.
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l Corrected a credential editing issue that prevented an operator from manually
adding a credential to a cardholder record immediately following a credential dele-
tion operation. Previously the credential deletion locked the credential fields and
required the operator to exit then reenter the cardholder record. This is no longer
necessary.

l Increased the number of characters allowed for cardholder address entry from 50
to 256.

l Corrected an issue such that any change entered for cardholders prompts a data-
base save operation. This ensures that all changes have the opportunity to be
saved.

l Corrected an issue in changing the Expiration Date for credentials once an Expir-
ation Reason has been added; adding a reason prevented the date from being
changed.

l Added an auto-fill feature when presentation enrolling credentials. All information
gleaned from the presentation enrollment is now automatically inserted into the
appropriate credential fields in the database.

l Corrected data field display issues when using Presentation Enrollment. Depend-
ing upon enrollment type, certain field values would reset to default or null values
between steps in the operation.

l Corrected a display issue when enrolling MS credentials where the credential
imprint number was not being automatically entered in it's field on the GUI.

l Added the ability for the operator to edit the description of card formats.
l Added more options to the context menus used when creating an email/SMS mes-
saging macro. This makes it easier to include a greater variety of information to
these types of messages.

l Corrected operator permissions when setting holidays or time schedules. An oper-
ator with view-only permission for these two fields was still able to add new hol-
idays or time schedules.

l Removed the default password when confirming Intrusion device type Alerts. The
use of passwords for confirmation is optional.

l Corrected a display issue under Local Linkage triggers where readers were listed
by bus number and not by reader name.

l Corrected an issue where certain user interface screens would not update their
data in real-time. You had to close and then reopen the screen to get current inform-
ation.

l Changed the Request to Exit default setting from Disabled to Momentary.
l Corrected several language translation text errors.
l Corrected an issue with the Hardware Browser where the Save All button did not
highlight when more than one hardware change was made.

l Corrected an issue where there were certain categories of events that would not
activate Alarm Sounds when sounds were assigned to these events.

l Moved all line supervision settings to the Advanced View feature set as line super-
vision is not a commonly used feature.

l Corrected an issue where certain 3-state and 4-state supervision events were not
being reported correctly.

l Changed the descriptions of certain local linkage actions to be more descriptive of
the action.
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l Corrected an issue where changes to a link action pulse time were never recog-
nized; the pulse time never varied from the default value.

l Added an automatic Access Group assignment such that if an operator is allowed
to create a new Access Group, that operator will automatically be allowed to
assign that Access Group to other users.

l Corrected an issue in reporting the Credential Lock Out event in the Live Events
window. This event is generated when the maximum number of PIN attempts are
made on a keypad reader.

l Corrected the timing on Door Held Open events. The Door Held Open timer had
been set to start when the door lock is energized. This resulted in the Door Held
Open time functionally being the same as the Door Strike Time. Timing has now
been changed such that the Door Held Open timer now starts when the Door
Contact shows the door has been physically opened.

l Removed the requirement to select a day-of-the-week when setting a Master
Schedule. This allows a schedule to be created based only on time interval and
holiday type.

l Corrected an issue where the Situation Manager did not properly handle a specific
security level switching option. The system would correctly switch from less secure
Card-Only to more secure Two-Card required, but would not switch back to the
less secure option.

l Standardized the wording for all Situation Manager states and all related event
messages.

l Corrected an issue where setting Operator Permissions did not correctly handle
permissions for System Options.

l Provided a warning that when making changes to operator permissions, these
changes will not take effect until the client has logged out and logged back in.

l Corrected an Operator Permissions issue when working with credential Block
Enrollment. Block Enrolled credentials are assigned to No Access Group. An oper-
ator who has been granted restricted permission to view Access Groups may not
be able to view credentials assigned to No Access Group. These operators are
now able to view this group of credentials only on the All Cardholders report or
when first entering the cardholder menu.

l Changed the way Operator Permissions can be set for System Administrator
accounts. It had been possible for an Operator to set Permissions for all Operators
in a manner that disallowed ALL Operators access to Operator Permissions. This
meant that no further Permission changes could be made for any Operator. Now
the software will allow Operator Permission changes to be made to all other Oper-
ators, but not to the Operator making these changes. This ensures that at least one
Operator retains full Permission changing ability.

l Corrected an issue with Reports for all Readers. If a Reader was offline, it would
not be included in the report.

l Changed the text for NXT controller reader status from device online/offline to
reader online/offline. This improves report readability and is consistent with what is
reported for Mercury Inside controllers.

l Added flexibility to client reports by changing from fixed report date periods of 1 to
4 weeks to flexible date report periods of 1 to 30 days.
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l Improved the method by which controller events can be searched when creating
reports. Events can now be searched by either server time stamp or controller time
stamp.

l Set default start and end dates in the Reports feature to display the current day.
This is a requested convenience when generating reports later in the year as it
saves the user from having to step through calendar settings that begin at the first
of the year.

l Corrected an issue when searching by User Groups. Searching does not work
when multiple user groups are assigned to cardholders.

l Set data filtering to default to filtering by controller. This can be changed to be spe-
cific to reader, input, output, etc.

l Corrected an issue with text searches in Property Filters. If you entered text into the
Property Filter search field that is not present in the Property, the Property window
stops responding. The Administrative client had to be restarted to restore func-
tionality.

l Corrected an issue when creating monitoring filters. Certain filter types would not
save properly, rendering those filters unavailable.

l Corrected an issue when applying either the Mask Forced or Mask Both filters. A
Reader Contact - Door Closed event message would display in Live Events, but its
corresponding Reader Contact - Door Opened event would not. Both events now
appear in Live Events in proper order.

l Corrected an SQL issue where database backups would only be successfully per-
formed if the default backup name was used.

l Corrected a database issue where the database was not updated in a timely man-
ner following a controller deletion, allowing stale information to be displayed in the
grid.

l Corrected default settings for the Vivotek video driver.
l Corrected a positioning issue with the Photo Recall feature where horizontal dock-
ing would come up initially in a vertical orientation. Horizontal docking now comes
up in the correct orientation all of the time.

l Corrected a template display difference between the program client and the Photo-
ID client that could make it difficult to properly edit the template.

l Removed the Factory Defaults option from the Mercury Inside controller options
pull-down list as it does not apply to this controller type.

l Corrected a Mercury Inside gateway issue that had the Gateway Wizard auto-
matically assigning a default Mercury controller type to the gateway, even if None
was selected.

l Corrected an issue when assigning an IP address to a controller with Mercury
Inside firmware. When configuring a panel and assigning an IP address, you must
save the IP address before performing other tasks. The warning message to alert
the user to this requirement was not appearing when needed, allowing a user to
make other changes that invalidate the IP address assignment.

l Corrected an issue with the Request Status command when using Mercury hard-
ware or NXT hardware with Mercury Firmware. Not all status fields would be
updated and the controller date stamp would not be updated.

l Corrected a parameter update issue with NXT controllers using Mercury Firmware.
Certain parameter changes require the controller board to be reset, and this wasn't
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always being announced to the user. When necessary, the program now will auto-
matically perform the reset as a part of the parameter save operation.

l Extended IP addressing support in the Gateway for Mercury products.
l Added Suspend/Restore functions for Door override functions on NXT controllers
with Mercury Firmware.

Known Issues
l Door strike outputs cannot be reassigned from a controller to a 4x4. This should be
allowed in the software, but when you assign a 4x4 output to be a "Strike," the cor-
responding drop-down list is not displaying the Readers that can be reassigned to
that output. This only applies to new reassignments. If you upgrade the software
from a previous revision and have these types of reassignments applied, they cor-
rectly remain active. You just cannot make new assignments.

Translations

Completed Translations:
l Chinese (Simplified)
l Chinese (Traditional/Taiwan)
l English (UK)
l French (France)
l Polish
l Russian
l Slovenian
l Spanish (Castilian)
l Turkish

Translations Pending Updates *:
l Arabic (UAE)
l Dutch (Belgium)
l French (Belgium)
l Italian

* These translation file sets are not yet complete pending submissions from our trans-
lators. If you use these translations you will find mislabeled and/or non-translated ribbon
and menu fields in some sections of the program. Non-translated fields will be displayed
in US English.

Required Firmware Upgrades

Standard NXT Firmware v2.05.22
l Corrects an issue where presenting the same credential to a Reader multiple times
would cause the Controller to process the same credential data multiple times,
delaying the controller from processing data from a new credential. This additional
processing time, in turn, would delay the unlocking of the door for the new cre-
dential.
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l Corrects an issue with incremental credential adds and deletes that prevented
some credentials from being granted access until a full card holder database
update was performed.

l Adds the ability to change the Server ID, Controller ID, and Network Data using Tel-
net commands. This feature can be useful when configuring Controllers that are
spread out over a WAN.

NXT Reader Firmware v3.01.01
l Provides support for In-door/Out-door Readers (also known as Master/Slave Read-
ers). This feature allows two Readers to be managed from one bus on the Con-
troller, with both readers controlling one door; one Reader for the In/Entry direction
and one Reader for the Out/Exit direction. A Reader with this firmware revision or
greater can be toggled between In-door and Out-door configurations. This is done
by presenting an NXT Address Change Control Card to the reader within the first
60 seconds of reader power up.

Note: Having two Readers of the same configuration on one bus (both In-door or both
Out-door) is an illegal configuration resulting in neither Reader being recognized or
acknowledged by the system.

RIM Firmware v3.02.05
l Provides support for the Keri NXT-6RK Proximity Reader and Keypad.
l Provides support for reading 75-bit Wiegand Credentials. In this application the
Expiration Date is stripped from the data bits and just the binary 48-bit credential
value is sent to the Controller.

l Changes the handling of the * and # keys on Wiegand key pads to support the use
of special commands on NXT controllers using Mercury Inside firmware.

4x4 Firmware v3.00.02
l Provides complete hardware information when a status command is performed.

Mercury Inside (MSC) Firmware v136
l Remembers the controller's assigned IP instead of resetting the IP to a default
value whenever the controller is reset.

l Provides support for In/Out NXT Readers.
l Provides support for Assa Aperio wireless locks.

Version 3.5.1.12 - SP-2
Note: Doors.NET v3.5.1.12 requires an NXT controller firmware upgrade to v2.05.16.

Note: Due to networking restrictions built into the Home versions of Windows operating
systems, Doors.Net software is NOT compatible with any Home version of Windows XP,
Windows Vista, or Windows 7. Doors.NET IS compatible with the Business, Pro-
fessional, and Ultimate versions (both 32-bit and 64-bit) of Windows XP, Windows Vista,
and Windows 7.
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New Features:
l Implements the Mercury Inside/NXT firmware feature set which enables a new set
of features for applications with more sophisticated and customized requirements.
This broadens the scope of NXT hardware capability such that it makes it a good
choice for high-end and Enterprise applications as well as mid-sized projects.

l Implements the Global Lock/Unlock feature which allows a defined input (either
hardware or as part of the user interface) to immediately lock or unlock selected
doors in the access control network regardless of any current lock or unlock status.

l Implements Block Enrollment which allows an Operator to create a generic set of
credentials (using consecutive credential numbers) that can be, in turn, issued on
an as-needed basis.

l Improves/Simplifies the Software Installer. This revision reduces the number of
installation options and adjusts the order of operation to simplify and streamline the
installation process. It checks the host computer to ensure the computer meets soft-
ware operation guidelines and includes acknowledgment windows so the installer
can double-check the installation parameters before starting the installation. For
upgrade installations it remembers previous installation settings and applies these
settings as the defaults for the upgrade. For software upgrades of existing install-
ations it checks the firmware version of installed hardware and notifies the installer
if firmware upgrades are required.

l Implements NXT controller auto-configuration over a Wide Area Network (WAN)
without the need of additional gateways for each subnet. This allows NXT con-
trollers in one installation to be located on different subnets, but to still be recog-
nized and auto-configured by the Doors.NET program. Previously, one gateway
would be needed for each subnet to provide a communication path from the host
computer to the remotely located controllers. This feature requires that IP routing is
correctly configured between the subnets using their internal IP addresses.

l Adds support for the following features to Eclipse software and the Mercury hard-
ware/gateway:

l First Person In
l Auto Unlock Schedule
l Dual Verification
l Mask-During-Schedule
l Follow Schedule
l Set Holidays by Controller
l Link Actions on Monitor Point
l Various new scheduling options for Control Points and Monitor Points
l Ingersoll-Rand / Schlage AD-Series wireless locks
l Support for reverse bit patterns for specific types of Magstripe and Wiegand
format readers

l Adds P-640 Wiegand keypad reader support.
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l Adds more information when displaying Local Linkage states to better annunciate
current status.

l Adds the ability to drag-and-drop controllers in the Hardware Browser. This makes
it easy to move existing controllers to a new gateway during system expansion.

l Adds sort order options to user defined entries on the Hardware Browser. Provides
greater flexibility when sorting and searching in the Hardware Browser.

l Adds a Reset sub-menu for controllers on the Hardware Browser. This allows one
of three types of resets to be performed via the software: basic, memory, factory
reset. Warning dialogs are provided to ensure the operator does want to perform a
reset.

l Adds a number of reporting and diagnostic messages to the gateway.
l Adds a number of cardholder text selection fields to the Photo ID client.
l Adds an ONSSI video plug-in.
l Adds a Pelco video plug-in. This plug-in is only compatible with 32-bit operating
systems.

l Adds a Vivotek video plug-in.

Released Translations:
Full translations are provided for the following languages:

l Chinese (Simplified)
l Chinese (Traditional/Taiwan)
l English (UK)
l Polish
l Slovenian
l Spanish (Castilian)
l Turkish

Program Improvements:
l Corrected typographical and display field errors in several program windows.
l Corrected information field sizing issues that appear when using non-English lan-
guages.

l Re-enabled sorting by Access Group for transaction reports. Please keep in mind
that cardholders who are assigned to multiple Access Groups may not sort as
expected.

l Added a gateway identifier to the Access Group assignment screen to eliminate
confusion on gateway assignments. If an operator had assigned identical names to
controllers on different gateways it could be difficult to assign the desired Access
Group to the correct controller/gateway combination. To correct this a gateway iden-
tifier has been added to the controller information displayed on the Access Group
screen.

l Now automatically divides event history archives into manageable sized files.
Adds the ability to selectively search through and report on event transactions by
archive. Reports are presented on a per archive basis and cannot span multiple
archives. These changes increase the speed of sorting and searching. All sorting
is now done on the event history grid.

l Corrected the reporting of RIM and 4x4 firmware revisions in the individual device
listings in the hardware tree following an Auto-Configuration. The firmware revision
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for these devices would be listed in the controller tree, but no value would be
shown under the individual device trees.

l Improved the Temporary Cardholder time resolution to correctly handle short-term
credentials (i.e. the credential has a short activation period and it becomes active
in a short amount of time).

l Corrected a speed-of-processing issue when multiple, single-card presentation
enrollments are done back-to-back. Some cards may have been dropped from the
enrollment process.

l Corrected a speed-of-processing issue when multiple controllers are added manu-
ally. If the controller additions were made too quickly the hardware trees displaying
the individual controller peripherals (such as readers) would not be filled correctly.

l Corrected an issue with displaying reader names when using a 4x4 to handle door
strikes for a controller. A hard-to-interpret ID number was displayed rather than the
reader name assigned to the door strike.

l Corrected an issue when assigning door contacts on a 4x4 relay board. The
assignments on the 4x4 would not be completely implemented until the operator
also saved corresponding changes on the corresponding reader. The program
now prompts the operator to save all changes.

l Corrected an issue when an installer removes a 4x4 module from an installation;
the program would remove the 4x4 without checking if any programmed inputs
were assigned to that 4x4. The program now checks for 4x4 programming and
prompts the user to redefine that programming prior to removing the 4x4 from the
system.

l Corrected an issue with Doors.Net/Eclipse installations when using the Windows 7
operating system. In certain systems the Doors.Net/Eclipse software could not
retrieve the name assigned to the computer.

l Corrected SMS settings for Cingular and US Cellular carriers.
l Corrected an issue with the Confirm Alert button state on the host software. The
Alert Confirm button on the host software now correctly annunciates if a remote cli-
ent has performed the alert confirmation.

l Corrected an issue with the application of host schedules on holidays to ensure
that schedules that are marked as inactive on holidays are not performed.

l Corrected an issue when attempting to download multiple holiday types that forced
a user to download one holiday type at a time.

l Corrected an issue where if multiple holidays were active with the same start date
and one of these holidays was disabled, all holidays on that date were disabled.

l Corrected an issue where attempting to open the same report window multiple
times consecutively would hang the report window.

l Corrected an error when creating cardholder history reports. If the report was for
only one cardholder, certain search parameters would not return any information.

l Corrected an inconsistency when reporting on access granted events. Time &
Attendance access granted events were not being highlighted in green on the Live
Events screen as other access granted events were. These events are now high-
lighted in green to match all other access granted events.

l Now posts Network Update progress messages as a part of Live Events for better
tracking of update progress.
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l Corrected the operation of the "airlock" (man-trap) feature used with Mercury hard-
ware.

l Corrected a program login condition where if the program was unable to open, the
login routine would continuously retry. The login routine now retries five times and
if the program login screen does not open an error message is displayed.

l Corrected message handling should the SQL server be offline. The program now
recognizes when the SQL server is offline, correctly handles messages during the
offline state, and posts a user-friendly message to alert the operator.

l Corrected a multiple client connection issue with the Application Server. Should
the Application Server need to be restarted while multiple remote clients are con-
nected and an operator then closes and later reopens one of these remote clients,
that remote client would not reopen.

l Corrected an issue with Local Linkage where a link definition would display if an
output point relay was off, but not if the output point relay was on. Now the linkage
definition always displays the relay state.

l Corrected an issue with Global Linkage where certain configuration parameters for
a newly created linkage were not being saved correctly.

l Corrected an issue in Operator Permissions where the permissions window would
not allow any operator permission value to be changed from "Full Control."

l Separated the operator permissions for viewing credential activation dates from
viewing credentials themselves, creating two separate operator permissions.

l Disabled the ability to select a time interval for First Person In when the First Per-
son In feature is not enabled.

l Standardized the Archive Service date/time value format. All archiving is now done
in ISO 8601 format, eliminating confusion when reviewing data stored by the
Archive Service.

l Corrected an issue with the gateway’s monitoring queue when a controller's IP
address has been changed. The monitoring queue would poll for both the old and
new IP addresses. The old IP address is now removed from the polling queue
speeding up queue polling time.

l Improved the usability and speed-of-operation of the Reflections video feature.
l Corrected issues with the Panasonic video plug-in, addressing a connection issue
and recognizing/restarting stalled video streams when all streams are routed to the
same PC.

l Corrected issues with PhotoID where operator permissions were not always prop-
erly applied; not allowing operators who were not also system administrators to per-
form certain actions.

l Now allows MAC address entry using either colons or dashes to separate char-
acters and is case insensitive. Also does not allow entry of invalid IP address char-
acters.

Translations Pending Updates *:
l Arabic (UAE)
l Dutch (Belgium)
l French (Belgium)
l French
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l Italian
l Russian

* These translation file sets are not yet complete pending submissions from our trans-
lators. If you use these translations you will find mislabeled and/or non-translated ribbon
and menu fields in some sections of the program. Non-translated fields will be displayed
in US English.

Known Issues:
l There is a communication time out issue in that a communication attempt can
timeout before it is completed on a slow network such as a wireless network or
VPN, or if a very large number of credentials are sent to a controller.

NXT Firmware Version 2.05.16
l Corrected a controller power-up issue that could energize a 4x4 relay during the
power up process.

Version 3.5.1.11
New Features:

l There are no new features included in this release.

Program Improvements:
l Corrected an issue with the Archive Service that caused the service to create an
excessive number of databases in support of the archiving process.

l Corrected a Global Linkage licensing issue that incorrectly applied optional global
linkage features.

l Corrected a reader configuration issue where if the only configuration change
being downloaded to a controller is for a reader's LED Mode, the change would not
be downloaded.

l Provided more space in certain drop-down menus to display more menu descrip-
tion information.

l Corrected a login issue where possible language translations without culture
descriptors will no longer be displayed. An example of this is a language call-out
that just says English; the translation option must specify between US English and
UK English to accommodate cultural differences in how information is displayed.

l Changed the ordering of tabs in Global Linkage to a more logical progression.
l Corrected an issue with the mapping of door contacts for NXT 2-door controllers.

Known Issues:
l There is a communication time out issue in that a communication attempt can
timeout before it is completed on a slow network such as a wireless network or
VPN, or if a very large number of credentials are sent to a controller.
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Version 3.5.1.10

New Features:
l An SQL database backup feature has been implemented. A full SQL backup can
be performed at any time, manually from the user interface by the System Admin-
istrator (Tools > Utilities > Backup). Backups can be scheduled via the system cal-
endar as well. On the system calendar, the backup options are full or incremental.
The system calendar option is licensed separately but include more features than
just the backup option.

Program Improvements:
l If a user executed the same save command, multiple times, back-to-back, com-
mand communication would fail and report a timeout. Checks have been imple-
mented to filter out multiple instances of the same command.

l The NXT Gateway failed with an exception if a RIM or a GIOX firmware upgrade
command was performed multiple times, back-to-back. Checks have been imple-
mented to filter out multiple instances of the same command.

l Corrected an error when creating a Trigger in local linkage, if you select a variable
to be false and select save, the "false" value would not be saved.

l The Time Stamp when viewing controller status was not updating. The NXT Gate-
way has been updated to include sending the timestamp as part of the controller
status report.

l Improved NXT Gateway data throughput when handling large numbers of readers
and cardholders.

l Added checking to the System Update process to verify that if there has been no
changes to a database, there is no need to update that database.

l The software installer now checks for an open client before performing an install-
ation. If a client is open, the installer presents a dialog box requesting the client be
closed before the installation can continue.

l Improved the process by which the software installer removes a previous install-
ation prior to performing a new installation.

l Corrected the Gateway Wizard tab order to correctly follow the flow of operations.
l The software installer did not properly configure the UK English language set for
operators who selected UK English.

l Improved cardholder access rights configuration. Following a specific set of oper-
ations, cardholder access rights could be reset to default values.

l With the Time and Attendance option enabled, the Rollcall/Tracking feature did not
properly follow cardholder state through In/Out readers.

l When in monitor mode, the Gateway would continue to send events to the Applic-
ation Server when the Application Server was off line. The Gateway now recog-
nizes if the Application Server is off line and halts monitoring mode.

l The Application Server time stamp showing in the Auto-config status message did
not match the computer's time. It was off by the difference between local time and
GMT. The Server time now correctly adjusts for the GMT difference.
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l If you let the system auto generate PINs, you could not change from default value
of 6 digits. The program should now allow you to set the number of digits and then
auto generate PINs.

Firmware Updates for Hardware Components:

RIM v03.01.11
l Under certain conditions, typically when “hot-swapping” readers or in unusually
EMI noisy environments, the RIM’s Data0 and Data1 lines could be pulled into a
both-lines-low state. This is illegal per the Wiegand specification, and because of
this it was not properly managed by the firmware. Changes were made in the firm-
ware to recognize this state and prevent this condition from being processed.

Known Issues:
l There is a communication time out issue in that a communication attempt can
timeout before it is completed on a slow network such as a wireless network or
VPN, or if a very large number of credentials are sent to a controller.

Version 3.5.1.9

New Features / Improvements:
l The Admin Client now has a video camera configuration option.
l An Applet Tray feature has been added allowing for direct and easy management
of the Doors.NET services used by the program.

l A basic, context sensitive version of Online Help has been added.
l Revision-to-revision software upgrades are now fully handled by the installer.

Program Corrections:
l The Default Administrator could change its account type which meant the Default
Administrator could change its own permissions and no longer be able to control
other operator or application permissions. This is no longer allowed for the Default
Administrator.

l When updating controller status, the Gateway was not returning a time stamp for
the returned controller status.

l When a controller with peripheral hardware was removed from a system, the con-
troller was correctly removed from the database, but the inputs and outputs for the
controller's peripherals were still listed in the database. Peripheral hardware is
now correctly removed.

l When setting an alert to require a password on confirmation, the Confirm button
was not enabled after entering the password.

l The GIOX Firmware Upgrade revision list did not differentiate between GIOX firm-
ware and any other firmware revision. It now lists only GIOX firmware revisions.

l If an alert was marked as In Progress the next alert to follow would not give the
alert sound, but all subsequent alerts would.

l When setting operator permissions to View Only, certain permissions were not cor-
rectly applied.
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l The Search Cardholder by Card Number option was not performing search oper-
ations correctly.

l When enrolling cardholders, the Imprint field could get locked out preventing input
after selecting a credential from one cardholder and then selecting a different card-
holder.

l The Local Linkages screen would not update properly following User Group name
changes.

l NXT Readers could be listed as RIMs on the Firmware Upgrade screen.
l In certain circumstances Wiegand presentation enrollment would enroll the imprint
number and not the internal credential number.

l A device selected for a Firmware Upgrade from the Hardware Setup > Panels or
All tab will now remain selected when the Firmware Upgrade tab opens.

Known Issues:
l There is a communication time out issue in that a communication attempt can
timeout before it is completed on a slow network such as a wireless network or
VPN, or if a very large number of credentials are sent to a controller.

Version 3.5.1.8

New Features/Improvements
l The program can now display live video by device type without an alert (video
popup).

l Implemented basic and advanced program modes, hiding less often used tasks
from the user unless specifically enabled.

l Added basic local linkages.
l Added I/O board support.
l Added "Auto-USB" support, a new feature that simplifies the NXT controller IP con-
figuration task by providing a network package that makes the configuration task a
virtual plug-and-play application.

Program Corrections:
l Corrected data entry issues with the credential imprint number field.
l Corrected miscellaneous typographical errors.
l Implemented several usability improvements.
l Corrected docking issues with the Photo Recall feature.
l Corrected a memory leak caused if the gateway could not authenticate with the
server. This issue could cause the program to crash.

l Opened the Door Held Open value from a 255 second limit to 18h 12m 15s.
l Changing filter settings required a unique password and not the standard system
administrator password. Now the system administrator password works for allow-
ing these changes to be made.

l Corrected a screen refreshing issues that required a window close/open to see
newly entered values.
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l Expanded certain field name sizes to accommodate long name strings.
l Corrected an issue where you could not remove/replace a photo from the Photo
Recall client.

l Corrected an issue where an update command would reset temp cards expiration
date.

l Implemented a character check to prevent the MAC address field from accepting
invalid characters (I versus 1 and O versus 0).

l Corrected an issue where incorrect PIN values were saved when chan-
ging/entering multiple PINs simultaneously.

Firmware Updates for Hardware Components:

RIM v03.01.10
l General improvements to timing and credential decoding algorithms.

Known Issues
l There is a communication time out issue in that a communication attempt can
timeout before it is completed on a slow network such as a wireless network or
VPN, or if a very large number of credentials are sent to a controller.

l The Report Client custom option will not install properly unless the Milestone cus-
tom option is also installed.
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Using the Help File
Doors.NET has a comprehensive and easy-to-use help file included with the software,
which you can use to learn more about installing, commissioning, maintaining and using
a Doors.NET access control system.
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Accessing the Help
1. You can access the help file by clicking on the icon in the upper-left corner of the

user-interface and selecting ‘Online Help’. Select English from the language selec-
tion dialog box then click OK. The Help Viewer will appear and will automatically
display the topic for the active grid or page.

2. You can click the Windows Start Menu >> All Programs >> Doors.NET >> Help
File.
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Again, select English as the preferred language, then click the OK button. The help file
will open on the Welcome screen.

3. The third option is to press the F1 key while logged into the software. The help file is
context-sensitive, so when you press the F1 key while on the Cardholders page, for
example, the help file will open up to the Cardholders section.

Similarly if you are on the Access Groups page, Time Schedules, Holidays, Hardware
Setup or on one of the status grids, those are the topics you will automatically be taken
to when you press F1.
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Locating Information
Table of Contents

When you open the help file, you will see the Table of Contents listed on the left.

Locating specific information is fairly self-explanatory. For example; if you want to know
how to block enroll cards, simply click on Cardholders which will expand the card-
holders section, then select Block Enrollment.

Using the Index
The Index includes a list of common search terms (keywords). Click the Index icon to dis-
play the Index pane.
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In the Index search text, field type a keyword for the topic you wish to find information
about. For example; ‘Access Groups’You will immediately see a list of the help topics
which are related to access groups.

Or type in ‘Cardholders’ and you will see the list of Cardholder-related topics.

Simply click on one of the listed topics and the appropriate information will display on
the right.

The Search Facility

The search facility is similar to the Index but it searches all text-content, not just
keywords. When you type in a word or phrase then click Search, you will see a list of
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pages where that word or phrase appears. (It is ranked in order of how often the search-
criteria appears).

Favorites
The help viewer also has a Favorites pane where you can add your favorite topics and
searches.

To add a favorite topic, open the topic and then click the ‘Add Topic to Favorites’ icon, as
highlighted here:

To add a favorite search, perform a search on the search pane, then click the ‘Add
Search to Favorites’ icon, highlighted here:
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Click on the gold star to display the saved Favorites. These will then be listed every time
you open the help viewer.

The Glossary
The glossary contains a list of various access control terms and their definitions.

Simply click the term or phrase and the definition will appear directly beneath it.
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Printing Topics
You can print an entire topic by clicking File >> Print and then selecting the printer.

If you click on Print Preview there is also the option of removing headers and footers
before printing.

If you have Adobe Acrobat installed you can alternatively select to print to an Adobe
PDF (this will create a standalone PDF which you can further edit).
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Related Videos
l Using the Help File - Quick How To
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Doors.NET Help Videos
1. Keri Systems Hardware
2. Software Architecture
3. Software Installation
4. License Manager
5. NXT Auto-Config
6. NXT-MSC - Add Controller - DHCP
7. NXT-MSC - Add Controller - Non-DHCP
8. Controller and Reader Properties
9. Time Schedules
10. Access Groups
11. MS Series Card Enrollment
12. Cardholders - Manual Enrollment
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Software Overview

Doors.NET is Keri's access control and security management software application to
manage both the TCP/IP-based NXT hardware and the RS-485 networked PXL-500
hardware, as well as 3rd party hardware platforms such as Mercury, ASSA Abloy and
Allegion Schlage wireless locks. It is a modern platform designed natively in Microsoft
.NET® framework and utilizes Microsoft’s SQL database for fast, secure, and easy-to-
use programming and operation. Multiple concurrent Client connections allow for oper-
ators to be connected from anywhere, anytime, and to any part of the system, depending
upon log-in privileges.

Doors.NET Standard Edition has all the tools to allow customers to configure and man-
age access rights for 256 readers (base capacity), manually control their system, monitor
and respond to system activity (including critical alerts), and run historical reports plus a
whole lot more.

Doors.NET Professional has even more features and manages systems of up to 512
readers. Greater reader capacities are available for both versions. Several optional mod-
ules provide enhanced functionality should customers require it. Both versions include
Reflections Express, the integrated video component that supports ONVIF-compatible IP
cameras, as well as several popular NVR systems when upgraded to Reflections Plus.

Doors.NET will introduce your organization to a wealth of powerful features and benefits
that protect your people and facility. This extensive suite of software tools will go a long
way towards helping you manage your business safely and securely.
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Doors.NET was designed natively in Microsoft’s .NET® platform and utilizes its SQL
database. That, combined with the use of Stored Procedures for database com-
munication and Thin Client architecture that allows an unlimited number of operators to
be connected from anywhere, makes for a secure, IT-friendly system. There are no
annual maintenance fees for Doors.NET Standard Edition, and additional SQL seat
licenses are not required.

License Activation
Doors.NET uses a license key, which can be easily activated over the Internet, (fol-
lowing installation of the software). You can however, run the software in demo mode for
30 days, in which case you will not need a license key (and an Internet connection is
also not required for demo mode). Or, you can send in the license key via e-mail and
Keri Systems will activate the license for you if there is no internet connection on-site, or
if internet access is restricted.

You can generate your own license key via the utility on the Kerisys website.

Click here to create your own standard Doors.NET license.

Additional Features
Custom Credential Formats, Area Control, Host Schedules, System Calendar, Rollcall
Client, Map Client, Photo ID, LDAP client and a Professional Report Client. The license
key can be altered to allow for additional client connections, additional gateways or for
increasing the capacity for supported readers or cameras - Many of these additional fea-
tures are covered in detail elsewhere within the Online Help. Note: Not all hardware
types supports all the additional features, please consult Keri Technical Documentation
if you are unsure of compatibility.

http://license.kerisys.com/
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Video Integration

Access + Video Integration gives a visual report of access control events. The latest HR
estimates indicate that 20% of the workforce shows up late at least twice per week, res-
ulting in lost productivity and employee morale problems for those who do show up on
time. Doors.NET can help you capture that lost productivity by providing video evidence
of serial abusers and sufficient back up for termination or corrective action plans.

The built in Reflections EVR client is a separate video client that gathers pre-defined
events from a source (DVR, NVR or IP camera) and associates them with corresponding
events in the Doors.NET access control application for later recall. A key feature is how
Doors.NET events and recorded video clips are associated. For example, you can cre-
ate video clips if a certain door (or doors) are forced/or held open, if NXT readers or con-
trollers go offline, or if someone tries to gain access where they shouldn't.
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Event Management

Alerts can be easily setup in Doors.NET to automatically give an indication in the soft-
ware when a certain event type occurs. For example, if a panic button is pressed, if a
secure door is forced open, if an Anti-Passback violation occurs, if an NXT reader or a
controller goes offline, if a tamper switch goes active, or if a motion detection sensor is
activated.

An alert can be generated from virtually any hardware object defined in the system; (a
reader, controller, input (monitor point), output (control point) or NXT 4x4 module). A
sound alert can also be attributed to a wide variety of system events, so that a sound file
will automatically play when the event happens, and it can be set to repeat until the
event has been confirmed. This is ideal for systems that are not being continually mon-
itored, (as there will not always be someone looking at the software screen). The sound
file can be any .WAV format file or you can use any of the sound files included in the soft-
ware, by default.

In addition, if the system is not always monitored, it is easy to setup event notification via
e-mail or SMS. A notification will appear in the recipient's inbox or on their cell phone
when the event happens, along with additional information such as the event type, the
door location and the time and date stamp.
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Users and User Restrictions

Doors.Net supports an unlimited number of software users and user groups. User rights
can be configured with limitations or you can easily add additional system admin-
istrators. Anyone with administrator rights can add users, configure rights and assign
those rights to other users. User rights can be used to restrict which software per-
missions and features are available, which cardholders and access rights can be seen
and edited and which transaction events will be seen from the system hardware.

Licensed Applications/ Optional Modules

Airlock
The MSC and Mercury SCP hardware support the ability between two doors which are
connected to the same controller. The principle of an airlock is that only one of the two
doors can be opened at any one time. When one of the doors is open the opposite door
will not grant access. This feature uses the 'Area Control' license option.

Area Control
Area Control is supported on MSC and Mercury SCP hardware. It allows you to define
areas for your system. These areas can be defined with occupancy counts, which when
combined with the Local Linkage option can enable you to setup various functions; such
as automatically switching off lights or controlling how many people can enter a certain
area of a building or a car park for example.

Advanced Local Linkage
Customize the application to automate and action almost any task that the system can
perform from almost event event that the system can generate (only available with NXT
Mercury Powered (MSC) or Mercury (SCP) hardware.

Advanced Situation Manager
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Enables the Situation Manager toolbar and configuration settings. Situation Manager
allows you to define different threat levels for your facility. It automatically changes the
mode of designated readers at the press of a button.

Credential Types
The Doors.NET™ system supports Keri NXT, Keri MS and Wiegand formats. The Cre-
dential Types editor allows you to define the bit pattern for custom card formats.

Elevator Control
Extensive Elevator Control featured available when using NXT MSC or Mercury SCP
hardware types. NXT 4x4 modules and NXT GIOX modules can be used for various
sized elevator applications.

EVR (Event Video Recording) Client
Enhances the capabilities of existing video solutions and provides direct connection and
support for many popular IP cameras and NVRs including Aira, Milestone, Aimetis and
Symphony. View live videos streams and control PTZ cameras from the EVR Client.

Global Linkage Service
provides a way to automate system functions and notifications. System events are used
as triggers to action defined Global Linkage macros. See the Global Linkage Overview
for additional information about what you can do with this feature.

(LDAP) Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
provides integration between Doors.NET software and a Microsoft Active Directory. It cre-
ates Doors.NET cardholders by importing Active Directory users, plus it synchronizes
changes, either from Active Directory to Doors.NET or from Doors.NET to Active Dir-
ectory.

Multiple Administrative Clients
Allows for the connection of multiple clients - allowing multiple system operators to
administer the system simultaneously.

Multiple Hardware Platforms
The system supports multiple gateways, including co-habiting gateways (of different
hardware types) - Note: Only one gateway of each hardware type can be installed per
PC.

Photo ID/ Badging Client
Photo identification credentialing system. Includes a template designer, photo capture
tool, signature capturing, bar coding, water-marks, custom logos, backgrounds and fonts.
Formats can be automatically assigned to card holders based on user-specified criteria.
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Photo ID is compatible with a wide range of capture devices and printers on the market
today.

Professional Report Client
A report designer that allows you to create professional looking reports from scratch or to
modify any of the default reports. The designer is easy to use with the drag and drop-
interface, the property toolbox, and the standard text edit commands. You can add your
own custom logo and change the header and footer text. Reports can be saved for later
use or exported.

Rollcall Client
The Roll Call client has been developed to provide you with a graphical representation
of occupancy within defined areas of a facility, including last known location of a card-
holder. Roll Call areas can be setup to include all the system readers, or just readers
within a defined area. Rollcall Advanced gives you real-time muster report with occu-
pancy count and automatic printing of the occupancy list (i.e who is still in the building).

System Calendar
Allows you to automate system tasks, such as performing a full system backup at the
end of the day. Or periodically synchronizing the time and date stamps of all the con-
trollers on the network which is very important if Global linkage actions are defined for
the system.

Time and Attendance Sync Service
Provides a generic interface directly to a SQL or Oracle time and attendance database.
This database is then interrogated by a third-party Time and Attendance software pack-
age to produce Time and Attendance reports.
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System Capacities
Comparing the PXL, NXT, MSC and Mercury Hardware
Software Features and Capacities

System Limitations
Max # of clients 256 256

Multiple Monitor Support Yes Yes
Multiple Concurrent Sites 2048 8192
# of Gateways included 1 1
Max. # of Gateways 32 32

Max # of Access Groups Unlimited Unlimited
# of Pre-Defined Card-

holder Fields 29 29

# of User-Definable Card-
holder Fields 18 18

Block and Copy Card-
holder Functions Yes Yes

Sort/Filter Grid Data Yes Yes
Block Enrollment Yes Yes

Presentation Enrollment Yes Yes
Photo Recall/Popup Yes Yes
Not Used Since Card

Report Yes Yes

Online Real-time Mon-
itoring Yes Yes

Selectable Monitoring Yes Yes
Host PC Sound Alerts Yes Yes
Event Message Routing Yes Yes
Event Message Filtering Yes Yes
Alarm Annunciation and

Prioritization Yes Yes

Alarm Acknowledgement
with Annotation Yes Yes

SMS/Email Messaging Yes Yes
Canned Reports Yes Yes
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Customizable Event
Reporting Yes Yes

Customizable Report Lay-
outs No

Yes (Requires
Professional
Report Module)

Scheduled Reports No
Yes (With System
Calendar Soft-
ware Module)

Automated Scheduled
Reports No

Yes (with System
Calendar Soft-

ware Module and
Report Designer.

Trace Events (Live) Yes Yes
History (Live and Look

Back) Yes Yes

Manual Control of Outputs
and Doors Yes Yes

Automatic Updates after
Save Yes Yes

Manual Database Backup Yes Yes

Scheduled Database
Backup No

Yes (With System
Calendar Soft-
ware Module)

Redundant Server
Yes, with Microsoft

Clustered Server solu-
tion

Yes, with
Microsoft

Clustered Server
solution

Photo Badging Yes, with Badging Soft-
ware Module

Yes, with
Badging Software

Module
Integrated Video (4 cam-

eras) Yes Yes

Integrated Video (More
than 4 cameras)

Yes, with Reflections
Plus Video Client

Yes, with Reflec-
tions Plus Video

Client

Integrated Video and Ana-
lytics

Yes, with Reflections
Ultra Video Client

Yes, with Reflec-
tions Ultra Video

Client
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Hardware Features and Limitations
Hardware Platform PXL-500 NXT NXT-MSC SCP
Max # of Controllers 128 64 256 256
Standard Level
Reader Count 256 256 256 256

Professional Level
Reader Count 512 512 512 512

# of Inputs Included
(Standard) 1024 1024 1024 1024

# of Inputs Included
(Professional) 2048 2048 2048 2048

Max # of Cardholders
(Controller's memory) 65,536 48,000 100K-145K

(adjustable)
100K-145K
(adjustable)

Controller to Host
Communication

RS-232,
Modem,
TCP/IP

(with LAN-
520)

TCP/IP TCP/IP TCP/IP

Controller Networking

RS-485,
TCP/IP

with (LAN-
520 and
NC-485)

TCP/IP TCP/IP TCP/IP

On-Board TCP/IP No Yes Yes Yes
Controller Reader

Count 2 2 or 4 2 or 4 1 or 2

Firmware Updating Prom Flash Flash Flash
Event Buffer Max. 3,640 10,000 100,000 100,000
Supervised Inputs No Yes, 4 state Yes, 6 state Yes, 6 state
Unsupervised Inputs Yes Yes Yes Yes
Re-assignable I/O No Yes Yes Yes
Maximum Relay
Pulse Time

255
seconds

18h, 12m,
16s

18h, 12m,
16s

18h, 12m,
16s

Tamper Function Optional Yes Yes Yes
Warranty 2 yrs 2 yrs 2 yrs 2 yrs

AutoConfiguration of
Hardware Yes Yes No No

Manual Configuration
of Hardware No No Yes Yes
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Hardware Dia-
gnostics in Software Yes Yes Yes Yes

AutoUSB Support No Yes Yes Yes

Reader Types Sup-
ported

MS, Wie-
gand, Prox-

imity,
Magnetic
Stripe (Wie-
gand Out-
put), Bar-
Code,

Keypad &
Biometric

MS, Wie-
gand, Prox-

imity,
Magnetic
Stripe (Wie-
gand Out-
put), Bar-
Code,

Keypad &
Biometric

MS, Wie-
gand, Prox-

imity,
Magnetic
Stripe (Wie-
gand Out-
put), Bar-
Code,
Keypad

& Biometric

MS, Wie-
gand, Prox-

imity,
Magnetic
Stripe (Wie-
gand Out-
put), Bar-
Code,

Keypad &
Biometric

Change Reader Oper-
ating Modes No No Yes Yes

In/Out Reader Sup-
port No No Yes No

In/Out Direction Track-
ing Yes Yes Yes Yes

Card Format
Designer No No Yes Yes

Operator Partitioning
by Controller No Yes Yes Yes

Time Schedules 32, w/ 4
intervals

64, w/ 50
intervals

255, w/ 12
intervals

255, w/ 12
intervals

Holidays per
List/Type 32 32 255 255

Holiday Types, Lists 3 8 8 8
Holidays Maximum # 96 256 256 256

Auto DST Adjust North Amer-
ica Only Yes Yes Yes

Customizable DST
Adjust No Yes Yes Yes

Access Groups per
Cardholder 1 8 32 32

Elevator Control Yes No Yes Yes
Elevator Access

Groups No N/A Yes Yes

Local APB Yes No Yes Yes

Global APB No No
Yes, with

Global Link-
Yes, with

Global Link-
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age and
Automation
Software
Module

age and
Automation
Software
Module

Zoned APB No No Yes Yes
Soft APB No No Yes Yes
Hard APB No No Yes Yes

Timed/User APB No No Yes Yes
Timed Hard/Soft APB No No Yes Yes

Nested APB No No

Yes, with
Global Link-
age and

Automation
Software
Module

Yes, with
Global Link-
age and

Automation
Software
Module

Task Scheduling

Yes, with
System Cal-
endar Soft-

ware
Module

Yes, with
System Cal-
endar Soft-

ware
Module

Yes, with
System Cal-
endar Soft-

ware
Module

Yes, with
System Cal-

endar
Software
Module

Temp Card -
Time/Date Yes Yes Yes Yes

Temp Cards - Use
Count No No Yes Yes

Dual Verification
(Card + PIN) Yes Yes Yes Yes

Rollcall Basic Yes Yes Yes Yes

Advanced
Rollcall/Muster

Yes, with
Roll Call
Client

Yes, with
Roll Call
Client

Yes, with
Roll Call Cli-

ent

Yes, with
Roll Call
Client

Door Monitor with
Live Video and Photo Yes Yes Yes Yes

ADA Support by Card-
holder No Yes Yes Yes

First Person In Yes Yes Yes, by
User Group

Yes, by
User Group

2 Man Rule No No Yes Yes
Basic I/O Link Actions No Yes Yes Yes

Local Linkage (HW or
SW event-driven) No No

Yes
(Requires
Local Link-

Yes
(Requires
Local Link-
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age
Automation
Module)

age
Automation
Module)

Global Linkage (HW
or SW Event-driven)

Yes
(Requires
Global Link-
age Auto-
mation
Module)

Yes
(Requires
Global Link-
age Auto-
mation
Module)

Yes,
(Requires
Global Link-
age Auto-
mation
Module)

Yes
(Requires
Global Link-
age Auto-
mation
Module)

Time, Follow, Latch
Output Functionality No Yes Yes Yes

Mantrap/Airlock/Sally
Port

Yes, with
3rd party
interlock
device

No Yes Yes

Global Lock Yes Yes Yes Yes

Global Lock-
out/Lockdown

Yes
(requires
FW 08.6.9)

Yes Yes Yes

Global Unlock Yes Yes Yes Yes
Manual Control of Out-

puts and Doors Yes Yes Yes Yes

Timed Temporary
Unlock Yes Yes Yes Yes

1 Button Software
Global Lock Yes Yes Yes Yes

1 Button Software
Global Lockout

Yes
(requires
FW 08.6.9)

Yes Yes Yes

1 Button Software
Global Lockdown

Yes
(requires
FW 08.6.9)

Yes Yes Yes

1 button Software
Global Unlock Yes Yes Yes Yes

Situation Manager/
Threat Level No No

Yes, with
Advanced
Situation
Manager
Software
Module

Yes, with
Advanced
Situation
Manager
Software
Module
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System Architecture Overview

The Doors.NET software is a Microsoft Windows.NET platform suite of services that
allow you to configure, command and control PXL, standard NXT, NXT Mercury
Powered and Mercury Security SCP Series access control hardware.

The Doors.NET front-end software (the user interface) is a full featured security man-
agement solution. Integrated security features include; access control, video man-
agement, intrusion detection, alarm management, photo credentialing, biometrics,
graphics mapping, data management and comprehensive reporting. The system is archi-
tected to support multi-user and multi-site applications with a high reader count and
large credential population.

The graphical user interface (GUI) is designed to be intuitively obvious to the system
operator. The operator can use the GUI out-of-the-box as shipped, or it can be con-
figured to match all their preferences for daily use. The GUI supports multiple monitors.
All GUI screens, such as transaction information, alarms, configuration data and reports,
can be docked or placed where the operator prefers to see the information presented.

The Doors.NET system can support a single reader/door or thousands of readers per
site and it is compatible with magnetic stripe and Wiegand output readers such as prox-
imity, bar code, fingerprint, hand geometry and other various Wiegand devices. Keypads
and integrated keypads are also supported.

Doors.NET provides unlimited credential enrollment at the host. The controllers also sup-
port thousands of users each. The enrollment database includes all pertinent access
information and provides user defined fields for additional data. Photo ID is available as
an integrated option.

Thousands of inputs and/or outputs can be configured and used per site. The inputs and
output relays may be assigned to door related functions or for general purpose I/O. The
inputs support normally open and normally closed and when using Mercury SCP hard-
ware; supervised, non-supervised and End-Of-Line (EOL) resistance values. The relays
can be configured for fail-safe or fail-secure operation. The user interface allows for dir-
ect control of the inputs and outputs, which allows the user to mask and unmask the
inputs or activate and de-activate individual relays. Time Schedules can be associated
with control of the system outputs.

The Intrusion Detection and Alarm Management section of the system allows you to mon-
itor system alarms and troubles. When an alarm occurs, the user is prompted with a pop-
up acknowledgment window that can be accompanied with specific alarm instructions,
audio files or live video feed. Alarms can be configured to trigger outputs or execute user
defined linkage macros on alarm, trouble and reset conditions (requires the Global or
Local Linkage modules). These modules include intelligent linkage editors that allow
you to create custom applications without the need for custom software. You can specify
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a set of actions that will occur when a specified condition, or set of conditions have been
met. Examples range from activating multiple outputs, arming/disarming functions to man
traps or other user imagined applications.

The database engine for Doors.NET is Microsoft SQL Server 2000/2005/2008/2012. The
different versions of each release (MSDE/SQL Express) are also supported. The install-
ation CD includes an option to install SQL Express 2016 along with management tools.
Stored procedures are used extensively to move data into and out of the database.

Every table has at least 4 stored procedures the control the creation, retrieval, update
and deletion of the tabular data. Access to the data is over TCP (default port of 1433),
using SQL Authentication. Only the Application Server interacts with the database.
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Software Installation
Doors.NET installation and controller configuration is a three step process. Each of
these steps has its own section, with controller configuration broken into separate doc-
uments per hardware type.

1. Install the Software (see below), which will also automatically install Microsoft's
SQL Server Express ® (a free SQL server program) if the PC does not already
have SQL available.

2. Activate the License and register your software using the License Manager utility.

3. Configure the Gateway via the License Manager or by using the Gateway Wizard
utility.

Installing the Software

Doors.NET software installation can be done either via DVD or online via the WebIn-
staller.

Installation via DVD is the quickest way, as all necessary installation files are on the
DVD. The installation DVD is used to install the administrative clients onto remote PCs
and also to update the software on existing installations.

Via WebInstaller
If you do not have a Doors.NET DVD the WebInstaller links directly to an online version
of the installation program. This is a slower process as files are downloaded from the
Keri web server on an as-needed basis. Contact your inside sales representative to be
given access to the download link. Download, then run the WebInstaller program to start
the software installation. Any supporting files required to complete the installation are
downloaded via the Internet from the Keri web site, hence, installation via WebInstaller is
a much more time consuming process than installation via DVD as this process is based
on your Internet connection speed and reliability. A high-speed Internet connection is
recommended when using the WebInstaller.
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Software Installation Guidelines
This document explains the basic requirements and checks you should make prior to
installing the Doors.NET software. Following these steps will ensure the installation is
completed as quickly and efficiently as possible.

1. Ensure the host PC has a supported version of Windows for the version of Door-
s.NET that you will be installing - (refer to the Doors.NET installation guide (P/N:
01565-001) for further details).

2. Ensure the host PC has the minimum hardware requirements for running Door-
s.NET (I.E microprocessor, memory (RAM), hard-disk space, etc (again, refer to the
Doors.NET installation guide (P/N: 01565-001).

3. If the host PC does not have an internet connection, you will need to obtain the
installation DVD or USB thumb-drive - or you should have downloaded the 'Full
Software Installer' from the Kerisys.com website: https://www.kerisys.-
com/pages/download/software/#DoorsNET

https://www.kerisys.com/pages/download/software#DoorsNET
https://www.kerisys.com/pages/download/software#DoorsNET
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4. As mentioned in the above image, this file contains all the required installation files
(none of them will have to be obtained from the internet).

5. Ensure that the host PC has been updated with all the latest .NET Framework and
Security Updates. Windows Update may need to be run multiple times to ensure
all updates are applied .

6. If the host PC has recently been updated with the latest Windows Updates, ensure
that the PC is not pending a reboot.

7. When performing the Doors.NET installation, verify that you are logged into the PC
as an administrator. Once Doors.NET has been installed, if the PC user is NOT a
system administrator, the user will need to, at least, have full read/write per-
missions to the following directories:

- C:\Keri\DoorsNET
- C:Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQLXX.ECLIPSE\MSSQL - on a 32-bit
operating system.
- C:Program Files x86\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQLXX.ECLIPSE\MSSQL - on a
64-bit operating system.

8. If you are using Windows 10 - you may need to ensure that the hidden Windows
Administrator account has been enabled.
To enable this:
- Open a DOS command window (Enter CMD).
- Right-click and 'Run as Administrator'.
- A DOS window will appear
- To activate the inactive administrator account, run the command net user admin-
istrator /active:yes
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- The Windows administrator account is now fully active.
9. If there is active anti-virus software on the PC we recommend temporarily disabling

it during the software installation.
10. Prior to installing the software, you should have obtained a license key from Keri

Systems sales department. Or you can generate a license key here.
11. If you do not have an active internet connection, you will only be able to activate

the software in demo mode - or you will need to be able to e-mail the license file to
Keri (for an offline license activation).

12. If you are installing Doors.NET into a Windows Server operating system, it is
strongly advised that you have an IT person present that is a Microsoft Certified
Professional during the installation. Server operating systems have unique require-
ments that certified IT professionals are trained to deal with.

Note: Doors.NET Installation via the web installer will only be quicker than using the Full
Installer, DVD or USB drive, if you have a high speed internet connection. Otherwise, the
web installer option can be a much slower process as files are downloaded on an as-
needed basis.

http://license.kerisys.com/
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Windows Operating System Compatibility
Table

Doors.NET software is tested against all new Windows versions and service packs and
is supported with both 32-bit and 64-bit versions of Windows.

Supported Operating Systems
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Full Installation
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Full Installation via DVD
1. Ensure the host PC has the minimum hardware requirements for running Door-

s.NET (I.E microprocessor, memory (RAM), hard-disk space, etc (again, refer to the
Doors.NET installation guide (P/N: 01565-001).

2. Insert the Doors.NET software installation DVD and the AutoRun program begins.
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NOTE: Navigate to the DVD's root directory and run the autorun.exe program if this
menu does not appear.

l Click the Keri Logo to open your web browser and visit the kerisys.com web site.
l Click View Release Notes to view a Readme.txt file with information on this soft-
ware release.

l Click Install Software to install Doors.NET.
l Click Installation Document Set to open an Explorer window with a set of doc-
uments covering basic installation.

l Click Technical Documentation to open an Explorer window with technical doc-
umentation.

l Click Marketing Documentation to open an Explorer window with marketing doc-
umentation.

http://www.kerisys.com/
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l Click View Training Video to open an Explorer window of Windows media video
files.

l Click Exit AutoRun to close the AutoRun window.

2. If you are upgrading an existing installation the installer program first reviews the
firmware revisions for the hardware in the program database and notifies you of
any required firmware updates. Click START to begin the software installation. A
new installation skips this step.

3. Once started, the installer uninstalls the previous version of Doors.NET then per-
forms a quick installation file verification and prepares the file set for installation.

4. TheWelcome Window appears once the installation is ready to begin.

5. Review the version listing to confirm the revision of the software to be installed.
6. Click NEXT to continue to the License Agreement.
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Note: You must accept the terms of the License Agreement to install this software. Keri
recommends reading through the License Agreement in its entirety before accepting the
terms.

7. Click the check-box to accept the License Agreement.
8. Software Release Notes - Read through the list of new features and improvements

included in this version of Doors.NET.
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9. Click NEXT to enter Customer Registration information.
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10. Enter your User Name and (optionally) an Organization Name.
10. Click NEXT to select your Type of Installation.
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11. Click the Radio Button corresponding to a Full Installation.
l A Full Installation installs all software components for a standard installation onto
the PC.

l A Basic Installation installs only the user administrative client onto the computer.
l A Basic Installation with Hardware Driver installs the administrative client and all
hardware gateways onto the computer. Use this option if your administrative client
is on a different subnet than the PC with the full installation.

l A Custom Install allows you to select additional applications to be installed. This
can include optional licensed applications beyond those included in the standard
installation package.

12. Click NEXT to verify the installation parameters.
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13. Review this list carefully as it explicitly states what will and will not be installed on
your PC.

l A list of items to be installed is displayed in GREEN.
l A list of items that will not be installed is displayed in RED.
l If this list is not correct, click BACK and review the Type of Installation options.

14. Click the checkbox to confirm the installation parameters are correct.
15. Click NEXT to select the Destination Folder. This is the folder into which the Door-

s.NET software is installed.
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16. The default destination folder is listed in the destination folder field. Keri recom-
mends using this folder for the software installation. If a different destination folder
is desired than the default, you may use the Explorer window to locate the desired
folder. Once located, double-click on the folder name to enter the folder name into
the destination field.

17. Click NEXT to select the types of program shortcuts to be installed on the com-
puter.
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18. Use the radio buttons to select if software access is to be granted to:
l Current User Only (the user logged into the PC)
l All Users of the Computer (any user logged into the PC)

19. Use the check boxes to select any combination of:
l Desktop icon
l Start Menu folder
l Quick Launch Toolbar (where applicable)

20. Click NEXT to install the Doors.NET database. You will see one of two screens
depending upon the operating system installed on your computer.

If you have an operating system PRIOR to Windows 8 you will have this installation
screen.
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If you have an operating system that is Windows 8 or greater you will have this install-
ation screen.

NOTE: SQL Management Tools are automatically installed with Windows operating sys-
tems prior to Windows 8. With Windows 8 or higher revisions the SQL Management
Tools must be installed separately. If you are installing on a system with Windows 8 or
higher, an additional tick-box appears (refer to the graphic below). Keri strongly recom-
mends checking this box to allow the SQL Management Tools installer to be copied to
your computer. These tools allow you to detach, relocate, and reattach Doors.NET data-
bases. Click Here for instructions on how to use the SQL Management Tools installer.
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21. There are three options based on what the installer finds:
l Install the Database on this computer - this is the default option. If the Installer
detects an existing SQL application, its revision is listed. If there isn't an SQL
Server available on the PC, then Microsoft's SQL Server Express® (a free SQL
server package) will be installed and then the database will be installed.

l Scan the Network for Existing SQL Servers - allows the installer to search all
accessible network folders for an SQL application and installs the database on that
network folder. Using this option requires that the network folder always be avail-
able for the PC/Doors.NET program.

l Install the Application Server only - requires a Manual database installation.
This option is recommended only for installers who are very familiar with SQL.

22. Click Next to confirm you are ready to install the software.
23. Click Install to begin the installation.
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24. A progress bar keeps you informed on the installation process. There are several
steps during the installation process where there may be a delay of several
minutes. Please be patient as the software installs.
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25. If you are upgrading the software from a previous revision the existing system data-
base may need to be upgraded as well. If so, the database upgrade program will
automatically run once software installation is complete. A new software install-
ation will not perform this step.
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26. The installation process is complete once the software is installed, and a new data-
base is created or an existing database is upgraded.

27. For a new installation you will be prompted to run the License Manager, for an
existing installation you will be prompted to restart the PC. Click FINISH to close
the Installation Window.
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28. If you opted for a desktop icon, the shortcut icon is placed on your desktop.

The software is now installed and ready for licensing and gateway configuration.

29. You should Restart your computer before you start the Doors.NET program.
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Admin Client Only Installation
This section explains how to install just the administrative client onto a PC, such as for
installations where multiple client connections are required.

Important Note: If the host PC/Application Server PC software is updated you are also
required to update any client PCs as well.

Installation Procedure via DVD
1. Insert the Doors.NET installation DVD.

2. From the Autorun menu, click Install Software.
3. The installer will initialize.

4. Welcome screen - The version to be installed will be displayed along with the
detected Windows operating system.
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5. Software License Agreement - Read through the agreement and place a check
mark in the confirmation box.
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6. Customer Registration - Enter a user name and (optionally) an organization
name. Note: This is not the user name that you will use to log into the software. It is
just for registration purposes.
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7. Type of Installation - Select Basic Installation.
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8. Verification - You should just the Admin Client highlighted in green on the left.
The installer will also install the report client, rollcall client and video clients. Tick
the verification box to proceed to the next screen.
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9. Destination Folder - The folder location for all the supporting software files (such
as the help file). This should ideally be left at the default setting unless it spe-
cifically must be changed.
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Note: You can install the client into a folder on a USB drive/memory stick. These
files could then be manually copied onto the local drive of remote workstations to
save you having to run the installer multiple times at each of the remote work-
stations.

10. Shortcut Selections - Choose to create shortcuts for the Desktop or Start Menu, or
both.
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11. Ready to Install - Simply click the Install button and the client installation will
begin.
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12. Installation of the client should take somewhere between 15 and 20 minutes
(depending upon the specification of your PC). When installation completes you
will see a recommended option to run the License Manager. This is not necessary
for a client-only install so click the Finish button and you will be ready to use the cli-
ent.
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Custom Installation
A full installation installs the minimum required components for a single-PC system (the
Application Server, hardware gateways, archive service and administrative client). The
custom install option is used to install additional client options (Professional Report Cli-
ent, Map Client, Photo ID Client, Rollcall and Video Clients). Plus, additional system Ser-
vices, such as Assa Abloy gateway, Video Gateway, Time and Attendance, LDAP,
Global Linkage and Milestone Services.

Setup Procedure
1. Begin by inserting the installation DVD.
2. Run the Autorun.
3. Click the Install Software link.

4. Software installation will initialize.
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5. Welcome - First you will see the welcome screen which displays the version to be
installed and the detected Windows operating system.

6. License Agreement - Read through then confirm you have read the license agree-
ment.
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7. Customer Registration - enter a user name, (this is not the user name for logging
into the software) and (optionally) enter an organization name.
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8. Type of Installation - Select Custom Install (Upgrade).
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9. Features To Install - From the list of Clients, right-click and select 'Entire Feature
Will be Installed on Local Drive' for any client feature you wish to install.
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10. Do the same for the system Services you wish to install.
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11. Review Features - Items on the left in green WILL be installed, items on the right
in red will WILL NOT be installed. Review each list and click Back if the lists are
not correct. Place a checkmark in the verification box at the bottom of the window
when you are happy to proceed.
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12. Destination folder - The default destination file path for the Doors.NET system
files is displayed. You can navigate to a different location (such as an external
drive or network drive) should you so wish to.
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13. Shortcuts Selection - Select which Doors.NET shortcuts you wish to be created
during the installation.
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14. SQL Database Location - Use the default selection to install SQL Express and
the Doors.NET database onto 'this PC'. You can scan the local network for a dif-
ferent, existing SQL Server or select to install the 'Application Server only' if you
wish to manually install the database onto an existing SQL Server.
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15. Ready to Install Page - The final screen of the installation setup wizard, simply
click Install and the installation will begin.
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16. The total installation time will vary upon the specification of the host PC and
whether Windows .NET Framework and SQL Server Express needs to be
installed. In a worst-case scenario, total installation time should not exceed 45
minutes.
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17. When installation has completed you will be prompted to run the License Manager
(as the next step is to activate your license).
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18. For an existing system which has been upgraded you will be prompted to restart
the PC.

The software is now installed and ready for licensing and gateway configuration.
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Language Support
Doors.NET software is written in a native Microsoft .NET environment. The .NET Frame-
work provides extensive support for the development of world-ready applications. A truly
global application should be culture-neutral and language-neutral.

The common language runtime provides support for retrieving culture-specific resources
that are packaged and deployed in satellite assemblies. Satellite assemblies only con-
tain resource files, or loose resources such as .gif files. They do not contain any execut-
able code.

The .NET Framework uses Unicode UTF-16 (Unicode Transformation Format, 16-bit
encoding form) to represent characters.

Unicode Standard
The Unicode Standard is the universal character encoding scheme for characters and
text. It assigns a unique numeric value, called a code point, and name to each character
used in the written languages of the world. For example, the character "A" is represented
by the code point "U+0041" and the name "LATIN CAPITAL LETTER A". Values are
available for over 65,000 characters and there is room to support up to one million more.
For more information, see The Unicode Standard at www.unicode.org.

Date and Time Storage
All date and time fields in Doors.NET are stored in the ISO 8601 date format (yyyyMMdd
HH:mm:ss). IS 8601 is in an international standard which gives several standard syn-
taxes for representing Gregorian dates and times.

Displaying Translated Software Revisions
When you start Doors.NET, it detects the language of your operating system and tries to
load the corresponding resource file. If it cannot find the resource file for your selected
language, the application defaults to US English. These resource files are in a sub-
directory for each language or language dialect. For example, the directory es-ES con-
tains the resource file for Spanish (Spain) and es-MX contains the resource file for
Spanish (Mexico). The resource files are also known as satellite assemblies.

This approach using satellite assemblies allows languages to be added or changed
without a different version of the software to be compiled. In other words, new features
are available to the non-English customers without having to wait for a localized (and
possibly different) compiled version.

Perform the following steps if you do not see your language when the login screen
appears.
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l Clear the Use Default Language check-box.

l Click on the Pull-Down arrow and select your desired language from the list.

l Program text now changes to your desired language.
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l Click the Use Default Language check-box to return to the default language of US
English.

Software Translation
To translate our software to another language is a simple 4 step process:
1. Contact Keri Systems Tech Support with your exact language requirement (i.e. Ger-

man (Luxembourg) is not the same as German (Austria)).
2. You will receive a translation bundle that contains your language via email. Point

your web browser to http://www.sdl.com/en/contact/passolo/to download the free
translation bundle editor.

3. Install the editor and begin translating. Send the finished translation bundle back to
Keri Tech Support.

4. You will receive a resource file for your language via E-mail (usually within 1 busi-
ness day) with instructions on which directory to place the file. You will not be
required to re-install any software; just to re-start the program and select the new
translation option.
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Configuration Files
The Application Server, Gateway, and NVR services use configuration files for para-
meters needed for startup. These files are XML and can be viewed with any browser and
edited manually by a text editor. The files are located in the C:\Keri\DoorsNET directory
and are created automatically with default settings if not present in the directory.

You must restart the services after changing the configuration files. The names of the
files are:

l Eclipse Client.config

l Eclipse Gateway.config

l Eclipse GatewayNXT.config

l Eclipse GLS.config

l Eclipse PXL Gateway.config

l Eclipse Server.config

l Eclipse EVR.config

l EclipseMessageArchive.config
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Software Upgrades
Software upgrades are automatically handled by the installation program. The install-
ation program automatically saves all critical information, uninstalls the old revision,
installs the new revision, updates the database if required, and restores all critical inform-
ation. All requiring no additional steps by the installing technician.

If you are upgrading your system to Doors.NET v4.0.1 or above, refer to the Operating
System Compatibility guide to ensure you have a supported version of Windows. Door-
s.NET v4.0.1 uses .NET Framework v4..6.2 which is not compatible with all versions of
Windows.

Note: If the SQL database resides on a different PC other than the Application Server
PC then the database will need to be updated separately. Refer to 'Updating the Data-
base' section for instructions on how to do this.

Note: If the system uses multiple client connections these too will need to be updated
(the same installation DVD can be used for updating client workstations).

Note: If the SQL database has been renamed to something other than the default of
DHS_MAIN you will need manually update the database using UpdateDHSDB. The
installer will only automatically update a database with the default name of DHS_MAIN.
Again refer to 'Updating the Database' for detailed instructions.

Upgrade Procedure
1. Install the latest version of the Doors.NET DVD.
2. When the auto-run menu appears click on the Install Software link.

3. The InstallAware wizard will initialize.
4. You will see a message informing you that Doors.NET running services need to be

stopped. At this point you can manually stop the services and click Retry or you
can click Ignore and the services will be stopped automatically. Clicking Ignore
will require you to reboot the PC following the upgrade.
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5. The maintenance screen will appear and 'Add or Remove Features' will be pre-
selected so click Next.

6. The installer automatically detects the clients and services which are already
installed, so unless you are adding additional features or removing them you will
just click Next again.

7. The review page will display next, giving you the opportunity to check what will
and what will not be installed. Check the two lists, tick the verification box, then
click Next again.

8. The next window is for selecting shortcuts. Deselect any shortcut options you do
not wish to be created. Then Next.

9. For an existing system you should see that an SQL version is already installed
unless the database exists on a different PC. If the database is on the host PC,
leave the default option selected (Install the Database on this computer) and click
Next.

10. The final page will appear. There is nothing to select or confirm here so just click
on Install.
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11. The entire upgrade process should take no longer than about 10 minutes.

12. When the installation is complete you will be prompted to restart (unless you
stopped the Windows services manually at the beginning of the upgrade).
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13. Click Finish to reboot the PC.
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Migrating a System
Moving a Doors.NET System to a Different PC/Server
This section explains how to transfer an entire system to a different host PC, such as in
the event of a PC upgrade or if the current PC requires a re-build of Windows.

Note: The version of SQL Server on the new machine must be the same or a later ver-
sion (as Microsoft does not provide a downgrade path for SQL Server and their asso-
ciated databases). For example; you can go from SQL 2005 TO SQL 2012 but you
cannot use an SQL 2012 database and use it in an SQL 2005 Server.

Using the Backup (.BAK) File

We always recommend backing up the database on a regular basis, especially when sig-
nificant changes or additions have been made in the software. Scheduled backups can
be performed using the System Calendar Licensed feature, or they can be created manu-
ally by clicking the backup icon via Tools >> Backup.

A backup file will be created in the following location:

l C:\ProgramFiles (x86)\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Backup (64-bit
host), and

l C:\ProgramFiles\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Backup (32-bit host)

The latest backup file should always be copied onto a portable storage device such as a
CD,
external hard-drive or a USB drive.

In the event of a Doors.NET host PC completely crashing this is most likely the only file
you will have.
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l Install the Doors.NET software (the latest version) on the new host.
l Contact Keri Systems Inside Sales to obtain a new license key with the same con-
figuration, or you can provide your existing license key if you have it and the activ-
ation count will be increased.

l Activate your new license on the new host.
l Detach the default database that is automatically added during the installation.
l Remove the default database files from the C:\ProgramFiles (x86)\Microsoft SQL
Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Data folder.

l Restore the database using the backup (.BAK) that you have copied onto a port-
able storage device.

l Run the Gateway Wizard to associated the communications gateway with the
Application Server installed on the new host machine. You will have to run the
gateway wizard multiple times if you have multiple gateway types required for the
system.

l Start using the software again. The entire system will now be up and running on
the new host PC and controllers should be showing as online as soon as you have
logged in.

Using the SQL Database Files

If you have a backup of the SQL database main and log files, such as if the backup was
made using Studio Manager, the migration procedure is very slightly different.

The two required database files can be found in the following location:

l C:\ProgramFiles (x86)\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Data (64-bit host),
and

l C:\ProgramFiles\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Data (32-bit host)
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l Install the Doors.NET software (the latest version) on the new host.
l Contact Keri Systems Inside Sales to obtain a new license key with the same con-
figuration, or you can provide your existing license key if you have it and the activ-
ation count will be increased.

l Activate your new license on the new host.
l Detach the default database that is automatically added during the installation.
l Remove the default database files from the C:\ProgramFiles (x86)\Microsoft SQL
Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Data folder.

l Attach the database using the SQL backup files that you have copied onto a port-
able storage device.

l Run the Gateway Wizard to associated the communications gateway with the
Application Server installed on the new host machine. You will have to run the
gateway wizard multiple times if you have multiple gateway types required for the
system.

l Start using the software again. The entire system will now be up and running on
the new host PC and controllers should be showing as online as soon as you have
logged in.

Troubleshooting

If you have taken a database backup file from a 32-bit version of Windows and tried to
restore it on a 64-bit version you will see an error message occur.

It occurs because the stored file path is very slightly different and needs to be the same
path as the location on the hew host machine.
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l Click OK to the above error message.
l Click on Options on the left-hand pane.

l Modify the DHS_MAIN path so the Restore As field displays the following:

C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\DATA\DHS_MAIN.mdf

l Ensure the Restore As DHS_MAIN log file path is:

C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\DATA\DHS_MAIN_
log.LDF

Click the OK button and the database restoration will be successful.
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Installing SQL Management Tools
Note: SQL Management Tools are automatically installed with Windows operating sys-
tems prior to Windows 8.

With Windows 8 or 10 they must be installed separately. If you are installing on these
operating systems an additional tick-box appears, “Install SQL Management Tools” (high-
lighted in blue in the graphic below - you will not see this tick-box in non Windows 8
operating systems). Keri recommends checking this tick-box and installing the SQL Man-
agement Tools. This allows you to detach, relocate, and reattach Doors.NET databases.

l During the installation of Doors.NET, the installation file for SQL Management
Tools will be downloaded to the host PC.
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Providing you are installing Doors.NET v3.5.1.21 or greater, you can quickly and easily
install the management tools via the License Manager, (you are prompted to open the
license manager once the Doors.NET installation completes). This can be done after
you have activated your license and set up your hardware gateway(s).
1. From within the License Manager program, ensure the Application Server is high-

lighted in the left pane.
2. In the right pane of the License Manager screen there is a Database section.
3. Click the button named: Install SQL Studio.

4. The feature now installs.
5. It takes 5 to 10 minutes for the installation to complete.
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6. Once installation has completed, the Database section in the License Manager
shows ‘SQL Studio’ installed.

7. You can now find the SQL Studio Manager Express icon via the Start menu.

If SQL or SQL Studio Manager Fails to Install
1. Ensure that the PC has been updated with the latest Windows .NET Framework

and security updates.
2. If the PC has recently installed Windows updates, check that a restart is not

pending.
3. If you have a third-party anti-virus software application running, try temporarily dis-

abling it while you perform the install.
4. Run the installation 'As Administrator'
5. Check that .NET Framework is enabled within: Control Panel >> Programs and

Features >> Turn Windows Features ON or OFF >> .NET Framework 3.5 should
be selected.
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Using an Existing SQL Server
If you are installing the software onto a network that already has an SQL Server avail-
able and you want to use that server for the database, you need to install the Application
Server only. The default database will be installed in the C:\Program Files or Program
Files (x86)\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Data directory but will not be
attached automatically.

You will need to use the system administrator account of the existing SQL server to add
the user "dhsuser" with the password of "eclip$e". Attach the database as described in
the 'Attach or Detach SQL Database' section.

Installing onto an Existing SQL Server
If you are installing the Application Server with SQL Express option onto a machine that
already has an instance of SQL Server 2000, MSDE, SQL 2005, 2008 or 2012 installed
then you will need to configure the SQL Express/$Eclip$e instance to listen on a dif-
ferent TCP port. This will involve changing parameters at the SQL Server and in the con-
figuration files for the Eclipse Application service. To change the default port for SQL
Express, start the SQL Server Configuration Manager.
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Right click on the TCP/IP protocol and select Properties.
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Change the default port from 1433 to another value that is not in use by another applic-
ation or service on this machine. Make sure you use the same value under the IP1 and
IPAll sections. The value that you assign here must be changed in the Eclipse Data-
base.config file under the key "Port". The new entry should look like:

<add key="Port" value="1433" /> where 1433 is replaced with the value you assigned
above.

You will need to restart the SQL server and then the Eclipse Application Service.

You can install a default database by running the InstallDHSDB utility on the host Server-
/PC.
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SQL Express 2014 Manual Install
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Introduction

With the release of Doors.NET v4.0.1 Keri is now using .NET Framework v4.6.2 and
SQL Express 2016. This allows the software to take advantage of the power, func-
tionality, and speed provided by the current .NET Framework revision, and also reduces
software installation/upgrade time. However, it also brings limitations, set by Microsoft,
for Doors.NET v4.0.1 software installation:

l NET Framework v4.6.2 is incompatible with certain older operating systems. This
means Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows Server 2008 R2, and any older operating
systems are no longer supported.

l SQL Express 2016 requires a 64-bit microprocessor/operating system and .NET
Framework v4.6.2 for operation. This means the 32-bit versions of Windows 10
and Windows 8.1 will require a manual installation of SQL Express 2014 prior to
installing Doors.NET v4.0.1.

SQL 2016 does not work with 32-bit versions of Windows. Therefore, if you are using a
32-bit version you will have to manually download and install SQL Express (we recom-
mend you install SQL Express 2014) as that is the most recent version of SQL Server
that supports a 32-bit operating system. We include the new SQL Server Express 2016
because of the recent enhancements and modifications are built on this version of .NET
Framework (version 4.6.2).

If you are using a 32-bit version of Windows you will need to install SQL Express manu-
ally. You can download the installation file directly from the Microsoft website. The link to
use is noted further on.

NOTE: If you are upgrading an existing installation of Doors.NET then this document
does not apply. Existing systems will use the existing, installed version of SQL Server.
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Which Operating Systems Does This Apply
To?
You will need to manually install SQL Express 2014 if you are using one of the fol-
lowing:

l Windows 8.1 (32-bit)
l Windows 10 Home (32-bit)
l Windows 10 Pro (32-bit)
l Windows Server 2008 R2 (Incl. SP1)

Older Windows operating systems, such as Windows 7, 8 and 8.1 are capped at Door-
s.NET v_3.5.1.22 (SP1)

NOTE: There is NO functional difference between Doors.NET v3.5.1.22 SP-1 and v4.0.1
software.

For further details refer to the document: Doors.Net_Software_Release_Notes_v4.0.1_
Rev-A.pdf (P/N - 01298-001).
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What Else is There to Consider?
There are certain requirements to be aware of when manually installing SQL Express:

l The database instance MUST be named ECLIPSE
l Database Authentication MUST be set to SQL Mixed Mode (and not Windows
Authentication).

l The required SQL username and password are noted in section 5.
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Downloading the SQL Express Installation
File
The software can be downloaded from the Microsoft website at the following
location (correct at the time of writing):

https://www.microsoft.com/en-gb/download/details.aspx?id=42299

1. Once you are on the download page, click the DOWNLOAD button.
2. Click NEXT and then save the file to your PC.

3. On a default Windows system you will find the file in your Downloads folder.

4. A dialog box will appear, prompting you to extract the files.
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5. Within a few seconds, all the files will have extracted, including the installation
files.
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Installing SQL Express 2014
Typically, the Installation will automatically begin as soon as all the files have been
extracted.

1. The first screen to appear gives you the option to perform a new install (or add fea-
tures) and the second option is to upgrade a version of SQL Server.

2. Next, it is recommended that you select the option to allow automatic updates.
3. The installer will then scan for any available updates.

4. You will then see the Terms and Conditions list. Read through and accept them.
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5. All the required fields should then be selected by default, so click NEXT again.

6. You will now need to specify the name of the SQL Instance...

IMPORTANT: You MUST specify the instance name as ECLIPSE
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7. The Server Configuration settings should be left at their default values, unless they
specifically have to be changed.

8.

Next are the database configurations settings - Here you will specify the SQL user-
name and password that will be used to install SQL

IMPORTANT:
- Authentication should be set to Mixed Mode - You should not use Windows
Authentication.
- Enter the password as: dhs$e700 - This is the password associated with the SQL
'sa' account and must be entered exactly as highlighted (in blue).

NOTE: The sa account is used to install SQL. Once installed is not used to access
the Doors.NET database by the Application Server.

SQL Server Express installation will then begin.
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9. Installation should take no longer than 10 minutes to complete.

10. You can now close the installation window.
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Run the Doors.NET Installer
The Doors.NET installer will now detect that an SQL version is installed - you can then
select the option to install the Doors.NET database on 'this computer'.

NOTE: On this screen you should consider placing a check-mark in the option to 'Install
SQL Management Tools' - Otherwise referred to as SQL Server Management Studio. -
This management tool, once installed, allows you to configure, manage and administer
your Doors.NET SQL database (and it is required for restoring a syste backup or a data-
base upgrade from a Doors32 system).
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Installing SQL Management Tools
1. Once Doors.NET has been installed you will be prompted to run the License Man-

ager.
2. Enter your license key and activate your license.
3. On the License Manager window you should select Application Server from the list

on the left.
4. On the right, you will see the 'Database' section - The red text above the Install

SQL Studio button should state: 'Not Installed'.
5. Click the Install SQL Studio Button.

6. An install wizard will appear. Follow the on-screen instructions to install the man-
agement tools.

7. Installation of SQL Studio Manager should take around 15-20 minutes.
8. Once complete, close then re-open License Manager.
9. Select Application Server again and SQL Studio should be indicated as installed.
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Test the Database Connection
Once the database and SQL Studio Manager are both installed you should test the con-
nection to the database.
1. With Application Server still selected (listed on the left).

2. Then click the SETTINGS button.

3. Your database connection settings should appear as shown here:
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4. Click the TEST CONNECTION button.

5. Then YES to proceed.
6. Almost immediately you should see a connection successful message.

7. Click the SAVE button
8. You will then be prompted to start the Application Server Windows service.
9. Moments later you will see a message confirming the Application Server is started.

10. You are now ready to use your Doors.NET system.
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Further Information
For further information about adding cardholders to Doors.NET, adding hardware, back-
ing up and restoring the database, etc, please refer to the help file which is included in
the program.
The help file can be accessed via the Keri logo image in the top left corner of the client.

Or you can access it by pressing the F1 key while on any screen. The help file will open
out on the page related to the screen you are on.
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Services
The Application Server and Gateways run as Windows Services.

To control these services:
1. Navigate to Control Panel on the host PC.
2. Click Administrative Tools.

3. Click Services.
4. Scroll down the list of services to locate the Doors.NET services.

5. From this menu you can start, stop, or restart the services.
6. The Doors.NET Application Server service should be started first before you start

the Doors.NET Gateway Services.
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License Activation
The License Manager activates your software allowing use.

The license key can be activated over the internet (the quickest and easiest method) ,
via e-mail (you send in your license key to Keri, we activate it for you then e-mail it back).
Or you can activate the software in demo mode (which does not require you to have an
internet connection). Demo mode allows you to evaluate the software with limited and
basic operation. Demo mode is activated for 30 days.

l Activating the Software in Demo Mode
l Activating over the Internet
l Activating via Email

Retrieve the License Key
A license key is required to enable the software. You can get a license key in three
ways, depending upon your hardware type:
1. Use the license number on the case of the DVD. This option is ONLY valid for new

NXT controller installations. Not all DVD cases will have a license number.
2. Use the online licensing page. (http://license.kerisys.com/) This option is valid for

installations of new NXT, PXL, Entraguard, and Mercury Powered NXT controllers.

3. Call Keri Inside Sales. This option is valid for any type of installation.

If you have one of these installation types you MUST call Inside Sales for a license:
l You are using legacy PXL/EG controllers (described below).
l You are using multiple hardware gateways.
l You are installing optional, licensed features.

Demo Mode
Doors.NET has a demo mode feature that allows you 30 days of limited, basic operation.
This can give you an opportunity to try the software before obtaining a license. However,
demo mode only supports NXT controllers; it does not support PXL or Mercury Powered
NXT controllers.

PXL/Entraguard Standard Versus Legacy Controllers
Legacy controllers require a PXL Legacy Count to be set on the license key to enable
the controllers to work with Doors.NET. By default this value is set to zero. Typically
Legacy controllers are carrying over from an existing Doors32 installation that is being

http://license.kerisys.com/
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upgraded to Doors.NET. There is a per-controller fee for licensing Legacy controllers.
This applies to both PXL and Entraguard controllers.

Legacy PXL controllers must be at firmware v8.4.49 or greater. This firmware revision is
the earliest to implement the current U.S. Daylight Standard Time dates and has the
PXL’s complete anti-passback implementation. A CU500 firmware upgrade is available
for all PXL controllers to bring them up to the current firmware revision.

If you have PXL Legacy controllers you are required to call Keri Inside Sales for a PXL
Legacy license key. You will need to provide the number of Legac controllers you want
to license.

Identifying Standard versus Legacy PXL Controllers
The PXL controller’s model number label identifies if the controller is Standard or
Legacy (refer to the figure below). Standard controllers work directly with Doors.NET
using a standard license. There is no controller limit when using Standard controllers.

Identifying Standard versus Legacy Entraguard Controllers
Entraguard units with this level of firmware or greater are Standard Entraguard units and
are not subject to licensing fees:

l Titanium and Silver - v7.8.01
l Platinum - v9.2.01

Entraguard units with these firmware revisions require Legacy licensing:
l Titanium and Silver - v7.6.09 (minimum revision allowed), v7.6.13
l Platinum - v9.1.09 (minimum revision allowed)

License Manager
The License Manager registers your Doors.NET software and activates any applicable
features or controller values, allowing system use. Please have your license key ready
before beginning this section.

You have the opportunity to automatically start the License Manager program following a
new software installation. Otherwise you can find the LicenseManager.exe program in
the Keri > DoorsNET folder. With the program started:
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1. Under Installed Components, expand the Services list and click on the Application
Server call-out.

2. Under the Registration Tab, please enter your Registration Information.
3. In the License Key field, enter your License Key.
4. Double-check your License Key entry as an incorrect character will invalidate your

software installation.
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5. Click ACTIVATE.
l If the License Manager CANNOT connect to Keri's license server an error mes-
sage appears. You have the option of either correcting the Internet connection
issue and retrying the activation or performing activation via E-mail. Refer to the
Activation via E-Mail section below for instructions.

l If the License Manager CAN connect to Keri's license server (requires an Internet
connection with external access permission) the software license is activated and
a “Thank You for Registering” window appears. Click OK to continue.

6. Once activated, the Application Server Service needs to be restarted so it may
receive the activated license information.
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7. Click YES to continue.
8. A confirmation window appears when the Application Server service has been

restarted.
9. Click OK to acknowledge the restart.
10. You should now verify license values.

Verify License Values
Click on the License Tab to view information on the features and capacities enabled on
your system. Information is given on the following categories:

l Branding - lists the program identity displayed to the user
l Capacities - lists basic program feature capacities and activated licensed capa-
cities

l Optional Services - lists licensed application status (as applicable)
l Options - lists enabled optional features
l Server - lists server activation status
l Supported Hardware - lists the hardware gateways supported by this installation
l User Interface - Used to control the display of the user interface
l Video Options - lists the enabled video feature set
l Visitor Management - lists optional visitor management status

If any value is incorrect you must contact Keri Systems’ Inside Sales department to have
your license updated.

Verify Supported Hardware
The Supported Hardware section lists the controllers/gateways supported by the activ-
ated license. Verify your controller/gateway types are set to “True” per the hardware you
are installing.
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Verify Legacy PXL Controller Counts
The Capacities section lists the number of Legacy PXL controllers supported by your
license. This only applies to Legacy PXL controllers; standard PXL controllers are not
subject to per-controller licensing.
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Verify Optional Features
Also, you should verify that any optional licensed features are enabled. A couple of activ-
ated options are highlighted here:
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Exit the License Manager
Click Close to exit the License Manager. The next step is to configure the hardware gate-
way(s)

Related Topics
l Creating your own License Key
l License Activation over the Internet
l License Activation via Email
l License Activation in Demo Mode
l Licensed Applications
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Creating a License Key Online
You now have the ability to create your own standard Keri license key using the License
Key page on the www.kerisys.com website. You can create a license for the following
controller types:

l NXT
l Mercury Powered NXT
l PXL-500/Entraguard

The License Key page cannot accommodate non-standard licensing such as legacy
PXL-500 and legacy Entraguard hardware (typically upgrades from Doors32). It also can-
not generate Doors Professional Edition licenses, multiple hardware license types or
optional software modules.

Please contact Keri Inside Sales to obtain this type of license.

l United States: 001 408 435 8400 (option 1)
l United Kingdom: (01763) 273243 (option 2)

1. Go to the License Key page on the Kerisys website (license.kerisys.com)
2. Read through the License Provision Terms and Conditions.
3. Tick the confirmation/agreement box, then click Continue.

http://license.kerisys.com/
http://license.kerisys.com/
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4. Enter the required information in both the Installer and End-User sections. Fields
denoted with an asterisk (*) are required. Upon completion, the license key will be
e-mailed to the installer.

5. In the System Information section, select the hardware type that will be in use... An
image of the selected controller type will appear as soon as you make your selec-
tion.

6. Enter the CAPTCHA validation code then click Continue.
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7. A new license key will be created and it will appear on the screen.

8. Click the Finish button and a copy of the license will also be e-mailed to the
installer e-mail address.
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Online License Activation
Activating Doors.NET with an Internet Connection

Following installation of the software the system will need to be activated. Activation is
performed using the License Manager Utility and is most easily done using an active,
unrestricted Internet connection.

The License Manager registers and activates your software and validates any applicable
features or controller values, allowing system use. Please have your license key ready
before beginning this section.

Run the License Manager Program
1. Once the software has successfully installed you will be prompted to run the

License Manager.
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2. The License Manager can also be opened by clicking Start >> All Programs >>
Doors.NET >> License Manager.

3. Or it can be run from the C:\Keri\DoorsNET directory.
4. If it is the first time you have run the License Manager you will see the following

welcome screen.
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5. The next screen you see is where you enter your license key. If you do not have a
license key you will have to contact Keri Systems Inside Sales or you can generate
a license online by clicking here. Enter your key then click Next.

6. If you do not have a license key you can create a new key as long as you have an
active, non-restricted internet connection. Select 'I do not have a license key. I
would like a free standard license from the Keri website. Click here for instructions
on creating your own license.

Note:Once you have your license key you can then copy and paste the key into the
fields shown below. Put the cursor into the first text field, then paste.

http://license.kerisys.com/
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7. Next is the registration page. Enter information about the site and installer contact
details.
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8. You will then see a summary page. Click next to complete the task.
9. Within a few seconds you should see a registration successful notification. Click

OK to this.

10. The next notification is to restart/start the Application Server Windows Service.
Click Yes to this.
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11. Once the Application Service service has restarted you will be prompted to install
the hardware communication gateway services plus any other Doors.NET feature
that requires a Windows service. Click the Yes button to install the services.

12. When the Doors.NET Windows services have successfully been installed the
License Manager will automatically open.
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13. The software is now fully activated and ready for the next step - Gateway Con-
figuration.
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Offline License Activation
Activating Doors.NET Without an Internet Connection
You can activate Doors.NET via e-mail if you do not have an active internet connection,
or if the connection is being blocked by a firewall or security setting.
This is done by e-mailing the license file to Keri, receiving an updated file with a digital
signature, and then overwriting the original with the new. This process typically takes
one business day to complete.
1. Following installation of the software you will be prompted to run the License Man-

ager.

2. Click the Finish button and the License Activation Wizard will open.
3. Click Next on the welcome page.
4. Step 1 of 3 - Enter your 26-character Doors.NET license key. Then click Next.
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5. Step 2 of 3 - Enter your customer and installer details, then Next again.

6. Step 3 of 3 - Review the entered license key then click the Finish button.
7. If there is no internet connection or a restricted internet connection you will see the

following message:
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8. Click OK and the License Manager will immediately open. There will be another
message which will state the computer is not licensed.

9. Ensure Application Server is highlighted on the left-hand side of the License Man-
ager.

10. Click on the License tab.
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11. At the bottom of the license page you will see the license key that you entered in
step 1 of the License Wizard.

12. Tick the Offline Registration option. Then click the Activate button.

13. The offline license key will be immediately created and a notification will appear
informing you of where this file can be found.

14. Email a copy of this file to license@kerisys.com for US customers, or to tech-sup-
port@kerisystems.co.uk for customer in the UK and outside of the US.

15. Close the License Manager.
16. Within 1 business day you should receive your activated license file as an e-mail

attachment, it will be renamed ApplicationServerLicense.dlsc.
17. Copy the received ApplicationServerLicense.dlsc file into the C:\Keri\DoorsNET\

directory.
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18. Open the License Manager again (via Start Menu >> All Programs >> DoorsNET
>> License Manager.

19. Click Yes to the prompt that informs you of the licensed services that need to be
installed.

20. Once the Doors.NET Windows Services have been installed you will be ready to
setup your hardware gateway(s).
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Demo License Activation
Doors.NET has a demo mode feature that allows you 30 days of limited, basic operation.
This can give you an opportunity to try the software before obtaining a license. Demo
mode supports all hardware/controller types (except legacy PXLs) but includes only 1 x
concurrent gateway and is limited to 500 cardholders.

You do NOT need a license key or an active Internet connection to activate the software
in demo mode. You simply run the License Manager Wizard and then click the Demo but-
ton.
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License Manager
After installing the software and entering your license key you are prompted to run the
License Manager.

The License Manager is used initially to setup and configure your hardware gateways.
When you open the License Manager for the first time the services listed down the left-
side of the window will be highlighted in blue and will be noted as requiring con-
figuration.
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Refer to the Gateway Configuration section for further details.

If you select Application Server from the list of services and then click the License tab,
you will be able to view all the features and options which are installed on your system.

•Branding - lists the program identity displayed to the user
•Capacities - lists basic program feature capacities and activated licensed capacities
•Optional Services - lists licensed application status (as applicable)
•Options - lists enabled optional features
•Server - lists server activation status
•Supported Hardware - lists the hardware gateways supported by this installation
•User Interface - Used to control the display of the user interface
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•Video Options - lists the enabled video feature set
•Visitor Management - lists optional visitor management status

If any value is incorrect you must contact Keri Systems’ Inside Sales department to have
your license updated.
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Licensed Applications
The Licensed Applications are stand alone programs or plug-ins that add features or
extend functionality of Doors.NET - They are not included with the standard version of
Doors.NET and must be enabled on your license key.

Licensed Applications List

The following applications are available:

Airlock
The MSC and Mercury SCP hardware support the ability between two doors which are
connected to the same controller. The principle of an airlock is that only one of the two
doors can be opened at any one time. When one of the doors is open the opposite door
will not grant access. This feature uses the 'Area Control' license option.

Area Control
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Area Control is supported on MSC and Mercury SCP hardware. It allows you to define
areas for your system. These areas can be defined with occupancy counts, which when
combined with the Local Linkage option can enable you to setup various functions; such
as automatically switching off lights or controlling how many people can enter a certain
area of a building or a car park for example.

Advanced Local Linkage
Customize the application to automate and action almost any task that the system can
perform from almost event event that the system can generate (only available with NXT
Mercury Powered (MSC) or Mercury (SCP) hardware.

Advanced Situation Manager
Enables the Situation Manager toolbar and configuration settings. Situation Manager
allows you to define different threat levels for your facility. It automatically changes the
mode of designated readers at the press of a button.

Credential Types
The Doors.NET™ system supports Keri NXT, Keri MS and Wiegand formats. The Cre-
dential Types editor allows you to define the bit pattern for custom card formats.

Elevator Control
Extensive Elevator Control featured available when using NXT MSC or Mercury SCP
hardware types. NXT 4x4 modules and NXT GIOX modules can be used for various
sized elevator applications.

EVR (Event Video Recording) Client
Enhances the capabilities of existing video solutions and provides direct connection and
support for many popular IP cameras and NVRs including Aira, Milestone, Aimetis and
Symphony. View live videos streams and control PTZ cameras from the EVR Client.

Global Linkage Service
provides a way to automate system functions and notifications. System events are used
as triggers to action defined Global Linkage macros. See the Global Linkage Overview
for additional information about what you can do with this feature.

(LDAP) Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
provides integration between Doors.NET software and a Microsoft Active Directory. It cre-
ates Doors.NET cardholders by importing Active Directory users, plus it synchronizes
changes, either from Active Directory to Doors.NET or from Doors.NET to Active Dir-
ectory.

Multiple Administrative Clients
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Allows for the connection of multiple clients - allowing multiple system operators to
administer the system simultaneously.

Multiple Hardware Platforms
The system supports multiple gateways, including co-habiting gateways (of different
hardware types) - Note: Only one gateway of each hardware type can be installed per
PC.

Photo ID/ Badging Client
Photo identification credentialing system. Includes a template designer, photo capture
tool, signature capturing, bar coding, water-marks, custom logos, backgrounds and fonts.
Formats can be automatically assigned to card holders based on user-specified criteria.
Photo ID is compatible with a wide range of capture devices and printers on the market
today.

Professional Report Client
A report designer that allows you to create professional looking reports from scratch or to
modify any of the default reports. The designer is easy to use with the drag and drop-
interface, the property toolbox, and the standard text edit commands. You can add your
own custom logo and change the header and footer text. Reports can be saved for later
use or exported.

Rollcall Client
The Roll Call client has been developed to provide you with a graphical representation
of occupancy within defined areas of a facility, including last known location of a card-
holder. Roll Call areas can be setup to include all the system readers, or just readers
within a defined area. Rollcall Advanced gives you real-time muster report with occu-
pancy count and automatic printing of the occupancy list (i.e who is still in the building).

System Calendar
Allows you to automate system tasks, such as performing a full system backup at the
end of the day. Or periodically synchronizing the time and date stamps of all the con-
trollers on the network which is very important if Global linkage actions are defined for
the system.

Time and Attendance Sync Service
Provides a generic interface directly to a SQL or Oracle time and attendance database.
This database is then interrogated by a third-party Time and Attendance software pack-
age to produce Time and Attendance reports.
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Communications
Overview
In any distributed architecture, communications between different components of the sys-
tem are critical to the reliability and scalability of the system. The communications infra-
structure must also be robust and able to handle different payloads easily. The
communication component of the Doors.NET system achieve that goal by providing a
generic communications framework between the Application Server, Clients and Gate-
ways. In addition, the gateways provide a reliable infrastructure to the field hardware
which has its own robust communications.

You are here: Communications > Application Server
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Application Server
Application Server to Clients and Gateways
The Application Server is the heart of the Doors.NET system. It is an asynchronous,
TCP socket server that accepts connections from both the gateways and clients and
provides a generic transport mechanism for any .NET class object, collection of those
objects, or file.

This core component communicates with the SQL database, client workstations and
communication gateways that in turn communicate with the field hardware. At least one
Application Server is required per system and only one Application Server can be
installed on a PC.

Both clients and gateways can be configured for DHCP as the Application Server tracks
each incoming connection by its current IP address. Note that Clients send commands to
the gateways through the Application Server. Clients and gateways do not communicate
directly with each other, as all communications must go through the Application Server.

The default TCP port that a client uses is port 11000. The default can be changed via
XML configuration files, but must be done so at both the Application Server and the cli-
ent. The standard version of the Doors.NET software comes with 1 client connection
enabled, but this can be expanded with the purchase of additional client connections
(enabled in your license).

Important Note: The machine where the Application Server is installed must be set to a
static IP address. If the SQL Server being used by the Application Server is located on a
different machine, then that machine must also have a static IP address.

The example below is a typical basic Doors.NET system with MSC hardware. For sys-
tems with a single gateway you can, of course run the Application Server and the Gate-
way on a single PC.
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Communications Gateway
Gateway to Controllers
The second required component of the Doors.NET system is the communications gate-
way. The Gateway is the software service component that communicates with the field
hardware and the Application Server. It receives .NET class objects for the hardware
that it is responsible for servicing. All transactions generated by the hardware are format-
ted into a .NET class object for transport back to the Application Server. The Gateway
can reside on the same machine as the Application Server, on another machine on the
network, or across the Internet. The service supports static IP Addresses as well as the
default of DHCP. There are different types of Gateways, each supporting different types
of hardware. The Gateway is available in 4 varieties:

l Standard NXT
l Mercury Security (SCP) or NXT Mercury Powered (MSC)
l Standard PXL or Entraguard
l Assa Aperio and Assa IP/WiFi

Note:Only 1 gateway of any type is allowed per PC. You can have multiple gateways of
different types but multiple gateways of the same time require an additional PC.

On startup of the Gateway Service, the service requests its configuration from the Applic-
ation Server. This configuration includes a list of controllers, communication parameters
and cardholders. The service uses the communication parameters to open serial ports,
dial modems or open TCP sockets for communications with the controllers.

Once the communication channels have been created, the controllers are 'attached' to
the channel according to their configuration. Refer to the Communication Channels sec-
tion for details about setting up and configuring communication channels.

If you added the gateway via the Gateway Wizard, some entries may already be in the
list above. There will be any serial ports (including USB-Serial adapters) or modems that
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were installed on the host at the time the gateway was created. You can change these at
any time, but any change will require a restart of the Doors.NET Gateway service.
You are here: Communications > Changing the host PC IP Address
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Changing the host PC IP Address
Often IP devices (such as access control panels, IP cameras and network routers and
switches) use either a DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) or they will have a
default static IP address. Often the static address is something like: 192.168.0.1,
192.168.0.254, 192.168.2.1, 169.254.0.1 but it will be stated in the device's supporting
documentation. To connect to the device, the host PC needs to be set to an IP address
on the same range as the device's default IP address.

For example; the default IP address for Mercury SCP controllers is 192.168.0.251. This
guide explains how to change the IP address of the PC so that you can connect and log
into the controller and then change the IP address to what you wish the controller to use.

1. From the Windows Start menu go to Control Panel (via a right-click).

2. From the Control Panel Items window locate and click on Network and Sharing
Centre.

3. On the left of the Network and Sharing Center window, click on Change Adapter
Settings.
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4. Right click on the Local Area Network and select Properties.

5. Locate and click on Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/IPv4).
6. Click on the Properties button.
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7. Verify that the IP option is set to Use the Following IP Address.

8. Input a new IP address for the host PC (an address on the same range as the
device's default static address).

9. Leave the Default Gateway blank.
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10. Click the OK button.
11. Click the CLOSE button on the LAN properties window.
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Communication Channel Setup
Configuring Communication Channels
There are three different communication channels available, one of which must be
assigned to a master PXL controller for establishing communication to the PXL controller
network. Other controller types automatically have a communications channel setup and
assigned when the controller is manually added, or added using Auto-Config. All slave
PXL controllers are added to the software using Auto-configuration.

You can communicate to a PXL or EntraGuard using Doors.NET via:

l a serial connection (from the PC's physical COM port, a recommended USB to
Serial adapter, or a Keri USB CommModule)

l a Modem connection (You can use the internal modem on an EntraGuard for com-
munication between the master EntraGuard and an external modem at the host
PC. When using the internal modem attach the phone line to TB15 located on the
PCB.

l over Ethernet using a LAN module such as the LAN-520. (The LAN-520 plug-on
module is only supported on EntraGuard units beginning with PCB 23217-001
Rev. E. Earlier units cannot support a LAN-520 unit.

Follow the set of instructions that corresponds to the communication method you're
using.

Serial Connection

l Highlight the Communication Channels node in the hardware tree
l Click the Serial Communication Channel icon

l A channel named 'New Channel' appears in the hardware tree
l Highlight this new channel so you can view its properties in the grid
l Double-click False to change it to True, this will enable the channel
l Set the COM port number that corresponds with the serial device being used. If you
are unsure what COM port to use, go to Device Manager on the host PC and
expand the node 'Ports - COM & LPT'. If the COM port is correctly installed/en-
abled your device will have the assigned COM port showing in parentheses, i.e
(COM 3)
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l Give the Communication Channel a descriptive name
l Click save and the channel and its settings will be saved to the database
l Highlight the master controller in the hardware tree
l In controller properties >> Communication Settings >> Communication Channel
select the new channel from the drop-down list.

l Click the save icon, within a few seconds events should appear in Live Events sig-
nifying the master controller has come online.

l A network update will also start and complete once the controller is online.

Modem Connection

l Highlight the Communication Channels node in the hardware tree
l Click the Modem Communications Channel icon

l A channel named 'New Channel' appears in the hardware tree.
l Highlight the new channel so you can view its properties grid on the right.
l Double-click False to change it to True, this will enable the channel.
l Set the COM port number that corresponds to the modem installed on the host PC.
If you are unsure what COM port the modem is using, go to Device Manager on the
host PC and expand the node Ports - Com & LPT. If the COM port is correctly
installed/enabled your device will have its assigned COM port showing in par-
entheses, i.e (COM3).

l Give the communication channel a descriptive name.
l Click save and the channel setting information will be saved to the database.
l Highlight the master controller in the hardware tree.
l In the controller properties >> Communication Settings >> Communication Chan-
nel select the new channel from the drop-down list.

l Enter the phone number for the modem connected to the controller at the remote
site location.

l Click the save icon, within a few seconds the controller will come online and con-
troller events will appear in Live Events
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Note:Once connected, the modem line stays connected until manually disconnected
(right-click the master controller and select 'Disconnect'). This is important as depending
on your phone system failure to do so following an update could result in a large phone
bill.

Ethernet Connection

Notes:

1. The LAN-520 unit must be already programmed with a static IP address, gateway
and subnet prior to adding the Network Communication Channel to the PXL gate-
way.

2. Detailed instructions about setting up and configuring the LAN-520 can be found in
the LAN-520 Setup section.

3. Support for the LAN-520 unit on Entraguard begin with PCB 23217-001 Rev. E.
Earlier units cannot support a LAN-520 unit.

l Highlight the Communications Channels node in the hardware tree.
l Click the Network Communication Channel icon.

l A channel named 'New Channel' appears in the hardware tree.
l Highlight the new channel so you can view its properties grid on the right.
l Double-click False to change it to True.
l The default Controller and Network Timeout settings should remain at their default
values.

l Give the communication channel a descriptive name.
l Click save and the channel settings will be added to the database.
l Highlight the master PXL in the hardware tree.
l In controller properties >> Communication Settings >> Communications Channel,
select the new channel just created from the drop-down list.

l A Network channel selection will allow you to input the IP address of the LAN-520.
The port number is also automatically set to the LAN-520 default of 10001.
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l Click the save icon, within a few seconds events should appear in Live Events sig-
nifying the master controller is online.
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Firewalls and Communication

Personal Firewalls
A personal firewall is a consumer software application for the PC user that usually
resides on the machine being protected. The user is the administrator of this application
and can change firewall configuration and settings. Unfortunately, these programs can
sometimes be difficult to configure and configuring of third-party firewall applications is
beyond the scope of this help file (due to the many variations that are available). The
general principle, however is that Doors.NET needs to be added to the exceptions list as
an allowed application.

Many versions of Windows operating system have the personal firewall turned on by
default, you will therefore need to add the Doors.NET client.exe to the list of allowed pro-
grams. To do this, follow the steps outlined below:

1. Open Control Panel via the start menu.
2. Double-click the Windows Firewall icon from the list of Control Panel Items.

3. Click 'Allow and app or feature through Windows Firewall'.
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4. Click the Exceptions tab or Allow another app...
5. Click the Browse button then navigate to C:\Keri\DoorsNET\EclipseServer.exe

6. Click the Add button.
7. You will then see the Doors.NET Application Server added to the list of excep-

tions.
8. Click the OK button
9. Close out of Control Panel

Network or Corporate Firewalls

A Network or Corporate Firewall is usually in a work environment with an intranet that
allows access to the wider Internet. This firewall prevents outsiders from accessing the
network's private data, while also controlling what its own users have access to. A
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corporate firewall is often installed in a specially designated computer separate from the
rest of the network so that no incoming request can get directly at private network
resources. Only your Network Administrator can control configuration changes to the fire-
wall. If you need to resolve connection issues in this type of environment, your network
administrator will need to assist you.

By default, the following ports are used by the Doors.NET software:

l TCP 11000 (login) - Additional client logins use 11001, 11002, 11003, etc
l TCP 12000 - 120015

If you are trying to access the Application Server across the Internet, then you will need
to configure your router/firewall to allow the correct port range and forward the traffic on
the port to the Application Server machine's IP address.

Depending on the hardware/controller type you are using there are other communication
ports that the system uses (use Port Information link below)

Related Topics
l Port Information
l Port Forwarding
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Port Information
Hardware and Software Communication Ports

Administrative Client Ports

Ports 11000 to 110xx are the ports used by the administrative clients to log into the
Application Server. TCP 11000 through to 110xx for clients 1 to xx. Number 11000 is the
default port for the first client connection. This port number can be changed if there is a
conflict with something else on the network using this number. It can be changed via the
Gateway Settings button found when you open the License Manager.

Controller Ports

l TCP-80 - This port is used to browse into the built-in web server configuration
when using NXT Mercury Powered (NXT-MSC) and Mercury Powered (MSC) con-
trollers.

l TCP-3001 - The default TCP/IP communication port when using NXT-MSC and
MSC controllers.

l TCP-10001 - The default port for the Lantronix LAN-520 Ethernet module.
l UDP-5353 - Bonjour for discovery of controllers on the local subnet.

Assa Abloy WiFi/POE Locks

l Ports 2571 and 8023 - Default ports used by Assa WiFi/POE locksets when com-
municating with the Assa Abloy AHG420 driver.
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The following diagram shows the ports used between the different components of Door-
s.NET and the standard NXT controllers. A router and/or Firewall must be configured to
allow these connections (if the router is on the network between any of these com-
ponents. The diagram shows communication components on different PCs, please note
all these services can be combined on a single computer.

The NXT gateway and NXT Proxy are generally services running on the same com-
puter, however, they can be installed and run on separate computers. They are shown
separately because each uses a different communication port.
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Port Forwarding
One method of connecting to controllers over the Internet is to use Port Forwarding on
the router that the controller is connected to.

Note:

l The controller's router needs to be set to a static IP address (a public, external IP
address that does not change).

l The controller's router must support Port Forwarding and needs to have the ability
to create custom port forwarding entries.

l The controller or the LAN-520 Ethernet module must be set to a static IP address.
l Port Forwarding does NOT work with standard NXT controllers (controllers using
standard NXT firmware). It is only supported with PXL, Entraguard and NXT Mer-
cury-Powered controllers.

l Be sure you do NOT open all ports on your router as this can allow hackers to eas-
ily access your computer.

How It Works
Port Forwarding allows you to connect to a Keri controller by opening the specific com-
munication port on the router and then using NAT (Network Address Translation) to auto-
matically route data to the TCP/IP address which has been assigned to the
controller/module and is defined in the port forwarding section of the router.

To Setup Port Forwarding
l The first thing to do is to configure the LAN-520 or NXT-MSC controller with a
static IP address and to check which port it is set to for communication. By default
NXT Mercury Powered controllers and LAN-520 Ethernet modules are set to
TCP/IP port 10001.

l Connect the controller or the LAN-520 module to the internet router using an RJ-45
cable.

l Ensure your PC is connected to the router and on the same network.
l Check that the router is set to a static, external IP address. You can use a com-
mand prompt - Type IPCONFIG then look for the address of the default gateway.

l Log into your router using a web browser and the username and password
assigned to the router.

l Find the Port Forwarding section. This varies on each router but generally it will be
found via a link named 'Security' or 'Advanced Settings'. Please consult the
router's manual/ technical documentation is you cannot locate the Port Forwarding
section.
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l Within the Port Forwarding section you will need to add a Custom Service/Entry.
l Give the custom service a name, ensure it is set to TCP then enter the com-
munication port # (such as 10001) in the Start and Finish Port fields.

l Next, on the router you will need to specify the static IP that the MSC con-
troller/LAN-520 is set to.

l If your router has a firewall you will also need to specify the custom port forwarding
entry in the firewall rules and add it as an inbound and outbound service.

l Save the settings and exit.
l In Doors32 or Doors.NET you have to set the controller's IP address as the static,
public-facing IP address of the router that the controller is connected to.

Note:

Port Forwarding can only route data to one controller at any specific time. For more than
1 controller you will need to set a different TCP/IP communication port on each controller
and setup an additional custom port forwarding entry in the router.

Troubleshooting
If you are having trouble connecting after following the instructions above...

l Try temporarily disabling any firewall you have installed. Norton Anti-Virus and
AVG can often be problematic when using Port Forwarding.

l If it is a new PXL controller, perform a full ram reset.
l When using a LAN-520 on a PXL controller, ensure the controller is addressed as
#1 and check that the JP6 and JP7 jumpers are removed.
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Encryption
Using Mercury and NXT Mercury-Powered Controllers
The ability to encrypt the communications path is needed when that path includes a net-
work that is shared and carries other data. In the case of a serial connection, physical
access to the communication wires is required and encryption is typically not required.
The Doors.NET™ system has the ability to encrypt the data between the Application
Server and the Gateways/Clients and also between the Gateway and the Controllers. It
is
important to note that these are independent of each other and can be different encryp-
tion algorithms and bit strength.

Encryption capabilities are implemented in two areas: Network socket communications
between the Application Server and all incoming connections and the Gateway com-
munications to each controller connected to that Gateway.

The encryption options for the network sockets are:

l No Encryption
l RC2
l DES
l TripleDES (128 or 192 bit keys)
l AES/Rijndael (128,192 or 256 bit keys) - Please contact Keri Systems directly if
this option is required.

Data security for connections between the controllers and the Gateway is provided by
the full implementation of the Federal Information Processing Standard, FIPS-197, util-
izing the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), also known as Rijandael, a symmetric
encryption algorithm. FIPS-197 supersedes the aging Data Encryption Standard (DES)
defined in FIPS-46-3.

The common notation AES followed by a numeric suffix indicates the particular key size
used in the implementation. AES-128 indicates the use of a 128-bit key and is the
algorithm/bit strength supported between the controller and the Gateway. A thorough
description of the AES algorithm can be found in NIST-197.

The United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) divi-
sion regulates the export of products that contain certain encryption software/firmware
per Export Administration Regulations (EAR), Part 740. Both the SCP and MSC series
of controllers fall under Control Classification Number (ECCN) 5A002, paragraph A.1.
Therefore, the export of these products must conform to the applicable sections of EAR
Part 740. As such, the encryption capabilities are turned off by default and are restricted
to certain countries.
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At this time, BIS requires companies that export products classified as ECCN 5A002,
A.1, submit a semi-annual report. The information required in this report is described in
the Export Administration Regulations (EAR), Part 740: License Exceptions, section
§740.17: Encryption Commodities and Software (ENC), sub-section (e): Reporting
requirements. The requirements for this report are subject to change, log onto the BIS
web site: http://www.access.gpo.gov/bis/ear/ear_data.html to locate the current reg-
ulations.

http://www.access.gpo.gov/bis/ear/ear_data.html
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Hardware Gateway Setup

The Hardware Gateway

The communications Gateways provide a reliable infrastructure to the field hardware
which has its own robust communications. Note that clients send communications to the
gateways through the Application Server. Clients and gateways do not communicate dir-
ectly with each other, all communication goes through the Application Server.

Gateway to Controllers

On startup of the Gateway Service, the service requests its configuration from the Applic-
ation Server. This configuration includes a list of controllers, communication parameters
and cardholders. The service uses the communication parameters to open serial ports,
dial modems, or open TCP sockets for communication with the controllers.Once the com-
munication channels have been created, the controllers are "attached" to the channel
according to their configuration. The setup of the communication channels for each gate-
way is covered in 'Communication Channels Setup'.

Gateway Limitations

Doors.NET supports multiple gateways and also co-habiting gateways (of different hard-
ware types), however, only one gateway of each hardware type can be installed per PC.
If multiple gateways are required of the SAME hardware type then gateways would need
to be installed on multiple PCs. If an installation requires gateways of a different type, for
example; PXL and NXT gateways (one of each type) then these can both be installed on
the same PC.
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Gateway Configuration
Effective from version 3.5.1.21 the hardware communications gateway is setup via the
License Manager (which you are prompted to run following installation of the software).
Version 3.5.1.21 automatically installs all supported gateway types. You can then use
the License Manager to create the gateway and this is based on the hardware types that
is enabled on your license.

Creating the Gateway
1. Click to highlight the installed gateway service listed within the License Manager.

2. Click the Settings button.

3. The Add Gateway window will appear prompting you to enter a name for the gate-
way.

4. Enter the name then click OK.
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5. The gateway will be added to the database. You will then see a prompt to start the
gateway service. Click Yes to do this.

6. You should see one more notification stating that the service has started. OK this
message.

7. The gateway service should then be displayed in the License Manager indicating it
is both licensed AND configured.

8. You can now close the License Manager as the gateway setup is complete.

Related Topics
l Running the Gateway Wizard (for installing a second gateway)
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Gateway Wizard
Effective from version 3.5.1.21 of Doors.NET a gateway is typically setup using the
License Manager. However, there are situations where the hardware gateway needs to
be installed on a remote workstation. The Gateway Wizard allows you to add a remote
Gateway to the Doors.NET system. The Gateway enables communication between the
computer system and the controller hardware. The Gateway Wizard performs the fol-
lowing tasks:

l Automatically detects and allows you to view any Gateways already installed
l Allows you to add a new Gateway to the system
l Automatically sets the Gateway's world timezone settings to the local computer set-
tings

l Updates the software's database with the Gateway license information

Start the Gateway Wizard
1. Locate and run the GatewayWizard.exe program.
l Use Windows Explorer to find the file in the Keri\DoorsNET folder, or
l Use Start > All Programs > Doors.NET > Gateway Wizard
2. The following window appears:
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3. Under the Gateway Selection pull-down list, select the gateway type that matches
your hardware.

l Keri - NXT Series – for standard Keri NXT hardware
l Keri - PXL Series – for Keri PXL hardware
l MSC - SCP Series – for Mercury hardware or for Keri NXT hardware using Mer-
cury firmware

l ASSA – for ASSA Abloy WiFi and IP hardware
4. The Server IP Address and TCP Port value is automatically entered. This assumes

the access control hardware and the host computer on which the software is
installed are all on the same network.

NOTE: You will need to enter a Server IP Address and TCP Port value if your access
control hardware is on a different subnet from the one on which the host computer is con-
nected. Contact your IT department for this information.

5. Enter the User Name and Password. The default value is “admin” for both of these
fields.

6. Click CONNECT to select an existing Gateway or to create a new Gateway.
7. The Select Gateway tab opens.
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View Existing Gateway Information
1. A list of existing Gateways is displayed. Click an existing Gateway name to view

its GUID value.
2. Click NEXT for a closing summary of Gateway information.

Create a New Gateway
1. Click in the Description field and enter a descriptive name.
2. Click ADD GATEWAY. The new Gateway is added to the Existing Gateways list.
3. Click on the Gateway name to select the new Gateway.
4. Click NEXT for a closing summary of Gateway information.

Start/Restart the Gateway
1. Review the displayed information.

2. If something needs to be corrected, click BACK to return to the Select Gateway win-
dow.

3. If everything is correct, click FINISH.
4. Click YES to verify the restart of the Gateway.
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A confirmation that the new Gateway Service has been started appears. Click OK.

The gateway configuration is now complete. You are now ready to add the hardware.
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Using the Doors.NET Software
This section covers the general layout of the Doors.NET administrative client and how to
navigate and use the different menus and options. Below are instructions on how to log
in to the system, start and stop services and configure the screen layouts, grids and other
user preferences
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Login to the Software
In order to configure, monitor and view data in the system, you will need to log into the
Application Server. The default login username and password for Doors.NET are both
"admin" - the password should be changed after initial system setup.

The Use Default Server is checked by default. Un-check this selection to change the IP
Address. Entering the new IP address and save.
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The default IP address is 127.0.0.1 which is localhost. If you are connecting to the Applic-
ation Server from another PC, you will need to enter the IP address of the Application
Server in the Server IP address.

Click Connect to login to the Doors.NET client.

Note: the default timeout is 10 seconds for the connection to the Application Server.
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Menu Navigation
The Graphic User Interface (GUI) shown below is the default system layout. The different
grids and menus support docking, floating and multiple monitors.

The software has three main working areas
1. Top - Toolbar and Ribbon - provides access to all software features.
2. Middle - work space / data display area, typically using a Grid to display inform-

ation.
3. Bottom - quick-open status tabs for data windows.
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The tabs in the lower-left (Doors, Monitor Points, Control Points and Controllers) are
used to navigate to the status grids of the selected hardware object.
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Using the Toolbar
The Toolbar provides quick access to basic system tasks.

Clicking the Keri Kiwi logo opens a menu screen that allows you to perform the following
tasks:

l Save or Load a custom program screen layout.
l Print or Print Preview information in the work space / data display window.
l Export work space / data display data in Excel, PDF, or XPS formats.
l Contact Technical Support.
l View the Online Help file.
l View information about this software release.
l Exit the program.

The individual tool icons in the graphic above allow you to immediately perform the fol-
lowing tasks:

1. Save data in the active work space window.
2. Save data in all open work space windows.
3. Print Preview of the active work space window.
4. Print the active work space window.
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Using the Ribbon
The Ribbon provides access to all software features. Access is divided between ribbon
tabs (which break the program into its major features) and tab task icons (which provide
access to the individual tasks).

There are five main feature tabs and four supporting tabs. Clicking on a tab displays indi-
vidual task icons on the ribbon according to the feature's requirements.

Main Feature Tabs
1. Home - access to user management and system status/monitoring tasks
2. Setup - access to hardware configuration, event monitoring, database and applic-

ation permissions, system diagnostics, and system options (licensed applications)
3. Reports - access to system reporting: cardholders, transactions, reader access,

and hardware
4. Tools - allows you to change operator passwords and change the layout / appear-

ance of system windows
5. View - allows you to manage the docking of windows in the work space and

provides access to technical support information

Supporting Tabs
Supporting tabs provide specific feature management options. These tabs appear as
needed to support the following features:

l Cardholders - access to cardholder management tasks
l Access Groups - access to access group management tasks
l Trace Events - allows you to view specific events or event types
l Selected Hardware - access to hardware manual operation
l Hardware Browser - access to controller management tasks

Task Icon Groups
Task icons are displayed in groups of related tasks. The above example shows two icon
groups:

l User Manager - all task icons are related to the management of user access rights
in the system

l Status - all task icons are related to displaying the status of some part of the system
hardware or events
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User Preferences

The layout and positioning of each of the main components is saved per user login. The
locations of the grid views, tree views and dock able windows are automatically saved
per user. You can override this behavior by deselecting the “Save Layout on Exit” menu
item under the File menu.

You can re-position many of the main windows; such as the hardware tree, live events,
status grids, or the photo recall frame, cardholders form allowing you to design the user
interface to work the way that you want. You might want to re-size the Live Events grid
so that you can see more messages, or you may want to drag it over to a second monitor
or another location on the screen. To do this, right-click on the live events header and
select 'Floating' - you will then be able to change the size of the screen.

The next two images shows two possible configurations for the menu layouts.
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To save your screen preferences click on the save layout icon, give the file a name and
save it into the 'Menu Layouts' subfolder.
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Next time you login under this user, simply click on Tools >> Load Layout and select the
same file and click Open.
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Layout Templates

There are also many other Layout Templates to choose from with different color
schemes for headers, tabs, title bars and so on. These, together with the different display
color options for live events, can be helpful for operators who may be color blind and find
it hard to distinguish between certain color combinations.

Because these layouts settings are saved per user, it is possible to have entirely dif-
ferent layouts for each user of the system.
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Locating Hardware
To view a list of all the hardware on the system, go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.

At the top of the hardware window is the communications gateway(s) - you may have
more than one. If you expand the gateways you will then see a list of all the controllers
which exist on the system.
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If you expand any of the controllers you will then be able to locate the controller's; read-
ers, inputs or outputs.
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If you then select any of the hardware objects (reader, input or output) you will see its
properties displayed on the properties grid on the right.
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Viewing the Hardware Status

You can quickly view all the doors, controllers, inputs and outputs on the system via
each of the quick-open tabs located in the lower left corner of the user interface.

Doors
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Inputs
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Outputs

Controllers
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Doors.NET Software Introduction

What is Doors.NET?
The Doors.NET™ system is a suite of software applications and services that provide
configuration and monitoring of physical security, including: access control, intrusion
detection and automation. The software is based on Microsoft .NET framework and is
written in VB.Net using Visual Studio. This help file provides you with technical details
about the design, implementation and extensibility of the Doors.NET™ system.

The core software module is the Application Server. This component communicates with
the SQL database, client work stations and hardware gateways (the gateways, in turn
communicate with the field hardware). A single Application Server can communicate
with up to 32 hardware gateways. The base Application Server includes 1 x client con-
nection and 1 x hardware gateway (either PXL, NXT or SCP/MSC) but can be expanded
via a change in your license. At least one Application Server is required for each system.
The Application Server includes SQL Express database engine.

Doors.NET is extremely easy to learn and operate, yet powerful and scalable enough to
meet the requirements of most applications.

In addition to sophisticated access control functionality, Doors.NET allows multiple oper-
ators to administer and monitor an unlimited number of sites concurrently. As well as
providing Integrated video,
alarm reporting, SMS/E-mail notifications, live events and sophisticated Automation cap-
abilities when using certain hardware types together with the Global or Local Linkage
licensed components.
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The Administrative Client

Doors.NET has a very intuitive interface, that will perhaps seem familiar if you have used
Keri's Doors32 software. It has a similar Doors32-like operation, but with enhanced fea-
tures and an updated look and feel. The interface can be used 'out of the box' with its
default layout settings, or it can be configured to individual preferences for daily use. The
GUI supports multiple monitors. All GUI screens, such as transaction information,
alarms, configuration data and reports, can be docked or placed wherever the operator
prefers to see the information presented.
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Upgrading From Doors32

It is a very simple and straight-forward process for Keri Systems to upgrade an entire
Doors32 database into Doors.NET, providing all the existing controllers are PXL-500s.
All the required information is copied across, including; Cardholder names and card num-
bers, cardholder photographs, door names, controller names, timezones/time schedules,
access groups plus any other settings such as Dual Verification and Automatic Unlock
timezones.

Contact Keri Systems inside sales for further information about upgrading an existing
Doors32 site.

Windows Compatibility
The software is compatible with most popular business-versions of Windows; Including
Windows 10, 8 and 8.1, Windows 7 Professional and Ultimate, Vista Business and
Ultimate, Windows Server 2003, 2008 and 2012. The free version of SQL (Express) is
automatically installed along with the access control database when you perform a full
install of the software. It can be configured to run on a single PC or multiple PCs across
a network - depending upon the desired characteristics of the system.

NOTE: Doors.NET is not compatible with any home version of Windows, except for Win-
dows 10.

Software Installation
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The software can be installed either via the webinstaller - the files can be downloaded
via the www.kerisys.com website, or it can be installed via the installation DVD - Which
you can obtain from Keri Systems, free-of-charge. The software is compatible with most
business versions of Windows and the standard version of the software is free-of-charge
and includes SQL Express (the free Microsoft SQL Server package), support for 1 x hard-
ware gateway and 1 x client connection.
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Logging Into the Software

Logging into Doors.NET

l To log into the Doors.NET software, open the log in window by clicking the admin
client icon from the desktop.

l Or from the Windows Start menu, go to All Programs >> Doors.NET >> Keri Sys-
tems Client.

l The log in window will appear.
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l If the Application Server and the Admin Client are installed on the same PC, you
only have to enter the user name and password, then click connect. The default
user name and password are both admin

l If you are logging into the Application Server/Host PC from a remote client you will
need to deselect 'Use Default Server'.

l Remove the default Localhost IP address (127.0.0.1).
l Enter the static IP address or the DNS name of the Application Server PC - (Option-
ally you can enter the Site name).

l You can also select the required default language for the client.
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l Click the blue save icon once you have entered your settings.

l After clicking the save icon these will become the default server settings, so unless
the Application Server IP address changes, or you need to connect to a different
Application Server, you will not need to enter the IP address again (you can just
leave 'Use Default Server' option ticked).

l Click the Connect button and the administrative client should open.
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Layouts

The layout and positioning of each of the main components and the location of the grid
views can be saved per user.

User Layout Preferences
You can re-position many of the main windows; such as the hardware tree, live events,
status grids, or the photo recall frame, cardholders form allowing you to design the user
interface to work the way that you want. You might want to re-size the Live Events grid
so that you can see more messages, or you may want to drag it over to a second monitor
or another location on the screen. To do this, right-click on the live events header and
select 'Floating' - you will then be able to change the size of the screen.

The next two images shows two possible configurations for the menu layouts.
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To save your screen preferences click on the save layout icon, give the file a name and
save it into the 'Menu Layouts' subfolder.
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Next time you login under this user, simply click on Tools >> Load Layout and select the
same file and click Open.

Layout Templates

There are also many other Layout Templates to choose from with different color
schemes for headers, tabs, title bars and so on. These, together with the different display
color options for live events, can be helpful for operators who may be color blind and find
it hard to distinguish between certain color combinations.
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Because these layouts settings are saved per user, it is possible to have entirely dif-
ferent layouts for each user of the system.
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Using the Toolbar
The Toolbar provides quick access to basic system tasks.

Clicking the Keri logo opens a menu screen that allows you to perform the following
tasks:

l Save or Load a custom program screen layout.
l Print or Print Preview information in the work space / data display window.
l Export work space / data display data in Excel, PDF, or XPS formats.
l Contact Technical Support.
l View the Online Help file.
l Access the Knowledge Base website
l View information about this software release.
l Exit the program.

The individual tool icons in the graphic above allow you to immediately perform the fol-
lowing tasks:
1. Save data in the active work space window.
2. Save data in all open work space windows.
3. Print Preview of the active work space window.
4. Print the active work space window.
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Using the Ribbon
The Ribbon provides access to all software features. Access is divided between ribbon
tabs (which break the program into its major features) and tab task icons (which provide
access to the individual tasks).

There are five main feature tabs and four supporting tabs. Clicking on a tab displays indi-
vidual task icons on the ribbon according to the feature's requirements.

Main Feature Tabs
1. Home - access to user management and system status/monitoring tasks
2. Setup - access to hardware configuration, event monitoring, database and applic-

ation permissions, system diagnostics, and system options (licensed applications)
3. Reports - access to system reporting: cardholders, transactions, reader access,

and hardware
4. Tools - allows you to change operator passwords and change the layout / appear-

ance of system windows
5. View - allows you to manage the docking of windows in the work space and

provides access to technical support information

Supporting Tabs
Supporting tabs provide specific feature management options. These tabs appear as
needed to support the following features:

l Cardholders - access to cardholder management tasks
l Access Groups - access to access group management tasks
l Trace Events - allows you to view specific events or event types
l Selected Hardware - access to hardware manual operation
l Hardware Browser - access to controller management tasks

Task Icon Groups
Task icons are displayed in groups of related tasks. The above example shows two icon
groups:

l User Manager - all task icons are related to the management of user access rights
in the system

l Status - all task icons are related to displaying the status of some part of the system
hardware or events
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Home Tasks
The Home Tab provides access to the most commonly used tasks for User/Cardholder
management, system monitoring, and manual system operation.

User Manager Tasks
User Manager tasks apply specifically to defining access rights for cardholders and
reviewing information associated with these access rights.

Cardholders - add/remove, activate/deactivate, edit information, search for card holders,
view history, download information to controllers
Access Groups - combine Time Schedules and Readers to create Access Groups
Time Schedules - define periods-of-time and days-of-the-week during which access is
allowed
Holidays - define holiday dates to which different access rules are applied

Status Tasks
Status Tasks provide up-to-date information on various sections of the system

Live Events - real-time monitoring of system activity
Controller - connect, disconnect, reset, retrieve event buffer information, and display
status information
Doors - manually lock/unlock and display status information for doors in the system
Monitor Points - display status information for monitoring points in the system
Control Points - manually activate/deactivate and display status information for control
points in the system

Advanced Tasks
If the Advanced View option is enabled, additional features appear on the Home Tab rib-
bon.
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Automation Tasks
Automation Tasks provide methods to automatically perform defined sets of operations
whenever certain criteria are met.

Email/SMS - configure the system to automatically notify an operator via email or SMS
whenever a specific event or type of events occurs

Status Task Additions
Alerts - provides annunciation when events or actions occur
Trace Events - allows you to monitor specific events

Situation Manager
The Situation Manager is a system option that provides global lock/unlock capabilities to
your site.
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View Tasks
The View Tasks tab breaks into two groups: the Help Tasks group and the Docking
Tasks group.

Help Tasks
The Help Group provides links to technical support information.

1. Click the Technical Support icon to open your web browser and link to the Tech-
nical Support Contact page on the Keri Systems web site.

2. Click the Online Help icon to open this online help documentation file.

About the Software
1. Click the About icon to open a window providing software revision information for

Doors.NET.
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2. Click the Details button to view detailed information on the software release. Inform-
ation within this window may be requested by Support Technicians to help them
debug an issue that you may have.

3. Click the System Info button to open Microsoft's System Information window. This
window provides technical details on the host PC. Information within this window
may be requested by Support Technicians to help them debug an issue that you
may have.

Docking Tasks
The Docking Group helps you manage how quick-open status tab windows are dis-
played within the data display space of the program. It also allows you to enable links to
additional program features.

l The Show All icon pins open all quick-open status tabs into partitioned windows in
the data field.

l The Hide All icon un-pins and closes all quick-open status tab windows.
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l The Pin All icon pins open any currently open quick-open status tab window.
l The Unpin All icon un-pins and closes any quick-open status tab window.
l The Photo Recall icon opens a window that displays cardholder photo IDs upon
credential presentation if such photos are associated with cardholders.

l The Display Colors icon opens a window that allows you to define a custom color
scheme for windows within the program.

Advanced View
The Advanced View icon allows access to advanced program features within the pro-
gram. Advanced View is not enabled by default on a standard installation for the default
System Administrator username and password (admin/admin).

The following features are displayed within the program when Advanced View is
enabled:

l Email/SMS messaging on event
l Configure Alert events requiring Operator acknowledgment
l Create custom filtering for event monitors
l Trace specific event types
l Reflections Express™ Video implementation

The ability to display additional hardware configuration options also appears.

Click here for instructions on enabling Advanced View.
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Tools
Utilities
Two utilities are available allowing you to change the logon password or to backup the
entire Doors.NET database.

Layouts
Allows you to adjust the layout and positioning of each of the main components and the
location of the grid views. This can be saved per user.
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Using Grids
Depending upon the task being performed, the work space/data display area can
include a grid of parameters, options, and values that may be edited. Displayed below is
an example of the grid used to define Time Schedules.

Grid information is initially displayed by categories, each of which can be expanded or
contracted.

Clicking in a cell in the right column of the grid enables editing options for that cell as
shown in the Start Time cell above. When you click in a cell, the bottom field in the grid
provides a brief description of the purpose of that cell.

The top row of icons perform the following tasks:

- sorts Grid information by categories (as shown in the figure above)
- sorts Grid information alphabetically
- when applicable, allows you to select multiple cells in which to enter the same

information
- when applicable, displays advanced options
- saves changes made in the Grid

- filters options displayed in the Grid
- opens the online help file

Create a New Pull-down Menu Option
Several of the grid screens allow you to create pull-down menu options to be used in
that window. An example of this is the Company Location field where you may wish to
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create a list of locations for your company offices.

1. Click the Add-an-Entry icon.

2. A new tab opens; in this case a Location tab.

3. Click the Add New button and a Properties box opens in which you enter your loc-
ation name.

4. Repeat from Step 1 for each location. When finished, click the icon to save the
entries.
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Diagnostics
Diagnostics provides quick, basic information on the clients connected to the server and
a snapshot of client and server configuration information. Detailed information is
provided under System Options.

Connections

l Click the icon in the Diagnostics icon group and the Connected Clients tab
appears.

l Click the Connected Button and information for all clients connected to the server
is displayed.

Diagnostics

l Click the in the Diagnostics icon group and Diagnostics tabs appear for the
Client and the Server.

l Click the Client tab to review client diagnostic information.
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l Click the Server tab to review server diagnostic information.
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System Options
The System Options window allows you to view detailed system information and enable/-
configure certain program features including licensed applications (if your license
enables these features).

Click the button in the System icon group. The System Options window opens.

Select the System Option you wish to view from the list in the left pane of the grid. Cor-
responding information is displayed in the right-side grid. As you view this information
you will find that most line items in the grid are in gray text to indicate they are viewable,
but not changeable. Items in dark text are changeable (generally to enable and con-
figure, or disable an optional feature).

l System Status - view detailed system configuration information.
l Situation Manager - enable and configure the Global Lock/Unlock feature.
l License - view system licensing information.
l Photo Recall - enable and configure the Photo ID system.
l Entraguard - Allows you to define the # of characters for the Entraguard directory
code and user codes.

l Advanced Options - Here you can specify various enforcement settings related to
cardholders, system events and system password requirements.
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System Status
System Status displays information regarding the host computer and supporting software
installed on the host computer.
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Situation Manager
Allows you to setup the Advanced Situation Manager feature and the Situation Manager
Global Lock and Global Unlock features. The standard implementation of Global Lock
and Global Unlock is included in the standard version of Doors.NET. The Advanced ver-
sion of Situation Manager is a Licensed Feature that allows you to define and use vari-
ous threat levels; such as Medium, High and Severe.You can configure the system to
perform in a certain way when Advanced Situation Manager is put into one of these
levels. For example; during High Threat levels you can define all high-security areas to
be Card + PIN or put certain areas of the facility into Lockdown.
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License
License displays information regarding the program features, limits, and capacities
enabled by the license you have.

Photo Recall
This is where you define the operating parameters of the Photo Recall feature, such as
how many cardholder images will be displayed in the client at any one time. Whether the
images will be displayed vertically or horizontally, if the image layout will be shown
when you log in to the software or whether the cardholder image only shows when an
Access Granted message is generated. Click here to find out more about configuring this
feature.
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Advanced Options
You can specify if capital letters are required for cardholder names, specify the number
of digits when automatically generating cardholder PINs, option for requiring all con-
trollers to be online when removing cardholders from the system, an inactivity timer
(ahich automatically logs you out of the software after a certain period of inactivity. You
can also specify the maximum number of system events to be displayed in the Live
Events grid and also the maximum number of events to store in the database. Events are
deleted on a FIFO (First-In-First-Out) basis and so for large sites (high count of card-
holders, controllers, or both) you should definitely consider increasing this value. Finally,
there is the setting for the security level of operator passwords - the higher the % - the
more requirements there are for the password (such as: no consecutive characters the
same and uppercase and lowercase letters being required).
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Database Administration
The database engine for Doors.NET is Microsoft SQL Server 2000/2005/2008 and 2012.
The different versions of each release (MSDE/SQL Express) are also supported. The
installation DVD includes an option to install SQL Express 2005 along with the man-
agement tools. Stored Procedures are used extensively to move data into and out of the
database. Every table has at least 4 stored procedures to control the creation, retrieval,
updating and deletion of the tabular data. Access to the data is over TCP (default port of
1433), using SQL Authentication. Only the Application Server interacts directly with the
database.

Related Topics

Detaching and Attaching Doors.NETDatabase

Backing up the Database

Restoring the Database

Quick Database Backup

Backup to a Custom Location

Scheduled Backup

Updating the Database
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Detach and Attach Doors.NET SQL Database

This document explains how to detach a database (so that it can be copied to a backup
location and used in migrating a system to a different host PC/Server). A typical example
would be if you are migrating your system to an upgraded host or if you are upgrading
the Windows operating system.

This document guides you through the process of detaching and attaching a Doors.NET
SQL database using an SQL Express database engine. Keri recommends consulting an
IT administrator when administering databases installed in a full version of SQL Server.

IMPORTANT NOTES

1. Two or more Doors.NET or DoorsNXT databases using the same controller MAC
addresses and TCP/IP addresses on the same LAN subnet will result in numerous hard-
ware communication issues.

2. Microsoft does not provide a downgrade path for SQL databases. This means you can-
not use 2008 or SQL 2012 files on a SQL 2005 database engine. You can, however use
SQL 2005 files on any other newer version of SQL Server.

3. You MUST ensure you have made a backup of your database before you attempt to
detach it. The quickest and easiest way to do this is via Tools >> Backup. The Live
Events grid will generate an event once the backup is complete.

The following procedure would typically be used to move the entire Doors.NET system
onto a different host workstation, or if the Windows operating system is being upgraded.
It uses SQL Express 2012 but the steps are almost identical as other SQL Express ver-
sions.

Detaching a Doors.NET SQL Database
1. From the Windows Start menu >> All Programs/Apps >> Microsoft SQL Server 2012
>> SQL Server Management Studio Express.
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2. Right-click the start menu item and select ‘Run as administrator’.

3. Please allow extra time for the program to configure itself and load if you are running it
for the first time.
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4. A connection window will appear displaying the host name and the database instance
(default for Doors.NET is ECLIPSE).
5. Leave Authenticate at the default selection ofWindows Authentication (you must
ensure you have full Administrative Rights to the PC). If Windows Authentication is dis-
abled you will need to consult an IT administrator.
6. Click on the Connect button.

7. Expand Databases, listed in the left-hand pane and right-click on DHS_MAIN.
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8. From the menu options go to Tasks >> Detach.

9. From the Detach Database window check the Drop Connections option.

10. Click the OK button to detach the database.
11. The database will no longer be listed as a Database within Studio Manager.

12. Two SQL database files will now be available (DHS_MAIN.mdf and DHS_MAIN_
log.mdf) that can be copied and moved to another PC that has been prepared with a
fresh install of Doors.Net and SQL Server/Server Express. These files must be copied to
same directory shown in the image below.
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Note: For a 32-bit operating system the default database file path will be:

Program Files >> Microsoft SQL Server >> MSSQL.1 >> MSSQL >> Data

Note: The detach procedure is used if you have performed a fresh install of Doors.NET
using the default selections. You would detach the database that gets installed auto-
matically and then attach the backup database files (or converted database files for
upgrades from Doors32).

13. Keeping a copy of these two database files will also provide you with a full database
backup. But note: if the system has been periodically archiving event information you will
also need to keep copies of your archive database files.

Attaching a Doors.NET SQL Database
1. From the Windows Start Menu go to All Programs >> Microsoft SQL Server 2014

>> SQL Server Management Studio Express.
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2. Right-click the Start menu item and select Run as administrator.

3. A connection window will appear and will be displaying the host PC name, the
DoorsNET database instance of ECLIPSE and the Authentication Mode should be
set toWindows Authentication.

4. Leave all settings at their default values and click the Connect button.
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5. Right-click on Databases, listed in the left-hand pane, and choose Attach.

Note: At this point you should have already copied your back-up database files into the
default SQL file directory, as highlighted below:
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6. Click the Add button.

7. The browse window will open automatically to the default SQL data folder.
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8. Select your Doors.NET database.mdf file.

9. Then click the OK button and allow it to run.
10. Click the OK button in the lower right corner.

11. In the lower left corner of the Attach database window, you can observe the green
progress bar so you know when the database is successfully attached.
12. Once complete the Doors.NET database will be listed under Databases in the left
pane of Studio Manager.
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Update the Database using UpdateDHSDB
1. Locate the the UpdateDHSDB executable file (the default location is:

C:\Keri\DoorsNET).

NOTE: If the application server PC and the database PC are different, you should copy
this file to a thumb drive and then copy it somewhere onto the database PC (it doesn’t
matter where). This program must be run on the workstation that the database resides.
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2. Right-click and select Run as administrator.

3. When the update database window appears you will see that Upgrade an existing
database is selected by default, so click the Next button.

The default settings and values are as follows:

- The server/PC name should be displayed along with the SQL instance of ECLIPSE. (1)
- The Authentication mode should be set to Windows Authentication. (2)
- The database you should select from the database list is DHS_MAIN. (3).
- Un-check Backup Target Database (unless you do specifically wish to create a backup
of the database). (4).
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4. Click the Next button.
5. On the Begin Process screen click the Finish button.
6. Allow the upgrade process to run.
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7. In a few moments you should see that the upgrade has completed.

8. Click the Exit button to complete the upgrade procedure.

The final step is to run the Gateway Wizard to associate the gateway windows service
with the attached database. Running the gateway Wizard is covered in a separate doc-
ument (P/N: 01565-002).

You are here: Database Administration > Database Backup
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Database Backup
This procedure describes a backup process for Doors.NET databases using Microsoft
SQL Server Express 2012, however, the procedure is almost identical to other versions
of SQL Express.

NOTE: These instructions specifically cover a Disc backup; Tape backup is not covered.

NOTE:Microsoft does not provide a downgrade path for SQL databases. This means
you cannot use 2008 or SQL 2012 files on a SQL 2005 database engine. You can, how-
ever use SQL 2005 files on any other newer version of SQL Server.

Doors.Net Database Backup Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Stu-
dio Express

NOTE: You do not have to stop any Doors.Net services to perform an SQL database
backup.

l Open the SQL Server Management Studio Express application in the Windows
Start Menu. You should right-click and select Run as Administrator.

l Log in usingWindows Authentication (You must have full administrative rights
on the PC to log in using Windows Authentication, if you do not then you should
consult an IT professional).
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l Expand Databases on the left hand pane.
l Right click on the DHS_MAIN database and choose Tasks > Backup.

l The Back Up Database window will appear.
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l Under Source the first backup you make should be a Full backup.
l The Backup Set section is merely a description of the Backup.
l Next Select Destination of Disk if not already selected.

NOTE: These instructions specifically cover a Disc backup; Tape backup is not covered.
For information on Tape backups refer to your IT and/or SQL administrator.

The selected paths are displayed in the Backup to list box. By default the backup will be
saved to:
"C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Backup\." (32-bit)
"C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Backup\." (64-bit)

- To remove a backup destination, select it and click Remove.
- Click the Add button to specify a different backup location.
- To view the contents of a backup destination, select it and click Contents.
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l Click the OK button and the backup will be created.

l The backup file will appear as DHS_MAIN.bak in the destination selected. The
default destinations are:
C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Backup - on a 32-bit
operating system, and:
C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Backup - on a 64-bit
operating system

Note: This file can, and should, be copied from this source location onto a removable
media such as a CD or USB drive.

Related Topics

l Scheduled Backup
l Quick System Backup
l Backup to a Custom Location
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SQL Database Backup and Restore
Backup

The backup features is a very simple means of creating a full backup of the entire Door-
s.NET database. There is no configuration required and the backup process completes
very quickly.

1. Click the backup icon and you will a see prompt that needs to be confirmed, click
Yes to this.

2. In the Live Events grid you will immediately see the following message:

3. When completed you will then see:

4. A default installation will put the backup file into the following location: on a 64-bit
PC:

For a 64-bit PC -- C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft SQL Server-
\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Backup
For a 32-bit PC -- C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Backup

5. Navigate to this location to find your backup file.
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6. The file should then be copied to an external hard-drive, a CD/DVD, USB-drive or
other removable medium for safe storage.

You are here: Database Administration > Backup to Custom Location
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Database Backup to Custom Location
It has often been asked if the Doors.NET SQL database can be backed up to a custom
location such as a network drive or a USB stick.

By default the backup file is created in C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft SQL Server-
\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Backup when you click the backup icon in the user interface.

It is possible via SQL Studio Manager butONLY when using Server Express 2012.
There is not a way to specify a custom database location in SQL 2005 Studio Manager.
If you want to change the default location when using SQL Server 2005 then you will
need to alter some registry settings but this should only be done by IT professionals.

The registry keys are:

For 32 bit OS:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Microsoft SQL Server-
\MSSQL.1\MSSQLServer\BackupDirectory

For 64 bit OS:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\Microsoft\Microsoft SQL
Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQLServer\BackupDirectory

You will need to restart SQL to have the changes applied.

Changing the backup location using version 3.5.1.21
Backup Utility in License Manager

It is also possible to change the database location if you are using version 3.5.1.21 of
Doors.NET. This is performed via the License Manager and is completely supported
regardless of which version of SQL Server you are using. Click here for detailed instruc-
tions.
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Changing the backup location using Server 2012

l Run Studio Manager Express 2012 and connect to the Eclipse Server instance.
l Highlight the server instance in the browser pane and select 'Properties'

l In the properties pane select 'Database Settings'.
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l Locate the 'Backup' text field at the bottom of the window. It will have the default
path specified. Type in the desired network location or click the browser button and
navigate to an alternative backup destination.

l Click OK to save your changes.
l Click OK button again to close the Server Properties window.
l When you click the Backup icon in the Doors.NET user interface (Tools >>
Backup), the backup file (.bak) will then be created and sent to the custom location
you have selected.
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Related Topics

l Database Administration
l Database Restore
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Database Restoration
Instructions for Restoring an SQL Database in Doors.Net

NOTE: Performing this task will completely overwrite ALL data in the existing Doors.Net
database.

NOTE: This backup procedure pertains to Doors.Net databases using Microsoft SQL
Server 2012 however, the procedure is almost identical to other versions of SQL
Express.

l Stop all Doors.Net services.
l Open the SQL Server Management Studio Express application in the Windows
Start Menu.

l Login using Windows Authentication.

l Expand “Databases” in the left hand pane and find DHS_MAIN.
l Right click on the DHS_MAIN database and choose Tasks > Restore > Database.
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l In the “Restore database DHS_MAIN” Window in the right hand pane, right click on
the “From Device” radio button.

l Click on the square icon with the three periods on it that is to the right of the From
Device box. This will bring up the “Specify Backup” window. Click on the “Add” but-
ton.
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l Once the Add button is pressed, it will bring up the contents of the SQL backup
folder (C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Backup) - This
folder is where the backup files reside. A backup file is created here where you
click the Backup icon within the Doors.NET user interface (Tools >> Backup).

l With the desired backup file highlighted click the OK button. The most recent file
will be at the bottom of the list (if you have multiple backup files listed).

l Click OK again on the specify backup dialog box.
l In the Restore Database DHS_MAIN window, click on the check box for the selec-
ted database.

l In Restore Database DHS_MAIN in the left hand pane, right click on “Options” then
check the “Overwrite the existing database” checkbox.
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l Click OK to start the restore procedure. Check the “Progress” box in the lower left
hand pane in the Restore Database DHS_MAIN window to know when the backup
in completed.

l Find the UpdateDHSDB.exe in the C:\Keri\DoorsNET folder and run this program.
l Restart all Doors.Net services.

Moving a Database from One PC to Another

To move a database from one PC to another, run a backup on the old install of Door-
s.Net. Retrieve the latest backup file on that PC from the C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL
Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Backup folder and move that file to the same directory on the
PC with the new install. Then restore using that backup file and the above procedure.
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Updating the Doors.NET SQL Database
First, locate the UpdateDHSDB executable file which can be found in the following
default location on a typically installation: C:\Keri\DoorsNET. Double-click to open the
application. You may need to wait a few moments for it to initialize.

l When the UpdateDHSDB window appears, "Upgrade existing database" will be
pre-selected so just leave it on this selection.
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l Choose the server on which the SQL database resides, then select DHS_MAIN
under "Database". In most cases the name of the host PC will be the only available
option. Deselect 'Backup Target Database' unless you wish to create a backup.
Click on "Next", then "Finish."
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l Allow the program to run. As it does, it looks for changes that need to be applied to
the SQL database table and automatically makes those changes.
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l The database updating should take no more than a minute to complete. When it
has successfully completed, click on Exit to finalize the procedure.
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Manually Installing the Database
Creating a new database using InstallDHSDB.
When you install the Doors.NET software there is a utility automatically created in the
C:\Keri\DoorsNET directory. This utility can be used to manually install the Doors.NET
database, such as for a situation where the database needs to be located on a different
PC/Server, or where there is an existing SQL Server.

l Locate InstallDHSDB file within C:\Keri\DoorsNET.

l Run the utility if you are on the database host PC or copy the file to a storage
device such as a USB drive to run on a different PC/Server.

l When the utility opens you will see the option of either installing a new database or
updating an existing database. Select to Create a new database then click Next.
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Scheduled System Backup

Version 3.5.1.21 includes the ability to schedule a system backup to be automatically cre-
ated once a week, every week. This is included in the standard and professional ver-
sions of Doors.NET.

IMPORTANT NOTE: When a schedule backup is performed, a backup file is created in
the specified destination (for example; a memory stick or external drive) but a second
copy of the backup file is also created in the following location (on a 64-bit version of
Windows):

- Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL.xx.ECLIPSE\MSSQL\Backup - the spe-
cified backup directory will only keep the last 5 backup files, whereas the program files
directory will not automatically delete any old backup files. Therefore, to prevent hard-
disk space from being unnecessarily used-up, it is advisable to delete old backup files
(especially on very large systems)

Setup (Using Windows 7, 64-bit)
l From the Start Menu go to All Programs >> Doors.NET >> License Manager.
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l Click on Application Server from the list of installed components on the left (it
should be highlighted in green).

l Click the Settings button on the right.

l Click on the Backup tab.

l By default the Doors.NET system is set to automatically create a backup every Fri-
day at 11pm.

l Change the time and day of the week for the scheduled backup if you wish.
l Use the default file path for the backup file to be saved, or enter a new location,
such as an external hard drive.
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l Click the Save button.
l Click Yes to the prompt to restart the Application Server Windows Service.
l If the software is open at the time the scheduled backup occurs, there will be
backup events generated in the Live Events grid.

l As well as the specified backup folder location a copy of the database will also be
save in C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Backup
(as shown in the image above in the detail field).

l If a backup file already exists in the specified file location of the License Manager,
this old file will automatically be overwritten with the new one.
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Migrating a System
Moving a Doors.NET System to a Different PC/Server
This section explains how to transfer an entire system to a different host PC, such as in
the event of a PC upgrade or if the current PC requires a re-build of Windows.

Note: The version of SQL Server on the new machine must be the same or a later ver-
sion (as Microsoft does not provide a downgrade path for SQL Server and their asso-
ciated databases). For example; you can go from SQL 2005 TO SQL 2012 but you
cannot use an SQL 2012 database and use it in an SQL 2005 Server.

Using the Backup (.BAK) File

We always recommend backing up the database on a regular basis, especially when sig-
nificant changes or additions have been made in the software. Scheduled backups can
be performed using the System Calendar Licensed feature, or they can be created manu-
ally by clicking the backup icon via Tools >> Backup.

A backup file will be created in the following location:

l C:\ProgramFiles (x86)\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Backup (64-bit
host), and

l C:\ProgramFiles\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Backup (32-bit host)

The latest backup file should always be copied onto a portable storage device such as a
CD,
external hard-drive or a USB drive.

In the event of a Doors.NET host PC completely crashing this is most likely the only file
you will have.
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l Install the Doors.NET software (the latest version) on the new host.
l Contact Keri Systems Inside Sales to obtain a new license key with the same con-
figuration, or you can provide your existing license key if you have it and the activ-
ation count will be increased.

l Activate your new license on the new host.
l Detach the default database that is automatically added during the installation.
l Remove the default database files from the C:\ProgramFiles (x86)\Microsoft SQL
Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Data folder.

l Restore the database using the backup (.BAK) that you have copied onto a port-
able storage device.

l Run the Gateway Wizard to associated the communications gateway with the
Application Server installed on the new host machine. You will have to run the
gateway wizard multiple times if you have multiple gateway types required for the
system.

l Start using the software again. The entire system will now be up and running on
the new host PC and controllers should be showing as online as soon as you have
logged in.

Using the SQL Database Files

If you have a backup of the SQL database main and log files, such as if the backup was
made using Studio Manager, the migration procedure is very slightly different.

The two required database files can be found in the following location:

l C:\ProgramFiles (x86)\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Data (64-bit host),
and

l C:\ProgramFiles\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Data (32-bit host)
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l Install the Doors.NET software (the latest version) on the new host.
l Contact Keri Systems Inside Sales to obtain a new license key with the same con-
figuration, or you can provide your existing license key if you have it and the activ-
ation count will be increased.

l Activate your new license on the new host.
l Detach the default database that is automatically added during the installation.
l Remove the default database files from the C:\ProgramFiles (x86)\Microsoft SQL
Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Data folder.

l Attach the database using the SQL backup files that you have copied onto a port-
able storage device.

l Run the Gateway Wizard to associated the communications gateway with the
Application Server installed on the new host machine. You will have to run the
gateway wizard multiple times if you have multiple gateway types required for the
system.

l Start using the software again. The entire system will now be up and running on
the new host PC and controllers should be showing as online as soon as you have
logged in.

Troubleshooting

If you have taken a database backup file from a 32-bit version of Windows and tried to
restore it on a 64-bit version you will see an error message occur.

It occurs because the stored file path is very slightly different and needs to be the same
path as the location on the hew host machine.
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l Click OK to the above error message.
l Click on Options on the left-hand pane.

l Modify the DHS_MAIN path so the Restore As field displays the following:

C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\DATA\DHS_MAIN.mdf

l Ensure the Restore As DHS_MAIN log file path is:

C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\DATA\DHS_MAIN_
log.LDF

Click the OK button and the database restoration will be successful.
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- Importing Excel Databases
Importing Cardholder Data from an XLS or XLSX File

l This is not a licensed feature so it can be used free-of-charge with Doors.NET.

Setup

l Create a folder on the C: drive and copy your XLS or XLSX file into it.
l Go to the local drive on the PC, click Keri >> DoorsNET then ensure the files and
folders are sorted by type.

l Scroll down the list and locate the executable file named: Card-
holderImportGeneric.

l Execute the file.
l Login with the default username and password (both admin) then click Connect.

l Right-click in the Connect String text field and select Excel if you are importing an
XLS file.
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l Select Excel 2007 if you will be importing data from an XLSX file.

l The following text will be added (if using XLS/Excel) -Pro-
vider=Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.4.0;Data Source=C:\MyExcel.xls;Extended Prop-
erties="Excel 8.0;HDR=Yes;IMEX=1";

l If using an XLSX/Excel 2007 file, the default text will be: Pro-
vider=Microsoft.ACE.OLEDB.12.0;Data Source-
e=c:\myFolder\myExcel2007file.xlsx;Extended Properties="Excel 12.0
Xml;HDR=YES";

l Change Source=c:\myFolder\myExcel2007file.xls(x) to the specific name of the
folder you created and the exact name of your Excel file.

l For example: Source=c:\Cardholders\20users.xls(x)
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l In the Query text field right-click and you will see the names of the DoorsNET card-
holder data fields. It is easiest if these exactly match the headers in the Excel
spreadsheet.

l Once your spreadsheet headers match those that display when you right click
enter the following query (or similar):

Select Imprint, Last_Name, First_Name, Middle_Name, Cardnumber, Activ-
ationDate, ExpirationDate FROM [Sheet1$] - Sheet 1 is the default name of the
first sheet of an XLS or XLSX spreadsheet.

l If the headers in the spreadsheet do not match, you will need to type Select [Head-
erName 1] AS - then right-click and select the Doors.NET cardholder field to map it
to.

For example FNAME AS First_Name, LNAME AS Last_Name, MNAME AS
Middle_Name, etc FROM [SHEET1$]

l Your import wizard should resemble what is shown below:
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l Next, assign a valid access group to the imported cardholders or set them to Unas-
signed.

l Set the card status to either active or inactive.

l Click the Import button. You will see the following window.
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l You will then see a review window similar to that shown below.

l Click Yes and importing of the data will begin.
l At the bottom of the wizard you will see an indicator each time a record is saved.
l Once complete a notification will appear confirming the importing has finished.
Click OK to this message.
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l On the import wizard you now have to place a tick in the option "Check Multiple
Access Groups". Then click the Import button again. This will upgrade each of the
cardholder records so that in the database they will support the assignment of mul-
tiple access groups.

l Click Import again, each of the imported records will be scanned, then the fol-
lowing message will appear.

l OK this message and close the import wizard.
l You will now be able to log into the Doors.NET software and view the imported
cardholder records.
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Hardware Overview

MS Series Readers

Keri's MS Series Proximity Readers, compatible with the PXL-500P Tiger Controller are
a family of readers that give superior performance in sleek, small, attractive packages.
MS Readers may also be used with NXT controllers via the NXT-RM3 Reader Interface
Module.

NXT Readers

NXT Readers can be ordered as "In" or "Out" readers when used with NXT Controllers
(Mercury-Powered versions), which doubles the controller's reader capacity. For "Out"
readers, specify model numbers with an E at end of model number (i.e., NXT-3RE). They
can now also be configured to read HID 125 KHz cards and tags, thus providing all of
the benefits listed above and eliminating the need for an NXT-WI or NXT-RM3 Reader
Interface Board.

Pyramid Wiegand Readers
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Pyramid Series Proximity is a comprehensive line of proximity OEM readers, cards and
tags for access control from Keri.
End users will appreciate the small, ultra thin and attractive packaging of the Pyramid
Series Proximity readers. Installing dealers will appreciate their single piece design,
standard pass through Wiegand™ interface, and potted weather and vandal resistant
electronics.

RF Transmitters and Receivers

Can be used with the PXL-500W and NXT range of controllers or any other man-
ufacturers' access controllers that are 26-bit Wiegand-compatible. One-button and four-
button transmitters, typically attached to a key ring, provide up to 500 feet (150 m) of
transmit range to the receiver. The four-button transmitter can be programmed for mul-
tiple frequencies to accommodate multiple receivers.

Note: A Reader Interface Module (RIM) is required when used with NXT controllers.

BioSync Fingerprint Readers

Keri's BioSync fingerprint readers provide reliable fingerprint reading in attractive and
unobtrusive packages. Readers are available in fingerprint -only, fingerprint + card, and
fingerprint + keypad versions. Typically used in higher security applications, they can be
used either for primary user identification (-fingerprint -only) or for secondary veri-fication
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based on initial use of a card or PIN. They are compatible with Keri’s NXT controllers
with an NXT-WI Wiegand Interface, PXL-500W Tiger Controller, and 3rd party con-
trollers that accept Wiegand-type readers. The readers contain an internal beeper and
an LED bar to indicate fingerprint accepted and access granted/denied status for user
feedback.

Keri Cards and Tags

Keri manufactures its own proximity cards and tags, all available in either Keri format
(the "10X" series for the PXL-500 Tiger controller and NXT controllers) or in 26-bit format
(the "26X" series for the IntelliProx 2000 when used as a Wiegand pass-through device)
and NXT series credentials (for use with NXT controllers and readers). Wallet-friendly
clamshell, plus ISO-thin imageable card options (available with and without a magstripe)
and additionally, adhesive patches are available (to stick to your phone or wallet). All cre-
dentials provide maximum read-range and are extremely durable (the fobs are so dur-
able they can actually withstand the weight of a vehicle).

PXL-500 Controller
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Keri's PXL500 Tiger II Controller platform started with the highly acclaimed PXL-250, but
is packed with even more features, capabilities, and installer time savers. Strong enough
to manage a 256-door network, yet tame enough to handle a single door, the PXL-500
continues Keri's tradition of flexibility and expandability. Its companion SB-593 Satellite
Expansion Board simply takes flexibility and expandability one step further by providing
control for a second door plus giving you additional inputs and outputs. Compatible with
Keri's acclaimed Doors32 software package, or the newer and more feature-rich Door-
s.NET.

SB-593 Satellite Board
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The SB-593 Satellite Expansion Board plugs directly onto the PXL-500 controller to eco-
nomically managing a second door. Or the SB-593 can be configured for I/O control to
provide you with 8 additional general purpose inputs and 4 general purpose outputs.
When controlling a second door you will still also have 6 general purpose inputs and 2
general purpose outputs.

LAN-520 Ethernet Module

The LAN-520 Ethernet module plugs directly onto the PXL-500 controller and provides
you with low cost network capability to a PXL-500 network. The LAN-520 allows the
PXL network to be connected to a Local Area Network (LAN) instead of directly to the
host workstation. This gives any workstation on the LAN (with the proper authority) the
ability to communicate to the PXL network.

NC-485 Module
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Provides enhanced networking capability. By using Keri's LAN-520 LAN Port in com-
bination with an NC-485 Network Converter, PXL-500 Tiger II Controllers, which are nor-
mally connected via a two-wire RS-485 network, can be connected via Ethernet to
bridge long distances within a facility or campus, as well as across any distance where a
LAN/WAN exists.

NXT 2 and 4 Door Controller

The NXT controller is designed to be extremely intelligent with little reliance on network
traffic for decision making, allowing it to be thrifty with any network's valuable bandwidth.
With ethernet functionality built directly into the controller you can use existing TCP/IP
networks so that cabling costs can be eliminated or greatly reduced. Compatible with
Keri's NXT series readers and credentials or when using Reader Interface Modules
(RIMs) you can use Keri MS readers or Wiegand output readers. To expand the system's
capabilities, up to four companion 4x4 Input/Output boards (NXT 4x4) can be added -
one to each of the controller's RS-485 trunks (buses).

NXT Mercury Powered 2D and 4D Controller
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The Mercury-Powered version of the NXT controller gives you all the standard access
control capability but by embedding Mercury's firmware in the controllers, a whole new
set of features become available for applications with more sophisticated and cus-
tomized requirements such as: the ability to add NXT Exit readers (giving you true
IN/OUT reader capability), Anti-Passback, cardholder usage counts, two-card rule and
other advanced reader options. With an alteration to your license key you can also pur-
chase the ability to use Elevator Control, Area Control, Advanced Situation Manager and
a host of other features and enhancements which are available with the powerful Local
Linkage module. All this greatly broadens the scope of NXT hardware capability, such
that it makes it a good choice for high-end and Enterprise applications as well as mid-
sized projects that demand high end features. As with standard NXT controllers you can
also add up to four additional NXT 4x4 modules.

Mercury SCP Series
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Doors.NET allows you to configure, command and control the SCP Series access con-
trol hardware manufactured by Mercury Security Corporation. The SCP controllers are
compatible with magnetic stripe and Wiegand output readers such as proximity, bar
code, fingerprint, hand geometry and other various readers. Keypads and integrated
keypad readers are also available. The controllers can be configured to support 100,000
users each. Up to 65,536 inputs or outputs can be configured per site. The inputs and
outputs can be configured to door related functions or to general purpose I/O. The inputs
support normally-open, normally closed, supervised and non-supervised circuits. (EOL)
resistance values are user configurable. The output relays can be configured for fail safe
or fail secure operation. The Doors.NET software allows direct control of the inputs and
outputs which also allows you to mask and unmask the inputs. Time Schedules can also
be associated with control of the outputs. Doors.NET with SCP hardware also allows
you to select from 6 different anti-passback modes, 2 person rule, and up to 8 different
card formats per System Processor Module (SPM) which can operate simultaneously.

NXT 4x4 Module
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The NXT-4X4 Input/Output Expansion Module provides functionality to any Doors.Net
access control system by adding auxiliary I/O that can be used for additional access con-
trol functionality, monitoring non-reader doors or other devices, and creating powerful
action sequences by linking input triggers to outputs. The module can be connected any-
where along the RS-485 trunk, most commonly at the controller or near a reader. One
module can be added per trunk, allowing up to an extra 8 inputs and 8 outputs on an
NXT-2D Controller and an extra 16 inputs and outputs on an NXT-4D controller.

The module's relays are re-assignable and interchangeable with the main controller's
relays. The module can be mounted next to the door providing local door control and
local door alarm functions while minimizing the cable bundle from door to controller. The
unit also has a port to plug in a reader interface module (NXT-RMX) to allow Keri MS
reader signals to be sent down the RS-485 line. The 4x4 is also ideal when using Door-
s.NET for elevator control (an NXT 2-door controller with two 4x4 modules will allow con-
trol for up to 10 floors and an NXT 4-door controller with four 4x4 modules will allow you
to control up to 20 floors).

NXT GIOX - Greater Input/Output Module

Keri’s GIOX Greater Input/Output Module is much like the NXT-4X4 I/O Module, except it
has far greater capacity. It is designed to expand the ¬flexibility of any installation by
providing additional access control functionality as well as sophisticated input mon-
itoring and I/O linkage macro capability for NXT hardware-based systems with large num-
bers of sensors and devices. It is perfectly suited for elevator control for buildings that
have more than 20 ¬floors (when combined with Doors.NET Elevator Control option).

NXT GIOX is comprised of a motherboard with connectors onto which input boards and
output boards can be attached. Each board has eight inputs or eight outputs, and up to
eight boards can be connected to each motherboard. The motherboard contains the RS-
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485 bus connection for the NXT controller as well as the power input, tamper monitoring
input, and an emergency switch input which removes power from all relays on all relay
boards.

Note: If using the inputs for monitoring or the outputs for manual operation only, NXT
controllers with standard Keri -firmware may be used. If elevator control or I/O linking is
required, you should use Mercury Powered NXT hardware.

i2 Box Pre-loaded Mini Appliance

The i2 Box Appliance greatly simplifies installation because Keri's Doors.NET Appli-
ance Edition Software is pre-loaded and pre-licensed, ready to use immediately. It is an
embedded mini appliance with keyboard and mouse that has the capability to manage
and access control system of up to 64 readers and 3000 cardholders. Installers will
appreciate the time and hassle it saves because it removes Windows problems and
other system issues commonly found when using a PC provided by the customer or pur-
chased from a retailer.

The Appliance contains the Doors.NET Appliance Edition Application Server, Microsoft
SQL Express database, and selectable PXL-500, NXT, and Mercury Powered NXT Gate-
ways that allow it to connect to any Keri controller type. Simply choose your hardware
type and start configuring the system. The unit comes with rubber feet for horizontal
placement, a pedestal base for vertical placement, and a rotating VESA Mounting
Bracket for attachment to the back of a monitor.
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NXT Hardware Overview
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NXT 2D and 4D Controllers

The NXT-2D/4D Door Controller is built for today’s IT environments. With Ethernet func-
tionality built directly into the controller. Keri’s proprietary MAC addressing scheme
allows for reliable hardware discovery and true one-button auto-configuration. Net-
working between NXT-2D/4D controllers use peer-to-peer standards. The NXT-2D/4D is
designed to be extremely intelligent with little reliance on network traffic for decision mak-
ing, allowing it to be extremely thrifty with any network’s valuable band width.

To expand the system’s capabilities, up to four companion 4x4 Input/Output boards
(NXT-4x4) can be added - one to each of the controller’s RS-485 trunks (busses). Cus-
tomers can choose between Keri’s new line of highly secure, 4-wire NXT Series Prox-
imity Readers with reader supervision, or any reader with a standard Wiegand output or
Keri’s MS Series Proximity Readers via the NXT-RM3 Reader Interface Module.

Doors.Net, with its Client/Server architecture, is a leap forward in functionality from Keri's
acclaimed DoorsTM software, but still has the intuitiveness and usability for which Door-
sTM is renowned.
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NXT Readers and NXT Exit Readers

Keri’s NXT Series proximity readers are designed to blend aesthetics, read range per-
formance, and small package size with an extremely thin pro le into a product that is
priced significantly less than competing proximity readers.

The readers are for use exclusively with Keri’s revolutionary access control system
based on the NXT Series of IP-based Controllers. Encrypting identification data between
the card and reader and supervising the reader from the controller to check for failure
provides the most secure reader solution available. With an allowable cabling distance
of 1,000 feet (300 m) from the controller the NXT Series of Readers dramatically reduce
cabling costs when compared to traditional 6- or 7-conductor reader interfaces. The read-
ers are compatible with all NXT Series Cards and Tags, with the ability to be firmware
ashed to read HID 125 KHz credentials.
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NXT-6RK Keypad

Keri’s NXT-6RK is the newest member of the NXT Series Proximity Reader family. The
NXT-6RK may be mounted directly to standard U. S. A. sized single-gang wall boxes,
and is ideal for applications requiring an access credential and/or personal identi cation
number (PIN), such as high security dual veri cation. It connects to an NXT Controller via
the NXT-RM-3 Reader Interface Module to allow the Wiegand format keypad data to be
read by the controller while at the same time reading standard NXT formatted cards. The
NXT-6RK and NXT-RM3 are sold as a kit together (NXT-KPK) as well as individually.

Keypad data is transmitted via the reader’s data lines in either an 8-Bit Burst or 26-Bit
Wiegand data format, depending upon the PIN length required by the customer. The
alpha-numeric keypad itself makes use of a durable (no moving parts), non-mechanical
capacitive technology. It includes advanced enhancements including blue backlighting
and a continuously illuminated 5-key, both for orientation at night, tactile feedback, and a
raised ‘pip’ on the 5-key for use by visually impaired individuals.
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NXT Reader Interface Module (NXT-RM3 and
NXT-WI)

Keri’s NXT-RM3 Reader Interface Module is designed to make it easy to connect reader
technologies with industry standard Wiegand output to NXT Controllers. It also allows
connection of Keri MS Series Proximity Readers, most commonly used for legacy sys-
tems where PXL-500 Controllers are also in place being used with KC-10X, MT-10X, or
PKT-10X credentials.

The NXT-RM3 securely plugs directly onto an NXT Controller or an NXT-4X4 or GIOX
I/O Expansion Module with excellent mechanical and electrical integrity. The option to
bring the reader terminations to the I/O modules provides substantial savings in wiring
costs because door functions can be located closer to the reader/door, with only 4 wires
required to be cabled to centrally located controllers.
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NXT 4x4 I/O Module

The NXT-4X4 Input/Output Expansion Module provides functionality to any Door-
s.NET™ access control system by adding auxiliary I/O that can be used for additional
access control functionality, monitoring non-reader doors or other devices, and creating
powerful action sequences by linking input triggers to outputs. The module can becon-
nected anywhere along the RS-485 trunk/bus, most commonly at the controller or near a
reader. One module can be added per trunk, allowing up to an extra 8 inputs and 8 out-
puts on an NXT-2D Controller and an extra 16 inputs and 16 outputs on an NXT-4D Con-
troller.

The module’s relays are re-assignable and interchangeable with the main controller’s
relays. The module can be mounted next to the door providing local door control and
local door alarm functions while minimizing the cable bundle from door to controller. The
unit also has a port to plug in an NXT-RM3 Reader Interface Module to allow Keri MS
reader signals to be sent down the RS-485 line.
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NXT GIOX I/O Module

Keri’s GIOX Greater Input/Output Module is much like the NXT-4X4 I/O Module except it
has far greater capacity. It is designed to expand the exibility of any installation by provid-
ing additional access control functionality as well as sophisticated input monitoring and
I/O linkage macro capability for NXT hardware-based systems with large numbers of
sensors and devices. It is perfectly suited for elevator control for buildings with more than
20 oors when combined with Doors.NET software’s Elevator Control option.

GIOX is comprised of a motherboard with connectors onto which Input boards and Out-
put boards can be attached. Each board has eight Inputs or eight Outputs, and up to
eight boards can be connected to each motherboard. The motherboard contains the RS-
485 bus connection for the NXT controller as well as the power input, tamper monitoring
input, and an emergency switch input which removes power from all relays on all relay
boards.
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NXT Controllers
The NXT-2D/4D Door Controller is built for today’s IT environments. With Ethernet func-
tionality built directly into the controller. Keri’s proprietary MAC addressing scheme
allows for reliable hardware discovery and true one-button auto-configuration. Net-
working between NXT-2D/4D controllers use peer-to-peer standards. The NXT-2D/4D is
designed to be extremely intelligent with little reliance on network traffic for decision mak-
ing, allowing it to be extremely thrifty with any network’s valuable band width.

To expand the system’s capabilities, up to four companion 4x4 Input/Output boards
(NXT-4x4) can be added - one to each of the controller’s RS-485 trunks (busses). Cus-
tomers can choose between Keri’s new line of highly secure, 4-wire NXT Series Prox-
imity Readers with reader supervision, or any reader with a standard Wiegand output or
Keri’s MS Series Proximity Readers via the NXT-RM3 Reader Interface Module.

Doors.Net, with its Client/Server architecture, is a leap forward in functionality from Keri's
acclaimed DoorsTM software, but still has the intuitiveness and usability for which
DoorsTM is renowned.

NXT-2D Controller NXT-4D Controller

Specifications
Size (Enclosure)

l 13.125” H x 10.625” W x 3.06” D
l 33.34 cm x 26.99 cm x 7.77 cm
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Size (PC Board)
l 5.6” H x 6.6” W x 2.55” D
l 14.28 cm x 16.83 cm x 2.55 cm

Weight (In Enclosure)
l 4D - 5.00 Lbs (2.27 Kgs)
l 2D - 4.95 Lbs (2.25 Kgs)

Input Voltage
l + 12 VDC nom. (10 - 14 VDC)

Current Draw
l 4D - 650 mA typical
l 2D - 570 mA typical

Inputs
l 4D - 8, re-assignable: 4 - Door Contact Switch, 4 - Request to Exit, expandable to
up to 24 Inputs using optional 4x4 I/O module

l 2D - 4, re-assignable: 2 - Door Contact Switch, 2 - Request to Exit, expandable to
up to 24 Inputs using optional 4x4 I/O module

Outputs
l 1.0 amp (24 VDC max.) dry circuit
l 4D - 4, re-assignable, expandable to up to 20 Outputs using optional 4x4 I/O mod-
ule

l 2D - 2, re-assignable, expandable to up to 10 Outputs using optional 4x4 I/O mod-
ule

Buffer Capacity
l 50,000 Cardholders
l 10,000 Events

Temperature / Humidity
l -40° F to 140° F
l -40° C to 60° C
l 0-90% Non Condensing

Communication
l To Server: TCP/IP 10/100 bus
l Between Controllers: TCP/IP 10/100 bus

Lithium Battery
l 5 years Memory Retention
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Wiring Diagram
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NXT Readers
Keri’s NXT Series Proximity Readers are designed to blend aesthetics, read range per-
formance, and small package size with an extremely thin profile into a product that is
priced significantly less than competing proximity readers. The readers are for use
exclusively with Keri’s revolutionary access control system based on the NXT Series of
IP-based Controllers.

With an allowable cabling distance of 1,000 feet from the controller and using just 4 con-
ductor cable, the NXT Series of Readers dramatically reduce cabling costs when com-
pared to traditional 6 or 7 conductor reader interfaces. Encrypting identification data
between the card and reader and supervising the reader from the controller to check for
failure provides the most secure reader solution available. The readers are compatible
with all NXT Series Cards and Tags.

The NXT-1R Euro Mount Prox Reader offers the best combination of size and read
range available. Able to mount directly on a wall or to a European switch box, this unit
offers a size and profile not found in many other proximity readers.

The NXT-3R Mullion Reader, designed for mounting on metal window doorframes/mul-
lions, is one of the smallest proximity readers on the market yet offers exceptional read
range. The NXT-3R is designed to mount directly on metal or a wall without requiring
mounting brackets or spacers.

The NXT-5R Wall Switch Reader can be mounted on a US single gang electrical box or
flat on a wall.

NXT-1R Euro Mount Reader NXT-3R Mullion
Reader NXT-5R Wall Switch Reader
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NXT Exit Readers
NXT readers can be ordered as 'In' or 'Out' readers (when used with NXT Mercury-
Powered controllers). This can double the controller's reader capacity as both NXT read-
ers are wired into the same controller bus. Each reader will activate the same lock relay
but within the software they are treated independently in terms of monitoring and access
rights.

For "Out" readers, specify model numbers with an E at end of model number (i.e., NXT-
3RE).

NXT HID Reading Capability
NXT readers can now be configured to read HID 125 KHz cards and tags, thus providing
all of the benefits listed above and eliminating the need for an NXT-WI or NXT-RM3
Reader Interface Board.
When readers are configured for HID-reading, 26 bit Wiegand compatibility is built into
Doors.NET Standard Edition Software and is supported by both standard NXT and Mer-
cury Powered NXT firmware. For other Wiegand formats, customers must use Door-
s.NET Professional Edition and Mercury Powered firmware, which enables the
Credential Types function and its Format Builder and Library. NXT Readers shipped
after November 2015 have the ability to be flashed to read HID cards and are designated
by an "F" at the end of the serial number.

Specifications
Size

NXT-3R
l 3.75” H x 1.6” W x 0.625” D
l 9.5 cm x 4.1 cm x 1.6 cm

NXT-5R
l 4.18” H x 2.95” W x 0.625” D
l 10.6 cm x 7.5 cm x 1.6 cm

NXT-1R
l 3.25” H x 3.25” W x 0.625” D
l 8.3 cm x 8.3 cm x 1.6 cm

Read Range (measured in a clean RF and electrical environment with card presen-
ted parallel to the reader surface)
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l NXT-1R up to 5 inches (12.7 cm)
l NXT-3R up to 4 inches (10 cm)
l NXT-5R up to 6 inches (15.24 cm)

Weight

l NXT-1R 3.1 oz. (88 g)
l NXT-3R 2.6 oz. (74 g)
l NXT-5R 3.5 oz. (99 g)

Input Power

l NXT-1R 10 to 14 VDC @ 110 mA typical
l NXT-3R 10 to 14 VDC @ 110 mA typical
l NXT-5R 10 to 14 VDC @ 110 mA typical

Operating Temperature

-40° F to 149° F (-40° C to 65° C)

LED Indicator - Tri-Color Standard: Red, Green, Amber, Off

Audio Tone - Standard

Interface - 4 conductor (2 twisted pairs), shielded

Color - Black

Warranty - Lifetime Warranty against defects in materials and workmanship
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Wiring Diagram
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NXT 4x4 I/O Board
The NXT-4x4 Input/Output Expansion Module provides functionality to any Doors.Net
access control system by adding auxiliary I/O that can be used for additional access con-
trol functionality, monitoring non-reader doors or other devices, and creating powerful
action sequences by linking input triggers to outputs. The module can be connected any-
where along the RS-485 trunk/buss, most commonly at the controller or near a reader.
One module can be added per trunk, allowing up to an extra 8 inputs and 8 outputs on
an NXT-2D Controller and an extra 16 inputs and 16 outputs on an NXT-4D Controller.

The module’s relays are re-assignable and interchangeable with the main controller’s
relays. The module can be mounted next to the door providing local door control and
local door alarm functions while minimizing the cable bundle from door to controller. The
unit also has a port to plug in an NXT-RM3 Reader Interface Module to allow non-NXT
reader signals to be sent down the RS-485 line and a tamper input.

              NXT-4x4 I/O Board

Specifications
Size (Enclosure)

l 8” H x 7” W x 2.75” D
l 20.32 cm x 17.78 cm x 6.98 cm

Size (PC Board)
l 5.25” H x 3.10” W x 1” D
l 13.33 cm x 7.87 cm x 2.54 cm

Weight (In Enclosure)
l 2.5 Lbs
l 1.14 Kgs

Input Voltage
l + 12 VDC nom. - 10 - 14 VDC
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Current Draw - 250 mA typical

Inputs - 4 general purpose Inputs or configurable in software to:
l Door Contact Switch
l Request to Exit
l Bond Sensor

Outputs
l 4 general purpose Outputs/Relays
l 1.0 amp (24 VDC max.) dry circuit

Temperature / Humidity
l -40° F to 140° F
l -40° C to 60° C
l 0-90% Non Condensing

Communication to Controller - RS-485
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Wiring Diagram
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Greater I/O Board (GIOX)

The GIOX Greater Input/Output Module is much like the NXT-4X4 I/O Module except it
has far greater capacity.

It is designed to expand the flexibility of any installation by providing additional access
control functionality as
well as sophisticated input monitoring and I/O linkage macro capability for NXT hard-
ware-based systems with
large numbers of sensors and devices. It is perfectly suited for elevator control for build-
ings with more than 20
floors when combined with Doors.NET software’s Elevator Control option.

A maximum of 2 x GIOX modules can be used per controller but if the modules are fully
populated with output
boards this will provide a total of 128 floors capable of being controlled.

GIOX is comprised of a motherboard with connectors onto which Input boards and Out-
put boards can be attached.
Each board has eight Inputs or eight Outputs, and up to eight boards can be connected
to each motherboard.
The motherboard contains the RS-485 bus connection for the NXT controller as well as
the power input, tamper
monitoring input, and an emergency switch input which removes power from all relays
on all relay boards.

If you are installing output modules you must use an external power supply as the power
provided by the
controller via the RS-485 bus is not sufficient to power output modules.

The module’s relays are re-assignable and interchangeable with the main controller’s
relays. The unit
also has a port to plug in an NXT-RM3 Reader Interface Module to allow non-NXT
reader signals to be
sent down the RS-485 line and a tamper input.
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Features
l Expands Auxiliary Input and Output capability for NXT controllers
l Up to 64 Inputs/Outputs (in banks of 8) per NXT Controller Bus
l Up to two GIOX units on an NXT-2D and up to four units on an NXT-4D
l Re-assignable/interchangeable with Controller’s door I/O
l 4-State Supervision on Inputs
l Tamper and Emergency Inputs
l Status Indicators for power, communication, and relay position
l Quick disconnect connectors
l Popular uses include elevator control for tall buildings and applications with intens-
ive input/output linking

requirements for special functions.

Specifications
Size - KE-8 Enclosure

l 15.75" H x 17.50" W x 6.625" D
l 40.00 cm x 44.45 cm x 16.83 cm

Size - set of PC boards in its largest configuration
l 12” H x 14.75” W x 1.75” D
l 30.48 cm x 37.47 cm x 4.45 cm

Size - with mounting base plate
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l 12” H x 15.45” W x 1.875” D
l 30.48 cm x 39.24 cm x 4.76 cm

Input Voltage
l + 12 VDC nom. - 10 - 14 VDC

Current Draw
l 100 mA - I/O mother board
l 350 mA - Output module
l 10 mA - Input module (all inputs open)
l 50 mA - Input module (all inputs at GND)

Inputs - up to 64 Inputs in increments of 8, general purpose or configurable in software
to:

l Door Contact Switch
l Request to Exit
l Bond Sensor

Outputs
l up to 64 general purpose Outputs/Relays in increments of 8
l 1.0 amp (24 VDC max.) dry circuit

Temperature / Humidity
l -40° F to 140° F
l -40° C to 60° C
l 0-90% Non Condensing

Communication to Controller
l RS-485
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Module Placement

Mother Board and individual modules are installed using 6-32 screws provided in the
product ship kit.
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Wiring Diagrams
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Mother Board
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Input Module

Output Module
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GIOX LED Reference

l USER LED2 - Reserved for future use
l USER LED1 - Reserved for future use
l DIAG - lit if board is REV B or older. Current is PCB REV C, marked on back upper
left

l PWR FAULT - Current PCB REV C updates in realtime and usually matches
RELAY POWER OFF (exception is EMERG SW active state), reports that EXT DC
PWR missing when one or more relay boards found on power up. REV B defines
power fault differently that a relay board found on power up when RS485 power is
present (older circuit cannot detect distinguish between EXT DC and EXT DC
PWR + RS485 power).

l TAMPER - realtime display of TAMPER SW lit=active
l EMERGGW - realtime display of EMERG SW lit = active
l RELAY POWER ON = Current PCB REV C this is a hardware circuit, EMERG SW
is inactive, and extenal power present, previous REV this is a software/hardware
circuit, EMERG SW is inactive, and internal power is not present.

l RELAY POWER OFF = always opposite of RELAY POWER ON
l PWR ON = power is present, either RS485 or EXT DC PWR connection
l COMMDIR = blinks when communication response sent from GIOX to NXT Con-
troller

Note: Relay boards have 12V and 5V power LEDs. Input boards only have 5V power
LEDs.

REV C successfully detects a power fault using a hardware circuit and acts immediately.
Unfortunately REV B and earlier cannot detect a true power fault in realtime, and uses
polling and commands to turn off relays to simulate REV C behavior but with more
latency.

NXT GIOX Setup
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NXT RIM Overview

The RM3 (Reader Interface Module) is designed to make it easy to connect reader tech-
nologies with industry standard Wiegand output to NXT Controllers. It also allows con-
nection of Keri MS Series Proximity Readers, most commonly used for legacy systems
where PXL-500 Controllers are also in place (being used with KC-10X, MT-10X, or PKT-
10X credentials). The NXT-RM3 securely plugs directly onto an NXT Controller or an
NXT-4X4 or GIOX I/O Expansion Module with excellent mechanical and electrical integ-
rity. The option to bring the reader terminations to the I/O modules provides substantial
savings in wiring costs because door functions can be located closer to the reader/door,
with only 4 wires required to be cabled to centrally located controllers.

Features

l Allows connection of Wiegand output readers to NXT or MSC Controllers
l Also allows connection of Keri MS Series Proximity Readers for legacy systems
l Mounts on and connects directly to NXT Controller
l Also mounts on and connects to NXT- 4X4 and GIOX Input/Output Expansion Mod-
ules for applications where controllers are centrally located and access control
access control functions are moved closer to the door

The RM3 is now also available as a Wiegand-only module. It is pre-programmed to work
with Wiegand output readers and there are 2 versions of firmware that can be used,
depending on whether the readers have single or dual-line LED technology.
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NXT Mercury-Powered Controllers
The NXT-2D/4D Mercury-Powered controllers bring enhanced capability to the Door-
s.NET software. By embedding Mercury's firmware in the controllers a whole new set of
features becomes available. The controllers provide decision making, event reporting
and database storage for the Doors.NET system and once programmed are carried out
completely independent of the PC controlling access, managing alarms and interfacing
with an array of reader technologies when using NXT Reader Interface Modules (RIMs)
which support Keri's MS-series readers, Wiegand and magnetic stripe.

The supported NXT family of readers communicate via an RS-485 protocol, thereby
allowing for cable runs of up to 1000 feet (300m). They also utilize a communication
'heartbeat' making them fully supervised. An event will appear in the software when the
controller is online if the reader cable is disconnected or cut. In addition, an NXT Exit
reader can be wired into the same RS485 reader port, allowing you In/Out reader cap-
ability without have to use two separate reader ports. Once added in the software both
readers will activate the same strike relay but in terms of events, reporting and access
groups the two readers are treated completely independently.

These are very powerful system processing modules that are capable of controlling 2 or
4 doors/readers and also dozens of input and output points when using the additional
NXT 4x4 or the NXT GIOX modules, which are wired into the controller's RS-485 com-
munication ports.

Elevator Control is also offered with this controller type. The Elevator Control feature
allows you to control up to 10 floors from a single 2-door or 20 floors from a single 4-door
controller with an NXT 4x4 module wired into each of the RS-485 ports. Or up to 128
floors can be controlled when using NXT-GIOX units. A maximum of two GIOX units can
be used on a controller, but when fully populated with NXT Output modules each will
give you 64 floors, making it an extremely cost-effective elevator control solution.

Based on the highly-intelligent, next generation Mercury Access Foundation, the plat-
form uses an on-board 10-BaseT/100 Base TX Ethernet port for connection to the Door-
s.NET software to provide access control, alarm management, plus scheduled and
automated operations all in one package. The result is the ultimate in power and flex-
ibility, versatility and the reliability you need for system success.

Main Controller Features
l Decentralizes system intelligence
l Network ready with on-board Ethernet adapter
l Quick-disconnect terminal connectors providing for extremely
quick and easy installation

l Flash-upgradeable firmware
l Two or four door interface with auxiliary I/O
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l Intelligent oversight, auxiliary monitoring
l Multi-operating system interface
l Multiple card formats supported
l Multiple reader technologies supported, including fully-supervised NXT RS-485
readers

l Multiple RS-485 communication ports for connecting to expansion boards for addi-
tional advanced I/O control

l Soft and Hard Anti-Passback support. Including Timed Hard APB Reverts to soft.
l AES 128-bit data encryption and password-protection
l HSPD-12/FIPS201 compliant
l UL 294 certified
l Universal I/O device characterization

Capacities
l Controllers - 256 controllers per MSC gateway
l Buffer Capacity - 10,000 events
l Cardholder Capacity - 10,000 - 100,000
l Access Groups per cardholder - 8 by default by configurable from 1 - 32
l Triggers/Procedures - 1,000 by default. Also configurable. Only limited by the con-
troller's available memory space.

Specifications
Size (Enclosure)

l 13.125” H x 10.625” W x 3.06” D
l 33.34 cm x 26.99 cm x 7.77 cm

Size (PC Board)
l 5.6” H x 6.6” W x 2.55” D
l 14.28 cm x 16.83 cm x 2.55 cm

Weight (In Enclosure)
l 4D - 5.00 Lbs (2.27 Kgs)
l 2D - 4.95 Lbs (2.25 Kgs)

Input Voltage
l + 12 VDC nom. (10 - 14 VDC)

Current Draw
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l 4D - 650 mA typical
l 2D - 570 mA typical

Inputs
l 4D - 8, re-assignable: 4 - Door Contact Switch, 4 - Request to Exit, expandable to
up to 24 Inputs using optional 4x4 I/O module

l 2D - 4, re-assignable: 2 - Door Contact Switch, 2 - Request to Exit, expandable to
up to 24 Inputs using optional 4x4 I/O module

Outputs
l 1.0 amp (24 VDC max.) dry circuit
l 4D - 4, re-assignable, expandable to up to 20 Outputs using optional 4x4 I/O mod-
ule

l 2D - 2, re-assignable, expandable to up to 10 Outputs using optional 4x4 I/O mod-
ule

Buffer Capacity
l 50,000 Cardholders
l 10,000 Events

Temperature / Humidity
l -40° F to 140° F
l -40° C to 60° C
l 0-90% Non Condensing

Communication
l To Server: TCP/IP 10/100 bus
l Between Controllers: TCP/IP 10/100 bus

Lithium Battery
l 5 years Memory Retention
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Wiring Diagram
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PXL Controllers
The PXL hardware platform provides sophisticated access control solutions for up to 256
doors at a single site and thousands of doors spread over a number of remote sites. The
unique architecture and latest multiprocessor, RISC-based design techniques allow Keri
to offer the system hardware at a low cost compared to other manufacturers. It also con-
tains many features that simplify and significantly reduce the cost of installation.

The PXL controllers contain all the input/output functionality necessary to manage a
single door (lock relay, door sense, request-to-exit, and two reader inputs) as well as, in
the case of the PXL-500 an alarm output. Each controller has an RS-485 port for con-
nection to other PXL controllers (up to 128 per network) plus an RS-232 serial port for dir-
ect serial or modem communication and an Ethernet port for plugging in a LAN-520
module for Ethernet communication from the PC to the first controller.

o Sophisticated Hardware Platform that reduces the total installed cost of access con-
trol

o 100% distributed intelligence, expandable 1 or 2 doors at a time
o Great installer features including self-configuring hardware with no jumper settings,
digital address selection
and readout without DIP switches, quick disconnect terminals, and on-board dia-
gnostics

o RS-485 networking, 256 door/ 65,000 user capacity
o RS-232 port for direct PC or modem connection
o On-board Lan socket for Ethernet communication using the low-cost plug-on LAN-
520 module

o UL/CSA Certification: The PXL500 is UL certified under UL-508 (Control Equip-
ment)

o Optional metal enclosure that can also house a KPS-4 power supply and backup
battery

o More protection for RS-485 circuitry
o Added relay protection for arc supression
o On board diagnostic tests built into the controller firmware
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PXL-500 Tiger II Controller PXL-500 Controller With Enclosure

Specifications
Size (Enclosure)

l 13” H x 9 W x 4” D
l 33.15 cm x 22.95 cm x 6.35 cm

Size (PC Board)
PXL-500
5.6" H x 6.6" W x l.6" D
(14.28 cm x 16.83 cm x 2.55 cm)

PXL-500 with SB-593
5.6" H x 6.6" W x 1.8"D
(14.28 cm x 16.83 cmx 4.59 cm)

Power Requirements (max)
+12 VDC @ 125mA (PXL-500)
add 375mA for SB-593

Inputs
PXL-500
Door Sense
Request to Exit
Auxiliary/External Time Zone
Card Reader (2), A & B

SB-593
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General Purpose (8), 2 are configurable as
request to exit and door sense for 2nd door

Outputs
PXL-500
Form C Lock Relay (3 Amp)
Form C Alarm Relay (3 Amp)
RS-232 Serial Port (DB-9M)
Output for Optional LCD Display

SB-593
Form C Relay, 3A (4), 2 are configurable as
lock and alarm outputs tied to B reader port

Buffer Capacity
65,000 Cardholders
3,600 Events

Temperature/Humidity
32°F to 140°F
(0°C to 60°C)
0-90% Non Condensing

Communication
Between Controllers: RS-485, 9600 Baud
PC to Master: RS-232

Lithium Battery
5 Years Memory Retention
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Wiring Diagram

PXL
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SB593 Satellite Expansion Board
The SB-593 Satellite Expansion Board plugs into the PXL-500 to provide additional func-
tionality at a cost far less than that of adding another controller. The SB-593 gives each
PXL-500 an additional 8 general purpose inputs and 4 general purpose outputs. Two of
the inputs and outputs can be configured to manage a second door, making the PXL-500
a cost effective two door controller while still providing an additional 6 inputs and 2 out-
puts.

With a simple jumper setting, two of the inputs and two of the outputs are configured to
economically manage a second door.

Specifications
Operating Temperature/Humidity Range

o 0°F to 140°F (-18°C to 60°C)
o 0% to 90% Relative Humidity, non-condensing

Controller with Satellite Board Power Requirements
o 12 VDC @ 1 Amp

Current Draw
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o 150 mA max for an SB-593 Satellite Board

Wiring Diagram
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LAN-520 Module
The LAN-520 module provides low cost network capabilities to a PXL controller network
- allowing the controllers via Ethernet, the ability to bridge long distances within a facility
or campus, as well as across any distance where a LAN/WAN exists.

The module overcomes the limited distance between the host PC and the Master con-
troller (50 feet when using a direct RS-232 serial connection).

LAN-520/LAN-520X Ethernet Module

The LAN-520/LAN520X allows the PXL network to be attached to a Local Area Network
(LAN) instead of directly to a host workstation. This gives any licensed Doors.NET client
workstation the ability to communicate with the PXL network.

When used with PXLs and the Doors.NET software it also allows you to combine what
would normally be separate sites into one single site - allowing much easier and efficient
system programming, monitoring and administration. It also offers more flexibility in man-
aging multiple, remote physical sites.

Features and Specifications

o Flexible, well-developed IP protocol stack
o TTL Level serial interface (asynchronous)
o Two serial ports
o HTTP, serial, Telnet and SNMP management
o RJ45 (10/100Base-T) Ethernet networking interface
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o 256-bit AES encryption available for secure communication
o Password protection
o Standard Operating Temperature - 0° to 70°C (32° to 158°F)
o Physical Dimensions (1.929 x 1.575 in)

Basic LAN Device Setup

Click here for basic installation instructions for the LAN-520 module.
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MS Series Readers
As with all Keri’s Proximity Readers, they are designed to blend aesthetics, read range
performance, and small package size with an extremely thin profile into a product that is
priced significantly less than competing proximity readers. The readers can be used with
the PXL range of controllers and NXT when using the NXT Reader Interface module.

The smallest readers in the series are the MS-3000 MicroStar™ Reader and the MS-
5000 MiniStar™ Reader.

The MS-3000 MicroStar™ Reader measures just 3.4" long x 1.4" wide x 0.38" thick
(86mm x 36mm x 10mm) thick, and is designed to mount on a metal window or door
frame (mullion) or directly on a wall. Read range is up to 4" (10cm).

The MS-4000 ShootingStar™ Reader is a very tough reader designed for high crime
areas. It has a beveled stainless steel housing so it cannot be pried from its mounting
place, has a front surface that can withstand a bullet from a .357 or 9mm handgun, and is
flame resistant. In addition to the normal front mounting holes, it also has rear "blind"
mounting screw holes for extra security. Measures 5.25 x 2.0 x 0.75 inches (134 x 51 x
19mm). Lifetime warranty.

The MS-5000 MiniStar™ Reader measures just 4.3” long x 3.0” wide x 0.38” thick
(109mm x 76mm x 10mm), with a read range of up to 7” (18cm). This reader is designed
to mount on a standard USA single gang box and can be mounted on a single gang elec-
trical box or flat on a wall. If the reader is mounted using a metal electrical junction box
with the thickness of the wall material separating the reader from the box, read range will
be reduced.

The MS-7000 SuperStar™ Reader measures just 8.5” long x 6” wide x 0.83” thick
(21.6cm x 15.2cm x 2.1cm), with a read range of up to 14” (35cm). This reader is
designed for applications where greater read range adds to the convenience of the sys-
tem, such as parking access or physically challenged access.

The readers are attractively designed with a thin profile and modern appearance and in
black or white. The readers are compatible with all of Keri's proximity card styles as well
as the small, extremely robust Keri Key Tag. Additionally, they can read any Indala ASP
Card or Tag if they are to be used in conjunction with a PXL-500 Controller.
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MS3000X
Microstar
Reader

MS-4000
Shooting
Star

Reader

MS-5000 Mini Star
Reader

MS-7000 MiniStar
Reader

Specifications

MS-3000 MS-4000 MS-5000 MS-7000

Size

3.4" H x 1.4” W
x 0.38" T
(86mm x 36mm
x 10mm)

5.25 x 2.0 x 0.75
inches
(134 x 51 x
19mm)

4.3" H x 3.0" W
x 0.38" T
(109mm x
76mm x 10mm)

8.5" H x 6" W x
0.83" T
(21.6cm x
15.2cm x
2.1cm)

Weight 2.1 oz. (59g) 15.4 oz. (431g) 3.2 oz. (90g) 1.3 lbs. (582g)

Read Range Up to 4 inches
(10cm)

Up to 2 inches
(50mm)

Up to 6 inches
(15cm)

Up to 14
inches (35cm)
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MS-3000 MS-4000 MS-5000 MS-7000

Input Voltage +12 VDC nom.
(5-14 VDC) +11 to 14 VDC +12 VDC nom.

(5-14 VDC)
+11 to +14
VDC

Current Draw 50 mA typical 80 mA typical 100 mA typical 200 mA typical

Operating Temperature
-40° C to +65°C

LED Indicator
Tri-Color Standard (Red, Green, Amber)
not supported in the MS-4000

Audio Tone
Standard
not supported in the MS-4000

Frequency
125 KHz excitation, 62.5 KHz data return

Warranty
Lifetime warranty against defects in materials and workmanship.
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Entraguard Overview

Entraguard sets the standard for high-performance telephone entry equipment. Easy-to-
install, reliable, and durable – Entraguard systems are designed to operate over a tele-
phone network or through existing building lines, minimizing wiring installation and main-
tenance costs. Easy-to-use – whether you're programming the system or you're a visitor
contacting a resident, you'll find the Entraguard system is as easy as 1-2-3.

The Entraguard Titanium, represents a breakthrough in telephone entry by providing
250 tenant capacity with a 4-line LED display in a small, attractive package, all at an
extremely low price. The small footprint allows it to be mounted almost anywhere, and its
rugged stainless steel enclosure with built-in hood is designed to withstand the toughest
environments.
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The Entraguard Silver is the newest member of Keri's Entraguard telephone entry
product line. This unit provides 750 tenant capacity with a large-font, 4-line display in an
attractive, rugged stainless steel enclosure. The Silver can be fitted with a PXL-500
Tiger Controller and an SB-593 Satellite Expansion Board to provide one or two door
card access capability within the unit itself.

The Entraguard Platinum has the largest capacity and biggest display Keri offers.
Handling up to 5,000 tenants, this unit is designed for durability and weather resistance
using a tough, 14-gauge stainless steel enclosure. Additionally, the Platinum can be fit-
ted with a PXL-500 Tiger Controller and an SB-593 Satellite Expansion Board to provide
one or two door card access capability within the unit itself.
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Entraguard (EGT-250) Titanium Overview

Features of Entraguard Titanium Telephone Entry Controller

l Standalone functionality or seamless integration with Keri's Doors.NET™ access
control system for real access control and telephone entry integration

l Four line, 20 character per line, soft white supertwist LCD display
l Do not disturb time zones
l Three 80-character, programmable, scrolling pages for instructions and messages
with automatic timed rotation

l 250 tenant capacity on all units, customer does not pay for extra capacity
l Up to 6-digit directory codes, up to 5-digit EntraGuard access codes (PINs), up to
15-digit telephone numbers

l Networkable to manage multiple doors via RS-485
l Time Zone restrictions for calling tenants and for PINs
l Links a visitor to the resident or staff member who then grants access with their
phone

l Telephone entry units and access control units can be combined on a single net-
work for a total of 128 controller units
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l Flexible connectivity: RS-232, Modem or TCP/IP
l Stores up to 3,640 events, manages up to 255 individual
l Built-in surge protection, non-volatile memory
l Mylar™ speaker for superior sound
l Quick-disconnect terminals
l Weather and vandal resistant housing
l Programmable talk time, tone dialing, adjustable volume
l Heavy duty door alarm relays, door forced open and door held open alarms
l Powerful Doors.NET™ access control software with full access control features;
time zones, online programming, operator security levels, multiple remote site man-
agement.

The Entraguard Titanium represents a breakthrough in telephone entry by providing 250
tenant capacity with 4-line LCD display in a small attractive package, all at an extremely
low price. The small footprint allows the Titanium to be mounted almost anywhere provid-
ing first-line access control for visitors to office and residential buildings. It is housed in a
rugged stainless steel enclosure with built-in hood so that is can withstand the toughest
environments. The Titanium can be programmed to have three rotating messages on dis-
play.

Like its sister products, the Entraguard Silver and Platinum, the Titanium provides the
best telephone entry/access control marriage by letting the unit function as a node on a
PXL controller network and putting both applications under the acclaimed Doors.NET™
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software umbrella for a seamless integration of the two. This allows the telephone entry
unit to become part of an advanced access control network with powerful access control
features and options.

Each Entraguard Titanium also has two extra relay outputs that can be used in a variety
of ways including turning on a lobby light, unlocking more than one interior entrance, etc.
These can be initiated by tone commands from the tenant’s location based on an access
granted decision. An on-board modem is also included for remote programming. Pro-
gramming can also take place via direct connect RS-232 or TCP/IP.

Note:When using Entraguard products in a dial-up application, Keri requires the use of
an approved modem. Please refer to the Recommended Peripherals list on the web site
or contact Keri customer service.

Access Control Features

l Real, integrated access control with the PXL-500P or W controller - The Titanium
becomes part of a Keri access control network.

l Simple one-button auto-configuration
l 32 time zones, 3 holiday schedules
l Unlimited access groups
l Automatically expiring EntraGuard IDs (PINs) and cards
l Time Zones on EntraGuard IDs (PINs) and cards as well as doors/gates
l TCP/IP connectivity
l Direct door operation from the PC
l Automatic lock and unlock of doors or gates
l Image capture and optional badge printing
l Remote online management of multiple sites
l System operator security levels with extensive operator and database permissions
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Special Telephone Entry Features

l Do not disturb call feature - programmable for individual tenants
l Do not display name feature - programmable on a per tenant basis
l Remote online management of multiple sites
l Ability to link visitors to the residents who allow them entry
l Ability to update several controllers in one go

General Features

l Surface or recess mount
l Weather and vandal resistant housing
l Postal lock provision
l Non-volatile memory
l Built-in surge protection plus surge protection kit
l Programmable talk time
l Door forced and door held open alarms
l Tone dialing
l Alarm output relay
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l Adjustable volume control
l Maintenance-free LED lighting
l Mylar™ speaker with superior sound
l Quick disconnect terminals
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Entraguard (EGS-750) Silver Overview

Features of Entraguard Silver Telephone Entry Controller

l Stand alone functionality or seamless integration with Keri’s access control sys-
tems and DoorsNET™ software for real access control and telephone entry integ-
ration

l Four line, large font, soft white supertwist LCD display, Lexan™ cover
l Three 80 character, programmable, scrolling pages for instructions and messages
with automatic timed rotation

l 750 tenant capacity, customer does not pay for extra capacity
l Up to 6-digit directory code, up to 5-digit Entraguard ID codes (PINs), up to 15-digit
telephone numbers

l Networkable to manage multiple doors via RS-485
l Time Zone restrictions for calling tenants and for PINs
l Links a visitor to the resident who allowed entry
l Telephone entry units and access control units can be combined on a single net-
work for a total of 128 controller units

l Flexible connectivity: RS-232, Modem or TCP/IP
l Stores up to 3,640 events when the controller is offline, manages up to 255 indi-
vidual sites

l Weather and vandal resistant housing
l Programmable talk time, tone dialing, adjustable volume
l Quick disconnect terminals
l Two Mylar™ speakers with superior sound
l Heavy duty door and alarm relays, door forced open and door held open alarms
l Built-in surge protection, non volatile memory
l Powerful Doors.NET™ Access Control Software with full access control features:
time zones, online programming, remotely unlock doors from the PC, operator
security levels, multiple site management, and automatic configuration

The Entraguard Silver is the mid size offering in Keri’s telephone entry product line. With
a large-font, 4-line, scrolling display, the Silver has a 750 tenant capacity, enough to
handle the large majority of projects. Designed for looks and durability, it comes in an
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attractive, weather resistant, 14-gauge brushed stainless steel enclosure. The Silver
entry panel is available at a price well below competitive medium capacity systems on
the market. A no-phone-line system is available as an option.

Like its sister products, the Entraguard Platinum and Titanium, the Silver provides the
best telephone entry/access control marriage by letting the unit function as a node on a
PXL controller network, putting both applications under the acclaimed Doors.NET™ soft-
ware umbrella for a seamless integration of the two.

Additionally, the Silver, like the Platinum, can contain a PXL-500 Tiger Controller and
an SB-593 Satellite Expansion Board for up to two doors of built-in card access in the
same housing. A walk-up package addresses the basic visitor and resident control for
the main entrance to a building.

Each Entraguard Silver also has two extra relay outputs that can be used in a variety of
ways including turning on a lobby light, unlocking an interior door, or providing access to
two separate entrances by using tone commands from the tenant’s location or based on
an access granted decision. An on-board modem is also included for remote pro-
gramming.
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Note: When using Entraguard products in a dial-up application, Keri requires the use of
an approved modem. Please refer to the Recommended Peripherals list on the web site
or contact Keri customer service.

Access Control Features

l True, integrated access control with PXL-500 P or W controllers - the Platinum
becomes part of a Keri access control network

l Simple, one button auto-configuration
l 32 time zones, 3 holiday schedules
l Unlimited access control groups
l Time Zones on Entraguard IDs (PINs) and cards, as well as doors and gates
l Full reporting of events
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l Direct door operation from the PC
l Automatic lock and unlock of doors and gates
l Assignable inputs and outputs (when using an optional SB-593 on a PXL-500)
l Rollcall/track, muster capability
l Cardholder image capture and optional badge printing
l Remote online management of multiple, concurrent sites
l System operator security levels with configurable privileges

Special Telephone Entry Features

l Do not Disturb Call Feature - programmable for individual tenants
l Do not Display Name Feature - programmable on a per tenant basis
l Remote online management of multiple, concurrent sites
l Ability to link visitors to the residents who allowed them entry
l Ability to update several units in one pass

General Features

l Surface or recess mount
l Weather and vandal resistant housing
l Postal lock provision
l Non-volatile memory
l Built-in surge protection plus surge protection kit
l Programmable talk time
l Door forced open and door held open alarms
l Tone dialing
l Heavy-duty output relays
l Adjustable volume control
l Maintenance free LED lighting
l Two Mylar™ speakers with superior sound
l Quick disconnect terminals

Options / Accessories

l Camera
l Postal Lock
l Handset
l Hooded Enclosure / Pedestal Mount
l Recessed Wall Mount Kit
l Heater ((for operation below 5º F/-15º C)
l No Phone Line System
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Entraguard (EGP-5000) Platinum Overview

Features of Entraguard Platinum Telephone Entry Controller

l Stand alone functionality or seamless integration with Keri’s access control sys-
tems and DoorsNET™ software for real access control and telephone entry integ-
ration

l Scalable font (3/8” or 1/2”) LCD display, selectable 7 or 10 name display, Lexan™
cover

l Three 80 character, programmable, scrolling pages for instructions and messages
with automatic timed rotation.

l Capacity for up to 5,000 tenant phone numbers
l Up to 6-digit directory code, up to 5-digit Entraguard ID codes (PINs), up to 15-digit
telephone numbers

l Networkable to manage multiple doors via RS-485, TCP/IP (via LAN-50 or LAN-
520)

l Time Zone restrictions for calling tenants and for PINs
l Links a visitor to the resident who allowed entry
l Photo-verification from any Entraguard controller on the network (cardholder's
image appears on screen
following access granted or access denied)

l Two selectable and assignable output relays, heavy-duty door relays
l Telephone entry units and access control units can be combined on a single net-
work for a total of 128 controller units

l Stores up to 3,640 events when the controller is offline, manages up to 255
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individual sites
l Flexible connectivity to host PC: RS-232, Modem, TCP/IP
l Weather and vandal resistant housing
l Programmable talk time, tone dialing, adjustable volume
l Quick disconnect terminals, built-in surge protection, non volatile memory
l Two Mylar™ speakers with superior sound
l Door forced open and door held open alarms
l Powerful Doors.NET™ Access Control Software with full access control features:
time zones, online programming, remotely unlock doors from the PC, operator
security levels, multiple concurrent site management and automatic controller con-
figuration

The Entraguard Platinum is the newest in Keri’s telephone entry product line, with the
largest capacity and biggest display Keri offers. The Platinum has a 5,000 tenant capa-
city, more than enough to handle nearly any large commercial or residential project, and
also has two large font sizes, adjustable on demand by the visitor. This entry panel is
available at a price well below competitive large capacity systems on the market. A no-
phone-line system is also available as an option.

The Platinum is designed to be durable and weather resistant, with a tough, 14-gauge,
stainless steel enclosure. Additionally, the Platinum can be fitted with a PXL-500 Tiger
Controller and SB-593 Satellite Expansion Board to provide a 1 or 2 door card access
system within the same unit.

Like its sister products, the Entraguard Silver and Titanium, the Platinum provides the
best telephone entry/ access control marriage by letting the unit function as a node on a
PXL controller network, putting both applications under the acclaimed Doors.NET™ soft-
ware umbrella for a seamless integration of the two. Each Entraguard Platinum also has
two extra relay outputs that can be used in a variety of ways, including turning on a lobby
light, unlocking an interior door, or providing access to two separate entrances, by dif-
ferent tone commands from the tenant’s location or based on an access granted
decision. An on-board modem is also included for remote programming.
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Note: When using Entraguard products in a dial-up application, Keri requires the use of
an approved modem. Please refer to the Recommended Peripherals list on the web site
or contact Keri customer service.

Access Control Features

l True, integrated access control with PXL-500 P or W controllers - the Platinum
becomes part of a Keri access control network

l Simple, one button auto-configuration
l 32 time zones, 3 holiday schedules
l Unlimited access control groups
l Time Zones on Entraguard IDs (PINs) and cards, as well as doors and gates
l Full reporting of events
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l Direct door operation from PC
l Automatic lock and unlock of doors and gates
l Assignable inputs and outputs (when using an optional SB-593 on a PXL-500)
l Rollcall/track, muster capability
l Cardholder image capture and optional badge printing
l Remote online management of multiple, concurrent sites
l System operator security levels with configurable privileges

Special Telephone Entry Features

l Do not Disturb Call Feature - programmable for individual tenants
l Do not Display Name Feature - programmable on a per tenant basis
l Remote online management of multiple, concurrent sites
l Ability to link visitors to the residents who allowed them entry
l Ability to update several units in one pass

General Features

l Surface or recess mount
l Weather and vandal resistant housing
l Postal lock provision
l Non-volatile memory
l Built-in surge protection plus surge protection kit
l Programmable talk time
l Door forced open and door held open alarms
l Tone dialing
l Heavy-duty output relays
l Adjustable volume control
l Maintenance free LED lighting
l Two Mylar™ speakers with superior sound
l Quick disconnect terminals

Options / Accessories

l Camera
l Postal Lock
l Handset
l Hooded Enclosure / Pedestal Mount
l Recessed Wall Mount Kit
l Heater ((for operation below 5º F/-15º C)
l No Phone Line System
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Mercury SCP Hardware

In addition to our own Mercury Powered NXT hardware, Keri also offers non-proprietary
authentic Mercury Security hardware, which is supported by Doors.NET Professional
Edition software. The hardware platform consists of the EP-1502 System Processor Mod-
ule, EP-1501 System Processor Module, EP-2500 System Processor Module, the SCP-
SDM Single Door Module, SCP-DDM Dual Door Module, SCP-SDME Ethernet Enabled
Single Door Module, SCP-ICM Input Control Module and the SCP-OCMOutput Control
Module.

SCP-EP1502 System Processor Module

Keri’s EP1502 is a powerful system processor module capable of managing two door-
s/readers “on board” and
up to 64 doors and thousands of I/O points via connection to additional reader or I/O mod-
ules. Based on the
intelligent, non-proprietary Mercury hardware, the platform uses an RS-485 or Ethernet
link to connect to
Doors.NET Professional Edition software to provide access control, alarm management
and scheduled operations
all in one package.

With native TCP/IP connectivity, the EP1502 platform functions independently of the
host,
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controlling access, managing alarms and interfacing with an array of reader tech-
nologies through its Wiegand,
magnetic stripe and biometric RS-485 connectivity. In addition, it is capable of cent-
ralized biometric template
management. The result is the flexibility, versatility and reliability you need for system
success.

Alarm Management capabilities include standard or customized end-of-line resistances,
programmable
sensitivity and hold time for line conditioning, entry delay latching and unlatching
options, and entryexit
delays.

The EP1502 is the intelligent cornerstone of an access system, providing its first two
reader capabilities and
the capacity to expand to up to 64 doors. Reliably distributing intelligence, the EP1502
ensures that activities
generated by select devices can be related to other devices for continued actions
without host intervention.
The result is the flexibility, versatility, and reliability you need for system success. Com-
bined with Keri’s Doors.
NET Professional Edition software, the EP1502 provides customers the ultimate in
power and flexibility.

SCP-EP1501 System Processor Module

The EP1501 Controller is the next-generation intelligent controller within the EP family
and is built on the non-proprietary Mercury hardware platform. Feature rich and fully Mer-
cury enabled, the EP1501 provides customers with a high-performance, Ethernet ready,
cost-effective dual card reader panel capable of controlling a single opening.
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The EP1501 is expandable up to 16 SDME network ready door controllers for a total of
17 readers. Easy installation with Power over Ethernet (PoE) makes this the top choice
for a single-door controller.

Once configured, the EP1501 functions independently of the host and is capable of con-
trolling access and managing elaborate processes such as relating selected system
devices and their activity to other onboard devices, allowing actions and activities to tran-
spire without host intevention.

Offering powerful flexibility, the EP1501 is capable of interfacing with an array of reader
technologies for a single opening. Reader ports support separate in/out readers and tech-
nologies that include Wiegand, clock and data, RS-485, magnetic stripe, keypads, LCD,
and biometrics.

The result is the flexibility, versatility, and reliability you need for system success. Com-
bined with Keri’s Doors.NET Professional Edition software, the EP1501 provides cus-
tomers the ultimate in power and flexibility.

SCP-EP2500 System Processor Module

The EP2500 is an intelligent controller platform with native network support. This power-
ful and high-performance
platform provides an Ethernet ready, fault-tolerant panel capable of efficiently managing
a large network of reader
and I/O modules in any system design.

Based on the intelligent, non-proprietary Mercury Access Foundation, the platform uses
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an RS-485 or Ethernet link to connect to Keri’s Doors.NET Professional Edition software
to provide access control, alarm management and scheduled operations all in one pack-
age. The EP2500 is capable of elaborate processes and procedures without host inter-
vention. Once configured, the EP2500 functions independently of the host, and is
capable of controlling access, managing alarms, interfacing with an array of Mercury
hardware devices, all while providing the decision-making oversight that each system
configuration
requires.

Providing centralized biometric template management, the EP2500 supports the range
of reader technologies, including Wiegand, magnetic stripe and biometric RS-485 con-
nectivity.

As an intelligent system cornerstone capable of enterprise-wide performance, the
EP2500 provides the greatest system capacity within Mercury’s family of controller plat-
forms. The EP2500 is best deployed in systems where high-end capabilities and net-
work-ready capacity are required. For high device counts, large numbers of readers and
a high volume of system activity, the EP2500 is the controller of choice. The result is the
flexibility, versatility, and reliability you need for system success. Combined with Keri’s
Doors.NET Professional Edition software, the EP2500 provides customers the ultimate
in power and flexibility.

SCP-SDM Single Door Module

The SCP-SDM Single Door Module is a low cost, high performance single card reader
interface panel that is capable of all the I/O needed for controlling a single door. Based
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on the non-proprietary Mercury hardware platform, each SDM will interface one card
reader, two general purpose input monitor points and two control relays to provide
access control and
security monitoring through an intelligent controller.

The SDM’s reader port supports magnetic stripe, Wiegand and RS-485 readers.
Keypads and integrated keypad readers are also supported. Hardware interface and
card format settings are loaded through software commands. With its compact footprint
and RS-485 connectivity, the SDM and can be clustered or distributed to best suit the
installation environment.

The inputs and the relays may be assigned to door-related functions or to general pur-
pose I/O. The inputs support normally open, normally closed, supervised and non-super-
vised circuits. End–of–line (EOL) resistance values are configurable. The relays can be
configured for fail safe or fail secure operation.

The SDM is a versatile, reliable interface component for a single door. When connected
to an EP Series Controller, the SDM passes access request and status change inform-
ation to the intelligent controller for processing. Data and activities from selected system
devices pass to other devices in the network, generating actions and activities as they
transpire, independent of the host computer. Even when not connected to an intelligent
controller, the SDM is capable of locally processing access requests based on facility
code verification. Up to eight facility codes may be active in each SDM.

SCP-DDM Dual Door Module
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The SCP-Dual Door Module is a low cost, high-performance device that provides all
the I/O needed for controlling two doors with auxiliary point control and monitoring. Built
on the nonproprietary Mercury hardware platform, each unit will interface two card read-
ers and provide out-board flexibility to connect a Mercury intelligent controller to a Keri
system network. The DDM will interface 2 card readers, 8 general purpose input monitor
points and 6 control relays to an intelligent controller.

With two-wire RS-485 connectivity, the DDM’s two reader ports support magnetic stripe,
Wiegand and RS-485 readers. Keypads and integrated keypad readers are also sup-
ported. Hardware interface and card format settings are loaded through software com-
mands.

The inputs and the relays may be assigned to door-related functions or to general pur-
pose I/O. The inputs support normally open, normally closed, supervised, and non-super-
vised circuits. End–of–line (EOL) resistance values are configurable. The relays can be
configured for fail safe or fail secure operation.

The DDM is a versatile and reliable component for two doors. When connected to an EP
Series Controller, the DDM passes access requests and status change information to
the controller, processing data and activities from selected system devices to other
devices in the network, generating actions and activities as they transpire, independent
of the host computer. Even when not connected to an intelligent controller, the DDM is
capable of locally processing access requests based on facility code verification.
Several facility codes may be active in each DDM.

SCP-SDME Ethernet Enabled Single Door Module

Keri’s SDME Ethernet-Enabled Single Door Module is a network connected, single-
door, POE capable interface panel that provides an ideal integration solution when a net-
work connection to the door is desired.
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Two reader ports support separate in/out readers of all types and technologies, including
Wiegand, clock and data, magnetic stripe, keypads, LCD and biometrics.

Auto-addressable and directly managed by the intelligent controllers, the SDME is cap-
able of elaborate processes and procedures without host intervention.

Built on the non-proprietary Mercury hardware platform, the SDME will relate the activ-
ities of selected system devices to other devices within the system, generating actions
and allowing activities to transpire independent of the host.

The SDME’s support of paired readers enhances the ability to meet installation chal-
lenges, such as placing readers at varying heights or distances to accommodate ingress
and egress of handicapped, vehicle, and/ or foot traffic. These readers can be logically
linked together, yet function independently when access identification is presented to
either one. When access rights are granted the same relay will function as programmed
to unlock the opening.

The result is the flexibility, versatility, and reliability you need for system success. Com-
bined with Keri’s Doors.NET Professional Edition software, the SDME provides cus-
tomers the ultimate in power and flexibility.

SCP-ICM Input Control Module

Keri’s SCP-ICM Input Control Module is a multi-device interface panel to provide the abil-
ity to monitor high concentrations of inputs together with a low requirement for output con-
trol, unless paired with the SCP-OCMOutput Control Module.
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Based on the intelligent, non-proprietary Mercury hardware platform, the ICM is capable
of supporting 16 general purpose input circuits which can be individually set for nor-
mally-open or normally closed operations and can be declared supervised and non-
supervised. Individually configurable parameters can be set for sensitivity ranges, timing
parameters and end-of-line resistance values.

Two programmable relay outputs can be configured for fail safe or fail secure operation,
supporting “On”, “Off”, “Pulse”, and “Repeating Pulse” commands.

With these powerful control-point capacities on-board, the ICM is capable of controlling
outboard devices and being activated by the condition of selected system devices loc-
ally or regionally without host intervention.

The ICM is an integral component to support Keri’s flexible, building-block approach to
access control system design. The ICM provides the capacity to link, control and
respond to an array of sensors. And with its RS-485 connectivity, it can be clustered or
distributed to best suit each installation environment.

SCP-OCM - Output Control Module

The SCP-OCMOutput Control Module is a multi-device interface panel that provides
the ability to control high concentrations of outputs. With 16 general purpose outputs as
Form C relay contacts, the OCM interfaces with intelligent controllers to add versatility to
access control and security monitoring systems.

Based on the intelligent, non-proprietary Mercury hardware platform, the OCM can be
configured to control a variety of outboard devices for general facility control such as
lighting, heating/cooling, door and elevator control. Devices can be activated by the con-
dition of selected system devices locally or
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regionally without host intervention.

The OCM provides individually configurable parameters to be set for timing and for fail-
safe vs. fail secure modes. Relay operation may be initiated by direct operator com-
mands, by time schedules, or by event-based procedures. The relays support “On”, “Off”,
“Pulse”, and “Repeating Pulse” commands.

A pulse may range from .1 second to over 18 hours. The OCM is an essential com-
ponent to support Keri’s flexible, building block approach to access control system
design. Providing flexibility and versatility, the OCM offers unmatched power to widen
the range of devices and building controls that can be included in system design. Add
building controls such as lighting or HVAC, with devices activated locally or regionally
without host intervention.
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BioSync Fingerprint Readers

KBF-1FP Fingerprint-
Only KBF-3KP Fingerprint + PIN KBF-2PR/KBF-2SC Fingerprint

+ Smart Card

Keri's BioSync Readers provide reliable fingerprint reading in attractive and unob-
trusive packages. Readers are available in fingerprint-only, fingerprint + card and fin-
gerprint + keypad versions. Typically used in higher security applications, they can be
used either for primary user identification (fingerprint-only) or for secondary verification,
based on initial use of a card or PIN.

Biosync Readers are compatible with Keri's PXL-500W Tiger Controller, NXT controllers
with an NXT-WI Wiegand interface and 3rd party controllers that accept Wiegand-type
readers. The readers contain an internal beeper and an LED bar to indicate fingerprint
accepted and access granted/denied status for user feedback. Keypad and Card models
may be used outdoors with appropriate covers. Fingerprint template sharing between
readers is done using RS-485 networking, with an option for TCP/IP. Keri's BioManager
software is used for enrollment and template management.

l High quality fingerprint readers in small, sleek and attractive packages

l Available in finger-only, finger + card or finger + PIN

l Card reader models available with Keri NXT + HID or Mifare/DESFire capabilities

l Stores up to 9500 fingerprint templates

l Multi-color LED bar to indicate access status
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l Compatible with Keri's PXL-500W Tiger Controller and NXT Controllers

l Industry-standard Wiegand output for compatibility with most 3rd party hardware
platforms

l Also available in a standalone access control unit for 99 users

Specifications

Material:
KBF-1FP and KBF-3KP - Molded Aluminum
KBF-2PR and KBF-2SC - ABS Plastic

Color:
Silver

Output:
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Wiegand (8-128 bits, 26-bit default)
3'/1 meter cable supplied

Connection Method
TCP/IP to first unit, RS-485 to subsequent units (TCP/IP optional)

Programming
Via Keri BioManager Software

Capacity
9500 fingerprints (or 99 users for the standalone reader)

Sensor Type
Capacitive

1:1000 Read Time
970msec

Supported Card Technologies
l Keri NXT
l HID and EM 125KHz
l Mifare Classic/Plus/Ultralight
l DESFire
l EM or AWID available upon request

Power Requirements
9-14VDC @120mA

Indicators
Red, Green, Amber LED and Beeper

IP Rating
l KBF-1FO - IP54 (indoor only)
l All other units (outdoor use but require covers)

Operating Temperature:
l KBF-1FO - 32oF to 104oF/(0oC to + 40oC)
l Others - 5oF to 122oF/(-15oC to + 50oC)
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Ordering Information

Part Number           Description

KBF-1FO Fingerprint-only Reader, indoor

KBF-2PR Fingerprint + Proximity Reader (Keri NXT + HID, 125 KHz)

KBF-2SC                  Fingerprint + Mifare Reader (Classic/Plus/Ultralight,DESFire)

KBF-3KP                   Fingerprint Reader + Keypad

KBF-CVR                  Cover for KMT-2 and KMT-3 Readers

KBF-SGP                  North American Single Gang Mounting Plate

KBF-2GP                   North American Double Gang Mounting Plate

KBF-TCP                   CNV-1000 RS-485 to TCP/IP Convertor

KBF-ENR                   Fingerprint Enrollment Station
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Hardware Setup
The hardware setup sections explain how to add any hardware types to the Doors.NET
software. Each setup guide assumes that you have already installed the Doors.NET soft-
ware and you have setup the communications gateway either via the License Manager
or from the Gateway Wizard. Please bear in mind that certain hardware must be enabled
on your license key (for example; legacy PXL controllers, Assa Abloy Aperio locks, Alle-
gion locks or multiple hardware types).

l Communication Channels
l PXL Controller
l SB-593 (Satellite Expansion Board)
l NXT Mercury Powered Controller
l EP-1502/EP2500
l EP-4502
l SCP-DDM
l SCP-SDM
l SCP-SDME
l SCP-ICM
l SCP-OCM
l NXT Controller
l NXT 4x4
l NXT GIOX
l NXT Exit Readers
l BioSync Fingerprint Reader Setup
l Entraguard Telephone Entry Controller
l LAN-520 Ethernet Module
l Assa Abloy Aperio Locks
l Allegion Wireless Locks
l USB Enrollment Reader
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Multiple Hardware Platforms
Doors.NET is capable of running multiple concurrent hardware platforms. The ability to
support multiple concurrent hardware platforms was introduced in Doors.NET v3.5.1.19.
Support for the EntraGuard, the PXL-G and the PXL-LC was introduced in Doors.NET
v3.5.1.20.

Supported Multiple Concurrent Hardware Platforms
Hardware Platform Required Gateway

NXT NXT
Mercury Powered NXT MSC

PXL-500, PXL-G, PXL-LC PXL
Entraguard PXL

Mercury Security MSC
Assa Aperio MSC

Assa WiFi/POE ASSA
Allegion MSC

These hardware platforms are NOT supported by Doors.NET:

l PXL-510 (Alarm Panel)
l PXL-250 controllers

Depending upon the hardware platforms you choose you may be required to license
additional gateways. A gateway is a software service component that manages com-
munication between the field hardware and the application server. It receives instruc-
tions for the hardware type that it is responsible for servicing, formats that information for
the hardware type, and sends it to the appropriate controllers. All transactions generated
by the controllers are formatted by the gateway for transport to the application server. A
gateway can reside on the same PC as the application server, on a different PC on the
network, or across the Internet. The factory default for Doors.NET is to install one hard-
ware gateway. There are additional charges for each additional hardware gateway and
your license must be updated to enable each additional hardware gateway. Only one
gateway of each hardware platform can be installed per PC.

When using multiple hardware platforms, the software limits itself to the lowest
common denominator between the active hardware platforms for certain operating
parameters. Also, certain features may be displayed, but may only apply to one
specific hardware platform, and not to any other platforms. This document calls
out the most obvious limitations. To use this document, identify the hardware plat-
forms you are installing and then locate the lowest parameter value per hardware
type. This will be the limitation imposed by Doors.NET.
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NOTE: Entraguard units use the PXL gateway for communication, and therefore are sub-
ject to the same limitations as PXL controllers.

Time Schedules and Holiday Schedules
When using multiple concurrent hardware platforms Doors.NET allows each hardware
type to access its total number of available time schedules. Time schedules are not lim-
ited to the lowest common denominator.

Time Schedule Limitations

Gateway Type PXL NXT
Mercury
Powered
NXT

Standard
Mercury

ASSA
Aperio

ASSA
WiFi/POE

Ingersoll
Rand

Time Schedules 32 64 255 255 255 255 255
Intervals per Day 4 12 12 12 12 1 (a) 12
Intervals per

Week 28 50 84 84 84 n/a 84

(a) Only one interval is allowed per time schedule.

Example – A system with both PXL and NXT hardware allows only the first 32 time
schedules to be used by PXL controllers and all 64 time schedules to be used by NXT
controllers. However, the first 32 schedules must follow the PXL rules.

When using multiple concurrent hardware platforms the software will limit the number of
holiday schedules to the lowest value of the gateways used.

Holiday Schedule Limitations

Gateway Type PXL NXT
Mercury
Powered
NXT

Standard
Mercury

ASSA
Aperio

ASSA
WiFi/POE

Ingersoll
Rand

Holiday Schedules 3 8 8 8 8 1 8
Holidays per Sched-

ule 32 32 255 255 (a) 255 (a) 255 (b) 255 (a)

Intervals per Hol-
iday 4 6 8 8 8 1 8

(a) Total number that can be applied across all Holiday Schedules.
(b) Holiday schedules are treated the same as time schedules. Applying a holiday sched-
ule will subtract one time schedule.
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Access Groups
When using multiple concurrent hardware platforms Doors.NET allows each gate-
way/hardware type to access its total number of available access groups. It does not limit
access groups to the lowest common denominator.

Access Group Limitations

Gateway Type PXL NXT
Mercury
Powered
NXT

Standard
Mercury

ASSA
Aperio

ASSA
WiFi/POE

Ingersoll
Rand

Number of
Access
Groups

unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited

Access
Groups per

Cardholder per
Controller

1 8 32 (a) 32 (a) 32 (a) 8 32 (a)

(a) PXL access groups can have unlimited access groups per cardholder as long as the
access groups do not cross each other or include the same controller in more than one
assigned group.
(b) The factory default is 8, but can be configured to up to 32.

Example – A system with both PXL and NXT hardware allows only the first access
group to be assigned per cardholder on PXL controllers, but it allows the first through
eighth access groups to be assigned per cardholder on NXT controllers.

Cardholders and Reader Types
When using multiple concurrent hardware platforms the software will allow each hard-
ware type to retain its maximum number of cardholders. However, each hardware type
has its own reader set it supports and these reader sets may not be compatible between
hardware platforms. This means a cardholder may need multiple credentials, each cre-
dential unique to a hardware gateway type.

Also, each credential/reader type may have unique features, options, and limitations that
other credential/reader types do not have.

Cardholder Limitations per Controller

Gateway Type PXL NXT
Mercury
Powered
NXT

Standard
Mercury

ASSA
Aperio

ASSA
WiFi/POE

Ingersoll
Rand

Number of 65,535 48,000 100,000 to 1,000,000 100,000 to 2,400 100,000 to
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Gateway Type PXL NXT
Mercury
Powered
NXT

Standard
Mercury

ASSA
Aperio

ASSA
WiFi/POE

Ingersoll
Rand

Cardholders 145,000 145,000 145,000

Anti-Passback Limitations

Gateway Type PXL NXT Mercury Powered
NXT

Standard
Mercury

ASSA
Aperio

ASSA
WiFi/POE

Ingersoll
Rand

Local APB YES NO YES YES YES NO YES
Global APB NO NO YES YES YES NO YES

(a) Global APB requires Global Linkage - Hardware Control to be enabled in your
license. This is not a standard feature for the supported hardware types.

Supported Reader Interfaces

Gateway Type PXL NXT Mercury Powered
NXT

Standard
Mercury

ASSA
Aperio

ASSA
WiFi/POE

Ingersoll
Rand

Keri MS YES YES YES NO NO NO NO
Keri NXT NO YES YES NO NO NO NO

Wiegand (a) YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
Clock / Data NO NO NO YES NO NO YES

(a) The way different controller types handle the Wiegand bit format affects credential
compatibility between the controller types:

l The 26-bit Wiegand format is handled the same between PXL, NXT, and Mercury
Powered NXT controllers (when the NXT and Mercury Powered NXT controllers
are using a RIM). It is handled differently by Standard Mercury controllers, and by
ASSA Aperio, ASSA WiFi/POE, and Ingersoll Rand lock sets (which do not use a
RIM). The difference is that the RIM reads the credential, verifies parity, then strips
the parity bits off before sending the credential ID to the controller. The Standard
Mercury controllers, and ASSA Aperio and Ingersoll Rand lock sets simply read
the credential and send the entire 26 bits. If a PXL, NXT, or Mercury Powered NXT
gateway is used with a Standard Mercury, ASSA Aperio, ASSA WiFi/POE, or Inger-
soll Rand gateway, you have two options: 1) the 26-bit Wiegand credentials must
be enrolled separately for each controller/lock set type, or 2) use the optional Cre-
dential Types menu to create a custom credential type that accommodates both
data types. The Credential Types feature is not a part of the default Doors.NET
license.

l 37-bit HID Wiegand is not compatible across Wiegand reader interfaces as each
reader interface handles the 37-bit value differently resulting in being seen as a dif-
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ferent number between interfaces. This means all 37-bit Wiegand credentials must
be enrolled separately for each controller type.

Temp Door Unlock
Since each door type has a different set of temp unlock time parameters, the software
user interface will not allow you to select a temporary unlock time from the pull-down
menu (the field is grayed out).

If you click the Temp Unlock icon all doors will be temporarily unlocked for their default
strike times.

If you select an individual door or a set of doors all the same type, the pull-down menu
becomes active and allows you to set an unlock time per the parameters allowed by that
reader type.
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Global Unlock/Lock and Situation Manager
The Global Unlock/Lock features used by PXL controllers in Doors32 are also available
in Doors.NET. These features use dedicated inputs on the master PXL controller to
either unlock or lock all online, functioning doors in the network.

Doors.NET also has a Situation Manager feature providing additional capabilities for
controllers in global unlock/lock applications. This feature provides greater control and
flexibility in how Global Unlock/Lock is implemented, including varying restriction levels
of lock and unlock, and the ability to assign/unassign specific doors to the global unlock-
/lock commands.

Situation Manager features are fully supported by the following controllers:

l NXT
l Mercury Powered NXT
l Standard Mercury
l Ingersoll/Rand Schlage
l PXL with firmware v8.06.09 or greater (all PXL controllers on the network must
have this firmware revision or greater)

Situation Manager features are partially supported by the following controllers:

l ASSA Aperio – only supports Lock and Remote Lock Out
(can take up to 1 minute to process – cannot do lock down)

l ASSA WiFi/POE – only supports Remote Unlock/Lock
(applies only to lock sets configured as Always On)

l Entraguard
- Entraguard firmware only supports the 'Global Lock Only' command. All the other,
advanced Global Lock commands are treated as a standard Global Lock Only com-
mand (Global Lockout, Global Lockdown, Global Lockdown - allow Total Access).
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This means you should not use an Entraguard controller as a master unless there
are only Entraguard units on the network as the advanced Global Lock commands
will not be passed onto the other units in the network.
- A Global Unlock command initiated by hardware reacts across all units nearly
instantaneously. If initiated through the software via Situation Manager each unit is
unlocked on-at-a-time. It can take up to 30 seconds per unit for the unlock com-
mand to be completed.
- Entraguard firmware does not issue an event following a lock command. Cur-
rently, the only way to see Entraguard lock status is to right-click the controller and
'Request Status' Entraguards do issue an event following an unlock command.

Miscellaneous Feature Differences Between Hardware Types
l The Local Linkage feature is not available for PXL controllers.
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Communication Channel Setup
Configuring Communication Channels
There are three different communication channels available, one of which must be
assigned to a master PXL controller for establishing communication to the PXL controller
network. Other controller types automatically have a communications channel setup and
assigned when the controller is manually added, or added using Auto-Config. All slave
PXL controllers are added to the software using Auto-configuration.

You can communicate to a PXL or EntraGuard using Doors.NET via:

l a serial connection (from the PC's physical COM port, a recommended USB to
Serial adapter, or a Keri USB CommModule)

l a Modem connection (You can use the internal modem on an EntraGuard for com-
munication between the master EntraGuard and an external modem at the host
PC. When using the internal modem attach the phone line to TB15 located on the
PCB.

l over Ethernet using a LAN module such as the LAN-520. (The LAN-520 plug-on
module is only supported on EntraGuard units beginning with PCB 23217-001
Rev. E. Earlier units cannot support a LAN-520 unit.

Follow the set of instructions that corresponds to the communication method you're
using.

Serial Connection

l Highlight the Communication Channels node in the hardware tree
l Click the Serial Communication Channel icon

l A channel named 'New Channel' appears in the hardware tree
l Highlight this new channel so you can view its properties in the grid
l Double-click False to change it to True, this will enable the channel
l Set the COM port number that corresponds with the serial device being used. If you
are unsure what COM port to use, go to Device Manager on the host PC and
expand the node 'Ports - COM & LPT'. If the COM port is correctly installed/en-
abled your device will have the assigned COM port showing in parentheses, i.e
(COM 3)
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l Give the Communication Channel a descriptive name
l Click save and the channel and its settings will be saved to the database
l Highlight the master controller in the hardware tree
l In controller properties >> Communication Settings >> Communication Channel
select the new channel from the drop-down list.

l Click the save icon, within a few seconds events should appear in Live Events sig-
nifying the master controller has come online.

l A network update will also start and complete once the controller is online.

Modem Connection

l Highlight the Communication Channels node in the hardware tree
l Click the Modem Communications Channel icon

l A channel named 'New Channel' appears in the hardware tree.
l Highlight the new channel so you can view its properties grid on the right.
l Double-click False to change it to True, this will enable the channel.
l Set the COM port number that corresponds to the modem installed on the host PC.
If you are unsure what COM port the modem is using, go to Device Manager on the
host PC and expand the node Ports - Com & LPT. If the COM port is correctly
installed/enabled your device will have its assigned COM port showing in par-
entheses, i.e (COM3).

l Give the communication channel a descriptive name.
l Click save and the channel setting information will be saved to the database.
l Highlight the master controller in the hardware tree.
l In the controller properties >> Communication Settings >> Communication Chan-
nel select the new channel from the drop-down list.

l Enter the phone number for the modem connected to the controller at the remote
site location.

l Click the save icon, within a few seconds the controller will come online and con-
troller events will appear in Live Events
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Note:Once connected, the modem line stays connected until manually disconnected
(right-click the master controller and select 'Disconnect'). This is important as depending
on your phone system failure to do so following an update could result in a large phone
bill.

Ethernet Connection

Notes:

1. The LAN-520 unit must be already programmed with a static IP address, gateway
and subnet prior to adding the Network Communication Channel to the PXL gate-
way.

2. Detailed instructions about setting up and configuring the LAN-520 can be found in
the LAN-520 Setup section.

3. Support for the LAN-520 unit on Entraguard begin with PCB 23217-001 Rev. E.
Earlier units cannot support a LAN-520 unit.

l Highlight the Communications Channels node in the hardware tree.
l Click the Network Communication Channel icon.

l A channel named 'New Channel' appears in the hardware tree.
l Highlight the new channel so you can view its properties grid on the right.
l Double-click False to change it to True.
l The default Controller and Network Timeout settings should remain at their default
values.

l Give the communication channel a descriptive name.
l Click save and the channel settings will be added to the database.
l Highlight the master PXL in the hardware tree.
l In controller properties >> Communication Settings >> Communications Channel,
select the new channel just created from the drop-down list.

l A Network channel selection will allow you to input the IP address of the LAN-520.
The port number is also automatically set to the LAN-520 default of 10001.
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l Click the save icon, within a few seconds events should appear in Live Events sig-
nifying the master controller is online.
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NXT Controller Setup
This document covers the basic configuration of NXT controllers in Doors.NET software.
It assumes Doors.NET has already been successfully installed on your host PC, the soft-
ware license has been activated, and the gateway has been configured for your con-
troller type.

When adding NXT controller you use the Auto Configuration process - by which Door-
s.NET polls the network seeking NXT controllers and the devices connected to those
controllers. It then inserts all collected information into the hardware section of the pro-
gram database for assignment by the installer/user.

NOTE: The DoorsNXTProxy.exe service must be allowed to communicate through any
firewall installed on the computer running the NXT Gateway service. The Door-
sNXTProxy Service is added to the list of exceptions in the Windows Firewall during
installation, however if another firewall is being used, it may prevent auto configuration
from finding the controllers on the Local LAN. The table below lists the Port Numbers
used for Doors.NET communication. These Port Numbers must be allowed to pass
through a firewall.

UDP TCP
11434 10020
11435 10030

11000
11015
11435

Port Numbers

NOTE: The Greater I/O Board (GIOX) can only be configured through Auto Con-
figuration. This is due to the mix-and-match nature of the input and output boards for this
product.

Adding an NXT Controller to the NXT Gateway
NXT controllers are typically added to Doors.NET using the auto-configuration feature,
however they can be manually added to the hardware tree, or replaced (if you know the
controller's MAC and IP address).

This section details the Auto-configuration process, which polls the local subnet and
NXT gateway, and automatically returns a list of all NXT controllers it finds.
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1. Ensure all NXT controllers are connected to the network and are powered ON.
2. Open the Doors.NET login window by clicking on the client icon on the desktop.

3. Login to the software using the default user name and password of admin / admin,
then click Connect.

4. Go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.

5. Click the NXT gateway (listed at the top of the hardware tree).

6. With the NXT gateway highlighted, click the Auto Config icon. The NXT proxy ser-
vice then searches for NXT controllers on the network.
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7. The Auto Config Results tab appears and all detected controllers are listed in the
Available Controllers section.

8. By default, all controllers are selected. An IP address must be assigned to each
controller.

9. Enter an IP address for each controller either manually per controller, or if the IP
address range is consecutive, by entering an IP address range in the Starting and
Ending IP address fields at the top of the AutoConfiguration screen.
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10. Click Apply after entering and assigning the IP addresses. The controllers are
assigned their IP addresses and are added to the NXT gateway.

11. Wait for the Auto Config Complete message, then close the Auto Config window.
12. A controller firmware revision check is then performed.
13. An “Incorrect Firmware” message appears in the Live Events grid if the detected

firmware is below the required revision. A firmware upgrade must be performed for
any controllers with this message.

14. If a firmware upgrade is needed, the required revision, as you can see, is listed.
15. To upgrade the firmware on an NXT controller: Highlight the controller in the hard-

ware tree, then click the Firmware Upgrade icon in the ribbon bar.

16. Highlight the controller in the list and then select the required new firmware revi-
sion from the pull-down menu at the top of the window.

17. Click Apply and the updating begins.
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18. A green progress bar appears to the right of the controller information providing a
visual indication of upgrade progress.

19. Once complete, the controller is ready for configuration and operation.

NXT Controller Configuration
Controllers and other hardware are configured in Hardware Setup.

1. Hardware setup has six tabs; Doors, Inputs, Outputs, Panels, Cameras, and All.
When you highlight an item in any of the trees under a tab the associated prop-
erties will appear in the grid on the right. Note that some hardware properties are
only visible when 'Advanced View' is enabled. Refer to the online help for enabling
Advanced View.
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2. The All tab is the easiest place for configuring hardware, as this hardware tree
provides a very useful graphical hierarchical display with all the hardware objects
listed on one screen.

3. On the hardware tree, click the controller you wish to configure and the controller
properties
will be on the right.

4. When you have made changes to the hardware, click the blue save icon at the top
of the properties frame and the changes will be automatically updated to the net-
work. In many cases you will see update events in Live Events indicating when
updates automatically start and complete.

Related Topics

l Cardholders
l Access Groups
l Time Schedules
l Holidays
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NXT Mercury Powered Controller Setup

Doors.NET installation and configuration is a three step process. Each of these steps is
covered separately in the help file and there are also separate standalone documents
available:

1. Doors.NET Software Installation (document P/N: 01565-001)
2. License Manager and Gateway Configuration (document P/N: 01565-002)
3. Basic Mercury-Powered NXT Configuration (document P/N: 01238-003)

This section covers the basic configuration of NXT Mercury Powered (NXT-MSC) con-
trollers in Doors.NET software. It assumes Doors.NET has already been successfully
installed and licensed on your host PC and the MSC gateway has been configured.

Before adding the MSC controller, you should make a note of the controller's MAC
address. The MAC address can be found on the white sticker in the lower right corner of
the controller (near to communication port 1). It will begin with 00-14-34.
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Detecting the MSC Controller
When the MSC controller is powered-up and connected to the local area network (or dir-
ectly to your host PC via a patch cable). It will initially try and obtain a DHCP IP address.
If no DHCP address is assigned to the controller (i,e if DHCP is not enabled on the net-
work, then the controller will automatically set itself to a static IP address.

This following section covers both IP assignment methods and then explains how to log
into the controller to change its IP address.

Using DHCP IP Address Assignment

1. Ensure the controller is powered-on and connected to the network.
2. In the lower-left corner of the controller PCB there are 3 network LEDs (when the

controller is connected to a network D21 should be solid green, D22 should be
solid red and D33 should be flickering red)
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3. Open the Doors.NET login window by clicking the client icon on the desktop.

4. Login using the default username and password of admin/admin.
5. Once logged in, go to Setup >> Hardware Setup then the All tab.

6. You will see the MSC gateway at the top of the hardware tree.
7. Right-click the gateway and select Scan or click the scan icon on the hardware rib-

bon bar.
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8. There is a utility automatically built into the MSC gateway that will scan for all MSC
controllers.

9. Proving the host PC has an IP address in the same range of the controller's DHCP
address, the MSC controller should appear almost immediately.

10. If there are multiple controllers look for the MAC address that matches the one you
have noted down.

Using a Static IP address Assignment

If the network the controller is connected to does not have DHCP (Dynamic Host Con-
figuration Protocol) then the controller will automatically set itself to a static IP address in
the range of 169.254.X.X, so the last 2 segments of the address could be anything, for
example: 169.254.10.55. To connect and add the controller you will have to set the host
PC IP address within the same IP range.

1. From Control Panel go to Network and Sharing Center.
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2. Click the Change Adapter Settings link.

3. Right click Local Area Connection and select Properties.

4. Click on Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/IPv4) then click the Properties button.
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5. Ensure that the IP settings are set to Use the Following IP address.
6. Enter an IP address that begins 169.254. For example; 169.254.1.100
7. Set the Subnet mask to 255.255.0.0
8. Then click OK.

9. You should now be able to scan for and detect the controller via the Doors.NET
user interface.
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Logging in to the Controller
You should now log into the controller to change its IP address. This is especially import-
ant if the controller is configured for DHCP, because the address is subject to being
changed in the future, (for example if the controller goes offline for an extended period of
time). You should therefore log into the controller and set it to a static IP address, this
can be done either before or after adding the controller to the MSC gateway.

Note:Effective from firmware revision 1.201 there is an enhanced authentication process
for a new controller.

1. From the Scan Network window double-click the MSC controller.
2. You will then see the MSC controller login link.

3. Enter the default user name of admin
4. Enter the default password of password
5. Click the LOGIN button.
6. The login will fail.
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7. You will then see a message notifying you to press the S1 button on the controller
3 times.

8. The S1 button is located as highlighted below.

9. You will then have a 5 minute time window in which you can log in using the
default user name and password (admin/password).

10. Click the Users link on the left.

11. Click the NEW USER button.
12. Enter a new user name and password (you will also have to re-enter the pass-

word).
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13. Then click SAVE.

14. Next time you log in to the controller, if you use this new user name and password
you will not be prompted to press the controller's S1 button 3 times.

Changing the Controller's IP address
1. While you are logged into the controller, click on the Network link on the left.

2. Set the IP Method to Use Static IP Configuration.
3. Enter the new IP address you wish to set to the controller.
4. Enter a subnet mask appropriate to the IP you wish to assign.
5. Enter a gateway IP address or leave at the default if the host and the controller are

on the same subnet.
6. Click the Accept button at the bottom of the page.
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7. You then have to click the Apply Settings link on the left.

8. Finally, click the Apply Settings, Reboot button.

9. The new IP address will now be sent out to the controller and it will perform a
reboot and self-test.

10. You now have to change the IP address of the host machine to the same range as
the new controller IP address.

Importing the MSC Controller
Now that the controller has been assigned with its desired static IP address it is ready to
be imported. This will add the controller to the MSC gateway and it will then appear on
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the hardware tree.

1. From the Scan Network page, click the Clear icon and it will change to Search.
2. Click Search and the MSC controller should appear with its new IP address.
3. Highlight the controller and then click the Import button.

4. You will be asked if you wish to import the controller to the MSC gateway, click
YES.

5. Within 10 seconds you will see a second message notifying you that the import is
complete. Click OK to this.
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6. Close the Scan Network page and return to the hardware tree.
7. You will see the new controller listed beneath the MSC gateway.
8. Highlight the new controller and in the controller properties you should see that it is

online.

9. You will see that there is a small update icon to the right of the controller . This
can easily be cleared by performing a memory-reset on the controller. Following a
memory reset a full update is sent to the controller and will take no longer than a
few seconds to complete.

10. Right-click the controller and select Reset >> Memory.During the reset the con-
troller will go offline for a few seconds.
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Modifying the RTE Input Setting
If you are not using Request-to-Exit (RTE) inputs you will notice that the lock relays will
activate when the controller has a memory reset. The reason is because by default, the
RTE inputs are set to Normally-Closed. When the controller does a Power-On-Self-Test
it checks the status of the inputs and if the circuits are open then the RTE function will
activate. To prevent this from happening you should do the following on each reader:

1. Expand the controller and then the controllers bus.
2. Highlight one of the controller's readers.
3. In the reader properties located on the right, locate the REX 1 Properties.
4. In the Circuit Type field change the setting from Unsupervised, Normally-Closed

to Unsupervised, Normally-Open.
5. Then save the reader properties.

6. The next time the controller has a memory reset the lock relays will remain inact-
ive.

MSC Controller Firmware Upgrade
When you run the installer you will see a notification if the MSC controller firmware
needs upgrading.
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You will also see a notification in live events when a new controller is added to the sys-
tem.

Perform the following steps to upgrade the MSC controller firmware.

Note: It takes approximately 2 minutes to upgrade the controller firmware but there is min-
imal system downtime because the controller will continue to function throughout most of
the upgrade process. There is just a few seconds at the end of the process where the
controller will not be functioning, during which time the controller will go offline then back
online again.

1. If a firmware upgrade is required, the required revision is listed in the Status Mes-
sages grid.

2. Highlight the controller in the hardware tree.
3. Click on the Firmware Upgrade icon on the toolbar ribbon.
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4. Windows Explorer automatically opens a window where the new firmware revision
resides.

5. Select the correct .CRC file and click Open.

6. A notification message appears stating that the controller will go offline moment-
arily. Click YES and the new firmware file will be sent.

7. Go to live events and you will see a Firmware Upgrade Has Started message.

8. Within approximately 2 minutes you will then see a Firmware Upgrade has Com-
pleted message (followed by numerous messages that are generated as the
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controller performs a self test).

9. Go to the Controllers grid and you will see that the new firmware version will be
shown.

Your MSC controller is now ready for configuration and operation

Note: Typically a firmware upgrade is to a newer version, but downgrading to an older
version is allowed. However each Doors.NET software revision has minimum firmware
revision requirements. Proper software and hardware operation is not guaranteed if you
downgrade to a firmware revision that is out-of-date for the software revision installed.
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MSC Controller LED Definitions

l D23 - Thermal Fuse LED - Should be off - If LED D23 is green then the power
wires are reversed if LED D23 is red then the controller is drawing too much cur-
rent.

l D25 - Power LED - Should be solid green.

l a (D21) - 10/100 status LED - Should be solid red
l b (D22) - Link status LED - Should be solid green
l c (D23) - Network activity LED - Should be flickering red
l d (D48) - Controller heartbeat LED - Should be flickering red
l e (D49) - Gateway communications LED - Should be slowly flickering green
l f (D50) - Bus 1 communication LED - Should be solid red
l g (D51) - Bus 2 communication LED - Should be solid green
l h (D52) - Bus 3 communication LED - Should be solid red
l i (D52) - Bus 4 communication LED - Should be solid green
l j (D1) - Bus 1 activity LED - Should be flickering green
l k (D6) - Bus 2 activity LED - Should be flickering green
l l (D11) - Bus 3 activity LED - Should be flickering green
l m (D16) - Bus 4 activity LED- Should be flickering green

Note: The bus communication LEDs will be off when there is no reader or peripheral (i.e
RIM, 4x4 or GIOX) connected to the bus.

Note: The bus activity LEDs will all be solid green when the MSC controller has been
factory reset and is awaiting configuration.
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l n (D3) - Lock relay 1 status LED - Should be solid red when lock relay is energized
l o (D8) - Lock relay 2 status LED - Should be solid red when lock relay is energized
l p (D13) - Lock relay 3 status LED - Should be solid red when lock relay is ener-
gized

l q (D18) - Lock relay 4 status LED - Should be solid red when lock relay is ener-
gized

l t (D54) - Bus 1 over current LED - Should be off
l u (D55) - Bus 2 over current LED - Should be off
l v (D56) - Bus 3 over current LED - Should be off
l w (D57) - Bus 4 over current LED - Should be off

Note: If LED t, u, v, or w is red, that individual bus is drawing too much current and the
bus is shut down to protect
the controller. When this condition is corrected, the LED will turn off and the bus will be
activated.

Note: PCBs at revision F or greater have the RS-485 Bus Over Current LEDs (t, u, v,
and w). PCB revisions earlier
than revision F do NOT have these LEDs.

Factory Reset Procedure

l Ensure the J3 jumper is across both pins.
l Press the white S1 button - the D MODE LED will go solid green.

l While the D MODE LED is still green down power the controller.
l Press and hold the white S1 button and apply the power.
l The following LEDs will be flashing in an alternating sequence (Reset + ULED2 +
ULED4) then DMODE + ULED4.

l Continue to hold down the S1 button for approximately 20 seconds.
l Release the S1 button and the all LEDs will initially go off.
l You will see various LEDs go on and off for a few seconds then only the Reset
LED will be flashing on and off.
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l The controller's ram is now reset. The 4 green LEDs to the right of the J3 jumper
should also now be on.

l The controller will either be set to a DHCP address or it will automatically be set to
a static address in the range of 169.254.99.X if it does not receive a DHCP
address within 1 minute.

Further Setup Information
Now that the controller is added to the software you are ready to start configuring other
aspects of the Doors.NET system, such as; setting up access groups and time sched-
ules and adding cardholders. All these subjects and many more are covered in the com-
prehensive help file which is included with Doors.NET.

The quickest and easiest way to access the help file is to press the F1 key while on any
of these screens. If you are on the cardholders screen for example (Home >> Card-
holders) and then press F1, the help file will automatically open up on the cardholders
section.
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MSC Controller Setup and Configuration
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Introduction
This documents explains how to access and change the NXT Mercury-Powered settings
via a web browser using the Doors.NET software. It then explains how to import the con-
troller into the Doors.NET software.
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Using a Web Browser to Configure the NXT-
MSC Controller
The web browser interface is a secure connection that is used to configure the NXT-
MSC controller. It allows you to:

l Configure the controller's IP address (Host Communication address)
l Create and manage user logons
l Configure Auto-save settings
l View device information; and
l Restore settings to factory default.
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Enhanced Authentication for the NXT-MSC
Controller

To use the default user name (admin) and the default password (password), you will be
required to press the white S1 button on the controller twice. This will enable the default
user account for a period of 5 minutes. If you add a new user, once you have logged into
the controller, this step will not be required in the future.
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Scan for the Controller
This section assumes you already have the Doors.NET software installed and licensed
and that you also have the MSC gateway setup and online. It also assumes you know
the MAC address of the controller (found on a white sticker in the lower-right corner of
the controller PCB).

Note: If the MSC controller is factory reset it will be configured to receive a DHCP
address. If a DHCP address is not assigned within 1 minute the controller will then
assign itself with a static IP address, in the range of 169.254.x.x.
1. Log into Doors.NET - the default user name is (admin) and the default password is

(admin).
2. Go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All - to display the hardware tree.
3. The MSC gateway will be listed at the top of the hardware tree. Select the gateway

and verify it is online.
4. With the MSC gateway still selected, click the Scan icon.

5. The MSC gateway will then scan the local area network for MSC controllers.
6. If there are multiple controllers look for the MAC address that matches the one you

have noted down.
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Log into the MSC Controller
1. If this is the first time connecting to the controller, press the white S1 button (on the

controller) twice - this will allow you to log into the controller using the default user-
name (admin) and password (password).

2. On the scan results grid, double-click the controller that you wish to setup/-
configure. The factory default does not use a security certificate, so depending on
which default browser you have, you may get a certificate error. Click to continue
anyway...

3. You will then see the MSC controller login link.
4. Enter the user name and password.

Note: The user name and password are both case-sensitive. The default username
(admin) and the default password (password) both use all lower-case characters.

5. Click the LOGIN button.
6. The controller home page will appear. You will see a list of links on the left provid-

ing you with easy access to manage user login details, IP address and addressing
modes, Auto-Save settings and device details and status information.

7. You may, on the home page add notes that will allow you to easily identify the con-
troller on the Doors.NET scan grid. Typically the description of the controller would
be the controller's physical location.
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Add a New User to the Controller
1. Once you have logged into the controller, click the USERS link on the menu on the

left. Users may be added, edited and deleted from this web page.

2. Click the NEW USER button.
3. Enter a new user name and password (you will also have to re-enter the pass-

word).
4. Then click the SAVE button.
5. Next time you log in to the controller, if you use this new user name and password

you will not be prompted to press the controller's S1 button. Once a new user name
and password have been added, the default user credentials are removed.

Session Timer
The session timer specifies the period of inactivity before the user is logged out. The
inactivity timer can be between 5 and 60 minutes.
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Assign the Controller with a Static IP
Address
You should set the controller with a static IP address so there is no chance of the IP
address changing in the future.
1. Click on the Network link on the left.
2. Set the IP Method to Use Static IP Configuration.
3. Enter the subnet mask appropriate to the IP you wish to assign.
4. Enter a gateway IP address or leave at the default if the host and the controller are

on the same subnet.

5. Click the ACCEPT button at the bottom of the page.
6. You then have to click the APPLY SETTINGS link on the left. The settings are not

applied to the controller until you press the APPLY SETTINGS button.

7. Finally, click the APPLY SETTINGS, REBOOT button.
8. The new IP address will now be sent out to the controller and it will perform a

reboot and self-test.
9. You should now ensure the IP address of the host machine is in the same range as

the new controller IP address.
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Configuring Host Communication Settings
The Host Communication page is where you can configure the communication para-
meters for the controller.

l Data Security: - Data security can be set to None, Password/AES, TLS Required,
or TLS if Available.

l Port Number: The default port number is 3001. Select the port number the applic-
ation will use for communication.

l Select Connection Authorizations: Choose “Allow All” to allow any connection
to the specified host port. Choose “Authorized IP Address Required” to restrict con-
nections. If this choice is selected, then enter the authorized IP addresses for con-
nection. (Two addresses are allowed in this mode.)
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Device Info
The Device Info page displays hardware and configuration settings for the controller.
This page is refreshed every minute.
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Auto Save Settings
The Auto Save page configures Auto Save behavior and determines how the controller
reacts on startup if host configuration changes have been lost.

l Enable Auto-Save - configures the controller to automatically save settings for con-
figuration changes. When disabled, all configuration changes are not automatically
saved.

l Auto Save Delay - specifies how much time to wait after a host configuration
change before starting the save. The timer can be specified between 30 seconds
and 30 minutes.

l Restore from last saved settings- Restores the controller to the most recent save
point at power-up.

l Clear all settings. Force a full download- If host configuration is lost on power-up
then the controller's memory will be cleared and a full download will go to the con-
troller when it comes back online.

l Enable network diagnostic log - Select this option to create diagnostic inform-
ation that will be written to the debug file every 15 minutes or when the MSC gate-
way service is restarted.

You must click on “Save Settings” for changes to be loaded to
the controller.
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Restore Controller Settings
The Restore Settings page restores the controller settings to either the factory default, or
the current operating settings (before the start of this session). These settings apply only
to the Network and Host Comm settings.

l Restore Default - Restore the settings to factory default (192.168.0.251; IP Server;
Static IP configuration).

l Restore the settings - to the settings at the start of the web browser session.
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Load Certificate
The Load Certificate page will allow the certificates loaded by Mercury at the factory to
be replaced by unique custom certificates.

The browse buttons can be used to select the related files that will be loaded to the EP
once the “Load certificate files” button is pressed. The Certificate Information section of
the page lists information about the currently loaded certificates

Remember: To complete setup and configuration of the controller, click the APPLY
SETTINGS link on the left and then click the APPLY SETTINGS, REBOOT button.
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Import the MSC Controller into Doors.NET
1. Return to the scan grid of Doors.NET to once again view the list of MSC con-

trollers.
2. Click the CLEAR/SCAN button to refresh the controller list... verify the controller is

displaying its IP address correctly.
3. Select the MSC controller that you wish to import into Doors.NET.
4. Click the IMPORT button.

5. You will be asked if you wish to import the controller to the MSC gateway, click
YES.

6. The controller will be imported into the Doors.NET system and it will appear on the
hardware tree. You can now close the scan page.

7. You will see that there is a small update icon to the right of the controller . This can
easily be cleared by performing a memory-reset on the controller. Following a
memory reset a full update is sent to the controller and will take no longer than a
few seconds to complete.

8. Right-click the controller and select Reset >> Memory.During the reset the con-
troller will go offline for a few seconds.
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Modifying the RTE Input Setting
If you are not using Request-to-Exit (RTE) inputs you will notice that the lock relays will
activate when the controller has a memory reset. The reason is because by default, the
RTE inputs are set to Normally-Closed. When the controller does a Power-On-Self-Test
it checks the status of the inputs and if the circuits are open then the RTE function will
activate. To prevent this from happening you should do the following on each reader:

1. Expand the controller and then the controllers bus.
2. Highlight one of the controller's readers.
3. In the reader properties located on the right, locate the REX 1 Properties.
4. In the Circuit Type field change the setting from Unsupervised, Normally-Closed

to Unsupervised, Normally-Open.
5. Then save the reader properties.

6. The next time the controller has a memory reset the lock relays will remain inact-
ive.
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Web Configuration via Doors.NET
Doors.NET effective from v4.03 gives you the ability to access controller configuration
web pages directly from Doors.NET instead of having to log into the controller via web
browser.

Note: the controller will need to be online for you to be able to edit/view the settings.

1. From within Doors.NET click the Design Mode icon (towards upper-left corner of
the client) .

2. On the title bar you will see the text [Design Mode]
3. Open the hardware tree (Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All).
4. The MSC gateway and MSC controllers will be listed.
5. Right-click the MSC controller and select 'Internal Controller Configuration'
6. The Internal Configuration window will appear. From the Web Page drop-down

menu select which controller settings you wish to view/edit.

- Home Notes
- Network Settings
- Session Settings
- Web Connection Settings
- Auto Save Settings
- Time Server Settings
- Cardholder Database Settings

The following controller settings can now be viewed/edited via Doors.NET:
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Controller Firmware Upgrade
MSC Controller Firmware Upgrade
When you run the installer you will see a notification if the MSC controller firmware
needs upgrading.

You will also see a notification in live events when a new controller is added to the sys-
tem.

Perform the following steps to upgrade the MSC controller firmware.

Note: It takes approximately 2 minutes to upgrade the controller firmware but there is min-
imal system downtime because the controller will continue to function throughout most of
the upgrade process. There is just a few seconds at the end of the process where the
controller will not be functioning, during which time the controller will go offline then back
online again.

1. If a firmware upgrade is required, the required revision is listed in the Status Mes-
sages grid.

2. Highlight the controller in the hardware tree.
3. Click on the Firmware Upgrade icon on the toolbar ribbon.

4. Windows Explorer automatically opens a window where the new firmware revision
resides.

5. Select the correct .CRC file and click Open.

6. A notification message appears stating that the controller will go offline moment-
arily. Click YES and the new firmware file will be sent.

7. Go to live events and you will see a Firmware Upgrade Has Started message.

8. Within approximately 2 minutes you will then see a Firmware Upgrade has Com-
pleted message (followed by numerous messages that are generated as the
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controller performs a self test).

9. Go to the Controllers grid and you will see that the new firmware version will be
shown.

Your MSC controller is now ready for use
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Exporting/Importing Controller Settings
Controller settings such as; strike time, auto-unlock time schedule, reader type, filters
and device type settings, DDA timings, door sense and RTE configurations, Anti-Pass-
back settings, Device and Filter settings or video camera assignment can all be exported
to a template file. That file can then be imported for use on other controllers of the same
type with the same connected hardware. Again, this potentially can save a considerable
amount of system programming time.

Export the Controller Settings
1. Highlight an NXT-MSC controller in the hardware tree.
2. Configure the controller with its desired settings; settings that you wish to be rep-

licated on other controllers. Controller settings you might want to copy across could
be; Reader Manufacture Model, Auto Unlock Time Schedule, door sense and RTE
settings, Device Type and Filter assignments.

3. Close the Hardware Setup screen.
4. Enable Design Mode (click the Design Mode icon ).
5. Click Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
6. Right-click the configured controller and select 'Save Template'.

7. The ExportLinkages subfolder in the DoorsNET directory is where you should
save the controller template. It will automatically open up to this location.

8. Give the template a name and click save.

Import the Controller Settings
1. While still in Design Mode, right-click another MSC controller that you wish to

assign the settings to >> select 'Apply Template'.

2. The ExportedLinkages subfolder will again be opened automatically, so select the
template that was recently saved, then click open.

3. You will see a task verification message - click YES to this.

Note: You must ensure any 4x4 or GIOX modules have also been added to the
same bus(es) of the un-configured controller BEFORE applying the template.
Otherwise an error will occur and the template settings will not be copied across.

4. The controller template will then be applied to the second controller.
5. You will see another window stating which controller settings were altered.
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6. Expand the properties of the second NXT-MSC controller. You should notice that
the settings exactly replicate the first controller.
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MSC Controller LED Definitions

l D23 - Thermal Fuse LED - Should be off - If LED D23 is green then the power
wires are reversed if LED D23 is red then the controller is drawing too much cur-
rent.

l D25 - Power LED - Should be solid green.

l a (D21) - 10/100 status LED - Should be solid red
l b (D22) - Link status LED - Should be solid green
l c (D23) - Network activity LED - Should be flickering red
l d (D48) - Controller heartbeat LED - Should be flickering red
l e (D49) - Gateway communications LED - Should be slowly flickering green
l f (D50) - Bus 1 communication LED - Should be solid red
l g (D51) - Bus 2 communication LED - Should be solid green
l h (D52) - Bus 3 communication LED - Should be solid red
l i (D52) - Bus 4 communication LED - Should be solid green
l j (D1) - Bus 1 activity LED - Should be flickering green
l k (D6) - Bus 2 activity LED - Should be flickering green
l l (D11) - Bus 3 activity LED - Should be flickering green
l m (D16) - Bus 4 activity LED- Should be flickering green

Note: The bus communication LEDs will be off when there is no reader or peripheral (i.e
RIM, 4x4 or GIOX) connected to the bus.

Note: The bus activity LEDs will all be solid green when the MSC controller has been
factory reset and is awaiting configuration.

l n (D3) - Lock relay 1 status LED - Should be solid red when lock relay is energized
l o (D8) - Lock relay 2 status LED - Should be solid red when lock relay is energized
l p (D13) - Lock relay 3 status LED - Should be solid red when lock relay is ener-
gized

l q (D18) - Lock relay 4 status LED - Should be solid red when lock relay is ener-
gized

l t (D54) - Bus 1 over current LED - Should be off
l u (D55) - Bus 2 over current LED - Should be off
l v (D56) - Bus 3 over current LED - Should be off
l w (D57) - Bus 4 over current LED - Should be off

Note: If LED t, u, v, or w is red, that individual bus is drawing too much current and the
bus is shut down to protect
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the controller. When this condition is corrected, the LED will turn off and the bus will be
activated.

Note: PCBs at revision F or greater have the RS-485 Bus Over Current LEDs (t, u, v,
and w). PCB revisions earlier
than revision F do NOT have these LEDs.
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Factory Reset Procedure
l Ensure the J3 jumper is across both pins.
l Press the white S1 button - the D MODE LED will go solid green.

l While the D MODE LED is still green down power the controller.
l Press and hold the white S1 button and apply the power.
l The following LEDs will be flashing in an alternating sequence (Reset + ULED2 +
ULED4) then DMODE + ULED4.

l Continue to hold down the S1 button for approximately 20 seconds.
l Release the S1 button and the all LEDs will initially go off.
l You will see various LEDs go on and off for a few seconds then only the Reset
LED will be flashing on and off.

l The controller's ram is now reset. The 4 green LEDs to the right of the J3 jumper
should also now be on.

l The controller will either be set to a DHCP address or it will automatically be set to
a static address in the range of 169.254.99.X if it does not receive a DHCP
address within 1 minute.
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Further Setup Information

Now that the controller is added to the software you are ready to start configuring other
aspects of the Doors.NET system, such as; setting up access groups and time sched-
ules and adding cardholders. All these subjects and many more are covered in the com-
prehensive help file which is included with Doors.NET.

The quickest and easiest way to access the help file is to press the F1 key while on any
of these screens. If you are on the cardholders screen for example (Home >> Card-
holders) and then press F1, the help file will automatically open up on the cardholders
section.
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NXT-MSC Internal Configuration
Effective from Doors.NET v4.0.3 it is now possible to make various controller con-
figuration changes within Doors.NET rather than via a web browser. This section
explains how to access the controller internal configuration and which configuration
options can be changed within Doors.NET.
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Access Controller Internal Configuration
Options
1. Log into Doors.NET (the default user name and password are both admin).
2. Enable Design Mode by clicking the design mode icon: - the title bar will state

Doors.NET [Design Mode].
3. Go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All to display the hardware tree.
4. Right click on an NXT-MSC controller on the hardware tree and select: 'internal

Controller Configuration'.

5. Select one of the available configuration web pages from the Web Page pull-down
menu.

6. Then click the refresh button.
7. The appropriate controller settings will then appear on the right-side of the window.

Any settings which are not grayed-out can be edited.
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Controller Network Settings
These are the controller network settings that can be adjusted:

l Host Name - this is the host description for the controller. By default it displays the
controller's MAC address.

l Network Method - The controller IP address can either be static or set to DHCP.

l IP Address - This is the IP address that is assigned to the controller.

l Subnet Mask - The Subnet Mask for the controller.

l Default Gateway - The default Gateway IP address for the controller.
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Session Settings
l Password Strength - Configures the minimum password strength for the controller.

l Session Timeout - Configures the web session timeout value for this controller.
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Web Connection Settings
l Diagnostic Logging - Select this option to create diagnostic information that will
be written to the debug file every 15 minutes (or when the MSC gateway service is
restarted.

l Disable Default User - Allows you to disable the default admin/password account.

l Door Forced Filter - Enable/disable filtering of door-forced events for this con-
troller.

l SNMP - Enable/Disable the SNMP setting for this controller

l Web Server - Enables/Disables the Web Server for this controller

l Zeroconf Discover - Enables/Disables the Zeroconf discovery for this controller
(used when scanning for NXT-MSC controllers.
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Auto Save Settings
l Auto Save - Enable/disablethe controller automatically saving settings when a
configuration change is detected.

l Delay before Save - Specifies howmuch time to wait after host configuration
change before starting the save. The timer can be specified between 30
seconds and 30 minutes.

l Restore - Restore the controller from its last saved settings. If disabled, the
controller will clear its current configuration and it will force a full download.
This is the most secure option - For most systems the recommendation is for
Restore to be enabled.
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Basic NXT 4x4 Setup and Configuration

Using Standard NXT Controllers

The NXT 4x4 module is added to standard NXT controllers using Auto-configuration.
The 4x4 module is connected to the controller via one of the available RS-485 ports
(these are labeled on a 4-door controller as TB1, TB3, TB5 and TB7).

l Physically connect the 4x4 module to one of the controller's RS-485 ports.

l Locate the NXT controller in the hardware tree; Click Setup >> Hardware Setup >>
All to display the hardware tree.

l The NXT gateway will be listed at the top and the NXT controller(s) will be listed
beneath.

l Highlight the NXT Gateway and click the 'Auto Config' button on the ribbon bar.

l Auto-config will scan the NXT network to detect any controllers and connected I/O
modules.

l Controllers should be found within a few seconds.
l Assign an IP address or just click the Apply button if the controller already has
been assigned an IP address.

l In the Status Messages grid you should see an 'AutoConfig complete' message.
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l Close the Auto-configuration Results page.
l Return to the hardware tree and double-click on the bus that has the NXT GIOX
module connected.

l The NXT 4x4 should appear listed beneath the controller inputs and outputs.

Using NXT Mercury-Powered Controllers

l Physically connect the 4x4 module to one of the controller's RS-485 ports.
l Locate the controller in the hardware tree (Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All).
l The MSC Gateway will appear at the top of the hardware tree.
l The NXT-MSC controller will be listed beneath the MSC Gateway.
l Highlight the controller and in the controller properties ensure the controller is
online.

l Double-click the controller to display its buses.

l Highlight the bus which the NXT GIOX is connected to, then click the 'Add-4x4-
MSC' from the ribbon bar.

l The 4x4 module should almost immediately appear in the hardware tree beneath
the reader on the selected bus.

l If the Live Events grid is open you should see online and status events for the 4x4s
inputs and outputs.
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l The inputs and outputs will then be listed ready for you to select and configure.

Configuring the 4x4 Module

l If you click to highlight the 4x4 module and ensure that Advanced View is enabled
you will be able to view and configure its properties from the pane on the right. For
example; you can assign a Device Type, a Filter or set the GIOX module to being a
Global Linkage Trigger.

l If you double-click the 4x4 you will see the 4x4 inputs and outputs.
l Double-click either the inputs or the outputs to display the full list of what is detec-
ted on the GIOX module.

l Highlight any of the inputs and you will be able to configure the input from the prop-
erty pane on the right.
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l Highlight any of the outputs and you will be able to configure the output from the
property pane on the right.

Note: If using MS or Wiegand readers a RIM can be physically connected to the con-
troller or to the 4x4 module. This is useful if the 4x4 is positioned near to a door but a dis-
tance away from the controller as you will only need to run short cable runs for the
reader, lock, inputs or outputs. If you are using NXT Exit readers (two NXT readers on
the same RS-485 port you can connect both the NXT readers to the controller, both to
the 4x4, or you can have one reader connected to the controller and the other reader con-
nected to the 485 port of the 4x4 module.
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Basic NXT GIOX Setup and Configuration

Using Standard NXT Controllers

The NXT GIOX module is added to standard NXT controllers using Auto-configuration.
The GIOX module is connected to the controller via one of the available RS-485 ports
(these are labeled on a 4-door controller as TB1, TB3, TB5 and TB7).

l Power-down the NXT controller.
l Physically connect the GIOX module to one of the controller's RS-485 ports. If you
are using more than 1 output module, the GIOX should not be powered from the
controller's RS-485 port. It must be powered by a standalone power supply. When
powering the GIOX separately do not connect the power (PIN 1) at the controller's
RS-485 port.

l Power the NXT controller back up again.
l Locate the NXT controller in the hardware tree; Click Setup >> Hardware Setup >>
All to display the hardware tree.

l The NXT gateway will be listed at the top and the NXT controller(s) will be listed
beneath.

l Highlight the NXT Gateway and click the 'Auto Config' button on the ribbon bar.

l Auto-config will scan the NXT network to detect any controllers and connected I/O
modules.

l Controllers should be found almost immediately.
l Assign an IP address or just click the Apply button if the controller already has
been assigned an IP address.

l In the Status Messages grid you should see an 'AutoConfig complete' message.
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l Close the Auto-configuration results page.
l Return to the hardware tree and double-click on the bus that has the NXT GIOX
module connected.

l The NXT GIOX should appear listed beneath the controller inputs and outputs.

Using NXT Mercury-Powered Controllers

l Power-down the NXT Mercury Powered controller.
l Physically connect the GIOX module to one of the controller's RS-485 ports. If you
are using more than 1 output module, the GIOX should not be powered from the
controller's RS-485 port. It must be powered by a standalone power supply. When
powering the GIOX separately do not connect the power (PIN 1) at the controller's
RS-485 port.

l Power-up the NXT Mercury Powered controller.
l Locate the controller in the hardware tree (Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All).
l The MSC Gateway will appear at the top of the hardware tree.
l The NXT-MSC controller will be listed beneath the MSC Gateway
l Highlight the controller and in the controller properties ensure the controller is
online.

l Double-click the controller to display its buses
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l Highlight the bus which the NXT GIOX is connected to, then click the 'Add-GIOX-
MSC' from the ribbon bar.

l The GIOX module should almost immediately appear in the hardware tree beneath
the reader on the selected bus.

l After a few seconds a notification dialog box appears stating where and what input
or output cards have been detected on the GIOX module.

l Click yes to confirm that the detected hardware configuration is correct.
l The inputs and outputs will then be listed ready for you to select and configure.
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Configuring the GIOX Module

l If you click to highlight the GIOX module and ensure that Advanced View is
enabled you will be able to view and configure the GIOX properties from the pane
on the right. For example; you can assign a Device Type, a Filter or set the GIOX
module to being a Global Linkage Trigger.

l If you double-click the GIOX you will see the GIOX inputs and outputs.
l Double-click either the inputs or the outputs to display the full list of what is detec-
ted on the GIOX module.

l Highlight any of the inputs and you will be able to configure the input from the prop-
erty pane on the right.

l Highlight any of the outputs and you will be able to configure the output from the
property pane on the right.
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Note: If using MS or Wiegand readers a RIM can be physically connected to the con-
troller or to the GIOX. This is useful if the GIOX is positioned near to a door but a dis-
tance away from the controller as you will only need to run short cable runs for the
reader, lock, inputs or outputs. If you are using NXT Exit readers (two NXT readers on
the same RS-485 port you can connect both the NXT readers to the controller), both to
the GIOX, or you can have one reader connected to the controller and the other reader
connected to the 485 port of the GIOX.
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NXT Reader Setup

NXT Readers are used use exclusively with Keri’s revolutionary access control system
based on the NXT and the MSC Series of IP-based Controllers. Communication to the
readers is via the RS-485 buses allowing the data to be encrypted and supervising the
reader from the controller to check for reader disconnections or failures.

Another benefit to the readers using an RS-485 protocol is the fact that you can add an
NXT Exit reader (only supported with NXT-MSC controllers). The Exit readers is added
to the same bus as the standard NXT reader but provides you with true In/Out reader cap-
ability without burning an additional reader port. Even though the readers are on the
same bus they show as independent readers within Doors.NET allowing you to control 4
read IN and Read OUT doors with a 4-door controller.

The RS-485 communication method allows for a maximum cable run distance of 1,000
feet (300m) from the controller. The readers are compatible with all NXT Series cards
and tags plus the readers can now be configured to read HID 125KHz credentials via a
quick firmware upgrade which can be easily performed from the software.

This guide explains how to connect the readers to the controller, how to perform a firm-
ware upgrade, program the reader to read HID credentials and how to add and use an
NXT Exit reader.
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NXT Reader Wiring to the Controller

Setting the Manufacturer Model
Once the reader has been connected to the controller then the controller will start to com-
municate to it automatically. You should notice a reader online event in live events when
the reader comes online. You should however, ensure the correct reader model is selec-
ted for the reader properties.

1. Go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All this will take you to the hardware tree.
2. Double-click the controller which will be listed beneath the communications gate-

way.
3. Locate and select the reader on one of the controller's buses.
4. The reader properties will be displayed on the right.
5. Verify the correct NXT reader model is selected for the Manufacturer Model.
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Upgrading the NXT Reader Firmware
Keri NXT readers are now flash upgradable and Doors.NET version 3.5.1.22 includes a
firmware version (04.00.03) that allows the NXT readers to read both NXT credentials
and most 125KHz HID credentials, including; ProxCard II®, ISOProx® II, and
ProxKey®II.

Firmware Upgrade Procedure
Verify the readers are upgradable

Note:Only NXT readers with firmware version 04.00.00 and above can be flash
upgraded. So the first thing to do is check if the reader can be flash upgraded. There are
two ways you can check if the NXT reader is upgradeable:

- Check on the reverse of the reader and you will see a serial number. If the serial num-
ber has a letter F suffix then the reader CAN be upgraded.

Or:

1. If the reader is online, highlight it in the hardware tree.
2. Ensure Advanced View is enabled for the reader properties.

3. At the top of the reader's General properties you will see the current firmware ver-
sion.

4. If the reader firmware does not begin 04 then the reader CANNOT be upgraded.
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Upgrading when using Standard NXT hardware

1. Navigate to the hardware tree.
2. Highlight a standard NXT controller.
3. Click the Firmware Upgrade icon.

4. The firmware upgrade window will appear and the NXT controller will be high-
lighted.

5. Click the expander (plus sign) located to the left of the controller, and you will see
listed the NXT readers which are connected to the controller.

6. Highlight the first NXT reader in the list.
7. From the Select Firmware File list, select the new 04.00.03 firmware (it will be the

only NXT reader firmware available).
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8. Once selected, click the APPLY button.
9. You will see a message notifying you that during the upgrade the reader may go off-

line for a few minutes.
10. If you are happy to proceed click the YES button.
11. The new firmware will be sent to each of the NXT readers connected to the con-

troller (one-after-the-other).
12. While a reader is being upgraded the reader's LED will be quickly flashing. Each

reader should take no longer than 30 seconds to update.
13. A green progress bar will inform you of when the upgrading is complete.

Note: DO NOT attempt to update the NXT readers on more than one NXT con-
troller at a time.

14. Once complete, the new firmware version will be displaying for all the NXT readers
connected to the controller.
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15. You can now close down the firmware upgrade window as the readers are now
ready for use.

Reader Firmware Update Procedure - NXT Mercury Powered
1. From the home tab, click on the controller status icon.

2. The controller status grid should display at the bottom of the screen.
3. Check that the NXT-MSC controller is using firmware version 1.201, or greater

Note: To upgrade NXT reader firmware using NXT Mercury Powered controllers
you MUST at least have controller firmware v_1.201

4. Click on Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
5. Ensure you have Advanced View enabled for the hardware properties.
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6. Expand an NXT-MSC controller via a double-click.
7. Expand the controller bus (which has an NXT reader connected to it).
8. Highlight the NXT reader.
9. At the top of the reader properties you will see the reader's current firmware ver-

sion.
10. With the NXT reader still highlighted, click the Hardware Browser tab.

11. Click the Firmware Upgrade icon.
12. Select the v_04.00.03 firmware file, then click Open.
13. The following message will appear.
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14. Click Yes and the reader firmware will be updated. During the firmware upgrade
the reader's LED will flash: green, red, amber, green, amber, red, amber, etc. If you
cannot see the reader's LED then take a look at the live events grid. You will see a
message has been generated: "Firmware Upgrade has started" - wait for the 'Firm-
ware Upgrade Has Completed' message - Once it is completed the reader's LED
will be a steady amber.

Note: Please be patient during the upgrade process as it will take almost 2 minutes for
the reader upgrade to complete.

WARNING: Do not attempt to update a second NXT reader until the first upgrade is com-
pleted. The NXT-MSC hardware does not support multiple concurrent firmware
upgrades to connected devices. You must upgrade the NXT readers one-at-a-time.

If the reader is still highlighted in the hardware tree the new firmware version should now
be displaying.

NXT Exit Readers

Typical a 2-door controller would control access to two individual doors, a proximity
reader is used to enter a room or an area and a request-to-exit button would be used for
egress.
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With an NXT Exit reader you can control 2 individual doors but with a reader for both
entry and egress. Each reader, although they activate the same lock relay, they are is
treated independently in the Doors.NET software (such as for access groups and events
that appear in Live Events).

The NXT Exit reader is connected to the same bus as the standard NXT reader so min-
imizing installation time as well.

Note: The NXT Exit Reader is only supported when used with the NXT Mercury-
Powered controllers.

The Process for Adding an NXT Exit reader is as follows:

1. Open the LicenseManager.exe program in the folder where your instance of Door-
s.NET is installed (typically in the C:\Keri\DoorsNET folder).

2. Click the License tab and scroll through the list of license values until you locate
“Enable NXT Exit Reader”. This item should be set to “True.”
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3. If this item is NOT set to True, you must contact Keri Systems’ Inside Sales depart-
ment to have your license updated.

4. Click on the icon from the Setup tab, then click the 'All' tab.
5. Highlight the bus where both the NXT-R (standard) reader and the NXT-RE (Exit)

reader are wired.
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6. The icon will be displayed on the ribbon bar. Click this icon and you will
see the following message.

7. Click Yes to the above message and an NXT Exit reader will be added to the bus
in the hardware tree.

8. Highlight the new reader in the hardware tree and in the properties, give it a
description.

9. The reader will be automatically configured as the exit reader for that bus.

10. A valid card read at each of the readers will activate the same strike relay but the
reader locations in Live Events will be different.

11. The entrance and exit readers can be assigned to completely different access
groups.
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12. Transaction reports can also be run on the readers independently. Click Reports
>> Transactions, then from the Report Type drop down list, select All Messages
(Reader). You will see that both the readers appear in the Hardware Selection list.
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13. You can also run a report that includes both the readers, should you wish to.
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NXT Exit Reader Setup
Keri NXT controllers with Mercury Firmware now provide an Entrance/Exit reader door
control feature/configuration. This Entrance/Exit feature allows two readers to be wired
into one bus on the NXT controller to control entrance and exit through that one door.
Access requests entering through the door use a standard NXT-R reader (designated as
an Entrance Reader). Access Requests exiting through that same door use an NXT-RE
reader (designated as an Exit reader). Otherwise, all specifications and wiring inform-
ation for the two reader types are identical.

By default all Doors.NET license keys have the NXT Exit reader enabled. Older license
keys for NXT Mercury Powered controllers may not have this option enabled. Verify your
Doors.NET license has this feature enabled before configuring your entrance and exit
readers in the software.

NOTE: The NXT Exit reader can ONLY be used on the NXT Mercury Powered con-
trollers.

NXT Reader Wiring
An NXT Exit Reader is wired to a bus the same way a standard NXT Entrance Reader is
wired, but both readers are wired to the same bus. This can be done using two separate
read
er cables wired into the terminal block at the bus on the controller, or by splicing the two
readers together near the door and running one cable to the controller.
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On power-up, the Exit reader's LED will flash red, then green, then it will remain at
amber.

NXT Exit Reader Licensing
1. Open the LicenseManager.exe program in the folder where your instance of Door-

s.NET is installed (typically in the C:\Keri\DoorsNET folder).
2. Click the License tab and scroll through the list of license values until you locate

the “Enable NXT Exit Reader” line item. This item should be set to “True.”
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3. If this item is NOT set to True, you must contact Keri Systems’ Inside Sales depart-
ment to have your license updated.

4. Click on the icon from the Setup tab, then click the 'All' tab.
5. Highlight the bus into which both the NXT-R (In) reader and the NXT-RE (Out)

reader are wired.
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6. The icon will be displayed on the ribbon bar. Click this icon and you will
see the following message.

7. Click Yes to the above message and an NXT Exit reader will be added to the bus
in the hardware tree.

8. Highlight the new reader in the hardware tree and in the properties, give it a
description. The reader will be automatically configured as the exit reader for that
bus.

9. A valid card read at each of the readers will activate the same strike relay but the
reader locations in Live Events will be different.

10. The entrance and exit readers can be assigned to completely different access
groups.
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11. Transaction reports can also be run on the readers independently. Click Reports
>> Transactions, then from the Report Type drop down list, select All Messages
(Reader). You will see that both the readers appear in the Hardware Selection list.
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12. You can also run a report that includes both the readers, should you wish to.
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Reader Interface Module (RIM)
The Reader Interface Module (RIM) is a plug-in, peripheral device that allows Keri MS
format readers and generic Wiegand readers to operate on the NXT controller. The RIM
is available in two versions - the standard, programmable (RM3) and the Wiegand-Only
(WI) version).

NXT-Reader Interface Module

RM3 Setup and Configuration
The default RM3 configuration is for an MS-Series Reader using two line LED control
(multi-color). Perform the following steps to configure the RIM for your application. Refer
to the Wiring Diagram above for switch and LED locations, and the Table below for
switch and LED definitions.

Enter RIM Programming Mode
1. Hold down both SW1 and SW2 for about two seconds.
2. All seven LEDs on the RIM will flash three times.
3. Release both SW1 and SW2, and the unit is now in configuration mode.

Select Your Reader Type
The Keri MS (D4) and Wiegand (D5) types are currently supported.

1. Press SW1 to step through the supported reader types. Each press of SW1 will
step to the next reader type.

2. When the desired reader type LED is illuminated, press SW2. The reader type is
now set.
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3. If you have selected Wiegand (D5) reader mode, the unit is now ready to configure
the RIM’s LED line control mode. Skip to section 3.3 for configuration instructions.

4. If you have selected Keri MS (D4) reader mode, press SW2 and the RIM is now
configured and the unit reboots to accept the new parameters.

5. All seven LEDs will flash three times as the unit reboots with the new configuration
parameters. When the LEDs stop flashing, the unit is operational.

NOTE: Do not remove power from the RIM during the reboot process. Loss of power dur-
ing rebooting will invalidate any configuration changes you have made.

Select Your Wiegand Reader LED Line Configuration
Perform this step if you are using a Wiegand reader.

1. Press SW1 to step through the supported LED line configuration types. Each press
of SW1 will step to the next LED line type.

2. When the desired LED line control mode LED is illuminated, press SW2. The LED
line control mode is now set. The RIM is now configured and the unit reboots to
accept the new parameters.

3. The RIM’s LEDs will be off for about 10 seconds as the unit resets itself. All seven
LEDs will flash as the unit is rebooting with the new configuration parameters.
When the LEDs stop flashing, the unit is operational.

NOTE: Do not remove power from the RIM during the reboot process. Loss of power dur-
ing rebooting will invalidate any
configuration changes you have made.

Verifying RIM Configuration
The corresponding reader type and line control mode LEDs are illuminated during oper-
ation. Refer to the Wiring Diagram and the table below to confirm your configuration set-
tings.

LED Reader Type

D4 Keri MS Series
- factory default setting

D5 Wiegand
D6 not used
D7 not used

LED Control
D1 single wire LED control - red, green, amber, off

D2 two wire LED control - red, green, amber, off
- factory default setting
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D3
single wire LED control - red, green, off

- standard setting for Wiegand Readers using a single wire to drive the LED (no
amber)

Communication Active
D8 RS-485 bus

J2 Reader Power Setting
D10 lit when set for 12 VDC reader power
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PXL Controller Setup
This section covers the basic configuration of PXL controllers in Doors.NET software. It
assumes Doors.NET has already been successfully installed on your host PC, the soft-
ware license has been activated, and the PXL gateway has been configured for your con-
troller type.

NOTE: PXL-based sites with the following types of controllers are NOT supported in
Doors.NET at this time:

l PXL-510 controllers for alarm panel control
l PXL-250 controllers (this product line is obsolete)

Replicating Sites Mode in Doors.NET
Doors.NET can replicate Doors32’s Sites mode by using multiple master controllers.
This allows you to maintain the Sites mode style organization. Doors.NET can support
up to 64 master controllers, replicating up to 64 Sites, and each master controller can
have up to 127 slave controllers. Doors.NET allows all sites to be monitored, admin-
istered, and updated concurrently; something that is not possible in Doors32.

Adding a PXL-500 Master Controller to the PXL Gateway
To use a PXL controller network you must first establish a connection to the master con-
troller. Communication to the master controller can be made via a serial, Ethernet, or
modem connection. Each master controller will have a communications channel
enabled, setup, and assigned to it. All slave controllers are then added to the system
using auto-configuration.

1. Open the Doors.NET login window by clicking on the client icon on the desktop.

2. Login to the software using the default username and password of admin / admin,
then click Connect.

3. Click Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.tab then click Hardware Setup.
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4. Highlight the PXL gateway to view its properties in the grid.
5. With the gateway highlighted, click the Add PXL icon.

6. Enter a description for the controller.
7. Select the exact PXL model type from the Model drop down list. This allows you to

manually configure
an entire system (i.e name and configure doors and setup and assign access
groups) before going to
site, or before the controllers have even been installed on the site.
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Note:Manually added controllers are added as Keri proprietary controllers, not Wie-
gand. If using Wiegand
PXL controllers you MUST perform an auto-configuration once the controllers are online.
This is required
to detect the correct Wiegand reader types.

Configure the Communication Channel
If you are upgrading from Doors32 and your existing installation uses sites mode, Door-
s.NET accepts multiple master controllers allowing you to continue to maintain the sites
mode style organization. Each site’s master controller will require its own com-
munication channel.

There are three different communication channels available, one of which must be
assigned to the master PXL controller for establishing communication to the PXL net-
work. All slave controllers are added to the software using Auto-configuration.

You can communicate to a PXL using Doors.NET via:

l a serial connection (from the PC’s physical COM port, a recommended USB to
Serial adapter, or a Keri USB CommModule)
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l a modem connection
l over Ethernet using a LAN module such as the LAN-520

Follow the set of instructions for each site according to your communication method.

Serial Connection
1. Highlight the Communication Channels node in the hardware tree.
2. Click the Serial Communication Channel icon.

3. A channel named “New Channel” appears in the hardware tree.
4. Highlight the new channel so you can view its properties in the grid.
5. Double-click False to change it to True.
6. Set the COM port number that corresponds to the serial device being used. If you

are unsure what COM port to use, go to Device Manager on the host PC and
expand the node Ports – Com & LPT. If the COM port is correctly installed/enabled
your device will have its assigned COM port showing in parentheses, i.e. (COM3).

7. Give the communication channel a descriptive name.
8. Click save and the channel settings is added to the database.
9. Highlight the master PXL controller in the hardware tree.
10. In the controller properties > Communication Settings > Communications Channel

select the new channel from the drop-down list.
11. Click the save icon, within a few seconds events should appear in Live Events sig-

nifying that the master is online.
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Modem Connection
1. Highlight the Communication Channels node in the hardware tree.
2. Click the Modem Communication Channel icon.

3. A channel named “New Channel” appears in the hardware tree.
4. Highlight the new channel so you can view its properties in the grid.
5. Double-click False to change it to True.
6. Set the COM port number that corresponds to the serial device being used. If you

are unsure what COM port to use, go to Device Manager on the host PC and
expand the node Ports – Com & LPT. If the COM port is correctly installed/enabled
your device will have its assigned COM port showing in parentheses, i.e. (COM3).

7. Give the communication channel a descriptive name.
8. Click save and the channel settings is added to the database.
9. Highlight the master PXL controller in the hardware tree.
10. In the controller properties > Communication Settings > Communications Channel

select the new channel from the drop-down list.
11. Enter the phone number for the modem attached to the master controller at the

remote site.
12. Click the save icon, within a few seconds transactions should appear in Live

Events signifying that the master is online.

NOTE:Once connected, the modem line stays connected until manually disconnected.
Depending upon your phone system, this may result in a large phone bill.
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Ethernet Connection
NOTE: The LAN-520 unit must already be programmed with a static IP address, gate-
way, and subnet prior to adding the Network Communication Channel to the PXL gate-
way.

1. Highlight the Communication Channels node in the hardware tree.
2. Click the Network Communication Channel icon.

3. A channel named ‘New Channel’ appears in the hardware tree.
4. Highlight the new channel so you can view its properties in the grid.
5. Double-click False to change it to True.
6. The default Controller and Network Timeout values do not need to be changed.
7. Give the communication channel a descriptive name.
8. Click save and the channel settings will be added to the database.
9. Highlight the master PXL in the hardware tree.
10. In the controller properties > Communication Settings > Communications Channel

select the new channel from the drop-down list.
11. A Network channel selection will allow you to then input the IP address for the

LAN-520. The port number is also set to the LAN-520 default of 10001.

12. Click the save icon, within a few seconds events should appear in Live Events sig-
nifying that the master is online.
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Perform an Auto Configuration
To detect the slave PXL controllers on the network you must perform an auto-con-
figuration. Auto-config is used to automatically retrieve the controller/door information
from the PXL network and then populate the relevant Doors.NET SQL database tables
with the pertinent hardware details.

1. To perform the auto-config, highlight the master controller in the hardware tree.
2. Click the Auto-Config button.

3. In the Status Message grid you should start to see regular transactions stating:
“PXL Master is searching for slave controllers.” It should take no longer than 2 or 3
minutes for the master controller to detect all the slaves on the network. The master
controller always looks for the maximum possible 127 slave controllers.

4. When auto-config has completed, the detected controllers appear in the Available
controllers grid, as shown below.
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5. The final step is to click the Apply button.
6. A prompt appears confirming how many controllers are selected. Click Yes and

auto configuration will then complete.
7. Once complete, close the Auto-Config tab and return to Hardware Setup > All.
8. Double-click on the master controller to expand it and you will see all the slave con-

trollers listed.

Note: Don't worry that the controllers are not listed alphanumerically... They will be once
you have exited the client and logged back in.
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9. To begin with, the slave controllers all have Update Required icons displayed next
to them. You do not have to do anything because in the background the controllers
will be updated one at a time.

10. Keep your eye on the Live Events grid and you will see multiple network update
messages. The update icons will disappear when each of the controllers have
been updated.

11. Sites with no cardholders added should take no longer than a few minutes for the
initial update to complete. The update will be longer for existing (converted sites) -
or for sites that have cardholders already enrolled.

Your system is now ready for operation.

Set PXL Network Timeout Settings
The recent Doors.NET v3.5.1.18 release includes a number of PXL gateway changes
that improve data throughput speed between master controller and host computer. As a
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part of this release a body of network characterization work was performed and optimum
values were determined for controller timeout and network timeout. These new values
are implemented as part of a new PXL installation. However, they are not updated if a
software upgrade is performed from Doors.NET software revisions prior to v3.5.1.18.
This results in increasing network communication degradation as the number of master
controllers increases. To correct this issue the Controller Timeout and Network Timeout
values must be changed to the optimum values.

1. Click Setup > Hardware Setup
2. Expand the Communication Channel tree
3. Select the Network Channel
4. In the grid change the Controller Timeout value to 20,000 (previous default value

was 800)
5. In the grid change the Network Timeout value to 20 (previous default value was 5)
6. Save these changes

Factory Reset Procedure
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If you are powering-on the controller for the first time or have just changed the
EPROM/PIC, the PXL controller's RAMmust be reset before performing any other
action. This clears any spurious information that may be in the RAM in preparation for
entering your access control information.

l Before applying power, insert a jumper across both pins of JP10.
l Press down the white S1 button and keep it pressed down while you apply the con-
troller's power.

l Keep S1 pressed for approximately 5 seconds.
l You will hear a double beep from the reader attached to the controller indicating
the controller's RAM is reset.

l Release the S1 button.
l Remove the power from the controller and put the jumper back onto 1 pin of JP10.
l Apply the controller's power. The controller is now ready to be powered up for use.

Note: Resetting the RAM completely erases all access control information. Before reset-
ting a working controller, ensure you can communicate to it from the software because
an update will need to be performed to send the information back to it.

Viewing the PXL Controller's Address
To view the controller's programmed address, click the S1 button. The controller's
address will appear on the address display for 2 to 3 seconds.

Setting the PXL Controller's Address
To set the address to the PXL controller:

l Verify the jumper to JP10 is NOT installed (if the jumper on JP10 is installed, the
controller's RAM will be reset when the power is turned on).

l Hold down the S1 options button and turn the controller's power on.
l The beeper for the reader attached to the controller will beep as the power comes
on.

l Release the S1 button.
l The address display LEDs then become active and the controller's address can be
set (the address range is from 1 to 128) - the Master Controller must be set to
address 1.

l Quickly double-pressing S1 toggles between increasing and decreasing the con-
troller's address. The top LED character will display either a + or a - to show which
direction is active. A single click of S1 changes the controller's address by 1. If
you're at address 128, a + click will roll the address over to 1; conversely, if you're
at address 1, a -1 click will roll the address over to 128. Holding down S1 will rap-
idly scroll through the addresses.
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After the new address has been set, you must wait approximately 30 seconds after
releasing the S1 button. There is a timer in the controller's firmware that assumes that
after 30 seconds of inactivity (no address clicks), the entered address is the desired
address for that controller. After 30 seconds you will hear a double beep from the reader
indicating the controller has recognized and accepted the new address and the address
LEDs will turn off.

Note:When the controller's address is changed the RAM is automatically reset (so an
update will need to be performed on the controller.

Related Video
l PXL-500 Setup Using a LAN-520 Module

https://youtu.be/af8R4_XAH-4
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PXL Controller Settings
This section covers the options and settings that are available when using the Door-
s.NET software.
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To view all the PXL controller settings:
1. Select a PXL controller from the hardware tree: Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
2. You will see the PXL controllers listed beneath the PXL Gateway:

3. The controller properties will be displayed on the right.
4. To view every available setting, ensure you have Advanced View enabled.
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PXL Controller Settings
NOTE: GUID is the Global Unique Identifier in the SQL database.

Misc
l Communications - Displays the online/offline status of the controller.
l Master Controller ID - The GUID of the master controller. Set to SPMID if it is a mas-
ter controller.

l Gateway ID - The GUID of Gateway that is assigned to this controller.
l SPMID - The GUID of this controller.
l PXL Number - The address number of the controller. If the controller is a master
controller, this will be set to number 1 and will be read-only.

l Number of Schedules- The number of schedules allocated for this controller.
l Number of Holidays - The number of holidays allocated to this controller.
l Number of Panels - The number of panels allocated to this controller.
l Number of Readers - number of readers allocated to this controller.
l Number of Monitor Points - number of control points allocated to this controller.
l Number of Control Points - number of control points allocated to this controller.

General
l Description -The controllers description. Typically this will be the name of where
the controller is physically located. This name appears in the Location column of
live events.

l Model -The specific detected PXL hardware type.
l Enabled - Enables or disables communication to this controller.
l Controller Function - The function of this controller in the system.
l Controller Type - The controller hardware type (automatically assigned when the
controller is added).

l Connection Control- Determines whether the communication mode to the con-
troller is automatic or manual.

l Use Master Settings - Configures the controller to use the Master schedules, hol-
idays and card formats.

PXL Setup - Using a Keri USB Comms Mod-
ule
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Installation Guide
The Comm Board provides the external link from master controller to host PC. Comm
Boards are only needed for the master controller for each site. The Comm Board
provides communication via either RS-232 serial/direct-connect, modem, or USB. For
Ethernet/LAN communications a LAN-520 is still required (replacing the Comm Board).

NOTE: The Comm Board can be used by any PXL family controller except the PXL-250.
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Wiring Connections
Make your wiring connections per the drawing below.
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USB Communication
The Comm Board is capable of USB serial communication with the host PC using a
Mini-B cable. The maximum cable length from PC to controller is 16 feet (5 meters). Per-
form the following to set the Comm Board for USB communication:

NoteOTE: Windows XP operating system screen examples are shown.

1. On the Comm Board, set JP1 and JP2 per the above drawing.
2. Plug the Comm Board onto the controller.
3. Plug the USB cable into the Comm Board.
4. Power up the controller.
5. Plug the USB cable into a port on the PC.
6. Install the USB driver if necessary. This driver will install automatically if there is a

connection to the Internet, and is also included on the software DVD (Drivers\FTDI
Driver folder).

7. Open the Device Manager window:
- Start > Run > devmgmt.msc

8. View the list of available COM ports.
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9. Disconnect the USB cable and note the COM port that disappears. This is the
COM port assigned to the Comm Board

10. Reconnect the USB cable and verify the COM port reappears with the same port
assignment.

11. Note this COM port number assigned to the Comm Board for assignment in Door-
s.NET.
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Seating the Comm Board
Seat the Comm Board into TB13 and TB14 as shown in the drawing below.
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Add the PXL Master Controller in Doors.NET
This sections assumes that you have already installed and licensed the Doors.NET soft-
ware and you have also setup the PXL gateway.
1. Log into the Doors.NET software(default user name and password are both admin.
2. Go to Setup Hardware Setup >> All to display the hardware tree.
3. The PXL gateway is listed at the top of the hardware tree. Highlight the gateway

and check in the gateway properties that it is showing as online.
4. Next a communications channel needs to be setup... so select Communication

Channels.
5. Click the Serial icon and a new serial comms channel will be added to the hard-

ware tree.
6. Select the new channel, enable it, enter a new description and then enter the

COMM port number that is assigned to the module (the COMM number you made a
note of in the previous section. Save the new comms channel.

7. Select the PXL Gateway.
8. Click the Add PXL Icon.

9. Enter a new description for the controller.
10. Select the exact model of the controller if you know it (not to worry if not as the

exact model will be detected when the controller comes online.
11. Click the ACCEPT button and a new PXL controller will be added to the hardware

tree.
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12. Select the new controller and in the controller properties locate the Com-
munication Channels section.

13. Select the communication channel that you created in steps 4-6 then save the con-
troller settings.

14. Open up the Live Events grid and within a few seconds you should see controller
online events.

15. Once the controller is online it will automatically be updated. You will then be able
to add any slave controllers to the system using auto-config.
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PXL-500 Setup Video - Using a Keri USB
Comms Module
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LAN-520 Basic Setup
Introduction
The following are basic setup instructions for the LAN-520 module. Some settings may
not apply to every application.

Note: The LAN-520 AESP is an updated version of Keri’s LAN-520X device. If you are
using the new NC-485X Network Converter with the LAN-520, you must use the LAN-
520 AESP module (or the existing LAN-520X module). The original NC-485 Network
Converter is NOT compatible with the new LAN-520 AESP (or the existing LAN-520X
module).

Note: To set up the LAN-520, you MUST have technical knowledge of general net-
working in a PC environment. Please have a network administrator on site to resolve
any special networking issues that might occur during device programming. Network
topologies and strategies will vary.

As well as PXLs and Entraguards, some of the Mercury SPMmodels also support direct
connection of a LAN-520. The models include; The AP-SPM, SPM-C and SPM-E.
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Installing the LAN-520 on a PXL-500 Con-
troller
1. Power down the PXL-500 controller.
2. On the master PXL-500 remove jumpers from JP6 and JP7 (highlighted).

3. Insert the LAN-520 into TB13 with the RJ-45 connector to the right. Mounting
screws are supplied to secure the LAN-520 to the PXL-500 controller. (The
PXL500 will have to be removed from its enclosure to do this).

4. Connect the RJ-45 port on the LAN-520 to the network or directly to the host PC
via a cross-over network cable.

5. Power up the PXL-500 (if it is a new controller a RAM reset is required).
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Installing the LAN-520 onto an Entraguard
Unit

Support for the LAN unit on Entraguard begin with PCB 23217-001 Rev. E. Earlier units
cannot support a LAN unit.

l Power down the Entraguard master controller.
l On the Entraguard PCB, remove jumpers from J11, J19, and J20.
l Insert the LAN-520X into J7 on the Entraguard. Orient the LAN unit as shown in
Figure 2.

Note: Mounting screws are supplied to secure the LAN-520 to the Entraguard unit. The
Entraguard PCB will have to
be removed from its enclosure to do this.

l Connect the RJ-45 port on the LAN-520 to the network or directly to the host PC
via a cross-over cable.

l Power up the Entraguard unit (if this is a new Entraguard panel, or a master con-
troller from a Doors32 conversion then a RAM reset is required).
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Default DHCP Setting
The new LAN-520 AESP has DHCP enabled by default. When the LAN-520 AESP mod-
ule is connected to a DHCP enabled router it automatically receives an IP address. The
quickest way to find out what DHCP address has been assigned to the module is to
install and run Lantronix Device Installer. Perform the following steps to install and use
this program:
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Installing Lantronix Device Installer
1. Explore the contents of the installation disk and locate a folder named ‘Lantronix

Device Installer’.
2. Double-click the ‘Installer_KeriSystems’ executable.
3. If you are using the Doors.NET software you will see the 'Lantronix Device Installer

folder on the disk but there will also be a subfolder named 'Updated_Lantronix'. Go
into that folder and double-click the 'Device_Installer_v4' executable.

4. You should see a notification window informing you that .NET Framework and
Device installer are both required along with their version numbers.

5. Click INSTALL to proceed.
6. You will not need an active internet connection as all the required components are

included in the executable file.
7. Confirm you have read the Microsoft Terms and Agreements.
8. Click install and the .NET Framework 4 Client Profile will install.
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9. Click FINISH once installation is complete.
10. The Lantronix Device Installer Setup Wizard will then start automatically.
11. Click Next on the Welcome page.
12. The Installation Folder page displays the default location where the program will

be installed. You can click Browse to locate and select a different location.
13. Click Next, then Next again to start installing Device Installer. Installation of this

program should take no longer than a minute.
14. Once installation is complete you can locate the application via; Start >> All Pro-

grams >> Lantronix >> Device Installer 4.4 >> Device Installer.
15. Right-click the Device Installer application file and select Send to – Desktop (cre-

ate shortcut).
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16. Device Installer is now installed and ready to use.
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Run Lantronix Device Installer
1. The Device Installer icon will be found on the desktop so double-click this to open

up the application.

2. When you first open the program you may see a notification that no serial port has
been detected, this is not of any concern so select ‘Do not prompt me about this’.
Then click OK.

3. Click No to the prompt to check for updates.
4. If the LAN-520 AESP module has been connected to a DHCP router which is on

the same physical subnet as the host PC then the device should appear. It should
also show as online. The software automatically searches for the device via its
MAC address.

5. The device should display along with its assigned IP address. The MAC address
will begin 00-80 if it is a LAN-520 AESP.

6. Even if the address assigned by DHCP is an acceptable IP address it is still a
dynamic address and therefore can still change. We therefore recommend assign-
ing the IP which will make the assigned address static.
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Assign a Static IP Address
1. Highlight the LAN-520 entry and click the Assign IP button.

2. The Assignment Method page defaults to ‘Assign a specific IP address’ so click
Next.

3. Enter a new static IP address or leave as is (if you are happy with the address that
was assigned by DHCP). On this page you can optionally add a gateway IP
address as well. A gateway address is not required if the PC running Door-
s32/Doors.NET is on the same subnet. Click Next again.

4. Click the Assign button to complete the static IP address assignment.
5. Click Finish when you see assignment has successfully completed.
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Telnet Session to Verify Communication
This will test the default port used by Doors32/Doors.NET to communicate to the device.

The telnet command is preferred over the ping command in testing communications
because the telnet command will give a specific response from the device, whereas the
ping command may give a response from a different device (if there is a duplicate IP
address on the network).

l In a command prompt window type in, telnet [IP address] 10001 then enter.
l If successful a blank screen and a blinking cursor will appear. The link LED (bot-
tom green LED) will blink on and off on the LAN-520 AESP indicating that port
10001 is open. Close the command prompt window and the link LED should stop
blinking.

l If telnet is unable to connect, then review the settings. If the settings are correct
then contact a network administrator to verify the needed ports are available. Some
operating systems and hardware, such as routers and firewalls are set to block
ports. Ensure these firewalls have ports 10001, 10021, and 9999, open for com-
munication with the Doors32 or Doors.NET software.
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Enable Telnet Client in Windows 7
If you try to make a telnet connection to the LAN-520 but you see the following message:
‘telnet is not recognized as an internal or external command, operable program or batch
file’ then it is likely you are using Windows 7. Telnet Client is disabled by default on a
Windows 7 operating system.

Perform the following steps to enable Telnet in Windows 7:
l From the Windows start menu go to Control Panel >> Programs and Features
l On the left of the program list click Turn Windows Features on or off
l From the Windows features list locate Telnet Client
l Place a tick against Telnet Client
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Number of Bits for Host Part
During the configuration of the LAN-520 AESP's TCP/IP address it will be necessary to
add the subnet mask in number of host bits. The following is one way of calculating the
host bits in a subnet.

A Decimal to Binary conversion of 255 will be all 1’s (11111111) and a 0 will equal 8 0’s
(00000000).

If there are two 0’s in the subnet (255.255.0.0) there will be 16 0’s thus the host part will
be 16.

l To calculate a subnet like 255.255.255.248, open the Windows Calculator
l Click on View > Scientific
l Dec (Decimal) will already be selected
l Type in the last segment (248).

l Select Bin (Binary) and the binary conversion will take place.
l The 0s will represent the number of available bits. This number will be the Number
of Bits for Host Part (248 =11111000 = 3). Number of Bits for Host Part is 3.
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LAN-520 Factory Reset Procedure
Perform the following steps to reset the LAN unit to its factory default settings:

l Power the unit OFF
l Place a jumper across the Factory Default Jumper pins
l Power the the unit ON – this resets the LAN unit
l Power the unit OFF
l Remove the jumper from the Factory Default Jumper pins
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General Notes
l The new LAN-520 AESP unit start with the MAC address of 00-80
l We recommend setting a static IP address to the module using Device Installer. If
the DHCP address changes then Doors32 or Doors.NET will no longer be able to
connect to the LAN-520 AESP.

l The original NC-485 module is NOT compatible with the LAN-520 AESP or the
LAN-520X. Only the NC-485X is compatible with these modules.

l To setup a LAN-520 AESP module you must have technical knowledge of general
networking in a PC environment. Please have a network administrator on site to
resolve any special networking issues that might be encountered during device
setup and programming. Network topologies and strategies will vary.

l If the LAN-520 AESP is connected to a network that isn’t DHCP enabled the mod-
ule will set itself to an IP address in the range of 169.254.XX.XX with a netmask of
255.255.0.0

l Keep in mind that although the Device Installer is capable of finding LAN520
devices on a local LAN even if they are on different subnets, routers and firewall
settings can prevent the application from finding them.

l If you are able to telnet into port 9999 in the command prompt but not to 10001, it is
very likely that the ports required by Doors32/Doors.NET are blocked and will
require that a Network Administrator address the issue so a successful telnet ses-
sion to port 10001 may take place.

l To use the LAN-520 AESP the PXL firmware must be at v8.4.43 (or greater).
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PXL-500/LAN-520 Setup - Quick How-to
Video
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SB-593 Satellite Board Setup

The SB-593 connects to the PXL-500 controller to provide access control to a second
door or it can be configured as an I/O controller, providing you with 8 inputs and 4 out-
puts.

Even when the SB-593 is configured for controlling you will still have 6 inputs and 2 addi-
tional outputs.

For a two-door application you should install the reader for door 1 into the TB5 con-
nection of the PXL-500 and install the reader for the second door into the TB6 connector
of the satellite board.

When controlling 2 doors you will typically have a reader for entry and a request-to-exit
switch for egress.

Setup Procedure

1. Set the JP12 jumper to configure the SB-593 for either I/O control or for 2-door con-
trol.
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2. Install the white plastic stand-offs to the holes in each corner of the SB-593

- The smaller stand-offs are used on legacy controllers
- The larger, (longer) standoffs are used when connecting to the new PXL-500-1 or
PXL-500G-1 controllers.

3. Ensure the PXL-500 controller is powered OFF
4. Line up the left-hand corner of the SB-593 with the PXL controller.
5. Line up the standoffs in the top two corners of the SB-593 with corresponding

mounting holes in the PCB corners.
6. Align the SB-593 connector pins to the PXL mounting holes.
7. Gently press the two boards together with each stand-off into its respective mount-

ing holes and with the connector pins meshing together with their mounting holes.
8. Turn the PXL controller's power ON.
9. If the PXL controller existed in the database as a 1-door controller you will see the

following message once it is back online.

10. Click the Apply button and the controller configuration will be automatically
updated in the hardware tree (and the database).
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11. Expand the controller and you will see the additional inputs and outputs.
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EntraGuard Telephone Entry Controller
Setup
Entraguard Setup and Configuration
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Doors.NET version 3.5.1.20 onwards supports the Entraguard Silver, Titanium and Plat-
inum Telephone Entry Controllers functioning as a node on a PXL network for seamless
integration with the PXL controllers. It can work as a single unit or networked to other
additional Entraguard or PXL units.

This guide provides basic setup and configuration information and instructions on how to
add and edit Entraguard user information to existing cardholder records. It assumes
Doors.NET has already been installed on your host PC, the license is activated and the
required PXL gateway is also enabled and configured.

The additional Entraguard Tenant Guide also explains how to use your Entraguard ID,
accepting a call if you are a tenant and a list of telephone command codes and how to
use them.

Note: It is the responsibility of the installation organization to have only technically qual-
ified personnel performing the installation.

Note: If you have a master Entraguard controller that has been upgraded from a Door-
s32 system please note that a reset will need to be performed on the controller before it
will come online to Doors.NET.

Setup

Entraguard Titanium Wiring Dia-
gram
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Note: You must power down the unit before attempting to make or remove any con-
nections. Failure to do so could damage the controller.

Adding a Master Entraguard Titanium Telephone Entry Unit

Check Entraguard is enabled
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To use any of the supported Entraguard controllers in DoorsNET the controller type must
be enabled in your license. It is an optional extra and so there is an additional fee for it.
To verify it has been enabled, open up the License Manager (Start Menu >> All Pro-
grams >> Doors .NET >> License Manager. When the License Manager window opens
click on the License tab, then scroll down to 'Supported Hardware'.

Verify that Keri Systems - Entraguard is set to 'True'

Clearing the Unit's Memory

The first step is to clear the memory on the controller to remove any test code that may
exist from the manufacturing process or the master site information from a Doors32 sys-
tem. To clear the memory, perform the following steps:

l Hold the Reset Button (SW1) down and apply power to the controller
l After the controller beeps once, release the S1 button
l The LCD display on the front panel will display the Reset Menu (see below)
l From this menu you can perform the following tasks; set the controller's address,
clear the controller's memory, set the microphone volume and check diagnostics

l Press 2 to clear memory
l You will see the message: "ERAZE ALL USER DATA? PRESS 1 for YES,
PRESS 2 for NO

l Press 1 to confirm the memory clearance
l The memory should then clear and the LCD display should then show UNIT 001
IS NOT INITIALISED alternating with the message KERI SYSTEMS
ENTRAGUARD UNIT 001.

Note: If no option is selected within 60 seconds, the unit will time out and go
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directly to the default message. In order to reach the reset menu option again, the
unit must be powered-up with the S1 button pressed down again.

Getting the Controller Online

l Open the Doors.NET Login window by clicking on the client icon on the desktop

l Login to the software using the default username and password of admin/admin,
then click connect.

l Click Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.

l The PXL gateway will be located at the top.
l Highlight the PXL gateway and you will see the gateway properties appear in a
grid on the right.

l With the gateway highlighted, click the 'Add Entraguard icon from the ribbon bar.
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l Enter a descriptive name for the Entraguard.
l Then select the exact Entraguard model from the Model drop down list.

l The master Entraguard will appear in the hardware tree beneath the PXL gateway

.

Add a Communications Channel

Before a master controller comes online in the software you must first setup and assign a
Communications Channel.

You can communicate to the Entraguard using one of the following communication meth-
ods:

l A serial connection (from the PC’s physical COM port, a recommended USB-to-
Serial adapter, or a Keri USB Commmodule).

l A modem connection (external modems, or you can use the internal modem that is
built into the Entraguard controllers). The internal modemmay be used for com-
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munication between the master Entraguard controller and an external modem at
the host PC.

l Over Ethernet, using a LAN module such as the LAN-520. (The LAN-520 plug-on
module is only supported on units beginning with PCB 23217-001 Rev. E. Earlier
units cannot support a LAN-520 unit.

Refer to the Communication Channel Setup section for detailed instructions on set-
ting up Communication Channels.

l Once the communication channel has been setup and assigned to the controller,
click save on the controller properties, then check Live Events, you should notice
events indicating the master Entraguard has come online.

Jumper settings

l You must set Jumper J11 if you intend to use the Titanium controller's internal
modem.

l For Ethernet communications using a LAN-520, you must remove jumpers from
J11, J19 and J20.

l When using the Entraguard Silver or Platinum with RS-232 serial communications,
ensure the J19 and J20 jumpers are both set.

Adding a Slave Entraguard Titanium Telephone Entry Unit

This is the easiest method of connecting to and setting up an Entraguard controller. The
Entraguard can operate as a slave controller on a PXL network and is communicated to
using the on-board RS-485 port, marked as TB1 on the PCB.
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Clearing the Unit's Memory
Any new controller will need to have its memory cleared before setup and operation can
begin. However as the controller will be operating as a slave controller its programmed
address will also need to be changed (by default the Entraguard is set to controller num-
ber 1). The unit's memory is automatically cleared when you change its address.

Set Unit Address
The controller's address may only be set through the Reset Menu. Once you have per-
formed the necessary steps to reach the reset menu as previously described in the reset
procedure for the master controller setup. To set the desired operating address for the
controller, press 1 on the keypad. The Set Panel Address screen appears on the LCD as
shown below.

l Entraguard slave units can be assigned any number from 2-128.
l Enter the desired address followed by the * key.
l As you will see on the LCD display setting a different address will also completely
erase all the unit's memory.

l If you enter the wrong number simply press the CLR button to erase what has been
entered.

l The LDC will then display a warning that the unit has not been initialized.

Auto-Configuring the Entraguard Slave Controller
l Ensure the master PXL or master Entraguard is online (see properties >> Com-
munications)

l With the master controller still highlighted click the Auto-Config icon
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l Auto-Config will immediately start searching for all PXL or Entraguard controllers.
l If the master controller is a PXL it will take a few minutes to complete the search as
the PXL master controller always looks for a possible of 127 slave controllers.

l When the Auto-Config has completed the Entraguard will be displayed along with
its programmed address number.

l Click the Apply button to complete the Auto-Configuration, then close the Auto-Con-
figuration page.

l The EntraGuard slave controller will be added to the database and will also dis-
play in the hardware tree. You will have to expand the Master controller (double-
click it) to see the slave Entraguard controller.

l You will see to the right of the Entraguard there is a small Update Network indic-
ator . This is an indication that an initial update needs to be performed to set the
correct time on the controller and to send its default configuration.

l To perform the required update, highlight the slave Entraguard then click the
'Update Network' icon in the ribbon bar.
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l In the Live Events grid you will see messages posted giving you an indication of
when the update starts and completes.

l Once complete, the small update indicator will disappear, the slave Entraguard
controller will then be ready for operation and further configuration.

Notes

l The firmware must be at v7.6.09 for Titanium and Silver units and v9.1.09 for a Plat-
inum unit when using Doors.NET.

l This setup guide is based on a Entraguard Titanium. This is, by far, the most com-
monly sold Telephone Entry unit from Keri Systems. However the setup process is
identical for all supported Entraguard models.

l If an electronic locking device (such as a magnetic lock, a door strike, or similar
device) is to be driven by the same power supply as the EntraGuard controller,
please ensure the power supply provides enough current to drive every device con-
nected to that supply plus an adequate safety margin. AC power cannot be used.

l Isolation of power supplies may be required with high transient situations.
l Entraguard Titanium is not to be used with a Centrex, PBX, or digital phone line.
Only use a Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS) analog phone line.

Related Topics

EntraGuard Settings and Configuration
Adding and Editing EntraGuard Users
EntraGuard Titanium Overview
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EntraGuard Silver Overview
EntraGuard Platinum Overview
EntraGuard Tenant Guide
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EntraGuard Settings and Configuration
Configuring the EntraGuard Telephone Entry Controller

The EntraGuard Controller properties can be viewed by going to Setup >> Hardware
Setup >> All. Highlight the EntraGuard in the hardware tree (beneath the PXL gateway)
and the controller properties will be displayed on the right.

Note: To view all the available settings you will need to have Advanced View enabled.

The available EntraGuard settings are as follows:

l Communications - Displays the communication status
l Description - The description for the controller. Maximum length is 50 characters
l Enable - Enables or disables communication to the controller
l Connection Control - Determines the mode of communication at startup to this
controller

l Connect Timer - The number of seconds allowed for connection to directory users
for this EntraGuard unit.

l Display Language - The display language for this EntraGuard unit.
l Directory Code Digits - The number of Directory Code Digits for this EntraGuard.
The default value is 5.
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l User ID Digits - The number of User Code Digits for this EntraGuard. Default
value is 5.

l Command Unlock - The digit on the tenant's phone used to remotely unlock the
door at the EntraGuard. Default is 9.

l Command Output 1 - The digit on the tenant's phone used to activate output 1 on
this EntraGuard. Default is 6.

l Command Output 2 - The digit on the tenant's phone used to activate output 2 on
this EntraGuard. Default is 5.

l Command Hang Up - The digit on the tenant's phone to hang up a call with this
EntraGuard. Default is 7.

l Message 1 (small font) - The text display message #1 on the EntraGuard when
using the small font option.

l Message 1 (large font) - The text display message #1 on the EntraGuard when
using the large font option.

l Timer 1 - The length of time (in seconds) that message #1 will show on the
EntraGuard's LCD display.

l Message 2 (small font) - The text display message #2 on the EntraGuard when
using the small font option.

l Message 2 (large font) - The text display message #2 on the EntraGuard when
using the large font option.

l Timer 2 - The length of time (in seconds) that message #2 will show on the
EntraGuard's LCD display.
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l Message 3 (small font) - The text display message #3 on the EntraGuard when
using the small font option.

l Message 3 (large font) - The text display message #3 on the EntraGuard when
using the large font option.

l Timer 3 - The length of time (in seconds) that message #3 will show on the
EntraGuard's LCD display.

l Communication Channel - The communication channel that is assigned to this
EntraGuard controller.

l Phone Number - The phone number that is dialed when communicating using a
modem.

l IP Address - The IP address of the LAN adapter when communicating over Eth-
ernet.

l Port Number - The IP port number used by the LAN adapter when communicating
over Ethernet.

l Download Options - Determines the type of download option for this EntraGuard
controller. Manual selection will require an Update Network for any change to the
Master EntraGuard or its slave controllers.

l Network Lock Time - All doors on the PXL/EntraGuard network that have been
unlocked will be locked by the host application at this specified time. The default
value for this setting is 17:30 hours.

l Download Cardholders With No Access Rights - This option, when enabled,
downloads each cardholder regardless of their access rights. When set to No, only
cardholders that have access rights to the door on this controller will be sent.

l Download Cardholders on First Use - When enabled, this option only down-
loads cardholders upon their first use at this controller.

l Global Unlock Enabled - This option, when enabled, instructs Global Unlock func-
tion to be enabled on the master controller

l Global Unlock Type - Instructs the controller which type of Global Unlock type to
apply.
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l Site ID - This is the Site ID (Sxxx) for the master controller.
l Site PIN - This is the PIN for the master controller.
l Use System Global Lock/Unlock setting - Instructs the controller to respond to
the System Global Lock/Unlock settings and commands.
Note: The EntraGuard controllers do not support the Global Lockout or Global
Lockdown settings implemented in PXL firmware 08.06.09 - The EntraGuards will
only support Global Lock and Global Unlock.

l Device Type - The Device Type assigned to this controller. Device Types are
used in alert monitoring for sorting and operator workflow.

l Primary Priority - The priority for this object. The range is from 0 - 255 with 0 being
the highest priority.

l Reporting Path - The Routing Path assigned to this controller. Controls which soft-
ware operators can see messages from this controller.

l Send Filter to Controller - Sends the selected filter to the controller. The controller
will only report events that are selected in the assigned filter.

l Use this Filter - The name of the filter which is assigned to this controller.
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l Require Acknowledgement - Enables Operator acknowledgement for this object.
The type of event to be acknowledged is determined by the filter setting.

l Enable Sounds - Enables sounds for this controller. The sounds are played from
an alert and are determined by the device type setting.

l Global Trigger - The global linkage trigger that will be checked on an event gen-
erated by this controller. Note that only global linkage triggers of the type supported
by the controller and selected in the trigger setup can be used.
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SCP Hardware Setup

Doors.NET allows you to configure, command and control the SCP Series access con-
trol hardware manufactured by Mercury Security Corporation. The SCP controllers are
compatible with magnetic stripe and Wiegand output readers such as proximity, bar
code, fingerprint, hand geometry and other various readers. Keypads and integrated
keypad readers are also available. The controllers can be configured to support 100,000
users each. Up to 65,536 inputs or outputs can be configured per site. The inputs and
outputs can be configured to door related functions or to general purpose I/O. The inputs
support normally-open, normally closed, supervised and non-supervised circuits. (EOL)
resistance values are user configurable. The output relays can be configured for fail safe
or fail secure operation. The Doors.NET software allows direct control of the inputs and
outputs which also allows you to mask and unmask the inputs. Time Schedules can also
be associated with control of the outputs. Doors.NET with SCP hardware also allows
you to select from 6 different anti-passback modes, 2 person rule, and up to 8 different
card formats per System Processor Module (SPM) which can operate simultaneously.
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EP1502/EP2500 Setup
This section explains how to setup and configure an EP1502/EP2500 Controller with the
Doors.NET software. All EP controllers are pre-configured for use on a network, there-
fore additional TCP/IP configuration must take place in the field prior to placing each unit
into service. The SPM (System Processor Module) is configured with the use of a web
browser and network connection or cross-over cable. The following steps explain how to
connect to the controller over a network and also how to re-configure the controller for a
serial connection.

Ethernet Connection

l Attach the EP1502 or EP2500 to a computer with a crossover cable or network
cable and router. The controller has a default static IP address of 192.168.0.251 so
ensure your PC is on the same subnet, I.E set your PCs IP address to
192.168.0.100

l Set the S1 DIP switches on the EP-1502/EP2500 to the following: 1 – OFF 2 – ON
3 – ON 4 – OFF
Set the DIP switches with the power off then power-up the controller. The SPM will
then be set at the default IP of 192.168.0.251 and allows remote log in to the SPM.

l Open a DOS window and ping the controller’s default IP address. Expect the IP
address to reply successfully.
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l Using an Internet browser, type the default IP address into the address field and
connect.

l Login to the controller’s Configuration Manager:
Username – admin
Password – password

- There is now an enhanced authentication procedure for the EP-1502 controller. Click
here to view the details/instructions.

l Select the Host Commmenu option from the list on the left.
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l Select the correct host configuration setting:

IP – If using TCP/IP, ensure that ‘IP Server’ is selected and the port number should
be set to 3001. The port number can be changed to any desired port but by default
when you manually add an EP1502 in the Doors.NET software the port # 3001 is
already pre-selected. If you assign a different communication port in the controller’s
configuration remember to change it accordingly in the Doors.NET software.

Serial – If using the controller’s serial port to the host select this option.

Unless required, leave all other settings at factory defaults.

l Select the ‘Network’ menu option.
l Configure the SPM to use a static IP address by selecting the ‘Use Static IP
address’ option.

l Input the desired static IP address and optionally, a gateway IP address.
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l Click the ‘Accept’ button to commit the changes.
l Click the ‘Apply Settings’ option on the left.

l Click the ‘Apply Settings, Reboot button, then click ‘Log Out’.

l Set the controller’s S1 DIP switches to the following: 1 - OFF 2 - OFF 3 - OFF 4 –
OFF

l Cycle the power to the EP1502.
l Give the controller approximately ten seconds to fully power-up and self-test.
l The controller will now be set to the static IP address you assigned and can now
be added and configured with the Doors.NET software.

l Ping the new assigned IP address and ensure you get a successful reply.
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Adding the EP1502/EP2500 Controller to the SCP Gateway

The following section assumes you have already installed the Doors.NET software
along with the SCP Gateway. The SCP Gateway should have already been added
using the Gateway Wizard and should be online. Refer to the Online Help (installation
section) for details about installing the software or adding an SCP gateway.

l Log into Doors.NET and click on Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All tab.
l The hardware tree will be shown and the SCP gateway will be listed at the top.
l Highlight the gateway and verify in the properties that it is online.

l When Mercury Security – SCP Hardware is enabled in your Doors.NET license
you will see the supported hardware icons in the ribbon bar at the top of the
screen.

l With the SCP Gateway still highlighted, click on EP-1502 or EP-2500.

l Highlight the controller in the hardware tree and the controller properties will
appear on the right.

l Within the Communications Settings section, enter the static IP address you have
assigned to the controller then save.
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l The controller should come online almost immediately. If you have the Live Events
grid open you should see events come in from the controller, such as those shown
below.

l You may need to update the firmware on the controller. There will be a message in
Live Events indicating this, should that be the case. If the controller does need a
firmware update, simply click the firmware update icon while the controller is high-
lighted in the hardware tree.

l The firmware upgrade browser window will open by default to the firmware folder.
The latest version will be there. Simply select the EP firmware file then click on
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‘Open’.

l A warning notification will appear informing you that the SPM will go offline tem-
porarily and during that time cards may not work. Firmware upgrades usually take
no longer than 2-3 minutes. Okay this message and the new firmware will be sent
to the controller.

l Click on the Controllers (status) tab and locate the controller in the status grid.

l After 2-3 minutes the Firmware column should be showing the new firmware ver-
sion and the controller will be all ready to configure and use.
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SCP-EP4502 Controller Setup

The setup for the EP-4502 controller is very much the same as the EP-1502 and EP-
2500. All EP controllers are pre-configured for use on a network, therefore additional
TCP/IP configuration must take place in the field prior to placing each unit into service.
The EP-4502 is an example of a System Processing Module (SPM) and is configured
with a web browser. You can connect to the controller via Ethernet, using the static IP
address or DHCP. This setup guide covers each IP assignment method.

Setup in Doors.NET
l From Doors.NET go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.

l You will see the SCP/MSC gateway listed at the top of the tree (any existing con-
trollers will be listed beneath the gateway).
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Static IP Address

The default setting for the controller is to obtain a DHCP address from the network but if
the network does not have DHCP enabled you can configure the controller to use its
static IP address.

The controller's default static IP address is 192.168.0.251 so ensure the host PC has a
similar IP address, for example; 192.168.0.10

Changing the host PC IP address.

1. From the Windows start menu go to Control Panel.
2. From the control panel window select Network and Sharing Centre.
3. On the left-side of the control panel window click Change adapter settings.
4. Right click Local Area Connection and select Properties.
5. From the list of connections select Internet Protocol Version 4
6. Click on the Properties button.
7. Verify there is a check mark against Use the following IP address.

- Enter the new IP address, beginning: 192.168.0
- Enter the Subnet Mask as: 255.255.255.0

8. Click the OK button.

Setting up the EP-4502 Controller

1. On the EP-4502 set the S1 DIP switches as follows: 1- OFF, 2 - ON, 3 - ON and 4 -
OFF.
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2. Power down the controller then power back up.
3. Wait approximately 30 seconds while the controller configures itself with the static

IP address.
4. Open a DOS command prompt. In the DOS window verify that you can ping the

controller's default IP address.

5. From the hardware tree right-click on the communications gateway and select
Scan (or click the Scan icon in the hardware ribbon bar).
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6. The EP-4502 should appear in the list and its default IP address should also be dis-
played.

7. You can now browse into the controller and set it to the IP address you wish it to
use.

DHCP IP Address

If both the host PC and the controller are on the same DHCP network then they will
already be issued with IP addresses in the same range.

1. Ensure that the S1 DIP switches on the controller are set as follows: 1 - OFF, 2 -
OFF, 3 - OFF, 4 - OFF.
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2. If you have to adjust the S1 DIP switches make sure you cycle the power to the con-
troller for the changes to take effect.

3. Scan for the controller from the hardware tree.

4. The controller should display with its DHCP assigned IP address.

5. You are now ready to log into the controller to change its IP address.
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Changing the Controller's IP Address

Even when the controller has been assigned a DHCP address, and you wish to use that
address, you will still need to log into it and set the address to being static, otherwise the
address could change in the future, if for example the controller goes offline for an exten-
ded period of time.

When connecting to the controller for the first time there is an enhanced authentication
requirement that prevents unauthorized access using the default user name and pass-
word. For this reason you must be near to the EP-4502.

Enhanced controller authentication.

When connecting to the controller for the first time there is an enhanced authentication
requirement that prevents unauthorized access using the default user name and pass-
word. For this reason you must be near to the EP-4502.

Before you can log into the controller using the default user name and password, you
must:

- Transition S1 DIP switch 1 to the ON position (Do NOT cycle the power)
- You can then log in using the user name of admin and the password of password.
- Once logged in you should click on the Users link on the left.
- Add a new username and password then Apply the settings.
- Next time, if you log in using the new log on credentials you will not need to adjust the
S1 DIP switch.

1. Once you have successfully logged into the controller click on the Network link
from the list on the left.

2. On the network screen change the IP mode to Use Static IP Configuration.
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- Enter the static IP address you wish the controller to use.
- Enter the appropriate subnet mask.
- Enter a gateway IP address if you need to.

3. Click on the Accept button at the bottom of the screen.

4. The page will reload.
5. Once the page is reloaded, click the Apply Settings link on the left.

6. Finally, click the button labelled: Apply Settings, Reboot.
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7. The controller will take approximately 30 seconds to reboot. You will automatically
be logged out of the controller setup page.

8. Close down the login window.
9. Scan for the controller(s) again. Your controller should now be displaying with its

assigned IP address.
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Importing the Controller
1. Ensure the MSC gateway is highlighted in the hardware tree.
2. Highlight the EP-4502 on the Scan Network page.
3. Click the Import button.

4. Very soon you should see a message stating the import is complete.

5. Close the Scan page and go to the hardware tree.
6. The EP-4502 will then be listed in the hardware tree beneath the MSC gateway.

7. Right-click the controller and select Reset >> Memory.
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8. The reset procedure takes approx 10-15 seconds, during which the controller will
go offline.

9. Once the controller is back online it will be ready for further configuration and
usage.
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SCP-SDM Setup

The SCP-SDM (Single Door Module) has all the I/O needed for controlling a single door.
Each SDM will interface one card reader, two general purpose input monitor points and
two control relays to provide access control and security monitoring through an intel-
ligent controller. The Reader Interface provides a solution for interfacing to a TTL/Wie-
gand type reader. The Reader Interface can accept data from a reader with clock/data or
Wiegand signaling, provides a tri-state LED control and buzzer control. Twp form-C relay
outputs may be used for strike control or alarm signaling. Two supervised inputs are
provided for monitoring the door contact and exit push button. Communication to the
interface is accomplished via a 2-wire RS-485 interface.

Power to the Module

The interface requires 12Vdc ±15%. The power source must be filtered. DO NOT use
AC transformers directly to power the interface. The 12Vdc is passed to the telco mod-
ular jack and is available for powering a reader.
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Communication Wiring

The Interface communicates to a controller via a half duplex multi-drop RS-485 interface.
The total cable length is limited to 4,000 feet (1,200 meters). Shielded cable of 24AWG
with characteristic impedance of 120 ohm is specified for the RS-485 interface. The last
devices on both end of the cable should have the termination installed (set jumper J4
on).

J2 Jumper Settings

Each SDMmust be configured with a unique address and correct baud rate using the J2
jumpers. There are 8 jumpers in total. The first 5 are used to set the device address.

Jumpers 6 and 7 are used to set the communication baud rate. By default all SCP hard-
ware is configured to communicate using 38,400 baud rate.
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(The two black dots indicate that the jumper is NOT installed across both pins).

Typical Setup Procedure

l Set the correct address for the SDM using jumpers 1-5 of J2.
l Set the correct baud rate using jumpers 6 and 7 of J2 (jumper 8 is not used).
l If the SDM will be the last module on the RS-485 network, ensure a jumper is
across both pins of J4. This will engage the 120 OHM line terminating resistor.

l Connect the RS-485 network on the TB1 connector.
l Apply power to the SDM on the TB2 connector.
l In the Doors.NET software, click on Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.

l Double-click the SPM (System Processor Module) in this case an EP-1502. You
will see displayed in the hardware tree all devices that are already added to the
SPM.
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l With the SPM (EP-1502) highlighted, click the SDM icon from the SCP Series hard-
ware selection ribbon.

l A dialog box will appear, giving you the option to add multiple SDMmodules and
to change the default description.

l Click Accept and the SDMmodule will immediately be added to the hardware tree.

l If the SDM is configured correctly you should see events appear from the OCM in
the Live Events grid.
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l Highlight the SDM in the hardware tree and in the properties it should show as
online.
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SCP-SDME Setup

The SDME (Single Door Module - Ethernet Enabled) is a network connected, single
door, two reader, POE capable interface panel that provides an ideal solution when a
network connection to the door is desired. Two reader ports support separate in/out read-
ers of all types and technologies, including Wiegand, clock and data, magnetic stripe,
keypads, LCD and biometrics. The on-board twisted pair Ethernet jack with PoE support
enables easy installation.

Note: For UL installations, PoE powered devices shall not be used, power for these
devices must be provided by a UL listed, power limited source (12Vdc).

The SDME is capable of elaborate processes and procedures, generating actions and
activities using both Local Linkage and Global Linkage.

(Local Linkage and Global Linkage are licensed features and are not included in the
standard version of Doors.NET).
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The SDME's support of paired readers enhances the ability to meet installation chal-
lenges and requirements, such as placing readers at varying heights or distances to
accommodate ingress and egress of handicapped, vehicle and/or foot traffic. These read-
ers can be logically linked together, yet function independently when access iden-
tification is presented to either one. When access is granted the same relay will function
as programmed to unlock the opening.

Input Power

The MR51E is powered by one of two ways (jumper J5 selected):
l Power is supplied via the Ethernet connection using PoE, fully compliant to IEEE
802.3af

l Or local 12Vdc power supply - TB5-3 (VIN) and TB5-4 (GND)

Terminal Blocks
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Jumpers
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DIP Switches

All S1 switch settings are unassigned and are reserved for future use. Set all switches to
the OFF position.

Communication Wiring

Communication between the EP controller and the MR51e is Ethernet. (10Base-
T/100Base-TX).

Reader Wiring

The first reader port supports Wigand, magnetic stripe, and 2-wire RS-485 electrical inter-
faces. The second reader port supports Wiegand magnetic stripe electrical interfaces.
Power to the first reader is
12Vdc and is current limited to 150mA. The second reader may be powered from the aux-
iliary power output on TB5-1 and TB5-2. Readers that require different voltage or have
high current requirements
should be powered separately. Refer to the reader manufacture specifications for
cabling requirements. In the 2-wire LED mode, the buzzer output is used to drive the
second LED. Reader port configuration is set via the host software.

Typical Setup Procedure
l Configure the J5 jumper to power the SDME via PoE or a local 12Vdc supply.
l Ensure all S1 dip switches are in the office position.
l Connect an Ethernet cable to the J6 Ethernet port.
l Apply power to the SDME.
l In the Doors.NET software go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
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l Double click on an SPM (i.e an EP-1502) - This will display all existing, connected
SCP hardware.

l With the SPM highlighted, click the SDME icon from the SCP Hardware selection
ribbon.

l A dialog box will appear giving you the option to add more than 1 module and to
change the default description.

l Click the Accept button and the SDME will appear immediately in the hardware
tree.
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l Make a note of the MAC address for the SDME - It will be written on a small white
sticker on the J6 Ethernet port.

l Highlight the newly added SDME in the hardware tree.
l In the module's General settings, input the SDME MAC address. Then click save.
l In the Communications Interface settings, enter the IP address you wish the mod-
ule to use (then save).
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l Press the black S2 button on the SDME (located to the left of the S1 DIP switch).
l The SDME will then send out a request to obtain the IP address from the EP-1502
SPM.

l The SDME should come online within a few seconds.

l Finally, right-click the EP-1502 SPM select Reset >> Memory - This will send an
update out to the SDME and it will then be ready to use.
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SCP DDM Setup

Power Supply to the DDM

The DDM accepts either 12Vdc or 12Vac for power. Locate the power source as closed
to the interface as possible. Make power connection with minimum of 18AWGwires. The
input voltage is filtered and regulated to 5Vdc or 12Vdc.

S1 DIP Switch Settings

l The SCP-DDM has a DIP switch (S1) - this is used to set the address of the mod-
ule. Switches 1 to 5 select the device address. Switch 6 and 7 select the
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communication baud rate (the default baud rate for SCP hardware is 38,400). All
other configuration settings are set via host software.

l The System Processor Module (i.e EP-1502) is automatically assigned address 0 -
You can see this if you enable Advanced View in the controller properties and look
within the Miscellaneous section.
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l If the SCP-DDM is the first module on the RS-485 network you would therefore set
S1 to address #1.

l The SCP-DDMmodule communicates to an EP controller via the RS-485 com-
munication link (TB6 connector) The interface allows for multi-drop communication
on a bus of up to 4,000 feet (1,200 m).
The RS-485 interface can be set for either 2-wire or 4-wire configuration via the J3
jumper. By default J3 is set to 2-wire.

l To add an SCP-DDM to the system you must already have an EP controller added
and online in the software.
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l With the EP controller highlighted, click on the DDM icon in the ribbon bar.

l A dialog box will appear stating the exact model (SCP-MR52) - you also have the
option of adding multiple DDMs but it defaults to just 1.

l Click Accept and the DDMmodule will appear beneath the SPM in the hardware
tree.

l If the DDM is configured and wired correcting it should immediately come online.

l You should also see events for the DDM in the Live Events grid.
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SCP-ICM (Input Control Module) Setup

The Input Control Module (ICM) processor provides sensor interface and output controls
for security/ access control and other applications. The controller has 16 input channels
for supervised contact monitoring and 2 form-C contacts for load switching. In addition, 2
digital inputs may be used for tamper and UPS status monitoring. The processor
requires either 12Vdc or 12Vac for power.

Power to the Interface
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The ICM accepts either 12Vdc or 12Vac for power. Locate power source as closed to the
unit as possible. Connect power with minimum of 18AWGwires.

Communication Wiring

The ICM communicates to host via a RS-485 interface, which may be configured for
either 2-wire or 4-wire operation. The interface allows multi-drop communication on a
single bus of up to 4,000 feet (1,200 m). Use twisted pair(s) (minimum 24 AWG) with
shield for the communication.
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S1 DIP Switch Settings

Switches 1 to 5 select the devices communication address. Switches 6 and 7 select the
communication baud rate. Communication on the RS-485 serial port is asynchronous,
half-duplex with 1 start bit, 8 data bits and 1 stop bit.
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Typical Setup Procedure

l Set the correct address for the module using the S1 DIP switch.
l Set switches S6 and S7 to set the baud rate (the default baud rate for SCP hard-
ware is 38,400.

l If the ICM module will be the last module on the 485 network set the jumpers
across both pins of J1 to engage the 120 OHM line terminating resistor. If the mod-
ule will not be the last on the network leave it on one of the pins.

l Connect the RS-485 network to the TB10 terminal block.
l Apply power to the ICM module.
l In the Doors.NET software click on Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All

l Double-click the SPM (for example - EP-1502) listed at the top of the hardware tree
(beneath Communication Channels).

l From the hardware SCP Series ribbon bar, click the ICM icon.

l A dialog box will appear, giving you the option to add multiple ICM modules and to
change the default description.

l Click Accept and the SCP-ICM will immediately be added to the hardware tree.
l If it is configured correctly you should see events appear from the ICM in the Live
Events grid.
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l Highlight the ICM in the hardware tree and in the properties it should show as
online.
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SCP-OCM (Output Control Module) Setup

The Output Control Module provides output controls for security/access control and other
applications. The module has 16 form-C contacts for load switching. In addition, 2 digital
inputs may be used for tamper and UPS status monitoring. The processor requires either
12Vdc OR 12Vac for power.

Power to the Interface

The ICM accepts either 12Vdc or 12Vac for power. Locate power source as closed to the
unit as possible. Connect power with minimum of 18AWGwires.
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Communication Wiring

The OCM communicates to host via a RS-485 interface, which may be configured for
either 2-wire or 4-wire operation. The interface allows multi-drop communication on a
single bus of up to 4,000 feet (1,200 m). Use twisted pair(s) (minimum 24 AWG) with
shield for the communication.

Inputs for Cabinet Tamper/Power Fault:
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Input CT and input BA on the TB9 connector are typically used for monitoring cabinet
tamper and power failure with normally closed contacts. These two inputs are for contact
closure monitoring only, and do not use EOL resistor(s). If these inputs are not used,
install a short piece of wire at the input to indicated safe condition.

S1 DIP Switch Settings

Switches 1 to 5 select the devices communication address. Switches 6 and 7 select the
communication baud rate. Communication on the RS-485 serial port is asynchronous,
half-duplex with 1 start bit, 8 data bits and 1 stop bit.
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Typical Setup Procedure

l Set the correct address for the module using the S1 DIP switch.
l Set switches S6 and S7 to set the baud rate (the default baud rate for SCP hard-
ware is 38,400.

l If the OCMmodule will be the last module on the 485 network set the jumpers
across both pins of J1 to engage the 120 OHM line terminating resistor. If the mod-
ule will not be the last on the network leave it on one of the pins.

l Connect the RS-485 network to the TB10 terminal block.
l Apply power to the ICM module.
l In the Doors.NET software click on Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All
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l Double-click the SPM (for example - EP-1502) listed at the top of the hardware tree
(beneath Communication Channels).

l From the hardware SCP Series ribbon bar, click the OCM icon.

l A dialog box will appear, giving you the option to add multiple OCMmodules and
to change the default description.

l Click Accept and the SCP-OCM will immediately be added to the hardware tree.
l If it is configured correctly you should see events appear from the OCM in the Live
Events grid.
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l Highlight the ICM in the hardware tree and in the properties it should show as
online.
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Controller Enhanced Authentication Pro-
cedure
The Mercury Security EP and the MSC controllers now have an enhanced login/au-
thentication procedure for when you log into the controller for the first time. This new pro-
cedure is to prevent unauthorized access to the controller if the default user name and
password has not been changed.

Note: For this reason you must be near to the controller for the initial login as you are
required to make a change to one of the controller's physical switches.

1. Double-click the controller from the Scan Network List.

2. Click where it states: "Click here to login".

3. Enter admin for the user name and enter password for the password (these are
the defaults).

4. Within a few seconds you will see a message stating the default login procedure
has failed.
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- For MSC controllers you have to press the S1 button three times

- For the SCP EP Series controllers you have to transition S1 DIP switch 1 to the
ON position.
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Note: After setting switch 1 to the ON position DO NOT cycle the power to the con-
troller.

5. As per the login failed message you then have a 5-minute time window in which to
log into the controller (using the default user name and password).

6. Click the Retry link and enter the default user name and password again.
7. You will then see a message stating: "There are no user accounts defined for the

controller" - click OK to this message.
8. Click the Users link on the left.

9. Click the New User button.

10. Enter a new user name (between 4 and 10 characters).
11. Enter a password for the new user (between 6 and 10 characters).
12. Enter the same password again to confirm it.
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- Note: You will not be able to use the default user name of admin or the default
password of password.

13. Click the Save button and the new user will appear in the user list.
14. As you now have an additional user (other than the default), you will not be promp-

ted to change the S1 or press the SW1 switch on the controller when you log in
with the new user name and password.

BioSync Fingerprint Reader Setup
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The BioSync fingerprint readers are high quality, reliable and attractive fingerprint read-
ers that are available as fingerprint-only, fingerprint and pin, fingerprint + proximity and
fingerprint and smart card. All these devices are compatible with the NXT and PXL-
500W controller types and are simple to setup and configure using the BioManager soft-
ware. Once installed, the BioManager software is used to add users and their fin-
gerprints and to set the operating mode of the BioSync readers.

The BioSync Setup is split up into various sections:

l Installing the BioManager software
l Setup the CNV Converter
l Setup the specific BioSync reader:
- BioSync KBF-1FP
- BioSync KBF-2PR
- BioSync KBF-2SC
- BioSync KBF-3KP
- BioSync KBF-ENR1

The readers have an internal beeper and an LED bar to indicate fingerprint accepted
and access granted/denied status for user feedback. Keypad and Card models may be
used outdoors with appropriate covers. Fingerprint template sharing between readers is
done using RS-485 networking, with an option for TCP/IP.
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BioManager Software Installation
The BioManager Software is used to communicate to the BioSync fingerprint readers.
Once you have connected to the BioSync devices you can configure them, add users,
credentials and fingerprints and run basic diagnostic checks.

1. Included on the Doors.NET DVD there is a file named BioSync_BioManager.
You will find it within the 'Utilities' folder (found by viewing the contents of the
DVD). If you do not have an installation DVD you can download the software from
the software downloads page of the Keri corporate website:

Keri Software Downloads Page

2. Click the executable file to initialize the software installation. Software installation
is a very quick and simple process that should take no longer than a few minutes.

Note:Version shown may not be exactly the same.

3. You will likely see a message stating Crystal Reports for .NET Framework 4.0
needs to be installed so click the Install button.

4. The Crystal Reports will install.
5. Click NEXT on the welcome screen.

http://www.kerisys.com/pages/download/software/
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6. Verify the location of the destination folder. Keri recommends installing into the
default location.

7. You can select to install the client and server or just the client. The server is
installed on only one PC, whereas the client can be installed on multiple PCs.

- The Client - is the software user interface that is used for connecting to the Server
and for configuring and maintaining hardware, users and other system con-
figurations.

- The Server is the software that communicates with the hardware and the clients
(client software) and reads/writes data to the database.

8. Click the INSTALL button to begin the installation.
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9. Installation only takes a few minutes but a green progress bar will indicate when
the installation is complete.

10. Click the FINISH button when installation has completed.
11. On the desktop you will see two additional icons, one for the BioManager Client,

the other for the BioManager Server.
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BioManager - Using the Software
BioManager software is Client-Server based software. The server is installed only on 1
PC (together with the client) and the client can be installed on other PCs (without the
server). If you are using the client from a remote PC and connecting to the server over
the internet, port forwarding needs to be done so the client can connect to the server.
This is done in the router connected to the internet. The ports that need to be forwarded
are found in the server configuration:

1. Click on the BioManager Server Setup icon (via the desktop).

2. Login to the server settings using the default user name and password (both
admin).

3. You will then see the default port numbers displayed.

Changing the default Administrator Password
By default you do not need a password to log into the BioManager client. The following
steps explain how to setup a password for the default operator so that anyone who tries
to log into the client will be prompted for a user name and password.

1. From within BioManager, double-click on Operators.
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2. Double-click Admin.
3. A window will appear.
4. Enter a new password for the admin account, then confirm the password by re-

entering it.
5. Click on the SAVE & EXIT button.
6. Next click on Settings >> Servers.

7. The server window will appear and the Local server will be selected.
8. Click the EDIT button.
9. Deselect 'Auto Logon'.
10. Click OK.

11. Click the SAVE & EXIT button.
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12. Close the client window.
13. Double-click the client icon on the desktop.
14. You will then be prompted to enter the administrator's user name and associated

password.

To Setup a new Operator Account
To setup a new administrator/operator account, you should:

1. Right-click on Operators and select Add Operator.

2. Add a new Operator name.
3. Follow through with steps 4-14 from the previous section.

Adjust the Display Style
The visual appearance of the user interface can be changed by selecting from the menu
View >> Appearance Style.
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The selected style is stored in the Client and is loaded at client startup.

Shadow Style - The shadow style can be selected from the menu View >> Appearance
>> Shadow Style.

System Parameters
Select Settings >> System Parameters from the main menu.
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Keycode length - Determines the number of digits used for a code keyed into a KBF-
3KP. If entered values for the keycode are longer than the selected value, then digits will
be removed from left to right. For example, if the keycode entered on the keypad was
12345678 and the specified keycode length was set to 5 digits, the code sent from the
KBF-3KP would be 45678.

Refer to the above image for the descriptions related to FOC mode and Default card
type.

Check Memory Status of BioSync Readers
l Select Biometry >> Memory Status from the main menu.
l Click on Read. A list of all online BioSync readers will be displayed along with the
number of enrolled fingerprints.
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l If you want to check the memory status for a specific BioSync, right-click on the
reader and select "Memory status" - the following event will be displayed in the
events table.

Delete Expired Users from all BioSync Readers
l Select Biometry >> Delete expired users from all readers from the main menu.
l This will delete ALL expired users from ALL BioSync devices (Valid to date para-
meters of the user is less than today's date).

l The following events will display in the events table:

l If you want to only delete the expired users from a specific BioSync reader, right-
click the reader and select "Delete Expired users from reader".
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Backup and Restore the BioManager Database
The BioManager should be backup on a regular basis (especially if there are changes
being made frequently. A full backup of users, settings and BioSync hardware can be
made very quickly). You would use the database backup and restore procedure if you
wish to deploy the BioManager software on a different PC/workstation.

Backup the Database

1. From the Backup menu select Create Backup.

2. Click YES to the prompt.
3. Window File Explorer will open allowing you to specify a destination directory for

your backup file (typically this would be an external drive or a USB thumb-drive.
4. Click the SAVE button to save the backup file.
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5. You now have a copy of your entire BioManager database.

Restore the BioManager Database

Once you have installed the latest version of BioManager software (onto the new PC)
you are ready to restore the database.

1. Plug the backup thumb drive or other storage device into an available USB port
2. Double-click the BioManager Client icon located on the desktop.

3. You will automatically be logged into the client.
4. From the Backup menu, select the Restore option.

5. Navigate to the USB storage device and select your backup file.
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6. Click the OPEN button.
7. You will see the following message.

8. The database will be restored and you will be disconnected from the BioManager
local server.

9. From the top right corner of the client, click on Connect To.
10. Select Local.

11. You should then see the client populate with the database information.

Note: If it seems as though the Users are missing from your system then you will need to
clear the local cache file.

- Click on Settings >> Servers.
- Click the button named Clear local cache.

- Close the Server Settings window.
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- You should then Disconnect and reconnect to the local BioManager Server (via the
icons in the top-right of the client).

- Your database information should then be displayed correctly.
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CNV-1000 Converter Setup
The CNV-1000 is an ethernet to RS-485 converter that is required for communication to
the BioSync readers. The converter automatically connects to the BioSyncs via their
serial number/MAC address and so no addressing of the readers is required.

The host PC connects to the CNV-1000, then the CNV-1000 connects to the BioSync
readers via an RS-485 network. The RS-485 network between the BioSync units is used
for fingerprint transfer and reader settings and fingerprint enrollment can be performed
from any biometric unit in the network (or from the desktop USB enrollment station) - Part
number (KBF-ENR). One CNV-1000 is required per installation (not one per fingerprint
reader)

Installation Notes:

l The maximum numbers of BioSync readers on a single RS-485 line is 32.
l More than 32 fingerprint readers requires an additional CNV-1000.
l The RS-485 line should be wired in the form of a continuous daisy-chain, NOT as
a star configuration.

l The shield of the RS-485 line between two devices should be connected to the
Earth from ONE side of the data line... Use the side which has the earth connection
to the building grounding network.

l The maximum cable run distance of the entire RS-485 network is 1000 feet.
l The recommended cable type for the RS-485 network is Belden 9501 (or equi-
valent).

The following information explains how to setup the CNV-1000 converter.
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CNV-1000 Hardware Connection
This converter is connected to the PC over a local area network, directly with a cross-
over cable or using a network hub or switch. It uses an external 12VDC power-supply
and does not require any drivers to be installed.

1. Apply 12VDC power to the CNV-1000.
2. Connect the host PC to the CNV-1000 using a cross-over cable or via a hub/switch

using a patch cable.

3. Connect the first BioSync to the CNV-1000 using the RS-485 connections.
4. Connect the second BioSync to the first BioSync by daisy-chaining the RS-485

connections.
5. Continue the RS-485 daisy-chain connection to other BioSync readers.

6. Wire the BioSync readers into the RIMs (which should be configured for Wiegand).
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CNV-1000 Host PC Connection
IMPORTANT: The CNV-1000 has a default IP address of 192.168.1.100 so for initial
connection and configuration you will have to set the host PC with an IP address in the
same IP range:

Consult an IT professional if you require assistance changing the host PC IP
address.

1. FromWindows Control Panel, go to Network and Sharing Center.
2. On the left-side of the screen click on Change Adapter Settings.
3. Right-click Local Area Connection and choose Properties.
4. Highlight Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/IPv4).
5. Click the Properties button.
6. Verify that Use the following IP address is selected.
7. Enter an IP address on the range of 192.168.1.X (but not 192.168.1.100).
8. Press the tab key and the Subnet mask should auto-infill with 255.255.255.0
9. The default gateway fields should be left blank.

10. You will now be able to connect to the CNV-1000 via a web browser.

CNV-1000 IP Address Change
1. Open a web browser and in the address bar, enter the default IP address for the

CNV-1000.
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2. A login window will appear prompting you for a user name and password.

- Default user name = admin
- Default password = 00000000 (eight zeros)

3. In the Settings section enter the IP address you wish to assign to the CNV-1000.

4. Then click on the UPDATE AND RESET button.
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5. You will then see the following message:

6. After a few seconds the CNV-1000 will be set to the new IP address.

Note: If the new address is on a different range to 192.168.1.X then you will need to alter
the host IP address again to be within the new range before you can connect to the con-
verter again. Follow the steps outlines in the previous section to change the host IP
address.

Resetting the CNV-1000

Perform the following steps to clear the converter's configuration and to set the IP
address back to the default.

1. Remove the CNV-1000 cover and you will see the PCB.
2. Press and hold the black reset button for at least 5 seconds.
3. The second green LED should illuminate.
4. The converter is now reset (IP address and the TCP port and the password will be

at their defaults).
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Adding the CNV-1000 as a Portal
Within the BioManager software the converter is referred to as a portal. The portal must
be added before you can add the BioSync readers to the software.

1. Click the BioManager client icon on the desktop.

2. If no operators have been setup then the user interface should open.
3. A general system events grid will be displayed on the main window pane.

4. On the left of the screen you will see Portals.
5. Right-click Portals and select Search Network Portals.
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6. Click the SEARCH button and wait...
7. If the CNV-1000 is found it will be displayed in the table.

Note: You can also add the portal manually (via right-click - Add Portal), you then
simply type the IP address which is assigned to the CNV-1000).

8. Enter an 8 digit device password (factory default is 00000000).
9. Select the row with the portal listed and click on the Setup button to configure it.
10. The setup portal window is shown with the portal settings. If the values are empty,

reading settings from the CNV-1000 will not be possible.
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11. Enter New Settings:

- IP: IP address of device
- Setup port: Network port for search and setup. Changing is not recommended.
- Password: Password for access to read and change the settings of the CNV-
1000. It is recommended to change the default password and use it for all con-
verters in the system.
- Mask: Enter the device subnet mask.
- Gateway: Default gateway.
- MAC: Physical address of the device. Changing is not recommended.
- DHCP Enable: Enable the DHCP client.
- DNS: Address of the DNS server.
- Data port: Port used for communication between BioManager and devices
behind the converter.
- Dedicated client: To forbid unauthorized access to devices connected to the
portal from another system, select one of the following options: a) Disabled - no
source security checking, b)MAC only - the source MAC address must be equal to
the Dedicated MAC value, c) IP only  the source IP address must be equal to the
Dedicated IP value, d) IP or MAC - at least one of the conditions from point b and c
must be true, e) IP and MAC - both b and c conditions must be true.
- Enable web interface: enable or disable the CNV-1000 web interface for
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configuration.
- Web port:Web interface port.
- Version: Read-only field displaying the firmware version of the converter.

12. Click on SEND SETTINGS to configure the CNV-1000, in a few seconds you
should see the results message notifying you that the settings have been suc-
cessfully changed.

13. You are now ready to begin adding your BioSync readers to the BioManager soft-
ware.

CNV-1000 Converter Firmware Upgrade Procedure
Perform the following steps to upgrade the firmware on a CNV-1000:

IMPORTANT NOTE: If the version is NOT greater than the detected version (being used
by the CNV-1000) then DO NOT change the firmware.

1. Right-click the portal to be updated and select the Firmware Update option.

2. On the firmware update window, click the Browse button. The default location of
the firmware files installed with BioManager will be in the BioManager "Firmware"
folder. If you have a newer version, use the Browse button to locate it.
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3. Select the firmware file with a "xhc" extension.
4. Check the firmware version.

5. Click on the UPLOAD button.
6. Wait for the "Update End" message.
7. Close the Firmware Update window.
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B100-S Fingerprint Reader Setup Guide
Introduction
Setting up a B100-S reader as a new installation is a three step process. Each of these
steps is covered in its own document:

l BioManager Software Installation (p/n: 02301-001)
l CNV Converter Setup (p/n: 02303-001) - (for connecting to the BioSync reader via
ethernet)

l BioSync B100-S Reader Setup (p/n: 02380-001)

Note: The current version of the BioManager software is version 15 (at the time of writ-
ing). You can download this latest version from the Software Downloads section of the
Kerisys website - http://www.kerisys.com/pages/download/software/

This guide explains how to wire the B100-S to the controller, connect to the B100-S for
the first time, configure the reader and then enroll new user fingerprints.

The B100-S is a Wiegand biometric reader for indoor access control applications. It
offers storage of up to 100 fingerprints and has programmable Wiegand output (8 to 128
bits). Configuration of the reader and the users is performed using the BioManager soft-
ware (which is covered further on in this guide). Connection between biometric readers
is via an RS-485 network. This RS-485 network is also used for fingerprint transfer and
unit configuration.

Notes:
- When using the PXL-500 controller, the controller will process up to 31 Wiegand bits.

http://www.kerisys.com/pages/download/software/
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- When using an NXT-Reader Interface Module (RM3), the controller reads up to 64 Wie-
gand bits.

Connection between the PC and the readers is achieved using an Ethernet-to-RS485
converter (CNV-1000). Only one converter is needed per system, unless you are con-
necting to more than 32 BioSync readers on the same data line - then an additional
CNV-1000 is required.

Note: BioSync network readers should be wired together on a continuous
daisy-chain connection. You should NOT have multiple spurs from the CNV-
1000 converter.
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B100-S Reader Installation
Wiring Diagrams

Wiring to an NXT Reader Interface Module (RM3)

RM3 Notes:
l On the Reader Interface Module (RM3) - the J3 jumper should be set to pins 1 and
2. This will provide 12VDC to the BioSync reader and when correctly set, the D10
LED should be solid red.

l If you are using a Wiegand-only module, by default the LED mode will already be
correctly set (using the default firmware version 03.03.10).
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l IMPORTANT: If you have an NXT-4x4 module connected on the same bus as the
BioSync, you MUST use a separate power supply for the reader.

l The NXT-RIM modules are ONLY supported with the NXT and NXT-MSC con-
troller types.

Wiring to a PXL-500W Controller

PXL Notes:
l On the PXL-500W controller, the JP5 jumper should be set to pins 1 and 2 - this
will provide 12VDC to the BioSync and the PXL-500W LED10 will be solid red.

Wiring to an EP Controller (such as the EP-1502)

EP Controller Notes
l BioSync readers have two LED lines but the Mercury EP-Series controllers only
have one LED pin-out. This is overcome by wiring the Red LED wire into the
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buzzer pin-out (pin 4) and in Doors.NET you will need to set the BioSync reader as
being a Dual LED reader type.

- In Doors.NET, go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
- Locate and highlight the BioSync reader in the hardware tree.
- Ensure Advanced View is enabled for the reader properties.
- Locate LED/Buzzer.
- Set the reader for Separate Red and Green, No Buzzer.

This will set the controller to use the buzzer for controlling the second LED line.

l When using BioSync readers with EP controllers, you have to use custom LED
Modes to define the LED behavior for the various reader modes (access granted,
access denied, locked, unlocked, lockdown, etc). Setting up and using Custom
LED Modes is covered in a separate section and available as a standalone doc-
ument (p/n: 02315-001).

Connecting the B100-PR Readers to Multiple NXT-MSC Con-
trollers
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General Notes
l The shield wire connects with the black (Ground) wire at the controller. At the
reader side they are kept separate to prevent a ground loop.

l The BioSync readers can be connected to virtually any controller that conforms to
Wiegand format standards (standard 26-bit or a customWiegand format).

l The maximum reader cable run distance for the BioSync readers is 500 feet (as
per industry standard specifications).

l Typically the BioSync readers will be powered from the controller, so ensure the
controller's power supply outputs enough current for the controller and all devices
connected to the controller.

l The maximum current draw of the B100-S is approx. 100mA max.
l When using a separate power supply for the B100-S, connect the GND for both
devices to ensure correct transfer of the Wiegand signal.

l When you have connected the reader to the controller and applied power, the
BioSync LED bar should flash amber and the reader will beep twice.

l When the BioSync reader is first powered up, there will not be a backlight (by
default the backlight is disabled) but can be easily enabled once it is online in the
BioManager software.
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Add the B100-S Reader to BioManager
Once you have installed the BioManager Software, setup the CNV converter, set the
reader's DIP switch and added the CNV converter as a portal, you are ready to add the
B100-S to the BioManager software.

Log Into the BioManager Software
1. Double-click the BioManager Client icon located on the desktop.

2. If using BioManager for the first time you will be automatically logged into the cli-
ent, otherwise you may be prompted for a user name and password.

3. On the left of the screen you should see a portal. An existing system will also have
readers listed.

Scan for the B100-S
When using the CNV-1000 converter,  you can use the scan facility which is built into the
module. It automatically detects the BioSync, so you do not initially need to find out the
device ID/serial number - it is the quickest and easiest method to add the BioSync.

1. From within the BioManager software, right-click on the communication portal.
2. Select Search devices.

3. A 15-second timer will begin to count down.
4. The detected BioSync reader(s) will show in the search window.
5. Highlight the detected reader then click to Add Reader.
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Manual Add
The manual add option is useful if the hardware has not yet been installed but you want
to begin setting up the system in advance.
1. Open the BioManager software via the client icon on the desktop.

2. Right-click on the Portal which should already be listed and select Add Reader.

3. The Add Reader window will appear.
4. Enter a description for the B100-S.
5. Select the exactmodel (B100-S) from the Type drop-down list.
6. Select the Wiegand output type. Typically for the B100-S this would be left at the

default setting ofWiegand26.

7. On the reverse of the B100-S (under the mounting bracket), you will see a white
label displaying a wiring diagram and the device ID/serial number - you should
make a note of this serial number.
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8. Enter the device ID/serial number.

9. For now, all other settings can be left at their default values.
10. Click the SAVE & EXIT button.

11. In the live events grid you should see an online message for the reader.

12. You are now ready to start adding users and their fingerprints.
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Enrolling Users into BioManager
1. Double-click the Users link to open the User window.

2. Click the New User button.

3. Enter a User ID (Cardnumber) - This is the number that will be transmitted by the
reader to the Doors.NET software - It therefore must be unique to each user.

Note: If users will also be using 26-bit Wiegand cards on the Doors.NET system
you should enter the cardholder's credential information Imprint and Facility Code
to automatically create the unique User ID. The Imprint (User Code) and Facility
Code (Site Code) are entered as shown below:
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By doing this you will then not be required to enroll another credential into Door-
s.NET (as the same number will be processed when the fingerprint is verified).

4. Click the SAVE NEW button.

5. The new user is now created.

Enrolling Fingerprints
Now that the unique user number has been enrolled, you are ready to enroll user fin-
gerprints. The fingerprint is associated with the enrolled User ID number.
1. In the Biometric section, select the reader (left-click) you wish to use for enrollment.

2. Right-click on the enrollment fingertip on-screen image and select Enroll.

3. Swipe the finger a minimum of 5 times at the reader.
4. On the diagram, a red circle will appear on the fingertip, there will be a number dis-

played - ensure this number is greater than 75 to ensure effective accuracy of fin-
gerprint verification.
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5. Click the SAVE NEW button and the fingerprint(s) will automatically be sent to all
online BioSync readers that the user has access to.

Example: If the user has “Unlimited” Access level then the fingerprints will be sent
to all readers, if the user has Access level only for Reader1 and Reader 3 then the
fingerprints will be sent only to those two readers.

NOTE: If more fingerprints are added for a user, all fingerprints will send the same
Wiegand Code (the User ID) to the controller.

6. Repeat steps 2-5 for any additional fingerprints to be enrolled.

Check Communication and Memory Status
To check the communication status of any online BioSync reader, or to check how many
fingerprints are enrolled, perform the following steps:
1. Right-click the reader and select 'Memory Status'.
2. In the events grid, a yellow-highlighted line will appear and the enrolled fingerprint

count will be displayed.
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Deleting Fingerprints
In general, the fingerprints are stored in the biometric reader and in the software. Delet-
ing can be done only in the readers or from both places.

Deleting one user from the biometric reader
l Select the User
l Click on “Delete User”. The User together with its fingerprints will be deleted from
both the software and the reader.

Deleting all users from the biometric reader
l Right click on the reader and select “Delete all users from reader”.

Delete one or more fingerprints
l Select the User and open the “Biometric” tab.
l Go to the fingertip that needs to be deleted, right click and select ”Delete” for one
finger or “Delete All” for all fingers (for the user).

l Click “Save Changes”.

With this procedure the User's fingerprints are deleted from the software and from the
reader.
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Enrolling the Users into Doors.NET
The same user now must be enrolled into Doors.NET (unless the user already exists
with an enrolled credential). Assuming this is a brand new installation... so far we have
only added the user to the BioManager software and the BioSync reader (not to the con-
troller). In this example the BioSync reader is wired into an NXT-MSC controller but the
same setup procedure applies to all controller types. It details the manual enrollment of a
26-bit Wiegand card but any other enrollment method can also be used.

Note: If you have existing 26-bit Wiegand credentials which are already enrolled in Door-
s.NET you will not need to perform the next steps. As long as the enrolled credential
Imprint and Facility has been correctly entered into Doors.NET, you should be getting
access granted once your fingerprint and/or access code has been verified. The fol-
lowing steps assume this is a Doors.NET installation without any existing cardholders.

Set the Reader Manufacturer Model
1. From within Doors.NET go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.

2. Locate the bus which the BioSync reader is connected to, and select the BioSync
reader.
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3. The reader properties will appear on the right.
4. Locate Manufacturer Model and select Keri BioSync KBF-1FP from the drop-

down list.

5. Save the reader settings .
6. Close the hardware page.

Manually Enroll the Cardholder
1. Go to Home >> Cardholders.
2. Click the Add icon.
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3. Enter a first name and last name for the new cardholder (middle name is optional).

4. Ensure Calculate Internal Number is selected and the format is correct.

5. Enter the Facility Code and the Imprint (this is the Site Code and User Code in
BioManager).

6. Set the status to Active.
7. Click the Add Card button.

8. A unique card number will appear in the Credentials list. This number should
exactly match the unique number (User ID) specified in BioManager.
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9. Go to the Access Rights tab and assign an access group to the new cardholder (i.e
Total Access).

10. Save the new record .
11. If you now gain access at the BioSync reader the reader's LED should go green

and you should see an access granted event in the Live Events grid.
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12. As previously mentioned, the fingerprint is associated with the User ID/Credential
number - this is the number that will appear in Live Events.
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BioSync B100-PR - Reader Setup Guide
Introduction
Setting up a B100-PR reader as a new installation is a three step process. Each of these
steps is covered in its own document:

l BioManager Software Installation (p/n: 02301-001)
l CNV Converter Setup (p/n: 02303-001) - (for connection via Ethernet)
l BioSync B100-PR Reader Setup (p/n: 02382-001)

Note: The current version of the BioManager software is version 15 (at the time of writ-
ing). You can download the latest version from the Software Downloads section of the
Kerisys website - http://www.kerisys.com/pages/download/software/

This guide explains the process of wiring the B100-PR reader to the controller, con-
necting to the B100-PR for the first time, configuring the reader then enrolling user cards
and fingerprints.

The B100-PR is a dual Wiegand biometric swipe sensor reader, combined with a
NXT/EM/HID 125 kHz proximity reader for indoor or outdoor access control applications
with storage up to 100 finger templates. Programmable Wiegand Output output (8 to 128
bits).

The reader has a programmable Wiegand output (8 to 128 bits), a multi-color LED bar to
indicate access status and a tamper switch output that can trigger an event in the Door-
s.NET software. If an attempt is made to open the reader casing, the tamper output is

http://www.kerisys.com/pages/download/software/
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activated (the tamper wires; gray and blue should be wired into an available input, such
as on an NXT 4x4 module or an unused input on an NXT or MSC controller).

Notes:
- When using the PXL controller, the controller will process up to 31 Wiegand bits.
- When using an NXT RIM the controller will read up to 64 Wiegand bits
- Connection between the biometric readers is RS485 and it is used for fingerprint trans-
fer and configuration.

The B100-PR is a combination fingerprint and proximity card reader. It is configurable
via a dip switch (located on the rear of the unit) to read Keri NXT, EM, HID and AWID
125KHz credential types.
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Set the Correct Card Type
1. Ensure the power is OFF at the reader.
2. Use a small flat-head screwdriver to set the correct card type on the dip switch.
3. Power ON the reader.

Controller Wiring Diagrams
Wiring to the NXT Reader Interface Module

Reader Interface Module Notes:
l On the Reader Interface Module (RM3) - the J3 jumper should be set to pins 1 and
2. This will provide 12VDC to the reader and when correctly set, the D10 LED
should be solid red.

l If you are using a Wiegand-only module, ensure the reader is using firmware ver-
sion 03.03.10 - this will correctly set the reader LED mode.

l IMPORTANT: If you have an NXT 4x4 module connected on the same bus as the
B100-PR, you MUST use a separate power supply to power the reader.

l The Reader Interface Module can only be used with NXT and NXT-MSC con-
trollers.
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Wiring to the PXL-500W Controller

PXL Notes:
l On the PXL-500W controller, the JP5 jumper should be set to pins 1 and 2 - this
will provide 12VDC to the B100 and on the PXL-500W LED10 will be solid red.

l BioSync readers ar eONLY supported on the PXL-500W, they are NOT supported
on the PXL-500P controller.

l When using the PXL-500W controller with BioSync readers, the controller will pro-
cess up to 31 Wiegand bits.

Wiring to an EP Controller (i.e EP-1502)
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EP Controller Notes
l BioSync fingerprint readers have two LED lines but the EP controllers only have
one LED pin-out. This is overcome by wiring the red LED wire into the buzzer pin-
out (pin 4) and in Doors.NET you have to set the BioSync reader as being a Dual
LED reader type.

- In Doors.NET go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
- Locate and highlight the reader in the hardware tree.
- Ensure Advanced View is enabled for the reader properties.
- Locate LED/Buzzer.
- Set the reader for Separate Red and Green, No Buzzer.

This will set the controller to use the buzzer for controlling the second LED line.

l When using B100 readers with EP controllers you have to use custom LED Modes
to define the LED behavior for the various reader modes (access granted, access
denied, locked, unlocked, lockdown, etc). Setting up and using Custom LED
Modes is covered in a separate section and available as a standalone document
(part # - 02315-001).

General Wiring Notes
l The shield wire connects with the black (Ground) wire at the controller. At the
reader side they are kept separate to prevent a ground loop.

l The B100-PR readers can be connected to virtually any controller that conforms to
Wiegand format standards (standard 26-bit or a customWiegand format).

l The maximum reader cable run distance for the B100 readers is 500 feet/150m.
l Typically the B100 readers will be powered from the controller, so ensure the con-
troller power supply outputs enough current for the controller and all of the con-
nected devices.

l The maximum current draw of the B100-PR is approximately 150mA.
l When using a separate power supply for the reader, connect the GND for both
devices to ensure correct transfer of the Wiegand signal.

l When you have connected the reader to the controller and applied power, the
B100 LED bar should flash amber and the reader will beep twice.
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Connecting the B100 Readers to Multiple
NXT-MSC Controllers

Add the B100-PR to BioManager
Once you have installed the BioManager Software, setup the CNV-1000 converter, set
the reader's DIP switch and added the CNV converter as a portal, you are ready to add
the B100-PR reader to the BioManager software.

Scan for the B100 Reader
When using the CNV-1000 converter you can use the scan facility. Scanning will auto-
matically detect the readerand therefore you do not initially have to know the device
ID/serial number - this is therefore the quickest and easiest method of adding the B100
reader.

1. Click the BioManager desktop client icon.
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2. If it is the first time you are using BioManager you will be logged in automatically,
otherwise you may be prompted for a user name and password.

3. From within the BioManager software, right-click on the communication portal.
4. Select Search devices.

5. A 15-second timer will begin to count down.
6. The detected BioSync reader(s) will display in the search window.
7. Select the reader(s).
8. Click the ADD READER button.

Manual Add
The manual add option is useful if the hardware has not yet been installed but you want
to begin setting up the system in advance.
1. Open the BioManager software via the client icon on the desktop.

2. Right-click on the Portal which should already be listed and select Add Reader.

3. The Add Reader window will appear.
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4. Enter a description for the B100-PR reader.
5. Select the exactmodel (B100-PR) from the Type drop-down list.
6. Select the Wiegand output type - typically for the B100-PR this would be left at the

default setting ofWiegand26.

Note: - Even when using Keri NXT credentials, this setting should still be left at the
default of Wiegand26.

7. On the reverse of the reader you will see a white label which displays a wiring dia-
gram and the device ID/serial number - you should make a note of this number.

8. On the reader setup page enter the device ID/serial number.
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9. For now, all other settings should be left at their default values.
10. Click the Save & Exit button.

11. In the live events grid you should see an online message for the reader.

12. You are now ready to start adding users and fingerprints.
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Enrolling NXT Credentials
1. From the lower-left pane of the BioManager client, double-click Users.

2. The Users window will open.
3. Click the New User button.

4. Enter a new user name.
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5. In the User ID's (Card numbers) field, enter the NXT credential number - this is the
number printed on the card/tag - (don't include the 4 digits after the letter N).

6. The Site code and User code are automatically infilled (you do not need to be con-
cerned about these fields).

7. You will also notice that the access level is automatically set to Unlimited. The
Unlimited group automatically includes any BioSync reader which has been
added.

8. Click the SAVE NEW button to save the new user.

9. The user and credential is now added to the BioManager software and is ready to
be added to Doors.NET.
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Enrolling 26-Bit Wiegand Credentials
The following section explains how to add 26-bit Wiegand credentials, for example
125KHz HID ISOProx or ProxCard II credentials.

Note: As well as the Imprint (number printed on the card/tag) you will also need to know
the programmed facility code. If you do not know either the facility code or the printed
number you will have to use Doors.NET to detect them - Further details near the end of
this document.

1. Ensure the dip switch on the reverse of the reader is configured for the correct card
type.

2. Double-click Users.

3. Click the NEW USER button.
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4. Enter the new user name.

5. In the Site code field enter the credential's facility code (also referred to as a site
code). (1)

6. In the User code field enter the credential Imprint number. (2)
7. The User ID will automatically be created (3) - this is the cardholder's unique ID ref-

erence and is what appears in Doors.NET live events grid when the card is presen-
ted to a reader.

8. The BioManager access level will automatically be set to Unlimited.
9. Save the new user via the SAVE NEW button.

10. The user and the 26-bit Wiegand credential are now added to the BioManager soft-
ware and is ready to enroll into Doors.NET.
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Enrolling Fingerprints
Now that the credential has been enrolled, you are ready to enroll user fingerprints. The
fingerprint is associated with the enrolled User ID number, this means if the reader is in
Fingerprint-Only mode the same card number will be transmitted when the fingerprint is
verified (the same as with all other reader modes) - There is not a separate enrolled num-
ber associated with the fingerprint.

Note: If you have users which will only use fingerprint enrollment you would have to
enroll a number that will be transmitted when the fingerprint is verified.
1. Open an existing user record (which has a card/tag enrolled).
2. Click the Edit button.

3. In the fingerprint enrollment section, click on the B100 reader that will be used for
enrollment.

4. On the hands image, right-click the small circle corresponding to the fingerprint you
will be enrolling (for example; your right-index finger).

5. Select Enroll.
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6. Swipe the finger a minimum of 5 times at the B100 reader.
7. In BioManager the small circle on the diagram will be red and there will be a num-

ber which indicates the verification %
of the fingerprint.

8. Ensure the percentage is 75% or greater, then click the SAVE button.

9. The fingerprint will now be assigned to the user record and you will be able to use
the B100 with all three reader modes.
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Changing the B100-PR Reader Mode
The following steps explain how to change the user authentication operating mode of
the reader.
1. In the BioManager software in the upper-left pane, right-click on the BioSync

reader and select Properties.
2. From the BioSync reader properties window, locate Entry Mode.

The available entry modes are:

- Finger - You will only need your enrolled fingerprint to gain access
- Card or Finger - You can use either your enrolled card or your enrolled finger to
gain access
- Card AND Finger - You will need to use your enrolled card and then present
your enrolled finger to gain access.

3. Make your selection then click the SAVE & EXIT button.
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Enable/Disable the Backlight
The following steps explain how to enable or disable the reader backlight:
1. Right-click the B100-PR reader in the BioManager software.
2. Select the reader properties.

3. Select or deselect the Disable Backlight option.

4. Click the SAVE & EXIT button.

Enrolling the Users into Doors.NET
The same users now need to be added to Doors.NET because so far the users only
exist on the fingerprint reader, (not at the controller). In this example the reader is wired
into an NXT-MSC controller but the same enrollment procedure applies to all controller
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types. It details the manual enrollment of a 125KHz 26-bit Wiegand card, but any other
enrollment method (presentation or block enroll) can also be used.

Set the Reader Manufacturer Model
1. From within Doors.NET go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.

2. Locate the bus which the reader is on then select the reader.

3. The reader properties will appear on the right.
4. Locate Manufacturer Model and select Keri BioSync B100-PROX-NH from the

drop-down list.
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5. Save the reader settings .
6. Close the hardware page.

Manually Enroll the Cardholder
1. Go to Home >> Cardholders.
2. Click the Add icon.

3. Enter a first name and last name for the new cardholder (middle name is optional).

4. Ensure Calculate Internal Number is selected the format is correct.
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5. Enter the Facility Code and the Imprint (Site Code and User Code in BioManager).

6. Set the status to Active.
7. Click the Add Card button.

8. A unique card number will appear in the Credentials list. This number should
exactly match the unique number (User ID) in BioManager.

9. Go to the Access Rights tab and assign an access group to the new cardholder (i.e
Total Access).

10. Save the new record .
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11. If you now gain access at the B100 reader the reader's LED should go green and
you should see an access granted event in the Live Events grid.

12. As previously mentioned, the fingerprint is associated with the User ID/Credential
number so even if the B100 is set to Finger/Finger or Card modes, and you only
present the enrolled finger, the same name and card number will appear in Live
Events.

Contact Keri Systems

Keri USA Keri UK, Ireland, Europe

302 Enzo Drive. Suite 190, San Jose,
CA, 95138 USA

Unit 17, Park Farm Industrial Estate,
Ermine Street, Buntingford, Herts, SG9 9AZ

UK
Telephone: (800) 260-5265 (408) 435-
8400 Telephone: + 44 (0) 1763 273 243

Fax: (408) 577-1792 Fax: + 44 (0) 1763 274 106
Web: www.kerisys.com Web: www.kerisystems.co.uk

E-mail: sales@kerisys.com tech-
support@kerisys.com

E-mail: sales@kerisystems.co.uk tech-sup-
port@kerisystems.co.uk

Knowledge Base Website - www.keri-kb.com

YouTube Channel - https://www.youtube.com/user/kerisystems

http://www.keri-kb.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/kerisystems
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BioSync B100-SC Reader Setup Guide

Introduction
The B100-SC is a Wiegand biometric and proximity reader for indoor or outdoor access
control applications. It has a programmable Wiegand output and offers storage of up to
100 fingerprints. It reads cards/tags and has a Mifare Classic 1K & 4K, Ultralight, Desfire
programmable Wiegand Output (8 to 128 bits).

Configuration of the readers and fingerprint enrollment is performed using the BioMan-
ager PC Software.

Connection between the biometric readers is RS485 and it is used for fingerprint transfer
and configuration. When used with third party controllers, the connection between the
Biometric readers and the PC is done through a converter (CNV200-RS485 to USB or
CNV1000-RS485 to TCP/IP). Only one converter is needed per system (one converter
for 1, 2, 3...30, 31 Biometric readers).

The reader has a programmable Wiegand output (8 to 128 bits), a multi-color LED bar to
indicate access status and a tamper switch output that can trigger an event in the Door-
s.NET software. If an attempt is made to open the reader casing, the tamper output is
activated (the tamper wires; gray and blue should be wired into an available input, such
as on an NXT 4x4 module or an unused input on an NXT or MSC controller).
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Controller Wiring Diagrams

12 VDC 9-14 VDC
GND Ground
A RS-485 A
B RS-485 B
LR- Red LED -
LG- Green LED -
D1 Data 1
D0 Data 0
Tamper Tamper Switch (N/O)
Tamper Tamper Switch (N/O)

Note: The conversion from 7byte ID to 4 byte ID is only possible with cards that have 7
byte ID Number. Those are: Mifare plus, Desfire and Ultralight. The number is converted
according to NXP algorithm. It corresponds to the number obtained by the USB desktop
reader.
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NXT Reader Interface Module Wiring

1. On the Reader Interface Module (RM3) - the J3 jumper should be set to pins 1 and
2. This will provide 12VDC to the BioSync unit and when correctly set the D10
LED should be solid red.

2. If you are using a Wiegand-only module, ensure the reader is using firmware ver-
sion 03.03.10 - this will correctly set the BioSync LED mode.

3. IMPORTANT: If you have an NXT 4x4 module connected on the same bus as the
BioSync, you MUST use a separate power supply to power the BioSync.

4. The Reader Interface Module can only be used with NXT and NXT-MSC con-
trollers.

PXL-500 Controller Wiring

l On the PXL-500W controller, the JP5 jumper should be set to pins 1 and 2 - this
will provide 12VDC to the BioSync and on the PXL-500W LED10 will be solid red.

SCP-EP1502 Controller Wiring
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l BioSync readers have two LED lines but the EP controllers only have one LED
pin-out. This is overcome by wiring the red LED wire into the buzzer pin-out (pin 4)
and in Doors.NET you have to set the BioSync reader as being a Dual LED reader
type.

l When using BioSync readers with EP controllers you have to use custom LED
Modes to define the LED behavior for the various reader modes (access granted,
access denied, locked, unlocked, lockdown, etc). Setting up and using Custom
LED Modes is covered in a separate section and available as a standalone doc-
ument (part # - 02315-001).

General Wiring Notes
l The shield wire connects with the black (Ground) wire at the controller. At the
reader side they are kept separate to prevent a ground loop.

l The BioSync readers can be connected to virtually any controller that conforms to
Wiegand format standards (standard 26-bit or a customWiegand format).

l The maximum reader cable run distance for the BioSync readers is 150m/500ft (as
per industry standard specifications).

l Typically the BioSync readers will be powered from the controller, so ensure the
controller power supply outputs enough current for the controller and all the con-
nected devices.

l The maximum current draw of the B100-SC is approximately 150mA.
l When using a separate power supply for the BioSync, connect the Ground for both
devices to ensure correct transfer of the Wiegand signal.

l When you have connected the reader to the controller and applied power, the
BioSync LED bar should flash amber and the reader will beep twice.
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Connecting the B100 Readers to Multiple
NXT-MSC Controllers

Add the B100-SC To the BioManager Soft-
ware
Once you have installed the BioManager Software, setup the CNV converter, set the
reader's DIP switch and added the CNV converter as a portal, you are ready to add the
BioSync reader to the BioManager software.
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Scan for the B-100-SC Reader
1. Click the BioManager desktop client icon.

2. If it is the first time you are using BioManager you will be logged in automatically,
otherwise you may be prompted for a user name and password.

3. From within the BioManager software, right-click on the communication portal.
4. Select Search devices.

5. A 15-second timer will begin to count down.
6. The detected BioSync reader(s) will display in the search window.
7. Select the reader(s).
8. Click the ADD READER button.
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Manually Add the B100-SC Reader
1. Click the BioManager desktop client icon.

2. If it is the first time you are using BioManager you will be logged in automatically,
otherwise you may be prompted for a username and password.

3. Expand the door item to view the readers on the system.
4. Right click and select Add Reader.
5. Enter a name for the new reader.
6. From the reader type drop-down list select 'B100-SC'.
7. From the Wiegand type drop-down list, select either 26-bit Wiegand or a custom

Wiegand format.
8. Locate the device serial number - It can be found on the white wiring diagram

sticker on the back of the unit. You will need to remove the rear cover to view the
serial number.

If you are unable to locate the serial number, you can right-click the portal and
search for the units, the local area network will then be scanned for any biometric
readers.

9. In the BioManager software, enter the device ID/serial number.
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10. Click the SAVE and EXIT button and the reader should come online. In the future:
to check if a reader is online, right-click the reader and select: "Check Version" - if
online the reader version will appear in the events grid.

The B100-SC features an adjustable Wiegand protocol, allowing you to add a custom
Wiegand format (from 8-128 bits in length). There are two default formats (standard 26-
bit and standard 34-bit) and 3 custom formats. The next section covers the subject of
using one of the custom formats set to the 32 bit Mifare CSN (where are all the bits are
used for the unique card number).
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Add 32 bit Mifare Card Serial Number (CSN)
Format

Note: If using 32-bit Mifare CSN this format is already added to the Wiegand library.

The following process can be used for adding any new Wiegand format to BioManager
format library.
1. To setup a new customWiegand format select the Wiegand menu from Settings.

2. The Wiegand setup window will appear.

3. From the drop-down list in the upper-left, select one of the custom formats.
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4. Set the Wiegand parameters.
5. For the 32-bit Mifare CSN, select 32 from the Length (bits) drop-down list.
6. Click the APPLY button.

7. Enter the number 1 in place of the zero in cell #1. Cell #2 will be #2, cell #3 will be
#3, etc

8. This continues all the way up to #32.
9. Your Wiegand data grid should then resemble the image below.

10. This instructs the reader to process all 32 bits as the card number.
11. When you have finished, press the SAVE button.

12. The custom format is now setup and ready to assign to the reader (via right click on
the reader >> Properties >> Wiegand Type)

Enrolling 32 bit Mifare (CSN) Credentials
The following section explains how to add a 32-bit Mifare Card Serial Number (CSN).
However, because the unique number is not printed on the card you first need to find out
what the number is.
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Detecting the Mifare Card Serial Number (CSN)
1. Once the custom format has been assigned to the reader you should also set the

Entry mode to Card or Finger.

2. Press the SAVE & EXIT button.

3. Next, in Doors.NET go to Setup >> Credential Types.
4. Right-click and remove each of the existing active formats.
5. Click the Add Active Format button.
6. The format properties will be on the right.
7. Add a description for the 32 bit Mifare CSN format.
8. Select 32 bit Mifare (CSN) from the format drop-down list.
9. Then save.

10. This will now be the only active format for the controller.
11. If you present the Mifare card to the reader, Live Events should give you the unique

Mifare number.
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12. Keep a note of this number as it will be used for enrollment.

Enrolling the Credential Into BioManager
1. Double-click the Users icon.
2. Click NEW USER button.

3. Enter a new user name.
4. In the User IDs (Card numbers) field enter the Mifare CSN number (the number that

appeared in Live Events).

5. Click the SAVE NEW button and the number will be sent to the BioSync.
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Enrolling Fingerprints Using the B100-SC
Reader
1. Open the Users window and add a new user.
2. Enter a name for the new user.
3. From the Biometrics section of the window, select a reader to use for enrollment.
4. Right-click on the enrollment fingertip on-screen image and select Enroll.

5. Swipe the finger a minimum of 5 times at the reader.
6. The fingertip on the on-screen image will turn red and will have a number dis-

played. Ensure the percentage is 75% or greater, then click SAVE.

7. Repeat steps 4-6 for each fingerprint to be enrolled.
8. Click on “Save New” and the fingerprint will be sent automatically to all Biometric

Readers to which the user has access.
9. The default assigned access group is 'unlimited' so the new user will automatically

be send to all readers.
10. To check that the user has been correctly sent out, right-click a reader and select:

'Memory Status' - the user count will appear in the events grid.

Note: If a user is enrolled with multiple fingerprints, all fingerprints will send the same
Wiegand code to the controller - this code is the number that is displayed in the User ID
field of the user record.
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Changing the BioSync Reader Mode
The following steps explain how to change the user authentication operating mode of
the reader.

1. In the BioManager software in the upper-left pane, right-click on the BioSync
reader and select Properties.

2. From the BioSync reader properties window, locate Entry Mode.

The available entry modes are:

- Finger - You will only need your enrolled fingerprint to gain access
- Card or Finger - You can use either your enrolled card or your enrolled finger to
gain access
- Card AND Finger - You will need to use your enrolled card and then present
your enrolled finger to gain access.

3. Make your selection then click the Save and Exit button.
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Enrolling the Users into Doors.NET
The same users now need to be added to Doors.NET because so far, the users only
exist on the reader, (not at the controller). In this example the B100-SC reader is wired
into an NXT-MSC controller - but the same setup procedure applies to all controller
types. It details the manual enrollment of a 32-bit MIFARE card, but any other enrollment
method can also be used.

Set the Reader Manufacturer Model
1. From within Doors.NET go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.

2. Locate the bus which the B100 reader is on and select it.

3. The reader properties will appear on the right.
4. Locate Manufacturer Model and select the specific B100 reader >> Keri BioSync

B100PROXS-MF from the drop-down list.
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5. Save the reader settings .
6. Close the hardware page.

Manually Enroll the Cardholder
1. Go to Home >> Cardholders.
2. Click the Add icon.

3. Enter a first name and last name for the new cardholder (middle name is optional).

4. Ensure Calculate Internal Number is deselected.
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5. In the Cardnumber field enter the long, unique Mifare CSN.
6. Set the status to Active.
7. Click the Add Card button.

8. A unique card number will appear in the Credentials list. This number should
exactly match the unique number (User ID) in BioManager.

9. Go to the Access Rights tab and assign an access group to the new cardholder (i.e
Total Access).
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10. Save the new record .
11. If you now gain access at the B100 reader the reader's LED should go green and

you should see an access granted event in the Live Events grid.

12. As previously mentioned, the fingerprint is associated with the User ID/Credential
number so even if the B100 is set to Finger/Finger or Card modes, and you only
present the enrolled finger, the same name and card number will appear in Live
Events.

Contact Keri Systems

Keri USA Keri UK, Ireland, Europe

302 Enzo Drive. Suite 190, San Jose,
CA, 95138 USA

Unit 17, Park Farm Industrial Estate,
Ermine Street, Buntingford, Herts, SG9 9AZ

UK
Telephone: (800) 260-5265 (408) 435- Telephone: + 44 (0) 1763 273 243
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8400
Fax: (408) 577-1792 Fax: + 44 (0) 1763 274 106

Web: www.kerisys.com Web: www.kerisystems.co.uk
E-mail: sales@kerisys.com tech-

support@kerisys.com
E-mail: sales@kerisystems.co.uk tech-sup-

port@kerisystems.co.uk

Knowledge Base Website - www.keri-kb.com

YouTube Channel - https://www.youtube.com/user/kerisystems

end of document

http://www.keri-kb.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/kerisystems
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B100-KP Reader Setup
Introduction
Setting up a B100-KP reader as a new installation is a three step process. Each of these
steps is covered in its own document:

l BioManager Software Installation (p/n: 02301-001)
l CNV Converter Setup (p/n: 02303-001) - (used to connect to the BioSync via eth-
ernet)

l B100-KP Reader Setup (p/n: 02384-001)

Note: The current version of the BioManager software is version 15 (at the time of writ-
ing). You can download the latest version from the Software Downloads section of the
Kerisys website - http://www.kerisys.com/pages/download/software/

This guide explains the process of wiring the B100-KP reader to the controller, con-
necting to the reader for the first time, configuring the reader then enrolling user fin-
gerprints and PINs.

The B100-KP biometric keypad reader is a Wiegand biometric fingerprint reader and
keypad for indoors and outdoors access control applications and features a backlight
and programmable Wiegand output.

It offers storage of up to 100 fingerprints, programmable Wiegand output (8 to 128 bits)
and selectable PIN code length. There is also a tamper switch which is activated if an

http://www.kerisys.com/pages/download/software/
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attempt is made to open or remove the unit from the wall. You can wire the tamper switch
into an available input (for example, on a 4x4 module) and then set up an alert/sound
alert within Doors.NET.
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B100-KP Installation
Installing Outside
If the B100-KP reader is to be installed outside, the reader MUST be fitted with the MCD-
MINI polycarbonate cover available as a BioSync accessory (in order to protect the
sensor from direct rainfall).

The operating temperature of the product is between -15ºC - + 60ºC. If the reader is
installed in an environment where the temperature can drop below -10ºC or/and if the
sensor could be exposed to direct sunlight, it is strongly recommended to install the
reader inside a third party sealed wall mount box (fitted with additional heater if very low
temperature) to keep a constant sensor level performance. Keri Systems cannot guar-
antee the functionality of the product if prior measures and advice are not followed. It is
also strongly recommended to use dual technology biometric readers when used out-
doors to offer first higher security but also the possibility to use different readers to suit dif-
ferent types of users.
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B100-KP Wiring to the Controller

Wiring to an NXT RM3 (Reader Interface Module)

Reader Interface Module Notes:
l On the Reader Interface Module (RM3) the J3 jumper should be set to pins 1 and
2. This will provide 12VDC to the B100 reader and when correctly set the D10 LED
should be solid red.

l If you are using a Wiegand-only module, by default the LED mode will be correctly
set (providing the RM3 is using firmware version 03.03.10)

l IMPORTANT: If you have an NXT 4x4 module connected on the same bus as the
reader, you MUST use a separate power supply to power the reader/keypad.

l The Reader Interface Module (RM3) is only supported with the NXT and NXT-
MSC controllers.

Wiring to the PXL-500W Controller
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PXL Notes:
l On the PXL-500W controller, the JP5 jumper should be set to pins 1 and 2 - this
will provide 12VDC to the BioSync and on the PXL-500W LED10 will be solid red.

l BioSync readers ar eONLY supported on the PXL-500W, they are NOT supported
on the PXL-500P controller.

l When using the PXL-500W controller with BioSync readers, the controller will pro-
cess up to 31 Wiegand bits.

Wiring to an EP Controller (i.e EP-1502)
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EP Controller Notes
l BioSync readers have two LED lines but the EP controllers only have one LED
pin-out. This is overcome by wiring the Red LED wire into the buzzer pin-out (pin
4) and in Doors.NET you have to set the BioSync reader as being a Dual LED
reader type.
- In Doors.NET go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
- Locate and highlight the BioSync reader in the hardware tree.
- Ensure Advanced View is enabled for the reader properties.
- Locate LED/Buzzer.
- Set the reader for Separate Red and Green, No Buzzer.

Note: This will set the controller to use the buzzer for controlling the second LED line
and because of this the reader does not generate any sound when the door is forced or
held open.

l When using BioSync readers with EP controllers you have to use custom LED
Modes to define the LED behavior for the various reader modes (i.e - access gran-
ted, access denied, locked, unlocked, lockdown, etc). Setting up and using Custom
LED Modes is covered in a separate section and available as a standalone doc-
ument (p/n: 02315-001).
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General Notes
l The shield wire connects with the black (Ground) wire at the controller. At the
reader side they are kept separate to prevent a ground loop.

l The maximum reader cable run distance for the BioSync readers is 150m/500 ft (as
per industry standard specifications).

l Typically the B100 readers will be powered from the controller so ensure the con-
troller's power supply outputs enough current for the controller and all connected
devices.

l The maximum current draw for the BioSync B100-KP is approximately 150mA.
l When using a separate power supply for the reader, connect the Ground for both
devices to ensure correct transfer of the Wiegand signal.

l When you have connected the reader to the controller and applied power, the
B100 LED bar should flash amber and the reader will beep twice.

l When the B100 reader is first powered up there will not be a backlight (by default
the backlight is disabled) but can be easily enabled once it is online to the BioMan-
ager software.

Connecting the B100 Readers to Multiple
NXT-MSC Controllers
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Add the B100-KP to the BioManager Soft-
ware
Once you have installed the BioManager Software, setup the CNV converter, set the
reader's DIP switch and added the CNV converter as a portal, you are ready to add the
B100 to the BioManager software.

Scan for the B100-KP Reader
When using the CNV-1000 converter you can use the scan facility to automatically
detect the BioSync. You will therefore not initially need to find out the device ID/serial
number - this is the quickest and easiest method to add the B100.

1. Click the BioManager client desktop icon.

2. If using BioManager for the first time you will be automatically logged into the cli-
ent, otherwise you may be prompted for a user name and password.

3. On the left of the screen you should see a portal listed. An existing system will also
have BioSync readers listed.

4. Right-click on the communication portal.
5. Select Search devices.

6. A 15-second timer will begin to count down.
7. The detected B100 reader(s) will show in the search window.
8. Highlight the detected reader then click to Add Reader.
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Manual Add
The manual add option is useful if the hardware has not yet been installed but you want
to begin setting up the system in advance.

1. Open the BioManager software via the client icon on the desktop.

2. Right-click on the Portal which should already be listed and select Add Reader.

3. The Add Reader window will appear.
4. Enter a description for the B100.
5. Select the exactmodel (B100-KP) from the Type drop-down list.
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6. Select the Wiegand output type. Typically for the B100-KP this should be left at the
default setting ofWiegand26.

7. The Wiegand Output type should be SingleWiegand.
8. On the reverse of the B100-KP (under the mounting bracket), you will see a white

label which has a wiring diagram and the device ID/serial number - you should
make a note of this number.

9. Enter the device ID/serial number.
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10. For now, all other settings can be left at their default values.
11. Click the SAVE & EXIT button.

12. In the live events grid you should see an online message for the reader.

13. You are now ready to start adding user PINs and fingerprints.
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Enrolling Users Using the Reader
1. Double-click the Users link to open the User window.

2. Click the New User button.

3. Enter a User ID (Cardnumber) - This is the number that will be transmitted by the
B100 to the Doors.NET software - It therefore will be unique to each users.

Note: If users will also be using 26-bit Wiegand cards on the Doors.NET system
you should enter the cardholder's credential Imprint and Facility Code to auto-
matically create the unique User ID. The Imprint (User Code) and Facility Code
(Site Code) are entered as shown below:
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4. Next, enter an Access Code (this in the number that is entered into the keypad).

5. Click the SAVE NEW button.
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Enrolling Fingerprints
Now that the unique user number has been enrolled, you are ready to enroll user fin-
gerprints. The fingerprint is associated with the enrolled User ID number.

1. In the Biometric section, select the reader (left-click) which will be used for enroll-
ment.

2. On the diagram of two hands, right-click a fingertip for the finger you will be
enrolling, select Enroll.

3. A 30 second count down will begin and the fingerprint sensor LED will be flick-
ering quickly between amber and green.

4. Swipe the finger a minimum of 5 times at the B100-KP reader.
5. On the diagram a red circle will appear on the fingertip, there will be a number dis-

played - ensure this number is greater than 75% to ensure effective accuracy of fin-
gerprint verification.

6. Click the SAVE NEW button, the fingerprint(s) will then automatically be sent to all
BioSync readers that the user has access to.

Example: If the user has “Unlimited” Access level then the fingerprints will be sent
to all readers, if the user has Access level only for Reader 1 and Reader 3 then the
fingerprints will be sent only to those two readers.

Note: If more fingerprints are added for one user, all fingerprints will send the same
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Wiegand Code (the User ID) to the controller.

7. Repeat steps 2-5 for any additional fingerprints to be enrolled.

Check Communication and Memory Status
If ever you wish to check the communication status of a B100 reader, or to check how
many fingerprints are enrolled, perform the following steps:

1. Right-click the reader and select 'Memory Status'
2. In the events grid a yellow-highlighted line will appear and the enrolled fingerprint

count will be displayed.

Deleting Fingerprints
In general, the fingerprints are stored in the biometric reader and in the software. Delet-
ing can be done only in the readers or from both places.

Deleting one user from the biometric reader
l Select the user
l Click on “Delete User”. The User together with its fingerprints will be deleted from
both the software and the reader.

Deleting all users from the biometric reader
l Right click on the reader and select “Delete all users from reader”.

Delete one or more fingerprints
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l Select the user and open the “Biometric” tab.
l Go to the fingertip that needs to be deleted, right click and select ”Delete” for one
finger or “Delete All” for all fingers (of the user).

l Click “Save Changes”.

With this procedure the user's fingerprints are deleted from the software and from the
reader.
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Changing the B100 Reader Mode
The following steps explain how to change the user authentication operating mode in
BioManager.

1. In the BioManager software (in the upper-left pane), right-click on the BioSync
reader and select Properties.

2. From the BioSync reader properties window, locate Entry Mode.

The available entry modes are:

- Finger - You will only need your enrolled fingerprint to gain access (the keypad
will be inactive.
- Access Code or Finger - You can use either your access code or your enrolled
finger to gain access
- Access Code AND Finger - Enables the use of the double security mode: Enter
the PIN code (Access code) (i.e 9876). For the next 8 seconds the fingerprint
sensor LED will flicker amber. You should present your enrolled finger within the 8
seconds.

3. Select the mode you wish to set the reader to.
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4. After making your selection click the Save and Exit button.

Enable or Disable the Keypad or Sensor
Backlight
To enable or disable either the keypad backlight or the sensor backlight you must first
ensure you are at least using Biosync firmware version 1.25.

1. Right-click the B100-KP from the reader list on the left, select Properties.
2. There are two backlight options (Disable Backlight and Keypad Backlight)
3. To have both LEDs enabled, ensure Disable Backlight is not select and Keypad

Backlight is selected.

4. To disable both backlights you should make the opposite selections.

5. Click the SAVE & EXIT button and the settings will be sent to the reader.

Enrolling the Users into Doors.NET
The same users now need to be added to Doors.NET because so far we have only
added the users to the reader software and the BioManager software (not to the con-
troller). In this example the B100 reader is wired into an NXT-MSC controller but the
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same setup procedure applies to all controller types. It details the manual enrollment of a
26-bit Wiegand card but any other enrollment method can also be used.

Note: If you have existing 26-bit Wiegand credentials which are already enrolled in Door-
s.NET you will not need to perform the next steps. As long as the enrolled credential
Imprint and Facility code have been correctly entered into Doors.NET you should be get-
ting access granted once your fingerprint and/or access code has been verified.

The following steps assume a Doors.NET installation without any existing cardholders.
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Set the Reader Manufacturer Model
1. From within Doors.NET go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.

2. Locate the bus which the BioSync reader is on and select the BioSync reader.

3. The reader properties will appear on the right.
4. Locate Manufacturer Model and select Keri B100-PAD-M from the drop-down

list.
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5. Save the reader settings .
6. Close the hardware page.

Manually Enroll the Cardholder
1. Go to Home >> Cardholders.
2. Click the Add icon.

3. Enter a first name and last name for the new cardholder (middle name is optional).

4. Ensure Calculate Internal Number is selected and the format is correct.
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5. Enter the Facility Code and the Imprint (Site Code and User Code in BioManager).

6. Set the status to Active.
7. Click the Add Card button.

8. A unique card number will appear in the Credentials list. This number should
exactly match the unique number (User ID) in BioManager.
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9. Go to the Access Rights tab and assign an access group to the new cardholder (i.e
Total Access).

10. Save the new record .
11. If you now gain access at the B100 reader - the reader LED should go green and

you should see an access granted event in the Live Events grid.

12. As previously mentioned, the fingerprint is associated with the User ID/Credential
number so even if the BioSync is set to Finger/Finger or Card modes, and you only
present the enrolled finger, the same name and card number will appear in Live
Events.

Contact Keri Systems

Keri USA Keri UK, Ireland, Europe
302 Enzo Drive. Suite 190, San Jose, Unit 17, Park Farm Industrial Estate,
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CA, 95138 USA Ermine Street, Buntingford, Herts, SG9 9AZ
UK

Telephone: (800) 260-5265 (408) 435-
8400 Telephone: + 44 (0) 1763 273 243

Fax: (408) 577-1792 Fax: + 44 (0) 1763 274 106
Web: www.kerisys.com Web: www.kerisystems.co.uk

E-mail: sales@kerisys.com tech-
support@kerisys.com

E-mail: sales@kerisystems.co.uk tech-sup-
port@kerisystems.co.uk

Knowledge Base Website - www.keri-kb.com

YouTube Channel - https://www.youtube.com/user/kerisystems

end of document

http://www.keri-kb.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/kerisystems
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BioSync KBF-1FP Setup
Setting up a KBF-1FP reader on a new installation is a three step process. Each of these
steps is covered in its own document:

l BioManager Software Installation (p/n: 02301-001)
l CNV Converter Setup (p/n: 02303-001) - (used to connect to the BioSync via eth-
ernet)

l BioSync KBF-1FP Reader Setup (p/n: 02304-001)

Note: The current version of the BioManager software is version 10 (at the time of writ-
ing). You can download the lastest version from the Software Downloads section of the
Kerisys website - http://www.kerisys.com/pages/download/software/

This guide explains the process of wiring the BioSync to the controller, connecting to the
BioSync for the first time, configuring the BioSync and then enrolling user's cards, fin-
gerprints and PINs (PINs are used with the KBF-3KP reader).

The KBF-1FP is a Wiegand biometric reader for indoor access control applications. It
offers storage of up to 9,500 fingerprints and has programmable Wiegand output (8 to
128 bits). Configuration of the readers and the users is performed using the BioManager
software and is covered further on in this section. Connection between biometric readers
is via an RS-485 network. This RS-485 network is also used for fingerprint transfer and
unit configuration.

NOTES:
- When using the PXL controller the controller will process up to 31 Wiegand bits.
- When using an NXT RM3 (Reader Interface Module), the controller will read up to 64
Wiegand bits

http://www.kerisys.com/pages/download/software/
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Connection between the PC and the readers is achieved using an Ethernet-to-RS485
converter (CNV-1000). Only one converter is needed per system, unless you are con-
necting to more than 32 BioSync readers on the same data line - then an additional
CNV-1000 would be required.

NOTE: BioSync readers should be wired together on a continuous daisy-
chain connection. You should NOT have multiple spurs from the CNV-1000
converter.

BioSync 1FP Installation
Wiring Diagrams

Wiring to an NXT Reader Interface Module
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RM3 Notes:
l On the Reader Interface Module (RM3) - the J3 jumper should be set to pins 1 and
2. This will provide 12VDC to the BioSync reader and when correctly set, the D10
LED should be solid red.

l If you are using a Wiegand-only module, by default the LED mode will already be
correctly set (using the default firmware version 03.03.10).

l IMPORTANT: If you have an NXT 4x4 module connected on the same bus as the
BioSync, you MUST use a separate power supply to power the BioSync.

l The NXT-RIM modules are ONLY supported with the NXT and NXT-MSC con-
troller types.

Wiring to the PXL-500W Controller

PXL Notes:
l On the PXL-500W controller, the JP5 jumper should be set to pins 1 and 2 - this
will provide 12VDC to the BioSync and the PXL-500W LED10 will be solid red.
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Wiring to an EP Controller (i.e the EP-1502)

EP Controller Notes
l BioSync readers have two LED lines but the Mercury EP-Series controllers only
have one LED pin-out. This is overcome by wiring the Red LED wire into the
buzzer pin-out (pin 4) and in Doors.NET you will need to set the BioSync reader as
being a Dual LED reader type.

- In Doors.NET, go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
- Locate and highlight the BioSync reader in the hardware tree.
- Ensure Advanced View is enabled for the reader properties.
- Locate LED/Buzzer.
- Set the reader for Separate Red and Green, No Buzzer.

This will set the controller to use the buzzer for controlling the second LED line.

l When using BioSync readers with EP controllers, you have to use custom LED
Modes to define the LED behavior for the various reader modes (access granted,
access denied, locked, unlocked, lockdown, etc). Setting up and using Custom
LED Modes is covered in a separate section and available as a standalone doc-
ument (p/n: 02315-001).

General Notes
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l The shield wire connects with the black (Ground) wire at the controller. At the
reader side they are kept separate to prevent a ground loop.

l The BioSync readers can be connected to virtually any controller that conforms to
Wiegand format standards (standard 26-bit or a customWiegand format).

l The maximum reader cable run distance for the BioSync readers is 500 feet (as
per industry standard specifications).

l Typically the BioSync readers will be powered from the controller, so ensure the
controller's power supply outputs enough current for the controller and all devices
connected to the controller.

l The maximum current draw of the KBF-1FP is approx. 100mA max.
l When using a separate power supply for the BioSync, connect the GND for both
devices to ensure correct transfer of the Wiegand signal.

l When you have connected the reader to the controller and applied power, the
BioSync LED bar should flash amber and the reader will beep twice.

l When the BioSync reader is first powered up there will not be a backlight (by
default the backlight is disabled) but can be easily enabled once it is online to the
BioManager software.

Add the BioSync 1FP to BioManager
Once you have installed the BioManager Software, setup the CNV converter, set the
reader's DIP switch and added the CNV converter as a portal, you are ready to add the
BioSync 1FP to the BioManager software.

Log Into the BioManager Software
1. Double-click the BioManager Client icon located on the desktop.

2. If using BioManager for the first time you will be automatically logged into the cli-
ent, otherwise you may be prompted for a user name and password.

3. On the left of the screen you should see a portal. An existing system will also have
readers listed.

Scan for the BioSync
When using the CNV-1000 converter you can use the scan facility which is built into the
module. It automatically detects the BioSync, so you do not initially need to find out the
device ID/serial number - it is the quickest and easiest method to add the BioSync.
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1. From within the BioManager software, right-click on the communication portal.
2. Select Search devices.

3. A 15-second timer will begin to count down.
4. The detected BioSync reader(s) will show in the search window.
5. Highlight the detected reader then click to Add Reader.

Manual Add
The manual add option is useful if the hardware has not yet been installed but you want
to begin setting up the system in advance.

1. Open the BioManager software via the client icon on the desktop.

2. Right-click on the Portal which should already be listed and select Add Reader.

3. The Add Reader window will appear.
4. Enter a description for the BioSync 1FP.
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5. Select the exactmodel (KBF-1FP) from the Type drop-down list.
6. Select the Wiegand output type. Typically for the KBF-1FP this would be left at the

default setting ofWiegand26.

7. On the reverse of the BioSync 1FP (under the mounting bracket), you will see a
white label displaying a wiring diagram and the device ID/serial number - you
should make a note of this serial number.

8. Enter the device ID/serial number.

9. For now, all other settings can be left at their default values.
10. Click the SAVE & EXIT button.
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11. In the live events grid you should see an online message for the reader.

12. You are now ready to start adding users and their fingerprints.

Enrolling Users into BioManager
1. Double-click the Users link to open the User window.

2. Click the New User button.

3. Enter a User ID (Cardnumber) - This is the number that will be transmitted by the
BioSync to the Doors.NET software - It therefore must be unique to each user.
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NOTE: If users will also be using 26-bit Wiegand cards on the Doors.NET system
you should enter the cardholder's credential information Imprint and Facility Code
to automatically create the unique User ID. The Imprint (User Code) and Facility
Code (Site Code) are entered as shown below:

By doing this you will then not need to enroll another credential into Doors.NET (as
the same number will be processed when the fingerprint is verified).

4. Click the SAVE NEW button.

5. The new user is now created.

Enrolling Fingerprints
Now that the unique user number has been enrolled, you are ready to enroll user fin-
gerprints. The fingerprint is associated with the enrolled User ID number.

1. In the Biometric section, select the reader (left-click) you wish to use for enrollment.
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2. On the diagram of two hands, right-click a fingertip for the fingerprint you will be
enrolling, select Enroll.

3. A 30 second count-down will begin and the fingerprint sensor LED will be flick-
ering between amber and green.

4. Present the appropriate finger to the sensor.
5. On the diagram, a red circle will appear on the fingertip, there will be a number dis-

played - ensure this number is greater than 70 to ensure effective accuracy of fin-
gerprint verification.

6. Click the SAVE NEW button and the fingerprint(s) will automatically be sent to all
online BioSync readers that the user has access to.

Example: If the user has “Unlimited” Access level then the fingerprints will be sent
to all readers, if the user has Access level only for Reader1 and Reader 3 then the
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fingerprints will be sent only to those two readers.

NOTE: If more fingerprints are added for a user, all fingerprints will send the same
Wiegand Code (the User ID) to the controller.

7. Repeat steps 2-5 for any additional fingerprints to be enrolled.

Check Communication and Memory Status
If ever you wish to check the communication status of a BioSync reader, or to check how
many fingerprints are enrolled, perform the following steps:

1. Right-click the reader and select 'Memory Status'.
2. In the events grid, a yellow-highlighted line will appear and the enrolled fingerprint

count will be displayed.

Deleting Fingerprints
In general, the fingerprints are stored in the biometric reader and in the software. Delet-
ing can be done only in the readers or from both places.
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Deleting one user from the biometric reader
l Select the User
l Click on “Delete User”. The User together with its fingerprints will be deleted from
both the software and the reader.

Deleting all users from the biometric reader
l Right click on the reader and select “Delete all users from reader”.

Delete one or more fingerprints
l Select the User and open the “Biometric” tab.
l Go to the fingertip that needs to be deleted, right click and select ”Delete” for one
finger or “Delete All” for all fingers (for the user).

l Click “Save Changes”.

With this procedure the User's fingerprints are deleted from the software and from the
reader.

Enrolling the Users into Doors.NET
The same user now must be enrolled into Doors.NET (unless the user already exists
with an enrolled credential). Assuming this is a brand new installation... so far we have
only added the user to the BioManager software and the BioSync reader (not to the con-
troller). In this example the BioSync reader is wired into an NXT-MSC controller but the
same setup procedure applies to all controller types. It details the manual enrollment of a
26-bit Wiegand card but any other enrollment method can also be used.

NOTE: If you have existing 26-bit Wiegand credentials which are already enrolled in
Doors.NET you will not need to perform the next steps. As long as the enrolled cre-
dential Imprint and Facility has been correctly entered into Doors.NET, you should be
getting access granted once your fingerprint and/or access code has been verified. The
following steps assume this is a Doors.NET installation without any existing card-
holders.

Set the Reader Manufacturer Model
1. From within Doors.NET go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
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2. Locate the bus which the BioSync reader is connected to, and select the BioSync
reader.

3. The reader properties will appear on the right.
4. Locate Manufacturer Model and select Keri BioSync KBF-1FP from the drop-

down list.
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5. Save the reader settings .
6. Close the hardware page.

Manually Enroll the Cardholder
1. Go to Home >> Cardholders.
2. Click the Add icon.

3. Enter a first name and last name for the new cardholder (middle name is optional).

4. Ensure Calculate Internal Number is selected and the format is correct.
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5. Enter the Facility Code and the Imprint (this is the Site Code and User Code in
BioManager).

6. Set the status to Active.
7. Click the Add Card button.

8. A unique card number will appear in the Credentials list. This number should
exactly match the unique number (User ID) specified in BioManager.
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9. Go to the Access Rights tab and assign an access group to the new cardholder (i.e
Total Access).

10. Save the new record .
11. If you now gain access at the BioSync reader the reader's LED should go green

and you should see an access granted event in the Live Events grid.

12. As previously mentioned, the fingerprint is associated with the User ID/Credential
number - this is the number that will appear in Live Events.
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BioSync KBF-2PR Setup
Setting up a KBF-2PR reader on a new installation is a three step process. Each of
these steps is covered in its own document:

l BioManager Software Installation (p/n: 02301-001)
l CNV Converter Setup (p/n: 02303-001) - (used to connect to the BioSync via eth-
ernet)

l BioSync KBF-2PR Reader Setup (p/n: 02304-002)

NOTE: The current version of the BioManager software is version 10 (at the time of writ-
ing). You can download the lastest version from the Software Downloads section of the
Kerisys website - http://www.kerisys.com/pages/download/software/

This guide explains the process of wiring the BioSync to the controller, connecting to the
BioSync for the first time, configuring the reader then enrolling user's cards, fingerprints
and PINs (PINs are used with a KBF-3KP reader).

The reader has a programmable Wiegand output (8 to 128 bits), a multi-color LED bar to
indicate access status and a tamper switch output that can trigger an event in the Door-
s.NET software. If an attempt is made to open the reader casing the tamper output is
activated (the tamper wires; gray and blue should be wired into an available input, such
as on an NXT 4x4 module or an unused input on an NXT or MSC controller).

http://www.kerisys.com/pages/download/software/
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NOTES:
- When using the PXL controller the controller will process up to 31 Wiegand bits.
- When using an NXT RIM the controller will read up to 64 Wiegand bits

The KBF-2PR is a combination fingerprint and proximity card reader. It is configurable
via a dip switch (located on the rear of the unit) to read Keri NXT, EM, HID and AWID
125KHz credential types.

Set the Correct Card Type
1. Ensure the power is OFF at the reader.
2. Use a small flat-head screwdriver to set the correct card type on the dip switch.
3. Power ON the reader.

Wiring to the NXT Reader Interface Module

Reader Interface Module Notes:
l On the Reader Interface Module (RM3) - the J3 jumper should be set to pins 1 and
2. This will provide 12VDC to the BioSync unit and when correctly set the D10
LED should be solid red.

l If you are using a Wiegand-only module, ensure the reader is using firmware ver-
sion 03.03.10 - this will correctly set the BioSync LED mode.
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l IMPORTANT: If you have an NXT 4x4 module connected on the same bus as the
BioSync, you MUST use a separate power supply to power the BioSync.

l The Reader Interface Module can only be used with NXT and NXT-MSC con-
trollers.

Wiring to the PXL-500W Controller

PXL Notes:
l On the PXL-500W controller, the JP5 jumper should be set to pins 1 and 2 - this
will provide 12VDC to the BioSync and on the PXL-500W LED10 will be solid red.

Wiring to an EP Controller (i.e EP-1502)

EP Controller Notes
l BioSync readers have two LED lines but the EP controllers only have one LED
pin-out. This is overcome by wiring the red LED wire into the buzzer pin-out (pin 4)
and in Doors.NET you have to set the BioSync reader as being a Dual LED reader
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type.

- In Doors.NET go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
- Locate and highlight the BioSync reader in the hardware tree.
- Ensure Advanced View is enabled for the reader properties.
- Locate LED/Buzzer.
- Set the reader for Separate Red and Green, No Buzzer.

This will set the controller to use the buzzer for controlling the second LED line.

l When using BioSync readers with EP controllers you have to use custom LED
Modes to define the LED behavior for the various reader modes (access granted,
access denied, locked, unlocked, lockdown, etc). Setting up and using Custom
LED Modes is covered in a separate section and available as a standalone doc-
ument (part # - 02315-001).

General Notes
l The shield wire connects with the black (Ground) wire at the controller. At the
reader side they are kept separate to prevent a ground loop.

l The BioSync readers can be connected to virtually any controller that conforms to
Wiegand format standards (standard 26-bit or a customWiegand format).

l The maximum reader cable run distance for the BioSync readers is 500 feet (as
per industry standard specifications).

l Typically the BioSync readers will be powered from the controller, so ensure the
controller power supply outputs enough current for the controller and all of the con-
nected devices.

l The current draw of the BioSync KBF-2PR is 120mA max.
l When using a separate power supply for the BioSync, connect the Ground for both
devices to ensure correct transfer of the Wiegand signal.

l When you have connected the reader to the controller and applied power, the
BioSync LED bar should flash amber and the reader will beep twice.
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Add the KBF-2PR to BioManager
Once you have installed the BioManager Software, setup the CNV converter, set the
reader's DIP switch and added the CNV converter as a portal, you are ready to add the
BioSync reader to the BioManager software.

Scan for the BioSync
When using the CNV-1000 converter you can use the scan facility. Scanning will auto-
matically detect the BioSync and therefore you do not initially have to know the device
ID/serial number - this is the quickest and easiest method of adding the BioSync read-
ers.

1. Click the BioManager desktop client icon.

2. If it is the first time you are using BioManager you will be logged in automatically,
otherwise you may be prompted for a username and password.

3. From within the BioManager software, right-click on the communication portal.
4. Select Search devices.

5. A 15-second timer will begin to count down.
6. The detected BioSync reader(s) will show in the search window.
7. Select the reader(s).
8. Click the ADD READER button.

Manual Add
The manual add option is useful if the hardware has not yet been installed but you want
to begin setting up the system in advance.
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1. Open the BioManager software via the client icon on the desktop.

2. Right-click on the Portal which should already be listed and select Add Reader.

3. The Add Reader window will appear.
4. Enter a description for the KBF-2PR.
5. Select the exactmodel (KBF-2PR) from the Type drop-down list.
6. Select the Wiegand output type - typically for the KBF-2PR this would be left at the

default setting ofWiegand26.

Note: - Even when using Keri NXT credentials this setting should still be left at the
default of Wiegand26.

7. On the reverse of the KBF-2PR you will see a white label which displays a wiring
diagram and the device ID/serial number - you should make a note of this number.
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8. On the reader setup page enter the device ID/serial number.

9. For now, all other settings can be left at their default values.
10. Click the Save & Exit button.

11. In the live events grid you should see an online message for the reader.
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12. You are now ready to start adding users and fingerprints.

Enrolling NXT Credentials
1. From the lower-left pane of the BioManager client, double-click Users.

2. The Users window will open.
3. Click the New User button.

4. Enter the new user's name.

5. In the User ID's (Card numbers) field, enter the NXT credential number - this is the
number printed on the card/tag - (don't include the 4 digits after the letter N).
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6. The Site code and User code are automatically infilled (you do not need to be con-
cerned about these fields).

7. You will also notice that the access level is automatically set to Unlimited. The
Unlimited group automatically includes any BioSync reader which has been
added.

8. Click the SAVE NEW button to save the new user.

9. The user and credential is now added to the BioManager software and is ready to
be added to Doors.NET.

Enrolling 26-Bit Wiegand Credentials
The following section explains how to add 26-bit Wiegand credentials, for example
125KHz HID ISOProx or ProxCard II credentials.

NOTE: As well as the Imprint (number printed on the card/tag) you will also need to
know the programmed facility code. If you do not know either the facility code or the prin-
ted number you will have to use Doors.NET to detect them - Further details near the end
of this document.
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1. Ensure the dip switch on the reverse of the reader is configured for the correct card
type.

2. Double-click Users.

3. Click the NEW USER button.

4. Enter the new user name.

5. In the Site code field enter the credential's facility code (it is sometimes referred to
as a site code). (1)

6. In the User code field enter the credential Imprint number. (2)
7. The User ID will automatically be created (3) - this is the cardholder's unique ID ref-

erence and is what appears in the live events grid when the card is presented to a
reader.

8. The BioManager access level will automatically be set to Unlimited.
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9. Save the new user via the SAVE NEW button.

10. The user and the 26-bit Wiegand credential are now added to the BioManager soft-
ware and is ready to enroll into Doors.NET.

Enrolling Fingerprints
Now that the credential has been enrolled, you are ready to enroll user fingerprints. The
fingerprint is associated with the enrolled User ID number, this means if the reader is in
Fingerprint-Only mode the same card number will be transmitted when the fingerprint is
verified (the same as with all other reader modes) - There is not a separate enrolled num-
ber associated with the fingerprint.

NOTE: If you have users which will only use fingerprint enrollment you would have to
enroll a number that will be transmitted when the fingerprint is verified.

1. Open an existing user record (which has a card/tag enrolled).
2. Click the Edit button.

3. In the fingerprint enrollment section, click on the BioSync reader that will be used
for enrollment.

4. On the hands diagram of two hands, right-click the small circle that corresponds to
the finger you will be enrolling (for example; your right-index finger).

5. Select Enroll.
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6. Place the finger on the sensor of the BioSync.
7. Leave the finger on the sensor for approximately 2 seconds and you will hear a

beep and see a momentary red LED .
8. In BioManager the small circle on the diagram will be red and there will be a num-

ber which indicates the verification %
of the fingerprint.

9. Ensure the percentage is 75% or greater, then click the SAVE button.

10. The fingerprint will now be assigned to the user record and you will be able to use
the BioSync in all three reader modes.

Changing the BioSync Reader Mode
The following steps explain how to change the user authentication operating mode of
the reader.

1. In the BioManager software in the upper-left pane, right-click on the BioSync
reader and select Properties.
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2. From the BioSync reader properties window, locate Entry Mode.

The available entry modes are:

- Finger - You will only need your enrolled fingerprint to gain access
- Card or Finger - You can use either your enrolled card or your enrolled finger to
gain access
- Card AND Finger - You will need to use your enrolled card and then present
your enrolled finger to gain access.

3. Make your selection then click the Save and Exit button.

Enable or Disable the Backlight
You can enable or disable the BioSync backlight via the following steps:

1. Right-click the BioSync in the BioManager software.
2. Select the reader properties.
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3. Select or deselect the Disable Backlight option.

4. Click the SAVE & EXIT button.

Enrolling the Users into Doors.NET
The same users now need to be added to Doors.NET because so far, the users only
exist on the BioSync reader, (not at the controller). In this example the BioSync reader is
wired into an NXT-MSC controller but the same enrollment procedure applies to all con-
troller types. It details the manual enrollment of a 26-bit Wiegand card, but any other
enrollment method can also be used.

Set the Reader Manufacturer Model
1. From within Doors.NET go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
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2. Locate the bus which the BioSync reader is on and select the BioSync reader.

3. The reader properties will appear on the right.
4. Locate Manufacturer Model and select Keri BioSync KBF-2PR from the drop-

down list.
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5. Save the reader settings .
6. Close the hardware page.
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Manually Enroll the Cardholder
1. Go to Home >> Cardholders.
2. Click the Add icon.

3. Enter a first name and last name for the new cardholder (middle name is optional).

4. Ensure Calculate Internal Number is selected and the format is correct.

5. Enter the Facility Code and the Imprint (Site Code and User Code in BioManager).

6. Set the status to Active.
7. Click the Add Card button.
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8. A unique card number will appear in the Credentials list. This number should
exactly match the unique number (User ID) in BioManager.

9. Go to the Access Rights tab and assign an access group to the new cardholder (i.e
Total Access).

10. Save the new record .
11. If you now gain access at the BioSync reader the reader's LED should go green

and you should see an access granted event in the Live Events grid.

12. As previously mentioned, the fingerprint is associated with the User ID/Credential
number so even if the BioSync is set to Finger/Finger or Card modes, and you only
present the enrolled finger, the same name and card number will appear in Live
Events.
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BioSync KBF-2SC Setup
Setting up a KBF-2SC reader on a new installation is a three step process. Each of
these steps is covered in its own document:

l BioManager Software Installation (p/n: 02301-001)
l CNV Converter Setup (p/n: 02303-001) - (used to connect to the BioSync via eth-
ernet)

l BioSync KBF-2SC Reader Setup (p/n: 02304-022)

Note: The current version of the BioManager software is version 10 (at the time of
writing). You can download the lastest version from the Software Downloads sec-
tion of the Kerisys website - http://www.kerisys.com/pages/download/software/

This guide explains the process of wiring the BioSync to the controller, connecting
to the BioSync for the first time, configuring the reader then enrolling user's cards,
fingerprints and PINs (when using a 3KP reader).

The KBF-2SC is a surface mount fingerprint reader with integrated Mifare reader
(13.56MHz). It has a programmable Wiegand output (8 to 128 bits) making it compatible
with any controller that confirms to the Wiegand standard. Offering storage of 9,500 fin-
gerprints (or unlimited when using Finger on Card mode). The Mifare reader is com-
patible with Mifare Classic 1K & 4K, Ultralight, Desfire; Finger on Card (Classic and
Desfire) Smart cards.

Notes:
- When using the PXL controller the controller will process up to 31 Wiegand bits.
- When using an NXT RIM the controller will read up to 64 Wiegand bits

http://www.kerisys.com/pages/download/software/
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It also features a rugged SteelCoat protective coating, a multi-color LED bar to indicate
access status (amber, red and green - externally controlled by the controller) and a
tamper switch output that can trigger an event in the Doors.NET software.

If an attempt is made to open the reader casing the tamper output is activated (the
tamper wires; gray and blue should be wired into an available input, such as on an NXT
4x4 module or an unassigned input on an NXT or MSC controller).

The KBF-2SC is a combination fingerprint and proximity (Mifare) card reader. It is con-
figurable via a dip switch (located on the rear of the unit). You can use dip switch 1 to
covert between a 7 byte UID (56 bit CSN) or a 4 byte UID (32 bit CSN). When switch 1 is
in the ON position it is set to read a 32 bit Mifare CSN, OFF is for 56 bits.

Set the Correct Card Type
1. Ensure the power is OFF at the reader.
2. Use a small flat-head screwdriver to set the correct card type on the dip switch.
3. Power ON the reader.
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KBF-2SC Wiring to the Controller
Wiring to the NXT RM3 (Reader Interface Module)

RM3 Notes:
l On the Reader Interface Module (RM3) - the J3 jumper should be set to pins 1 and
2. This will provide 12VDC to the BioSync reader and when correctly set the D10
LED should be solid red.

l If you are using a Wiegand-only R3Mmodule, ensure the reader is using firmware
version 03.03.10 - this will correctly set the BioSync LED mode.

l IMPORTANT: If you have an NXT 4x4 module connected on the same bus as the
BioSync, you MUST use a separate power supply to power the BioSync.

l An NXT-RM3 is only supported on the NXT and MSC controllers.

Wiring to the PXL-500W Controller

PXL Notes:
l On the PXL-500W controller, the JP5 jumper should be set to pins 1 and 2 - this
will provide 12VDC to the BioSync and on the PXL-500W LED10 will be solid red.
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Wiring to an EP Controller (i.e EP-1502)

EP Controller Notes
l BioSync readers have two LED lines but the EP controllers only have one LED
pin-out. This is overcome by wiring the Red LED wire into the buzzer pin-out (pin
4) and in Doors.NET you have to set the BioSync reader as being a Dual LED
reader type.

- In Doors.NET go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
- Locate and highlight the BioSync reader in the hardware tree.
- Ensure Advanced View is enabled for the reader properties.
- Locate LED/Buzzer.
- Set the reader for Separate Red and Green, No Buzzer.

Note: This will set the controller to use the buzzer for controlling the second LED line
and because of this the reader does not generate any sound when the door is forced or
held open.

l When using BioSync readers with EP controllers you have to use custom LED
Modes to define the LED behavior for the various reader modes (i.e - access gran-
ted, access denied, locked, unlocked, lockdown, etc). Setting up and using Custom
LED Modes is covered in a separate section and available as a standalone doc-
ument (p/n: 02315-001).
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General Notes
l The shield wire connects with the black (Ground) wire at the controller. At the
reader side they are kept separate to prevent a ground loop.

l The BioSync readers can be connected to virtually any controller that conforms to
Wiegand format standards (standard 26-bit or a customWiegand format).

l The maximum reader cable run distance for the BioSync readers is 500ft/150m (as
per industry standard specifications) - but ensure there is sufficient power at the
end of the cable run.

l Typically the BioSync readers will be powered from the controller, so ensure the
controller power supply outputs enough current for the controller and all of the con-
nected devices.

l The current draw of the BioSync KBF-2SC is 200mA max.
l When using a separate power supply for the BioSync, connect the Ground for both
devices to ensure correct transfer of the Wiegand signal.

l When you have connected the reader to the controller and applied power, the
BioSync LED bar should flash amber and the reader will beep twice.

Add the KBF-2SC to BioManager
The next section assumes that you have already installed the BioManager software and
setup the CNV converter as a portal, only then will you be able to add the BioSync
reader to the BioManager software.

Log Into the BioManager Software
1. Double-click the BioManager Client icon located on the desktop.

2. If using BioManager for the first time you will be automatically logged into the cli-
ent, otherwise you may be prompted for a user name and password.

3. On the left of the screen you should see a portal. An existing system will also have
BioSync readers listed.

Scan for the BioSync
When using the CNV-1000 converter you can use the scan facility. Scanning will auto-
matically detect the BioSync and therefore you do not initially have to know the device
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ID/serial number - this is the quickest and easiest method of adding the BioSync read-
ers.

1. From within the BioManager software, right-click on the communication portal.
2. Select Search devices.

3. A 15-second timer will begin to count down.
4. The detected BioSync reader(s) will show in the search window.
5. Select the reader(s).
6. Click the ADD READER button.

Manual Add
The manual add option is useful if the hardware has not yet been installed but you want
to begin setting up the system in advance.

1. Open the BioManager software via the client icon on the desktop.

2. Right-click on the Portal which should already be listed and select Add Reader.
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3. The Add Reader window will appear.
4. Enter a description for the KBF-2SC.
5. Select the exactmodel (KBF-2SC) from the Type drop-down list.
6. Select the Wiegand output type - typically for the KBF-2SC this should be left at the

default setting ofWiegand26.

NOTE: Later in this guide there are details about how to add a new Mifare card
format, for example; the 32-bit Card Serial Number (CSN).

7. On the reverse of the KBF-2SC you will see a white label which displays a wiring
diagram and the unique device ID/serial number - you should make a note of this
9-digit number.
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8. On the reader setup page enter the device ID/serial number.

9. For now, all other settings can be left at their default values.
10. Click the Save & Exit button.

11. In the live events grid you should see an online message for the reader.

NOTE: At any time you can check if a reader is online via a right-click on the
reader >> Check Version. In the event window you should see the online mes-
sage.

12. You are now ready to start adding users and fingerprints.

Adding and Defining a New Wiegand Format
The KBF-2SC features an adjustable Wiegand protocol, allowing you to add a custom
Wiegand format (from 8-128 bits in length). There are two default formats (standard 26-
bit and standard 34-bit) and 3 custom formats. The next section covers the subject of
using one of the custom formats set to the 32 bit Mifare CSN (where are all the bits are
used for the unique card number).
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Add the 32 bit Mifare Card Serial Number (CSN)
NOTE: If using 32-bit Mifare CSN this format is already added to the Wiegand library
effective from version 10 of the BioManager software.

The following process can be used for adding any new Wiegand format to BioManager
format library.

1. To setup a new customWiegand format select the Wiegand menu from Settings.

2. The Wiegand setup window will appear.

3. From the drop-down list in the upper-left, select one of the custom formats.

4. Set the Wiegand parameters.
5. For the 32-bit Mifare CSN, select 32 from the Length (bits) drop-down list.
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6. Click the APPLY button.

7. Enter the number 1 in place of the zero in cell #1. Cell #2 will be #2, cell #3 will be
#3, etc

8. This continues all the way up to #32.
9. Your Wiegand data grid should then resemble the image below.

10. This instructs the reader to process all 32 bits as the card number.
11. When you have finished, press the SAVE button.

12. The custom format is now setup and ready to assign to the reader (via right click on
the reader >> Properties >> Wiegand Type)

Enrolling 32 bit Mifare (CSN) Credentials
The following section explains how to add a 32-bit Mifare Card Serial Number (CSN).
However, because the unique number is not printed on the card you first need to find out
what the number is.
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Detecting the Mifare Card Serial Number (CSN)
1. Once the custom format has been assigned to the reader you should also set the

Entry mode to Card or Finger.

2. Press the SAVE & EXIT button.

3. Next, in Doors.NET go to Setup >> Credential Types.
4. Right-click and remove each of the existing active formats.
5. Click the Add Active Format button.
6. The format properties will be on the right.
7. Add a description for the 32 bit Mifare CSN format.
8. Select 32 bit Mifare (CSN) from the format drop-down list.
9. Then save.

10. This will now be the only active format for the controller.
11. If you present the Mifare card to the reader, Live Events should give you the unique

Mifare number.
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12. Keep a note of this number as it will be used for enrollment.

Enrolling the Credential Into BioManager
1. Double-click the Users icon.
2. Click NEW USER button.

3. Enter a new user name.
4. In the User IDs (Card numbers) field enter the Mifare CSN number (the number that

appeared in Live Events).

5. Click the SAVE NEW button and the number will be sent to the BioSync.

Enrolling Fingerprints
Now that the credential has been enrolled, you are ready to enroll user fingerprints. The
fingerprint is associated with the enrolled User ID number, this means if the reader is in
Fingerprint-Only mode the same card number will be transmitted when the fingerprint is
verified (the same as with all other reader modes) - There is not a separate enrolled num-
ber associated with the fingerprint.

Note: If you have users which will only use fingerprint enrollment you would have to
enroll a number that will be transmitted when the fingerprint is verified.

1. Open an existing user record (which has a card/tag enrolled).
2. Click the Edit button.

3. In the fingerprint enrollment section, click on the BioSync reader that will be used
for enrollment.
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4. On the hands diagram of two handsright-click the small circle that corresponds to
the finger you will be enrolling (for example; your right-index finger).

5. Select Enroll.

6. Place the finger on the sensor of the BioSync.

7. Leave the finger on the sensor for approx 2 seconds and you will hear a beep and
see a momentary red LED .

8. In BioManager the small circle on the diagram will be red and there will be a num-
ber which indicates the verification % of the fingerprint.
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9. Ensure the percentage is 75% or greater, then click the SAVE button.

10. The fingerprint will now be assigned to the user record and you will be able to use
the BioSync in all three reader modes.

Changing the BioSync Reader Mode
The following steps explain how to change the user authentication operating mode of
the reader.

1. In the BioManager software in the upper-left pane, right-click on the BioSync
reader and select Properties.

2. From the BioSync reader properties window, locate Entry Mode.

The available entry modes are:

- Finger - You will only need your enrolled fingerprint to gain access
- Card or Finger - You can use either your enrolled card or your enrolled finger to
gain access
- Card AND Finger - You will need to use your enrolled card and then present
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your enrolled finger to gain access.

3. Make your selection then click the Save and Exit button.

Enrolling the Users into Doors.NET
The same users now need to be added to Doors.NET because so far, the users only
exist on the BioSync reader, (not at the controller). In this example the BioSync reader is
wired into an NXT-MSC controller but the same setup procedure applies to all controller
types. It details the manual enrollment of a 26-bit Wiegand card, but any other enrollment
method can also be used.

Set the Reader Manufacturer Model
1. From within Doors.NET go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.

2. Locate the bus which the BioSync reader is on and select the BioSync reader.
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3. The reader properties will appear on the right.
4. Locate Manufacturer Model and select Keri BioSync KBF-2PR from the drop-

down list.

5. Save the reader settings .
6. Close the hardware page.

Manually Enroll the Cardholder
1. Go to Home >> Cardholders.
2. Click the Add icon.
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3. Enter a first name and last name for the new cardholder (middle name is optional).

4. Ensure Calculate Internal Number is deselected.

5. In the Cardnumber field enter the long, unique Mifare CSN.
6. Set the status to Active.
7. Click the Add Card button.

8. A unique card number will appear in the Credentials list. This number should
exactly match the unique number (User ID) in BioManager.
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9. Go to the Access Rights tab and assign an access group to the new cardholder (i.e
Total Access).

10. Save the new record .
11. If you now gain access at the BioSync reader the reader's LED should go green

and you should see an access granted event in the Live Events grid.

12. As previously mentioned, the fingerprint is associated with the User ID/Credential
number so even if the BioSync is set to Finger/Finger or Card modes, and you only
present the enrolled finger, the same name and card number will appear in Live
Events.
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BioSync KBF-3KP Setup
Setting up a KBF-3KP reader on a new installation is a three step process. Each of
these steps is covered in its own document:

l BioManager Software Installation (p/n: 02301-001)
l CNV Converter Setup (p/n: 02303-001) - (used to connect to the BioSync via eth-
ernet)

l BioSync KBF-3KP Reader Setup (p/n: 02304-003)

NOTE: The current version of the BioManager software is version 10 (at the time of writ-
ing). You can download the lastest version from the Software Downloads section of the
Kerisys website - http://www.kerisys.com/pages/download/software/

This guide explains the process of wiring the BioSync to the controller, connecting to the
BioSync for the first time, configuring the reader then enrolling user's cards, fingerprints
and PINs (when using a 3KP reader).

The KBF-3KP biometric keypad reader is a Wiegand biometric fingerprint reader and
keypad for access control applications and features a backlight and programmable Wie-
gand output and can be used inside or outdoors. It offers storage of up to 9,500 fin-
gerprints, programmable Wiegand output (8 to 128 bits) and selectable PIN code length.
There is also a tamper switch which is activated if an attempt is made to open or remove
the unit from the wall. You can wire the tamper switch into an available input (for
example, on a 4x4 module) and then set up an alert/sound alert within Doors.NET.

http://www.kerisys.com/pages/download/software/
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BioSync 3KP Installation
Installing Outside
If the 3KP reader is to be installed outside, the reader MUST be fitted with the MCD-MINI
polycarbonate cover available as a BioSync accessory (in order to protect the sensor
from direct rainfall).

The operating temperature of the product is between -15ºC - + 60ºC. If the reader is
installed in an environment where the temperature can drop below -10ºC or/and if the
sensor could be exposed to direct sunlight, it is strongly recommended to install the
reader inside a third party sealed wall mount box (fitted with additional heater if very low
temperature) to keep a constant sensor level performance. Keri Systems cannot guar-
antee the functionality of the product if prior measures and advice are not followed. It is
also strongly recommended to use dual technology biometric readers when used out-
doors to offer first higher security but also the possibility to use different readers to suit dif-
ferent types of users.
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KBF-3KP Wiring to the Controller

Wiring to an NXT RM3 (Reader Interface Module)

Reader Interface Module Notes:
l On the Reader Interface Module the J3 jumper should be set to pins 1 and 2. This
will provide 12VDC to the BioSync reader and when correctly set the D10 LED
should be solid red.

l If you are using a Wiegand-only module, by default the LED mode will be correctly
set (providing the RM3 is using firmware version 03.03.10)

l IMPORTANT: If you have an NXT 4x4 module connected on the same bus as the
BioSync, you MUST use a separate power supply to power the BioSync.

l The Reader Interface Module is only supported with the NXT and NXT-MSC con-
trollers.

Wiring to the PXL-500W Controller
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PXL Notes:
l On the PXL-500W controller, the JP5 jumper should be set to pins 1 and 2 - this
will provide 12VDC to the BioSync and on the PXL-500W LED10 will be solid red.

Wiring to an EP Controller (i.e EP-1502)
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EP Controller Notes
l BioSync readers have two LED lines but the EP controllers only have one LED
pin-out. This is overcome by wiring the Red LED wire into the buzzer pin-out (pin
4) and in Doors.NET you have to set the BioSync reader as being a Dual LED
reader type.

- In Doors.NET go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
- Locate and highlight the BioSync reader in the hardware tree.
- Ensure Advanced View is enabled for the reader properties.
- Locate LED/Buzzer.
- Set the reader for Separate Red and Green, No Buzzer.

Note: This will set the controller to use the buzzer for controlling the second LED line
and because of this the reader does not generate any sound when the door is forced or
held open.

l When using BioSync readers with EP controllers you have to use custom LED
Modes to define the LED behavior for the various reader modes (i.e - access gran-
ted, access denied, locked, unlocked, lockdown, etc). Setting up and using Custom
LED Modes is covered in a separate section and available as a standalone doc-
ument (p/n: 02315-001).

General Notes
l The shield wire connects with the black (Ground) wire at the controller. At the
reader side they are kept separate to prevent a ground loop.

l The BioSync readers can be connected to virtually any controllers that conforms to
Wiegand format standards (standard 26-bit or a customWiegand format).

l The maximum reader cable run distance for the BioSync readers is 500 feet (as
per industry standard specifications).

l Typically the BioSync readers will be powered from the controller so ensure the
controller's power supply outputs enough current for the controller and all con-
nected devices.

l The current draw for the BioSync KBF-3KP is approx. 130mA max.
l When using a separate power supply for the BioSync, connect the Ground for both
devices to ensure correct transfer of the Wiegand signal.
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l When you have connected the reader to the controller and applied power, the
BioSync LED bar should flash amber and the reader will beep twice.

l When the BioSync reader is first powered up there will not be a backlight (by
default the backlight is disabled) but can be easily enabled once it is online to the
BioManager software.

Add the BioSync 3KP to BioManager
Once you have installed the BioManager Software, setup the CNV converter, set the
reader's DIP switch and added the CNV converter as a portal, you are ready to add the
BioSync 3KP to the BioManager software.

Scan for the BioSync
When using the CNV-1000 converter you can use the scan facility to automatically
detect the BioSync and you will therefore not initially need to find out the device ID/serial
number - hence this is the quickest and easiest method to add the BioSync.

1. Click the BioManager client desktop icon.

2. If using BioManager for the first time you will be automatically logged into the cli-
ent, otherwise you may be prompted for a user name and password.

3. On the left of the screen you should see a portal. An existing system will also have
BioSync readers listed.

4. Right-click on the communication portal.
5. Select Search devices.

6. A 15-second timer will begin to count down.
7. The detected BioSync reader(s) will show in the search window.
8. Highlight the detected reader then click to Add Reader.
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Manual Add
The manual add option is useful if the hardware has not yet been installed but you want
to begin setting up the system in advance.

1. Open the BioManager software via the client icon on the desktop.

2. Right-click on the Portal which should already be listed and select Add Reader.

3. The Add Reader window will appear.
4. Enter a description for the KBF-3KP.
5. Select the exactmodel (KBF-3KP) from the Type drop-down list.
6. Select the Wiegand output type. Typically for the KBF-3KP this should be left at the

default setting ofWiegand26.
7. The Wiegand Output type should be SingleWiegand.

8. On the reverse of the KBF-3KP (under the mounting bracket), you will see a white
label which has a wiring diagram and the device ID/serial number - you should
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make a note of this number.

9. Enter the device ID/serial number.

10. For now, all other settings can be left at their default values.
11. Click the SAVE & EXIT button.

12. In the live events grid you should see an online message for the reader.
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13. You are now ready to start adding user PINs and fingerprints.
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Enrolling Users via the 3KP Reader
1. Double-click the Users link to open the User window.

2. Click the New User button.

3. Enter a User ID (Cardnumber) - This is the number that will be transmitted by the
BioSync to the Doors.NET software - It therefore will be unique to each users.

NOTE: If users will also be using 26-bit Wiegand cards on the Doors.NET system
you should enter the cardholder's credential Imprint and Facility Code to auto-
matically create the unique User ID. The Imprint (User Code) and Facility Code
(Site Code) are entered as shown below:
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4. Next, enter an Access Code (this in the number that is entered into the keypad).

5. Click the SAVE NEW button.

Enrolling Fingerprints
Now that the unique user number has been enrolled, you are ready to enroll user fin-
gerprints. The fingerprint is associated with the enrolled User ID number.

1. In the Biometric section, select the reader (left-click) which will be used for enroll-
ment.

2. On the diagram of two hands, right-click a fingertip for the finger you will be
enrolling, select Enroll.

3. A 30 second count down will begin and the fingerprint sensor LED will be flick-
ering quickly between amber and green.

4. Present the appropriate finger to the sensor.
5. On the diagram a red circle will appear on the fingertip, there will be a number dis-

played - ensure this number is greater than 70 to ensure effective accuracy of fin-
gerprint verification.
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6. Click the SAVE NEW button, the fingerprint(s) will then automatically be sent to all
BioSync readers that the user has access to.

Example: If the user has “Unlimited” Access level then the fingerprints will be sent
to all readers, if the user has Access level only for Reader 1 and Reader 3 then the
fingerprints will be sent only to those two readers.

NOTE: If more fingerprints are added for one user, all fingerprints will send the
same Wiegand Code (the User ID) to the controller.

7. Repeat steps 2-5 for any additional fingerprints to be enrolled.

Check Communication and Memory Status
If ever you wish to check the communication status of a BioSync reader, or to check how
many fingerprints are enrolled, perform the following steps:

1. Right-click the reader and select 'Memory Status'
2. In the events grid a yellow-highlighted line will appear and the enrolled fingerprint

count will be displayed.
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Deleting Fingerprints
In general, the fingerprints are stored in the biometric reader and in the software. Delet-
ing can be done only in the readers or from both places.

Deleting one user from the biometric reader
l Select the user
l Click on “Delete User”. The User together with its fingerprints will be deleted from
both the software and the reader.

Deleting all users from the biometric reader
l Right click on the reader and select “Delete all users from reader”.

Delete one or more fingerprints
l Select the user and open the “Biometric” tab.
l Go to the fingertip that needs to be deleted, right click and select ”Delete” for one
finger or “Delete All” for all fingers (of the user).

l Click “Save Changes”.

With this procedure the user's fingerprints are deleted from the software and from the
reader.

Changing the BioSync Reader Mode
The following steps explain how to change the user authentication operating mode in
BioManager.

1. In the BioManager software (in the upper-left pane), right-click on the BioSync
reader and select Properties.
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2. From the BioSync reader properties window, locate Entry Mode.

The available entry modes are:

- Finger - You will only need your enrolled fingerprint to gain access (the keypad
will be inactive.
- Access Code or Finger - You can use either your access code or your enrolled
finger to gain access
- Access Code AND Finger - Enables the use of the double security mode: Enter
the PIN code (Access code) (i.e 9876). For the next 8 seconds the fingerprint
sensor LED will flicker amber. You should present your enrolled finger within the 8
seconds.

3. Select the mode you wish to set the reader to.

4. After making your selection click the Save and Exit button.

Enable or Disable the Keypad or Sensor Backlight
To enable or disable either the keypad backlight or the sensor backlight you must first
ensure you are at least using Biosync firmware version 1.25.
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1. Right-click the KBF-3KP from the reader list on the left, select Properties.
2. There are two backlight options (Disable Backlight and Keypad Backlight)
3. To have both LEDs enabled, ensure Disable Backlight is not select and Keypad

Backlight is selected.

4. To disable both backlights you should make the opposite selections.

5. Click the SAVE & EXIT button and the settings will be sent to the reader.

Enrolling the Users into Doors.NET
The same users now need to be added to Doors.NET because so far we have only
added the users to the BioManager software and the BioSync reader (not to the con-
troller). In this example the BioSync reader is wired into an NXT-MSC controller but the
same setup procedure applies to all controller types. It details the manual enrollment of a
26-bit Wiegand card but any other enrollment method can also be used.

NOTE: If you have existing 26-bit Wiegand credentials which are already enrolled in
Doors.NET you will not need to perform the next steps. As long as the enrolled cre-
dential Imprint and Facility code have been correctly entered into Doors.NET you should
be getting access granted once your fingerprint and/or access code has been verified.
The following steps assume this is a Doors.NET installtion without any existing
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cardholders.

Set the Reader Manufacturer Model

1. From within Doors.NET go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.

2. Locate the bus which the BioSync reader is on and select the BioSync reader.

3. The reader properties will appear on the right.
4. Locate Manufacturer Model and select Keri BioSync KBF-3KP from the drop-

down list.
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5. Save the reader settings .
6. Close the hardware page.

Manually Enroll the Cardholder

1. Go to Home >> Cardholders.
2. Click the Add icon.

3. Enter a first name and last name for the new cardholder (middle name is optional).

4. Ensure Calculate Internal Number is selected and the format is correct.
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5. Enter the Facility Code and the Imprint (Site Code and User Code in BioManager).

6. Set the status to Active.
7. Click the Add Card button.

8. A unique card number will appear in the Credentials list. This number should
exactly match the unique number (User ID) in BioManager.
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9. Go to the Access Rights tab and assign an access group to the new cardholder (i.e
Total Access).

10. Save the new record .
11. If you now gain access at the BioSync reader the reader's LED should go green

and you should see an access granted event in the Live Events grid.

12. As previously mentioned, the fingerprint is associated with the User ID/Credential
number so even if the BioSync is set to Finger/Finger or Card modes, and you only
present the enrolled finger, the same name and card number will appear in Live
Events.
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BioSync KBF-ENR1 Setup
The ENR-1 USB Enrollment reader allows you to quickly and easily enroll EM and
Mifare Card Serial Number (CSN) cards plus HID 125KHz and Keri NXT 125KHz cards
into the BioManager software. It requires no drivers to be installed, you simply connect it
to an available USB drive and you are ready to go. The ENR-1 is ideal for when you do
not know the number that is programmed into your cards.

ENR-1 Features
l EM and Mifare Card Serial Number Reader
l Reads EM Proximity Cards 125KHz (ISO 4100)
l Reads Mifare Cards 13.56MHz (Classic, CSN, Ultralight and Desfire)
l Read range 1 to 8cm
l USB powered
l Enables easy card enrollment
l No installation or drivers
l 3 LEDs and an internal buzzer
l APB plastic housing

Note: The BioManager software supports multiple client connections, but if using a USB
reader, the client on the PC with the reader connected will be the only operator that will
see the reader (It will be hidden for operators connected from other workstations).
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ENR-1 - Detecting the Card's Format
1. Log into the BioManager client.
2. Double-click the Users icon.

3. Click the NEW USER button at the bottom of the screen.

4. Plug the ENR-1 USB Enrollment reader into an available USB port on the host PC.
5. The ENR-1 will be automatically detected and two new icons will be visible in the

BioManager client.

Note: The icon highlighted above in blue may be slightly different, depending
upon the exact model of BioSync enrollment reader you are using.

Note: The two additional icons will remain on the screen for the duration of time
that the USN reader is connected to the PC (even if you have a different BioSync
reader selected for enrollment purposes.

6. To the left of the blue icon you will see the READ CARD DETAILS button. Use this
button if you are unsure what format is enrolled into the card. Simply place the
card/fob onto the ENR-1 reader and leave it there while you click through the avail-
able formats.

7. The green icon is used for presentation enrollment.
8. When the correct format card is detected the reader will beep multiple times and

you will see an amber LED.
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9. The credential type window will appear displaying the specific card format, plus
the detected card ID - The Card ID is the number that you need to make a note of:

10. Close the card type window now that you know the format.

ENR-1 - Presentation Enrollment
1. Log into the BioManager client
2. Double-click the Users icon.

3. Click the NEW USER button at the bottom of the screen.

4. Enter a new User name
5. Plug the ENR-1 into an available USB port.
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6. Place the card onto the ENR-1 reader.
7. To enroll the card click the icon highlighted below while the card is still resting on

the reader.
8. The Card ID will be automatically detected and will be displayed.

9. Click the SAVE NEW button.

10. The new cardholder record will automatically be assigned the Unlimited access
level and will therefore be sent out to all the online BioSync readers.

11. You are now ready to enroll fingerprints or add access codes.
12. The Unique Card ID now must be enrolled into Doors.NET

Enrolling the Card Into Doors.NET
The card is now enrolled in BioManager and has been sent to the BioSync reader(s) on
the network. You now have to enroll the same User ID (Card number) into Doors.NET:

1. From within Doors.NET, go to Home >> Cardholders.
2. Enter a last name and a first name (optionally you can enter a middle name).

3. Deselect Calculate Internal Number.
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4. Set the status to Active.

5. In the Cardnumber field, enter the unique card number you have already detected
and enrolled into the BioManager software.

6. Press the Add Card button.

7. The unique card number will appear in the white credentials box.

8. You should now test the card by putting a KBF-2SC reader into Card OR Finger
mode (right-click the reader in BioManager >> Properties >> Set Entry Mode)...
then present the card at the KBF-2SC.

9. The LED on the reader should go green and you should see an access granted
event in live events.
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10. Refer to the separate BioSync reader setup guides for information about fingerprint
or access code enrollment.
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Comelit Integration
Introduction
The Visual Doors and Comelit integration provides you with an easy-to-use interface to
administer the relationship between cardholders and apartments. It is for 'VIP' Systems
that use the '1456B' Multi-User-Gateway (MUG) - A 1456B is a device that forwards and
receives calls from the VIP System to mobile or landline phones via Comelit Video Entry
App or via Sip provider and it is the 1456B that Visual Doors interfaces with.

This setup guides assumes that the Comelit system has already been installed, licensed
and configured. For further technical details about the Comelit VIP System, please refer
to your Comelit integrator/installer.
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Integration Licensing
l Visual Doors must be licensed for Comelit Integration.
l Visual Doors must also be licensed for the number of '1456B' (door entry gate-
ways) that will be added.

NOTE: Licensing requires a clean, non-proxy internet connection. There is no offline
license activation option. If you are unsure about any Internet access restrictions, please
seek advice from your IT administrator.

Licensing Comelit Integration
1. Contact Keri Systems sales to obtain a Comelit Integration license key. The

license key will be e-mailed to you.
2. Log into the Visual Doors client.
3. Click the About tile.
4. Click the License button.

5. Enter the End User Information and the Integrator/Installer's information.
6. Enter your license key.
7. Click the Activate button.
8. You should see a message indicating that activation has been successful.
9. The License Manager will state how many '1456B' (door entry gateways) the sys-

tem is licensed for.
10. You can now close the license activation window.
11. Log out and relaunch Visual Doors.

License Updating
To update your license (i.e - to add additional gateway connections), contact your sup-
plier with your existing license key details and additional connections required. Once
you have confirmation that your license key has been updated, click the Activate button
again to commit these changes.

Log into Visual Doors
Once Visual Doors is licensed for Comelit integration, you MUST log in as a System
Administrator to see the Comelit tiles on the homescreen. This is a built-in security
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precaution to prevent non-administrative users from making unauthorized changes.

If you log in as a standard system operator, you will not see the Comelit tiles (even
though the feature is licensed).

Note: Please refer to the Visual Doors help file for further information about setting up
system operators.
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Add the Door Entry Gateway (1456B)
1. Log into the Visual Doors software as a system administrator.
2. Click the Add Door Entry Gateway tile.

3. The Door Entry Gateway screen will appear.

Note: The screen will display how many gateways (1456B) the system is licensed
for.

4. Click the green Add button.
5. Select the default new entry.
6. Enter a description for the new gateway.
7. Enter the full IP/URL of the gateway, including the communication port number.

(The port # for the 1456B is normally 8080).

Examples:
- http://anywhere.dns.com:8080
- http://192.168.xxx.xxx:8080

8. Enter the password for the gateway.

Note: The URL and password in steps 7 and 8 are supplied by the door entry
installation company.

9. Click the enable button to enable communications.
10. Click the green save icon.
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11. If all the details are correct, within a few seconds the status icon will be green.

12. You are now ready to manage the door entry system.
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Manage the Gateway and Apartments
1. Close the Door Entry Gateways screen and return to the home screen.
2. From the home screen, click the Manage Door Entry System tile.

3. The new gateway will be listed on the left and the list of apartments will be on the
right. The apartment names are retrieved directly from the gateway (1456B).

Note: The door entry system must be fully configured by the door entry installer
prior to using this integration.

Note: A gateway can support a maximum of 200 apartments, but the number of vis-
ible apartments is determined by the 1456B license - please consult your door
entry installer for further information about Comelit licensing.

4. Select an apartment.
5. You can disable or enable the display of the apartment for the external panel dir-

ectory.
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6. Click Save to commit your changes.
7. You are now ready to manage the cardholders on the system.

Note: The apartment names shown in this integration are configured in the 1456B using
Comelit's VIP manager software. Please refer to your door entry installer for further
information about this.
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Manage Cardholders
1. Close the Manage Gateway screen and return to the home screen.
2. Click the Cardholders tile.

3. Select an existing cardholder (or create a new card record)

Note: Press the F1 key for further details about Visual Doors cardholder enroll-
ment.

4. Click the Door Entry tab.

5. The first column (1) will display the gateways which are enabled and added to the
system. The second column (2) displays the apartments which are enabled on the
gateway(s). The third column (3) displays all the device types which are available
for each of the apartments. This information is configured by the door entry install-
ation company (using Comelit's VIP Manager software).
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Notes:
- A device type can be Apps or a Phone (Apps refers to users who receive calls on
their smart phone. Phones refers to users who receive calls on telephone-type
handsets).
- Internal Unit refers to fixed hardware such as video monitor screens and cannot
be administered from this package.

6. Select the relevant gateway.
7. Select the apartment.
8. Select the relevant user number slot to be assigned to the cardholder.

Note: Any used device types are displayed in red italic.

9. If the cardholder will be an Apps user; you are required to enter the cardholder's e-
mail address and phone number before you can save the record. Enable the
record, then, if required, enable the record to be displayed in the Entry Panel (EP)
(This is a VIP System option) - For further information, please contact your door
entry installer.
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10. If the cardholder is a Phone user you will require a phone number only to save the
record.

Activating Apps Users
Each Apps user must be registered to the 1456B with a unique activation code. Activ-
ation codes are generated by the 1456B.
1. Ensure the cardholder record is saved.
2. Click the GENERATE ACTIVATION CODE button.
3. A new window will open.
4. Click the GET ACTIVATION CODE button.
5. A new code will be generated by the 1456B and will display in the window.
6. Click on EXPORT CODE TO EMAIL button - this will call the default mail client on

the PC and prepare a new email message with the activation attachment for the
Comelit smart phone app.

7. Please refer to the Comelit documentation for installing and activating the Comelit
smart phone app.

8. Once correctly activated, Apps user records will display the green activated indic-
ator in their record.
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Doors.NET and Allegion Lock Integration
Allegion AD, NDE and LE Series locks seamlessly integrate with Keri Doors.Net to
provide a cost effective and scalable access control solution to meet your security
needs.

The integration allows real-time monitoring, audit trails, centralized unlock, lock and lock-
down. Plus instant cardholder access control management.

The Allegion locks support a wide range of credential options including PIN, magnetic
stripe, proximity (125 kHz) and Smart (13.56 MHz) credentials; card + PIN readers are
available for extra security.

These locks are cost-effective to install, scalable and combine the components typically
found near to an access control point; such as the electronic lock, a proximity reader,
door position sensor, request to exit switch, tamper switch and more.

Note: Integration with Doors.NET requires the use of NXT Mercury-Powered 2 or 4-door
controllers.
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Allegion AD-Series Locks

The AD series locks are available as both hardwired (AD-300) and wireless (AD-400)
options. The AD Series locks are designed to be modular, they can easily be upgraded
in the future to meet your changing security and technology requirements.
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Note: Proximity card (PR, PRK) ONLY and Smart card (SM, SMK) ONLY readers have
been discontinued and replaced by the Multi-Tech (MT, MTK) readers that provide all
the same functionality as the original Proximity and Smart card readers in a single cre-
dential reader.

Both AD-Series lock types have a number of features built in that are configurable in the
field and there are a long list of items that can be monitored via the software and used as
trigger events for the optional Local Linkage module. Both locks can also be used with or
without hard-wired Keri controller-managed doors on the same system, providing you
with optimum deployment flexibility.

AD-Series locks can be used in locations where it would be difficult or cost-prohibitive to
install a wired lock and provides a standard set of access control features. Schlage AD-
Series wireless locks seamlessly integrate with Doors.NET and NXT-MSC (Mercury
Powered) controllers with up to 16 locks wired to each controller.
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Allegion ENGAGE NDE and LE Series Locks

Schlage® NDE or LE locks with ENGAGE™ technology seamlessly integrate with Keri
Doors.Net to provide a cost effective and scalable access control solution to meet your
security needs. The SchlageNDE/LE wireless locks with ENGAGE technology are
designed to be easy to install, connect, manage and use. Developed specifically for facil-
ities that want to upgrade to electronic credentials for improved security and efficiency, it
is ideal for interior office doors, common area doors and sensitive storage spaces.

Simplified installation – Schlage wireless locks combine the locking device, credential
reader, battery power, and access control sensors into one integrated unit that can be
easily installed in minutes versus hours.

Less disruption – Schlage wireless locks eliminate the need to run wires to each open-
ing which is extremely beneficial with concrete construction, solid ceilings, and remote
locations.

Flexible connectivity options - Schlage wireless locks are designed to fit existing infra-
structure and can be managed inside or outside of your IT network. Options include RS-
485, IP, Wi-Fi, and No-Tour.

Easy to manage – The wireless locks are managed with an ENGAGE™ cloud-based
web and mobile apps then they can be quickly and easily added to your Doors.NET sys-
tem.
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System Capacities
l Up to 16 AD locks per controller bus (allowing up to 64 doors can be controlled
with a 4-door controller or up to 32 doors with a 2-door controller).

l When using the AD-400 locks there is a maximum of 1 x PIM module per bus.
l With the NDE or LE locks, there is a maximum limit of 10 locks per bus (up to 40
doors with a 4-door controller or 20 doors with a 2-door controller).

l When using the NDE or LE locks there is a maximum of 1 x gateway per bus.
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Documentation
l AD-300 Locks - Quick Start Guide
l AD-400 Locks - Quick Start Guide
l AD Locks with Local Linkage
l Allegion AD-Series Lock Functions
l NDE/LE Series Locks - Quick Start Guide
l NDE/LE Series Locks - Full Reference Guide
l NDE/LE Series - Lock Operating Modes
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Allegion NDE and LE Lock Integration - Quick Start
Guide

Introduction

This quick start guide walks you through the process of setting up the Doors.NET integ-
ration between the Allegion Gateway and the Allegion NDE and LE locks.

It assumes you have an existing Allegion ENGAGE 'Third-Party' account type and you
have already added the Allegion Gateway (and any locks) to the Allegion ENGAGE app.

Note: The Allegion Control locks are NOT supported with the Doors.NET integration and
neither is the MT-20W USB enrollment reader.

The integration offers you advanced door control. You can lock or unlock the doors from
the software and you can change the door operating modes (see chapter 10). You can
use the Doors.NET software to immediately change cardholder access rights and view
the real-time door open status and doors can be programmed to automatically lock and
unlock during the day.

The integration can also be combined with Doors.NET system alerts, system and audit-
ing reports, event-driven video recording capability and advanced facility monitoring
using the Visual Doors Telepathy map client.

Lock Limitations
Engage (NDE/LE) is limited to 10 locks per ENGAGE gateway with 1 per bus. So a max
of 20 locks on 2D and 40 locks on a 4D controller.
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Before You Begin
This document assumes that you have an existing Allegion ENGAGE system already
setup with the ENGAGE app. It also makes the following assumptions:

1. You have registered a 'Third-Party' Allegion ENGAGE account.
2. You have added the Allegion Gateway to your account.
3. You have added your NDE/LE locks to your Allegion ENGAGE account.

Note: The locks can be added to the ENGAGE account in any order as they will be
paired to the gateway from within Doors.NET.

4. The Allegion Gateway needs to be added to your ENGAGE app and configured for
RSI Mode (RS-485 communication). The RS-485 address number also needs to
be set (in accordance to which bus the gateway is connected to). For example;
address 1 for bus #1.

5. You have an existing Doors.NET system installed and ready to use, with an NXT-
MSC controller setup and online.

6. The NDE and LE locks should NOT be configured for Wi-Fi.

Note: For further details about using the Allegion ENGAGE app, use the following link:
us.allegion.com/en/home/products/categories/.../ENGAGE-web-mobile-apps.html

http://us.allegion.com/en/home/products/categories/ENGAGE-web-mobile-apps.html
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Check your Doors.NET License
The Allegion Lock Integration is a licensed feature, so it must be enabled on your Door-
s.NET license.
The following steps explain how to check your license is configured correctly.
1. From the Windows Start menu: Go to Doors.NET >> License Manager.

2. When the License Manager is open, click on the License tab located on the right
side of the window.

3. Scroll through the list of supported capacities and locate the Readers - Allegion
option.

4. Ensure both 'Allegion' AND 'Allegion per Controller' are both set to a value
greater than zero.

5. Close down License Manager if your license is correct.

Wire the ENGAGE Gateway to the NXT Mer-
cury-Powered Controller
The ENGAGE gateway connects to the NXT-MSC controller via RS-485 to one of the
controllers buses. For example; bus 1.
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You do not have to connect the power (to NXT-MSC controller pin 1) because the gate-
way has its own separate power supply.
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Add the ENGAGE Gateway to Doors.NET
Next is to add the gateway to Doors.NET. It assumes that Doors.NET has been suc-
cessfully installed, licensed and the MSC gateway is added and online. It also assumes
the NXT-MSC controller has been setup and is online.

Note: For further details about the ENGAGE gateway (such as performing a factory reset
on the device, updating the device firmware or further configuration), refer to the
product's supporting documentation).
1. Log into Doors.NET (default user name and password are both admin).
2. Go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.

3. You will see the MSC gateway listed at the top of the hardware tree and any NXT-
MSC controllers will be listed beneath the gateway.

4. Double-click the controller, then select the bus which the gateway is wired into.
5. Click the Add ENGAGE Gateway icon from the hardware selection ribbon bar.

6. The ENGAGE gateway will appear in the hardware tree. You will also see a
memory reset indicator located next to the controller.

7. Right-click the NXT-MSC controller, select Reset >> Memory. The controller will
reset, it will go offline and a few seconds later will come back online.
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8. Select the ENGAGE gateway on the hardware tree and check that the gateway is
online.

9. Now that the gateway is added and online you are ready to add the locks to
Doors.NET.
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Add the Allegion Wireless Locks to Door-
s.NET
1. Select the ENGAGE gateway on the hardware tree.
2. Click on the lock type you wish to add from the hardware selection ribbon bar.

3. Click the tree-expander icon to the left of the gateway , then expand the Readers -
you will see the new lock listed beneath the gateway.

4. Repeat steps 1 to 3 for all additional locks you need to add.

5. You should now rename the locks (based on their location) so that the system can
be easily administered in the future.
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Linking the NDE and LE Locks to the Gate-
way
The final step in Doors.NET is to link the locks to the ENGAGE gateway. The gateway
will then be permanently connected to the lock(s) via Bluetooth.
1. Right-click the first Allegion lock, select Mode >> Link.
2. The LED on the gateway will now be alternating between blue and red.
3. Hold down the interior lever of the lock then present and hold a credential to the

reader.
4. Hold the credential at the reader for approx. 10 seconds.
5. The reader LED will then alternate between red and green and will then con-

tinually flash green.
6. Wait until you hear 4 beeps from the reader.
7. You can now release the interior lever and take the card away from the reader.
8. The lock will now be linked to the gateway.
9. If you present an inactive card to the lock you should now be seeing an event in

the live events grid.

10. The lock is now ready for use.
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Enrolling Cards into Doors.NET
The quickest and easiest method for adding cards is to use the presentation enrollment
method. The presentation enrollment method is also required if you are not enrolling
standard 26-bit Wiegand credentials - (only 26-bit Wiegand credentials can be manually
enrolled). Press the F1 key while on the cardholders screen of Doors.NET and this will
take you to the Cardholders section of Doors.NET where all enrollment methods are fully
documented.

You will also be able to find information about adding and selecting custom formats in
Doors.NET (such as Mifare (32-bit CSN).
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Supported Credential Types
The Allegion NDE and LE-Series locks support the following credential formats

125KHz Credential Compatibility
l Schlage
l XceedID
l HID
l GE/CASI ProxLite

13.56 Smart Credential Compatibility
(Secure Sector Reading) - Schlage MIFARE®, aptiQ® MIFARE Classic, XceedID,
aptiQ MIFARE DESFire™ EV1 with PACSA,
aptiQmobile™

CSN only compatibility: DESFire, HID iClass®, Inside Contactless Pico Tag®,
MIFARE, MIFARE DESFire EV1, ST Microelectronics®, Texas Instruments Tag-It®, Phil-
lips I-Code®

aptiQ credential style formats: Clamshell, ISO card, ISO card with magnetic stripe, key-
fob, mobile, PVC disk (8000 Series) and PVC patch (9000 Series)
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Operate the Hardware
Unlock and Lock the Door
You can immediately unlock, lock or temporarily unlock any of the doors either via a
right-click on the hardware tree:

Or you can select the reader on the hardware tree or from the door status grid and use
one of the lock/unlock icons located on the ribbon bar.

Set the Required Operating Mode
The Allegion LE/NDE Series of locks support several different operating modes that can
be accessed via a right-click on the reader: Select Mode >> Extended and you will see a
list of options.
NOTE: Not all operating modes are supported on every lock type:
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Lock Type Supported Oper-
ating Modes

LE Deadbolt Classroom, Privacy
and Apartment

LE IPB Classroom, Privacy,
Office and Apartment

LE LED Classroom
NDE Series Classroom

Classroom Mode
In Classroom mode: The outside lever is locked and unlocked by key. The inside lever is
always unlocked for immediate egress.

Privacy Mode
In Privacy Mode, the lock is secured as part of the Privacy Mode process. When Privacy
Mode is disabled, if the lock is still within an auto-unlock period, the lock will unlock
(unsecured). If the lock is NOT within an auto-unlock period when Privacy Mode is dis-
abled, then the lock will stay secured.

NOTE: A door position sensor (DPS) Must be installed for Privacy Mode to operate. The
door must be in a closed state to enter Privacy Mode.

Apartment Mode
When the lock is set to Apartment Mode the door automatically unlocks when opened
and does not re-lock. A valid credential must be presented to the exterior reader or an
interior button must be pressed to re-lock the door.

Storeroom Mode
In storeroom mode the outside lever is fixed. Entrance is by key only. Inside lever is
always unlocked for immediate egress.

Factory Reset Procedures
A Factory Default Reset (FDR) will return the gateway or the locks to their original set-
tings as shipped from the factory. An FDR will NOT remove the device from your
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ENGAGE account. Refer to the Allegion supporting documentation for the exact factory
reset procedure.

Troubleshooting
l You will not be able to add hardware that has already been added to another
ENGAGE account.

l You will not be able to add a new lock until it has been factory reset
l You will not be able to add the Allegion Gateway unless you have registered as a
'Third-Party' account.
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Contact Keri Systems

Keri USA Keri UK, Ireland, Europe

2305 Bering Drive. San Jose, CA. 95131
Unit 17, Park Farm Industrial Estate,

Ermine Street, Buntingford, Herts, SG9 9AZ
UK

Telephone: (800) 260-5265 (408) 435-
8400 Telephone: + 44 (0) 1763 273 243

Fax: (408) 577-1792 Fax: + 44 (0) 1763 274 106
Web: www.kerisys.com Web: www.kerisystems.co.uk

E-mail: sales@kerisys.com tech-
support@kerisys.com

E-mail: sales@kerisystems.co.uk tech-sup-
port@kerisystems.co.uk

Knowledge Base Website - www.keri-kb.com

YouTube Channel - https://www.youtube.com/user/kerisystems

http://www.keri-kb.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/kerisystems
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Allegion NDE and LE Lock Integration - Full
Reference Guide

Introduction
Keri can integrate with the Allegion LE and NDE wireless locks using Schlage Control™
technology. Installation and lock configuration is very simple and easy using the Alle-
gion ENGAGE app.

Simplified installation makes it easy to upgrade in minutes. Ideal for offices, classrooms
and shared storage spaces. When integrating the Allegion NDE and LE Series locks
with the Doors.NET software you can take advantage of immediate updates (card-
holders and hardware changes are sent out to the locks immediately) so there is no
need to go out to any of the locks to update them individually or schedule an update for
later in the day.

Doors.NET will generate system transactions as and when they occur. These events
can be used for running reports, creating system alerts or to trigger an action on other
parts of the access control system (via the Global Linkage module). You can also use
the Doors.NET software to lock or unlock the doors or to configure the doors to use a dif-
ferent operating mode.

Every facility can benefit from adding wireless locks to a few doors for added con-
venience, or for improved visibility and control. Schlage wireless locks can be used in a
variety of applications, including; interior, perimeter and high security.

This document outlines the steps that need to be taken to setup and configure the
ENGAGE Gateway and the Allegion wireless locks for use in the Doors.NET software.

Lock Limitations
Engage (NDE/LE) is limited to 10 locks per ENGAGE gateway with 1 per bus. So a max
of 20 locks on 2D and 40 locks on a 4D controller.
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Setup Summary
The following steps are a summary of what needs to be done to connect to the LE/NDE
lock for the first time using Doors.NET:
1. Download the ENGAGE App
2. Register for a new Allegion account (third-party account)
3. Wire the ENGAGE Gateway to the NXT Mercury-Powered controller
4. Add the gateway to the ENGAGE app
5. Add the Locks to the ENGAGE app
6. Verify correct license settings
7. Add the ENGAGE Gateway to Doors.NET
8. Add the LE/NDE locks to Doors.NET
9. Link the LE/NDE locks to the gateway using Doors.NET
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Download and Install the Allegion Engage
App
The Allegion Engage™ app is required to initially add the Allegion hardware to a unique
user account. It is available as a mobile app and as a web app and is free to use and
setup and account.
1. Go to the iOS App Store (or PlayStore if you are using an Android device).
2. Search for: 'Allegion ENGAGE'.
3. Tap the GET button.
4. Tap the green INSTALL button.
5. The app will download and install on your device.

Register an ENGAGE Account
You will need to register a new ENGAGE™ account before you can use the ENGAGE™
app.
IMPORTANT NOTE: It is very important to retain your username and password as it is
required for adding and removing the LE/NDE hardware. Once the locks have been
added to an account they cannot be used on another other ENGAGE account.
1. Open the app via the new ENGAGE™ icon on your device home screen.
2. Tap 'Create New' located at the bottom of the screen.
3. Accept the Allegion User Agreement.
4. Select 'Third Party Software' as the account type.

5. Press Next (in the upper right corner)
6. Enter your first name, last name and e-mail address. Press Next again.
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7. Enter a password and then re-enter to confirm the password. You will see there are
various password complexity requirements that must be met. Press Next.

8. Enter your company name, site name, select a site type, then select the world time
zone that the site is located and enable Daylight Savings changes. Press
Register.

9. The new account will be registered and a verification e-mail will be sent to the
registered e-mail address. Press Continue.

10. Click on the verification link that will appear in your e-mail inbox within a few
minutes.

11. Your account is now setup and you are ready to start using the ENGAGE app.
NOTE: For further details and documentation on the Allegion ENGAGE app, use the fol-
lowing link:
ENGAGE Cloud-Based Web Applications Data Sheet

http://us.allegion.com/content/dam/allegion-us-2/web-documents-2/DataSheet/ENGAGE_Technology_Data_Sheet_111427.pdf
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Wire the ENGAGE Gateway to the NXT Mer-
cury-Powered Controller
The ENGAGE Gateway connects to the NXT-MSC controller via RS-485 to one of the
controllers buses. For example; bus 1.

Pin 1 (+12 VDC) is not connected at the controller because the ENGAGE Gateway has a
dedicated power supply.
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Add the Allegion ENGAGE Gateway to the
App
As you have registered using a third-party account, you will be able to add an ENGAGE
gateway.

Note: Once the gateway has been powered-up, it will perform a power-on-self-test
(P.O.S.T) and will be displaying an amber LED. When the P.O.S.T has completed, the
LED will turn red (indicating that the device is ready for setup and use).
1. Open the ENGAGE app via the ENGAGE icon on your homescreen.
2. Login using your registered user name and password.
3. The name of your site will appear at the top of the screen.
4. Press the '+' located in the top right corner.
5. You will see a list of devices that can be added.
6. Select Gateway (located at the bottom of the list).

7. The app will search for a gateway that is within the Bluetooth range.
8. The gateway should appear, so tap to select the gateway.

9. The app will connect to the gateway and you will see a prompt to confirm the gate-
way LED is flashing blue. Check the LED then press Yes to confirm.

10. A few seconds later, the gateway will be added to the app and you will see the
device information screen.
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NOTE: For further details about the ENGAGE Gateway (such as performing a factory
default reset (FDR) on the device, updating the device firmware or further configuration),
refer to the product's supporting documentation).
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Configure the Allegion Gateway
The ENGAGE Gateway must be configured for RSI and you also have to set the address
on the gateway to match which MSC controller bus the gateway is wired into. You will
not be able to add the locks until you have added an configured the Allegion Gateway
(for RSI (RS-485 communication method). You will also not be able to connect to the
locks using Doors.NET until the ENGAGE Gateway and the locks have been added to
the ENGAGE app.
1. On the device information screen, enter a new name for the gateway. Press Next.
2. On the communication setup screen, leave the default communication option at

RSI.
3. Set the RS-485 Address - (to match the controller bus ). For example; enter '1' if

the gateway is wired into bus 1. The 'Low Door Address' and 'High Door Address'
values can be left at their defaults. Press Save.

4. The gateway settings will be saved and you will see the gateway connection
screen.

5. Press Disconnect in the top left corner to disconnect from the gateway.
6. The new ENGAGE gateway will be displayed on the app's device list.

NOTE: If you cannot connect to the Gateway you should consider performing a Factory
Default Reset (FDR). Another reason, if the unit is not new, the Gateway may be
registered to a different ENGAGE account.
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Add Allegion NDE/LE Locks to the App
You must now add the Allegion NDE/LE locks to the ENGAGE app (which will tie them
to your ENGAGE account). The locks can be added in any order as they will be linked to
the gateway from the Doors.NET software, NOT from the ENGAGE app.
NOTE: If you are unable to add any locks, you may need to perform a factory reset of the
lock. Factory default reset (FDR) instructions can be found with the product's supporting
documentation.
1. On the device list screen, press the '+' in the upper-right corner.
2. Select the lock type to add, from the list of available devices. For example; an LE

lock.

3. You will see a notification prompting you to turn and release the interior lever of the
lock (the reader should beep once), then press OK to the notification.

NOTE: If the reader does not beep when you turn and release the interior lever,
this indicates that either the batteries are flat or the lock requires a factory reset.
(You will also see a 'No devices detected' message).

4. The lock should then appear, so select the lock.
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5. Another notification will appear, prompting you to check that the LED on the reader
is flashing RED. You should check and confirm this within 30 seconds, otherwise
communication to the lock will time-out. Press Yes to the prompt and the lock will
then be added to the app.

6. You will now see the lock's device information screen.
7. Enter a name for the lock, then press Next.
8. Disable the Wi-Fi option, then press Finish.
9. The lock will now be added to the app and you will be connected to it.
10. Press Disconnect.
11. Repeat steps 1 - 11 for any additional Allegion NE/LDE locks you need to add.

Further Lock Configuration
For further configuration information about the Allegion locks, please refer to the lock's
supporting documentation.
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Check Allegion is Enabled on your License
The Allegion Lock Integration is a licensed feature, so it must be enabled on your Door-
s.NET license.
The following steps explain how to check your license is configured correctly.
1. From the Windows Start menu: Go to Doors.NET >> License Manager.

2. When the License Manager is open, click on the License tab located on the right
side of the window.

3. Scroll through the list of supported capacities and locate the Readers - Allegion
option.

4. Ensure both 'Allegion' AND 'Allegion per Controller' have positive values set to
them. If either of these are set to zero you will not be able to add the Allegion hard-
ware to the Doors.NET software.

5. Close down License Manager if your license is correct.
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Add the ENGAGE Gateway to Doors.NET
Next is to add the gateway to Doors.NET. It assumes that Doors.NET has been suc-
cessfully installed, licensed and the MSC gateway is added and online. It also assumes
the NXT-MSC controller has been setup and is online.
1. Log into Doors.NET (default user name and password are both admin).
2. Go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.

3. You will see the MSC gateway listed at the top of the hardware tree and any NXT-
MSC controllers will be listed beneath it.

4. Double-click the controller, then select the bus which the gateway is wired into.
5. Click the Add ENGAGE Gateway icon.

6. The ENGAGE Gateway will appear in the hardware tree. You will also see a
memory reset indicator located next to the controller.

7. Right-click the NXT-MSC controller, select Reset >> Memory. The controller will
reset, it will go offline and a few seconds later will come back online.

8. Select the ENGAGE Gateway on the hardware tree and the gateway should now
be displaying as online.
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9. Now that the gateway is added and online you are ready to add the locks to Door-
s.NET.
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Add the Allegion Wireless Locks to Door-
s.NET
1. Select the ENGAGE Gateway on the hardware tree.
2. Click on the lock type you wish to add from the hardware selection ribbon bar.

3. Click the tree-expander icon to the left of the gateway , then expand Readers - you
will see the new lock listed beneath the gateway.

4. Repeat steps 1 - 3 for all additional locks you need to add.

5. You should now rename the locks (based on their location) so that the system can
be easily maintained and configured in the future.
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Linking the NDE and LE Locks to the Gate-
way
The final step in Doors.NET is to link the locks to the ENGAGE Gateway. The gateway
will then be permanently connected to the lock(s) via Bluetooth.
1. Right-click the first Allegion lock, select Mode >> Link.
2. The LED on the gateway will now be alternating between blue and red.
3. Hold down the interior lever of the lock then present and hold a credential to the

reader.
4. Hold the credential at the reader for approx. 10 seconds.
5. The reader LED will then alternate between red and green and will then con-

tinually flash green.
6. Wait until you hear 4 beeps from the reader.
7. You can now release the interior lever and take the card away from the reader.
8. The lock will now be linked to the gateway.
9. If you present an inactive card to the lock you should now be seeing an event in

the Doors.NET Live Events grid.

10. The lock is now ready for use.
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Credential Types
The Allegion LE and NDE locks support several different card technologies:

l Schlage (HID)
l GE/CASI
l GE4001
l GE4002
l AWID
l 14443 UID (Mifare CSN)
l 14443 Secure Mifare
l 14443 Secure Mifare Plus
l 14443 EV1 (NOC)
l 15693 UID (CSN)
l iClass 40 Bit UID (CSN)

Setting the required credential type requires configuration of lock using the ENGAGE
app and then adding the credential type to the Doors.NET software.
NOTE: Certain combinations of supported credential types are not allowed. For
example; Standard Mifare (CSN) cannot be combined with Secure Mifare.

Enable the Credential Type in ENGAGE
If the lock has been added to the app (but not linked to the gate-
way)
1. Log into the ENGAGE app.
2. Any added lock that is within range will be listed.
3. Tap on Connect (located at the bottom of the screen).

4. The app will retrieve the list of available devices.
5. Press Connect (located to the right) of the lock you wish to configure.
6. When the app is connected to the device you will see the device menu.
7. Select Configure Device from the list.
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8. Tap on Advanced (at the bottom of the configuration screen).
9. Then tap on Credential Types Accepted. (You will have to confirm a warning).
10. Tap to the right of the credential type(s) you wish the reader to accept. (A check

mark will appear against the selected formats)
11. When you have selected the required credential type(s), press Save in the upper-

right.
12. Save the previous screen.
13. You can then disconnect from the lock.

If the lock has been linked to the gateway
The following steps explain how to enable Credential Types if the locks have been
linked to the gateway (either in Doors.NET or using the ENGAGE app).
1. Log into the ENGAGE app (ensure your smart device has Bluetooth switched on ).
2. The app will open up on the site screen.
3. Your gateway should be listed.
4. To get the lock to display, you will have to physically go to the lock, and hold the

interior lever down.
5. With the lever held down, present any card to the reader.
6. In the ENGAGE app, pull-down to refresh the site screen and the lock should

appear beneath the gateway.

7. Tap connect and the lock menu will appear, tap Configure Device.
8. Scroll to the bottom of the Configuration screen and tap Advanced.
9. Select Credential Types Accepted.

10. Tap to the right of the credential type(s) you wish to enable.
11. The tap Save (top right).
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12. Press Save on the previous screen.
13. You can then disconnect from the lock.

Enable the Credential Type in Doors.NET
The following steps explain how the custom format is added to
Doors.NET. This example details how to add the 32-bit (CSN)
Mifare format
1. Log into the Doors.NET software.
2. Go to Setup >> Credential Types.
3. The Access Control tab will open and you will see the available active card

formats (by default, there are three formats listed)
4. Right-click on the 'Standard 26-bit' format and remove it.
5. Click the Add Active Format button. The format properties will be on the right.
6. From the format drop-down list, select the format you wish to add.
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7. Click the save icon .
8. Right-click the controller on the hardware tree (Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All),

select Reset >> Memory.

Enrolling Cards into Doors.NET
The quickest and easiest method for adding cards is to use the presentation enrollment
method. The presentation enrollment method is also required if you are not enrolling
standard 26-bit Wiegand credentials - (only 26-bit Wiegand credentials can be manually
enrolled). Press the F1 key while on the cardholders screen of Doors.NET and this will
take you to the Cardholders section of Doors.NET where all enrollment methods are fully
documented.
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Operate the Hardware
Unlock and Lock the Door
You can immediately unlock, lock or temporarily unlock any of the doors either via a
right-click on the hardware tree:

Or you can select the reader on the hardware tree or from the door status grid and use
one of the lock/unlock icons located on the ribbon bar.

Set an Operating Mode
The Allegion LE/NDE Series of locks support several different operating modes that can
be accessed via a right-click on the reader: Select Mode >> Extended and you will see a
list of options.
NOTE: Different type of lock offer different combinations of operating modes.

Lock Type Supported Reader Modes
NDE Series Classroom
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LE LED Classroom
LE IPB Classroom, Privacy, Office and Apartment

LE Deadbolt Classroom, Privacy and Apartment

Classroom Mode
In Classroom mode: The outside lever is locked and unlocked by key. The inside lever is
always unlocked for immediate egress.

Privacy Mode
In Privacy Mode, the lock is secured as part of the Privacy Mode process. When Privacy
Mode is disabled, if the lock is still within an auto-unlock period, the lock will unlock
(unsecured). If the lock is NOT within an auto-unlock period when Privacy Mode is dis-
abled, then the lock will stay secured.
NOTE: A door position sensor (DPS) Must be installed for Privacy Mode to operate. The
door must be in a closed state to enter Privacy Mode.

Apartment Mode
When the lock is set to Apartment Mode the door automatically unlocks when opened
and does not re-lock. A valid credential must be presented to the exterior reader or an
interior button must be pressed to re-lock the door.

Storeroom Mode
In storeroom mode the outside lever is fixed. Entrance is by key only. Inside lever is
always unlocked for immediate egress.
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AD-300 Locks - Quick Start Guide
Allegion Schlage AD-300 locks integrated seamlessly with the Doors.NET software
when used with the NXT-MSC (Mercury-Powered controllers). You can connect and
communicate with up to 64 AD-300s from one NXT-MSC 4D controller via the con-
troller's RS-485 communication buses.

Lock Limitations
l AD-300 is maximum of 15 locks per bus (for a max of 30 on 2D and 60 on 4D con-
trollers)

The AD-series locks have extensive functionality and operating modes and are com-
bined units consisting of the electric lock, credential reader, request-to-exit and request-
to-enter sensors, door position switch and tamper guard.

For standard applications the AD-300 can be customized with a variety of credential
readers including keypad, magnetic stripe or multi-technology which can read both prox-
imity and smart-card technology.
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Hardware Requirements
NXT

l Requires the use of NXT-MSC (Mercury Powered controllers) - (Mercury (SCP),
standard NXT or PXL controllers do not support Allegion wireless locks).

l The NXT-MSC controllers must be using the latest firmware (1.256) at the time of
writing.

Allegion

AD-300 Lockset
HHD (Hand Held Device)
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Software and Licensing Requirements
Access the License Manager to verify you have the correct license settings: Start menu
>> All Programs >> Doors.NET >> License Manager.

l Current Doors.NET Software (Version 4.0.2 at the time of writing)
l NXT-Mercury Powered controller licensing
l Mercury gateway installed and configured
l Allegion enabled

The following screen shots are the required settings within the License Manager

Capacities
l Number of Gateways - 1 or more
l Readers - Allegion - 1 or more
l Readers - Allegion per Controller - 1 or more

Supported Hardware
Allegion - True
Keri Systems - NXT (MSC) - True
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User Interface
Distribution Interface - False
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Configuring the AD-300 using the Hand Held
Device (HHD) and the Schlage™ Utility Soft-
ware
The Schlage Utility Software (SUS) is an application that runs on the Schlage Handheld
Device (HHD). It is used to configure, edit and program all supported devices.
You can use the software and HHD to; edit the AD300 lock properties, update the lock-
set's firmware, couple the HHD to the device, set the date/time and run diagnostics.
This section assumes that you have already:

l Downloaded and installed the Synchronization Software
l Connected the HHD to your PC
l Configured the Synchronization Software
l Updated the SUS
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Connecting the HHD to the AD-300
1. Turn on the Hand Held Device (HHD) by pressing the power button on the top of

the right side.
2. Remove the stylus from the back lower right side of the HHD.
3. On the HHD Home Screen, use the stylus to tap the Start button.
4. Tap the Utility Software link from the drop-down list.
5. Login to the HHD as a Manager (a Manager role has access to all commands) - the

default password is 1 2 3 4 5 6 then click login.
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6. Connect the USB cable to the HHD.
7. Plug the HHD USB cable into the lock’s USB port located at the bottom of the exter-

ior housing.

8. Press the Schlage™ button twice to activate the USB port on the lock.

Coupling the HHD to the AD-300
AD-Series locks can be coupled, or authenticated, with the HHD. This provides
enhanced security by ensuring that the lock will only communicate with HHD(s) to which
it has been coupled. Once the lock has been coupled, the coupling password is passed
to the device from the HHD during programming. HHDs with the same coupling pass-
word can program the same devices. Each HHD with a different coupling password must
be coupled with each device it will program.

Note: The HHD will use a default Programming Password (123456) when coupling with
a device. The programming password should be changed to provide increased security
for your locks.
1. Connect the HHD to the AD-300 lock using the HHD-USB cable.
2. Press the Schlage button twice and the lock will be displayed on the screen.
3. On the HHD, select Device Options
4. Remove the top inside lock cover.
5. Press and hold the Inside Push Button (IPB), press and release the tamper switch

3 times then release the IPB.
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6. The IPB will flash indicating the AD-300 is in coupling mode.
7. On the HHD select Couple HHD to Device.

8. When coupling is successful, a message will appear on the screen of the HHD.
9. Unplug the HHD USB cable from the lock USB port.

Test the Lock for Normal Operation
1. On the HHD select Device Options >> Diagnostics
2. Observe the graphics on the HHD while performing the actions listed below. The

graphics should reflect the action being performed.
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Programming the AD-300 RS-485 Address
1. On the HHD, launch SUS
2. Login as Manager (default password 123456)
3. Press the Schlage button twice.
4. If successfully connected the AD-300 will be listed
5. Select Device Options
6. Select Lock Properties.
7. Select the Edit tab
8. Select the RS-485 address you wish to assign to the AD-300 (All AD-300 locksets

wired to a bus of an NXT-MSC controller need to be uniquely addressed between
0 and 15).

9. Select Save.
10. Select OK.
11. Select Back.
12. Close SUS.
13. Disconnect the USB cable from the AD-300 and the HHD.
14. Wire the AD-300 to the NXT-MSC controller.
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Wiring the AD-300 to the NXT-MSC controller
(2-wire half duplex)

l Using an RS-485 cable between the AD-300 and the NXT-MSC controller the com-
munication range is up to 4,000 ft.

l The recommended network cable type is Belden 9501, or equivalent. This is a 22
gauge, 1-pair, twisted, shielded and stranded cable.

l The AD-300 locks can be daisy-chained up to a maximum of 16 locks per bus.
l There is a maximum limit of 16 AD-300 locks per NXT-MSC controller. For addi-
tional AD-300 locks you will require additional NXT-MSC controllers.

Note: You cannot power the locks from the NXT-MSC controller's RS-485 power supply.
You must use a UL 294 Listed Power Supply capable of sourcing at least 250mA @12
or 24 VDC.

NXT-MSC RS-485
port

AD-300 RS-485 Port

PIN Label Wire Color PIN 485 Connector
Label

1 12VDC -- No Con-
nection --

-- No Con-
nection --

2 Ground -- No Con-
nection --

-- No Con-
nection --

3 IO + Green 5 TDA -
4 IO - White 3 TDB +
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Configuring the AD-300 with Doors.NET
This section assumes the NXT-MSC controller is online, configured and ready to add the
AD-300 lock.
- Refer to the NXT (MSC) controller Quick Start Guide for further details about setting up
and configuring this controller type with Doors.NET.

1. Log into the Doors.NET software and go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
2. On the hardware tree you will see the gateway node and the NXT (MSC) controller

(s)
3. Expand the controller and select the bus which the AD-300 is wired into.
4. From the hardware ribbon select the Add AD-300 icon.

5. The AD-300 will be added to the selected bus.

6. Right-click on the NXT-MSC 2 or 4 door controller and select Reset >> Memory.
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7. In a few seconds, the controller and the lock will both be online.
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Setup and Configure Credential Types
You will have to configure credential types to allow proper card and/or PIN operation.
Note that Credential Types is a licensable feature and therefore must be enabled on
your Doors.NET license.

Enable Standard 26-bit Wiegand Format
1. From Doors.NET, go to Setup >> Credential Types.

2. From the Access Control tab, click Add Active Format
3. In the properties pane locate Format and select Standard 26-bit
4. For PIN operation leave the FC field set to 0. and leave the Offset field set to 0.

(This format will allow the keypad to work in 26-bit mode with a facility code of 0)
5. For CARD operation set the FC field to the Facility Code programmed in the card

(s) to be enrolled.
6. Leave the offset field set to 0, click save.
7. The above process will need to be completed for each facility code in use.
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Enrolling a Card or a PIN
l From Home >> Cardholders, add a new cardholder first and last name, then save.
l When adding a card or PIN to a cardholder ensure the 'Calculate Internal Num-
ber' option is unchecked.

l Enter the Imprint number (number printed on the card) or the PIN into the Card-
number field.

“DO NOT ENTER THE PIN IN THE PIN NUMBER FIELD”.

l Leave the issue code at the default value of zero.
l Click the Add Card button then save.
l Assign the card record an access group from the Access Rights tab.
l This card or PIN will automatically be sent to the controller(s) and should work
within a few seconds.
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Features and Benefits
l Panel Interface options ensure seamless communication with the Doors.NET soft-
ware.

l Real-time communication between the lock and the software.
l Field configurable fail safe/fail secure and other capabilities per code.
l Available in cylindrical, mortise, mortise deadbolt and exit trim.
l A wide selection of credential readers and networking options to choose from.
l AD Series with multi-technology readers are NFC compatible.
l FIPS 201-1 compliant when applied with the FIPS multi-technology plus keypad
reader module (FMK).

l ANSI/BHMA A156.25, ANSI/BHMA Grade 1, UL 294, UL10C, FCC Part 15, ADA,
RoHS, Industry Canada (IC).
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Supported Card Formats
Proximity Cards (125KHz)

l AWID®
l GE/CASI®
l HID®
l Schlage®
l XceedID®

Smart Cards (13.65 MHz)
l aptiQ™ MIFARE Classic
l aptiQ™ MIFARE DESFire™ EV1
l PIV and PIV-I compatible

Smart Cards (13.65 MHz) - Reading Card Serial Number (CSN)
only:

l HID iCLASS®
l DESFire®
l MIFARE®
l MIFARE DESFire™ EV1
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AD-300 Factory Reset Procedure
This will remove all information programmed in the lock. Lock settings that will be
deleted include functions, failure mode and re-lock delays however, this will not reset
configurations and settings in the reader (such as credential format, magstripe reader
track and beeper default).
1. Remove the top inside cover.
2. Press and hold the Schlage button until two (2) beeps sound (10 seconds).
3. Release the Schlage button.
4. Press and release the Inside Push Button (IPB) three (3) times within 10 seconds.

One beep will sound and one red blink will occur with each press.
5. The Schlage button and IPB will both light green for 1 second and a one-second

beep will sound to confirm that the lock has been reset.

Note: If the IPB is not pressed 3 times within 10 seconds, two beeps with two red
blink indicate timeout.

6. Replace the inside top cover.
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PIM-400/485 KRI and AD-400 Quick Start
Guide
Introduction
This section explains how to setup and use the Allegion AD-400 wireless locks with the
PIM-400 interface module connected to an NXT Mercury Powered (MSC) controller.

Lock Limitations
l Maximum number of locks per PIM is 16 per bus (for a maximum of 32 locks per
NXT-2D and 64 locks per NXT-4D controller)

The AD-400 locks have extensive functionality and operating modes and are combined
units consisting of the electric lock, credential reader, Request-to-Exit and Request-to-
Enter sensors, door position switch and tamper guard. This guide walks you through the
process of setting up an AD-400. It assumes you have an existing Doors.NET system
and you have an online MSC controller.

System Requirements
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Hardware Requirements
Keri

l Requires NXT-MSC (Mercury Powered) controllers - (Mercury (SCP), standard
NXT or PXL controllers do NOT support Allegion wireless locks).

l The NXT-MSC controllers must be using the latest firmware (1.256) at the time of
writing.

Allegion

  PIM-400/485 Interface Mod-   AD-400 Wireless Lockset   HHD (Hand-Held
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ule Device)

Software/Licensing Requirements
Access the License Manager to verify you have the correct license settings: Start menu
>> Doors.NET >> License Manager.

l Current Doors.NET Software (Version 4.0.1 at the time of writing)
l Mercury Powered controller licensing
l Mercury gateway installed and configured
l Allegion enabled

The following screen shots are the required settings within the License Manager

Capacities
l Number of Gateways - 1 or more
l Readers - Allegion (AD Series) - 1 or more
l Readers - Allegion (AD Series) per Controller - 1 or more
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Supported Hardware
Allegion - True
Keri Systems - NXT (MSC) - True

User Interface
Distribution Interface - False

Note: Before getting started with setting up the AD-400 lock, verify the following:
l Ensure the AD-400 batteries have adequate voltage and are installed correctly.
l The PIM 400 and AD-400 lock(s) must be reset to factory defaults, (this will also
remove any construction credentials).

The reset procedure is explained next.

Hardware Reset Procedures
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Resetting the AD-400/PIM-400
Before getting started, remember:

l Ensure the batteries have adequate voltage and are installed properly on AD-400
lockset(s)

l The PIM400/485 KRI and AD-400 Lock(s) have to be reset to factory defaults, any
construction credentials will no longer operate.

Reset the AD-400 to Factory Defaults
All information in the lock will be deleted and reset to factory defaults
1. Remove the the top inside cover.
2. Press and hold Schlage™ button until two (2) beeps sound (10 seconds) then

release.
3. Press and release the Inside Push Button (IPB) (3) times within 10 seconds.

- Button will beep and blink RED with each press.

4. The Schlage™ button and IPB will both light green for one second and a one-
second beep will be heard. This indicates the lock has been reset.

- If IPB is not pressed 3 times within 10 seconds, two beeps with two red
blinks indicating a timeout - procedure must then be repeated.

5. Replace the top inside cover.

Reset the PIM-400 to Factory Defaults
All configuration information will be deleted and the PIM400/485 KRI will be reset to fact-
ory defaults.
1. Remove the main cover from the PIM-400.
2. Press and hold both the link 1 and link 2 buttons for at least 3 seconds. You will

see the LEDs start to flash red several times. Once complete the LEDs will flash
green momentarily and the unit will be reset.

3. Replace the main cover.
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Connect the HHD to the AD-400 Lock
1. Switch on on the Hand Held Device (HHD) by pressing the power button on the

top of the right-side.
2. Remove the stylus from the back lower right side of the HHD.
3. On the HHD Home Screen, use the stylus to tap the Start button.
4. Tap the Utility Software link from the drop down list.

5. Log into the HHD as Manager using the default password of 123456.

6. Connect the USB cable to the HHD.
7. Plug the HHD USB cable into the lock’s USB port located on the underside of the

lock's exterior metal housing.
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8. Press the Schlage™ button on the lock twice to activate the lock's USB port.

Coupling the HHD to the AD-400 Lock
AD-Series locks can be coupled, or authenticated, with the HHD. This provides
enhanced security by ensuring that the lock will only communicate with HHD(s) to which
it has been coupled. Once the lock has been coupled, the Coupling Password is passed
to the device from the HHD during programming. HHDs with the same coupling pass-
word can program the same devices. Each HHD with a different coupling password must
be coupled with each device it will program.

1. Plug the HHD’s USB cable into the AD400’s USB port located underneath the
exterior side of the lock.

2. Remove the top inside lock cover of the AD400.
3. Within the Utility Software on the HHD, select Device Options.
4. Press and hold the IPB, press and release the tamper switch three times then

release the IPB... The IPB will flash indicating the AD400 is in coupling mode.
5. On the HHD, select Couple HHD to Device.
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6. When coupling is successful, a message will appear on the screen of the HHD.
7. Unplug the HHD USB cable from the lock's USB port.

Coupling the HHD to the PIM 400-485 KRI
AD-Series locks can also be coupled, or authenticated, with the HHD. This provides
enhanced security by ensuring that the device will only communicate with HHD(s) to
which it has been coupled. Once the device has been coupled, the coupling password is
passed to the device from the HHD during programming.

HHD’s with the same coupling password can program the same devices. Each HHD
with a different coupling password must be coupled with each device it will program.

1. Remove the PIM400/485 Cover.
2. Pull the tamper plunger switch out (or unplug J1) to disable the tamper alarm.
3. Connect the HHD to the PIM using the supplied USB cable.
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4. The PIM400 will be displayed on the HHD screen.
5. On the PIM400/485, press and hold the LINK 1 button and press the LINK 2 button

three times; (this will put the PIM400/485 into Coupling Mode).

6. On the HHD select Device Options
7. Next, select Couple HHD to Device.... You may be prompted at this point to

change the password, select Yes to input a new password or No to leave at the
default password (recommended).
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8. When coupling is successful, a notification message will appear on the HHD
screen.
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Test the Lock for Normal Operation
1. On the HHD select Device Options >> Diagnostics
2. Observe the graphics on the HHD while performing the actions listed below. The

graphics should reflect the action being performed.
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Programming the PIM-400 RS-485 Address
The RS485 channel must be selected to the corresponding bus used on the NXT-MSC
controller.
1. On the HHD select Device Options >> PIM properties >> Edit.
2. Select the correct RS-485 address. The address number is determined by which

bus the PIM400/485 on the NXT-MSC controller. For example, if you are using a 4-
door controller:
→ Bus 1 = address 1
→ Bus 2 = address 2
→ Bus 3 = address 3
→ Bus 4 = address 4

3. Disconnect the HHD.
4. Remove the USB cable from the PIM400/485 KRI and turn off the HHD.

Other lock and PIM settings may be configured by selecting Door Properties or PIM
Properties from the HHD. Editable items include: Heart Beat and Comm Loss Mode - for
these item settings consult the HHD user manual.

Connecting the NXT-MSC 2D/4D Controller
to the PIM 400-485
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Wiring the PIM 400/485 to an NXT-MSC Controller

NXT-MSC RS-485
port PIM 400-

485

PIN Label Wire Color PIN 485 Connector
Label

1 12VDC -- No Con-
nection --

-- No Con-
nection --

2 Ground Black 1 Ground
3 IO + Green 4 TDA -
4 IO - White 2 TDB +
l Jumpersmust be in place on J19 and J20

l The PIM 400-485 wires directly to the NXT-MSC's 485 bus (4 conductor port).
Take note which buss/es) are being used so these can be configured properly.
(DO NOT POWER FROM NXT CONTROLLER, PIM MUST HAVE ITS OWN
POWER SUPPLY)

l Each NXT-MSC controller can handle up to 16 (max) AD-400 locksets per con-
troller.

l Additional PIM 400/485s installed on an NXT-MSC controller will not increase the
16 AD-400 MAX lock limit per controller.

l More than 16 AD400 locks will require additional NXT-MSC controllers.

Add the AD-400 and PIM 400-485 in Door-
s.NET
This section assumes the NXT (MSC) 2-door or 4-door controller is online, configured
and ready to add the AD-400/PIM 400-485 to the database.
(Refer to the NXT (MSC) controller Quick Start Guide for further details about setting up
and configuring this controller type with Doors.NET).

1. Log in to Doors.NET and go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
2. On the hardware tree you will see the gateway node and the NXT (MSC) controller

(s)
3. Expand the controller and highlight the bus which the PIM400-485 is connected to.
4. From the hardware ribbon select the Add PIM-400 icon.
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5. The PIM400 will be added to the selected controller bus and will appear in the
hardware tree.

6. Highlight the PIM400 in the hardware tree and then click the Add AD-400 icon.
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7. Select the MSC controller, right-click and perform a memory reset.
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Linking the AD-400 to the PIM 400 using
Doors,NET
Before linking the AD-400 lock to the PIM-400, ensure the lock is at factory defaults (sec-
tion 3) and the PIM400 has already been configured with the correct address (section 8).

To link the lock perform the following:

1. Put the AD-400 into 'link mode'.

- Create a Request-To-Exit (RTE) condition by holding down the inside lever or
crash bar and:
- AD400’s with Card Readers - present a card to the prox card reader
- AD400’s with Keypad: Press the # key
- AD400’s with Combo Card/Keypad readers can use either option

2. Right-click the AD-400 on the hardware tree and select Mode >> Link

Note: It is advisable to perform a controller memory reset if the lock does not come online
after you have linked it. To reset the controller, right-click the controller from the hard-
ware and select Memory >> Reset.
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Setup and Configuring Credential Types
1. Before setting up users or adding credentials to users, “Credential Types” must be

configured to allow proper card and/or PIN operation.
2. The Credential Types feature must be enabled on your license key within the

Options section.

3. While logged into the Doors.NET software, click Setup >> Credential Types
4. From the Access Control tab, click Add Active Format
5. In the properties pane locate Format and select Standard 26-bit
6. For PIN operation leave the FC field set to 0. and leave the Offset field set to 0.

(This format will allow the keypad to work in 26-bit mode with a FC of 0)
7. For CARD operation set the FC field to the Facility Code programmed in the card

(s) to be enrolled.
8. Leave the offset field set to 0, click save.
9. If using cards the above process will need to be completed for each facility code in

use.
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Enrolling a Card or a PIN
1. From Home >> Cardholders, add a new cardholder and save.
2. When adding a card or PIN to a cardholder ensure the 'Calculate Internal Num-

ber' option is unchecked.
3. Enter the Imprint number (number printed on the card) or the PIN into the Card-

number field.
4. Leave the issue code at the default value of zero.
5. Click the Add Card button then save.
6. Assign the card record an access group from the Access Rights tab.
7. This card will automatically be sent to the controller(s) and should work within a

few seconds.

System Capabilities
l Secure 900 MHz wireless communication, AES-128 encrypted
l Real time access control and monitoring
l Patent pending wireless lockdown/unlock feature via PIM400 in 10 seconds or
less (preserves up to 2 year battery life)

l Powered by four (4) standard AA batteries, optional 8 AA battery pack available
l Weather resistant, exterior operating temperature: -31° to 151°F (-35° to 66°C)
l Additional wireless products also available
- Wireless Portable Reader (WPR400) for muster stations, buses, etc.
- Wireless Reader Interface (WRI400) eliminates running wires to remote doors,
parking gates and elevator applications

l ANSI/BHMA A156.25, ANSI/BHMA Grade 1, UL294 and UL10C certified
l NXT-2D can support up to 2 PIM400-485
l NXT 4D can support up to 4 PIM400-485
l Each PIM400-485 can support up to 16 AD-400 wireless devices, not to exceed 16
wireless devices per NXT (MSC) controller.

l Wireless range up to 200’ in typical building construction, up to 1000' line of sight.
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Supported Card Formats
Proximity cards (125kHz)

l AWID®
l GE/CASI®
l HID®
l Schlage®
l XceedID®

Smart cards (13.65 MHz)
l aptiQ™ MIFARE Classic
l aptiQ™ MIFARE DESFire™ EV1
l PIV and PIV-I compatible

Smart cards (13.65 MHz) - Reads card serial number only):
l HID iCLASS®
l DESFire®
l MIFARE®
l MIFARE DESFire™ EV1
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Allegion Lock Functions
There are several lock modes that are supported by the AD Series locks. You can set
one of the supported modes by performing the following:
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Set the Extended Feature
1. Highlight the AD series lock displayed on the hardware tree.
2. Locate the Modes section and view the Extended Feature drop-down list.

3. Or, you can right-click the reader in the hardware tree or from the door status grid
and selectMode >> Extended
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4. Or you can use a Local Linkage procedure to set the desired mode:

There are numerous ways that you can use Local Linkage triggers: you can configure
the desired lock mode to be active for a certain period of time, it can be activated from a
double-card presentation on a different reader, from a cardholder in a certain user group
or perhaps just when a certain input on the system goes active.

Note: Local Linkage is an additional licensed module and is not included in the stand-
ard version of the software.
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Extended Features Definitions
Classroom/Storeroom Mode
Lockset is normally secure. Inside lever always allows free egress. Valid toggle cre-
dentials on the exterior may be used to change to a passage or secured status.

Note: IPB not to be used

Privacy Mode
Lockset is normally secure. Inside lever always allows free egress. Interior push button
on inside housing may be used to select a privacy status. The interior push button will
disable normal electronic access from the exterior. Opening the door or pressing the
interior push button a second time on the inside housing deactivates the privacy status.

Privacy Mode with Mortise Deadbolt
Device is normally secured. Upon presenting Normal credential to exterior the device
momentarily unlocks. Upon turning the thumb turn on the interior the device is placed
into a “Privacy state” and will allow access only to “Pass Thru” credentials. Upon retract-
ing the thumb turn or changing state of door position switch the device is removed out of
the “Privacy state” and returns to the prior designated state.

Office Mode
Lockset is normally secure. Inside lever always allows free egress. Interior push button
on inside housing may be used to select a passage or secured status. Meets need for
lockdown function for safety and security.

Note: Valid toggle credentials on the exterior may also be used to change status
Note: Not to be used with Mortise Deadbolt Chassis

Apartment Mode
Lockset is normally secure. Inside lever always allows free egress. Interior-push button
on inside housing may be used to select a passage or secured status. Opening the door
or pressing the interior push button causes the lockset to toggle unsecured. While
toggled unsecured, the lockset can only be secured while the door is closed by pressing
the interior push button or using a normal credential on the exterior. Normal electronic
access from the exterior is always allowed.

Apartment Mode with Mortise Deadbolt
Device is normally secured. Upon presenting Normal credential to exterior the device
permanently unlocks. Upon extending the deadbolt with thumb turn on the interior the
device relocks to normally secured state (not Privacy state). Upon retracting the thumb
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turn or pressing IPB and opening the door, device permanently unlocks. Upon shutting
the door and presenting normal credential to the exterior reader the device returns to a
normally secured state. Mortise deadbolt chassis will have deadbolt retracted.
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AD-Series Locks with Local Linkage
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Introduction
The Allegion AD Series locks can be integrated with the Local Linkage feature to
provide enhanced functionality and monitoring.
Note: Both the AD-300 and AD-400 locks can be used with Advanced Local Linkage.
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Doors.NET License Requirements
1. Verify that your NXT-MSC controllers are updated to the latest firmware revision

(1.256) at the time of writing.
2. Verify that Local Linkage is enabled on your Doors.NET license (you can check

this via Start >> All Programs/All Apps >> Doors.NET >> License Manager).
3. Click on the License tab
4. Scroll down to Options.
5. Check that 'Enable Advanced Local Linkage' is set to True.

6. Log in to the administrative client then go to Setup >> Advanced Local Linkage
icon.
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Local Linkage Procedure Setup
1. On the procedures tab select the NXT (MSC) controller from the controller drop-

down list (the controller which the AD lock is communicating to).
2. Click the New Procedure button then highlight 'New Procedure 1'
3. The procedure is what you want the system to do, for example; you may want to

activate a specific control point (output), which in turn might activate a buzzer or
switch on an LED.

4. The control point would have to be located on the same NXT (MSC) controller and
it cannot be programmed for a function such as a door contact, RTE 1 or RTE 2. (It
must be listed in the hardware tree as a 'Control Point')

5. This setup example will use a 4x4 module connected to one of the controller's
other buses (bus 2) - The outputs on the 4x4 have already been labeled (Buzzer 1
and 2 plus LED 1 and 2).

6. This example will also use a PIM 400-485 and AD-400 connected to bus 1 of the
controller, as shown in the following image.

7. With New Procedure highlighted, input a new description, such as Buzzer 1 - On,
then save (via the icon at the top left of the user interface).

8. Click the Add Action button.
9. Highlight the new action entry
10. From the Action Item Type list on the right, select Control Point Control
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11. From the Control Point list, select the output named 'Buzzer 1'
12. Then set the action to On.

13. Click the New Procedure again and name it Buzzer 1 - OFF, and save.
14. Click the Add Action button again.
15. The second procedure willl set the same control point to OFF, as shown below.

16. Once you have saved these two procedures you are ready to set up the two
required triggers.
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Local Linkage Trigger Setup
The Local Linkage triggers are the event types that activate the Local Linkage pro-
cedures. Most triggers have opposite event types; such as an input going active (and
then secure), a tamper going active (and then secure) or a controller going offline (and
then back online). In this setup example we have to decide which trigger will activate the
control point for buzzer 1 and which opposite trigger will deactivate buzzer 1.

There are various extended event types generated by the AD-400 locks, these events
are as follows:

l Interior Push Button: Inactive
l Interior Push Button: Active
l Dead Bolt: Retracted
l Dead Bolt: Extended
l Request To Enter: Inactive
l Request To Enter: Active
l Motor: Normal
l Motor: Stalled
l Lock Clutch: Inactive
l Lock Clutch: Active
l Low Battery: Normal
l Low Battery: Alarm
l Critical Battery: Normal
l Critical Battery: Alarm
l Bezel Tamper: Secure
l Bezel Tamper: Alarm
l Keyswitch: Inactive
l Keyswitch: Active
l Communication: RF Restored
l Communication: RF Loss

The next section explains how we will use two Low-Battery events for out trigger actions:

Create Trigger Action 1
1. Click the Add Trigger button.
2. Rename the trigger with a description such as; Low Battery - Door 1
3. From Execute This Procedure select Buzzer 1 - ON.
4. Procedure Command should be left at its default setting.
5. From Source Type select Access Control Reader (ACR)
6. On the right you will see a list of system events (transactions)
7. Change the Type to Extended Mode using the drop-down list.
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8. The Extended Mode transaction list will appear so select the Low Battery: Alarm
transaction type.

9. From Source select the AD lock wired into bus 1.
10. Active During This Schedule should be set to Always.
11. Trigger Variable Logic should be left at the default setting of None.
12. Your setup for this first trigger should resemble the image shown below:
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13. Click the Add Trigger button again to begin the setup of the second trigger.
14. Name this trigger 'Low Battery - Door 1' or something similar.

Second Trigger Action Setup
1. Click the Add Trigger button again to begin the setup of the second trigger.
2. Name this trigger 'Normal Battery - Door 1' or similar.
3. This second trigger setup will be almost identical to the first trigger, the only excep-

tions are that the 'Buzzer 1 - OFF' procedure will be selected and the transaction
type will be Low Battery: Normal, instead of Low Battery: Alarm.

4. Setup of the second trigger should resemble the screen shot below:

5. This Local Linkage action setup is now complete; when the AD series lock has a
low battery it will generate an event which will activate buzzer 1 via Local Linkage.
When the battery level is normal again the buzzer 1 will be deactivated via Local
Linkage.

6. This is just a typical example. When using the Allegion locks, any of the listed
event types can be used as triggers to action anything that the NXT (MSC) con-
troller is capable of performing.
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Basic ASSA Aperio Configuration
Doors.NET provides support for several Assa Abloy wireless locks featuring Aperio tech-
nology and both wireless and wired IP Locks. These locks can be used with or without
hard-wired Keri controller-managed doors on the same system, providing you with the
utmost in deployment flexibility. The Aperio locks are only supported with the NXT-MSC
(Mercury Powered 2 or 4 door controllers).

Aperio is the smart technology that enables mechanical locks to be wirelessly linked to
an existing access control system. The heart of Aperio is a short-distance, wireless com-
munication protocol, designed to link with an online electronic access system with an
Aperio enabled mechanical lock.

Each lock requires a hub for its wireless link, the hub connects into a bus of an Mercury-
Powered NXT controller. Each controller can manage up to 16 Aperio hubs/locks.
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This section provides information regarding the setup process in Doors.NET, adding the
relevant lock or hub type, and addressing information for the hub.

Installers and integrators who wish to use the Aperio range of products with Doors.NET
MUST be certified by ASSA Abloy. Keri Systems DOES NOT supply or support the soft-
ware application which is required to configure the wireless locks. Keri Systems recom-
mends that you contact your local ASSA Abloy supplier for further details about product
training and support.

Requirements
l Doors.NET software must at least be version 3.5.1.15 or greater
l The number of Aperio readers must be enabled on the license
l The number of Aperio readers per controller must be enabled
l The locks must already be paired to the hubs prior to setting up in Doors.NET

Limitations
l 25M range between lock and hub (AH-30)/ 5M for the AH-15 (the stated range is
subject to the hub being installed within ideal environmental conditions)

l Maximum of 16 Aperio locks per NXT MSC controller
l When the Aperio hub is being used the communication protocol of the bus is
changed. As a result you cannot use NXT peripheral hardware such as a 4x4 mod-
ule on the same bus.

l You cannot use MS or Wiegand readers on the same bus as an Aperio hub/reader.
A RIM will not come online if an Aperio device is on the same bus. Aperio uses a
different communications protocol and there can only be one RS-485 protocol in
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use on the bus at any one time.
l Only Mifare or HID iClass credentials (depending upon lock type) are supported at
this time

Supported Aperio Devices
The Aperio ribbon bar displays the supported wireless locking devices and the AH30
hub.

Communication Hubs
Doors.NET supports both the AH-15 and the AH-30 hubs. The AH-15 hub pairs directly
with a single Aperio wireless lock. The AH-30 hub is capable of supporting up to 8
Aperio locks. Multiple hubs can be connected to a single NXT reader port, covering a
maximum of 16 locks per controller.

l When using a 1-8 hub, add the AH-30 hub first. Then use the ASSA Aperio Pro-
gramming Application (APA) tool to add the locks to the hub.

l When using a 1-1 hub, add the lock to the bus. The AH-15 hub is added auto-
matically by the Doors.NET software.

Installing the Hub
Connecting the hub to the NXT Mercury Powered controller using the RS-485 interface
is the default method. It is the same wiring for the AH-15 and the AH-30.

There is an 8-pin terminal block on the reverse of the hub for making the wiring con-
nections to the controller.

RS-485 Wiring to NXT Mercury Powered Controller
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Wiegand Wiring to NXT Mercury Powered Controller

When connecting to the controller via Wiegand you must have a Reader Interface Mod-
ule (RIM) plugged into the controller’s reader port and it needs to be configured for Wie-
gand (Refer to the RIM Installation guide for setup instructions. The hub is wired into the
8-pin terminal block connected to the RIM.

Dip Switch Setting:

• Switch 10 - Antenna set to INT not EXT

Set Comm Address
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l In Doors.NET > Hardware Settings click on the bus with the hub
l Note the comm number shown in the grid
l Set the comm dip switches on the hub to match the comm number in the grid (refer
to the dip switch table at the bottom of the page)

l The comm address set on the hub must match the address shown in the software
or else the hub will not come online.

Adding to the NXT Mercury Powered Controller
Highlight the controller’s bus in the hardware tree and select from the Aperio ribbon the
device(s) you wish to add.

NOTE: If the Aperio icons are not available, please refer to License Manager per-
missions to ensure that your system is enabled for Aperio.

Addressing the Hub
The address of the hub is determined by Doors.NET. Refer to the Comm Address field in
the hub properties to determine the device address for the hub.
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This addressing follows a specific pattern depending upon the types of hubs being
installed. Refer to the table below appropriate to your installation.

Bus Number First Hub Address Second Hub Address
1 1 5
2 2 6
3 3 7
4 4 8

Addressing for Two 8-Port Hubs (AH-30)

Bus
Number

8-Port
Hub

1-Port
Hub 1

1-Port
Hub 2

1-Port
Hub 3

1-Port
Hub 4

1-Port
Hub 5

1-Port
Hub 6

1-Port
Hub 7

1-Port
Hub 8

1 5 9 13 17 18 19 20 21 22
2 6 10 14 17 18 19 20 21 22
3 7 11 15 17 18 19 20 21 22
4 8 12 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Addressing for One AH-30 8-Port Hub (AH-30)
and Eight AH-15 1-Port Hubs (AH-15)

Bus
Number

8-Port
Hub

1-Port
Hub 1

1-Port
Hub 2

1-Port
Hub 3

1-Port
Hub 4

1-Port
Hub 5

1-Port
Hub 6

1-Port
Hub 7

1-Port
Hub 8

1 1 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
2 2 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
3 3 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
4 4 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Addressing for Eight 1-Port Hubs (AH-15)
and One 8-Port Hub (AH-30)

NOTE: Once the hub has been added to an NXT-MSC controller you MUST perform a
RAM reset. The controller will re-configure the RS-485 protocol for Aperio devices. Only
other Aperio devices can be used on that bus; no other peripheral type will be accepted.

Setting the Address on the Hub
There are 30 available address numbers for the hubs, set via the DIP switch on each
hub. For example, Switch 1 in the UP position and all others DOWN will set the unit to
address 1. All 30 address switch positions are shown in the figure below.
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Firmware Upgrading

Often a new version of software will include new firmware. When you upgrade the soft-
ware you will see a notification on the Application Requirements page informing you if a
controller upgrade is required and what the new version is. The new firmware files will
be installed during the upgrade process.

You will see also see notification in the Live Events grid if the controller is detected as
having out-of-date firmware.

NXT Controllers:

MSC Controllers:
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Checking for New Firmware Revisions
You can determine if you have the current firmware revision set by reviewing the revision
list displayed in the Software Downloads section of the Keri Systems website.

Note: You must be registered with the Keri Systems website to access the Software
Downloads page.

1. If you determine there is a newer revision of firmware for a Keri controller or sup-
porting peripheral, save the new firmware image into the C:\Ker-
i\DoorsNET\Firmware directory. This must be the computer running the Doors.NET
gateway.

2. Then follow the instructions for upgrading the firmware.

http://www.kerisys.com/pages/download/software/
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Controller Firmware Upgrading
PXL Controllers
PXL controllers do not have flash firmware and so they require a physical chip change.
The PXL Firmware Upgrade ship kit comes with a chip extraction tool to assist with the
removal and replacement of chips - failure to use the extraction tool properly may per-
manently damage the chip and/or the socket.

1. Locate the socket with the chip to be replaced. Notice the rectangular slot in two of
the chip corners. These are the slots in which the extraction tool is placed.

2. The extraction tool has a small hook at one end. This is the end that is to be inser-
ted into the extraction slots of the chip socket.

3. It is important to use the extraction tool at the proper angle in order not to damage
the chip and socket.
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4. Insert the hooked end of the extraction tool into one of the extraction slots of the
socket until it touches the bottom of the socket.

5. With slight downward pressure, gently rotate the tool away from the chip until the
corner of the chip lifts away from the socket.

6. Repeat step 5 on the opposite extraction slot.

Important Note: DO NOT attempt to completely extract the chip from the socket on the
first extraction. Lift from one side until the corner is above the socket, then repeat the pro-
cedure on the opposite corner. If necessary, repeat the procedure on each side until the
chip is completely free of the socket.
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NXT Controllers
When you run the Doors.NET installer you will see an Application Requirements win-
dow. This window will inform you if standard NXT controllers need a firmware upgrade
and the version they should be upgraded to.

There will also be a notification in the Live Events grid if the controller needs a firmware
upgrade.

During the upgrade the latest firmware versions will be installed into the C:\Ker-
i\DoorsNET\Firmwarefolder.

1. Once the install/upgrade has completed, log into the software and go to Setup >>
Hardware Setup >> All.
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2. Highlight the controller listed in the hardware tree.
3. Click the Firmware Upgrade icon.

4. The Firmware Upgrade tab will appear.
5. The controller(s) will appear and their current firmware version will be shown.

6. Select the controller or controllers that need to be upgraded (you can select mul-
tiple controllers using the Select All tick box)

7. Select the new firmware file and click the Apply button.

8. A task verification window appears. Click Yes to continue.
9. A progress bar will appear on the right side of the selected controller indicating the

progress of the firmware upgrade.

10. The firmware upgrade is complete once the progress bar has reached 100% and
the new firmware version will be displayed.
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NXT Controller Firmware Upgrade - Quick How-to Video

NXT Mercury Powered Controllers
MSC Controller Firmware Upgrade

When you run the installer you will see a notification if the MSC controller firmware
needs upgrading.

You will also see a notification in live events when a new controller is added to the sys-
tem.

Perform the following steps to upgrade the controller firmware.

NOTE:It takes approximately 2 minutes to upgrade the controller firmware but there is
minimal system downtime because the controller will continue to function throughout
most of the upgrade process. There is just a few seconds at the end of the process
where the controller will not be functioning, during which time the controller will go offline
then back online again.
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1. If a firmware upgrade is required, the required revision is listed in the Status Mes-
sages grid.

2. Highlight the controller in the hardware tree.
3. Click on the Firmware Upgrade icon on the toolbar ribbon.

4. Windows Explorer automatically opens a window where the new firmware revision
resides.

5. Select the correct .CRC file and click Open.

6. A notification message appears stating that the controller will go offline moment-
arily. Click YES and the new firmware file will be sent.

7. Go to live events and you will see a Firmware Upgrade Has Started message.
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8. Within approximately 2 minutes you will then see a Firmware Upgrade has Com-
pleted message (followed by numerous messages that are generated as the con-
troller performs a self test).

9. Go to the Controllers grid and you will see that the new firmware version will be
shown.

Your MSC controller is now ready for configuration and operation

NXT-MSC Controller Firmware Upgrade - Quick How-to Video

Note: Typically a firmware upgrade is to a newer version, but downgrading to an older
version is allowed. However each Doors.NET software revision has minimum firmware
revision requirements. Proper software and hardware operation is not guaranteed if you
downgrade to a firmware revision that is out-of-date for the software revision installed.
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Reader Firmware Upgrading

Keri NXT readers are now flash upgradable and Doors.NET version 3.5.1.22 includes a
firmware version (04.00.03) that allows the NXT readers to read both NXT credentials
and most 125KHz HID credentials, including; ProxCard II®, ISOProx® II, and
ProxKey®II.

Firmware Upgrade Procedure
Verify the readers are upgradable

Note:Only NXT readers with firmware version 04.00.00 and above can be flash
upgraded. So the first thing to do is check if the reader can be flash upgraded. There are
two ways you can check if the NXT reader is upgradeable:

- Check on the reverse of the reader and you will see a serial number. If the serial num-
ber has a letter F suffix then the reader CAN be upgraded.

Or:

1. Ensure Advanced View is enabled for the reader properties.
2. If the reader is online, highlight it in the hardware tree.

3. At the top of the reader's General properties you will see the current firmware ver-
sion.
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4. If the reader firmware does not begin 04 then the reader CANNOT be upgraded.

Upgrading when using Standard NXT hardware

1. Navigate to the hardware tree.
2. Highlight a standard NXT controller.
3. Click the Firmware Upgrade icon.

4. The firmware upgrade window will appear and the NXT controller will be high-
lighted.

5. Click the expander (plus sign) located to the left of the controller, and you will see
listed the NXT readers which are connected to the controller.

6. Highlight the first NXT reader in the list.
7. From the Select Firmware File list, select the new 04.00.03 firmware (it will be the

only NXT reader firmware available).
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8. Once selected, click the APPLY button.
9. You will see a message notifying you that during the upgrade the reader may go off-

line for a few minutes.
10. If you are happy to proceed click the YES button.
11. The new firmware will be sent to each of the NXT readers connected to the con-

troller (one-after-the-other).
12. While a reader is being upgraded the reader's LED will be quickly flashing. Each

reader should take no longer than 30 seconds to update.
13. A green progress bar will inform you of when the upgrading is complete.

Note: DO NOT attempt to update the NXT readers on more than one NXT con-
troller at a time.

14. Once complete, the new firmware version will be displaying for all the NXT readers
connected to the controller.
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15. You can now close down the firmware upgrade window as the readers are now
ready for use.

Reader Firmware Update Procedure - NXT Mercury Powered
1. From the home tab, click on the controller status icon.

2. The controller status grid should display at the bottom of the screen.
3. Check that the NXT-MSC controller is using firmware version 1.201, or greater

Note: To upgrade NXT reader firmware using NXT Mercury Powered controllers
you MUST at least have controller firmware v_1.201

4. Click on Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
5. Ensure you have Advanced View enabled for the hardware properties.
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6. Expand an NXT-MSC controller via a double-click.
7. Expand the controller bus (which has an NXT reader connected to it).
8. Highlight the NXT reader.
9. At the top of the reader properties you will see the reader's current firmware ver-

sion.
10. With the NXT reader still highlighted, click the Hardware Browser tab.

11. Click the Firmware Upgrade icon.
12. Select the v_04.00.03 firmware file, then click Open.
13. The following message will appear.
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14. Click Yes and the reader firmware will be updated. During the firmware upgrade
the reader's LED will flash: green, red, amber, green, amber, red, amber, etc. If you
cannot see the reader's LED then take a look at the live events grid. You will see a
message has been generated: "Firmware Upgrade has started" - wait for the 'Firm-
ware Upgrade Has Completed' message - Once it is completed the reader's LED
will be a steady amber.

Note: Please be patient during the upgrade process as it will take almost 2 minutes for
the reader upgrade to complete.

WARNING: Do not attempt to update a second NXT reader until the first upgrade is com-
pleted. The NXT-MSC hardware does not support multiple concurrent firmware
upgrades to connected devices. You must upgrade the NXT readers one-at-a-time.

If the reader is still highlighted in the hardware tree the new firmware version should now
be displaying.
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RIM Firmware Upgrading
The following steps explain how to upgrade the firmware on an NXT reader interface
module. The steps cover both standard NXT and NXT Mercury Powered controllers and
also cover the RM3 module and the 'WI' (Wiegand Only) module.

Note: If you are using using Wiegand-Only modules, the default LED mode is single-line.
If you will be using dual-line LED mode readers then you will need to download the
v03.03.10 file from the Kerisys.com website:

Downloading the v03.03.10 File
The following steps assume that you have already registered an account on the
www.kerisys.com website.
1. Visit www.kerisys.com
2. Click Member Login (in the top left corner).
3. Enter your registered username and password.
4. Go to the Products drop-down menu and at the bottom of the list, select:

Using Standard NXT Controllers
Perform the following steps to upgrade Reader Interface Modules connected to standard
NXT controllers:

l From within the software click on Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
l Highlight the NXT 2 or 4 door controller.
l Click the Firmware Upgrade icon.

l Click the expander icon to the left of the controller.

l If the NXT-RIMs are connected to the NXT controller you will see the current firm-
ware that they are set to.

http://www.kerisys.com/
http://www.kerisys.com/
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l Click on the first RIM in the list.
l Select the latest available RIM firmware from the Select Firmware File drop-down
list.

l Click the Apply button.
l A task confirmation message will appear. Click Yes to this.
l A green progress bar will appear displaying the progress percentage.

l Even though you only highlighted the first RIM, the updater will automatically
update any RIMs that are connected to the controller and that require an update.

l When the progress bar reaches 100% you should see that all the RIMs are then dis-
playing the latest firmware.
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l You can now close the firmware upgrade page as the RIM upgrading is complete.

Using NXT Mercury Powered Controllers
Perform the following steps to upgrade RIMs connected to NXT Mercury Powered con-
trollers:

l Click Setup >> Hardware Setup All.

l Double-click on an NXT-MSC controller from the controller list.
l Double-click one of the buses then highlight a reader.
l Enable Advanced View for the reader properties.
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l The RIM's current firmware should display at the top of the properties grid.

l With the reader highlighted click the Hardware Browser tab at the top of the screen.

l Click the Firmware Upgrade icon from the ribbon bar.

l The latest, required firmware file will be located within the Ker-
i\DoorsNET\Firmware folder (it is an .aax file type).

l Highlight this firmware file and then click the Open button.
l A task verification message will appear. Read the message then click Yes to pro-
ceed with the upgrade.

l In the Live Events grid you will see a message notifying you that the firmware
upgrade has started and another when it has completed.
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l The reader properties should now display the latest firmware revision.

l Unfortunately with the NXT Mercury Powered controllers you can only upgrade
one RIM at a time. So for other RIMs connected to the controller you will have to
repeat the same process: (highlight the reader, click the Hardware Browser icon,
select the new firmware, etc).
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NXT 4x4 and GIOX Updating

Using Standard NXT
l From the hardware tree (Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All) highlight the NXT con-
troller.

l Click on the Firmware Upgrade icon.

l Click the expander icon to left of the controller.

l Any connected 4x4 or GIOX modules will be displayed along with their current firm-
ware revision.
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l Highlight either a 4x4 or a GIOX module - You only need to select one of the mod-
ules even if you have more than one.

l From the Select Firmware File drop-down list select the latest firmware version
then click the Apply button.

l A task confirmation message will appear so click Yes to this.
l A green progress bar will then appear informing you of the upgrade progress.
l Each 4x4 module or GIOX module will be updated and the entire process should
take no longer than a minute.

l Once the progress bar is showing 100% the modules in the list should then be dis-
playing the latest firmware.

Using NXT Mercury Powered Controllers
l Click on Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
l Expand the controller to locate the connected 4x4 or GIOX module.

l Highlight a 4x4 or a GIOX module.
l Click the Firmware Upgrade icon.
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l Windows Explorer will automatically open up to the firmware folder and the latest
firmware version will be available to select.

l Click the firmware file then click the Open button.

l Click Yes on the notification that appears and the new firmware will be sent.
l Locate the 4x4 or GIOX module in the controller status grid and wait for it to display
the new firmware version.

l It should take no longer than approximately 1 minute for the firmware update to
complete.
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WARNING:When using NXT-MSC hardware you MUST only update one 4x4 or GIOX
module at a time. Wait for the new firmware version to show in the status grid before you
proceed to updating another 4x4 module.
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Setup Tasks
The Setup Tab provides access to the most commonly used tasks for hardware setup
and manual/override operation, setting operator permissions, and basic system dia-
gnostics.

Hardware Tasks
Hardware tasks allow you to setup and configure all system hardware, and then to manu-
ally operate doors, inputs, and outputs (overriding the current hardware state).

Hardware Setup - hardware setup, configuration, and manual operation
Synchronize Clocks - synchronize all controller clocks to match the PC system clock

Permissions Tasks
Permissions Tasks allow you to create and assign operators to groups which allow or
deny operators the permission to perform the various program tasks and to view program
information.

Operator Permissions - create Operator Groups; assign task permissions, gateway
access, and access group access; and set audit permissions
Application Permissions - assign high level task permissions and application access,
and assign manual/override hardware operation access

Diagnostics Tasks
Diagnostic Tasks allow you to view basic system information on either all connected cli-
ents or on basic program and system information

System Tasks
System Options allow you to view detailed system configuration and licensing inform-
ation, including information for optional applications
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Setup All Hardware
The Setup All tab provides a tree view of all hardware on the system allowing you to per-
form any of the tasks available in the individual Doors, Inputs, Outputs, or Panels tabs all
from this one tab.

You can expand and collapse the view to selectively display the hardware with which
you want to work. The Selected Hardware and Hardware Browser ribbon options auto-
matically appear as appropriate as you step through the items in the tree view. Or you
can click on the desired panel and then right-click to open a context menu with pull-
down options applicable to that panel.

When you select the Gateway the Hardware Browser ribbon adds the NXT Series icon
group which allows you to auto-configure controllers already connected to the network or
manually add controllers in preparation for this hardware to be added to the network.
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When you select a Bus on any controller the Hardware Browser ribbon adds the
NXT Series icon group which allows you to manually add a 4x4 peripheral panel.
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Setup Doors
The Setup Doors process allows you to configure door operating parameters, view event
history, audit changes, view current status, manually lock/unlock, configure reader type
(as applicable), and mask/unmask certain door event types.

Under the Hardware Setup tab, Click the Doors tab. The Selected Hardware tab is
loaded on the ribbon.

Display Door Information by Column
The left pane of the grid lists all recognized Doors in alphabetical order, prioritized by
column. Drag column headers above the header field to filter and display information per
your specific needs and priorities. Select a door listed in the left pane and all its con-
figuration parameters are displayed in the right pane.

Information displayed in sortable columns:

l Gateway - the gateway type/name for the controller to which the door is connected
l Controller - the name assigned to the controller
l Panel Description - the type of controller panel (by manufacturer and physical char-
acteristics)
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l Description - the names assigned to the individual doors on that controller
l Security Level - the level of security needed for that door: Low, Medium, High
l Door Type - the physical type of door: i.e., interior, exterior, gate, turnstile, etc.
l Door Class - the classification assigned to the door, typically a department name or
area

l Manufacturer Model - the manufacturer and model type of the reader controlling
that door

l Auto Unlock Schedule - Allows you to select a schedule to automatically unlock
and re-lock the door at specified times.

l First Person In - Where available, this option allows you to set a 'look up' time for
access granted prior to the unlock time. For example; if the FPI settings is 15
minutes then the door will not automatically unlock unless an access granted event
has occurred at that reader within 15 minutes of the automatic unlock time. This
ensures someone is in the building when the door unlocks.

Review/Edit Door Configuration Parameters
The right pane of the grid lists all information and configuration parameters for the door
selected in the left pane. If an item in the grid is grayed-out it is not changeable.

General
l Description - enter a descriptive name for this door (128 characters max)
l Enabled - enable or disable this door
l Door Type - group this door by its physical type: interior, exterior, gate, turnstile,
etc.

l Door Class - assign this door a classification, typically a department name or phys-
ical area

l Security Level - assign this door a security level (Low, Medium, High) based on the
kind of security needed at that door; typically an exterior access door may have a
higher security level than an interior door separating an office area from a man-
ufacturing area

l Manufacturer Model - identify the manufacturer and model type of that reader; cer-
tain reader types have special features that are enabled when that reader type is
identified in the grid

l Serial Number - enter a reader serial number if desired
l Dual Verification Schedule - set a schedule during which dual verification is
required

l Second Credential Timeout - set a timeout value for dual verification such that the
second credential must be presented within that timeout period

l Auto Unlock Schedule - set an Auto Unlock time schedule for the reader; a time
schedule that defines when that door should be automatically unlocked and then
relocked

l First Person In - set an offset period of time to allow an early arriving credential
holder to gain access through a door that is on an Auto Unlock schedule

Door Contact
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l Enable Door Contact - enable/disable monitoring of the door's contact switch
l Held Open - set the amount of time a door can be held open before a held open
event is generated

l Door Forced Alarm - Where this option is available it allows you to select an avail-
able control point that will activate when the door is forced open.

l Door Held Alarm - Where this option is available it allows you to select an avail-
able control point that will activate when the door is held open.

l Alarm Shunt - Where available this option allows you to select a control point that
will activate following a valid card read.

l Alarm Shunt Delay - This setting delays the activation of the alarm shunt and fol-
lows the door held-open event.

l Beeper Control - When using MSC controller, by default there is no beep when the
door is forced or held open. Once you have enabled Beeper control you can select
for the reader beeper to sound when the door is forced, held or both.

Strike Control
l Strike Mode - set the behavior of the strike relay with regards to the type of door
strike installed

l Strike Timing, Maximum - set the amount of time a door strike is active - 0 to 255
seconds

l Strike Timing, ADA/DDA - set the amount of time a door strike is active for ADA
and DDA standards - 0 to 255 seconds added to the Maximum Strike Timing

REX 1 Properties
l Operating Mode - set the REX operating mode: momentary or continuous
l Do Not Pulse Door Strike - mask the door contact switch and do not energize the
door strike; typically applied when an exit door has a crash-bar

Master/Slave (In/Out)
l Reader Function - set if this reader is a solo reader or if it is a master/slave reader
used in an In/Out door application

l Paired Reader - set if this reader is the paired reader used in an In/Out door applic-
ation

Options
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l Enrollment Reader - configure this reader to be an enrollment reader; card present-
ations that generate an "Access Denied - Not In File" error message will cause the
presented card number to be entered into the cardholder menu

Monitoring
l Use This Filter - select a custom filter which controls which events are displayed,
acknowledged, or recorded (in the case of video applications)

l Global Trigger - select an event trigger that will be tested when this reader creates
an event - if the event matches the trigger, the trigger will activate.

Selected Hardware Door Operations
The Selected Hardware tab displays four operation groups with manual operation com-
mands that can be applied to selected doors in the grid.

NOTE: As is typical with Windows based programs, you can select multiple, random
doors or consecutive sets of doors using the standard Windows Ctrl-Click and Shift-Click
commands.

Selected Items
l History - list an event history for selected doors; the pull-down menu beside the His-
tory option allows you to select a specific event on which to display door history

l Audit - list the changes made to and operations performed on selected doors
l Request Status - returns operational status for the door and the controller to which
it is connected; the status is displayed in the Quick-Open Status tab at the bottom
of the program window

Mode
l Lock - locks the selected door
l Unlock - unlocks the selected door
l Card And PIN - sets a combination key-pad/card reader device to requiring both
card presentation and PIN entry, if not enabled then Card Only operation applies

l Lockout - locks the selected door and disallows valid access requests

Timed
l Temp Unlock - unlocks the selected door for a period of time, then re-locks the
door; select the unlock time from the pull-down menu
NOTE: Different unlock times will be available depending on the hardware type
being used.

Masking
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l Mask/Unmask Forced - mask/unmask door forced events from being posted to the
event buffer

l Mask/Unmask Held - mask/unmask door held open events from being posted to
the event buffer

l Mask/Unmask Both - mask/unmask both door forced and door held open events
from being posted to the event buffer

NOTE: A quick way to apply manual door operations is to select your doors in the grid
and click the right-button on your mouse. A context menu with pull-down options
appears allowing you to quickly and easily perform these operations.
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Setup Panels
The Setup Panels process allows you to configure controllers and setup their com-
munication parameters, as well as configure peripheral panels connected to the con-
trollers.

Under the Hardware Setup tab, Click the Panels tab. The Hardware Browser tab is then
loaded on the ribbon, and if a controller or panel is selected, the Selected Hardware tab
is also added.

Display Panel and Controller Information by Column
The left pane of the grid lists all recognized panels and controllers in alphabetical order,
prioritized by column. Drag column headers above the header field to filter and display
information per your specific needs and priorities. Select a panel or controller listed in
the left pane and all its configuration parameters are displayed in the right pane.

Information displayed in sortable columns (based on panel or controller type):

l Device Type - all panels recognized by the system listed by controller followed by
its peripheral panels

l Gateway - the gateway type/name to which the panel is connected
l Controller - the name assigned to the controller
l Description - the name assigned to that panel (the controller or its peripheral pan-
els)

l Communication - the panel's current online/offline status
l Serial Number - the panel's serial number, if one has been entered
l Firmware - the firmware revision on the panel
l Model - the panel's hardware model number
l IP Address - the IP address assigned to the controller
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l Bus 1 through 4 - the reader types connected to the individual busses on the con-
troller

Review/Edit Controller Configuration Parameters
The right pane of the grid lists all information and configuration parameters for the con-
troller selected in the left pane (based on controller type). If an item in the grid is grayed-
out it is not changeable.

To view all of the controller properties you will need to have Advanced View enabled.
The properties can also be viewed and edited by highlighting the controller in the hard-
ware tree (Hardware Setup >> All).
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Note: There are a wide variety of settings and not all controller types have the same
available settings.

Controller Properties

Misc
l Communications - shows the communication status for the controller
l Gateway ID - the Global Unique Identifier (GUI) of the gateway that the controller is
assigned to.

l SPMID - the Global Unique Identifier (GUID) of this controller
l SPM_Number - the numeric reference number for this controller
l Number of Access Levels - maximum number of access levels supported
l Number of Schedules - maximum number of supported schedules
l Number of Holidays - maximum number of holidays supported
l Number of Panels - maximum number of Panels that can be connected to this con-
troller

l Number of Readers - maximum number of readers supported with this controller
l Number of Monitor Points - maximum number of monitor points supported
l Number of Control Points - maximum number of control points supported

General
l Description - enter a descriptive name for this panel (128 characters max)
l Enabled - enables or disables communication to this controller
l Controller Function - enables a normal controller to be changed between an elev-
ator controller and a normal controller

l Controller Type - lists the controller model
l Connection Control - Determines the mode of the communication at startup to this
controller

l Use Master Settings - configures the controller to use the Master schedules, hol-
idays and card formats - all controllers that support this setting have it set to Yes by
default

l Use Controller Holidays - configures the controller to use its own Holidays. This
overrides the Master Settings

l MAC Address - the MAC address for this controller

Communication Settings
l Communication Channel - the communication channel assigned to this controller
(either Serial, Network (Ethernet), or Modem).

l IP Address - the IP address assigned to the controller
l Port Number - the IP port number for this controller
l Password Required - enables password verification on each communication ses-
sion with this controller

l Password - the password to be used at the start of each communication attempt
l Poll Delay (ms) - the delay between communication polls (in milliseconds)
l Retry Count - the number of retries before a communication failure is reported
l Offline Timeout (ms) - the amount of time in milliseconds for the controller to con-
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sider itself offline with the host
l Baud Rate to Panels - the baud rate to the downstream field devices

Communications Interface
l Enable Communications - lists if communications to this panel are enabled
l Bus - lists the bus number to which this panel is connected

Monitoring
l Device Type - select a device type identifier which is used in event monitoring, sort-
ing, and operator assignments

l Primary Priority - the priority for this object. The range is 0 to 255 with 0 being the
highest priority.

l Use This Filter - select a custom filter which controls which events are displayed,
acknowledged, or recorded (in the case of event video recording)

l Require Acknowledgement - Enables Operator acknowledgement for this object.
The type of event(s) to be acknowledged is determined by the filter.

l Enable Sounds - enables Sound alerts for this object. The sounds are played as a
result of the state of an alert and are configured through the Device Types.

l Global Trigger - select an event trigger that will be tested when this panel creates
an event - if the event matches the trigger, the trigger will activate

Options

l Download Cardholders with no Access Rights - This option downloads each card-
holder regardless of access rights. Otherwise, only cardholders that have access
rights to a door on this controller are sent

l Enable Area Control - This option enables area control on this controller. Area Con-
trol allows doors to be grouped together for counting or Global Anti-Passback pur-
poses.

Serial Number/Revision Control

l Lowest Allowed Serial Number - the lowest allowed serial number for this con-
troller to communicate

l Highest Allowed Serial Number - the highest allowed serial number for this con-
troller to communicate

l Required Firmware Revision (Major) - the major revision allowed for this controller
to

l Required Firmware Revision (Minor) - the minor revision number allowed for this
controller

Encryption
l Enable AES encryption (128-bit) from the host PC to this controller
l Master Key 1 - first master key used when AES encryption is enabled
l Master Key 2 - second master key used when encryption is enabled

Memory Options
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l Cardholders - the number of cardholders allocated to this controller
l Access Levels per Cardholder - the maximum number of access levels per card-
holder allocated to this controller

l PIN Digits - the required number of digits for cardholder's PIN
l Transactions Buffer - the number of transactions to store in the event buffer at the
controller when it is offline to the host

l Transaction Limit Trigger - the percentage of unreported transactions stored at the
controller that generates a Transaction Limit event

l Local Linkage Triggers - the number of local linkage triggers (conditions) allocated
for this controller

l Activation Date - stores the activation date for cardholders - Temporary card-
holders activate at 00:00:00 on the activation date

l Activation Date and Time - Stores the cardholders' activation date and times
l Deactivation Date - stores the deactivation date for cardholders - Temporary card-
holders become inactive at 00:00:00 on the deactivation date

l Deactivation Date and Time - Stores the cardholders' deactivation date and times
l Anti-Passback Location - stores the Anti-Passback location for this cardholder.
This is required when using Anti-Passback or Area Control

l Support Timed Anti-Passback - Stores the Anti-Passback times for the card-
holders. Required if using Anti-Passback Timed based modes

l Issue Code - configures the Issue Code storage
l Usage Limit - configures the usage limit storage
l User Groups per cardholder - the maximum number of user groups per cardholder
allocated to this controller

l Vacation Date - configures the vacation date storage

Audit

l Universal Serial Number - Represents the sequential increment each time this
object is saved

Hardware Browser Panel Operations
The Hardware Browser displays the Selected Items icon group, providing access to
maintenance tasks: removing a panel from the system, performing a Firmware Upgrade,
and performing a Network Update.

Remove Hardware
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The Remove Hardware command removes a panel from the system, removing it's con-
figuration information from the database. 

1. Select the panel(s) to be removed from the list in the left pane.

2. Click the icon.
3. You will be asked to confirm the remove command. Click the Yes Button.
4. The panel is immediately removed from the system database.

Firmware Upgrade

The Firmware Upgrade command upgrades the existing firmware on a controller or con-
nected peripheral panel with a new revision.

NOTE: A Firmware Upgrade can only be performed from the host computer on which the
Doors.Net Application Server is installed.

Update Network

The Update Network command sends all new configuration information out to selected
panels.

Click the icon and any information pending for controllers and their peripheral pan-
els is uploaded to those devices.

Selected Hardware Panel Operations
The Selected Hardware tab displays two operation groups with commands that can be
applied to selected controllers in the grid. Selected Hardware operations only apply to
controllers. If you select any other type of panel, the Selected Hardware tab is removed
from the ribbon.

NOTE: As is typical with Windows based programs, you can select multiple, random pan-
els or consecutive sets of panels using the standard Windows Ctrl-Click and Shift-Click
commands.

Selected Items
l History - list an event history for selected doors; the pull-down menu beside the His-
tory option allows you to select a specific event on which to display door history

l Audit - list the changes made to and operations performed on selected doors
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l Request Status - returns operational status for the door and the controller to which
it is connected; the status is displayed in the Quick-Open Status tab at the bottom
of the program window

Controllers
l Connect - puts a controller online
l Disconnect - takes a controller offline
l Reset - soft-resets the controller
l Event Buffer - commands the controller to upload all information in its event buffer
to the event database

NOTE: A quick way to apply manual door operations is to select your panels in the grid
and click the right-button on your mouse. A context menu with pull-down options
appears allowing you to quickly and easily perform these operations.
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Setup Inputs
The Setup Inputs process allows you to configure the input type, circuit supervision, and
monitoring parameters.
Under the Hardware Setup tab, Click the Inputs tab. The Selected Hardware tab is then
loaded on the ribbon.

Display Input Information by Column
The left pane of the grid lists all recognized Inputs in alphabetical order, prioritized by
column. Drag column headers above the header field to filter and display information per
your specific needs and priorities. Select a input listed in the left pane and all its con-
figuration parameters are displayed in the right pane.

Information displayed in sortable columns:

l Gateway - the gateway type/name for the controller to which the input is connected
l Controller - the name assigned to the controller
l Panel Description - the type of controller panel (by manufacturer and physical char-
acteristics)

l Description - the names assigned to the individual inputs on that controller
l Security Level - the level of security needed for that input: Low, Medium, High
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l Sensor Type - the physical type of sensor wired to that input: i.e., door, glass break,
PIR, tamper, etc.

l Model - the type of device providing input

Review/Edit Input Configuration Parameters
The right pane of the grid lists all information and configuration parameters for the input
selected in the left pane. If an item in the grid is grayed-out it is not changeable.

General
l Description - enter a descriptive name for this input (128 characters max)
l Enabled - enable or disable this input
l Sensor Type - group this input by its physical type: door, glass break, PIR, tamper,
etc.

l Security Level - assign this input a security level (Low, Medium, High) based on
the kind of security needed at that door; typically an input monitoring a PIR sensor
may have a higher security level than an input used to enable a lighting system

Circuit Type
l Line Supervision - identify if the input is supervised or unsupervised, multi-state,
and normally open or normally closed

Advanced
l Input Type - identify the type of input, typically a monitor point; other input types
may have additional configuration parameters that need to be set

Monitoring
l Primary Priority - sets the event notification priority
l Use This Filter - select a custom filter which controls which events are displayed,
acknowledged, or recorded (in the case of video applications)

l Global Trigger - select an event trigger that will be tested when this input creates
an event - if the event matches the trigger, the trigger will activate

Selected Hardware Input Operations
The Selected Hardware tab displays two operation groups with manual operation com-
mands that can be applied to selected inputs in the grid.

NOTE: As is typical with Windows based programs, you can select multiple, random
inputs or consecutive sets of inputs using the standard Windows Ctrl-Click and Shift-
Click commands.

Selected Items
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l History - list an event history for selected inputs; the pull-down menu beside the
History option allows you to select a specific event on which to display input his-
tory

l Audit - list the changes made to and operations performed on selected inputs
l Request Status - returns operational status for the input and the controller to which
it is connected; the status is displayed in the Quick-Open Status tab at the bottom
of the program window

Monitor Point
l Mask/Unmask - mask/unmask events from this input from being posted to the event
buffer

NOTE: A quick way to apply manual input operations is to select your inputs in the grid
and click the right-button on your mouse. A context menu with pull-down options
appears allowing you to quickly and easily perform these operations.
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Setup Outputs
The Setup Outputs process allows you to configure the output type and monitoring para-
meters.

Under the Hardware Setup tab, Click the Outputs tab. The Selected Hardware tab is
then loaded on the ribbon.

Display Output Information by Column
The left pane of the grid lists all recognized Outputs in alphabetical order, prioritized by
column. Drag column headers above the header field to filter and display information per
your specific needs and priorities. Select a output listed in the left pane and all its con-
figuration parameters are displayed in the right pane.

Information displayed in sortable columns:

l Gateway - the gateway type/name for the controller to which the output is con-
nected

l Controller - the name assigned to the controller
l Panel Description - the type of controller panel (by manufacturer and physical char-
acteristics)

l Description - the names assigned to the individual outputs on that controller
l Model - the type of device providing output
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Review/Edit Input Configuration Parameters
The right pane of the grid lists all information and configuration parameters for the output
selected in the left pane. If an item in the grid is grayed-out it is not changeable.

General
l Description - enter a descriptive name for this input (128 characters max)
l Enabled - enable or disable this input
l Mode - output is active-energized or active-deenergized
l Follow Schedule - assign this input a time schedule during which it is active
l Default Pulse Time - the amount of time an output pulsed when active; up to a max-
imum of 18 hours, 12 minutes, 15 seconds

Advanced
l Output Type - identify the type of output, typically a control point; other output types
may have additional configuration parameters that need to be set

Monitoring
l Global Trigger - select an event trigger that will be tested when this output creates
an event - if the event matches the trigger, the trigger will activate

Selected Hardware Output Operations
The Selected Hardware tab displays two operation groups with manual operation com-
mands that can be applied to selected inputs in the grid.

NOTE: As is typical with Windows based programs, you can select multiple, random out-
puts or consecutive sets of outputs using the standard Windows Ctrl-Click and Shift-
Click commands.

Selected Items
l History - list an event history for selected outputs; the pull-down menu beside the
History option allows you to select a specific event on which to display output his-
tory

l Audit - list the changes made to and operations performed on selected outputs
l Request Status - returns operational status for the output and the controller to
which it is connected; the status is displayed in the Quick-Open Status tab at the
bottom of the program window

Control Point
l Off - manually turn the output OFF
l On - manually turn the output ON
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l Pulse - manually pulse the output per the pulse time

NOTE: A quick way to apply manual output operations is to select your outputs in the
grid and click the right-button on your mouse. A context menu with pull-down options
appears allowing you to quickly and easily perform these operations.
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Setup Express Video
Reflections Express™ is the basic video client provided with Doors.NET. Reflections
Express can be configured for up to four cameras, displaying a live view from one cam-
era at a time. Keri's Reflections Video Client provides expanded video capability. Please
contact your Keri Sales Representative for further information on the full Reflections™
Video Client.

This section covers camera configuration. Refer to Event Video Recording for inform-
ation on event driven video recording.

NOTE: You must have installed the video camera's driver software (provided with the
camera) and the camera hardware prior to performing these steps.

Camera Hardware Setup
Before setting up Reflections Express you must have enabled the Advanced View fea-
ture set to allow access to the video feature.

l Click on the Setup Tab.
l Click on the Hardware Setup ribbon icon. If Advanced View has been enabled a
Cameras Tab appears in the Hardware Setup window.

l Click on the All Tab.

l Click the Cameras device listing and an Add Cameras ribbon icon appears. You
can add up to four cameras.

l Click the Add Cameras ribbon icon and a camera configuration dialog box
appears.
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l Select your camera type from the pull-down menu list and click Add.

l The selected camera is added to the Cameras tree.
l Repeat this process for each camera in the system up to a maximum of four.

Camera Software Configuration
l Select the Cameras Tab.
l Select the camera to configure.
l Click the Advanced View icon in the data pane to display the camera configuration
parameters.

l Enter the camera operating parameters into the data pane. Fields that are grayed
out are not editable.
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Camera Operating Parameters
Camera Identification

l Name - enter a user-friendly name given to the camera, typically to make it easy to
identify in an event message or report.

l Description - enter a physical description of the camera.

Classification
l Scope - identify if the camera is an indoor or outdoor device.
l Priority - set the order of precedence (level of priority) for video call up on alarm,
the range is from 1 (highest) to 99 (lowest).

l Timezone - set the timezone in which the camera is located.
l Category - a user-definable field for further camera identification/description.
l Location - enter a description of the physical location of the camera.

Recording Behavior
l Pre-Alarm Buffer - set the number of seconds of pre event video that should be
saved when an event-triggered video is recorded. The range is from 0 to 60
seconds. The default is 10 seconds.

l Post-Alarm Buffer - set the number of seconds of post event video that should be
saved when an event-triggered video is recorded. The range is from 0 to 60
seconds. The default is 10 seconds.
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l Video CODEC - select the video CODEC to use for encoding/recording video. This
list will only include CODECs that are available to your PC's video system.

Buffer Settings
l Size - set the video buffer length (the amount of video storage space, in minutes).
The range is from 0 to 30 minutes. A buffer size of 0 minutes means there will be
no video rewind as there would be no buffer into which video would have been
stored.

l Quality - set the quality of the video stored in the buffer. Values range from record-
ing full-motion video to recording in "X" second intervals or in every "X" number of
frames.

l Recording Type - set the recording type. The type can be video, a single snap
shot, or a burst of snap shots.

Provider Settings
l Settings - allows you to set specific video operating parameters for the selected
camera. Default values are automatically entered. Expand the data tree to view/set
non-standard operating parameters.

l Camera Number - set the camera number for the video source (1 to 4).
l Frame Rate - set the frame rate. This is the number of frames to record per
second.

l Resolution - set the frame resolution. This is pixel dimensions for the video
window.

l Source Address - set the source address of the camera. This could be an IP
address, file name, or URL.

l Stream Type - set the stream type to be displayed mpeg versus mjpeg. mpeg
provides better data compression, but may not provide a clear a picture as
mjpeg.

l User Name - enter the user name set in the camera's driver.
l User Password - enter the password set in the camera's driver.

l ID - displays the camera provider ID.
l Name - displays the camera name.
l Manufacturer - displays the camera manufacturer.
l Camera Type - displays the type of camera.
l Revision - displays the camera revision.
l Video Quality - set the video interpolation mode which determines how much video
quality should be retained to allow for resizing the video.
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l Click the Save button.
l A Save Changes dialog box appears. Click Yes to save all entered operating para-
meters.

l The camera is now configured for operation.
l Repeat this process for each camera in the system up to a maximum of four.

Verify Video Operation
Once camera hardware and software configuration is complete you can verify video oper-
ation.

l Select the Camera Tab.
l Select a Camera to operate.
l Click the Live Video icon on the ribbon.

l A video window opens and after a several second delay for the video buffer to fill
the camera view appears.
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Replacing Hardware
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If you have to replace hardware, such as if it has been damaged, in most cases it is
a simple case of removing the power to the device, physically replacing it and then
powering it back up again
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Replacing a Reader or Reader Interface Module (RIM)
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If you are replacing a reader which is being used with a PXL controller it is simply a
case of disconnecting the reader from the TB5 or TB6 connector and then con-
necting the new reader to the PXL controller. If using NXT or NXT Mercury
Powered controllers you have to disconnect the reader terminal block from the
Reader Interface Module (RIM) then wire the new reader into the terminal block

There is no need to power-down the controller when replacing readers or
RIMs.The replacement reader or RIM should come online automatically in the soft-
ware.

Replacing an NXT 4x4 Module or a GIOX
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Replacing a 4x4 or a GIOX module is a simple case of disconnecting the cable
both at the module and at the controller end, then wiring in the replacement hard-
ware. Again the replacement hardware should come online automatically. You can
check the online status of 4x4s and GIOX units in the controller status grid

Replacing a PXL controller

Master Controller

l The first thing is to right-click and disconnect the controller in the hardware
tree to drop
the controller connection on the PXL gateway.

l Down-power the old controller.
l Remove the LAN-520 module, the USB COMMS Module or the serial cable.
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l Ram reset the replacement controller and verify it is addressed as #1.
l Re-connect the host-controller communication device.
l Ensure the JP6 and JP7 jumpers are either ON for a LAN-520 module or off
for a serial connection.

l You do not need to program a LAN-520 as it will retain its TCP/IP settings.
l Power up the controller again
l Right-click the PXL master in the hardware tree again and select Connect
l The controller should come online almost immediately
l You can check the online status in the controllers grid.

Slave Controller

l Down-power the slave PXL controller.
l Install the new controller, ram reset it, then set the address to the same # as
the old controller.

l Power the controller back up again.
l Within about 5 seconds the replacement controller should come online.

Note: Always ensure you use the connectors that come with the replacement con-
troller (such as for the readers, power, RS-485 network and serial connection).

Replacing an NXT Controller

l Right-click the old NXT controller in the hardware tree (Setup >> Hardware
Setup >> All) and choose Disconnect.
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l With the controller still highlighted refer to the controller properties on the
right.

l Ensure Advanced View is enabled.

l Locate the controller's MAC address in the General settings; it begins 00-14-
34

l Remove the last 3 segments of the MAC address.

l Enter the last 3 segments of the MAC address of the replacement controller.

l Click the save icon .
l Physically install, then ram reset the replacement controller.
l Select the NXT gateway in the hardware tree and click the auto-config button.
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l Auto-config should detect the replacement controller and it will appear in the
available controllers grid. The old controller description and IP address will
also show.

l Click Apply to the detected settings and the auto-config will complete.

l The replacement controller will now be online and it will have all the old con-
troller's configuration and settings.

Replacing an NXT Mercury Powered Controller
l Right-click the old controller in the hardware tree (Setup >> Hardware Setup
>> All) choose Disconnect.

l The controller will immediately go offline.
l In the controller properties locate the controller's MAC address (ensure that
Advanced View is enabled).

l Change the last 3 segments of the MAC address (entering the new con-
troller's MAC address).

l To minimize system downtime disconnect the RJ-45 connector from the exist-
ing controller so that the controller continues to work while offline.

l Configure the replacement controller with the same IP address as the old
one... Refer to the NXT-MSC controller setup guide for further instructions.

l Once programmed, down-power both controllers, connect the readers to the
new controller then power-up the new controller.

l Right-click the controller in the hardware tree and choose connect.
l The new controller will come online almost immediately and will have the old
controller's settings.

l Right-click the controller in the hardware tree. Choose Reset >> Memory.
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l The controller will be reset and a total update will then automatically be sent
to it.

Firmware
All new hardware is sent out with the latest version of firmware, but in some rare
cases you may be required to update the firmware version. For example; if the
replacement hardware was not sent directly from Keri Systems. Visit the Firmware
Upgrade section for information about checking and upgrading firmware.
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Controller Configuration
When you highlight a controller, either from the hardware tree or from the controller
status page, you will see the controller properties appear on the right. To display all the
controller properties and settings you will need to have Advanced View enabled.

Note: Not all controllers have the same settings/configuration options available. Here
are the available configuration options for a PXL Master controller.

Miscellaneous

l Communications - The communication status for the controller (either online or off-
line).

l MasterControllerID - The GUID of the master controller for this controller. Set to
SPM ID if this controller is the master.
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l GatewayID - The Global Unique Identifier (GUID) of the gateway that this controller
is assigned.

l SPMID - The Global Unique Identifier (GUID) of this controller.
l PXL Number - The PXL number as displayed on the controller's LED display.
Master PXL is read-only with a pre-set value of 1.

l Number of Schedules - The number of time schedules allocated for this controller
l Number of Holidays - The number of holidays allocated for this controller
l Number of Panels - The number of panels allocated for this controller
l Number of Readers - The number of readers allocated for this controller
l Number of Monitor Points - The number of monitor points allocated for this con-
troller

l Number of Control Points - The number of control points allocated for this con-
troller

General
l Description - The description of this controller. Maximum length is 50 characters.
l Model - The specific model for this controller type.
l Enabled - Enables communication to this controller.
l Controller Function - The function of this controller in the system.
l Controller Type - The type of controller as assigned when this controller was
added to the system.

l Connection Control - Determines the mode of communication at startup to this
controller.

Communication Settings

l Communication Channel - The communication channel assigned to this con-
troller.

l IP Address - The IP address assigned for communication to this controller.
l Port Number - The TCP/IP communication port for this controller.

Anti-Passback

l APB Type - Determines the mode of Anti-Passback for this controller.
l APB Amnesty - Determines the type of Anti-Passback mode for this controller.
l Amnesty Interval - The APB Amnesty interval in 24hr format.

Options
l Download Options - Determines the type of download option for the controller.
Manual selection will require an Update Network whenever a change is made for
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any changes that affect the Master PXL or PXL slave controllers.
l Network Lock Time - All doors on this Master PXL controller that have been
unlocked by the host application will be locked at the designated time. The default
value is 17:30.

l Download Cardholders with No Access Rights - This option downloads each
cardholder regardless of access rights. Otherwise, only cardholders that have
access rights to a door on this controller will be sent.

l Download Cardholders on First Use - This option downloads each cardholder
on their first use at a controller. Setting this option will not download any card-
holders until the cardholder presents their card.

l Global Lock Enabled - This option instructs the PXL master controller to use the
Global Lock feature.

l Global Lock Type - This option instructs the PXL controller which type of Global
Lock setting to apply.

l Global Unlock Enabled - This option instructs the PXL master controller to use
the Global Unlock feature.

l Global Unlock Type - This option instructs the PXL controller which type of Global
Unlock setting to apply.

l Site ID - This is the Site ID (Sxxx) for the Master PXL Controller.
l Site PIN - This is the PIN for the Master PXL controller.
l Use System Global Lock/Unlock - This option instructs the PXL controller to fol-
low the System Global Lock/Unlock settings
(configured in Setup >> System Options >> Situation Manager).

Monitoring

l Device Type - The Device Type assigned to the controller is used in alert mon-
itoring for alert processing, confirming, sorting and operator workflow.

l Primary Priority - The priority for this hardware object. The range is from 0 - 255
with 0 being the highest priority.

l Reporting Path - The Routing Path assigned to this controller. The routing path
controls which users can see messages from this controller.

l Send Filter to Controller - Sends the selected filter to the controller. The controller
will only report events that are selected in the filter.

l Use this Filter - The filter assigned to the controller. The filter controls which
events are displayed, acknowledged, or recorded (video). No filter assignment
(None) will display all events but will not require acknowledgment or recording of
the event.

l Require Acknowledgment - Enables operator acknowledgment for this con-
troller's events. The type of event to be acknowledged is determined within the fil-
ter settings/setup.

l Enable Sounds - Enables Sounds for this controller. The sounds are played when
a specified event type is generated. The .WAV sounds are selected and assigned
in Device Type setup.
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l Global Trigger - The GUID of the Global Linkage trigger that will be checked on
an event generated by this controller. Note: that only Global Linkage Triggers of
the type Controller will be evaluated for this Global Linkage Trigger.

Timezone

l World Timezone - The world timezone followed by the controller
l World Timezone Standard Name - The standard name (tzi.ID) of the world
timezone that is assigned to the controller

l GMT Offset - The offset of the world timezone in relation to GMT and taking
account of DST.

l Enable DST (US only) - This option instructs the PXL controller to use Daylight
Savings rules (for the US only)

Memory Options
Cardholders - The maximum number of cardholders that can be stored in this con-
trollers memory
Access Levels Per Cardholder - The maximum number of access levels per card-
holder allocated for this controller
Transaction Trigger Limit - The percentage of unreported transactions stored at the
controller that generates a Transaction Limit event.
Extended Cardholder Records - Enables the Extended Cardholder Record in PXL con-
trollers. Required for Dual Verification and Activation/Deactivation dates.
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Hardware Properties

Hardware Properties Grid

The hardware properties for any hardware object (controller, reader, input or output) can
be found via the hardware property grids.

Setup >> Hardware Setup:

As you can see, the Hardware Setup opens up on the Doors tab (highlighted in blue).
There are 5 other tabs: Inputs, Outputs, Panels, Cameras and All.

Using the Doors properties grid as an example; you can see that there are several fields
on display, giving basic information about how each of the doors are configured. Of
course, these don't have to be doors, they could be barriers, gates, turnstiles or other
access points. You will see the door description, which controller it is controlled by,
which hardware gateway it belongs to, whether is have an active auto-unlock time sched-
ule assigned to it.
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Field Chooser
If you click the field chooser icon:

You will then be able to decide which hardware property fields are displayed. You may
just want the door description to show or you might want to enable all the fields.

If you want the user interface to remember which fields you have selected for next time
you log in. Click on the Keri orb icon in the upper left corner of the client and select the
option 'Save Layout on Exit'.
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Note: These fields are view only. The edit the hardware properties you have to use the
more detailed properties grid...

Detailed Hardware Properties

Staying with door properties as the example, if you click on one of the doors listed you
will see a more detailed properties grid displayed on the right of the screen.

This is where you can change the door properties (for example; assign an auto-unlock
time schedule, change the door unlock time, enable the door contact or the request-to-
exit. Change the description or enable a feature, such as Anti-passback). You can do the
same with the inputs, outputs, panels and cameras on the system.

The other way to access the more detailed hardware properties is via the All tab:
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The All tab takes you to the hardware tree where the hardware is listed hierarchically
with the hardware gateway(s) listed at the top. If you expand the gateway or double-click
the first controller, you will see all the controllers on the system.

When you expand the controllers you will then see what reader, inputs and outputs it
has.
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Click on any of the readers, inputs and output and their respective properties will appear
on the right.

Advanced View

Note: You may have Advanced View disabled in which case you will only see the min-
imum properties and options.
Click the orange atom icon to toggle between Advanced View being enabled and dis-
abled.
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If you do not see the orange atom icon this means you are using the 'distribution user
interface' and so Advanced View will need to be enabled. Click here for further instruc-
tions about how to do this.

Previewing and Printing the Property Grid
Adjacent to the save icon you will see there is a print icon. This allows you to quickly
print of all, or a section of the hardware object properties. This may be useful for con-
figuring other doors or for troubleshooting purposes.

Perform the following to print off hardware properties (for example; Door/Reader prop-
erties)

1. Verify whether or not you want to see the advanced properties.
2. Click the property grid print button.
3. A property print form will appear.
4. On the print form you can expand or minimize any of the property categories so you

are only including what you need.
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5. Click the Preview Print button to check how the information will appear.
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6. When you are ready to print the properties click on the Print icon .

Note:When you use the print icon on the preview window it will automatically print
to the default printer using the current printer settings. If you wish to select a dif-
ferent printer or change the print properties (such as changing the page layout from
landscape to portrait), you will have to close down the Print Preview window then
click the Print icon in the bottom right corner of the Properties Print Form.
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Saving the Hardware Properties

You cannot save the hardware properties directly from the properties print form but you
can create a PDF if you have Adobe Acrobat installed...

1. Click the Print button on the Properties Print Form.
2. From the printer list you should see PDF as an option.
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3. Click the OK button.
4. Enter a name for the new PDF.
5. Click the Save button.

6. You can then e-mail this to tech support as an attachment, perhaps if you have
encountered any problem with setting up your hardware.
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Previewing and Printing the Property Grid
Adjacent to the save icon you will see there is a print icon. This allows you to quickly
print of all, or a section of the hardware object properties. This may be useful for con-
figuring other doors or for troubleshooting purposes.

Perform the following to print off hardware properties (for example; Door/Reader prop-
erties)

1. Verify whether or not you want to see the advanced properties.
2. Click the property grid print button.
3. A property print form will appear.
4. On the print form you can expand or minimize any of the property categories so you

are only including what you need.
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5. Click the Preview Print button to check how the information will appear.
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6. When you are ready to print the properties click on the Print icon .

Note:When you use the print icon on the preview window it will automatically print
to the default printer using the current printer settings. If you wish to select a dif-
ferent printer or change the print properties (such as changing the page layout from
landscape to portrait), you will have to close down the Print Preview window then
click the Print icon in the bottom right corner of the Properties Print Form.
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Hardware Status
Status tabs are found at the bottom of the work space/data display field.

l Certain status tabs only appear when its corresponding feature is accessed or
enabled.

l Mouse over a tab to have that tab's window open in the work space/data display
field.

l Mouse onto the window and you can review the information within.
l Mouse off the window and the window closes.
l Click on the push-pin icon in the upper right of the window to "pin" that window and
have it stay open when you mouse off. Click on the push-pin icon again to "un-pin"
the window.

The example above displays the Status tab. Each tab has unique data sets.

l Alerts - lists events that require acknowledgment by an operator
l Control Points - lists information on all control points (outputs)
l Doors - lists information on doors
l Live Events - lists transactions in real-time
l Monitor Points - lists information on all monitor points (inputs)
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l Status - lists controller status
l Trace Events - lists events specifically designated for display by the operator
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Alerts
The Alerts Status Tab is used for event processing and acknowledgment.

The alerts screen lists any event types that have been configured for acknowledgment
by an system operator. Alerts are created using a combination of filters and device types.
The filter defines which event types will create alerts and the device type settings determ-
ine how the alerts should be dealt with.

Selecting an item within an information window and then right-clicking opens a task con-
text menu that allows you to perform basic, appropriate functions on that item.

Setting up Alerts

When creating alerts the basic procedure is as follows:

1. Create a filter defining which events should be acknowledged. You can also set
the event to show video if the hardware object creating the event has a camera
assigned to it.

2. Setup a device type and configure how you want the device type to operate and
how it should be processed (for example; require notes or set a password that is
needed before the event can be confirmed. You also use device types to setup and
define sound alerts.

3. Assign the filter to a selected hardware object (ensure you are in Advanced View).
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4. Assign the device type to the same hardware object.

5. Set Require Acknowledgment to Yes and optionally set Enable Sounds to Yes.

6. Generate the event at the hardware object that you wish to use as an alert; this
might be a Monitor Point going into alarm state or perhaps a door forced open
alarm from a reader.

7. You should see the alert appear in the alerts grid ready for acknowledgment.

8. Highlight the alert so it can be confirmed.
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Monitor Points
The Monitor Points status window displays the status of all configured monitor points.
Click on the Monitor Points tab at the bottom of the program window to display this
information. Each column can be sorted or grouped to quickly find a specific item.

Monitor Point Status Field Values:
l Timestamp (Controller) - The time this information was retrieved from the controller.
l Gateway - The gateway to which this monitor point is connected.
l Controller - The name of the controller to which this monitor point is connected.
l Panel Description - The type of panel to which this monitor point is connected.
l Description - The descriptive name assigned to this monitor point.
l Status - The current state of the monitor point.
l Last Message - The last message associated with this control point.
l Security Level - The security level assigned to this control point.
l Sensor Type - The type of sensor attached to this monitor point.

Monitor Point Status Context Menu:
Right-click on a control point listing and a context menu of options appears.

Mask - Allows you to mask certain monitor point information.
Unmask - Removes mask restrictions from this monitor point.
Request Status - Performs an immediate status update of the monitor point.
History - Opens the History Status window for that monitor point.
Properties - Opens the Hardware Setup window for that monitor point.
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Control Points
The Control Points status window displays the status of all configured control points.
Click on the Control Points tab at the bottom of the program window to display this inform-
ation. Each column can be sorted or grouped to quickly find a specific item.

Control Point Status Field Values:
l Timestamp (Controller) - The time this information was retrieved from the controller.
l Gateway - The gateway to which this control point is connected.
l Controller - The name of the controller to which this control point is connected.
l Panel Description - The type of panel to which this control point is connected.
l Description - The descriptive name assigned to this control point.
l Activated - The current state of the control point.
l Last Message - The last message associated with this control point.

Control Point Status Context Menu:
Right-click on a control point listing and a context menu of options appears.

Off - Immediately turn this control point off.
On - Immediately turn this control point on.
Pulse - Immediately pulse this control point.
Request Status - Performs an immediate status update of the control point.
History - Opens the History Status window for that control point.
Properties - Opens the Hardware Setup window for that control point.
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Controller
The Controller Status window displays the status of all recognized controllers. Click on
the Status tab at the bottom of the program window to display this information. Each
column can be sorted or grouped to quickly find a specific item.

Controller Status Field Values:
l Device Type - Lists all controllers and any peripheral panels connected to those
controllers.

l Gateway - The gateway to which this controller is connected.
l Controller - The name of the controller.
l Description - The name assigned to this controller or peripheral.
l Timestamp (Controller) - The time this information was retrieved from the controller.
l Communication - The current communication state of the controller: online/offline.
l Tamper - Lists either tamper state or that tamper is not applicable.
l Power Fail - Lists if power has failed.
l Detail - Lists detailed information for the controller or peripheral if applicable.
l Firmware - The firmware revision installed in the controller or peripheral.
l Model - The product name of the controller or peripheral.
l IP Address - The IP address assigned to the controller.
l Bus 1 to 4 - The type of reader attached to the controller's busses.

Controller Status Context Menu:
Right-click on a controller or peripheral listing and a context menu of options appears.

Connect - Immediately connect to this controller.
Disconnect - Immediately disconnect from this controller.
Reset - Immediately reset this controller or peripheral.
Request Status - Performs an immediate status update of the controller or peripheral.
History - Opens the History Status window for that controller or peripheral.
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Properties - Opens the Hardware Setup window for that controller or peripheral.
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Doors
The Doors status window displays the status of all configured doors. Click on the Doors
tab at the bottom of the program window to display this information. Each column can be
sorted or grouped to quickly find a specific item.

Door Status Field Values:
l Timestamp (Controller) - The time this information was retrieved from the controller.
l Gateway - The gateway to which this door is connected.
l Controller - The name of the controller to which this door is connected.
l Panel Description - The type of panel to which this door is connected.
l Mode - The type of access allowed by this door.
l Door Status - The current state of the door.
l Forced Open - Highlights if the door is in the forced open state.
l Held Open - Highlights if the door is in the held open state.
l Last Message - The last message associated with the door.
l Security Level - The security level assigned to the door.
l Door Type - The door type assigned to the door.
l Door Class - The door class assigned to the door.

Door Status Context Menu:
Right-click on a door listing and a context menu of options appears.

l Mode - Allows you to change the type of access allowed by this door.
l Masking - Allows you to set door masks.
l Request Status - Performs an immediate status update of the door.
l History - Opens the History Status window for that door.
l Properties - Opens the Hardware Setup window for that door.
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Live Events
Live Events Status displays real-time transactions as they occur and includes system
messages with the newest transaction at the top of the window. Each column can be sor-
ted or grouped to quickly find a specific item.

If not already displayed, this window is opened by clicking on the icon in the Status
group of the Home ribbon.

Live Events Default Field Values:
l Icon - Displays a blue paper-clip icon when there is a video clip associated with a
displayed event

l Timestamp (Server) - The time the event occurred as noted by the server.
l Location - The name of the device at which the event occurred.
l Message - The event type.
l Detail - Detailed event information.
l Priority - The priority level assigned to this type of event.
l Controller - The name of the controller at which the event occurred.
l Cardnumber - The cardnumber associated with this event (if applicable).
l First Name - The first name of the cardholder associated with this event (if applic-
able).

l Last Name - The last name of the cardholder associated with this event (if applic-
able).
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Field Chooser
The field chooser can be accessed by clicking the icon located in the upper-left corner of
the Live Events grid.

The field chooser list all the columns that can be selected or deselected for display on
the Live Events grid. Place a tick against any column you wish to display and remove
the tick from any column you wish to hide.
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Trace Events

The trace events grid displays specific messages that you are interested in seeing
without the distraction of unrelated events. These trace events are grouped by the trace
name. The trace name is automatically assigned when you add a new trace event.
There are a number of different trace event types. The available trace types are:

l By Cardholder
l By Cardnumber
l By Control Point
l By Controller
l By Gateway
l By Message Type
l By Monitor Point
l By Panel
l By Reader

Setup a Trace Event
1. To add a new trace click the New Trace icon.

2. Select a Trace Type from the drop-down list, i.e By Reader.

3. Select a reader on the system from the Reader drop-down list.
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4. Note that since trace events are grouped by the trace name, it must be unique. For
this reason, the Unique Trace Name is automatically created, so at this point you
simply have to click the Add Trace button and the trace becomes active imme-
diately.

Messages that are generated by this reader are displayed independently on the
trace grid similarly to Live Events.

5. Also similar to Live Events is the Field Chooser, which allows you to select which
columns and information is displayed for the events. Click the icon to the left of the
first column and then make your field selections.
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6. The context menu from the trace events window allows for the following selections:

Start and Stop Trace - allows you to quickly start or stop current traces.
Clear Trace - Will remove any trace events from the screen. It does not remove or
start/stop the trace.
History Trace - Allows you to retrieve the last 50 events that match the trace criteria -
even if they are not in the grid.
Remove Trace - You can delete the trace from Doors.NET entirely
Save All - Saves the current trace events to the local hard drive, they will be available
when Doors.NET starts.
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Field Chooser
The field chooser is used to define which fields/columns will display on the various soft-
ware grids, for example; status grids, hardware setup grids or report grids. The field
chooser icon is located in the upper left-hand corner of any of these grids.

When the field chooser window appears you will see a list of all the possible field-
s/columns that can be selected for display on the grid.
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Place a check-mark against the fields that you do wish to view in the grid and remove
the check-mark from any fields you wish to hide.

Once fields/columns have been selected they can be re-sized or you can drag them to a
different position on the grid.
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Cardholders
Cardholders are the people that use the security system, for example: employees, vis-
itors, members, patients, guests, etc depending upon the nature of your facility. Door-
s.NET supports the use of multiple credentials (so each cardholder can have more than
1 card assigned to them).

The Cardholders tab provides access to all cardholder enrollment, management and
search tasks.

From the Home tab, click the icon and the Cardholders window will appear,
along with its ribbon options.

The data display fields list all enrolled credentials. Double-click an individual entry to
open the cardholder edit form.

You also access the Search and Cardholder Edit Form tasks from here. Click the tree
view boxes to open these fields.

l Search - perform a basic search based on standard cardholder information or an
advanced search based on filtering parameters.

l General Tab - from here you can edit the cardholder record, perform manual enroll-
ment and presentation enrollment. You can quickly activate and de-activate cards,
delete cards and delete the entire cardholder record and you can set credentials to
being temporary.

l Block Enrollment - enroll a block of credentials in one go (rather than one-at-a-
time). They must be sequentially numbered and you must also have Advanced
View enabled to use this feature.

l Presentation Enrollment - you use one of the readers on the system as an enroll-
ment reader (any reader can be used for enrollment purposes. This option is most
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useful if you do not know important card information (such as the programmed facil-
ity code).

l Manual Enrollment - quickly and easily enroll a single card by manually entering
the printed card number (imprint) and the programed facility code. Note: NXT cre-
dentials do not use a facility code.

l Live Events Enrollment - use an Access Denied - Not in File Event to automatically
enroll cardholders. Note: The detected number will not decode the facility code
and imprint so if you require this information you should use one of the other enroll-
ment methods.

l Advanced Cardholder Settings - Assign advanced options to cardholders, such as:
Global Trigger assignment, ADA/DDA cardholder type. Set the cardholder as
being exempt from Anti Passback or usage counts to the cardholder.

l History - when you open a cardholder record the history icon becomes available,
allowing you to quickly and easily run a history report (system events specific to
the cardholder).

l Audit - when you open a cardholder record the audit tab becomes available. The
cardholder audit allows you to quickly and easily see what changes have been
made to the cardholder since it was enrolled into the system.

l Cardholder Grid - Contains a list of all the cardholders enrolled in the system. You
can use the field chooser to display only the information you need for the card-
holders. You can also sort the grid by the column headers (for example; sort by
Cardnumber, Imprint, First Name, Last Name, etc - or you can type in a value just
below the column header to quickly locate a specific record.

l Contact Information - Add cardholder contact information, such as; street address,
social security/national insurance number, home and cell phone numbers, e-mail
address and emergency contact information. Much of this information can be used
as search criteria when searching for cardholders using the advanced search
option.
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l Company Information - Add company-specific contact information. As well as
adding the company name, address and phone number you can also add data
such as; hire date, department, location and cost center. Again, much of this addi-
tional information can be used at a later time to search for cardholders using the
advanced search facility.

l Photo ID - this tab is used to assign a photograph to a cardholder. This photograph
is then used for the Photo Recall feature (the cardholder photo pops-up on screen
when the card is used on the system), or it is used when creating badges with the
Photo ID client.

l Custom Cardholder Information - The Custom fields allow you to enter information
you specifically wish to track for each cardholder. For example three fields can
track the type of vehicle driven by the cardholder: maker/make, color, license plate
number.

l Notes - The Notes field allows you to enter/store any kind of text information you
deem of value regarding the cardholder. There is an 8,000 character maximum per
cardholder record. For example, you may track card replacement incidents - noting
every time a card holder loses or damages a card.
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Cardholder Search
There are two cardholder search types: Basic and Advanced.

Basic Cardholder Search
Basic Searches are done by entering some type of cardholder information into one of the
search fields. The search returns a list of cardholders that match that information.

1. Enter your search criteria into the appropriate field.
2. Click the Search Button.
3. The search results appear in the list below the criteria box.
4. Click a cardholders name to open the corresponding cardholder record.

Advanced Cardholder Search
Advanced Searches allow you to locate cardholders based on the body of extended
cardholder information.

1. Select your Search Type from the pull-down menu.
2. Enter any additional parameters as needed.

l Search String - for searches requiring that a text string be matched
l Access Group - for searches associated with Access Groups
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l Date - for searches to be bracketed within a date range

3. Click the Show Multiple Records tick-box if you wish to see every matching record
for a cardholder should that cardholder have multiple records that match the search
criteria.

4. Click the . The search results appear in the list below the criteria box.
5. Click a cardholders name to open the corresponding cardholder record.
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Manual Enrollment
NXT, MS and 26-bit Wiegand credentials can be manually enrolled by entering the
card's imprint (the number printed on the outside of the card), MS and Wiegand cards
also require a facility code. The manual enrollment method is best used when you have
a single card to enroll, such as issuing a cardholder a replacement card.

The following section assumes a cardholder name has already been added and saved.
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NXT Manual Enrollment
1. Uncheck the Calculate Internal Number tick-box.

2. Enter the Imprint number from the credential into the Imprint field. The Imprint num-
ber is the set of digits, underlined in red.

3. Click the Status pull-down menu and select a status for the credential.
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4. Click the Add Card button. The credential is now entered into the database.

5. Click the icon in the upper-left corner of the window to save the cardholder
enrollment.

w
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Keri MS and Wiegand 26-bit Card Enrollment
1. Check the Calculate Internal Number tick-box.
2. Select the Keri MS or Wiegand 26-bit credential format in the Format pull-down

menu.

3. Enter the Imprint number from the credential into the Imprint field. The Imprint num-
ber is the set of digits, underlined in red.

4. For a 26-bit Wiegand credential, enter the credential facility code into the Facility
Code field.

5. Click the Status pull-down menu and select a status for the credential.
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6. Click the Add Card button. The Cardnumber is automatically calculated and the
credential is now entered into the database.

7. Click the icon in the upper-left corner of the window to save the cardholder
enrollment.
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Manual Enrollment - Quick How-to Video
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Block Enrollment
Block Enrollment allows an Operator to create a generic set of credentials (using con-
secutive credential numbers) that can be, in turn, issued on an as-needed basis.

Enable the Advanced View feature set to perform Block Enrollment.

If you are using Doors.NET standard version then the Block Enroll icon will be
grayed-out until Advanced View has been enabled.

Block Enrollment Procedure

1. Click the icon to begin Block Enrollment. A stand alone Block Enroll window
opens.
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2. Enter Block Enrollment information:
l Default Text for First Name/Last Name - this text will appear in the cardholder data-
base with the card number appended to each text entry. Keri recommends using
an obvious place holder name until the individual credentials are issued to a user.

l Template - defines the Activation Date and Expiration Date for the enrolled cre-
dentials. Select the Template to use for enrollment. The Default Templates set the
Activation Date as the date the enrollment is performed and sets the Expiration
Date as 365 days from enrollment. The Total Access template selection auto-
matically sets Total Access access rights to the cardholder(s).

l Number of Records - enter the number of credentials to be enrolled.

3. Enter Credential information:
l Add Credentials Check-Box - Click the check-box to assign credentials to each
enrollment entry.

l Starting Cardnumber - enter the starting card number. Block Enrollment cre-
dentials are entered in sequential, numeric order.

l Status - select the Status to apply to all credentials.
l Calculate Internal Number Check-Box - Click the check-box to have Doors.NET
automatically calculate the credential's Internal Number as part of the enrollment
process.

l Credential Type - select the credential type: Keri NXT, Keri MS, or 26-bit Wie-
gand.

l Facility Code - enter the facility code.
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4. Click Start.
5. Verify the entered information is correct.

6. Click OK to perform the Block Enrollment or click Cancel to correct an entry.
7. The bottom of the Block Enrollment window displays a green progress bar.
8. Click the X-box to close window once enrollment is complete. The Block Enroll-

ment entries now appear in the Doors.NET cardholder list.

Cardholder Block Enroll - A Quick How-To Video
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Presentation Enrollment
The Doors.NET software offers presentation enrollment functionality from any reader on
the system. Presentation enrollment allows you to enroll a card simply by presenting the
card at the reader. The imprint, facility code (where applicable) and the internal card num-
ber are detected automatically. This feature is very useful when you have a random,
non-sequential block of cards to enroll or where you don't know what the card facility
number is.

Setup
The first thing to do is to set the desired reader up as an enrollment reader.

1. Log into the client and click on Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
2. Double-click the controller in the hardware tree to view the readers.
3. Highlight the reader you wish to setup as an enrollment reader.

4. In the reader properties on the right, locate options >> Enrollment Reader.
5. Set Enrollment Reader to Yes, then save.
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NXT Presentation Enrollment

1. Select the Enrollment Reader

2. Present the credential to the Enrollment Reader.
3. The card number is automatically entered and the Status is automatically set to Act-

ive.

4. Click the Add Card button. The credential is now entered into the database.
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5. Click the icon in the upper-left corner of the window to save the cardholder
enrollment.

Keri MS and Wiegand 26-Bit Presentation Enrollment

l Set the status as Active
l Click on Add Card

1. Select the Enrollment Reader

2. Present the credential to the Enrollment Reader.
3. All credential information is automatically entered.

4. Click the Status pull-down menu and select a status for the credential.
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5. Click the Add Card button. The credential is now entered into the database.

6. Click the icon in the upper-left corner of the window to save the cardholder
enrollment.

Related Topics
l Assigning Access Rights
l Cardholder Editing
l Cardholder Advanced Settings
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Live Events Enrollment
Effective from version 22 of Doors.NET it is now possible to enroll cards/cardholders
through the Live events grid.

Note: This method only detects the card 'internal number' - the unique number that is pro-
cessed by the controllers and do not allow you to apply the facility code and imprint to
the card record. If you require the card 'imprint' and facility code you should use one of
the other enrollment methods.

Enrolling cardholders through Live Events

Add a new card record

1. Present the card to any reader on the system
2. You should get a momentary red LED at the reader.
3. In Live Events you will see the unique card number appear in the Cardnumber

field.

4. Right-click on this event and select Add Card.

5. Use the default option of Add New Cardholder and Credential.
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6. The new card number will be displayed again and the status will be set to Active.

7. Click NEXT.
8. Enter a first name and a last name for the new cardholder.
9. Set temporary card settings, if appropriate to your installation.

10. Click Next.
11. Select an access group for the new cardholder, such as Total Access.
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12. Click the Add Cardholder button.

13. The new record will be created and will also be sent out automatically to the con-
trollers.

14. Present the card to any reader which is added to the assigned access group and
you should now get access.

15. An access granted event will also appear in Live Events (along with the new card-
holders name).

Add to an Existing Record

You can also use this feature to add a new card to an existing cardholder record (such
as when issuing a replacement card).

1. Present the new card to any reader.
2. Right click the Access-Denied - Not in File event.
3. Choose Add Card.
4. Select 'Assign Credential to Existing Cardholder'.
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5. Status will be set to Active.
6. Click NEXT.
7. From the available cardholders drop-down list, select the existing cardholder to

assign the card to
8. Click the Assign Credential button.

9. The Add Cardholder window will automatically close and the new card will be sent
out to the controller network.
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Temporary Cardholders

Enter Activation Dates
The default value for all enrolled cards is to Never Expire, meaning the card is always
active per whatever access rights are assigned to it. However, there are two alternate
activation options: by Date Range or by Number of Days from Today.

By Date Range
Allows you to set a specific date range during which the card is active. A typical example
could be a contractor who is working for a specific range of dates.

1. Uncheck the Never Expire tick box. This activates the Activation/Expire pull-down
menus.

2. Click on the Activation Date pull-down menu to open a calendar. Scroll through the
calendar and select an Activation Date.

3. Repeat this for the Expire Date.
4. For tracking purposes you can use the Expiration Reason pull-down menu to enter

a reason for the Date Range.

5. Click the icon in the upper-left corner of the window to save the Activation Date
Range for the cardholder.
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By Number of Days from Today
Allows you to set a number of days starting from today during which the card is active. A
typical example could be a visitor who is given access beginning immediately for the dur-
ation of a visit. The maximum number of days for this option is 30.

1. Check the Temporary tick-box. This activates the number-of-days pull-down menu.

2. Select the number of days during which the cardholder is granted access.

3. For tracking purposes you can use the Expiration Reason pull-down menu to enter
a reason for the Date Range.

4. Click the icon in the upper-left corner of the window to save the Activation Num-
ber of Days for the cardholder.

Note: Temporary cards are not currently supported in Doors.NET with the EntraGuard
controllers.
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Cardholder Editing

The Cardholder Edit Form allows you to perform cardholder enrollment and information
management. This is a multi-step process:

l Create the Cardholder Record
l Enroll Credentials to the Cardholder
l Enter Activation Dates (if applicable)
l Assign Access Rights
l Enter Advanced Options (if applicable)
l Activate / Deactivate Cardholders
l Download to Controllers

Then you have the option of entering Extended Cardholder Information (if desired).

Activate / Deactivate Cardholders
Activating a cardholder enables that cardholder/credential in the access control system.
Deactivating disables the cardholder/credential without removing the cardholder from
the database.

Activate Cardholder
1. Select a cardholder from the list.

2. Click the icon.
3. You will be asked to confirm activation for all credentials. Click the Yes Button.
4. You will be asked to confirm if this is a replacement credential. Click the Yes/No

Button accordingly.
5. You will be asked to confirm credential activation. Click the Yes Button.
6. The credential is now active and will operate per Access Group rules.
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Deactivate Cardholders
1. Select a cardholder from the list.

2. Click the icon.
3. You will be asked to confirm deactivation for all credentials. Click the Yes Button.
4. You will be asked to confirm credential deactivation. Click the Yes Button.
5. The credential is now inactive.

Remove Cardholder
Remove Cardholder removes that cardholder from the database. No new events can
occur with that cardholder. All existing events remain in the event database.

1. For each credential in the list, left-click and remove all credentials assigned to the
cardholder.

2. A confirmation window appears for each removal. Click the Yes Button.

3. Once all credentials are removed, click the icon.
4. A confirmation window appears. Click the Yes Button.

You are here: Cardholders > Cardholders Access Rights
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Cardholders Access Rights
The Access Rights page displays a list of all the access groups that have been defined
on the system. Access Groups consist of the readers on the system, along with the asso-
ciated time schedules. Once access groups have been added to the system they are
assigned to cardholders via the cardholder Access Rights tab.

The access rights defined the where (the reader) and the when (the associated time
schedule) for granting access purposes. Click the tree expansion box (plus sign at the
left of the access group name), to view which readers and time schedules are part of that
group. Each reader in an access group may have a different or same selection of time
schedule as the other listed readers. A change to an access group immediately affects
any cardholders that are assigned that access group.
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Access Group Assignment
1. Click on the Access Rights tab to view the list of Access Group available for assign-

ment.

2. Check the tick-boxes corresponding to the Access Groups you wish to assign to
the cardholder. You may assign more than one Access Group*.

3. Click the tree expansion box to view the details of an Access Group.

4. Click the save icon in the upper-left corner of the window to save the access
rights to the cardholder.
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*When using the PXL family of hardware there are limitations placed upon the access
groups that can be assigned to a cardholder. Refer to the 'PXL Access Rights Lim-
itations' section for further information about this.
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Cardholder Templates

The Doors.NET system uses the concept of of templates to facilitate repetitive data entry
when creating a new cardholder record. These templates can be changed to suit your
preferences. For example, a template can be assigned a certain access group, or groups
so that any new block-enrolled cards (enrolled with that template) will all be auto-
matically assigned the same access rights.

Cardholder Template Settings

Activation/Expiration Dates

Cardholder Templates allow you to configure a specific Activation Date and Expiration
Date for card assignment. This is typically used with the Block Enrollment feature.

Enable the Advanced View feature to enable the Cardholder Templates feature.

1. Click the Template Entry box to enable the Cardholder Templates tab and click on
the tab to open the Templates window.

2. Click the Add Template button and the Properties data field opens.
3. Enter a template Description.
4. Enter an Activation Date for credentials created using this template.
l Current Date - enters the date the enrollment is performed.
l Fixed Date - does not enter a specific activation date. You will have to enter activ-
ation dates individually.

5. Enter an Expire Date:
l Fixed Date - does not enter a specific expiration date. You will have to enter expir-
ation dates individually.

l Calculate Date - enter the number of days past the activation date at which the cre-
dential should expire.
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6. Click the SAVE button when all information is entered.

Setting a specific Access Group (or Groups)

Cardholder templates can be used in combination with Design Mode to automatically
assign an access group or a selection of access groups to new cardholders. Any newly
enrolled cardholders with the template selected will automatically be assigned the
access group that is selected for the cardholder template.

1. Click the Design Mode icon from the upper-left corner.

2. Select the cardholder template from the template drop-down list.
3. Go to the Access Rights tab and select the access group(s) to use with this tem-

plate (this can be done from any cardholder record) but choose a cardholder that
will use these access rights.

4. Click the save icon and you will see a notification informing you that you are chan-
ging the template.
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5. Click yes to this message.
6. Click the Design Mode icon again to come out
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ADA/DDA Settings
Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) and Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) are legis-
lations that provide disabled people with various rights, including ease of use and easy
access to goods, facilities, and services including transport services.

When a cardholder is using ADA/DDA settings this will result in the door opening for an
extended period of time. ADA/DDA extended opening times can be setup on all doors or
just certain doors.

ADA/DDA Setup
A standard cardholder, after presenting their card, will unlock the door for the amount of
time specified for the reader's 'Strike Time'.

When a cardholder has ADA/DDA enabled and a door has ADA/DDA timing set to it, the
door will unlock for the ADA/DDA time NOT the standard strike time.

1. Go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
2. Expand a controller which has a reader connected that you wish to enable

ADA/DDA timing.
3. Highlight the reader.
4. In the reader properties set a strike time/unlock time for ADA/DDA.

5. Save your settings.
6. Open an existing cardholder record.
7. Go to the Advanced tab.
8. Place a checkmark against 'Use ADA/DDA timing'.

9. (Again, remember to save ).
10. Once saved, the change gets sent out to the controller network automatically.
11. When the cardholder gets access at any ADA/DDA enabled door the door will

remain unlocked for the extended time.

Note: If door contacts are being used you will most likely have to specify an extended
time for the ADA/DDA Held Open Time.
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Cardholders Advanced
The Advanced options tab contains additional options for each cardholder record. These
are options are not required for basic operation of the cardholders in the system.

The Exempt from APB checkbox instructs the controller(s) to ignore Anti-passback
rules for all card numbers assigned to the selected cardholder. Regardless of the Anti-
Passback configuration of the readers. Cardholders with this selection checked can use
any reader as though Anti-passback were not enabled.

The Use ADA/DDA Timing checkbox instructs the controller(s) to give additional time
on the door strike and held-open times for this cardholder. Those times are specified per
reader and may be different for each reader.

The PIN Exempt checkbox, when checked, instructs the controller(s) to disregard the
PIN requirement for this cardholder when readers are set to Card and PIN mode.

The Change Use Count checkbox, when checked, and when use counts are enabled
on the controller(s) instructs the controller to keep a count of the number of times this
cardholder has gained access at the controller's readers.

The Vacation Settings selections are used to designate a date range for the cardholder
to be on vacation. During the specified date range, the cardholder's credential(s) will
automatically be disabled. The vacation period begins at 00:00:00 on the Start Date and
ends at 23:59:59 on the End Date. This setting is only supported when using Mercury or
Mercury-Powered hardware.
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Cardholder Contact Tab
The contact information tab provides selections to enter additional contact information
about selected cardholders. The majority of the fields provided within this tab are self-
explanatory.

l After entering any information, click the icon to save the new cardholder contact
information.

l Several of these information fields allow you to create pull-down menu lists.
l Refer to Using Grids for instructions on how to create a pull-down list.

Cardholder Contact Information

The SSN/ID field is not required and accepts only numeric characters

The Street Address text box allows the storage of street names and other location
information. This field is not required and can be any character with a maximum length of
50 characters.

The City text box is not required and can be any character with a maximum length of 50
characters.

The State drop down selection allows the selection of any US Postal Service recog-
nized states. This selection is user definable by the system administrator. When using
English (United Kingdom) language selection this field will be replaced with 'County' -
English counties however, will need to be added to the pull- down list.

The ZIP Code text box is not required and can be any character with a maximum length
of 50 characters.
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Cardholder Company Contact Information
The company contact tab provides selections to enter additional company related inform-
ation about the selected cardholder. The majority of the fields provided within this tab are
self-explanatory.

l After entering any information, click the icon to save the new cardholder inform-
ation.

l Several of these information windows allow you to create pull-down menu lists.
Refer to Using Grids for instructions on how to create a pull-down list.

Cardholder Company Information

The Street Address text box allows the storage of street names and other location
information. This field is not required and can be any character and there is a maximum
length of 50 characters.

The City text box is not required and can be any character and a maximum length of 50
characters.

The State drop-down selection allows the selection of any US Postal Service recog-
nized states. This selection is user-definable by the system administrator. If using the
United Kingdom language selection then please note: UK counties will need to be manu-
ally added to the pull-down list. The label 'State' will also be replaced by 'County'.

The Zip Code text box is not required and can be any character and a maximum length
of 50 characters. This field header will show as 'Postal Code' when using the United
Kingdom language selection.

The Hire Date is a date selection and is automatically defaulted to the date that the card-
holder was added to the system. The date can be altered at any time to a different
desired date.
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The Department, Location and Cost Center selection fields are self-explanatory and
user-definable by the system administrator.

Cardholder Photo ID

l Click the Paper-Clip icon to attach an image file. The "X" icon removes the image
file.

l Check the Preview Images tick-box to enable viewing the photo file in the Photo ID
and General information windows.

Custom Cardholder Information
The Custom fields allow you to enter information you specifically wish to track for each
cardholder. In this example three fields track the type of vehicle driven by the cardholder:
maker/make, color, license plate number. You can use Design Mode to change the cus-
tom field labels.
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Cardholder Notes
The Notes field allows you to enter/store any kind of text information you deem of value
regarding the cardholder. There is an 8,000 character maximum per cardholder record.

For example, you may track card replacement incidents -- noting every time a card
holder loses or damages a card.
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Cardholders Custom tab
Custom Cardholder Information
The Custom fields allow you to enter information you specifically wish to track for each
cardholder. In this example three fields track the type of vehicle driven by the cardholder:
make/model, color, license plate number. System Administrators or users with relevant
permissions can custom create header labels and add additional cardholder custom
information. To change the 'Custom' field header the software must be in 'Design Mode'.

The custom fields are not required. They are provided to store additional user defined
data specific to each cardholder. Each of the 18 available fields can store any character
up to a maximum of 50 characters.

Editing Custom Field Header Labels
By default, as shown in the image above, all the field header labels are named 'Custom'.
The labels above each field are also user definable when Design Mode is enabled, with
any character up to a maximum of 30 characters.

To change the custom header label, do the following:

l Click the Design Mode icon in the toolbar at the top left of the user interface   .
l In the title bar you will see the software title followed by Design Mode, in par-

enthesis - .
l When in 'Design Mode' right click the custom header, then select; Edit Description:
Custom.

l An input box will appear allowing you to enter a new description, then click OK.
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l The header label displays the new name.
l Repeat the above for any other headers you wish to change, then click the Design
Mode icon again.
to come out of Design Mode. Check the title in the title bar to verify you are no
longer in Design Mode.
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Cardholder Photo ID Tab
The cardholder Photo ID tab is used to select and then an image to a cardholder's
record. This image is then used for the Photo Recall feature for
visual cardholder verification purposes (see the Photo Recall section for additional
information). Or the image is used with the Photo ID optional
licensed module for inserting cardholder images onto card templates for further printing.

Cardholder Photo ID

l Click the Paper-Clip icon to attach an image file. Many popular image formats are
supported, including; .PNG, .JPG, and .GIF.

l Click the "X" paperclip icon to remove the image file.
l Check the Preview Images tick-box to enable viewing the photo file in the Photo ID
and General information windows.
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Cardholder Notes
The Notes field allows you to enter/store any kind of text information you deem of value
regarding the cardholder. There is an 8,000 character maximum per cardholder record.

For example, you may track card replacement incidents -- noting every time a card
holder loses or damages a card.
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Cardholder Notes tab
Cardholder Notes
The Notes field allows you to enter/store any kind of text information you deem of value
regarding the cardholder. There is an 8,000 character maximum per cardholder record.

For example, you may track card replacement incidents -- noting every time a card
holder loses or damages a card.
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EntraGuard User Setup
Adding and Editing Entraguard User Information

Each person to be granted access to secured areas using an Entraguard controller will
need a User ID assigned to them. If a mixed PXL/Entraguard system is in use, each per-
son may have assigned to them both a card and a User ID.

l From the Home tab click Cardholders
l Click the Add button to add a new cardholder record or open an existing record
l For new records; enter a First Name, Last Name and (optionally) a middle name
then click the save icon

l Click on the Entraguard tab
l Enter an Entraguard ID - This number will be used by the tenant to gain access at
the Entraguard

l Enter a Directory Code - The directory code is the set of numbers used by visitors
at the Entraguard controller to dial up the person they wish to contact

l Enter the tenant's phone number - This is the number that will be called from the
Entraguard unit

l Select a Dial Schedule - This is the time that determines when visitors can call this
particular tenant

l Put a tick against 'Name Display Enabled' - You can then enter how you would like
the tenant's name to display on the LCD display. If no text is entered in the text field
the last name, F. M. format will be used

l Click the save and the information will be written to the database and auto-
matically sent out to the network.

l To check at the Entraguard that the user has been successfully sent out, press one
of the arrow keys on the Entraguard keypad, the new user should display on the
LCD display. If there are other existing users already added you may need to scroll
through the directory list to locate the new user.
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l You can also right-click the Entraguard unit in the hardware tree and 'Request
Status' - The Controller Status grid should show an additional user in the Cre-
dential Count field.

l Depending on what template was preselected when you added the cardholder,
you may need to go to the Access Rights tab and select a valid access group for
the cardholder...Entraguard units are automatically added to the Total Access
group.

l You can view the assigned Entraguard IDs, directory codes and phone numbers in
the cardholder grid. The relevant Entraguard fields show by default whenever you
click the Cardholders icon.

Note: The software will not allow you to assign the same Entraguard ID to two different
cardholders. This is mainly to preserve accurate transaction information about who has
gained access at the Entraguard units. The access granted events can then also be
used to trigger the Photo Recall feature so a software operator can see at a client work-
station who has entered. You can however assign the same directory code and phone
number to two separate cardholders, this would allow for the possibility of room-mates
sharing the same apartment who can be contacted on the same number.

Block Enrolling Entraguard Users
In Doors.NET it is not possible to enroll a block of Entraguard IDs, however it is possible
to block enroll cardholders without credentials. You can then manually assign the Entra-
guard user information after the cardholder enrollment.

Block Enrolling Cardholders Without Credentials
l Ensure Advanced View is enabled, (otherwise the Block Enroll icon will be
grayed-out).

l From the Home tab click Cardholders.
l Click the Block Enroll Icon.
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l Enter default text or a character for the First Name field.
l Enter default text or a character for the Last Name field.
l Select a template from the drop down list or leave the default of ‘Unassigned’.
l Enter the number of records you wish to block enroll.

l Click start to perform the block enrollment process, then click OK.
l Once the block enrollment is finished click the Close button.
l The new records will then appear in the cardholder grid.
l You can then click to open any of the new records, go to the Entraguard tab and
enter the Entraguard user information as explained previously.
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EntraGuard Tenant Guide
Using the Entraguard Telephone Entry Controller

The following guide is to assist users of an EntraGuard Silver, Titanium or Platinum Tele-
phone Entry controller.

The following information is covered in this guide:

l How to use your User ID
l A listing of telephone command codes and how to use them
l How to accept a call

How To Use Your User ID

Your building manager will assign you a number that will be your User ID. You must
remember this ID in order to gain access through an EntraGuard controlled door. If you
forget this number, see
your building manager. The following instructions are for gaining access through the
door by using your User ID.
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NOTE: This User ID is a personal identification number allowing access to a secured
area. Care should be taken to not let any unauthorized persons know this number.
Anyone who knows this
number may gain access through the EntraGuard controlled door.

1. Approach the EntraGuard unit
2. On the keypad, press the * key followed by your User ID. For example, if your User

ID was 05826, you would enter *05826.
3. If you have entered a valid User ID, the LCD will display “Please Enter” and the

door will unlock allowing you to enter.
4. If you have entered an invalid User ID, the LCD will display “Access Denied” and

the door will remain locked. Press the CLR (clear) key and re-enter your User ID
beginning with the * key.

NOTE: See your building manager if you encounter any problems using your User ID.

How To Accept a Call

When you have a visitor at the EntraGuard controlled door, they will use the EntraGuard
controller to call you.

1. When the phone rings, answer it. Your visitor will inform you they are at the
EntraGuard unit.

2. You may do a few tasks at this time depending on how the EntraGuard unit was
installed (See the Telephone Commands section below) for more information
about the tasks available.

3. Press the telephone key(s) that correspond to the tasks you want performed (see
the Assigned Telephone Command Codes section) below for your EntraGuard
unit.

4. Hang up the telephone.

Telephone Commands

The following commands may be executed from your telephone when connected with
the EntraGuard controller.

Unlock Door 1
The telephone key assigned to this task, when pressed, unlocks the door controlled by
the EntraGuard unit and allows a visitor access to the building. Once this key is pressed,
the connection
between your phone and the EntraGuard unit is terminated.

Hang Up
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The telephone key assigned to this task, when pressed, terminates the connection
between your phone and the EntraGuard controller without performing any other function
(such as unlocking the
door).

Activate Output 1
The telephone key assigned to this task, when pressed, activates an output such as turn-
ing on the foyer lights. This output is determined by your building manager. When this
key is pressed, the
connection between your phone and the EntraGuard unit remains until pressing the keys
for “Unlock Door 1” or “Hang Up.”

Activate Output 2
The telephone key assigned to this task, when pressed, activates a second output pre-
viously determined by your building manager. When this key is pressed, the connection
between your
phone and the EntraGuard unit remains until pressing the keys for “Unlock Door 1” or
“Hang Up.”

Real Life Example

Dave’s friend Tom has come to visit him. Dave will want to activate 2 tasks when Tom
arrives. First, he will want to turn on the lobby lights (which has been assigned to Output
1 and given the
telephone command code of 6), and then he will want to unlock the door (which has
been assigned to Unlock Door 1 and given the telephone command code of 9). Per-
forming these two tasks will
allow Tom to enter the building and give him extra lighting to find Dave’s apartment.

1. When Tom arrives at the EntraGuard unit, he uses it to call Dave on his home
phone.

2. Dave answers the phone and after speaking with Tom, decides to perform the
tasks previously decided upon.

3. Dave first presses the number 6 key on his telephone (turning on the lobby lights).
4. Dave then presses the number 9 key on his telephone (unlocking the door and

allowing entry into the building).
5. Upon completion of these tasks, Dave hangs up the phone.

Note: Since the task of unlocking the door will automatically terminate the connection
between the home phone and the EntraGuard unit, perform all other tasks prior to unlock-
ing the door.

Assigned Telephone Command Codes

These are the default command codes for the EntraGuard Unit. However, these can be
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changed. Your building manager will confirm which button on the phone performs which
function.

Function
Telephone
Key
Assigned

Unlock
Door 1 9

Hang Up 7
Activate
Output 1 6
Activate
Output 2 5
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USB Enrollment Reader

Keri Part Number - RDR-ENR1

The RF Ideas pcProx Plus is a cutting edge USB enrollment reader that is capable of
reading both 125KHz proximity cards and 13.56MHz contactless cards and is fully com-
patible with the Doors.NET software (effective from version 3.5.1.22).

Using the pcProxConfig software you can quickly and easily configure the USB reader
to use one of over 45 different card types including the following:

l Awid
l Corbin Russwin®
l Deister UID
l DESFire CSN
l EM 410x (EM 4102, EM 4105)
l etag CSN
l Farpointe Data Pyramid PSC-1
l HID iCLASS CSN
l HID iCLASS ID
l HID iCLASS SE ID
l HID Prox
l Indala 26 bit (Motorola)
l ISO 14443A CSN
l ISO 15693 CSN
l MIFARE® Classic
l MIFARE® DESFire (+EV1 and EV2)
l MIFARE® Plus
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IMPORTANT NOTE: The pcProx Plus reader is capable of reading Keri's KC-10X,
KC-26X and Keri NXT cards but it does not correctly decode the credential's facil-
ity code and imprint number. As a result we DO NOT recommend using this reader
for those card types. You should use one of the alternative enrollment methods
(Presentation, Manual or Block enroll). This reader is primarily designed for situ-
ation where you do not know the programmed card number.

By default the pcProxPlus USB enrollment reader is configured to read HID prox and
HID iClass credentials.

Note:When presentation enrolling DESFire EV1 and Mifare credentials you will have
the ability to read the cards unique Card Serial Number (CSN), it will not provide you
with the ability to load encryption keys and read data stored in one of the card's secure
memory 'sectors'.

When cards are enrolled, the card's internal number will be detected, this is the number
which is subsequently processed by Doors.NET.

You will need to enter a customWiegand format if you wish to detect the card's pro-
grammed information, such as the facility code (where applicable) and printed card num-
ber (imprint). If you enroll cards which are programmed with industry standard 26-bit then
this additional information is detected automatically (simply select Calculate Internal
Number and verify that Wiegand 26-bit is selected from the format drop-down list.

The following steps explain how to install the pcProx configuration utility to set a Mifare
format to the reader and then how to presentation enroll a Mifare card using the USB
enrollment reader. You can then use the credential with a Mifare-compatible proximity
reader, such as the Delta 3 or Delta 5 by Farpointe Delta, for standard access control.

Installing the pcProxConfig Software
Note: This product is only supported for use as of Doors.NET version 3.5.1.22

The pcProx configuration software is a third-party utility that allows you to configure the
desired credential data output for the reader. The software is quick and easy to install
and is used for identifying card types, analyzing card data and configuring the reader to
match the same format for your credential type.

1. Explore the contents of the Doors.NET DVD and locate a folder named: "Utilities"
or contact Keri Systems Tech Support for a download link if you do not have an
installation DVD.

2. Locate the downloaded zip file.
3. Right-click the compressed (.zip) file and choose Extract Here.
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4. Double-click the executable file to begin the installation.
5. Read through and accept the RFIdeas license agreement terms and conditions.
6. Verify pcProxConfig is selected.

7. Verify the location of the software destination folder.
8. Click the Install button.
9. The software installation will take no more than a few minutes.

Using the pcProxConfig Software
1. From the Windows start menu, go to All Apps >> RF Ideas >> pcProxConfig.exe

2. The user interface will appear as below.
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3. Plug the pcProx Plus USB enrollment reader into an available USB port.
4. The reader will beep once and its LED will be red.
5. Verify that Connection Type is set to USB.

6. Click the Connect button.
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7. No drivers are required for the reader, so it should appear in the Device list, as
highlighted.

8. Near the top of the pcProxConfig window you will see the configuration section.
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9. From the credential formats drop-down list select the desired format.

10. Click on the Format tab.

11. You then have to set the following settings to zero (to ensure the entire card num-
ber length is read)

12. Click on theWrite Active button to set the selected format as the active format for
the USB enrollment reader.
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13. The format will be written to the reader and will be active within just a few seconds.

Adding a 26-bit card (Such as an HID iClass Credential)
1. Plug the USB reader into an available USB port at the workstation (It does not

have to be the host workstation, it can be on a remote client)
2. The USB reader will be automatically installed.
3. Log into the Doors.NET software.
4. Go to Home >> Cardholders.
5. Click the Add icon.

6. Enter a first name and last name (optionally a middle name) then save the new
record.

7. If you look at the credential section of the cardholder record you will see a new but-
ton labelled USB Enroll.
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8. Ensure Calculate Internal Number is checked (1).
9. Ensure 26-bit Wiegand is selected (2).
10. Ensure Status is set to Active (3).

11. Hold the new card near to the USB Enrollment reader.
12. The reader will beep and the LED should go green.
13. Continue to hold the card near the reader and the LED will remain green.
14. While the LED is green, press the USB Enroll button.
15. The facility code, imprint and calculated internal number will all be displayed.

16. Click the Add Card button and the card number will be added to the cardholder
record.
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17. Click the save icon in the upper left (or Save All).

18. Finally go to the Access Rights tab and assign the cardholder an access group.
When you have saved the access group assignment, the new card will auto-
matically be sent out to the controller network.

19. Present a card to any reader that is included in the cardholder's access group and
you should get access granted.

Enrolling a Mifare Card in Doors.NET
1. From within Doors.NET go to Home >> Cardholders.
2. Click the Add button.

3. Enter a first name and last name.
4. Then save .
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5. If the USB reader is still plugged into the host PC you should be seeing a USB
Enroll button.

6. Verify that Calculate Internal Number is NOT selected.

7. Place the Mifare card on the USB reader.
8. Click the USB Enroll button.
9. The reader will beep and the LED will go green.
10. The unique Mifare card serial number (CSN) will appear in the Cardnumber field.
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11. Set the status to Active. It doesn't matter if you set the status before detecting the
card as long as the status is set before you click the ADD CARD button.

12. Click the Add Card button.
13. The unique card number will then appear in the white Credentials window.
14. This is the number that is processed by the controller.

15. You now have to go to the Access Rights tab to assign an access group to the card-
holder.

16. Once the access group has been assigned the active card will be sent out to the
access control network.

Adding Non-26-bit Cards
If you do not know the programmed card format

One of the main benefits of the USB enrollment reader is to enroll 'unknown formats' - for
example Mifare CSN (Card Serial Numbers) - These are usually 32 bits.

Note: PXL controllers will only read a maximum of 31 bits but because the unique card
serial numbers are non-sequential there is next-to-no chance that the detected numbers
will be duplicated.

Enrollment with PXL and NXT Controllers
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1. From Cardholders, click the Add button.

2. Enter a first and last name (optionally a middle name).
3. Deselect Calculate Internal Number.

4. Present a hold the card near to the USB Enrollment reader.
5. The reader will beep and the LED will go green.
6. Press the USB Enroll button.
7. The entire programmed card number will be read and will display in the Card-

number field.

8. Set the status to active then click the Add Card button.
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9. Save the card record.
10. Assign an access group.
11. The card will automatically be sent out to the network.
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Access Groups
Access Groups are combinations of readers and the time schedules at which the readers
should be active. These are, in turn, assigned to cardholders as the definition of where
and when the cardholders can get access.
By using access groups, modifications to a large number of cardholders can occur from
a change to their access group time schedule. A change to the time schedule affects all
cardholders who have access groups with that schedule, and also affects any local link-
age conditions that have that schedule or auto unlock schedules.
For convenience and ease of use, all access group setup and editing is performed on a
single page.
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Add a New Access Group

1. From the Home tab, click the icon and the Access Groups window will
appear.

2. Click the Add icon and a generic 'New Group' name is added to the access groups
list.

3. Double-click 'New Group' and enter a new description.
4. Press <Enter> and a change confirmation window appears, click Yes.

5. On the right-hand side of the screen, you will see a list of all readers on the system.
Select the readers that need to be added to the group.

NOTE: You can use the <Ctrl> or <Shift> keys to select multiple readers.

6. Directly beneath the list of readers you will see the available time schedules.
Select a time schedule to assign to the access group.

NOTE: You can click the tree expansion box to view a listing of the time schedule
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settings.

7. Once all three components of the access group are selected, the Assign icon will
then become available.

8. Click the Assign icon to create the new access group.

9. Once the new access group has been created you will be able to view the reader
and schedule information beneath the access group name.

10. The access group can now been assigned to cardholders.
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Assigning Access Groups to Cardholders
1. Go to Home >> Cardholders and the cardholders list will appear.

2. Double-click a name or locate a cardholder via the Search facility.

3. The cardholder record will open on the General tab.
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4. To assign an access group you have to go to the Access Rights tab.
5. There you will see a list of all the access groups on the system.

6. Place a check mark against the access group(s) you wish to assign.
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7. Save the settings using the save icons in the upper left corner.

8. The settings will be sent out to the controller network immediately. There is no
need to perform a manual update (unless the controllers are configured for manual
updates).

Access Group Editing
Any alterations to existing access groups can be made very quickly and easily on the
access groups page.

Note: It is not possible to adjust an assigned time schedule for a reader. You must
remove the reader and the schedule and then re-add the reader with a different sched-
ule.
We have already covered the process of adding access groups and so the following pro-
cedure explains how to remove access groups or un-assign readers.

Removing Readers from Access Groups
1. When editing access groups the first thing you should initially do is click on the

Clear Selections icon. This ensures nothing is selected on the page.

2. Select the access group that you wish to edit.
3. Click the expander icon displayed to the left of the access group name and you will

see a list of the readers in the group.
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4. Select the reader(s) you wish to remove.

5. Click the Unassign icon.

6. Click yes to confirm the change.

Delete an Access Group
Note: You must first unassign ALL readers from the access group before it can be
deleted.
1. Select the Access Group to remove from the list of groups.
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2. Click the icon.
3. A removal confirmation window appears. Click the Yes Button.
4. The Access Group is removed from the list.

Related Videos
l Create and Edit Access Groups - Quick How To

https://youtu.be/FM2FkpsGwSc
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PXL Access Rights Limitations
When using PXL controllers there are certain limitations related to the assignment of
access groups. A cardholder can have up to 8 access groups assigned as long as no
doors exist in more than one group and providing the doors for a particular controller are
added to the same group.

Examples of Assigning PXL Access Rights to Cardholders

1. PXL Cardholder Assigned Total Access:

No other group can be assigned because all doors for all PXL controllers exists
with the Total Access group.

2. PXL Access Group - 1 PXL Controller in each access group

An unlimited number of PXL access groups can be assigned when each group contains
a separate PXL controller and as long as a controller does not exist in more than one
group.
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3. PXL doors in different access groups

You cannot select multiple groups if PXL doors exist in two different access groups.

In the image above, controller 8 has its doors in different access groups and so these
two access groups cannot both be assigned to the same cardholder. If a cardholder
requires access to both these doors they need to be added to the same access group.
As shown below:
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Time Schedules
The system uses Time Schedules to support access levels, local linkage, and automatic
override modes for readers, monitor points and control points. These schedules are used
concurrently and a change to a time schedule immediately affects any cardholder (via
the access level), control point, reader, monitor point, or other user defined actions in
local linkage.

l A Time Schedule is made up of one or more Time Intervals and the intervals have
start and end times (usually for defining when a door unlocks then relocks).

l A Time Interval is a block of time associated with days of the week.

The software supports 64 time schedules with 50 intervals for each NXT controller. Typ-
ically, different time schedules are defined for various groups of people such as employ-
ees, managers, janitorial staff, security, etc. These time schedules are then assigned to
corresponding access groups.

Note:
l When using PXL controllers you are limited to 32 time schedules and 4 intervals
per day

l When using MSC and SCP controllers you can utilize as many as 255 time sched-
ules and 12 intervals per day

l If you have a mixed system comprising of multiple hardware types, you are not lim-
ited by the lowest common denominator - each hardware type uses its own lim-
itations.

The Time Schedules Window

From the Home Tab, click the icon and the Time Schedules window
appears.
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There are three default time schedules.

The first two schedules cannot be deleted from the system.

l Always Active applies no time/date restrictions to access.
l Never Active never allows access.

There is also one time schedule (Work Week) that can be used as is, edited to your spe-
cific needs, or can be copied and edited. 

Time Schedule Limitations
When using multiple concurrent hardware platforms Doors.NET allows each hardware
type to access its total number of available time schedules. Time schedules are not lim-
ited to the lowest common denominator.
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Gateway Type PXL NXT
Mercury
Powered
NXT

Standard
Mercury

ASSA
Aperio

ASSA
WiFi/POE Allegion

Time Sched-
ules 32 64 255 255 255 255 255

Intervals per
Day 4 12 12 12 12 1 (a) 12

Intervals per
Week 28 50 84 84 84 n/a 84

(a) Only 1 interval per schedule is allowed.

Example – A system with both PXL and NXT hardware allows only the first 32 time
schedules to be used by PXL controllers and all 64 time schedules to be used by NXT
controllers. However, the first 32 schedules must follow the PXL rules.
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Setup Time Schedules
Creating a new Time Schedule
1. Click the Add icon in the Time Schedules icon group.
2. A new time schedule is added to the list with a generic name and no active time

interval.

3. In the grid, enter the time interval values for this time schedule.
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4. In this example the time interval is set for Tuesday and Friday between 19:00 and
21:00 hours (7 to 9 PM). It is also active per the list of dates called out in holiday
type 1.

5. Click the save button in the grid - you will be asked to verify the save request.

6. Click the Yes Button and the time interval is added to the time schedule.
7. To add another time interval to this time schedule click on the time schedule name

and then click the Add icon in the Time Interval group.
8. Repeat the above steps to add another time interval - in this case Saturday

between 09:00 and 11:00 hours.
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9. Click on the Time Schedule name and the grid changes to support Time Schedule
parameters.

10. Enter the descriptive Time Schedule name in the description field of the grid, click
the save button in the grid, and verify the save request.

We now have a Janitorial Staff time schedule that allows access on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 7 to 9 PM, on Saturdays from 9 AM to 11 AM, and per the instructions in
Holiday Group 1.
The schedule can quickly and easily be enabled by selecting Yes/No from the Enabled
section in properties.

Time Schedule Modes

The schedule mode option configures how the schedule should operate. The options
are: Off, On, Scan/Time Intervals, Offline Lockset and Scan - Honor day of Week.
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Only the scan mode uses the Time Intervals to determine when the schedule should
activate or deactivate.

Removing Time Intervals and Time Schedules
Removing a Time Interval or Time Schedule is simply a matter of selecting the desired
item and clicking the appropriate Remove icon from the Time Interval or Time Schedule
icon groups.

Editing Time Intervals and Time Schedules
Editing a Time Interval or Time Schedule is simply a matter of selecting the desired item,
changing the appropriate values in the grid, and saving the grid changes.

Please keep in mind that changing a Time Interval name if that interval has been
assigned to Access Groups will have a drastic effect on the system.

Viewing and Editing Time Interval Settings
Once you have completed setting up Time Intervals and Schedules you can highlight the
schedule and then quickly and easily view the assigned interval information.

l With the time schedule highlighted, refer to the schedule properties on the right.
l Locate the Intervals section in the time schedule properties.
l Listed will be the active intervals that are associated with the Time Schedule.
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l Expand any of the intervals to view the extended settings.
l Click into any of the fields (Start Time, End Time, Days of Week Map or Holiday
Type Map), any of these fields can be altered by typing in a new value then click-
ing the save icon.

Printing Time Schedules and Intervals
As with the hardware properties grid, you have a print icon allowing you to print off the
time schedule or time interval configurations.

1. Highlight the Time Schedule name.
2. Verify Advanced View is enabled for the properties.
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3. Expand the active time intervals to display the interval settings.

4. Click the print icon.

5. A Print Preview window will appear containing all the information from the prop-
erties grid.
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6. Review the displayed information then click the Print button.
7. A printer selection dialog box will appear and the default printer will be pre-selec-

ted.
8. Select a different printer or click the OK button to print to the default printer.
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9. From this dialog box you can also access the printer properties.

Assigning a Different Time Interval for a Holiday Date
You may have an existing time schedule that opens certain doors automatically at 8am
and then automatically closes those doors at 5pm. However, on certain holidays dates
you may want those doors to lock earlier as there will only be staff members working dur-
ing morning hours. For this example we will use a specific date; 24th Decem-
ber/Christmas Eve.

l Define the 24th December as a holiday date, ensure it is enabled and set it to a
type, for example, Type 1.

l Go to the Time Schedules page and locate the existing schedule that automatically
unlocks and locks the doors during a typical work week.
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l With the existing schedule highlighted click to add a new Time Interval.

l The new interval will be automatically highlighted.
l Enter a start time and a stop time for when the door(s) will automatically unlock and
lock on the holiday date, i.e 8am - 12pm.

l From the Active on Holiday section at the bottom of the properties grid, set Type 1
to Yes, then save.

l You must also ensure that Holiday Type 1 is set to No on the standard time interval
- this is what will prevent the door(s) from staying open until 5pm.

l The doors will then relock at 12pm on any day that is defined as a Type 1 holiday.
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AUL Schedules

Auto Unlock Time Schedules are used to automatically open and then close doors at
certain times of day (they are assigned to doors as Auto Unlock Schedules).
An auto unlock schedule may have one interval consisting of a single start (open) time
and a single end (close) time. This might be a front door for customers to gain entrance
to the premises during normal working hours. The AUL schedule would automatically
open the door at the beginning of the day and close it at the end of the day.
An Auto Unlock/Lock (AUL) schedule may however, have multiple intervals which will
program a door to automatically unlock and lock at several different times during the day.
An example might be perimeter doors at a school where the doors are configured to
open and close in the morning, at break times, lunchtime and to remain closed at the end
of the working day and throughout the weekend.
The AUL Time Schedule may be Suspended for a time and then Restored by an oper-
ator- this will allow the door to be manually commanded from the software without any
interference of the AUL schedule.

Auto Unlock Schedule Setup
1. To create a new AUL Schedule , click on Home >> Time Schedules.

2. Click the Add icon to add a new Time Schedule.

3. A new time schedule will appear in the schedules list along with a default, inactive
time interval.
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4. Highlight the default name of the new schedule (New Schedule X) - The schedule
properties will appear on the right.

5. In the description field re-name the schedule (then save) .

6. Highlight the default interval, this will be the first AUL interval.
7. Set the Start Time to determine when you first want the door to automatically

unlock.
8. Set the End Time to determine when you first want the door to automatically lock.
9. Select the days of the week you wish for this interval to be applied (then save).

10. Highlight the new schedule name and click the Add Time Interval icon again to
add a second interval.
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11. The second interval could be the lunchtime interval. Again, define a start and end
time and select the days of the week you wish the interval to be active on.

12. Repeat the process for any additional intervals you wish to apply to the time sched-
ule.
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13. When you create a schedule you will notice that the 'Activate on Holiday' settings
are all set to No. This means if there are any holidays defined on the system the
interval will not activate. If you DO wish the interval(s) to activate on certain holiday
dates then ensure the associated holiday type is set to yes.

Click here for further information about how Holidays are used in combination with Time
Schedules.

Note: Depending on which hardware/controller type you are using there are different lim-
itations in terms of the maximum number of intervals that can be applied to each interval.
The limitations are as follows:

Time Schedule Limitations

Hardware
Type PXL NXT

Mercury
Powered
NXT

Standard
Mercury

ASSA
Aperio

ASSA
WiFi/POE

Ingersoll
Rand

Time Sched- 32 64 255 255 255 255 255
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Hardware
Type PXL NXT

Mercury
Powered
NXT

Standard
Mercury

ASSA
Aperio

ASSA
WiFi/POE

Ingersoll
Rand

ules
Intervals per

Day 4 12 12 12 12 1 (a) 12

Intervals per
Week 28 50 84 84 84 n/a 84

(a) Only one interval is allowed per time schedule.

Assigning an AUL Schedule
To assign the AUL schedule to a door:

l Click on Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All to display the hardware tree.
l Locate the reader you wish to assign the AUL schedule and highlight the reader.

l In the reader properties on the right locate the General settings.
l Locate Auto Unlock Schedule and select the new time schedule from the drop-
down list (then save).
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l The door will now follow the auto unlock/lock times defined in the intervals that
make up the time schedule.

l Events will be generated within Live Events indicating when the door has auto-
matically locked and unlocked.
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AUL Suspend/Restore

Note: AUL Suspend/Restore is NOT supported with standard NXT controllers.
The Suspend feature allows you to suspend any Auto Unlock/Lock (AUL) time schedule
applied to a door or set of doors.

Suspend affects the AUL time schedule in these ways:
1. When you suspend a door's AUL time schedule, the door is prevented from fol-

lowing the assigned AUL schedule.
2. If a door is within its AUL time schedule (the door is unlocked) and you Suspend

AUL, the door is locked and will not follow the AUL time zone until manually
Restored.

3. If a door is outside of its AUL time zone (the door is locked) and you Suspend AUL,
the door remains locked and will not follow the AUL time zone until manually
Restored.

Suspending AUL Schedules on All Doors
l Within Doors.NET click on Setup >> Hardware Setup >> Doors to display the list of
all doors on the system.
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l Click the first door at the top of the list.
l Hold down the keyboard SHIFT key.
l Click on the last door at the bottom of the list.
l All doors will now be highlighted.

l Click the Suspend button from the Selected Hardware Ribbon bar.
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l Auto Unlock Suspended Events should appear in Live Events indicating the doors
are no longer following their AUL schedules.

Suspend Auto Unlock/Lock on a Single Door
You can Suspend AUL on a single door from the door status grid as previously
described, or you can:

l Highlight a reader in the hardware tree (Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All).
l Click the Suspend icon from the Selected Hardware ribbon bar.
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Restoring AUL Schedules
You can restore an AUL schedule for a door by highlighting the door as you would if you
were suspending the AUL.
Restoring the AUL affects the door(s) in the following ways:

l Restoring a door's AUL time schedule allows the door to follow its assigned AUL
time schedule.

l If a door is within its AUL time schedule (the door is unlocked) and you Restore
AUL, the door remains locked and continues to operate per its AUL time schedule.

l If a door is outside of its AUL time schedule (the door is locked) and you restore
AUL, the door remains lock, but it will unlock per its AUL time zone and continue
operating per its AUL time schedule.

Suspending/Restoring AUL Schedules using Local or Global
Linkage
You can create a Local Linkage Procedure or a Global Linkage Macro to suspend or
restore an AUL schedule.
Note: Local Linkage is NOT supported with standard NXT or PXL controller types.

Once configured, the AUL time schedule can be immediately suspended or restored
using a trigger action (such as a designated input changing state, a double-card present-
ation at a certain reader, access granted from a specific cardholder, a combination of two
different triggers plus numerous others) You can set up one trigger to Suspend the AUL
time schedule and then another trigger to Restore it again.

Click here for further information about Local Linkage or here for additional information
about Global Linkage.
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Scan - Honor Day of Week
When using the Scan - Honor Day of Week setting then the Schedule will always oper-
ate on the days defined regardless of any holidays that might be active. It can be thought
of as a setting that overrides holidays.

Say, for example, that you want a time schedule to always be active Mon-Fri regardless
of any holidays that have been defined, but you don't want the schedule to be active on
other days of the week (even if they are on holidays), this mode will accomplish that.

Note:
1. All intervals within the schedule will have this setting applied.
2. If you have two intervals that have overlapping times for the same day this will be

treated as a single interval. For example, if you have interval 1 operating from
08:00-12:00 on Monday and then interval 2 from 10:00-17:00 on Monday as well,
then this will be treated as an interval operating from 08:00 - 17:00.
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Holidays
Holidays are designated calendar days used to define exceptions to Time Schedules. A
holiday overrides the normal, weekly time interval schedule preventing it from activating.
If a time schedule does not activate, then access groups using that schedule and card-
holders who are assigned that access group are inactive, preventing access. Local link-
age conditions are also inactive. The software supports 8 holiday type lists, each holding
up to 32 days. Time schedules can, however, be specified to be active on designated
holiday types.

The Holidays Window

From the Home tab, click the icon and the Holidays window appears.
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Creating a New Holiday
1. Click the Add icon in the Holidays icon group.
2. A new holiday is added to the list with a generic name and no date assigned.
3. Click on the New Holiday list item to configure its properties.

4. Locate and click on the desired date on the calendar. The left/right arrows at the
top of the calendar advance the calendar backward/forward by one month. The
left/right double-arrows advance the calendar backward/forward by one year. You
will be asked to verify the selected date.
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Click the Yes Button. Once saved, the date is highlighted in bold text on the calendar.

5. Under Properties:

l Enter the description of the holiday, up to 50 characters.
l Select the Holiday Type (1 through 8) from the pull-down list. The Hol-
iday Type drop down selection is a list of eight holiday types. Holiday
types are used to categorize holidays into different groups and allow dif-
ferent weekly schedules intervals to be active on those groups. For
example, you may define a Holiday Type 1 as a mandatory company
holiday and a Holiday Type 2 as an optional company holiday. By com-
bining the holiday types with the weekly schedule intervals, you can
automatically deactivate all access groups on any holiday that is type 1
and selectively enable certain cardholder access on any holiday that is
a type 2.

l Click in the Enabled tick-box to activate the holiday.
l If desired, you can set the holiday to be a Special Event. This selection
means it will not affect other schedules using the same holiday type.
For example; If you set the holiday as a Special Event and set it to Type
1 it will not have any effect on time schedules that have Type 1 hol-
idays enabled or disabled. The Special Event option is not supported
by PXL and NXT hardware.
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6. Click in the Show All Holiday Dates tick-box to have all existing holidays high-
lighted in bold text on the calendar.

Setting a Holiday Date Range
A Holiday Date Range is a set of continuous dates treated as one holiday. For example,
you can define December 24 and 25 as Christmas holiday.

To set a holiday date range, follow the instructions per the Creating a New Holiday sec-
tion above, but in Step 4 click on the start date and drag the cursor to the end date. The
selected range will be highlighted. Complete the steps as listed and the holiday date
range will be saved.
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Downloading Holidays to Controllers
Holidays can be immediately downloaded to controllers if desired.

1. Under the Downloads icon group, use the Controllers pull-down menu to select
either all controllers or a specific controller to which the Holidays should be down-
loaded.

2. To download all Holidays, click the Download All icon.
3. To download one Holiday, select that Holiday from the list of schedules and click

the Download Selected icon.

Removing Holidays
Removing a Holiday is simply a matter of selecting the desired item and clicking the
Remove icon from the Holidays icon group.

Editing Holidays
Editing a Holiday is simply a matter of selecting the desired item, changing the appro-
priate values in the calendar and properties box, and then saving the changes.

Please keep in mind that changing a Holiday name if that interval has been assigned to
Access Groups will have a drastic effect on the system.

Holiday Limitations
Depending on the hardware type you are using (or if you are using multiple hardware
types) there are limitations related to the maximum amount of holidays that can be used.
These limitations are as follows:

Holiday Schedule Limitations

Gateway Type PXL NXT
Mercury
Powered
NXT

Standard
Mercury

ASSA
Aperio

ASSA
WiFi/POE Allegion

Holiday Sched-
ules 3 8 8 8 8 1 8

Holidays per
Schedule 32 32 255 255 (a) 255 (a) 255 (b) 255 (a)

Intervals per Hol-
iday 4 6 8 8 8 1 8

(a) Total number that can be applied across all Holiday Schedules.
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(b) Holiday schedules are treated the same as time schedules. Applying a holiday sched-
ule will subtract one time schedule.

Note:When using multiple concurrent hardware platforms the software will limit the num-
ber of holiday schedules to the lowest value of the gateways used.

Enabling Holidays in Time Schedules

By default, when you setup a Time Schedule Interval all holiday types are set to No.
Therefore if you want a Time Interval to be active on a Holiday Date you have to enable
the holiday type within the interval settings.

l Determine what type your holiday is set to (Type, 1, 2,3,4, etc).
l Got to Home >> Time Schedules.
l Double-Click a Time Schedule you wish to enable the holiday on.
l Highlight the associated Time Interval.
l In the interval properties on the right, scroll down until you find the 'Active on Hol-
iday' setting.

l If the holiday is type one set Holiday Type 1 to Yes.

l Click save to commit the change.
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Special Event Holiday Type
The Holidays can be setup as 'Special Event' holiday types. These holidays do not
affect other schedules. For example a Type 1 holiday set to being a special event will
not have any effect on any other time schedules. The schedules will not be overridden
as they would be with other holiday types.

Note: The Special Event holiday type option check box will only display if NXT Mercury
Powered or Mercury hardware is enabled on the license. This option is NOT supported
on standard NXT or PXL controller types. When you check the option a bold message
appears notifying you of this.
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Event Monitoring
The Doors.NET software was designed to support both monitored and autonomous con-
figurations. A system is considered to be monitored when there is an operator viewing
events in real time - or responding to events as they happen. For example, a sound alert
can be configured to occur if a controller goes offline, if someone tries to access a door
that they don't have access rights to, or if a door is detected as being forced, or held
open.

Configuring sound alerts for the most critical of events means an operator does not have
to be watching the screen at all times. Event types can also be configured to generate
recorded video clips - an example here might be to create a 20 second video clip when a
door forced event happens at a certain reader.

The free version of the Doors.NET software also provides a feature that will auto-
matically email a message notification (or the message can be sent automatically via
SMS). See Email/SMS Automation for setup instructions and details.
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The system uses a combination of Filters and Device Types to configure how the system
manages and displays the various event types.
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Live Events
Live Events Status displays real-time transactions as they occur and includes system
messages with the newest transaction at the top of the window. Each column can be sor-
ted or grouped to quickly find a specific item.

If not already displayed, this window is opened by clicking on the icon in the Status
group of the Home ribbon.

Live Events Default Field Values:
l Icon - Displays a blue paper-clip icon when there is a video clip associated with a
displayed event

l Timestamp (Server) - The time the event occurred as noted by the server.
l Location - The name of the device at which the event occurred.
l Message - The event type.
l Detail - Detailed event information.
l Priority - The priority level assigned to this type of event.
l Controller - The name of the controller at which the event occurred.
l Cardnumber - The cardnumber associated with this event (if applicable).
l First Name - The first name of the cardholder associated with this event (if applic-
able).

l Last Name - The last name of the cardholder associated with this event (if applic-
able).
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Field Chooser
The field chooser can be accessed by clicking the icon located in the upper-left corner of
the Live Events grid.

The field chooser list all the columns that can be selected or deselected for display on
the Live Events grid. Place a tick against any column you wish to display and remove
the tick from any column you wish to hide.
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Filters
Filters are used by the system to specify which system generated messages are dis-
played in the software as live event transactions. Any events which are not selected in
the filter will not be displayed in the live events grid of the administrative client.

The system has 4 different filter types predefined: Access Denied (the most common
access denied messages), Access Granted (the most common access granted mes-
sages), Concise setting (defaulted to the minimum display of event transactions, which is
basically; alarms, troubles, and access granted messages) and the standard setting is
defaulted to a few more events than concise.

All the events assigned to these filters are listed with a check box, all of these filter types
can also be changed and altered at any time, or you can of course create your own fil-
ters.

None of these filters are assigned to any of the hardware, by default, meaning all the
events generated by the system will appear in the user client in Live Events. However
note that these filters ONLY affect the display of the event only as all events are recorded
to the hard disk in the messages table.

Setup a Filter
This filter example will be setup and assigned to a reader connected to an NXT-MSC
controller.

1. Click Setup >> Filters (if the Filter icon is not displayed you will need to enabled
Advanced View).

2. With the filter highlighted, type in a new description in the description field then
click the blue save/save all icon.
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3. Click the messages tab to select the event types to display in Live Events. The
event types turn green when selected and will return to black once you have
clicked save.

4. In the above image you will see that there is also check boxes for Access Denied
and Access Granted. This allows all the most common access denied or access
granted messages (or both) to be quickly added when setting up a custom filter.

5. For each message that has been selected it is also possible to enable it for
acknowledgment. This acknowledgment flag will be placed in an additional queue
and will create an 'alert' - which can then be configured (using device types) for an
operator to take action on.
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6. The last tab in filter setup is the Video tab. This is for event video recording, when
a camera is assigned to a hardware object, such as a reader or an input.

7. Events are selected and when those events occur (such as a door forced events
happens at a certain reader). You can chose to either create a short video clip (10-
60 seconds) or have a live video window popup on screen.

8. To assign the filter to a reader, locate and highlight a reader in the hardware tree.
In properties scroll down to Monitoring, then select the new filter from the 'Use This
Filter' drop-down list.

9. When this filter is assigned to a reader only the messages specified will display in
Live Events.

10. The messages selected for acknowledgment will appear in the alerts grid once you
have set 'Require Acknowlegement' to Yes. It may seem like you are making the
same setting twice, but this is because multiple readers may be using the same fil-
ter and the allows certain readers to have acknowledgment disabled without affect-
ing other readers.
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Device Types
The Device Types in the system are used with the event notification options configured
in the monitoring tab of the controller, panel, reader or monitor point (input). The Device
Types are user-definable groupings of sensor inputs or readers each with their own
description, priority, and event type options. When a new event is received that has
acknowledgment enabled, the event is displayed in the pending event notification dialog
box in a priority ranking based on its device type. Each device types has a priority setting
(0-99), a sound file selection and a sound repeat option is also available for each event
type. There are many sample sounds which can be found in the C:\Ker-
i\DoorsNET\Sounds directory in a .WAV format - you can also add your own sounds to
this folder.

As well as being ranked by the device type priority they are also ranked by the event
type (in the following order: alarm types, trouble types, mask types, clear types), then by
the priority of the individual sensor and then sorted for the oldest event).

To add a new Device Type, click the 'Add Device Type' button.

Properties

Description allows the user to change the name of the device type from the default
name and can accept any character up to a maximum length of 50 characters.
Priority sets the priority for event notification for this device type. The range is from 0 to
99 with 0 being the highest priority.
Display enables or disables the displaying of the selected device type in the pending
Alerts window.
Make Active Window (Top Most) - Allows you to configure alerts as Pop-Up Alerts.
When an alert is created Doors.NET will become the top-most application on the PC and
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in addition, the alerts grid will come to the front of the User Interface (for example) if you
are on the hardware setup or cardholders page (or even if the alerts grid has been
closed).
Do Not Delete on Confirm applies to certain event types that have an opposite event
type. For example, a Monitor Point Alarm event has a reset of Monitor Point Secure
event. In those cases, where the event type being confirmed has a reset event, the event
will be marked as Confirmed and not automatically closed. The event will only be closed
when the reset event itself is confirmed. Events that do not have a reset event from the
selected device type are closed immediately. Any of the Access Denied or Access Gran-
ted events do not have a reset event associated with them and as such are closed upon
confirmation.
Require Notes enables or disables the requirement for the operator to enter a note
when confirming the event. The note must be at least 3 characters in length. When
enabled the operator cannot confirm the event until a note has been entered.
Show Video displays the live video of the associated network camera.
Show Cardholder displays the photo of the cardholder when access events are dis-
played. This is used in conjunction with the Photo Recall settings found in System
Options.
Must Confirm requires the operator to confirm the event before it can be closed.
Require Password on Confirm enables the password confirmation option. The oper-
ator will be required to enter the correct password for the selected device type before the
confirm button is enabled. Note that the password is per device type and is not related to
the login password or Windows password in any way. The length of the password can
be up to 16 characters.
Text Instructions is a list of the available instructions that will be presented to the oper-
ator when they are working with an event. You can add, modify, or remove the list of text
instructions by clicking the editor button in the drop down. Each instruction can be up to
8,000 characters.
CCTV Instructions is a list of ASCII characters that will be sent to the local CCTV ser-
vice for controlling analog switchers.
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Audio
Audio Instructions lists the .wav files installed in the DoorsNET/Sounds directory. You
can add your own custom sounds to that directory. This file is available to the operator
when working with an event from the selected device type and allows Sound Alerts to be
created.
Alarm Sound lists the .wav files installed in the DoorsNET/Sounds directory. You can
add your own custom sounds to that directory. The selected file will be played when the
type of event occurs and the acknowledgement of that event is required.
Repeat plays the sound file once (no repeat) or at the specified interval until the event
type is acknowledged or superseded by a higher priority event.
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Routes and Routing
Each device or hardware object that can have a filter assigned can also have a route
assigned. The route is assigned to the device and also to the user's login group. The
device can be assigned only one route while the user can be assigned multiple routes.

l To add a new Route to the system, click the Add Route button. This will add a new
route that will be shown in the Monitoring section of the hardware objects and
within User Group Assignment within Operator Permissions.

l In the Description text field create a new name for the route then save .

Assigning Routes to Hardware

l To assign a route to a hardware object (for example; a reader) highlight the reader
in the hardware tree.

l Ensure you are in Advanced View.
l Scroll down the properties until you find Monitoring and locate 'Reporting Path'.
l Choose a Route from the Reporting Path drop-down list.
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l Click the save icon once you have made your selection.

Assigning Routes to Operators

l After adding user details to an account group, select that account group, for
example, Managers.

l At the top of the Operators setup page you will notice several tabs.
l Click on the tab named: "Routing".
l You will see all the available Routes which have been added to the system.
l Place a tick against any Route(s) you wish to assign to the user.
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l Then save.
l When that user next logs into the software they will only see messages from the
hardware that has the selected route(s) assigned. This allows a system admin-
istrator to create logins that will only receive messages from a selection of hard-
ware, for example; just from certain readers in certain locations.
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Alerts
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Introduction

Doors.NET system alerts are any critical event types that have been configured to
require special attention. Alerts are created using a combination of filters and device
types. The filter defines which event types will create alerts and the device type settings
determine how the alerts should be dealt with.
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Alert Acknowledgment Options

You can configure alerts with the following options:

l Alerts can be configured to require confirmation by a system operator.
l A specific sound can be played at the PC which can be setup to continuously play
until the alert has been confirmed.

l If the hardware object generating the alert has a camera associated with it, you can
program the alert to pop-up a live video window when the specified event occurs.

l Alerts can be configured to 'Make Active Window (Top Most). This means if the
Doors.NET client is minimized and you are working in a completely different applic-
ation, the Doors.NET software will automatically come to the front of the screen
when the specified alert is generated.

l Do not Delete on Confirm - Applies to certain event types that have an opposite
event type. For example, a Monitor Point Alarm event has a reset of Monitor Point
Secure event. In those cases, where the event type being confirmed has a reset
event, the event will be marked as Confirmed and not automatically closed. The
event will only be closed when the reset event itself is confirmed. Events that do
not have a reset event from the selected device type are closed immediately. Any
of the Access Denied or Access Granted events do not have a reset event asso-
ciated with them and as such are closed upon confirmation.

l Require Notes - The alert will remain in the Alerts grid until some notes have been
added. The note must be at least 3 characters in length.

Further information about acknowledging events can be found in the 'Event Acknow-
ledgement' section.
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Setup an Alert
This next section covers setting up an alert for a door-forced event at a specific door on
the system. The alert will be setup so that it requires confirmation and also a password to
be entered by the system operator.

Filter Setup
A filter needs to be setup that includes the event type that you wish to use as an alert
(Door Forced). A filter allows you to determine which event types are generated by the
hardware object that the filter is assigned to. Therefore it is important to ensure the filter
includes all message types you wish to be displayed in Live Events. For this reason it
may be easiest to make use of the existing Standard or Concise filters. Further inform-
ation can be found in the Filters section.
1. From within the Doors.NET software, go to Setup >> Filters.
2. Click the ADD FILTER button or select the Standard filter.
3. If you added a new filter, enter a descriptive name, then save.
4. Click the Messages tab, then select all the messages you wish to be displayed by

the reader - including, of course: "Reader Contact - Forced Open" (this is the exact
message type that appears in Live Events). Remember, at this point, do not forget
to also select all the other events you wish to be displayed in Live Events.

5. Save the Message selection(s).
6. Click on the Acknowledge tab. Place a check-mark against the door forced event

type.
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7. Save the filter.

Device Type Setup
A device type now needs to be created. The device type is what handles how the alert is
acknowledged/dealt with. For this example, we will just be configuring the alert to
require a specific password before the alert can be confirmed.

1. Go to Setup >> Device Types.
2. Click the ADD DEVICE TYPE button.
3. Rename the new device type.
4. Place a check-mark against:Must Confirm.
5. Select the option: Require Password on Confirm.
6. Enter a specific password that will need to be entered by the system operator.
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7. Save the Device Type settings.

Configure the Reader
The specific reader must now be configured with the filter and device type. You will also
have to enable the require acknowledgment option again. That allows multiple readers
to be able to use the same device type but for the alerts to only be configured for certain
readers.

1. Go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
2. Navigate to the specific reader located on the hardware tree.

3. The reader properties appear on the right.
4. Ensure Advanced View is enabled for the reader.
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5. Scroll down to the Monitoring section of the reader properties.
6. Select the device type that you setup in section 3.2 and apply the filter that was cre-

ated in section 1.0.
7. Set Require Acknowledgment to Yes.

8. Save the reader settings.
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Test the Alert
You should now test the alert to ensure the event appears in Live Events and at the
same time the alert appears in the alerts grid. For the door forced event you will need to
have door contacts installed at the door, but you will also need to ensure the door con-
tact is enabled in the reader properties:

Note: The steps for enabling the door contact varies in terms of the hardware type being
used. Standard NXT controllers only need the option set to Yes. PXL and MSC con-
trollers also allow you to define whether door forced or door held events are used.

1. Enable the door contact in the reader properties.
2. Create the door forced event at the controller.
3. Ensure the exact event appears in the Live Events grid.

4. Also ensure the new alert has appeared in the alerts grid.
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Confirm the Alert
1. Enter the password.
2. The Confirm button will then go green.
3. Press the Confirm button to confirm and clear the event.

4. The alert will be cleared from the grid.
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Configure a Sound Alert
You can now also configure the alert as a 'sound alert'. When the event occurs and the
alert is created, you will have a .WAV sound continuously play at the PC until is has
been acknowledged by a system operator. There are several .wav sounds that are
included and added automatically when you install the software. The can be found at the
following default location:

C:\Keri\DoorsNET\Sounds

For this example we will continue to use the same Door Forced alert that was setup in
the previous sections.

1. Return to Device Types.
2. Select the device type that was setup and assigned to the reader.
3. Refer to the device type properties and click on the Audio tab.
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4. Select a sound from the Alarm Sound drop-down menu. This is the sound that will
be played at the PC when the alert is created.

5. You can preview the sound by clicking the speaker icon.
6. Set a Repeat value (for example: set the value to 2 and the sounds will repeat

every 2 seconds).

7. Save the settings.
8. Return to the reader located on the hardware tree.
9. Navigate to the Monitor section in the reader properties.
10. Set Enable Sounds to True.
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11. Save the reader settings.
12. Generate the alert by creating the door forced event type again at the reader.
13. As soon as the alert is created the specific sound will play at the host PC until the

alert has been confirmed.

Note: Setting up multiple device types allows you to specify a different sound to be
played for different event types, different locations or perhaps different hardware types.
Many event types also have an opposite event type (the opposite of door forced is door
closed). You can also configure the filter and the device type to play a different sound
when the door closes using the Clear Sound audio option.
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Event Acknowledgement
The acknowledgment of certain events by the operator consists of two actions: event
selection, then processing, then confirmation.

Select an Event
1. Select the event from the Alert Events display window.

2. A single click on the event will display detailed information in the processing event
form.

Process the Event
1. A double click on the event or a right-click and "Process This Message" will place

the event into the Processing events menu and the event will be marked as In Pro-
gress.

2. Alert settings are defined in Device Types.
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For example, in Device Types you can define the event to require a password before it
can be confirmed.

3. If there are text instructions these can be read from the Instructions tab.

4. The system operator can also enter any notes about the event if defined to in
Device Types. This would require a note be added regarding the event prior to con-
firming the event.
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5. Notes are added via the Notes tab or can be selected from the Available Notes
drop-down list (if any are available) - Instructions for the event will be shown.

Confirm Event
1. Once processing is complete click Confirm to acknowledge the alert or click In Pro-

gress to indicate that you are aware of the event but are not ready to confirm the
event.
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Display Colors
The Display Colors window allows you to set the colors of key event types that are dis-
played in the live events grid. It is helpful for operators who are color-blind and find it
hard to distinguish between certain colors, i.e red and gray or yellow and green and also
to highlight important, critical events, such as; access denied, door forced, controller off-
line or motion detection alarms.

Setup
To set a display color for a certain event type click on View >> Display Colors.
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l Locate the event type you wish to set a display color for, for example; Monitor Point
Alarm and Secure.

l Set the BackColor and the ForeColor (the ForeColor is the text color)

l Close the display colors pane when you have made your selection.
l When the event types display in Live Events they will be shown with your selected
color scheme.
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Event Management
Effective from Doors.NET v_3.5.1.22, historical event information is automatically
deleted on a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) basis.

Prior to version 3.5.1.22, historical event information would be automatically transferred
to separate archive databases, but ONLY if the Archive Service had been configured. If
the service had not been configured, some databases would become so large that it
would impact the retrieval of report information and the time to complete full backups.

By default, Doors.NET will now store the last 2 million system transactions, the oldest
events will then be deleted on a FIFO basis.

On a small system, 2 million transactions is likely to take months to reach, whereas on a
very large system, this amount could be reached in a matter of a few days. Therefore, the
value you set is dependent on how busy the system is and also how critical the historical
event information is.
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Configure the Maximum Number of Saved
Events
The following steps explain how to adjust the amount of events that will be saved in the
Doors.NET database:
1. Log into Doors.NET as a System Administrator.
2. Go to Setup >> System Options.
3. The different system options will be listed on the left of the window.
4. Select Advanced Options.

5. In the Advanced Options properties, locate Database >> Maximum Events.
6. You will see that the default setting is 2 million events.

7. Double-click on the default value to edit it.
8. Once you have selected a new value, save the settings.
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9. The maximum value is only restricted by the available disk space on the host PC.
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Automatically Delete Transactions Older
than 'X' Number of Days
Effective from Doors.NET v4.0.3.2 there is now the ability to delete all transaction older
than 'X' number of days (for example; anything older than 30, 60, 90, etc days). The
default setting is for this option to be disabled. By default the system will keep the last 4
million system transactions.

The following example explains how to configure the system so that it automatically dis-
poses of any events which are older than 90 days.
1. From within Doors.NET go to Setup >> System Options >> Advanced Options.

2. Locate the Database section >> Retention Days. You will see by default it is set to
'Use Max FIFO'. This means the system is using the Maximum Events value
(which by default is set to 4 million). This means, by default, the system will keep
the last 4 million system events and they are permanently deleted on a First-In-
First-Out (FIFO) basis.

3. From the Retention Days pull-down menu, select 90 days then save the settings.
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4. You can now close the System Options window.
5. The app server will now delete any transactions that are older than 90 days.

Note: When you select a Retention Days value, the FIFO setting is still in effect. So if the
system does reach the maximum event limit BEFORE the 90 days then the app server
will still delete events on a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) basis. So, you can specify the max-
imum number of records to keep (the FIFO) and specify to not keep anything older than
X days. The two options work together.

You are here: Event Monitoring > Sound Alerts
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Sound Alerts

Sound Alerts can be setup and used in the Doors.NET software to generate a sound at
the client PC for different scenarios, usually when a critical event occurs.

You may want to know when a controller goes offline, if a possible intruder is detected,
or when someone attempts to force open a door.

Different sounds can also be generated from different hardware objects on the system
even though these readers, controllers, or inputs may be generating exactly the same
event types.

The main purpose of sound alerts is to bring the alert to the attention of a system oper-
ator, such as a security guard, who may not always be watching the screen.

This procedure documents how to set up a sound alert for when a door forced event
occurs at a certain reader. The setup uses a combination of Device Types and Filters,
and it assumes Advanced View is enabled. The controller type being used is a PXL500-
2D using MS Series readers.

Sound Alerts Setup

1. The first step is to generate the required event in the Doors.NET software.

NOTE: If using PXL controllers and you also want the reader to go into 'Alarm State'
when this event occurs (beeping and red LED) then you will need to make the following
selection in the reader properties.
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2. Click Setup >> Device Types.

3. Click the Add Device Type button.

4. Highlight the default name and give the device type a new, descriptive name. Then
click save.
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5. Click on the Audio tab. The various transactions generated within Doors.NET have
different event types attributed to them. They will be either: Alarm, Trouble,
Masked, or Clear sounds. For example: Monitor Point Alarm is an 'Alarm' sound,
whereas Monitor Point - Secure is a 'Clear' sound. Be aware that not all alarm
sounds have an opposite clear sound.

6. Reader Forced is an Alarm event, so you will need to select the required sound
from the Alarm Sound drop-down list. The sounds that display in the list are .WAV
files that are stored in the following directory of a default installation: C:\Ker-
i\DoorsNET\Sounds.

7. There are several sound files added to a default system automatically, but you can
add your own .WAV files to this directory so that they will become available for
selection within the Device Type Audio setup. Select a sound to play at the PC
when the door is forced.
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8. A filter now needs to be setup and then assigned to the reader. This is so the spe-
cific event type can be defined and set for acknowledgment - the event will then be
treated as an alert.

9. Click Setup >> Filters.

10. Click the Add Filter button, change the default description, then click save.

11. Go to the Messages tab then locate the exact event that you wish to use.
12. You should also select any other events that you wish to be displayed from this

hardware object. Any events that are not selected will be suppressed and therefore
will not appear in live events.

13. Next step; go to the Acknowledge tab - all the previously selected events will be
listed. Place a check-mark against the event you wish to use for the sound alert.

14. Then save .
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15. Locate and highlight the reader in the hardware tree - Setup >> Hardware Setup >>
All.

16. In the reader properties, scroll down to the Monitoring section.
17. Assign the device type, assign the filter, then set Require Acknowledgment and

Sound Alerts both to Yes.
18. Then save .
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19. The next time the Reader Forced event occurs at this reader it will appear in the
Alerts grid and the sound selected in the device type setup will be generated and
as configured, it will repeat every 2 seconds until an operator confirms it.
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Pop-Up Alerts
Version 3.5.1.21 of Doors.NET supports what is known in the industry as Pop-Up Alerts.

When a hardware object (input, reader, controller, etc) is configured with this setting it
will cause the Doors.NET user interface to become the 'Top-Most' application and the
alerts grid will also come to the front (even if the Alerts grid has been closed).This fea-
ture works well with Sound Alerts for a greater level of event notification.

This article explains how to setup an input on a 4x4 as a Pop-Up Alert trigger when it is
activated.

Setup Procedure
l Got to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
l Add an NXT 4x4 module to one of the controller's buses.

l Expand the 4x4 inputs and rename that one that will be used as the pop-up event
trigger (the alert will be generated when the input goes active).

l Save.

l Go to Setup >> Device Types.
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l Click the Add Device Type button and rename the new device type.
l SelectMake Active Window (Top Most) and Must Confirm.
l Save.

l Next, go to Setup >> Filters.

l Click the Add Filter button.
l Rename and then save the new filter.
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l Click the Messages tab and select the specific Monitor Point - Alarm and Monitor
Point - Secure message types.

l Save.
l Go to the Acknowledge tab and place a tick againstMonitor Point - Alarm.

l Save the filter settings once more.

l Now, you would need to go to the hardware tree again and select the input on the
4x4 which you have dedicated.

l Ensure Advanced View is enabled so you can see all the hardware properties.

l Scroll down the input properties and locate Monitoring (near the bottom of the
grid).

l Apply the Filter and Device Type that you recently created.
l Set Require Acknowledgment to Yes.
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l Save the input settings.
l Activate the input while Doors.NET is minimized and you will see the user inter-
face become the top-most application.

l Close down the alerts grid and just have the Hardware Setup page open, for
example. The Alerts page will then automatically open when the alert is generated.
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Event Video Recording

Another one of the most powerful features in the Doors.NET software is the ability to
integrate video cameras with the access control hardware. For example, to create a short
20 or 30 second clip when a door forced event happens or if a cardholder is denied
access at a certain door. The standard version of Doors.NET comes with Reflections
Express, which allows you to add up to 4 video devices. Doors.NET supports many dif-
ferent video devices currently on the market as well as the ability to add newer devices
in the future using a Plugin library. Recorded video clips can be retrieved and viewed by
running reports or from the Live Events grid as they appear.

This section covers event driven video recording. Refer to Setup Express Video for
information on camera configuration within the software.

Setup Event Recording
This setup example assumes that a camera (an Axis MX 1011) has already been added
to the system. Certain configuration parameters may vary slightly depending upon the
camera type you are using.

We will create a 30 second video clip from a Reader Contact - Door Forced event as this
is the kind of event that may indicate a suspect intruder is possibly trying to break into a
part of the building. This procedure assumes you have Advanced View enabled.

1. Begin by assigning the camera. In this example, the camera will be assigned to a
reader connected to a PXL-500P controller.

2. Click on Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
3. To view and check the name of the camera(s) in the software, expand the Cameras

node at the bottom of the hardware tree.
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4. With the camera highlighted ensure that within the camera properties the Record-
ing Behavior > Post-Alarm Buffer is set to 30 seconds.

5. Locate the reader to be assigned to the camera.

6. In the reader properties, scroll down to the Monitoring section and locate the Video
Camera selection drop-down list, select the camera from the list and click save.
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7. Now that the reader is associated with the camera, every time the reader is high-
lighted a live video icon will become selectable from the Video ribbon option at the
top of the screen.

8. Click this icon and a live video window will appear, as shown.
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9. Now a filter must be setup which will define the event that will generate the recor-
ded clip.

10. From the Setup tab click Filters.

11. Add a new filter, give it a descriptive name and click save.
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12. From the Messages tab select the message: "Reader Contact - Forced Open."

13. From the Acknowledge tab place a tick against the selected message type.
14. Click save.

15. From the video tab, tick the selected message, then also tick 'Record - Camera'.
16. Save a final time.
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17. The event is now generated at the controller by opening the door contacts. It will
appear in Live Events.

18. Assign the new filter to the reader via Reader Properties >> Monitoring.

19. Now, whenever this specified event occurs (at this reader) a 30 second video clip
will be generated - this is signified by a blue paperclip icon that appears adjacent
to the event in Live Events. If you click on the + sign to the left of the paperclip, the
video clip information will display.

20. Finally, double-click the event information. A video window will then appear and
you will be able to playback the video clip.
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Retrieving Video Clips Via Reports
By default the Report Wizard does not include video files, they have to be enabled.

Some of the systems transaction may have video clips associated with them. If there are
cameras on the system and Event Video Recording has been setup you will need to
'Include Video'. If there is a video clip associated with the event it will have a small blue
paperclip icon adjacent to the event in the 'Icon' column. You can also retrieve and view
the recorded video file. A video window will appear when you click on the recorded
video event. From there you can play, replay, pause, rewind, forward, etc.

Perform the following to retrieve recorded video clips.

1. On the first page of the Transaction Report Wizard deselect 'Use Default Sorting,
Card Detail, Video Options and Archives'.
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2. Click Next.
3. From the Video Options drop-down list select Include Video.

4. Click the Next button again.
5. Click the Run Report button and the report will appear behind the Transaction

Report Wizard window.
6. Close the Report Wizard window to view the report.
7. The next step is to enable the Icon field in the report grid...
8. ... Click on the Field Chooser icon.

9. Scroll down the list of available fields and select Icon.
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10. If there are video clips associated with any of the events you will see a blue paper-
click in the icon field.

11. Click on the expander to the left of the paperclip icon.
12. You will then see the video clip information.

13. You can now double-click the video event. A video window will appear and will
playback the recorded video stream.
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See Device Types for further information about setup and assignment to the reader.
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Setup Reflections Express Video
Reflections Express™ is the basic video client provided with Doors.NET. Reflections
Express can be configured for up to four cameras, displaying a live view from one cam-
era at a time. Keri's Reflections Video Client provides expanded video capability. Please
contact your Keri Sales Representative for further information on the full Reflections™
Video Client.

This section covers camera configuration within the standard Doors.NET client.

Refer to Event Video Recording for information on event driven video recording.

NOTE: You must have installed the video camera's driver software (provided with the
camera) and the camera hardware prior to performing these steps.

Camera Hardware Setup

Before setting up Reflections Express you must have enabled the Advanced View fea-
ture set to allow access to the video feature.

l Click on the Setup Tab.
l Click on the Hardware Setup ribbon icon. If Advanced View has been enabled a
Cameras Tab appears in the Hardware Setup window.

l Click on the All Tab.

l Click the Cameras device listing and an Add Cameras ribbon icon appears. You
can add up to four cameras.

l Click the Add Cameras ribbon icon and a camera configuration dialog box
appears.
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l Select your camera type from the pull-down menu list and click Add.

l The selected camera is added to the Cameras tree.
l Repeat this process for each camera in the system up to a maximum of four.

Camera Software Configuration
l Select the Cameras Tab.
l Select the camera to configure.
l Click the Advanced View icon in the data pane to display the camera configuration
parameters.

l Enter the camera operating parameters into the data pane. Fields that are grayed
out are not editable.
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Camera Operating Parameters
Camera Identification

l Name - enter a user-friendly name given to the camera, typically to make it easy to
identify in an event message or report.

l Description - enter a physical description of the camera.

Classification
l Scope - identify if the camera is an indoor or outdoor device.
l Priority - set the order of precedence (level of priority) for video call up on alarm,
the range is from 1 (highest) to 99 (lowest).

l Timezone - set the timezone in which the camera is located.
l Category - a user-definable field for further camera identification/description.
l Location - enter a description of the physical location of the camera.

Recording Behavior
l Pre-Alarm Buffer - set the number of seconds of pre event video that should be
saved when an event-triggered video is recorded. The range is from 0 to 60
seconds. The default is 10 seconds.
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l Post-Alarm Buffer - set the number of seconds of post event video that should be
saved when an event-triggered video is recorded. The range is from 0 to 60
seconds. The default is 10 seconds.

l Video CODEC - select the video CODEC to use for encoding/recording video. This
list will only include CODECs that are available to your PC's video system.

Buffer Settings
l Size - set the video buffer length (the amount of video storage space, in minutes).
The range is from 0 to 30 minutes. A buffer size of 0 minutes means there will be
no video rewind as there would be no buffer into which video would have been
stored.

l Quality - set the quality of the video stored in the buffer. Values range from record-
ing full-motion video to recording in "X" second intervals or in every "X" number of
frames.

l Recording Type - set the recording type. The type can be video, a single snap
shot, or a burst of snap shots.

Provider Settings
l Settings - allows you to set specific video operating parameters for the selected
camera. Default values are automatically entered. Expand the data tree to view/set
non-standard operating parameters.

l Camera Number - set the camera number for the video source (1 to 4).
l Frame Rate - set the frame rate. This is the number of frames to record per
second.

l Resolution - set the frame resolution. This is pixel dimensions for the video
window.

l Source Address - set the source address of the camera. This could be an IP
address, file name, or URL.

l Stream Type - set the stream type to be displayed mpeg versus mjpeg. mpeg
provides better data compression, but may not provide a clear a picture as
mjpeg.

l User Name - enter the user name set in the camera's driver.
l User Password - enter the password set in the camera's driver.

l ID - displays the camera provider ID.
l Name - displays the camera name.
l Manufacturer - displays the camera manufacturer.
l Camera Type - displays the type of camera.
l Revision - displays the camera revision.
l Video Quality - set the video interpolation mode which determines how much video
quality should be retained to allow for resizing the video.
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l Click the Save button.
l A Save Changes dialog box appears. Click Yes to save all entered operating para-
meters.

l The camera is now configured for operation.
l Repeat this process for each camera in the system up to a maximum of four.

Verify Video Operation
Once camera hardware and software configuration is complete you can verify video oper-
ation.

l Select the Camera Tab.
l Select a Camera to operate.
l Click the Live Video icon on the ribbon.

l A video window opens and after a several second delay for the video buffer to fill
the camera view appears.
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Email/SMS Automation
Email/SMS Automation allows an operator to create a macro that will automatically send
a message via email or SMS whenever a specific trigger occurs. The instructions below
are based on a specific example of creating an Email/SMS message that is sent
whenever a Door Forced Alarm is generated at a specific door.

Advanced View must be enabled for this option to appear on the Ribbon Bar.

There are five steps to Automating Email/SMS messages.

1. Create the Macro
2. Create the Trigger
3. Configure the Linkage Service
4. Verify the Macro is Operational
5. Link the Hardware to the Macro

Click the Email/SMS ribbon icon to open the Global Linkage window.

Create the Macro
The Macro is the action to be performed when a trigger condition is met.

1. Click the Macro Tab. Click the Add New button to create a Macro entry.

2. Click on the New Macro entry to enable Macro Properties.
3. Enter a descriptive name into the Description field. This name is copied into the cor-

responding menu-tree field as it is entered in the Properties field.
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4. Click the Add Macro Item button.
5. Enter a description for the Action Type. This name is copied into the corresponding

menu-tree field as it is entered in the Properties field.

6. Select the Macro Item Type - This field defines the communication method the
macro will use to send messages.

l Email
l SMS (text message)

7. Fill in the information fields according to the Item Type selected:
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For Email

l Enter your message recipients in the To, CC, and BCC fields. Separate multiple
recipients with a comma (,).

l Enter a Subject.
l Select a Priority level if desired.
l Enter the message Body.

l The Body field has variable values taken from the database that can be inserted
into the text. Right-click within the Body field and a pull-down list appears. This vari-
able list applies for both Email and SMS options.

o Timestamp GMT
o Timestamp Controller
o Timestamp Server
o Description (Location)
o Message Description
o Detail
o Cardnumber
o Last Name
o First Name
o Middle Name
o Controller Description
o Gateway Description
o Additional Fields:

n Access Group ID
n Camera ID
n Device Type ID
n Gateway ID
n Global Link ID
n Message ID
n Object ID
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n Route ID
n SPM ID

For SMS

l Enter your message recipients in the Phone Number field. Separate multiple recip-
ients with a comma (,).

l Select a cell phone carrier from the pull-down list.
l Enter the message Body.

8. Save the Macro.

Create the Trigger
The Macro will execute when the Trigger condition is met.

1. Click the Trigger Tab. Click the Add New button to create a Trigger entry.

2. Click on the New Global Trigger entry to enable Trigger Properties.
3. Enter a descriptive name into the Description field. This name is copied into the cor-

responding menu-tree field as it is entered in the Properties field.
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4. Click the Enabled check-box to enable the Trigger.
5. Click the Condition Type pull-down menu and select a condition type. The Condi-

tion Type refers to the source where a change in the source's condition should be
checked to see if it meets the trigger's criteria.

6. Click the Add Condition button.

7. Click on the New Condition entry to enable Condition Properties.
8. Enter a descriptive name into the Description field. This name is copied into the cor-

responding menu-tree field as it is entered in the Properties field.
9. Click the Enabled check-box to enable the Condition.
10. Click the Enable Time Constraint pull-down menu and select a Time Schedule dur-

ing which this Trigger should be active.
11. Click the Macro pull-down menu and select the Macro this Trigger should activate.
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12. Select the Message Type to be applied to the Condition from the pull-down list of
Available Message Types in the Properties pane.

13. Save the Trigger.
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Configure the Linkage Service
The Linkage Service makes the communication connection that sends out the contents
of the Macro. Linkage Service configuration is done in the License Manager program
(LicenseManager.exe). This program is found in the Keri\DoorsNet\ folder.

Linkage Service settings are already configured for major cell phone carriers, but must
be configured for Email. These instructions assume you are familiar with the network con-
figuration settings for your Email system, in particular the SMTP Host and Email Server
Port values.

1. Navigate to the Keri\DoorsNet folder, locate, and open the LicenseManager.exe
program.

2. Click the Global Linkage Service menu option.
3. Click the Settings button.
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Email Settings
1. Click the Email Settings tab.
2. Make edits according to the type of Email service you use. Keri recommends using

the Simple Email option and not using the HTML option for maximum compatibility
with multiple Email systems.

3. Click the Save button.
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4. Click the Close button to exit the License Manager.

SMS Settings
1. Click the SMS Settings tab. Default SMS settings are already entered for many

major carriers.
2. If your carrier is not listed you may consider co-opting one of the existing carriers

and entering the SMS setting for your carrier. Remember to use this co-opted car-
rier in your SMS Macro definition.

3. Click the Save button if you have made a change. Otherwise, click the X-box to
close the window.
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4. Click the Close button to exit the License Manager.

Verify the Macro is Operational
1. Right click on the Macro name and a pull-down menu appears.
2. Select Execute and the Macro runs.
3. Verify you have the expected result. Per the Macro described above, you should

receive both Email and SMS messages.

Link the Hardware to the Macro
These instructions will vary slightly depending upon the type of trigger that was created.
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1. Click the Setup Tab at the top of the Doors.NET program.
2. Click the Hardware Setup ribbon icon. The Hardware Setup window opens.
3. Click the tab that corresponds to the Condition Type chosen for your trigger: Con-

trol Point, Controller, Monitor Point, Panel, Reader, Situation Manager.
4. Click an entry to which the Macro should be applied.

5. Enable the Parameter Pane Advanced View .
6. Scroll down the Parameter List until the Monitoring section appears.
7. Click the Global Trigger field and select the desired Trigger from the pull-down list.

8. Save the selection.
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9. The Email/SMS Automation Task is now complete.
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Reports
Doors.NET software includes many different default report types which are included in
the standard version of the software. Reports can be run at any time on Cardholders,
Transactions, Reader Access and Hardware properties.

When the controllers are online, all the events, by default, are detected and appear in the
Live Events grid as they happen. However, running reports allows you to retrieve event
information specific to a certain reader, a specific cardholder, cardholders in a certain
access group, certain controllers or doors.

The report information is very quickly extracted from the SQL database and displayed in
an easy to understand format, together with a variety of display options, such as different
views and the ability to search by column headers such as by timestamp, numerically by
cardnumber or alphabetically by card name or door name.

Reports can be accessed via the Reports link in the software and the report groups are
defined with an icon.
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Reports - Cardholders
1. To run reports on Cardholders in the Doors.NET system click on the reports tab >>

Cardholders.

2. When the Cardholder reports page opens you will see the following window.

3. You can retrieve cardholder-specific event information using a variety of search
types. The Search Type drop-down list is where you select which Cardholder
report you wish to run. Click the down arrow to expand the following list:

l Cardholders (All)
l Cardholders with last name of ?
l Cardholders with first name of ?
l Cardholders with at least 1 credential
l Cardholders with Deactivated cards
l Cardholders with Active Cards
l Cardholders in an Access Group
l Cardholders in a Cost Centre
l Cardholders in a Department
l Cardholders in a Location
l Cardholders from a County (Work)
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l Cardholders from a County (Home)
l Cardholders from a City (Work)
l Cardholders from a City (Home)
l Cardholders from a Postal Code (Work)
l Cardholders from a Postal Code (Home)
l Cardholders from an Address (Work)
l Cardholders from an Address (Home)
l Cardholders with an Expiration Reason of ?
l Cardholders with an Activation date between X and Y
l Cardholders with a Deactivation date between X and Y
l Cardholders with Hire date between X and Y
l Cardholders with enabled Vacation date between X and Y
l Cardholders with Never Expire = True
l Cardholders with Temporary = True
l Cardholders in a CardStatus
l Cardholders with an Issue Code of X
l Cardholders with a PIN
l Cardholders without a PIN
l Cardholders with No Activity

4. The Search Criteria fields become available for input depending on the Search
Type selected. For example, the report 'Cardholders with a last name of...' will
require you to input the last name into the Search String Field.

5. If you select the Search Type Cardholders in an Access Group you will need to
select the Access Group from the Access Groups drop-down list.
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6. There are several different Views that can be selected from the drop-down list. For
example, here is how the Corporate selection will appear.

7. The 'Show multiple records selection' will display an individual record for each
cardholder, access group and credential combination. For example, two card-
holder records will appear with the same name if you run the Cardholders (All)
report and a cardholder has more than one credential or more than one access
group assigned to them.
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8. It is also easy to export the information as a PDF, Excel or XPS document. After
you have generated the report, click the circular icon in the top left and from the
drop-down list you will see the export options.
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9. Then just navigate to a destination folder, change the default name of the file if
desired and then click save.
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Reports - Transactions

Effective from version 3.5.1.22, a series of improvements have been made to simplify
and speed up the process of creating transaction reports. Most noticeably is the report
wizard, which replaces the previous method of selecting your report criteria from a single
page. In addition to this help file there are also useful on-screen instructions displayed in
the wizard in blue text.

Transaction Reports Wizard
The transaction reports wizard is very easy to use. It is also very flexible and allows you
to quickly define your search criteria, edit and then preview your reports and then save or
export your generated reports.

1. To run transaction reports in Doors.NET click on the Reports tab >> Transactions.
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2. The report wizard will immediately open.

3. There are many different transaction report types available, allowing you to custom
build your reports from scratch.

4. If you run a report using the default selections, the generated report will consist of:

- The Past 7 Days
- All Cardholders
- All Hardware
- All Message Types

5. In short, it will give you every transaction generated by the system during the past 7
days, so on large systems with a lot of activity there probably will be several thou-
sand records returned.
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6. A system transaction can be an event generated at a reader (access granted,
access denied, door forced or door held, door opened/closed or remote temporary
unlock) and there are also software-initiated events, such as: client login, gateway
online/offline, operator request status or time schedule activated.

7. The available report types are as follows:

l All Messages
l All Messages from Cardholder
l All Messages from Cardholder, MessageType
l All Messages from Control Point
l All Messages from Control Point, MessageType
l All Messages from Controller
l All Messages from Controller, Cardholder
l All Messages from Controller, Cardholder, MessageType
l All Messages from Controller, MessageType
l All Messages from Gateway
l All Messages from Gateway, Cardholder
l All Messages from Gateway, Cardholder, MessageType
l All Messages from Gateway, MessageType
l All Messages from MessageType
l All Messages from Monitor Point
l All Messages from Monitor Point, MessageType
l All Messages from Panel
l All Messages from Panel, MessageType
l All Messages from Reader
l All Messages from Reader, Cardholder
l All Messages from Reader, Cardholder, MessageType
l All Messages from Reader, MessageType
l All Messages from Search
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l Last X Messages from Cardholder
l Last X Messages from Cardholder, MessageType
l Last X Messages from Control Point
l Last X Messages from Control Point, MessageType
l Last X Messages from Controller
l Last X Messages from Controller, Cardholder
l Last X Messages from Controller, Cardholder, MessageType
l Last X Messages from Controller, MessageType
l Last X Messages from Gateway
l Last X Messages from Gateway, Cardholder
l Last X Messages from Gateway, Cardholder, MessageType
l Last X Messages from MessageType
l Last X Messages from Monitor Point
l Last X Messages from Monitor Point, MessageType
l Last X Messages from Panel
l Last X Messages from Panel, MessageType
l Last X Messages from Reader
l Last X Messages from Reader, Cardholder
l Last X Messages from Reader, Cardholder, MessageType
l Last X Messages from Reader, MessageType
l Last X Messages from Search

Example Transaction Report
A typical report might be for a specific reader, a specific cardholder and for specific event
types. In this example, a report will be run on the front door for a specific cardholder and
the event type will be Access Granted during the past 24 hours.

1. From the first page of the report wizard, click on Select Date Time Range. You
can then manually input a start date and time and an end date and time for the
report.

2. As previously mentioned, by default the time range is the past 7 days, so the end
date will be today's date and the start date will be 7 days previous.

3. Change the start date and end date to cover the past 24 hour time period.
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4. Select Yes to limit the report to specific cardholders.
5. Select Yes to limit the report to specific hardware locations.
6. Select Yes to limit the report to specific message types.

7. Click the Next button to go to the cardholder selection screen.
8. By default, the cardholders are sorted alphabetically by last name, so click the

expander to the left of the last name letter of the cardholder.
9. Place a check mark against a specific cardholder.

10. Click the Next button to go to the hardware selection page.
11. Place a check mark against Reader. All readers on the system will then be dis-

played.
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12. Select the reader you wish to use for the report.

13. Click Next for the available message types.
14. The message selection screen will list, by default, all the messages in the data-

base that exist for the selected hardware. Next to each message type is the count
of how many messages of each type. If you deselect this option you will then see
the entire list of all message types that can be generated by this hardware object.

15. Select the Access Granted message type.
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16. Click the Next button again.
17. On the final page of the report wizard you just have to click the green Run Report

button.

18. You will then see the results of the report.

Note: You can run reports on multiple cardholders, on multiple hardware selections and
for multiple event types.

Adjusting the Report Criteria
Once you have generated a report, it is very simple and easy to go back and adjust the
search criteria.

Note: You can select multiple hardware types, multiple cardholders and multiple mes-
sage types.

To adjust the criteria for a new report, you simply:
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1. Click on Select Date Time Ranges

2. You will then be back on the first page of the report wizard.
3. Specify a new time and date range if you wish to then click Next.
4. Select a different cardholder, or additional cardholders, click Next.

5. Select a different hardware object (different gateway, control, reader, input or out-
put) or select additional hardware objects, click Next.
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6. Select a different message type or additional message types, click Next.
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7. Click the Run Report icon again and a new report will be created.

Including Video
By default the Report Wizard does not include video files, they have to be enabled.

Some of the system transactions may have video clips associated with them. If there are
cameras on the system and Event Video Recording has been setup you will need to
'Include Video'. If there is a video clip associated with the event it will have a small blue
paperclip icon adjacent to the event in the 'Icon' column. You can also retrieve and view
the recorded video file. A video window will appear when you click on the recorded
video event. From there you can play, replay, pause, rewind, forward, etc.

Perform the following to retrieve recorded video clips.

1. On the first page of the Transaction Report Wizard deselect 'Use Default Sorting,
Card Detail, Video Options and Archives'.

2. Click Next.
3. From the Video Options drop-down list select Include Video.

4. Click the Next button again.
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5. Click the Run Report button and the report will appear behind the Transaction
Report Wizard window.

6. Close the Report Wizard window to view the report.
7. The next step is to enable the Icon field in the report grid...
8. ... Click on the Field Chooser icon.

9. Scroll down the list of available fields and select Icon.

10. If there are video clips associated with any of the events you will see a blue paper-
click in the icon field.
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11. Click on the expander to the left of the paperclip icon.
12. You will then see the video clip information.

13. You can now double-click the video event. A video window will appear and will
playback the recorded video stream.

Transaction Event Analytics
The Analytics option provides you with a full list of ALL the events that have been gen-
erated by the system. This can be useful for finding out if the system is generating a lot of
specific event type, such as anti-passback violations, door held/ door forced, controller
offline or access denied events. You can then use this information to recommend
improved methods of best practice for users of the access control system.

1. From the first screen of the Report Wizard place a checkmark against the Ana-
lytics selection.
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2. As this options generates all the system events you will notice that the cardholder,
hardware and message type selections are all greyed-out.

3. Click Next.
4. Click Run Report Button.
5. The analytics report will then appear and will display all events which have been

generated by the system, along with a percentage value indicating which event
types occur most often.
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Printing and Previewing
Once the report has been generated it can be printed directly from the software, or it can
be previewed prior to printing.

1. To print the report, simply click on the Print icon.

2. A print window will appear.
3. Select the destination printer.
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4. Click OK.
5. To preview the report prior to printing, simply click on the Print Preview icon.

Exporting a Report
As well as printing you also have the option to export a report as an Excel, PDF or XPS
document.

1. Once you have clicked the Run Report icon click the drop-down arrow to the right
of the Export button.
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2. You will see the 3 available export formats.

3. Select the format you wish to use.
4. Windows Explorer will immediately open a window so you can browse to a des-

tination folder.

5. Enter a name for the report, then click Save.

6. Navigate to the destination folder where you will see you report as a single doc-
ument.
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Saving Reports
Once you have defined and run your report it can be easily saved and will then be avail-
able for selection in the saved reports drop down list.

You can save any type of report that you create using the report wizard, for example,
reports for: a certain group of people, a certain group of doors or spanning over a specific
time period, specific event types or specific individuals.

1. On the last screen of the report wizard, click the Run Report icon to generate your
report.

2. The report information will appear in the report records grid.
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3. In the Description field, enter a new description for the report.

4. Click the Save icon.

5. The next time you run the report wizard the saved report will be available for selec-
tion.
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Reports - Reader Access
1. Click Reports > Reader Access.

2. The reader access reports provides you with information about who has access to
a reader, what access group they are in and the times and days of the week they
can access.

3. You can run a report on all readers, or on just selected readers.

4. When you have made your selected click the Execute Query button and the inform-
ation will appear on the preview page.
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5. This information can also be sorted by columns, i.e by cardnumber, first name, last
name or access group.

NOTE: You will see multiple records if cardholders have more than 1 credential or
access group assigned.

6. As with all the Doors.NET reports, this information can be printed or exported as an
Excel, PDF or XPS document.
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Reports - Hardware
Hardware Reports allow you to run a report on the properties and configuration of all the
hardware on the system. This includes: Controllers, Device Types, Doors, Inputs, Mag-
stripe Library, Network Camera, Outputs, Panels and the Wiegand Library.

1. To run Hardware Configuration Reports click Reports - Hardware.

2. Select one of the Report Types from the drop-down list, for example, Controller.
Basic controller information will be displayed immediately in the grid for all con-
trollers in the system.

3. Use the Field Chooser to select and deselect which columns you wish to see dis-
played in the properties grid.

4. From the Field Chooser window place a tick against the properties you wish to see
displayed. Uncheck those you do not wish to see.
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5. Use the View drop-down list to change the display of the grid.

6. In addition, you can select 'Card View' as an alternative to the grid layout.
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7. As with all the Doors.NET Reports you can print the information directly or it can be
exported and saved as an Excel, PDF or XPS document. Click the circular icon in
the upper-left corner of the user-interface to locate the Print/Export options.
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Software Permissions
The system uses a combination of database rights and account types to control what
information is presented to the individual system operators when they log in to Door-
s.NET. The database rights are linked to the user group that the user belongs to, i.e Man-
agers.

Note that this a virtual permissions table as the users and user groups are not part of the
SQL Users table but simply a table in the database that the Application Server uses to
determine which data to return. This is done by linking a user group to different locations
and access groups. The locations tab configures which controllers that the user group is
allowed to manipulate.

Those that are unchecked will not be shown to any login in that user group. In the
example below, the Managers user group will only see the second controller. It will
appear that there is only 1 controller on the Gateway when in fact there are two. By not
being able to “see” the first controller, the logins in the Managers user group will not be
able to configure, override, receive messages, or run reports on the first controller.

The second part of the virtual database permissions is the Access Groups tab. The sys-
tem administrator must assign Access Groups to a user group. This controls what is
shown in the access group and cardholder menus.
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Finally, there is the Routing tab. A route is part of the event message notification and
only user groups that have a route assigned can receive message from the hardware
with the same route. This allows the system administrator to configure a user login that
receives message from only 1 part of the system.

Application Permissions

Operator Permissions
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System Operators

Create a new System Administrator
It is a very quick and simple process to add an additional system administrator. By
default, all system administrators have full permission to access all the hardware, plus
all access groups and other main features, software sections and tasks.
1. From the General tab, double-click the System Administrators entry in the left hand

pane. When it expands the default 'admin' user name is displayed.

2. Enter information into the following fields:
l Description - Allows you to change the default name if you wish
l User Name - Enter a new username
l Password - Enter a password for the new user
l Confirm New Password - Re-enter the same password for confirmation
l Account Type - From the drop-down list ensure System Administrators is selected
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6. Now click the Add Login button. The new user name will be added to the System
Administrators user group, along with the default 'admin' account.

7. Click Save.

Adding a User with Restricted Rights
Add a User Name and Password
1. From the general tab click the Add Group button to add a new user group to Door-

s.NET.

2. Change the default name to something descriptive.
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3. Add a new user name, a password, then confirm the password.

4. Set the account type to Manager, for example.

5. Click the Add Login button and the new username will appear beneath the new
user group name in the left pane.

6. Click Save.
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Operators Permissions
The Operators Permissions feature allows you to create software users and operator
groups. You can then assign different permissions to the groups, (so that certain features
can be hidden/shown for the different users). User account types can be restricted to
view only certain controllers and/or only certain access groups. Routes can also be
assigned so the software users will only be able to see events generated from hardware
that has that same route(s) assigned to it. Users can also be set audit permissions.

The software supports an unlimited number of additional users and user groups, how-
ever, the number of users that can connect at any one time is dependent upon the Applic-
ation Server's client license count. The standard Doors.NET software includes one
licensed client connection.

1. Click Setup >> Operators Permissions.

2. The Application Server authenticates each user 'login' and assigns a unique ses-
sion identifier for the duration of the user's connection.
There are six tabs in the Operator Permissions setup section:

l General - create individual operator permission levels and add new user accounts
l Permissions - set the individual, specific tasks on which operator are allowed to
perform operations

l Locations - set which gateways and controllers within the gateways on which oper-
ator are allowed to perform operations

l Access Groups - set which access groups on which the operator is allowed to per-
form operations

l Routing - used to restrict the viewing of events, (from hardware with routes
assigned)

l Audit - review events and operations performed by operators

Set Software Permissions
The second tab is Permissions. The software uses a combination of database rights and
account types to control what an operator can 'see' when they login. The permissions tab
in Operator Setup controls the display of menus (i,e hide the buttons on the main
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toolbars). Application Permissions are then applied to settings within those menu items.
The Permissions are most commonly used to cut down on the number of menu items
shown.

1. Scroll through the Operators list and select an operator group to which permissions
should be assigned.

2. Scroll through the properties grid and for each line item, select the permission level
you wish to allow.

3. Depending upon the Permission type, the setting options are either Show or Hide,
or there will be three options: Full Control, View-Only, or Hidden.
As an example, you may want the 'Security Management' Operators to view, but
not be able to Add Cardholders, or Activate/Deactivate Cardholders. Select View-
Only and when a 'Security Management' user logs into Doors.NET they will be
able to go into Cardholders, but the Add button will be grayed-out.
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In addition, if a credential is highlighted in a cardholder record you will notice that it's
also not possible to change the status.

4. Click Save.

Adding Locations
The Locations tab configures which controllers the user group is allowed to manipulate.
Those that are unchecked will not be shown to any login in that user group. In the
example below, the Security Management user group will only see the first PXL500 con-
troller listed on the London Office PXL gateway. It will appear to them as though there is
only 1 PXL on the gateway when in fact there are two. By not being able to 'see' the
second controller, the logins in this user group will not be able to configure, override,
receive messages, or run reports on the second PXL500.

1. Scroll through the list of Available Locations and select the ones you wish this oper-
ator to view.

2. Click Save.
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3. Now, if the operator views Hardware Setup there will only be the selected con-
troller and selected gateway listed in the hardware tree - the first controller in the
London Office gateway.

Adding Access Groups
The third part of the virtual database permissions is the Access Groups tab. The system
administratormust assign access groups to a user group. This controls what is shown in
the access group and cardholder menus. In the access group menu, the list of available
access groups will be the ones the system administrator has assigned. They will also be
the ones available to assign access rights to a cardholder in the cardholder menu, and
they will be used when the user searches the cardholder database. For example, sup-
pose the cardholder database has 100 entries with the last name of 'Smith' and of those
30 are assigned to an access group named "Executives." When a user in the Security
Management user group performs a search for cardholders with the last name of 'Smith',
only those 30 records will be shown in the search results. This is because the other 70
cardholders do not have an access group assigned that is in the available access
groups for the Security Managers.
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1. To configure the access groups for a specific user group, select the user group and
click on the Access Groups tab. The entire list of all access groups is displayed.

2. A check mark indicates that the selected access group will be available to the
selected user group.

3. Click save.

Adding Routing
In addition to controlling which hardware items are available through Location assign-
ment, and the search limits imposed by the access group assignment, the user group
can also be assigned one or more routes. A route is part of the event message noti-
fication and only user groups that have a route assigned can receive messages from the
hardware which also has the same routes assigned. This allows the system admin-
istrator to configure a user login that receives messages from just a selection of hard-
ware (i.e from certain readers in certain locations).

1. To configure a user groups for a specific route, select the user group and click on
the Routing tab. The entire list of all routs is displayed.
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2. A check mark indicates that the selected route will be available to the selected
user group.

3. Click save.

Auditing Operator Permissions
The Audit section in Operator Permissions allows you to view all of an operator's login
sessions and activity. This is viewed by user, not by user group.

1. Select the user whose operator permissions you wish to audit.

2. Click on the Audit tab.
3. Click the Search button to retrieve login information for the selected user using the

default date of today's date. The start time is the time that the user logged in.

4. You can expand each one to view what activity was performed by that user. If there
is no information then the + will disappear when you click it.
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Application Permissions
The Application Permissions use the Account Type to determine which menus are hid-
den or disabled from the user. This is in addition to the user group settings which control
which Gateways, Controllers, Access Groups, and indirectly, the Cardholders.

This is achieved by assigning permissions to Operator Account Types which are, in turn,
assigned to individual operators.

Application Permission types include:

l Access Groups - assignment of access groups to cardholders
l Cardholders - creating and editing of configuration information, downloading to con-
trollers, and viewing restricted information

l Photo ID - access to the photo ID badging feature
l Device Types - creating and editing device categories used by event notification
options

l Filters - creating and editing filters
l Diagnostics - access to system diagnostic information
l Communication Channels - access to client connection diagnostics
l Weekly Schedules - creating and editing weekly schedules
l Holidays - creating and editing holiday schedules

Manual/Override Hardware Operations include:

l Control Points - activating, deactivating, and configuring control point output relays
l Monitor Points - masking, unmasking, and configuring monitoring point inputs
l Readers - setting reader mode, event masking, and configuring readers
l Panels - performing firmware updates and configuring panels
l Controllers - connecting, disconnecting, performing firmware updates, configuring
controllers, and setting time zone values

To access Application Permissions go to Setup >> Application Permissions.
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Application Menu Items
The menu items relate to which icons will be highlighted when the users logs into the
software.

1. To change the default menu permissions, select the desired menu and check or
uncheck the Account Type allowed for this menu, then click save button on the
main toolbar to commit your changes.

2. If a user is added to the account type 'Viewers' and you don't want them to see
Access Groups, for example, then you just have to make sure there is no tick, as
highlighted here:

3. When the user logs in the User Manager icons from the home tab will be displayed
as follows:
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Override Commands
As an example, you may also want to restrict how much control operators have over the
hardware in the system.
For example, if you do not want the software users to be able to reset, connect, or dis-
connect controllers or then ensure these settings are not ticked.

1. Scroll through the list and select/deselect the options per the desired level of con-
trol.

2. If the user then right-clicks a controller in the hardware tree the Connect, Dis-
connect, and Reset options are grayed-out.
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Change Operator Password Strength
Effective from Doors.NET v_4.0.2 is it now possible to increase the required strength of
the operator passwords. Once set, all operator passwords will be required to meet the
minimum password level.

Doors.NET has a default password of admin - which, of course, is very weak and so Keri
recommends that you change the password and increase the required password level at
the earliest opportunity.

There are various factors that determine the strength of a password, not just one item.
For example, the number of characters is one factor, however, entering the same char-
acter consecutively will decrease the password strength.

Items that Increase The Password Strength:
l Number of Characters
l Uppercase Letters
l Lowercase Letters
l Numbers
l Symbols
l Middle Numbers or Symbols
l Requirements - Meeting the requirements of :
- Minimum 8 characters in length
- Contains 3/4 of the following items: (uppercase Letters, lowercase letters, num-
bers, symbols)

Items that Decrease the Password Strength:
l Letters Only
l Numbers Only
l Repeat Characters (Case Insensitive)
l Consecutive Uppercase Letters
l Consecutive Lowercase Letters
l Consecutive Numbers
l Sequential Letters (3+)
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l Sequential Numbers (3+)
l Sequential Symbols (3+)

Configuration
1. From within Doors.NET go to Setup >> System Options.
2. The System Options window will open.
3. From the list on the left, select Advanced Options.
4. The various advanced system options will be on the right.
5. Locate the Passwords section at the bottom of the list.
6. Use the drop-down list to specify the required password strength, for example:

Strong 60% - 79%.

7. Save the settings.
8. When you create a new password for an operator - you will see an indicator dis-

playing the relative strength of entered the entered password.
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Password Encryption

Effective from Doors.NET v_4.0.3 the password for the system administrator account is
now encrypted - it is no longer possible to go into the SQL database and view/edit the
Doors.NET admin password. It is therefore very important that you do not forget your sys-
tem administrator password.

If in the event that you do forget your admin password you will have to contact Keri Sys-
tems tech support who will guide you through the password recovery process.

Systems that will Not Support this Feature
It should be noted that systems using SQL v2005 then this feature WILL NOT be imple-
mented. The new password encryption feature uses SHA2_512 to create the unique
hash key. However, SQL 2005 does NOT support SHA2_512.

It is possible that you are running SQL 2005 if your PC was using Windows 7 and had
the free upgrade to Windows 10. If you have a Windows operating system and would
like to use the password encryption feature, you would need to manually install
SQL/SQL Express 2014 (for 32-bit versions) or SQL/SQL Express 2016 (for 64-bit ver-
sions).

l Manually Install SQL Express 2014
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Standard Features
The standard Doors.NET features are the most commonly-used access control features.
They are supported on all hardware types and are included in all versions of Doors.NET.

l Change Password
l Auto Unlock Schedules
l Auto Unlock Suspend and Restore
l First Person IN
l Door Contact
l Beeper Control
l Temp Unlock
l Strike Time
l Lockout from the Software
l Lockdown from the Software
l Synchronize Clocks
l Basic Input/Output Control

You are here: Standard Features > Change Password
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Tools - Change Password
Change Password

The Change Password feature allows you to quickly change the password of the cur-
rently logged on user.

1. Click the Change Password icon, input the current password, followed by the new
password, then confirmation of the new password and click OK.

NOTE: If you are using the Global Linkage Service or the Event Video Recording Ser-
vice on the installation it is important to understand that if you change the default admin
password you will also need to change the password for these services as well. This is
done via the License Manager.

Changing the Global Linkage Service Password
1. Open the License Manager, either via Start >> All Programs >> Doors .Net >>

License Manager.
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2. Select the Global Linkage entry on the left pane.

3. Click on the button.
4. It opens up on the Startup tab and you will see the 'Password' field where you

enter the new admin password. Delete the dots and enter the new password,
finally click save.

5. You will see a prompt informing you that the GLS service needs to be restarted, so
confirm this message.
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Changing the Video Gateway Password
1. Again, open up the License Manager and select the Video Gateway on the left

pane.

2. Click the button.
3. Type in the new admin password, then click save.
4. You will be prompted to restart the Video Recording Service, so click Yes to this.
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AUL Schedules

Auto Unlock Time Schedules are used to automatically open and then close doors at
certain times of day (they are assigned to doors as Auto Unlock Schedules).
An auto unlock schedule may have one interval consisting of a single start (open) time
and a single end (close) time. This might be a front door for customers to gain entrance
to the premises during normal working hours. The AUL schedule would automatically
open the door at the beginning of the day and close it at the end of the day.
An Auto Unlock/Lock (AUL) schedule may however, have multiple intervals which will
program a door to automatically unlock and lock at several different times during the day.
An example might be perimeter doors at a school where the doors are configured to
open and close in the morning, at break times, lunchtime and to remain closed at the end
of the working day and throughout the weekend.
The AUL Time Schedule may be Suspended for a time and then Restored by an oper-
ator- this will allow the door to be manually commanded from the software without any
interference of the AUL schedule.

Auto Unlock Schedule Setup
1. To create a new AUL Schedule , click on Home >> Time Schedules.

2. Click the Add icon to add a new Time Schedule.

3. A new time schedule will appear in the schedules list along with a default, inactive
time interval.
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4. Highlight the default name of the new schedule (New Schedule X) - The schedule
properties will appear on the right.

5. In the description field re-name the schedule (then save) .

6. Highlight the default interval, this will be the first AUL interval.
7. Set the Start Time to determine when you first want the door to automatically

unlock.
8. Set the End Time to determine when you first want the door to automatically lock.
9. Select the days of the week you wish for this interval to be applied (then save).

10. Highlight the new schedule name and click the Add Time Interval icon again to
add a second interval.
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11. The second interval could be the lunchtime interval. Again, define a start and end
time and select the days of the week you wish the interval to be active on.

12. Repeat the process for any additional intervals you wish to apply to the time sched-
ule.
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13. When you create a schedule you will notice that the 'Activate on Holiday' settings
are all set to No. This means if there are any holidays defined on the system the
interval will not activate. If you DO wish the interval(s) to activate on certain holiday
dates then ensure the associated holiday type is set to yes.

Click here for further information about how Holidays are used in combination with Time
Schedules.

Note: Depending on which hardware/controller type you are using there are different lim-
itations in terms of the maximum number of intervals that can be applied to each interval.
The limitations are as follows:

Time Schedule Limitations

Hardware
Type PXL NXT

Mercury
Powered
NXT

Standard
Mercury

ASSA
Aperio

ASSA
WiFi/POE

Ingersoll
Rand

Time Sched- 32 64 255 255 255 255 255
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Hardware
Type PXL NXT

Mercury
Powered
NXT

Standard
Mercury

ASSA
Aperio

ASSA
WiFi/POE

Ingersoll
Rand

ules
Intervals per

Day 4 12 12 12 12 1 (a) 12

Intervals per
Week 28 50 84 84 84 n/a 84

(a) Only one interval is allowed per time schedule.

Assigning an AUL Schedule
To assign the AUL schedule to a door:

l Click on Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All to display the hardware tree.
l Locate the reader you wish to assign the AUL schedule and highlight the reader.

l In the reader properties on the right locate the General settings.
l Locate Auto Unlock Schedule and select the new time schedule from the drop-
down list (then save).
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l The door will now follow the auto unlock/lock times defined in the intervals that
make up the time schedule.

l Events will be generated within Live Events indicating when the door has auto-
matically locked and unlocked.
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AUL Suspend/Restore

Note: AUL Suspend/Restore is NOT supported with standard NXT controllers.
The Suspend feature allows you to suspend any Auto Unlock/Lock (AUL) time schedule
applied to a door or set of doors.

Suspend affects the AUL time schedule in these ways:
1. When you suspend a door's AUL time schedule, the door is prevented from fol-

lowing the assigned AUL schedule.
2. If a door is within its AUL time schedule (the door is unlocked) and you Suspend

AUL, the door is locked and will not follow the AUL time zone until manually
Restored.

3. If a door is outside of its AUL time zone (the door is locked) and you Suspend AUL,
the door remains locked and will not follow the AUL time zone until manually
Restored.

Suspending AUL Schedules on All Doors
l Within Doors.NET click on Setup >> Hardware Setup >> Doors to display the list of
all doors on the system.
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l Click the first door at the top of the list.
l Hold down the keyboard SHIFT key.
l Click on the last door at the bottom of the list.
l All doors will now be highlighted.

l Click the Suspend button from the Selected Hardware Ribbon bar.
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l Auto Unlock Suspended Events should appear in Live Events indicating the doors
are no longer following their AUL schedules.

Suspend Auto Unlock/Lock on a Single Door
You can Suspend AUL on a single door from the door status grid as previously
described, or you can:

l Highlight a reader in the hardware tree (Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All).
l Click the Suspend icon from the Selected Hardware ribbon bar.
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Restoring AUL Schedules
You can restore an AUL schedule for a door by highlighting the door as you would if you
were suspending the AUL.
Restoring the AUL affects the door(s) in the following ways:

l Restoring a door's AUL time schedule allows the door to follow its assigned AUL
time schedule.

l If a door is within its AUL time schedule (the door is unlocked) and you Restore
AUL, the door remains locked and continues to operate per its AUL time schedule.

l If a door is outside of its AUL time schedule (the door is locked) and you restore
AUL, the door remains lock, but it will unlock per its AUL time zone and continue
operating per its AUL time schedule.

Suspending/Restoring AUL Schedules using Local or Global
Linkage
You can create a Local Linkage Procedure or a Global Linkage Macro to suspend or
restore an AUL schedule.
Note: Local Linkage is NOT supported with standard NXT or PXL controller types.

Once configured, the AUL time schedule can be immediately suspended or restored
using a trigger action (such as a designated input changing state, a double-card present-
ation at a certain reader, access granted from a specific cardholder, a combination of two
different triggers plus numerous others) You can set up one trigger to Suspend the AUL
time schedule and then another trigger to Restore it again.

Click here for further information about Local Linkage or here for additional information
about Global Linkage.
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First Person In
First Person In (FPI) allows you to determine if a door should automatically open at the
automatic unlock time, or if it should remain closed until a person has presented a card
and entered the facility. The default setting is for FPI to be disabled.

FPI can be used wherever employees may be delayed in arriving at a secured site (per-
haps due to inclement weather). FPI ensures that at least one access-granted employee
is in the building before the automatic unlock time.

Implementation of First Person In varies depending on the hardware type being used:

l Mercury and NXT Mercury Powered Controllers - Allow FPI to be set to any
cardholder or a cardholder assigned a certain user group.

l Standard NXT Controllers have the following 7 options:

l PXL Controllers support these 5 FPI options:
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The Immediate value simply enables FPI at the beginning of the auto unlock time. The
door will not automatically open but will stay open when someone gets access granted
at that door. The door will then start to follow its Auto Unlock/Lock schedule.

The 15 minutes, 30 minutes, 45 minutes, 1 hour, 2 hour and 3 hour values allows the
controller to determine if the door should automatically unlock or not.

Example: If the FPI value for the door is 15 minutes and someone gains access 10
minutes before the door is scheduled to automatically open, the door will unlock and
allow that employee access (and will then automatically unlock at the scheduled unlock
time). This allows for an employee to arrive to work early. If this feature is used you
should select a time that best suits the security needs of the site.

If the FPI value for the door is 15 minutes and no one gains access within 15 minutes of
the scheduled automatic unlock time the door will not automatically open. It will only start
to follow the AUL schedule once someone has gained access.

Note:When considering applying FPI to a door, remember the unlock/lock time sched-
ule associated with the door may have more than one start/end time period (up to a max-
imum of the limit supported by the hardware type). If FPI is applied to a door, it applies to
each start/end time period defined within the time schedule.

Note: If the auto unlock/lock time schedule has been suspended (see "Suspend/Restore
Auto Unlock/Lock Schedules) First Person In is disabled.

l To set FPI to a door highlight a reader in the door status grid or from the hardware
tree (Setup >> Hardware Setup).
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l You will see the reader/door properties on the right.

l Select an Auto Unlock Schedule (other than Always or Never) then save.
l Select an FPI value, then save.
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The controllers will automatically be updated if they are online so there will be not need
to perform an update.

Door Contact
The door contact is a Normally-Closed circuit that is in alarm state when it is opened. By
default it is disabled on all hardware types.

On a PXL controller the door contact is wired into pins 1 and 2 of TB4.

On standard NXT and MSC controllers the door contact is wired into pins 4 and 5 of the
6-pin terminal block.
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PXL Controllers

1. To enable the door contact go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.

2. Expand the PXL controller (double-click).
3. Expand Readers.
4. Click on the reader you wish to enable the door contact on.
5. You will see the reader properties on the right.
6. Look for the Alarm Control section.
7. From the drop-down list set Alarm Out to follow door held, door forced or both.
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8. Save the reader properties .
9. The controller will be updated automatically.

NXT Controllers

1. To enable the door contact go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.

2. Expand the NXT controller (double-click).
3. Expand the bus which the reader is on.
4. Highlight the reader and the properties will display on the right.
5. Look for the Door Contact setting and set it to Yes.

6. Save the reader settings .
7. The controller will updated automatically.

MSC Controllers

1. From the hardware tree, expand the MSC controller.
2. Expand the bus which the reader is on.
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3. Highlight the reader and the reader properties will be on the right.
4. Locate the Door Contact setting and set it to Yes.
5. Locate the Beeper Control setting and set it to follow Door Held, Door Forced or

Both.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------

When the door contact is open the reader will go into alarm state and there will be a
reader alarm event in live events.

When the door contact is closed again the reader will go back to its normal locked state
and a door secure event will be displayed in live events.

You are here: Standard Features > Beeper Control
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Beeper Control- MSC Controllers

When using the NXT Mercury Powered controllers, the door contact is disabled by
default.

The reader's door contact input is wired into pins 4 and 5 of the 6-pin terminal block at
each of the controller's buses/communication ports.

When activated, it is a normally-closed input that causes the reader to go into alarm state
when the input goes open.

Perform the following steps to fully enable the door contact:

1. Go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.

2. Double-click the controller.
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3. Double-click the bus which the reader is on.
4. Highlight the reader and the properties will appear on the right.
5. Ensure Advanced View is enabled for the reader properties.

6. Locate the Door Contact setting and set Enable Door Contact to Yes.

7. Locate Beeper Control at the bottom of the door contact settings and set it to Door
Forced or Held (optionally you can configure the reader to only go into alarm state
from door held OR door forced).

8. Now when the door is forced or held, an event will be generated in live events, but
the reader will also go into alarm state (red flashing LED and beeping).
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Adjust Strike Time

By default, the doors are set to a strike time of 7 seconds. This is how long the lock relay
will activate when the door is unlocked (i.e via a valid card read, request-to-exit button or
from a temp unlock from the software).

There are various applications, such as turnstiles which require the strike timing to be
altered. Often turnstiles use a strike time of 1 second - so as to support a high throughput
of cardholders.

Perform the following steps to adjust the strike time:

1. Go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.

2. Double-click the controller which has the reader you wish to edit.
3. In the reader properties, locate the Strike Control setting.

4. Adjust the Strike Time - Maximum value.
5. Save the reader settings.
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6. The change will be sent out to the network automatically.
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Temp Unlock
The Temp Unlock feature allows you to unlock a door or multiple doors from the client
workstation.

Temp Unlock can be performed via one of the following methods:

From the Hardware Tree
l Go to the hardware tree (Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All).
l Highlight a reader from the hardware tree.
l Click the Temp Unlock icon from the Selected Hardware ribbon bar.

l This will temporarily unlock the door for the strike time that is set for the reader.

l You can however perform a Temp Unlock for a duration greater than the default
unlock time. For example if a delivery is being made, if a large group of people are
entering perhaps for some kind of special event.

l From the drop-down list to the right of the Temp Unlock icon select one of the avail-
able options. Then click the Temp Unlock icon again.

NOTE: the available temporary unlock times vary depending on which hardware
type you are using.

l You can also right-click the reader in the hardware tree (but this will always be for
the unlock/strike time).
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From the Doors Tab
l Go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> Doors.
l Highlight a door or use the SHIFT key on the keyboard to highlight multiple doors.
l Click the Temp Unlock icon in the ribbon bar or use the right-click and Temp
Unlock option to unlock the doors for the door's unlock/strike time.

l Or you the time selection drop-down list to unlock or the doors for a greater period
of time.
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From Live Events
If a reader related event appears in live events, such as door forced or access denied,
the system operator can perform a temp unlock on that door. An example might be if the
operator has visually verified the identity of someone who has perhaps lost their card or
who has accidentally been assigned incorrect access rights.

l Right-click on the reader related event.
l Select the Temp Unlock option.
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Unlock Doors
The unlock feature allows you to unlock a door or multiple doors from the client work-
station.

Note: To permanently unlock a door that has an auto-unlock schedule assigned, you will
first need to suspend the assigned AUL schedule.
If you do NOT suspend the assigned schedule the door will automatically re-lock as per
the schedule's defined stop time(s).

Unlock can be performed using one of the following methods:
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From the Hardware Tree
1. Go to the hardware tree (Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All).
2. Highlight a reader from the hardware tree.
3. Click the Unlock icon from the Selected Hardware ribbon bar.

4. This will unlock the door.
5. Or, with the reader selected in the hardware tree, you can right-click and select

Mode >> Unlock.
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From the Doors Tab
l Go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> Doors.
l Highlight a door or use the <SHIFT> or <CTLR> keys to highlight multiple doors.
l Right-click and select Mode >> Unlock to unlock the door.
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From Live Events
If a reader related event appears in live events, such as door forced or access denied,
the system operator can perform an unlock on that particular door.
1. Right-click on the reader related event.
2. Select the Mode >> Unlock.
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Lock Doors
The lock feature allows you to lock a door or multiple doors from the client workstation.

Note: To permanently lock a door that has an auto-unlock schedule assigned, you will
first need to suspend the assigned AUL schedule.
If you do NOT suspend the assigned schedule the door will automatically unlock as per
the schedule's defined start time(s).

Door lock can be performed using one of the following methods:
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From the Hardware Tree
1. Go to the hardware tree (Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All).
2. Highlight a reader from the hardware tree.
3. Click the Lock icon from the Selected Hardware ribbon bar.

4. This will immediately lock the door.
5. Or, with the reader selected in the hardware tree, you can right-click and select

Mode >> Lock.
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From the Doors Tab
l Go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> Doors.
l Highlight a door or use the <SHIFT> or <CTLR> keys to highlight multiple doors.
l Right-click and select Mode >> Lock to unlock the door(s).
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From Live Events
If a reader related event appears in live events, such as door forced or access denied,
the system operator can perform an unlock on that particular door.
1. Right-click on the reader related event.
2. Select the Mode >> Lock.
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Lockout - Software

The Lockout feature can be set from the software or from the hardware (from an input des-
ignated as a Global Lock input).

What is Lockout?
Lockout (or sometimes referred to as Emergency Lockout) is used to instantly lockout all
doors or certain doors within a facility. The Lockout setting prevents access using
card/credentials but still allows exit using push buttons or Request To Exit Switches.
Any doors with are automatically unlocked will also automatically be locked.

To provide added flexibility, the system can be configured to exclude certain doors from
participation, and selected credentials can be designated to override the lockout con-
dition, such as those cards held by law enforcement personnel.

Setting Lockout from the Software
There are several options available to trigger the Lockout setting for a door or selection
of doors, any or all of which can be utilized.

From the Hardware Tree

l Go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All to locate the hardware tree.
l Expand a controller to see the readers connected to it.
l Right-click on a reader and select Mode.
l Choose Lockout from the list of available reader modes.
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From the Doors Status Grid

l Go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> Doors to display the doors status grid.
l Right-click one of the doors listed in the grid.
l Go to Mode then Lockout.

Note: You can select multiple readers from the doors status grid, thereby allowing you to
set multiple doors to the Lockdown mode. This is done using the SHIFT or CTRL keys
on the keyboard.
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From the Hardware Ribbon

Whenever you highlight a reader in the hardware tree or the doors status grid you will
see various icons highlighted in the hardware selection ribbon bar (at the top of the
screen). They are divided into three distinct categories;Mode, Timed and Masking.
You will see the Lockout icon within the Mode section. Click the Lockout icon while a
reader is highlighted and that reader will go into Lockout mode.

Global Lockout from the Software
You can setup Global Lockout to be activated and deactivated from the software. This
feature is normally used when you want all doors in the system to go into the Lockout
state, or most of the doors (you can configure certain doors to not respond to Global Lock-
/Lockout/Lockdown commands. When Global Lock is setup for use with the software you
will see additional icons appear in the Situation Manager ribbon located via the Home
tab.
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Click here for information about how to set the System Global Lockout (Situation Man-
ager Software Configuration) and other related parameters.
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Lockdown - Software

The Lockdown feature can be set from the software or from the hardware (from an input
designated as a Global Lock input).

What is Lockdown?
Lockdown (or sometimes referred to as Emergency Lockdown) is used to instantly lock-
down all doors or certain doors within a facility. The Lockdown setting, when applied
instantly locks all open doors, cards no longer can gain access and egress is not
allowed except where a mechanical exit device such as a crash bar exists.

To provide added flexibility, the system can be configured to exclude certain doors from
participation, and selected credentials can be designated to override the lockdown con-
dition, such as those cards held by law enforcement personnel.

Setting Lockdown from the Software
There are several options available to trigger the Lockdown setting for a door or selec-
tion of doors, any or all of which can be utilized.

From the Hardware Tree

l Go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All to locate the hardware tree.
l Expand a controller to see the readers connected to it.
l Right-click on a reader and select Mode.
l Choose Lockdown from the list of available reader modes.
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From the Doors Status Grid

l Go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> Doors to display the doors status grid.
l Right-click one of the doors listed in the grid.
l Go to Mode then Lockdown.

From the Hardware Ribbon

Whenever you highlight a reader in the hardware tree or the doors status grid you will
see various icons highlighted in the hardware selection ribbon bar (at the top of the
screen). They are divided into three distinct categories;Mode, Timed and Masking.
You will see the Lockdown icon within the Mode section. Click the Lockdown icon while
a reader is highlighted and that reader will go into Lockout mode.
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Note: You can select multiple readers from the doors status grid, thereby allowing you to
set multiple doors to the Lockdown mode. This is done using the SHIFT or CTRL keys
on the keyboard.

Global Lockdown from the Software
You can setup Global Lockdown to be activated and deactivated from the software. This
feature is normally used when you want all doors in the system to go into the Lockdown
state, or most of the doors - (you can configure certain doors to not respond to Global
Lock/Lockout/Lockdown commands. When Global Lock is setup for use with the soft-
ware you will see additional icons appear in the Situation Manager ribbon located via
the Home tab.
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Click here for information about how to set the System Global Lockdown (Situation Man-
ager Software Configuration) and other related parameters.
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Synchronize Clocks
The synchronization command sets the clock in all gateways and controllers to the time
set in the system PC. This command requires a System Administrator password for exe-
cution. After authentication, the following actions occur:

l Application Server will send out a synchronization command with its PC clock
(date/time) in UTC format to all connected Gateways.

l If the Gateway is not on the same PC as the Application Server, the Gateway ser-
vice will set the PC clock to the UTC reference with local time zone adjustment.

l The Gateway service will then send the new date/time to each controller.
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Manually Synchronize Clocks

1. From the Setup Menu, in the Hardware icon group, click the icon. The Syn-
chronize Clocks window appears.

2. Enter your System Administrator password and click the OK Button.

3. Synchronization is automatically performed on the network, setting all Gateways
and controllers to the system PC time.

NOTE: You can use the System Calendar licensed feature to automatically set up clock
synchronizing for a weekly, daily time synching ensuring that the time stamp at the con-
troller is always accurate.
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Synchronize Clocks Daily
It is also possible to configure the system to perform an automatic scheduled clock syn-
chronization at 01:00 hours every day.

1. From within Doors.NET go to Setup >> System Options.
2. From the options list on the left, select Advanced Options.
3. Locate the Controllers section.
4. Set Daily Clock Synchronization to Yes.

5. Save the settings.
6. All controllers on the system will then be synchronized with the host PC time at

01:00 every day.
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Advanced Features
The advanced features section describes the system features which are above the
realms of standard access control. Many of these features are not included in the stand-
ard Doors.NET software bundle, some are licensed applications and as a result need to
be enabled on your license. Any features which requires a license modification will be
clearly noted at the beginning of the relevant sections. In addition, not all hardware types
support all the advanced features. The supported hardware types are stated within the
setup guides of each advanced feature.

Advanced View
Advanced Situation Manager
ADA/DDA Settings
Area Control
Airlock/Mantrap
Anti-Passback - (PXLs)
Anti Passback - (MSC)
Credential Types
Card + PIN
Two Card Rule
Input/Output Control (PXLs)
Input/Output Control (NXT+MSC)
Cardholder Usage Counts
Photo Recall
Multiple Client Connections
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Advanced View
Advanced View is not enabled by default on a standard Doors.NET installation, even for
the default System Administrator. If you highlight a controller in the hardware tree and
can only see limited properties/settings then you will need to enable Advanced View.
System Operators can also be setup so that they will be prevented from enabling it.

If Advanced View is not enabled then you will not see the Advanced View icon at the top
of the hardware properties grid.

1. From the Doors.NET ribbon bar, click the View >> Advanced View.

2. In the Password field enter: Keri10 then click ok.

3. When you return to the hardware properties you will see the additional Advanced
View 'atom' icon.
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4. You can now toggle between Advanced View being Enabled and Disabled (by
clicking on the Atom icon). Hover the cursor over the icon to view the current state.

Disabled

Enabled

5. Refer to Operator Permissions for instructions on how to prevent a software user
from being able to view Advanced hardware properties.
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ADA/DDA Settings
Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) and Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) are legis-
lations that provide disabled people with various rights, including ease of use and easy
access to goods, facilities, and services including transport services.

When a cardholder is using ADA/DDA settings this will result in the door opening for an
extended period of time. ADA/DDA extended opening times can be setup on all doors or
just certain doors.

ADA/DDA Setup
A standard cardholder, after presenting their card, will unlock the door for the amount of
time specified for the reader's 'Strike Time'.

When a cardholder has ADA/DDA enabled and a door has ADA/DDA timing set to it, the
door will unlock for the ADA/DDA time NOT the standard strike time.

1. Go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
2. Expand a controller which has a reader connected that you wish to enable

ADA/DDA timing.
3. Highlight the reader.
4. In the reader properties set a strike time/unlock time for ADA/DDA.

5. Save your settings.
6. Open an existing cardholder record.
7. Go to the Advanced tab.
8. Place a checkmark against 'Use ADA/DDA timing'.

9. (Again, remember to save ).
10. Once saved, the change gets sent out to the controller network automatically.
11. When the cardholder gets access at any ADA/DDA enabled door the door will

remain unlocked for the extended time.

Note: If door contacts are being used you will most likely have to specify an extended
time for the ADA/DDA Held Open Time.
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Area Control
Area Control is a licensed feature that is supported with the NXT Mercury Powered
(MSC) and Mercury (SCP) controllers. The main functions of Area Control is to com-
bined it with Local Linkage to:

l Restrict how many people can enter a certain area of a facility
l To ensure there are a certain a certain number of cardholders in a certain area
l Or to automate the activation or deactivation of something; such as turning on
some office lights when someone enters then automatically switching off those
lights when the last cardholder leaves.

l

Note: For this application, a reader is required for entering the area and a second reader
is required for exiting the same area. If the readers are on either side of the same door
then the readers need to be paired in the software, or one of the readers must be an Exit
reader - (Exit readers are only available for the NXT reader technology).
Note: This feature is only available with Mercury or NXT Mercury-Powered controllers.
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Using Area Control and Local Linkage to
Control Lights
Some facilities are given environmental 'green points' for efficient use of electricity. One
way this can be achieved is by switching on lights only when a room is in use. Setting
this up requires Area Control and Local Linkage licensed features. In practice, the prin-
ciple is someone enters a defined area and some lights will automatically switch on and
when the last person leaves the area, the lights will automatically be switched off.

Area and Reader Setup
l Ensure that both Area Control and Local Linkage are enabled in your license.
Open the License Manager, click on the license tab and check that both these fea-
tures are set to True.

l Go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
l Highlight the controller that will be used for this application.
l Ensure that Advanced View is enabled for the controller properties.

l Scroll down the properties list and locate 'Enable Area Control' - Set this to True
then save.

l You will immediately see a node appear beneath the controller; it is named 'Area
Control'

l Highlight this node then click the Add Icon from the ribbon bar to add a new area
for the controller.
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l Highlight this new area and name it Area IN or something very similar.
l The area is automatically enabled but you have to set the Occupancy Up value to
1. This will cause an event to be generated when someone presents their card to
enter the area. This occupancy up value is only applied to the IN area.

l Click save once you have made these changes.

l Highlight the Area Control node again and click the Add icon once more to add a
second Area.

l Name this area Area OUT then save. You do not need to set any additional set-
tings to this area.

l Highlight the Entry reader connected to the controller, in the reader properties loc-
ate the Anti-Passback section.

l Set the Anti-Passback Mode to Hard, set the Enter Area to Area IN and the Exit
Area to Area OUT.
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l Highlight the Exit reader connected to a different bus of the same controller and
again locate the Anti-Passback section.

l Set the Anti-Passback Mode to Hard but set the Enter Area as OUT and the Exit
Area as IN (the opposite selections of the Entry reader).

l If you now present a valid card to the Entry reader you will get access granted plus
additional occupancy events:

l When you present a card to the Exit reader you will get access granted and a dif-
ferent occupancy event; these events will be used as triggers to switch on and off
the lights within the area.
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Local Linkage Setup
The Local Linkage feature is now used to define what we want to happen (switch on and
off the lights) and when we want this to happen (when someone enters or exits the area)

l First, ensure you have an NXT-4x4 module connected and online to the controller.
One 4x4 module will allow you to control 4 different sets of lights as there are 4 gen-
eral purpose outputs on each 4x4 module. For this example we will just use one
4x4 module.

l Highlight one of the controller's buses and add the 4x4.

l When the 4x4 appears in the hardware tree, expand the outputs and re-name them
(and save).

l Next, from the Setup tab click on Advanced Local Linkage.
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l Select the relevant NXT Mercury Powered controller from the controller list then
click New Procedure.

l The first procedure to setup will switch on the lights so rename the procedure
accordingly (then save).

l Click the Add Action button four times and 4 action types will appear.

l Each action will activate one of the outputs on the 4x4 module so starting with the
first action; select Control Point Control from the Action Type drop-down list, select
the first control point on the 4x4 (renamed a few steps earlier) and set it to On.
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l Repeat these steps for each of the 4 control points on the NXT 4x4.

l A second Procedure now needs to be added and again it will include 4 actions.
This time the actions will be to de-activate the control points.

l Click New Procedure again, re-name it and then click Add Action 4 times once
again.

l The second procedure will de-activate the control points when executed so this
time set each of the 4 control points to Off.
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l You can now test that each of the procedures functions correctly...
l Right click the first procedure select Execute and all 4 control points should activ-
ate on the 4x4.

l Right click and execute the second procedure and the same control points (out-
puts) should then de-activate.

l When the procedures are executing correctly click on the Triggers tab and then
click the Add Trigger button.

l Rename the trigger 'Access - IN' or something similar.
l From Execute This Procedure select the procedure to switch on the lights.
l Procedure command remains at the default value.
l Source Type needs to be set to Access Area.
l From Transactions on the right, select 'Occupancy Count Reached Maximum
limit'

l From Source select 'Area IN'
l Activate During This Schedule should be set to Always, or you can of course
restrict when this feature works by selecting an alternative Time Schedule

l The last setting; Trigger Variable Logic remains at the default setting.
l Finally, save the trigger.
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l A second trigger now has to be created. It is very much the same as the first trigger
except; the description will be different, the procedure to execute will be to switch
off the lights and the transaction type will be 'Occupancy Count Reached Zero'. All
the other settings will be the same.

l Setup should now be complete:When you get access granted at the Entry reader
the 4 outputs on the 4x4 should activate and when you get access on the Exit
reader the outputs should de-activate.
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l Because the trigger to switch off the lights is when occupancy reaches zero mul-
tiple people can enter the area and the lights will only go off when the last person
exits.

Contact Keri Systems technical support for additional information about other sys-
tem applications using Area Control & Occupancy Counting or Local Linkage.
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Setup Airlock
The airlock features is available on NXT-MSC or Mercury SCP controllers when Area
Control is enabled on the license. This is so that you can set up two or more areas as 'air-
lock' areas.

Anti-passback is not required for airlocks to work, however if anti-passback is con-
figured, it does not effect the operation of the airlocks.
The basic principle of an airlock between two doors, is that if one the doors is open then
you cannot open the second door.

You will only be able to open the second door once the first door has been closed and
you will only be able to open the first door when the second door has been closed.

Note: You must have door contacts installed at each door to correctly use this applic-
ation (so that the controller will know if either door is in the open state).
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Setup
The following steps explain how to setup the Airlock feature in Doors.NET using the
NXT-MSC controllers.
1. Ensure your Doors.NET license has Area Control enabled.

2. Area Control is also enabled on a per controller basis, so highlight the controller in
the hardware tree and in the properties scroll down to the Options. If you cannot
see the Options setting then you will need to enable Advanced View.

3. In controller options select Yes to Area Control and click save. You will be advised
that a controller reset is required, so click yes to this.

4. In the hardware tree you will then see an entry/node named Area Control, so click
this.
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5. To setup an airlock between two doors click the Add icon twice and two new areas
will be added to the hardware tree.

6. Give both Areas a new name - One for door 1, the other for door 2, for example:

7. Highlight the first Area so that the properties can be seen on the right. Set Enable
Airlock and Enforce Airlock One Door to Yes.

8. Then do the same for the second Area.
9. Highlight the reader in the hardware tree that relates to door 1 and in the reader

properties locate the Anti-Passback settings.
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l Anti-Passback Mode - must be set to Hard
l Enter Area - must be set to Door 1 (or the name assigned to the first area)
l Exit Area must be set to Door 2 (or the name assigned to the second area)

10. Highlight the reader for Door 2 and again locate the Anti-Passback settings.
l Anti-Passback Mode - must be set to Hard
l Enter Area - must be set to Door 2 (or the name assigned to the second area)
l Exit Area must be set to Door 1 (or the name assigned to the first area)

11. The Airlock setup/configuration is then complete, so the next step is to present a
valid card at Door 1, then open the door contact when access is granted.

12. With the door contact still open for Door 1, present the same card to Door 2 - You
will get Access Denied and in Live Events the full message will be:

13. You will only be able to get access at Door 2 again when the Door 1 door contacts
are in the closed state.

14. And you will only be able to get access through Door 1 when the contacts for Door
2 are closed.
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Anti-Passback - Using PXLs
The Anti Passback (APB) feature provides one-way card access into and out of a secure
area. It prevents a cardholder from using their card and then passing that card back to
someone in order for them to gain unauthorized access.

Local APB is supported on PXL controllers, and on Mercury and Mercury Powered
NXT controllers. Local APB is applied to a single door or between two doors on the
same controller the functionality is built into these controller type and comes included in
the standard version of Doors.NET.

Global APB is supported on Mercury and Mercury Powered NXT controllers in con-
junction with the licensed Global Linkage feature. Global APB can be applied to multiple
doors across multiple controllers.

Local APB Using PXL Controllers

When using the PXL controllers this feature requires the controller to be using door con-
tacts which will report the door status to the controller. The controller needs to detect a
certain series of events for APB to be applied; a valid card read (access granted) fol-
lowed by Door Opened, then Door Closed. If the controller does not detect the door open-
ing then the card will be able to gain access at the same reader again.

1. Click on Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
2. Highlight the PXL controller in the hardware tree and refer to its properties on the

right.
3. Scroll down the property list until you locate the Anti-Passback section.

4. Set the APB type to Hard - (when a violation of the anti-pass back rules occur, the
user will be denied access).
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APB Amnesty - PXL
Amnesty resets the APB flag for a credential so that credential can be used again.
Optionally, amnesty can be programmed per a selected time or manually issued imme-
diately.

Selected Time Amnesty
Three kinds of amnesty are available:

l None
l Daily - all APB flags are reset at a certain time every day
l Interval - all APB flags are reset after a specified time interval expires (such as
every 15 minutes)

Referring to the Anti-Passback graphic above:

1. Select the APB Amnesty type - either None, Daily, or Interval.
2. The third pull-down menu option changes to accommodate your selection.
3. For a Daily reset, enter the desired reset time.
4. For an Interval reset, enter the desired reset interval.

Manually Issued Amnesty
Amnesty can also be manually applied to a cardholder.

1. Navigate to the cardholder menu screen.
2. Select a cardholder record.
3. Right-click on that cardholder record and APB amnesty options are displayed.

4. Select the desired amnesty type from the list.
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Anti Passback - Using NXT Mercury Powered
The Anti Passback (APB) feature provides one-way card access into and out of a secure
area. It prevents a cardholder from using their card and then passing that card back to
someone in order for them to gain unauthorized access.

Local APB is supported on PXL controllers, and on Mercury and Mercury Powered
NXT controllers. Local APB is applied to a single door or between two doors on the
same controller.

Global APB is supported on Mercury and Mercury Powered NXT controllers in con-
junction with the licensed Global Linkage feature. Global APB can be applied to multiple
doors across multiple controllers.

Local APB Setup - Mercury or Mercury Powered Controllers
When using the Mercury hardware or the Mercury Powered NXT controllers the setup
principle is very much the same as when using PXLs, but there are more settings that
can be defined for this feature.

1. Highlight the reader on the hardware tree and in the properties, scroll down to the
Anti-Passback section.

2. There are several APB modes available when using these controller types:
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l Soft Anti-Passback - When using Soft APB users who violate the APB rules are
still permitted access, but an event is generated which could then be used as a sys-
tem alert, for example to generate a sound at the PC which will be brought to the
attention of a security guard or someone else who will be responsible for man-
aging the system, so that corrective action can be taken to ensure cards are used
in the proper sequence in future.

l Hard Anti-Passback - A cardholder will be denied access if the card is presented
'out-of-sequence'. If the feature is setup to operate between two readers then no
access will be allowed through the 'entrance reader' until access has first been
granted through the 'exit reader'.

l Timed - Reader Based - This settings is useful when there is just one reader, for
example an exit button to exit. If there is just an entrance reader and no exit reader,
or perhaps on a uni-directional turnstile. This setting prevents a cardholder from
'passing their card back' and the card can only be used at the same reader again
once the defined time period has passed, for example, 15 minutes - this time is
defined in the Anti-Passback Duration field.

l Timed - User Based - This selection uses just one reader to control an area.
Since there is no reader leaving the area, a time limit is selected for anti-passback
rules to be applied. This means that the card cannot be used at the reader for the
specified time interval after the initial access grant and is on a per user basis. The
last valid access at each reader is tracked for each cardholder.

l Timed Hard APB, Revert to Soft - This selection is a combination of different anti-
passback modes. For the time limit specified, the reader operates in

l Hard Anti-Passback mode for each cardholder. At the end of the time limit, the
reader operates in Soft Anti-Passback mode for each cardholder. This allows for
the strictest anti-passback rules to be applied for a specific time, and then the more
relaxed rules apply. This mode will provide the best combination of security and
management when applying anti-passback rules.

l Anti-Passback Enter and Exit Areas - This drop-down selections specify the con-
figuration of the reader's anti-passback areas. The anti-passback areas are simply
numbers that are assigned to the cardholder's location status as they pass through
the reader. Multiple readers can be assigned to either area, or you can create a
nested area with a sequence of doors for entering an area and another sequence
for leaving an area. The range of the anti-passback areas available are 1 - 127.

3. If Anti-Passback is being setup between two doors then both those doors need to
be wired back to the same 2 or 4 door controller.
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Mercury APB Example
1. Select the reader on bus 1, scroll down the properties to Anti-Passback and set the

mode to Hard Anti-Passback
2. Anti-Passback Enter Area set to Area 1
3. Anti-Passback Exit Area set to Area 2

4. Select the reader on bus 2, scroll down the properties to Anti-Passback and set the
mode to Hard Anti-Passback

5. Anti-Passback Enter Area set to Area 2
6. Anti-Passback Exit Area set to Area 1

7. If you present a card which has access to both of these readers you will not be able
to get access to the same reader twice. A second card presentation will generate
the following access denied message:

8. If the door contacts are enabled on the controller then the contacts need to open,
then close, following a valid card presentation for APB to be set. If the contacts do
not open then you will receive an AccessGranted - No Entry event (meaning you
will be able to present the card again at that reader and gain access).
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Exempt a Cardholder from APB Rules
It is also possible to set a cardholder to be exempt from APB, meaning the APB rules will
not apply to them.

1. To set this, click on the Advanced tab of a cardholder record and put a check mark
where it states: 'Exempt from APB' then click the Save/Save All icon.
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Card + PIN
Card + PIN (or Dual Verification) is supported on NXT, MSC, SCP and PXL-500W con-
troller types when using a Wiegand combined proximity reader and keypad, such as
Keri's NXT-6RK keypad.
Card + PIN adds enhanced security to an access control system because the keypad
can be configured to require a valid card read followed by the cardholder's correct PIN
number. The main benefit to this would be to eliminate the possibility of someone gain-
ing unauthorized access to a secure area using someone's card that had been unknow-
ingly lost.
This section explains how to setup the feature.
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Using NXT, MSC or SCP Hardware
1. Open the hardware tree via Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.

2. Highlight the controller.
3. Ensure Advanced View is enabled for the controller properties.
4. Scroll down the controller properties until you find Memory Options.
5. Set the PIN digits value to the number of digits that will be used for the PINs.

6. Save the controller properties .
7. For MSC or SCP you will be prompted to perform a reset so click Yes to this mes-

sage.
8. Highlight the reader and verify the correctManufacture Model has been selected.
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9. Select a Dual Verification Schedule (such as Always if you always want Card +
PIN to be used for access).

10. Save the reader properties .
11. Open a cardholder record (a record that already has an active Wiegand credential

assigned to it).
12. Locate the PIN field and enter a PIN for the cardholder to use.

13. Save the cardholder settings.
14. The cardholder can now only gain access if they present their card and then input

their associated PIN.

Note:When using standard NXT there is a setting called Second Credential Timeout.
By default this is set to 10 seconds. This is the amount of time between a valid card read
and the required PIN.

If the valid PIN is not entered within this time then an Access Denied - PIN Timeout
message is generated and displayed in live events.
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Using PXL Hardware
1. Highlight the reader/keypad in the hardware tree.
2. In the reader properties verify that the correct Manufacturer Model has been selec-

ted.

3. Set a Dual Verification Schedule, for example Always - if you want the reader to
always require Card + PIN.

4. Save the reader properties.

5. Right-click the reader in the hardware tree, select Mode >> Card + PIN.

6. Open a cardholder record (a record that already has an active Wiegand credential
assigned to it).

7. Locate the PIN field and enter a PIN for the cardholder to use.
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8. Save the cardholder settings.
9. The cardholder can now only gain access if they present their card and then input

their associated PIN.
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Dual Verification Advanced Settings
Wrong PIN Violation Counting
When using MSC or SCP hardware there are settings that can be applied to the read-
er/keypad that will lockout usage of the card for a specified amount of time if the PIN is
entered incorrectly a certain number of times.

l Go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
l Highlight the reader that is used for Card + PIN mode.
l Ensure that Advanced View is enabled.

l Scroll down the reader settings until you find the Deny Count section.
l Set Enable Access Denied Counters to Yes.

l Set Enable Counting Wrong PIN violations while in Card and PIN Mode to Yes.
l Set a Threshold Limit which will determine how many wrong PINs can be entered
before a PIN violation event is generated. For example set this to 3. Then Save.

l Set Reset Counter After to how many seconds you wish to pass before the
Threshold Limit is reset.

l If a cardholder presents their card to this reader while it is in Card + PIN mode and
then subsequently enters their PIN incorrectly an event will be generated stating
the Access Denied count has been exceeded.
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This event could then be used with the optional Global Linkage or Local Linkage module
as a Trigger Condition.
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Deactivate Cards due to PIN Violations
Still within the Deny Count setting of the reader, you can configure the reader/keypad to
deactivate cards if their PIN is entered incorrectly a certain number of times.

If a cardholder enters their PIN incorrectly more than the amount of time specified in the
Threshold Limit the card will automatically be deactivated.
NOTE: The card will NOT reactivate once the Reset Counter time has passed. The card
will remain showing Active within the software but it will be deactivated in the controller.
To make the card active again you have to highlight the controller in the hardware tree
and click Update Network.

Or you can open up the cardholder record, right-click on the General tab, then select
Download [Cardholder's Name].
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Two Card Rule
Two-Card-Rule is an advanced access control feature supported on MSC and SCP con-
trollers. When configured, the door will not open until a valid card has been presented by
two different cardholders. This ensures that a minimum of two cardholders are required
for access at all times. After the first cardholder presents their card, there is a time win-
dow of approximately 15 seconds in which the second card must be presented.

Setup
l Got to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All to display the hardware tree.
l Expand a controller and click on the reader you wish to apply Two-Card Rule set-
ting.

l In the Reader Mode ribbon bar click on the Enable Two Man icon.

l The reader will immediately be put into this mode (as indicated in Live Events).
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l Present a valid card to the reader, the reader will beep twice and the LED will flash
green three times.

l You will then have 15 seconds in which to present a second valid card.
l If a second card is presented within 15 seconds the door will then unlock.
l If a second card is not presented within 15 seconds then the door will not unlock
and an Access Denied - No Second Card message will appear in Live Events.

l You can click the Disable Two Man icon in the ribbon bar at any time to put the
reader back to requiring just one valid card read.
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I/O (Input/Output) Basic Linkage - Using
PXLs
Using version 3.5.1.21 of the software you can apply basic I/O linkage actions to a PXL
controller which has an SB-593 satellite board attached to it. The SB-593 provides a
PXL-500 with an additional 8 general purpose inputs and 4 general purpose outputs.
Two of the inputs can be configured to manage a second door, making the PXL-500 a
cost effective two door controller, while still providing an additional 6 inputs and 2 out-
puts.

This setup example will assume that a second door is being managed by the satellite
board (inputs 1 and 2 are the REX/RTE input and the door sense input and outputs 1
and 2 are the second door lock output and the second door alarm output).

Setup Example (Output to Follow Input)
This example explains how to use input #4 on the satellite board to activate output #3 so
that the output follows the state of the input. A typical application for this might be for mon-
itoring a fire door which does not have access control. If the door is opened you can
sound an alarm locally at the door using the associated output. When the door closes
the alarm will stop sounding.

l From within Doors.NET, got to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All to display the hard-
ware tree.

l Double-click the PXL controller which has the SB-593 connected to it.
l Double-click inputs. You will see a list of inputs.
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l If the satellite board is configured for managing a second door then you will notice
the first 6 inputs are pre-configured for door functions (door sense plus RTE1 and
RTE 2 inputs)
- However the RTE 2 for door 2 can also be used as a general purpose input, such
as in this example as you will see.

l Even if 2 doors are being controlled you will still have 6 available general purpose
inputs (if you do not need an auxiliary RTE for door 2).

l Highlight the input and rename it accordingly.

l Double-click outputs then rename output #3.
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l Ensure Advanced View is enabled so you can see all the input's properties.

l Scroll down the input properties until you find Link Actions.

l Link to Output - Select the output #3 which you have renamed and set it to Act-
ive.
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l Link Action - Set this to Follow.
l Link Schedule - Set to Always.
l Save the input settings .

l Activate the input that is programmed with the link action.
l The linked output should activate and should deactivate when the input goes
secure.

l At the same time these events should appear in the live events grid:
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Link Action Options

Creating AND/OR linkage Conditions

The basic I/O functionality on the PXL allows you to select additional inputs located on
the same PXL to be included in the action.

l For example; you may only want to activate an output when there are 2 inputs
BOTH in the active state.

l Or you might want to activate an output when EITHER input goes active.
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Link Action

l Follow - The output follows the state of the input (when the input is active the out-
put activates and when the input is inactive the output deactivates).

l Latch - The output latches on when the input is activated.
l Pulse - The output activates for the specified pulse time when the input is activ-
ated. When this option is selected you will see an additional setting that allows you
to specify the pulse time.

Note: If you use one input to Latch an output ON you have to set the output to Active
when you configure the link action. IF you use a different input to Latch the same output
to OFF you have to configure the output to go to Normal.

Link Schedule

Determines when the link action can be activated. Always specifies that you will always
be able to activate the link action.
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Basic Input/Output Control
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Introduction
The standard version of Doors.NET provides basic input/output control for general pur-
pose inputs and outputs when using standard NXT, PXL, NXT Mercury-Powered (MSC)
or Mercury (SCP) controllers. The functionality can also be applied to NXT 4x4 modules
or NXT GIOX modules which are supported on NXT and MSC controllers.

The feature allows you to link any available input to any available output, or group of out-
puts connected to the same controller (this includes outputs that exists on different NXT
4x4 or NXT GIOX modules - but must be connected to the same controller). Once the fea-
ture has been configured, the decision making is performed by the controller itself, mean-
ing the controller does not have to be 'online' to the software for it to function.

Note: Basic I/O Linkage with PXL controllers requires an SB-593 satellite board which
provides you with general purpose inputs and outputs.
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Basic Link Action Setup
Link Actions can only be assigned to 'Monitor Points' which are essentially available
inputs on the system. By default the NXT and MSC controller inputs are assigned as
door contacts and primary RTE inputs. If neither of these functions are required on the
controller you can highlight the controller inputs then un-assign the door functions by set-
ting them to 'Monitor Points'.

Using the Controller's Inputs
l From the hardware tree, double click on an NXT or MSC controller so that the
buses are displayed

l Double-click one of the buses then double-click on inputs
l If either the RTE 1 or door contact will not be used, highlight one of these
l Ensure Advanced View is enabled
l From the properties on the right locate 'Advanced'
l Change the input type to 'Monitor Point'
l From the Circuit Type setting you can set the input to be either 'normally-open' or
'normally-closed'
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Using NXT 4x4 or GIOX Inputs
l Once you have added a 4x4 or a GIOX to one of the buses of the controller it will
immediately appear beneath the bus in the hardware tree

l The inputs on these modules are automatically designated as 'Monitor Points'
l The outputs on these module are automatically setup as Control Points (which are
effectively available outputs).

Using PXL Inputs
l Double-click the PXL-2D in the hardware tree
l Double-click Inputs
l If the satellite board is configured for 2 door control you will have 5 general pur-
pose inputs at the bottom of the list.

l If the satellite board is configured for I/O, then 8 of the inputs in the list will be avail-
able for basic IO linkage.
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Link Action Setup
l Highlight an input/monitor point and locate 'Link Actions' in the properties
l From Link to Output select an available output you wish to activate when the
selected input goes active.

l From the Link Action setting how you wish the output to respond to the input. It
can either follow the state of the input, Latch ON, Latch OFF, or Pulse On/Pulse
Off. If the Link Action is set to Pulse then the output will activate for the duration of
its 'default pulse time' (which can be changed in the output properties).

l The Link Schedule option allows you to select a time schedule when the link
action will be active. Outside of the selected schedule the link action will not func-
tion.
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l Belongs to Group - When using standard NXT and PXL controllers there is an
additional setting named 'Belongs to Group' - this setting will group the input with
other inputs that have this designation set to Yes. This creates an AND condition
so that the selected output will only activate when all inputs with the group set to
Yes are in the active state.
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Cardholder Usage Counts

When using NXT-MSC or SCP controllers you can configure the system so that cards
can only be used a certain number of times. Each cardholder can be configured with its
own 'Usage Count' ranging from 1 - 256. Once this count has been reached they will no
longer be allowed access. This feature is useful for car parks, gym and leisure clubs. If
Wiegand keypads are being used it can also be set for PIN numbers.

Note: Each controller processes usage counts completely independently. That means
once the usage count has been reached on a certain reader that cardholder will no
longer be able to get access on any other reader connected to that controller. However, if
there are other controllers on the system with usage counts enabled the cardholder will
still be able to gain access on any readers connected to those other controllers. For
example; if a cardholders usage count is set to 10 and usage counts are enabled on two
controllers that cardholder will able to gain access 10 times on controller 1 and 10 times
on controller 2.

Setup Procedure
l Go into the properties of a reader connected to an NXT-MSC or an SCP controller.
l Ensure that Advanced View is enabled.
l Scroll down the list of properties until you find Options.
l Ensure Decrement Use Limits on Access is set to 'Yes'.
l Ensure Require Use Limit Greater than 0 is also set to 'Yes'.

l Click the Save icon.
l Open up a cardholder record.
l Go to the Advanced tab.
l Place a tick in Change Use Count.
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l Set a value using the drop-down list (available values are from 0-254 and unlim-
ited).

l For example: Set the use count to 5, then that cardholder will only be able to gain
access 5 times at any reader connected to any particular controller.

l Once the use limit has been reached for the cardholder, any subsequent card
presentations will result in access being denied. The associated event type gen-
erated by the controller will be 'Access Denied - User Limit Reached'.

l You can reset the cardholder's usage count by right-clicking on the general tab of
the cardholder record and downloading the cardholder.

Important Note: Performing an Update Network or a memory reset on the controller will
also reset the cardholder usage counts. Therefore if the cardholder(s) should no longer
be granted access at the controller's readers the card should be set to Inactive, or the
usage count(s) should be set to 0).
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Photo Recall
Built into the software is the ability to be able to show a card holder's photograph
whenever access is granted or denied. The photograph will display on-screen and this
can be assigned to all, or selected readers on the system. This is useful for visually con-
firming the identity of a cardholder as they enter a building - allowing an operator to
check the credential is being used by the correct person.

Setup Photo Recall
1. Click Setup >> System Options.

2. Highlight the Photo Recall option then enable the feature.
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Display Options

l Follow Live Event Filter- The feature will only process the transactions that
appear in live events.

l Layout - There are many different photo layout and filmstrip options to choose
from, depending on how many cardholder photos you wish to show at once, and
whether the filmstrip orientation will be horizontal or vertical.

l Show at Start-up - Shows the photo-recall strip whenever the software is started-
up.

l Transaction Type - The Type of transactions that will display a photo.
l Use Device Type Filters - The Photo Recall feature can be controlled by Device
Types - If this option is set to yes a device type will need to be assigned to a reader
with the Show Cardholder selection made. The default setting is No - so card-
holder photos appear from all readers.

Tooltip Options

l Show on Mouse Click - Shows the tool-tip on mouse click for the selected photo.
l Show on Mouse Hover - Shows the tool-tip on mouse hover for the selected
photo.

l Show Thumbnail - Shows a thumbnail of the card holder's photo inside the tool-
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tip.
l Thumbnail Size - The size of the thumbnail to display in the tool-tip.

5. As a test example make the following selections:

6. As 'Use Device Type Filters' has been enabled you now need to go and setup a
new Device Type (Setup >> Device Types).

7. Add a new Device Type, give it a meaningful description, then place a check-mark
against 'Show Cardholder'.

8. This device type should then be assigned to any reader you choose.
9. Highlight the reader in the hardware tree and in the reader properties scroll down

to Monitoring >> Device Types and select the Photo Recall device type.
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10. The last step is to open an existing card record, click on the Photo ID tab so that
you can assign a photograph to the cardholder.

11. By default, it will search the following directory C:\Keri\DoorsNET\Photos - and this
is where we recommend storing all cardholder images.

12. Select the image and then simply present the card at the designated reader.
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13. The cardholder image will appear in the filmstrip in the User Interface... hover your
mouse over the image to observe the way the tool-tip options handle the display of
the thumbnail and the associated event information.

14. The photo strip will appear for any cardholder that has a photograph assigned and
who gains access at this reader. For other readers to also use this feature simply
assign the photo recall device type.
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Multiple Client Connections
The Doors.NET software supports an unlimited amount of concurrent system operators
to be administering or monitoring sites. The standard version of the software comes with
1 x client connection. This means you can install the admin client onto as many remote
machines as you like but you will only be able to make 1 connection at any one time.

Additional client connections need to be enabled on your Doors.NET license. To find out
about the additional cost contact your Keri Systems inside sales representative.

Note: If you are upgrading your Doors.NET software, any remote client workstations will
also need to be updated to the same version. Otherwise you will not be able to connect
to the Application Server.
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Setup a Second Doors.NET Client
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Update your License Key
1. From the Windows Start menu, go to Doors.NET >> License Manager.
2. When the License Manager window opens, select Application Server on the left.
3. Click the License tab on the right - this will display your license features and set-

tings.
4. At the bottom of the license manager window you will see your license key.
5. Make a note of the first 5 characters of your license key.

6. Contact Keri Systems sales team to purchase the additional client for you license.
When you contact sales you will need to provide them with the first 5 characters of
the license.

7. Once the additional client has been purchased and enabled on your license you
will need to click the ACTIVATE button (located in the license manager just below
the license key).

8. Once activated, your license should be showing the additional client count.
9. You can now close down the license manager window.
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Install the Doors.NET Client on the Second
PC
1. Ensure the second PC meets the minimum specifications for running the Door-

s.NET software. The minimum requirements - Intel Pentium, Dual-Core, 2.4 GHz or
greater microprocessor, 2 MB cache or greater, 2GB greater of RAM, 160GB or
greater of hard-disk space.

2. Ensure the PC is updated with the latest Windows Updates.
3. Insert the Doors.NET installation DVD or double-click the installation file if it has

been downloaded.
4. Follow the on-screen instructions to install just the administrative client.

Click here for full instructions about installing just the administrative client.

5. Once installation is complete you will be prompted to reboot the second PC.
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Connecting to the Application Server from
the Remote Client
1. Once the second PC has rebooted click on the Doors.NET client icon located on

the desktop.
2. Ensure you can ping the IP address of the host PC.
3. On the login window, de-select 'Use Default Server' - by default the client is con-

figured to connect to the local machine.
4. In the Server or IP Address field, enter the static IP address of the host PC, then

click the save icon.
5. Enter the username and password to log into Doors.NET (the default user name

and password are both admin)
6. If the connection is not successful, ensure there is not a firewall on the client PC

that is blocking the connection. If there is you will need to add the Doors.NET
application as a trusted application.

7. You will now be able to use the remote client to connect to the application server
PC.
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Credential Types
A card format is a set of instructions for the reader to use when decoding a card that a
user has presented for identification. There are a number of different reader technologies
on the market today. Most of the reader technologies output their data in a Wiegand
format (or data1/data0 signalling). The Wiegand format was made popular in the 1980s
and is still a widely used format today. Another type of format is the clock/data format that
is used by credit cards, ATMmachines, and of course access control systems. The two
formats are electrically different and the data presented to the reader can vary widely.
The Doors.NET™ system supports both formats and includes an editor to define the bit
pattern for each type of card format.

Because Credential Types is a licensed feature it needs to be enabled. You can check it
is enabled in the License Manager, click the Windows Start menu >> All Programs >>
Doors.NET >> License Manager. When the License Manager opens click on the License
tab. Scroll down and you will see Credential Types within the 'Options' section, verify
this is set to True.
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Adding Formats

To create a new format for the system click on the Setup tab >> Credential Types.

l Click the 'Add Active Format' button
l Click the new entry 'Format No Selected' to display its properties.
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The Format Type selection is a list of all the available formats in both the Magstripe and
Wiegand libraries.

The Facility Code text box configures the unique site code for the selected format. Enter
a numeric value between 1 and 999,999,999,999,999. The facility code is used in most
formats to represent a number that is encoded on all of the credentials, at the same loc-
ation. The location and the length of the facility code are determined by the format defin-
ition.

The Offset Code is a numeric character up to 9 digits in length. The offset is normally a
value of zero; however, it can be a numeric value that is automatically added to the card
number field. For example, suppose that you have two different card formats, with dif-
ferent facility codes, but with the same range of card numbers (1 to 100). Without the off-
set, you would have two different cards with the same number. By using the offset, you
can automatically adjust the value of one of the formats by the offset value. If the offset
value of one of the formats is changed to 1,000 then the card range for that format is now
1,001 to 1,100. The values that you would enter into the cardholder's record would be
the adjusted value (a range of 1,001 to 1,100). The offset of 1,000 and the card number
range of 1 to 100 are just examples and may differ for your application.

Note: The format string is displayed only to system administrators. The format # is the
same number that is reported in the detail section within Live Events for denied cards
(for diagnostic purposes).
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To create a new Magstripe (Data/clock) format, click the Add Format button.

The Description text box allows the user to change the name of the card format from the
default name and can accept any character up to a maximum length of 50 characters.
The description is used on the Access Control tab of this menu and in the Data Interface
tab of the Reader under the Card Formats section.

The Minimum Number of Digits text box accepts numeric characters only and has a
numeric range of 0 to 99. The value entered represents the minimum number of digits
that the card data on the magstripe must contain. If a card is presented with fewer digits
than this setting, an Access Denied – Invalid Magstripe Format message will be gen-
erated.

The Maximum Number of Digits text box accepts numeric characters only and has a
numeric range of 0 to 99. The value entered represents the maximum number of digits
that the card data on the magstripe may contain. If a card is presented with more digits
than this setting, an Access Denied – Invalid Magstripe Format message will be gen-
erated.

The Facility Code Length text box accepts numeric characters only and has a numeric
range of 0 to 15. The value entered represents the length of the facility code digits. The
facility code (site code) is used to further identify the card.

The Facility Code Start Digit text box accepts numeric characters only and has a
numeric range of 0 to 99. The value entered represents the start digit for the facility code.
This is zero-based.
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The Card Number Length text box accepts numeric characters only and has a numeric
range of 0 to 15. The value entered represents the number of digits for the card number.
Valid entries are 0 (ignore), and 1-15.

The Card Number Start Digit text box accepts numeric characters only and has a
numeric range of 0 to 99. The value entered represents the start digit for the card num-
ber. This is zero-based.

The Issue Code Length text box accepts numeric characters only and has a numeric
range of 0 to 2. The value entered represents the number of digits for the issue code.
Valid entries are 0 (ignore), 1, 2.

The Issue Code Start Digit text box accepts numeric characters only and has a numeric
range of 0 to 99. The value entered represents the start digit for the issue code. This is
zero-based.

The options tab is used to enable additional features for the magstripe format.

The Suppress Facility Code Checking check box configures the readers to ignore the
facility code of presented cards.

The Corporate Card Calculations check box changes how the card number is com-
puted for this format. The card number is offset by the multiplying the facility code by the
offset number.
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To create a new Wiegand (Data1/Data0) format, click the Add Format button.

The Description text box allows the user to change the name of the card format from the
default name and can accept any character up to a maximum length of 50 characters.
The description is used on the Access Control tab of this menu and in the Data Interface
tab of the Reader under the Card Formats section.

The Number of Bits text box accepts numeric characters only and has a numeric range
of 0 to 99. The value entered represents the number of bits that the Wiegand card con-
tains. If a card is presented with different bits than this setting, an Access Denied –
Invalid Wiegand Format message will be generated.

The Number of Bits for Even Parity text box accepts numeric characters only and has
a numeric range of 0 to 99. The value entered represents the number of bits for even par-
ity.

The Start Bit for Even Parity text box accepts numeric characters only and has a
numeric range of 0 to 99. The value entered represents the designated start bit for even
parity. This value is zero-based.

The Number of Bits for Odd Parity text box accepts numeric characters only and has a
numeric range of 0 to 99. The value entered represents the number of bits for odd parity.
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The Start Bit for Odd Parity text box accepts numeric characters only and has a
numeric range of 0 to 99. The value entered represents the designated start bit for odd
parity. This value is zero-based.

The Facility Code Length text box accepts numeric characters only and has a numeric
range of 0 to 99. The value entered represents the length of the facility code in bits.

The Start Bit for Facility Code text box accepts numeric characters only and has a
numeric range of 0 to 99. The value entered represents the designated start bit for the
facility code. This value is zero-based.

The Card Number Length text box accepts numeric characters only and has a numeric
range of 0 to 99. The value entered represents the length of the card number in bits.

The Start Bit for Card Number text box accepts numeric characters only and has a
numeric range of 0 to 99. The value entered represents the designated start bit for the
card number. This value is zero-based.

The Issue Code Length text box accepts numeric characters only and has a numeric
range of 0 to 99. The value entered represents the length of the issue code in bits.

The Start Bit for Issue Code text box accepts numeric characters only and has a
numeric range of 0 to 99. The value entered represents the designated start bit for the
issue code. This value is zero-based.

The options tab is used to enable additional features for the Wiegand format.

The Step Parity Calculations by 2 bits check box uses every other bit (as opposed to
every bit) when performing parity checks on the card data.
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The Suppress Facility Code Checking check box configures the readers to ignore the
facility code of presented cards.

The Corporate Card Calculations check box changes how the card number is com-
puted for this format. The card number is offset by the multiplying the facility code by the
offset number.

The two 37 bit options are for a specific Motorola format.

The 64 bit with Bistatic Parity are for some of the Desfire formats. However, not all Des-
fire formats use that parity.

The 48-bit FASCN is the TWIC format the TSA uses; Transportation Worker Iden-
tification Credential

The Reverse bit pattern before processing flips the bits in reverse. Some formats are
setup in this way.

You are here: Design Mode
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Design Mode

The Design Mode feature is only enabled if you are a System Administrator. If you have
the standard version of Doors.NET you will also need to have Advanced View enabled.

The feature allows you to perform a variety of administrative tasks, many of which can
save you a considerable amount of time.

l Editing and Using Cardholder Templates

l Creating new Cardholder Custom Labels

l Editing Default Reader LED Modes

l Exporting and Importing Controller Settings

l Moving Controllers to a Different Gateway

l Retrieving Buffered Event Information

Design Mode & Cardholder Templates
Design Mode & Custom Labels
Design Mode & Custom LED Modes
Exporting and Importing Controller Settings
Moving Controllers to Another Gateway
Retrieving MSC Controller Event Buffer
You are here: Design Mode > Design Mode & Cardholder Templates

Design Mode & Cardholder Templates
You can use Cardholder Templates and Design Mode to automatically assign the same
access group/groups to all block enrolled cards, to assign them with the save company
contact information, set certain Advanced cardholders settings or various other settings,
which can potentially save a lot of administration time.
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Creating Default Settings for Block Enrolled Cards

l From Home >> Cardholders, open any existing cardholder record.
l On the General page click the edit icon from the Templates selection.

l Click Add Template and change the name of the new default template. Then save.

l Close the cardholder templates page to return to the cardholder record.
l Select the newly created template from the Templates drop-down list.
l Click the Design Mode icon (the toolbar should state Design Mode).

l Click on the access rights tab and select the access group/ or groups you wish to
automatically assign to a block of cardholders. Then save.
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l When you save the settings you will see a message stating you are about to make
changes to the selected cardholder template. Click Yes to commit the settings.

l You can also create other default settings that will automatically be assigned to
new block enrolled cards. For instance; Company Name, Company Address, Work
Phone Number and various Advanced Settings.

l Click the Design Mode icon again to return to standard editing mode.
l Click the Block Enroll icon (again, you must have Advanced View enabled) oth-
erwise this icon will be greyed-out.
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l When you work through the Block Enrollment process ensure you select the card-
holder template that you recently created and edited.

l When Block Enroll is complete, open any of the newly created cardholder records.
l You will see that they all have the same settings (such as the same access group
assignment).
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You are here: Design Mode > Design Mode & Custom Labels
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Design Mode & Custom Labels
Each cardholder record includes 18 custom fields allowing you to add custom data to
any or all of the cardholders. For example; you can keep a record of the License
Plate/Car Registration number, Company Name, Payroll Number, Project Group, or per-
haps which floor number of a building they work on. Design Mode is used to create cus-
tom labels for these fields.

Setup

l Click the Design Mode icon to put the software into Design Mode.

l The software will now be in Design Mode and is indicated in the title bar.

l Open a cardholder record and go to the Custom tab.
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l Right-click on one of the custom label text descriptions and select: Edit Descrip-
tion: Custom.

l An edit window will appear allowing you to delete the default label (custom) and
replacing it with something else.

l Click the Design Mode icon again to exit Design Mode.
l You can now enter cardholder-specific values into this custom field.

l Click save and this custom information will be saved to the cardholder record.

Reporting Using Custom Information

l You can run reports on information contained within custom fields.
l Click on Reports >> Cardholders.
l From the Report Type drop-down list select 'Cardholders with Company Name of
?"
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l In the Search String field on the right, enter the Company Name you wish to
retrieve card records for (you must enter this information exactly as it has been
defined in the cardholder custom page).

l Click the Search icon and a list will appear of all Cardholders which have
been assigned the defined company name.

You are here: Design Mode > Design Mode & Custom LED Modes
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Design Mode & Custom LED Modes
When using Mercury and NXT Mercury-Powered controllers there are three available
default LED modes defined in the software that control how the reader’s LEDs behave
when the various modes are set to the readers. Examples of these modes are; Unlocked,
Lockdown, Lockout, PIN only, Card + PIN, Access Denied, Access Granted, Locked, etc.
By default, all readers connected to Mercury and NXT Mercury-Powered controllers are
set to use LED Mode 1. You can use the Design Mode feature to edit any one of the
default LED modes.

Setup

l Login to the software and click the Design Mode icon
l Click Setup >> Hardware Setup
l Double-click an NXT-MSC controller in the hardware tree
l You will see LED Modes node located directly beneath it

l Highlight LED Modes and from the ribbon bar click Add LED icon.

l An Undefined LED Mode entry will appear in the hardware tree.
l Highlight the new LED Mode and the properties will appear on the right.
l From the properties, select one of the default LED Modes (i.e Mode 1). LED is the
best mode to edit because by default all readers on the system are assigned this
mode. plus it contains all the most commonly used LED behavior for events such
as: Access Granted, Access Denied, Door Forced, RTE, Lockout etc.
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l From the Reader Function, select a specific reader mode (such as Card + PIN)
l Using the On Color, On Time and Off Color options, decide how you wish the
LED to behave during Card + PIN mode.

l The following settings will result in the reader LED alternately flashing between
red and green when in Card + PIN mode.

l Save these settings, then highlight a reader in the hardware tree.
l Verify that the reader is set to the default LED Mode of 'Mode 1' - You will need to
be in Advanced View to see this setting.

l Click the Design Mode icon again to return to the standard mode.

You are here: Design Mode > Exporting and Importing Controller Settings

Exporting and Importing Controller Settings
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Design Mode can be used to transfer configuration information from one controller to
another. Controller settings such as; strike time, auto-unlock time schedule, reader type,
filters and device type settings, DDA timings, door sense and RTE configurations, Anti-
Passback settings, Device and Filter settings or video camera assignment can all be
exported to a template file. That file can then be imported for use on other controllers of
the same type with the same connected hardware. Again, this potentially can save a con-
siderable amount of system programming time.

Setup Procedure

l Highlight an NXT-MSC controller in the hardware tree.
l Configure the controller with its desired settings; settings that you wish to be rep-
licated on other controllers. Controller settings you might want to copy across could
be; Reader Manufacture Model, Auto Unlock Time Schedule, door sense and RTE
settings, Device Type and Filter assignments.

l Close the Hardware Setup screen.
l Enable Design Mode (click the Design Mode icon ).
l Click Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
l Right-click the configured controller and select 'Save Template'.

l The ExportLinkages subfolder in the DoorsNET directory is where you should
save the controller template. It will automatically open up to this location.

l Give the template a name and click save.
l While still in Design Mode, right-click the controller that you wish to import the con-
troller template to and select 'Apply Template'.

l The ExportedLinkages subfolder will again be opened automatically, so select the
template that was recently saved, then click open.

l You will see a notification message similar to the following:
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Note: You must ensure that any 4x4 or GIOX modules have also been added to the
same bus(es) of the un-configured controller BEFORE applying the template. Otherwise
an error will occur and the template settings will not be copied across.

l This example states the imported file contains 6 'devices', these devices are; the
controller, each of the reader buses and an NXT 4x4 module added to bus 1.

l Click Yes to apply the template to the un-configured controller.
l You should see one more notification window providing you with a general indic-
ation of what controller settings have been changed.

l Expand the properties of the second NXT-MSC controller and all its readers. You
should notice that the settings exactly replicate what has been setup on the first
controller.

Note: This feature is not just limited to NXT-MSC controllers. Controller settings can
also be exported and imported between standard NXT and PXL controllers, however,
the connected hardware must match. You cannot import PXL5002D settings from a
PXL500, or NXT2D settings to an NXT-4D. The hardware configuration must match
exactly; otherwise you will see the following example notification and the import will not
proceed.
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You are here: Design Mode > Moving Controllers to Another Gateway
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Moving Controllers to Another Gateway
Design Mode offers another time-saving feature, which is to move a controller to a dif-
ferent gateway (if the system utilizes multiple gateways of the same type). It can poten-
tially save a lot of time in terms of configuring the controller settings.

You can move PXL controllers to another PXL gateway

You can move NXT controllers to other NXT Gateways

You can move NXT-MSC controllers to other MSC-SCP Gateways
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Any controller which is moved to another gateway will retain all its configuration and set-
tings:

l Simply click the Design Mode icon then open the hardware tree.
l Click on any controller that you wish to move.
l Drag the controller to a different gateway (of the same type).
l You will see a message: "Are you sure you want to move [Controller Name] to
[Gateway Name], click Yes to this message and the controller will be moved
across.

Note: Ensure both gateways are online when you are moving controllers.

You are here: Design Mode > Retrieving MSC Controller Event Buffer
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Retrieving MSC Controller Event Buffer

The Event buffer is the last x (10,000 is the default) transactions stored in the controller
(MSC firmware only) and can be "replayed" via a starting serial number. Serial number
transactions start at 1 when the controller is reset. In the event that you have lost your
database, you can request the controllers resend the events (the controller always starts
from the last event it sent the gateway, unless you use this command).

To Retrieve Buffered Events

l Click the Design Mode Icon to enable Design Mode.
l Go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
l Right-click an NXT-MSC controller and select 'Event Buffer'.
l Enter '1' then click okay.
l In Live Events you will see all the events generated since the controller was last
reset (they will all have the same Server Time Stamp).
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Global Lock or Global Unlock
The Global Unlock feature allows a general purpose input to be used to automatically
unlock all online and functioning doors in the access control network. When the Global
Unlock input is activated all doors will unlock and when it deactivates those doors will
re-lock again.

The Global Lock features also uses a general purpose input which is used to auto-
matically lock all doors on the system, including doors which have been automatically
unlocked via a time schedule, command unlocked from the software or unlocked via an
RTE switch or valid card read. Global Lock also allows you to select Global Lockout or
Global Lockdown instead of Global Lock as the emergency condition

Using Dedicated inputs on the PXL Controller
The PXL controller has a dedicated input that performs the Global Unlock function.
Because this feature is programmed into the PXL firmware it means the controllers do
not need to be online to the software for the feature to function. There is a limitation
though, all doors will globally unlock and you cannot select certain doors to not unlock;
something which can be done when using other hardware types.

The dedicated Global Lock input is located on a satellite board and again is pro-
grammed into the controller. You can also program the PXL system to put the doors glob-
ally into Lockout or Lockdown.

To provide added flexibility to a system, this feature can be configured to allow selected
credentials to override the lockout/lockdown condition, such as those that would be car-
ried by law enforcement personnel.
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Note 1: To use Global Lockout or Global Lockdown the PXL controllers must be using
firmware version 8.6.09.
Note 2: Entraguard controllers do not support Global Lockout or Global Lockdown.

Use System Global Lock/Unlock

The System Global Lock/Unlock allows you to action Global Lock or Global Unlock
either via an icon in the client or from a configured input. It operates across multiple hard-
ware gateways and also allows you to configure certain doors to ignore the global com-
mands

Note: If using System Global Lock/Unlock with PXL controllers and you select certain
PXL doors to ignore the commands, be aware that there is a delay of approximately one
second between each door receiving and responding. Obviously a delay such as this
may not be acceptable for a lot of systems.

Related Articles

l Global Unlock - PXLs
l Global Lock - PXLs
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l Global Lock/Unlock - Typical Applications
l Global Lock/Unlock - Handling Offline States
l System Global Lock - Hardware
l System Global Unlock - Hardware
l System Global Lock - Software
l System Global Unlock - Software
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Global Unlock - PXLs
This section explains how to enable the standard implementation of the Global Unlock
feature using the dedicated Global Unlock input on the master PXL controller.

The dedicated Global Unlock input is physically located between pins 5 and 6 of TB4 on
the PXL controller. This input can alternatively be designated as an Auxiliary RTE input,
but this function is automatically disabled when Global Unlock is enabled.

The Global Unlock input is a normally-open input that is active when closed. When the
input activates it automatically unlock all online and functioning doors on the PXL net-
work; it does NOT allow you to select certain doors to not respond to the global unlock
command. Since this feature is hardware controlled it is not dependent on the PC in any
way.

You can use the Situation Manager implementation of Global Unlock to control which
doors respond to the Global Unlock command.

NOTE: If a slave controller is offline when a Global Unlock or Global Lock command is
issued, the slave controller has missed the unlock/lock command and will not change
state when the slave controller comes back on line
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Enable Global Unlock

1. Highlight the master PXL controller in the hardware tree (Setup > Hardware Setup
> All).

2. In properties, locate Options > Global Unlock Enable and set it to Yes.
3. Set Global Unlock Type to Unlock All Doors and click Save.

NOTE: Setting the Global Unlock Type to “Unlock All Doors” configures the system to
the standard implementation of Global Unlock/Lock. If this value is set to “Use Individual
Door Settings” control is shifted to the Situation Manager in Doors.NET and the inform-
ation in this document no longer applies.

4. The Live Events grid displays network update start and complete messages.
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5. Expand the controller’s inputs in the hardware tree. The input on the master con-
troller dedicated to global unlock is automatically renamed as Global Unlock Input.

6. Now if this input on the master controller is activated, all online PXL doors will
unlock and appropriate messages are posted in Live Events.

7. In the doors status grid (Setup > Hardware Setup > Doors), the Detail column dis-
plays “GUE Unlocked” for each of the globally unlocked PXL doors.
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8. When the PXL controllers are online, the mode and detail columns will dynam-
ically change as the global unlock input state changes.

NOTE: The Global Unlock feature is not Fire Marshall approved. Check your local codes
for fire safety management.
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NOTE:Global Unlock takes precedence over ALL lock or unlock commands. Any
attempt to restore an Auto Unlock/Lock time schedule while the Global Unlock feature is
active will be ignored by the master controller.

Related Topics

l Global Lock - Hardware
l Global Lock - Software
l Global Unlock - Hardware
l Global Unlock - Software
l Global Unlock - Card Driven
l Global Lock - PXLs
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PXL Global Lock
The global lock feature uses a dedicated input on the satellite board installed on the mas-
ter controller. This option will not appear if a satellite board is not installed. When the
global lock input is triggered all online and functioning doors on the PXL network are
automatically locked.

The PXL controllers support five different levels of Lock implementation:

l Lock – Immediately locks all PXL doors (doors which have been opened with a
valid card, a time schedule, or that have been manually unlocked, will all lock).
Lock allows credentials which have valid access to still gain access and RTE is
still enabled.

l Lockout – Operates the same as Lock but NO credentials are allowed access
regardless of access level or group permissions. RTE is still enabled.

l Lockout - Allow Always Schedule – The same as Lockout but allowing access to
those credentials with the Always schedule assigned. RTE is still enabled.

l Lockdown – Operates as Lockout with NO RTE functionality.
l Lockdown – Allow Always Schedule – The same as Lockdown but allowing
access to those credentials with the Always schedule assigned.

Note: The Global Lockout and Global Lockdown options are NOT supported on the
EntraGuard controllers or PXL controllers using firmware version older than 08.06.09.

Enable Global Lock

1. Highlight the master PXL controller in the hardware tree (Setup > Hardware Setup
> All).

2. In properties, locate Options > Global Lock Enable, set it to Yes, and click Save.
From Global Lock Type select one of the available lock types from the drop-down
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list then click Save.

3. The Live Events grid displays network update start and complete messages.

4. Expand the controller’s inputs in the hardware tree. The input on the master con-
troller dedicated to global lock is automatically renamed as Global Lock Input.
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5. The dedicated Global Lock input is a normally-open circuit that activates Global
Lock when it’s closed. It is physically located between pins 5 and 6 of TB8 (Input 4)
on the Satellite Board connected to the master controller.

6. Now if this input on the satellite board is activated, all online PXL doors will lock
and appropriate messages are posted in Live Events.

7. Live Events also posts appropriate Access Denied events, depending upon the
Lock Type that the readers have been set.
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8. When the PXL controllers are online, the mode and detail columns will dynam-
ically change as the global lock input state changes.

NOTE: The Global Lock feature is not Fire Marshall approved. Check your local codes
for fire safety management.

NOTE:Global Lock takes precedence over ALL other lock or unlock commands
EXCEPT for Global Unlock. Any attempt to restore an auto Unlock/Lock time schedule
while the Global Lock feature is active will be ignored by the master controller.

Related Topics

l Global Lock - Hardware
l Global Lock - Software
l Global Unlock - Hardware
l Global Unlock - Software
l Global Unlock - Card Driven
l Global Unlock - PXLs
l Global Lock and Global Unlock Settings
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Global Unlock - Hardware

Included in Doors.NET is the ability to perform a Global Unlock of all doors on the sys-
tem from an input on the system, designated as a Global Unlock input. This input cannot
be programmed for any door function; such as request-to-exit or door contact but can be
located either on the
controller or on a connected module, such as an NXT 4x4, NXT GIOX or an SCP-ICM.
The Global Unlock command will operate across all gateways, included gateways of dif-
ferent hardware types.

You can also configure certain doors to not respond to the Global Unlock commands.

Setup
Enabling the Global Unlock Feature

l From within the software, click on Setup >> System Options.

l Click on Situation Manager on the left.
l On the Situation ManagerGeneral properties, set the feature to be Enabled.

l On the Situation ManagerGlobal Configuration, ensure you have the following
settings.
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l Save your settings then close down the System Options window.

Assigning the Global Unlock Function to an Input
The following section assumes you have a standard NXT or NXT-MSC controller added
to the system and online. It also assumes you have added the NXT 4X4 module to one
of the controller's buses.

l Go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.

l Locate the controller in the hardware tree.
l Double-click the controller to display the buses.
l Double-click the bus which has the NXT 4x4 module connected to it.
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l Rename the input on the 4x4 module that you will be using as the Global Unlock
input.

l With the input still highlighted, ensure Advanced View is enabled for the input prop-
erties.

l Scroll down the input properties and locate Situation Manager >> Global Unlock
Input.Set this to Yes.
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l Save the input settings.

Testing the Configured Input
l You can now test the configured Global Unlock input.
l Activate the input by changing its state (by default the system inputs are set to nor-
mally-closed so when the circuit opens it will be in alarm state). You can of course
change the circuit type within the input properties.

l When the Global Unlock input is activated you should notice all doors on the sys-
tem unlock.

l The doors will re-lock again when the Global Unlock input goes secure.
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l By default, if you have multiple gateway types or multiple gateways then all online
doors on the access control network will globally unlock (excluding PXL con-
trollers) when the global unlock input is active.

When using PXL Controllers

Note: If you have a system that has PXLs controllers as well as NXT or MSC controllers
be aware that the PXLs controllers will not, by default respond to a Global Unlock input
from a 4x4 module. If you want the PXL network to also Globally Unlock you have to
highlight the master PXL, then in the controller properties set 'Use System Global Lock-
/Unlock' to Yes, enable Global Unlock and set the unlock type to 'Unlock All Doors'.
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Configure doors to ignore Global Unlock
You can configure doors to ignore the Global Unlock from the 4x4 input:

l Highlight the reader in the hardware tree.
l In the reader properties scroll down to Situation Manager >> Ignore Global Unlock.
l Set this option to Yes.
l Save the reader settings

l This door will then remain locked when the global unlock input activates.

l To configure PXL doors to ignore Global Unlock, you have to highlight the master
and change 'Unlock All Doors' to 'Use Individual Door Settings'. Save this settings.

l Then highlight a PXL reader (ensure Advanced View is enabled).
l Scroll down the reader properties and locate Ignore Global Unlock.
l Set this to Yes.

Note:When PXL controllers are set to use individual door settings they will not globally
unlock immediately. You will notice a delay of approximately 1 second between unlock-
ing each of the PXL doors, this can result in a delay of several seconds, or even minutes
on very large systems, which for many installations this is not acceptable system beha-
vior.
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Related Topics

l Global Lock - Hardware
l Global Lock - Software
l Global Unlock - Hardware
l Global Unlock - Software
l Global Unlock - Card Driven
l Global Lock - PXLs
l Global Unlock - PXLs
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Global Unlock from the Software
This section explains how to use the built-in Global Unlock feature via icons located on
the home tab, allowing you to immediately unlock all doors or a designated group of
doors, over multiple controllers and even over different hardware platforms.

This feature is included in all versions of Doors.NET and is supported with all controller
types. When configured, all configured doors on the system will automatically unlock
when the operator presses the Global Unlock icon. All the doors will re-lock again when
the Normal button is pressed.

Setup Instructions

Enabling Software Global Unlock

l Ensure you are logged on as a System Administrator.
l Verify that Advanced View is enabled.
l Click on Setup >> System Options.

l Click on Situation Manager.
l Enable Situation Manager.
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l Global Unlock Enabled will automatically be set to Yes.
l Ensure you have the following settings within the Global Configuration section.

l Save the settings then close down the System Options window.

Activating the Global Unlock

l Go to the Home tab and you will now see two icons listed in the Situation Manager
section:
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The icon highlighted in orange is the currently active global state of the system.

l You now have the ability to immediately unlock every door on the system simply by
clicking the Global Unlock icon.

l When you click the Global Unlock icon a notification message will appear.
l Click the Change button and all doors will immediately unlock.

l You should see multiple door unlocked messages appear in the live events grid.
l Click on the Normal icon and all the doors will re-lock.

Configuring Doors to Ignore Global Unlock
You may want certain doors to always remain locked (or accessible only by a valid card)
even in the event of an emergency. For example; store rooms or server/IT rooms. When
doors are configured to ignore Global Unlock they will remained locked whilst the other
doors globally unlock.

l In the hardware tree, click on a door you wish to ignore Global Unlock.
l In the reader/door properties, ensure Advanced View is enabled.
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l Scroll down the list of properties until you locate Situation Manager.
l Set Ignore Global Unlock to Yes.

l Save your reader settings.

Using PXL Controllers

All hardware types, by default will automatically unlock via a Global Unlock command
from the software, except for PXL controllers. To enable this feature on the PXLs you
have to:

l Highlight the PXL master controller (#1)
l Locate Options.
l SetGlobal Unlock Enabled to Yes.
l Set Use System Global Lock/Unlock to Yes.
l Save .

Note:When using the PXL controllers the doors will immediately unlock as a result of
Global Unlock only if ALL doors are configured to unlock. If you program certain PXL
doors to ignore Global Unlock you will experience a delay of up to 1 second between the
unlocking of each door, which is not the desired behavior for many systems.
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Related Topics

l Global Lock - Hardware
l Global Lock - Software
l Global Unlock - Hardware
l Global Unlock - Card Driven
l Global Lock - PXLs
l Global Unlock - PXLs
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Global Lock/Lockout/Lockdown - Hardware

Doors.NET provides the ability to program any available input on the system to imme-
diately put the system into Lock, Lockout or Lockdown status by activating the input (for
example; pressing an emergency button).

This feature is included with both the standard and professional versions of Doors.NET.

This section explains how to use a general purpose input on an NXT 4x4 module to put
the system into one of the following modes:

l Global Lock - All doors lock, but authorized credentials/cards are still allowed
access, and egress is permitted.

l Lockout - All doors are immediately locked, authorized cards no longer work, but
egress is still permitted.

l Lockdown - All doors lock, cards no longer gain access, and egress is not
allowed except where a mechanical exit device such as a crash bar exists.

To provide added flexibility, the system can be configured to exclude certain doors from
participation.

Setup

Naming the Global Lock Input
This setup guide assumes you already have an NXT or NXT-MSC controller added and
online to the system with an NXT 4x4 connected to one of its buses.

l From the Doors.NET software, click on Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
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l Locate the controller which has the NXT 4x4 module connected to it.

l Double-click the controller.
l Double-click the bus which has the 4x4 connected.
l Check the 4x4 is online.
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l Rename the input on the 4x4 which you will be designating as the Global Lock-
/Lockout/Lockdown input.

l Save .
l Optionally you can now activate the input to verify that the correct input is con-
figured and the alarm and secure messages appear in live events.

Configuring the Global Lock Feature

l Go to Setup >> System Options.
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l Click on Situation Manager from the list on the left.
l In the General properties enable the feature.

l In the Global Configuration properties ensure Global Lock is enabled.
l Locate the Global Lock Type drop-down list and select one of the available Global
Lock Type options:

- Lock - Immediately locks designated unlocked doors (doors following an auto-
unlock schedule or doors which have been manually unlocked. Locked means cre-
dentials which have valid access still work and the RTE/REX button will also be
enabled.

- Lockout - operates the same as Lock but no credentials are allowed access
regardless of access level/group permissions. RTE/REX functions normally.

- Lockdown - operates the same as Lockout but with the RTE/REX no longer func-
tioning.

The default option is Lock.

l For Hardware Control set it to Hardware Has Precedence.
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Click here for more details about the other available options within the basic Situation
Manager setup.

l Save the settings then close down the System Options window.

Assigning the Global Lock Functionality
l Return to the hardware tree.
l Highlight again the input which has been renamed as the Global Lock input.
l Ensure Advanced View is enabled for the input properties.

l Scroll down the properties and locate Situation Manager >> Global Lock Input.
l Set this option to Yes.

l Save the input properties.

Testing the Global Lock Input
To test the functionality of the feature you should:
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l Unlock a couple of the doors on the system (for example; right-click the reader(s) in
the hardware tree and select Mode >> Unlock).

l Or assign an auto-unlock time schedule to a door, such as Always.

l Also ensure you have some active cards enrolled on the system.
l Activate the Global Unlock input... all doors should immediately be locked (or they
should go into Lockout or Lockdown), depending on what you selected for the
Global Lock Type.

While the system is in Global Lock/Lockout/Lockdown state, you will not be able
to:

l Edit any of the Global Lock settings
l or Remove a controller, any other hardware type of a gateway

Configuring Doors to Ignore the Global Lock Commands

You can configure doors on the system to not respond to the Global Lock input (for
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example; doors that you wish to remain unlocked, or doors that you don't wish to go into
lockout/lockdown.

l Go to the hardware tree and select a reader you wish to ignore Global Lock.
l Ensure Advanced View is enabled.
l Scroll down the properties and locate Situation Manager >> Ignore Global Lock.
l Set this option to Yes, then save.

Related Topics

l Global Lock - Software
l Global Unlock - Hardware
l Global Unlock - Software
l Global Unlock - Card Driven
l Global Unlock - PXLs
l Global Lock - PXLs
l Global Lock and Global Unlock Settings
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Global Lock from the Software
This section explains how to use the basic Situation Manager feature to set a Global
Lock command via an icon in the software, allowing you to
immediately lock a designated group of doors, over multiple controllers and even over dif-
ferent hardware platforms. It also gives you the option to perform a Global Lockout or
Global Lockdown.

Note: Extended Global Lock settings *Global Lockout and Global Lockdown are NOT
supported on Entraguard controllers, nor are they supported on PXL controllers using
firmware versions lower than 08.06.09.

Note:When sending the Global Lock commands from the software to PXL hardware
there is a delay of approximately one second between each controller receiving the com-
mand. For this reason, if you wish for all doors to immediately receive the Global Lock
command you should use the dedicated Global Lock input located on the SB-593 satel-
lite board.

Setup Instructions
l Ensure you are logged on as a System Administrator.
l Verify that Advanced View is enabled.
l Click on Setup >> System Options.

l Click on Situation Manager.
l Enable Situation Manager.
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l In Global Configuration ensure thatGlobal Lock is enabled.
l From the Global Lock Type drop-down list, choose either Lock, Lockout or Lock-
down.

- Lock - immediately locks the designated unlocked doors (doors following an
unlock schedule or which are manually unlocked). Locked means that credentials
that have access will still work and the Request to Exit still works.
- Lockout - operates the same as Lock but no credentials are allowed access
regardless of their access group. Request to Exit still works.
- Lockdown - operates the same as Lockout but with Request to Exit no longer
functioning.

l Set Hardware Control to Software has Precedence.

l Save these settings then close the System Options window.
l If you now go tothe Home tab and look at the Situation Manager section you will
see two new icons, Normal and Global Lock.

The icon highlighted in orange is the currently active global state of the system.

l Click the Global Lock icon and you will see the following notification:
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l Click the Change button and all unlocked doors will immediately lock. Depending
on how you have configured the feature the doors may, of course, go into either
Global Lock, Lockout or Lockdown.

Additional Settings
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l System Administrator Only - The Normal and Global Lock icons will only show to
system operators who are configured as System Administrators.

l Enable System Calendar - System Calendar is an additional licensed feature.
When you enable this setting you will be able to program System Calendar to activ-
ate Global Lock at a certain time and on a certain day, or for it to occur regularly at
a pre-programmed time/day.

l Require Notes - As shown in the previous image, a notification box appears when
you click the Global Lock icon. You can configure the system to require the oper-
ator to enter some notes before the Global Lock command can be sent. When
enabled you must also enter the minimum length of characters required before the
operator can click the Change button.

l Require Password - You can define a password that needs to be entered by the
system operator before they are able to Globally Lock/Lockout/Lockdown the sys-
tem.

Configuring Doors to Ignore Global Lock

By default all doors on the system are set to respond to the Global Lock commands from
the software. However, as with Global Unlock, you can configure doors to ignore the
Global Lock commands.

l Highlight a reader from the hardware tree.
l Ensure Advanced View is enabled.
l Scroll down the reader properties until you find Situation Manager.
l Set Ignore Global Lock to Yes.
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Note: This setting will be greyed-out if the system is in a Global Lock state.

Setup - If Using PXL Controllers
l Click on Setup >> Hardware Setup.
l Highlight the master PXL controller.
l In the controller properties, scroll down to Options.
l Set Use System Global Lock/Unlock to Yes.
l Also within the options section setGlobal Lock Enabled to Yes.

l Click the save icon .
l By default, all the readers connected to the PXL network will be set to respond to
the Global Lock command (either from the software or from a hardware input) - You
can configure a reader not to respond by; highlighting a reader, scrolling down to
Situation Manager and setting Ignore Global Lock to Yes.

Related Topics
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l Global Lock - Hardware
l Global Unlock - Hardware
l Global Unlock - Software
l Global Unlock - Card Driven
l Global Lock - PXLs
l Global Unlock - PXLs
l Global Lock and Global Unlock Settings
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Situation Manager - Global Settings
Situation Manager allows you to define how Global Unlock or Global Lock is applied to
the system. You must be logged in as a system administrator and Advanced View must
be enabled.
This is the standard implementation of Situation Manager and is included in the standard
version of Doors.NET.

NOTE: Situation Manager configuration options become read-only if the system is in an
active Global Lock or Global Unlock state. This prevents a configuration change from
being made that may affect or confuse the current Global Lock/Unlock state. This read-
only state does not apply to other properties or configuration options for other features
within the program.

Enable Situation Manager
1. Click the Setup tab > System Options ribbon icon to open the System Options win-

dow.

2. Click Situation Manager in the list of System Options.
3. In the grid, click in the Enabled field and select Yes in the pull-down menu.

4. The Situation Manager options are now ready to be configured.
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General Configuration Options
The General Configuration grid allows you to set Situation Manager activation options.
Refer to the following figure for all General Configuration options.

l System Administrator Only - Limits access to the Situation Manager to operators
who have System Administrator level logins.

l Enable Global Macro - This setting can be used only if the optional Global Link-
age Service is installed and enabled on your license key. The setting allows a
Global Linkage Macro to change the Situation Manager Global Unlock/Lock states.

l Enable System Calendar - If the System Calendar is enabled on your license, this
setting allows you to use the System Calendar to change the Situation Manager
Global Unlock states. This option will only display if System Calendar is enabled
on your license.

l Require Notes and Set Notes Length - Allows you to require a note of explan-
ation when an operator activates a Global Unlock via the Situation Manager. You
can then set the minimum number of characters the note must have. The default is
to not require notes. If you enable notes then click in the Notes Length field and set
the minimum number of characters for the note. You can either directly enter the
number of characters or use the displayed slider to set the length. The maximum is
128 characters.

l Require and set Password - Allows you to require a password to activate the Situ-
ation Manager and set the password to be entered. The default is to not require a
password. If you enable Require Password click in the password field and enter
the required password.

Global Configuration Option
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The Global Configuration grid allows you to configure how the Global Lock/Unlock rules
are applied. Refer to the following figure for all Global Configuration options.

l Global Unlock Enable - Double click in the enabled field to set Global Unlock to
Yes.

l Global Unlock Ignore Override - When enabled, this option prevents an operator
from issuing a manual door command such as lock door, unlock door, temporary
unlock, control point override, or monitor point override that would countermand the
Global Unlock command. If an operator attempts such a command a message
appears stating the command could not be completed and a corresponding event
message is recorded. The default is not to ignore overrides, allowing an operator
to manually operate doors in a Global Unlock state.

NOTE: This setting is system wide. If enabled, no manual overrides are allowed
regardless of hardware settings.

l Precedence - Determines which mode can override the other. The default is
Global Unlock has precedence over Global Lock.

- If Global Unlock has precedence then Global Lock will not take effect until the
Global Unlock is cleared.
- If Global Lock has precedence then Global Unlock will not take effect until the
Global Lock is cleared.

NOTE: Precedence only applies if hardware inputs are being used to initiate
Global Lock or Global Unlock actions. If hardware inputs are not being used, the
Situation Manager icons on the ribbon bar directly handle switching between
Global Lock, Global Unlock, and Normal states.

l Hardware Control - Specifies whether the software is in control (via the Situation
Manager icons) or hardware inputs are controlling the changes to the Global Lock-
/Unlock and Normal states. The default is hardware has precedence.

- If Software has Precedence, then the Situation Manager icons on the ribbon bar
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display status and directly control switching between Global Lock, Global Unlock,
and Normal states. A physical input is not required in this mode but not excluded
either; you can use both.
- If Hardware has Precedence, then the Situation Manager icons on the ribbon
bar display status only and nothing happens when an operator clicks on the icons.

l Global Reset Type - Specifies how the system will reset a hardware initiated
Global Lock/Unlock and return to the Normal state. There are two selectable types
of hardware states: Latched or Momentary.

- Latched - (The default setting) means the state of the Lock/Unlock command fol-
lows the state of the input – ON = enabled, OFF = disabled (typically a single
throw-switch).
-Momentary means the Lock/Unlock command is enabled when the input is
tripped (typically a push-button, momentary switch)

If Latched, then internal logic is used to determine when to return the mode back
to Normal. If multiple inputs are used for setting Global Unlock the system will reset
to normal when EVERY input is in the inactive state.

If Momentary, then no logic is needed for the restore state. The hardware input is
the trigger to put the system into a Global Lock or Global Unlock state, but the oper-
ator must clear the state using the Situation Manager icons on the ribbon bar.

l Ignore Old Events - Sets the amount of time before the system considers a past
Global Lock/Unlock event as “old.” The intent of this option is to handle offline gate-
ways/controllers that have global inputs that were triggered at some point in the
past but have yet to be reported to the system. When they do report, it may be
undesirable to initiate Global Lock/Unlock events based on hardware inputs
triggered in the past, especially if these inputs were being used as momentary trig-
gers. Global Lock/Unlock input reports that are deemed to be old are not pro-
cessed. This applies to events that are from the inputs that are designated as either
a Global Lock input or a Global Unlock input and does not affect operation from the
UI, Global Linkage, or System Calendar.

NOTE: If an input is not processed because it is considered old, it is possible to
have the input in one state and the system in another state. This condition should
be handled by toggling the input while the controller is online to reset its state.

The time period for designating an event as old ranges from Never to between 1
minute and 24 hours. The default is Never.

l Global Restore Trigger - Allows a Global Linkage action to trigger off of a Global
Restore event; Global Linkage is not triggering the Restore event, but is triggered
by the execution of the Restore event. This kind of trigger/action could turn on a
relay, or send an e-mail or SMS message.
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NOTE: This option can only be used with the optional Global Linkage feature.

- To assign a Global Linkage trigger to a Global Restore event, click in the Global
Restore Trigger field in the grid and select the desired Global Linkage trigger from
the list in the pull-down menu.

l Global Unlock Trigger - Allows a Global Linkage action to trigger off of a Global
Unlock event; Global Linkage is not triggering the Unlock event, but is triggered by
the execution of the Unlock event. This kind of trigger/action could turn on a relay,
or send an e-mail or SMS message.

NOTE: This option can only be used with the optional Global Linkage feature.

To assign a Global Linkage trigger to a Global Unlock event, click in the Global
Unlock Trigger field in the grid and select the desired Global Linkage trigger from
the list in the pull-down menu.

Click the save icon to commit the settings (or they will not be applied).
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Handling Offline or Network Outage States
The system is designed to have the ability to handle communications loss to controllers
or network outage and recover from those when communications is restored. A system
entering into or already in a Global Lock/Unlock state can be greatly affected by an off-
line controller or a network outage. The system is designed to handle recovery from
these conditions, and to mitigate the effects the recovery may have on the system. The
following conditions are currently handled:

l The Gateway service is not running when the system state is changed. The state
change could be software based or could occur via an input from another Gateway
that is online.

l The Gateway is online but a controller on that Gateway is offline.
l The Gateway service is running and was connected to Application Server but is off-
line when a state change occurs.

l The Client UI is not running when a state change occurs.
l The Client UI is running and was connected to Application Server but is offline
when a state change occurs.

l A controller with a Global Lock or Global Unlock input and those inputs are Normal
goes offline, and then a state change occurs.

l A controller with a Global Lock or Global Unlock input and those inputs are Active
goes offline.

l A power outage or Application Server service stoppage.

Both the Client UI and the Gateway retrieves the current system state and Situation Man-
ager rules on startup and on a reconnect to the Application Server. The Client UI will
change its Situation Manager icons to match the current state. The Gateways will check
each controller as it comes online (either at initial startup or a reconnect) for the con-
troller’s current state (Normal, Global Lock, Global Unlock). If the controller’s state does
not match the Gateway’s current state, the Gateway will update that controller to the cor-
rect state.

The Application Server updates the database when in Latched mode as the changes
happen to Global Lock or Global Unlock inputs. This happens in real time as the events
are sent to the Application Server. This table is only updated by the Application Server
and is queried at Application Server startup. This ensures the current state of the Global
Lock and Global Unlock inputs will still be valid following a planned or unplanned shut-
down of the Application Server service.

NOTE: If the Situation Manager is configured to be Hardware Driven then the following
could occur:

1. A controller that is offline has a number of events stored that involve Global Lock or
Global Unlock. When that controller comes online, those events will be process by
the Application Server. If they are older than the time specified by the Situation
Manager’s Ignore Older Events field, then nothing happens to the current state. If
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they are not older, they will be processed as normal events. This may or may not
change the current Global Lock/Unlock state depending on if another input had
already placed the system into a Global Lock/Unlock state and which state has pre-
cedence. If the system is in the Normal State when the controller comes back
online and started uploading its transaction buffer, and those events are not con-
sidered “old,” the system state may change rapidly.

2. A controller that has a Global Lock or Global Unlock input that is active is now off-
line. In this condition, the state will not restore to Normal until that controller comes
back online and reports that the input is now normal. This is by design and is one
of the reasons why the mixed-mode of hardware/software precedence is allowed.
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Typical Global Lock/Unlock Applications
The following sections provide typical application descriptions for Global Lock/Unlock.
Unless otherwise noted, these applications apply to both NXT and MSC based hard-
ware. All of these applications can use Global Linkage triggers to send SMS/E-mail.
They can also perform hardware control via Global Linkage if the Global Linkage option
is enabled on the license.

Software Driven ONLY
This application is the simplest form of Global Lock/Unlock as it is completely software
driven and requires no input wiring. The only hardware configuration required is for
doors to be assigned/unassigned Global Lock/Unlock values accordingly. Any cli-
ent/operator with the appropriate permission can execute a Global Lock or Global
Unlock command. The following graphic shows the Situation Manager parameters to set
to enable this mode:

Setting the Hardware Control option to Software Has Precedence enables the Situation
Manager icons on the ribbon bar for active use. This means the operator can click the
desired mode using the Situation Manager icons and the system will execute the
change.

Hardware Initiated With Software Reset
This application is an extension of the Software Driven mode but with the controller also
providing a momentary hardware input source for the Global Lock/Unlock state change.
The input device should be a momentary push-button switch. Hardware configuration
consists of the doors to be assigned/unassigned Global Lock/Unlock values and defin-
ing the inputs that initiate a Global Lock/Unlock event. Multiple inputs may be configured
for either function.

In this application a number of momentary push-button switches are located throughout
a facility. A activation from any one of them will trigger the Global Lock/Unlock state
according to its programming. But when the switch returns to its normal state, no change
occurs; the system remains in the Global Lock/Unlock state. The Situation Manager
icons will reflect the Global Lock/Unlock state. An operator with the appropriate per-
missions must change the state to Normal via the Situation Manager icon, hence the
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software reset distinction. The following graphic shows the Situation Manager para-
meters to set to enable this mode:

By setting the Global Reset Type to Momentary the hardware input now can trigger the
state change but cannot reset the system back to normal. This must be done through the
System Manager icons. Since Hardware Control is set to Software Has Precedence it is
still possible to initiate a Global Lock/Unlock from the Situation Manager icons.

Hardware Driven ONLY
For this application the system Global Lock/Unlock state is completely controlled by
latched input hardware. The Situation Manager icons only display status, they cannot ini-
tiate or clear a Global Lock/Unlock. The input hardware should be some kind of on/off
toggle switch. Hardware configuration consists of the doors to be assigned/unassigned
Global Lock/Unlock values and defining the inputs that control Global Lock/Unlock
events. The following graphic shows the Situation Manager parameters to set to enable
this mode:

Once configured, the system tracks multiple inputs over multiple controllers. If the system
is in the Normal state, the first Global Lock input triggered will place the entire system
into the Global Lock state. If another Global Lock input goes active, it is added to a list of
active Global Lock inputs. When the first switch is returned to Normal, there is no change
in the Global Lock state as the second switch is still active. It is only when all global lock
inputs return to Normal that the system returns to the Normal state.

As shown in the graphic above, Global Unlock Has Precedence. So if the system is in
the Global Lock state and one or more Global Unlock inputs are activated, the system
immediately changes to the Global Unlock state. The same input logic applies here as
with multiple Global Lock inputs. The system now waits until all of the Global Unlock
inputs are normal before changing the system state. The system then checks to see if at
least one Global Lock input is active. If one is active, the system will return to the Global
Lock state. If none are active, the system then returns to Normal. If Precedence is set to
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Global Lock Has Precedence, then the logic above is reversed and a Global Lock can
countermand an existing Global Unlock state.

Hardware or Software Driven
This application allows either the Hardware or the Software to control a Global Lock-
/Unlock. This allows the software to override to the system without having to rely on all
Global Lock/Unlock hardware inputs to be synchronized. The input hardware should be
some kind of on/off toggle switch. Hardware configuration consists of the doors to be
assigned/unassigned Global Lock/Unlock values and defining the inputs that control
Global Lock/Unlock events. The following graphic shows the Situation Manager para-
meters to set to enable this mode:

All rules from the Hardware Driven ONLY section apply except that the Situation Man-
ager icons can now initiate or clear a Global Lock/Unlock, overriding what the hardware
initiated state may be. This will result in a mismatch between hardware and software.
The hardware inputs must be changed to synchronize the software and hardware states.
Keep in mind, the Situation Manager icons always correctly reflect current state.

NOTE: This mode can be useful for assisting in troubleshooting a system that may have
hardware communication problems.

Advanced Applications Using Local Linkage
The MSC (Mercury Inside) firmware is capable of triggering on Global Lock/Unlock or
Normal state changes using the optional Local Linkage feature. The full local linkage
menu allows you to perform local linkage procedures such as the following:

l Change selected readers from a Global Lock mode (i.e., Lock, Lock Out, Lock
Down) to a different mode (i.e., Unlocked , Card+PIN, a different Global Lock
mode).

l Disable access rules for selected access groups while allowing other access
groups to function normally.

l Toggle a control point to activate a siren, strobe light, or such device.
l Allow operator defined linkage triggers to use the same logic as in AutoUnlock trig-
gers (i.e., prevent a trigger from occurring while in a Global Lock/Unlock state).
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These applications are made possible by including the Global Lock and Global Unlock
Trigger variables (used by the MSC based controller to indicate its current “Global” state)
as selections in the local linkage trigger menu.

NOTE: These two trigger variables are not displayed in the local linkage procedure
menus as the system cannot allow the controller itself to change Global Lock/Unlock
states.

Local Linkage Example – Trigger On Global Lock
The following trigger macro will execute whenever the Global Lock variable is changed
by the system:

This trigger can execute a local linkage procedure that can accomplish a number of dif-
ferent tasks. It can be used to turn off certain schedules that will deny access to a certain
group of cardholders (which will affect all cardholders assigned to that schedule). It can
also be used to change the mode of selected readers to something different than the
Global Lock type setting (configuring those readers to ignore the Global Lock/Unlock
command). There are many more macro possibilities that can be performed from this trig-
ger; essentially anything except turning off the trigger variables for Global Lock/Unlock.

Local Linkage Example – Prevent Trigger On Global Lock/Unlock
To stop certain local linkage triggers from executing when Global Lock or Global Unlock
is in effect, set the trigger variable logic as shown below:
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NOTE: This example uses Boolean Arithmetic. Please be familiar with Boolean Arith-
metic before attempting to program this type of macro. Note the ! symbol in front of the
Global Lock and Global Unlock trigger variables. This means that this trigger will only
execute if both Global Lock and Global Unlock are False. The ! is a Boolean variable rep-
resenting the NOT (or inverse) so we have NOT False AND NOT False which is the
same as TRUE AND TRUE. So if either one is true then we have a NOT TRUE and
therefore the trigger will not execute.

The Global Lock and Global Unlock trigger variables can also be used individually as
part of a trigger macro to have the controller perform certain events (like a door forced
open or held open) differently when either of these are in effect. In this case configure the
trigger without the ! and define the rest of the trigger.
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Card-Driven Global Unlock
Using the Global Linkage module to Activate Global Unlock
using a Card.
This section explains how to use the Global Linkage Automation module to configure a
card dedicated to the purpose of performing a Global Unlock. You can have a card to per-
form the Global Restore as well (to put the doors back to their normal state), or you could
use the same card presented at a reader a second time.

This setup procedure assumes the Global Unlock feature has already been setup and
configured within System Options >> Situation Manager.

Global Linkage Macro Setup

1. From within the software click on the Home >> Global Linkage icon.
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2. Click the Add New button.
3. Rename the new Macro GLS Global Unlock, or similar.
4. Click the Add Macro Item button directly beneath the description.
5. Highlight the new item and give that a new description as well, i.e ‘Unlock All

Doors’.

6. From the Macro Item Type drop-down list, select Situation Manager.
7. From the Situation Manager selection, choose Global Unlock.

8. Click the Save All icon in the upper-left of the screen.
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9. Click Add New button again.
10. Rename the second Macro GLS – Global Restore.
11. Click the Add Macro Item button and rename it something like ‘Restore All Doors’.

12. Select Situation Manager from the Macro Item Type list.
13. From the Situation Manager list choose ‘Global Restore Normal’
14. Click Save All icon to save the macro settings.
15. If you right click the first Macro and choose Execute all the doors will globally

unlock.
16. If you right-click the second Macro and Execute all doors will return to their normal

state again.

Global Linkage Trigger Setup

1. Click on the Triggers tab.
2. Click the Add New button.
3. On the right-hand side (Description) Rename the trigger to something like: ‘Global

Unlock and Restore ’.
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4. From Condition Type select Cardholder.
5. Click the Add Condition button.
6. Highlight 'New Condition' on the left.
7. Rename where you see 'New Condition' on the right...

8. ... To something like: "Access Granted - Doors Unlock"
9. From the Available Message Types select Access Granted.

10. FromMacro selection Choose the Global Unlock Macro.
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11. Remember to save your settings.

The Global Linkage Unlock and Restore triggers are now setup. You could now assign
the Global Linkage setting to the card record. When that card is presented (to any reader
on the system) all the doors will Globally Unlock. The thing is, we don't as yet have a
means of putting the doors back to their normal operating mode. There are several
options at this point:

l You could set up a second trigger from an input on the system. The trigger action
would be the input going active - This would then be configured to activate the
Global Restore macro.

l You could create a second trigger condition for when the same card is presented
while the doors are unlocked; it will generate a slightly different message (shown
in Live Events as 'Access Granted' - Reader Unlocked' You would then use this
trigger message type to active the restore macro.

l Or you could have a second card (a Global Restore Card) when this card is presen-
ted, while the doors are Globally Unlocked, the doors will then go back to their nor-
mal operating mode.

The remainder will explain the second and third options... Using one card for both func-
tions or using two different cards, (1 used for Globally Unlocking the doors and the other
for Restoring the doors).

Assigning multiple Trigger Actions

We will now create the trigger action that will activate the Global Restore Macro.

1. Highlight the same trigger again.
2. Click the Add Condition button again to create a second condition for the Global

Linkage Trigger.
3. Rename the trigger something like: 'Access Granted - Doors Restore'.
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4. From the Available Message Types list, locate and highlight the Access Granted
- Reader Locked message.

5. Click the Add Messages button.

6. From Macro selection choose the Global Restore macro.

7. Both required trigger conditions now activate both macro actions.The Access
Granted message puts the doors into Global Unlock. The Access Granted -
Reader Unlocked message puts the doors back to their restored state.

Using Separate Triggers
If you are going to have one card for the Global Unlock setting and another card for the
Global Restore setting you should create two separate triggers with one condition in
each. The Global Unlock trigger will include the Access Granted message and the
Global Restore trigger will include the Access Granted - Reader Unlocked message.
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Assigning the Global Unlock or Global Restore Trigger to a
Cardholder

1. Create a new card record for the purpose of Global Unlock.
2. Save the record and then go to the Advanced tab.

3. Locate the Global Trigger option and select the Global Unlock Trigger.

- Save the new setting.

4. Add and save a second card record.
5. Go to the Advanced tab.
6. Select the Global Restore Global Trigger option.
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7. The last thing to do is to fully enroll a card and assign it a valid access group.

Remember: If you want to use a single card to perform Global Unlock AND Global
Restore you will add both conditions to the same Global Trigger. If you have two different
cards to perform the tasks you would define two different Global Triggers, each with its
own trigger condition.

Related Topics

l Global Lock - Hardware
l Global Unlock - Hardware
l Global Lock - Software
l Global Unlock - Software
l Global Unlock - Card Driven
l Global Lock - PXLs
l Global Unlock - PXLs
l Global Lock and Global Unlock Settings
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Global Linkage
The Global Linkage Module and related user interface screens provide a means of auto-
mating system functions, features and notifications system-wide. The configuration of the
Global Linkage Module consists of two parts; the Global Macro (what you want to hap-
pen) and the Global Trigger (when do you want the Macro to execute) along with the
source of the Global Trigger.

A comprehensive mass notification system provides the ability to automatically send out
mass notifications to alert proposed stakeholders with minimal effort. There are multiple
tiers to the alert process that simultaneously sends out programmed text messages to all
concerns subscribers overs any number of services and devices such as pagers, PDSs,
cell phones, Email and Instant Messenger.

The Global Macro is an action or a list of actions to perform. The macro can be executed
by the following: Global Linkage Trigger Condition, Host Schedule (activate or deac-
tivate), Manual (right-click on the selected macro, then 'execute' from the context menu),
Map Client (create a smart element of Global Linkage type) and System Calendar.
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The Host Based schedule runs on the Application Server PC (the host PC) and uses the
Doors.NET time schedules and the PC clock time as the time source. These time sched-
ules can be used in the System Calendar, in a Global Trigger condition as part of the
evaluation criteria, or in a Global Macro as an action item.
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Each Global Trigger can have multiple conditions of the same type. Each condition of
the Global Trigger is evaluated independently of the other conditions. This allows the
configuration of multiple macros from the same source (i.e a certain reader) with different
macros being executed based on the message type being generated from that reader,
along with the time of day or the access group of a cardholder using that reader.

A Global Trigger can consist of many conditions with each condition having its own
description, an enabled property and other conditional selections. This allows you to
quickly identify the purpose of each condition and to enable (default) or disable the con-
dition as needed.

Enable Global Linkage
The Global Linkage menu is accessed via Home >> Global Linkage.
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The feature is supported on all Doors.NET controller types. It is an optional module that
has to be enabled in the Doors.NET license.

As with Local Linkage there are many different custom scenarios that can be setup and
used. Global Linkage means a trigger coming from one controller can activate an action
on a different controller, or multiple controllers.

For example, you could:

l Unlock all doors on the entire system at the press of a button
l Set all keypads on the system to Lockout or Lockdown at the press of a button
l Mask all or selected door sense inputs on the system
l Sound buzzers or activate LEDs if any controller tamper input goes active
l Activate a Local Linkage procedure from a Global Linkage trigger

Global Linkage Examples
Global Linkage functionality is dependent on the controllers being connected to and com-
municating with the software. If the host PC is switched off or the connection to the con-
trollers is broken then Global Linkage functionality ceases.

l Program an input to unlock/lock several doors at once
l Program an output to follow an input
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Global Linkage Triggers
The following list details all the trigger conditions available within Global Linkage. Mul-
tiple trigger conditions can be used to activate Global Linkage Macros. Note: Not all trig-
ger condition can be generated by all controller or hardware types.

Condition Type Available Message Types
Cardholder Access Denied - After Expiration Date

Access Denied - Anti-Passback Violation
Access Denied - Area Not Enabled
Access Denied - Asked For Approval, then
Denied
Access Denied -
Access Denied -
Access Denied - Asked For Host Approval
Access Denied - Before Activation Date
Access Denied - Deactivated Card
Access Denied - Duress Code
Access Denied - Invalid Facility Code
Access Denied - Invalid Issue Code
Access Denied - Invalid Magstripe Format
Access Denied - Invalid PIN
Access Denied - Invalid Schedule
Access Denied - Invalid Wiegand Format
Access Denied - Never At This Schedule
Access Denied - No Escort Card Presented
Access Denied - No Second Card
Access Denied - Not in File
Access Denied - Occupancy Limit
Access Denied - Reader Locked
Access Denied - Unauthorized Assets
Access Denied - User Limit Reached
Access Denied - Biometric Device Not Present
Access Denied - Biometric Error
Access Denied - Biometric Template Not
Present
Access Denied - Count Exceeded
Access Granted -
Access Granted - Anti-Passback
Access Granted - Anti-Passback, No Entry
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Access Granted - Duress
Access Granted - Duress, No Entry
Access Granted - Facility Code
Access Granted - Facility Code, No Entry
Access Granted - No Entry
Access Granted - Reader Unlocked
Access Granted - IN
Access Granted - OUT
Access Granted - Second Transaction Will Fol-
low
Access Granting - Waiting For Host Response

Control Point Control Point - Activated
Control Point - Deactivated
Control Point - Not Configured
Control Point - Offline
Control Point - Status

Controller 12 Volt Power Supply Over Voltage
12 Volt Power Supply Under Voltage
3.3 Volt Power Supply Over Voltage
3.3 Volt Power Supply Under Voltage
Controller Offline = Timeout
Controller - Online
Controller - Power Normal
Controller - Power Trouble
Controller - Tamper Alarm
Controller - Tamper Clear
Controller Card Downloaded
Controller Command
Controller Command Discarded
Controller Command Queued
Controller Command Status
Controller Configuration Saved to Flash
Memory
Controller Credential Database Cleared Due
To SRAM Buffer Overflow
Controller Credential Database Saved to Flash
Memory
Controller ID Report
Controller Power-Up Diagnostics
Controller Transaction Count Exceeds Limit
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Daylight Savings Started
Daylight Savings Stopped
Low Battery
NAK
Real Time Clock Reset
Unknown Controller is Trying to Connect

Monitor Point Mask - Monitor Point
Monitor Point - Alarm
Monitor Point - EOL Resistance
Monitor Point - Grounded Line
Monitor Point - Non-Settling Error
Monitor Point - Offline
Monitor Point - Open Line
Monitor Point - Secure
Monitor Point - Shorted Line
Monitor Point - Mask Active
Monitor Point - Mask Inactive
Monitor Point - Not Configured

Panel Panel - Offline/Invalid Command
Panel - Offline
Panel - Offline/Timeout
Panel - Online
Panel - Power Normal
Panel - Power Offline
Panel - Power Trouble
Panel - Tamper Alarm
Panel - Tamper Clear
Panel - Tamper Offline
Panel - Offline, Disabled From Host

Reader Access Denied - Asked For Host Approval,
then Denied
Access Denied - Asked For Host Approval,
then timed out
Access Denied - Before Activation Date
Access Denied - Deactivated Card
Access Denied - Duress Code
Access Denied - Invalid Facility Code
Access Denied - Invalid Issue Code
Access Denied - Invalid Magstripe Format
Access Denied - Invalid PIN
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Access Denied - Invalid Schedule
Access Denied - Invalid Wiegand Format
Access Denied - Never At This Schedule
Access Denied - No Escort Card Presented
Access Denied - No Second Card
Access Denied - Not In File
Access Denied - Occupancy Limit
Access Denied - PIN Timeout
Access Denied - Reader Locked
Access Denied - Unauthorized assets
Access Denied - User Limit Reached
Access Denied - Biometric Device Not Present
Access Denied - Biometric Error
Access Denied - Biometric Template Not
Present
Access Denied - Count Exceeded
Access Event - Granted Double Presentation
Access Granted
Access Granted - Anti-Passback
Access Granted - Anti-Passback, No Entry
Access Granted - Duress
Access Granted - Duress, No Entry
Access Granted - Facility Code
Access Granted - Facility Code, No Entry
Access Granted - No Entry
Access Granted - Reader Unlocked
Access Granted IN
Access Granted OUT
Access Granting - Second Transaction Will Fol-
low
Access Granting - Waiting For Host Response
Door Locked
Door Locked By Timezone
Door Not Opened
Door Opened
Door Unlocked
Door Unlocked by Timezone
Exit Request Denied - Airlock is Busy
Mask - Reader Forced Open
Mask - Reader Held Open
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Mechanical override used on the wireless
reader
Primary Request To Exit
Reader Access Cycle Ending
Reader Access Cycle Starting
Reader Contact - Door Closed
Reader Contact - Door Secured (Forced Open
is Masked)
Reader Contact - Door Secured (Held Open is
Masked)
Reader Contact - Door Secured (Previously
Forced Open)
Reader Contact - Door Secured (Previously
Held Open)
Reader Contact - EOL Tolerance
Reader Contact - Forced and Held Open
Reader Contact - Forced Open
Reader Contact - Forced Open (Held Open is
Masked)
Reader Contact - Grounded Line
Reader Contact - Held Open
Reader Contact - Held Open (Forced Open is
Masked)
Reader Contact - Mode Unlocked
Reader Contact - Non-Setting Error
Reader Contact - Offline
Reader Contact - Open Line
Reader Contact - Shorted Line
Reader Contact Door Open - Forced Open is
Masked
Reader Contact - Masked Both Forced Open
AND Held Open
Reader Contact Not Configured
Reader Mode Change - Card and PIN
Reader Mode Change - Card OR PIN
Reader Mode Change - Facility Code
Reader Mode Change - Lock
Reader Mode Change - Lockdown
Reader Mode Change - Lockout
Reader Mode Change - PIN only
Reader Mode Change - Unlocked
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Reader Pre-Alarm
Reader Tamper Alarm
Reader Tamper Fault
Reader Tamper Not Configured
Reader Tamper Offline
Reader Tamper Secure
Reader Unlocked, Door is Closed
Reader Unlocked, Door is Open
Remote Temp Unlock
Remote Temp Unlock - Door Use Not Verified
Remote Temp Unlock Denied - Airlock is Busy
Remote Temp Unlock - Not Used
Request to Exit
Request to Exit - Door Use Not Verified
Request to Exit, Not Used
RTE Contact - EOL Tolerance
RTE Contact - Grounded Line
RTE Contact - Non Settling Error
RTE Contact - Normal
RTE Contact - Offline
RTE Contact - Open Line
RTE Contact - Shorted Line
RTE Not Configured
Secondary Request to Exit
The wireless reader (Aperio) has a low battery
The wireless reader (Aperio) has a stalled
motor
The wireless reader (Aperio) has an unknown
fault. Lockset not paired with Hub
The wireless reader (Aperio) has radio dis-
turbance
The wireless reader (Aperio) has RF com-
munication loss
User PIN Command

Situation Man-
ager Situation Manager Changed to Global Lock

Situation Manager Changed to Global Unlock
Situation Manager Changed to Normal
Situation Manager Level Changed to Custom
Threat Level 1
Situation Manager Level Changed to Custom
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Threat Level 2
Situation Manager Level Changed to Custom
Threat Level 3
Situation Manager Level Changed to Custom
Threat Level 4
Situation Manager Level Changed to Custom
Threat Level 5

Video Source Video - Camera Tamper
Video - Camera Video Loss
Video - Crowd Dispersal
Video - Crowd Forming
Video - Explosion
Video - Fire Detected
Video - Hazardous Spill
Video - Motion Detected
Video - Object Left Behind
Video - Object Removed
Video - Object Thrown
Video - Occupancy Reached Limit
Video - Out of Focus
Video - Person Crawling
Video - Person Fallen
Video - Person Intrusion
Video - Person Loitering
Video - Person on Watchlist
Video - Person Running
Video - Person Wrong Direction
Video - Smoke Related
Video - Spraypaint
Video - Tailgating Detected
Video - Vehicle Illegal Parking
Video - Vehicle Intrusion
Video - Vehicle Moving Too Fast
Video - Vehicle Moving Too Slow
Video - Vehicle Parking
Video - Video Stopped
Video - Vehicle Wrong Direction
Video - View Changed
Video - View Not Changing
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Global Linkage Macros
The following list details all the Global Linkage Macro options that are available in Door-
s.NET. These are the 'when' conditions which can be thought of as 'what you would like
to happen' - When the system sees a specific trigger it will execute the macro which is
assigned to that trigger. Note: Not all macros can be executed by all controller or hard-
ware types.

Macro Item Type Available Selections
Anti-Passback Free
Pass All Cardholders

Specific Cardholder
Any Area
Specific Area

ACII Output Custom ASCII string and communication
settings

Control Point Control Point Off
Control Point On
Control Point Single Pulse
Control Point Repeating Pulse

Email Email Recipient
Email Priority Selection
Email Body Text Variables

Export Report Report Client Report Name
Output Format

Host Schedule Host Schedule Turn Off
Host Schedule Turn On

Instant Message IM Provider
Local Linkage Pro-
cedure Control Abort Delayed Procedure

Execute Procedure
Resume Delayed Procedure

Monitor Point Monitor Point Mask
Monitor Point Unmask

Reader LED Mode
Control Set LED Mode 1

Set LED Mode 2
Set LED Mode 3

Reader Mask - Forced
Open Mask Reader Forced
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Unmask Reader Forced
Reader Mask - Held
Open Mask Reader Held

Unmask Reader Held
Reader Mode Control Card And PIN

Card Or PIN
Disable Cipher Mode
Disable Extended User Commands
Disable Two Card Rule
Enable Cipher Mode
Enable Extended User Commands
Enable Two Card Rule
Facility Code
Lockdown
Locked
Lockout
PIN Only
Unlocked

Reader Momentary
Unlock Select Reader and Unlock Time

Reader Temporary
LED Control On Color (Off, Red, Green, Amber)

Off Color (Off, Red, Green, Amber)
On-Time (100ms units)
Off-Time (100ms units)
Repeat Count
Beep Count

Situation Manager
Control Activate Elevated Threat Level

Activate Guarded Threat Level
Activate High Threat Level
Activate Low Threat Level
Activate Severe Threat Level
Activate Global Lock
Activate Global Restore Normal
Activate Global Unlock

SMS SMS Carrier
Schedule Control Turn Off Until Next Change

Turn On Until Next Change
Turn Off
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Turn On
Resume Schedule
Refresh Schedule

XML Output Input XML String Only
Input XML Template File
Output DB File
Output Executable File
Output TCP Output
Output XML New File
Parse and Add
Parse and Substitute
Substitute Only
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Global Linkage - Program Doors to Unlock-
/Lock Based on Input State
To program a Global Linkage you must have a Global Linkage license enabled and you
must be using Mercury Powered NXT or Standard Mercury controllers.

Macro Setup
1. From the Global Linkage macros tab click the Add New button.

2. Give the new macro a descriptive name, click the Add Macro Item button then click
save/save all.

3. Highlight the new action type and give that a descriptive name.
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4. From the Macro Item type drop-down list select Reader Mode Control.
5. Select the appropriate hardware gateway.
6. Select the relevant controller.
7. Select the 1st reader to be used.
8. Set the Reader Mode to Unlock.

9. Highlight the macro, click Add Action Item again, then repeat this same process for
every reader on the system that needs to be part of the global unlock configuration.
You will then have a Macro with multiple action types listed beneath - each one
will be setup to unlock each of the doors.
Keep in mind, as it is global linkage the doors can be located on completely dif-
ferent controllers, even different hardware gateways.
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10. A second macro needs to be added, this macro will put the doors back to their nor-
mal mode.

11. Rename the second macro and click the Add Macro Item button.

12. Again, give a descriptive name to the action type.

13. From the Macro Item type drop-down list select Reader Mode Control.
14. Select the appropriate hardware gateway.
15. Select the relevant controller.
16. Select the 1st reader to be used.
17. Set the Reader Mode to Locked.
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18. As with the first macro, multiple action types need to be added - each one cor-
responding to the participating doors. Each action type will set the selected door
back to being locked.

19. You can now right click on the first macro, select 'Execute' and the configured
doors will unlock.
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20. The doors will relock when you right-click and 'Execute' the second macro.

Trigger Setup
1. Ensure that an input has been labeled in the hardware tree for the purpose of the

trigger.
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2. Two trigger conditions must now be defined; The first trigger condition will be the
input going active, this will activate the macro that will unlock the selected doors.

3. The second trigger condition will be the same input going secure, which in turn will
activate the second macro (to relock the doors again). Only one Global Linkage
Trigger needs to be setup (Global Linkage triggers can have multiple conditions
assigned to them).

Trigger Condition 1
1. Click Add New button from the triggers tab, under Description give it a name.
2. From Condition Type drop-down list select Monitor Point then click Add Condition

button.
3. Highlight the New Condition and rename it, i.e Input - Active.
4. From the Available Message Types list locate the message type Monitor Point -

Alarm, then click Add Messages button.
5. From the Macro drop-down list select the Doors Unlock macro, then save.
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Trigger Condition 2
1. Highlight the same trigger and click Add Condition button.
2. Highlight the second New Condition and rename it, i.e Input - Secure.
3. From the Available Message Types list locate the message type Monitor Point -

Secure, then click Add Messages button.
4. From the Macro drop-down list select the Doors Relock macro, then save.
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5. Finally, locate the input point in the hardware tree. In the properties go to Mon-
itoring >> Global Trigger and select the new trigger from the list.
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6. There's no need to do any kind of update because the configuration gets sent out
to the hardware as soon as it is saved.

7. Transaction will also appear in Live Events whenever the Global Linkage action
happens.
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Global Linkage - Program an Output to Fol-
low an Input
To program a Global Linkage action you must have the Global Linkage feature enabled
in your license.

This example uses a monitor point (input) to activate a control point (output relay). The
input can be a monitored door a motion detector and the output can be a red led or a
buzzer. The LED or the buzzer would provide an indication that the door has been
opened, or if there has been movement detected in a secure area.

This example uses an input and an output on NXT 4x4 modules. But you can, of course,
use inputs and outputs on a satellite board of PXL controllers.

Both controllers in this example have a 4x4 module wired into bus #1.
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Macro Setup
1. From the Home tab >> Automation ribbon click Global Linkage.

2. Click the Add New button to add a new macro. In the Description create a name for
the Macro (Red LED Active), then save.
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3. Click the Add Macro Item button, create a name (Output ON). From Macro Item type
select Control Point, select the Gateway,
the controller and the specific output you wish to use, then set it to On.

4. Repeat the previous process to create a second Macro and rename it (Red LED
Inactive). The Macro item type will be Output OFF. Select the same Control Point
again but this time set it to Off.
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5. You will now have two Macros defined in the list. The first one to Activate the out-
put, the second will De-activate it. At this point you can test the functionality of each
by right-clicking and selecting Execute.

6. As well as the physical relay changing state on controller 2 you should also see
associated Live Events indicating what is happening.
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Trigger Setup
1. Click the Triggers tab, click add new then create a name for the trigger (i.e Motion

Trigger).

2. From the Condition Type drop-down list select Monitor Point and click the Add
Condition button.
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3. Click the new condition to highlight it and give the condition a description (Input
Active). From Available Message Types click Monitor Point - Alarm then click the
Add Messages button.

4. The message will appear in the Selected Message Types pane. The last thing for
the trigger setup is to select the Macro that it will action. Chose the appropriate
Macro from the drop-down list.
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5. Click Add Condition again. The Monitor Point - Secure condition can be assigned
to the same trigger but will action the second Macro (to de-activate the Red LED
output).

6. Highlight the second condition and give it a description (i.e Input Inactive). From
the Available Message Types select Monitor Point - Secure, then click the Add
Messages button.

7. Select the other Macro from the Macro drop-down list.

8. Now that the configuration is complete you just have to highlight the Trigger input
in the hardware tree. In the Monitoring section of the input's properties use the
Global Trigger drop down list and select your newly created Global Linkage trig-
ger. Finally click save.
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9. Activate the input on controller one to trigger activation of the output on controller 2.
If the procedure fails to operate. Select the controllers (individually) from the hard-
ware tree, right-click and select Reset Memory.
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Local Linkage
The Local Linkage section is by far the most powerful feature of the Doors.NET system.
It is an advanced input/output management application that allows you to easily cus-
tomize the operational mode of the controller to suit individual requirements.

Note: The feature is only supported on Mercury and Mercury Powered controllers or
using I/O modules connected to either of those controller types.

You can create custom linkages with each NXT-Mercury Powered or Mercury controller
on the system. This feature can be thought of as a white-board that allows you to determ-
ine any IF condition to action any WHEN condition.

l Customize the application to perform almost any task supported by the system
l Built in tools allow for design of “on the fly” action sequences
l Any hardware input(s) can trigger any hardware output(s) within a controller
l Most system software events can be used as triggers
l Triggers can also execute software based actions
l Thousands of triggers and procedures per system
l Multiple triggers can execute the same procedure
l Time delays may be incorporated and can be used to cancel a procedure if
another procedure is execute

l Procedures may differ depending upon the time schedules the trigger event occurs
l Variable trigger logic may be employed using Boolean logic for complex actions

The WHEN can be referred to as Procedures, the IF conditions can be referred to as
Triggers.Once configured and assigned, all trigger conditions and procedure actions
are executed by the controller itself with no reliance on the PC - (the controller does not
have to be 'online' to the Doors.NET software). The controller simply executes the pro-
cedure actions when the trigger conditions are met.

For example, local linkage could be used to;

l Unlock all doors on a controller when an input changes state
l Lockout or Lockdown all the controller's doors when an input changes state or if a
door is 'forced open'

l Enable, disable or set an occupancy count at an access area
l Activate more than one output relay following access granted from certain card-
holders

l Unlock a door with a certain keypad command then relock it again with a different
command

l Activate a controller output if the controller, or any of its readers go offline

Or Local Linkage can be used to program multiple actions to happen based off a trigger,
i.e when a certain event happens you may want to activate an output or a group of out-
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puts and at the same time change the reader mode at a certain door and abort or
execute a completely different local linkage action at the controller.

There is almost an endless list of possible local linkage actions that can be created. Feel
free to contact Keri Systems Technical Support for further, more in-depth information or
further details about training sessions that are held covering this topic.

Setup Local Linkage
1. After logging into Doors.NET, click the Setup tab, then 'Advanced Local Linkage'.

2. The first tab you will see is the procedures tab, but before you can add a new pro-
cedure you will need to select a controller from the controller's drop-down list. The
procedures tab configures the available procedure for each controller. Each pro-
cedure can have multiple actions items assigned to it.

Procedures
The procedures within Doors.NET are anything that the supported hardware is able to
do, think of them as the actions the Mercury hardware is able to perform, either based on
a schedule or from an operator command. It can be one item or a list of items and can
vary from unlocking a door or a group of doors to a complicated mantrap. The software
supports a default of 1,000 trigger conditions and 1,000 procedure action items.

1. Once the controller has been selected you can then click the New Procedure but-
ton to add a new procedure.

2. Highlight the new procedure, change the default name, then click the Add Action
button. There are many Action Types that can be selected. Refer to the Local
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Linkage Procedure Action Types for a table that lists all the available procedure
action items that can be selected.

3. Highlight the Action Type entry that appears beneath the procedure description
and you will see an 'Action Item Type' pull-down list on the right. From this list
select the appropriate action for your procedure. For example, if you want to activ-
ate a certain output select 'Control Point Control', followed by the specific output
you wish to activate, then set it to On. Click Save.
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4. You can use any available input on the controller, or a 4x4 or GIOX module con-
nected to any of the controller's busses. By available, this means any output (con-
trol point which has not already been assigned for a specific purpose, such as a
door strike or door alarm output.

5. As previously mentioned, procedures can have multiple actions assigned to them,
so you may want to activate multiple outputs. If so, select the procedure name
again, click the 'Add Action' button again then choose another output and repeat
the same steps detailed above.

6. At this point you can test the Local Linkage procedure to verify its functionality.
Right-click the procedure name and select 'Execute'... If you are near to the loc-
ation of the selected output(s) you should see and hear them activate.
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l The Description text box allows the user to change the name of the procedure
from the default name and can accept any character up to a maximum length of 50
characters.

l The New Procedure button adds a new procedure to the tree view with a default
description. Use the Add Action button to add action items to the procedure.

l The Add Action button adds a new procedure action to the tree view under the
selected procedure and automatically selects the item. Use the action type selec-
tions to change the type of action. This button is only enabled when a procedure is
selected.

l The Action Type drop down selection is a list of the available action item types
that can be added to an action list. The selections for the action item change with
each selection of the action type.

Triggers
A trigger condition is simply a transaction (or event) that meets the specified criteria.
Think of them as the events the Mercury hardware and the Doors.NET software is able
to 'see'. This may be generic (i.e an active alarm event from any monitor point) to a very
specific (i.e. access granted, at the rear door, by the cleaning crew, on the weekend,
when an employee has been there that day).

The triggers tab configures the trigger condition that must be met before a procedure is
executed by the controller. Refer to Trigger Conditions for a table of all the available trig-
gers in Doors.NET.
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When the system sees a trigger that you have defined, the event will appear in live
events and at the same time it will execute a procedure that you have defined
(and assigned within the trigger setup).

1. Click the Add Trigger button then highlight the new trigger's description.
2. Change the new trigger's default description within the description field and click

save.
3. From the 'Execute This Procedure' drop-down list select the procedure you wish to

activate when the trigger event occurs.
4. From the 'Procedure Command' list leave it set to the default of 'Execute Prefix A

Actions' to trigger the selected procedure
5. From 'Source Type' choose the specific type of trigger source. i.e an input or output

generated event, a reader event, an event generated by a controller or a time
schedule going active or inactive.

6. The source type list is where you select the specific input, output, controller,
reader, etc which will be the chosen hardware object for creating the trigger.

7. Activate during the schedule is where you define when the trigger will be used.
Always will mean the trigger will always be 'seen'. Otherwise you can choose a dif-
ferent time schedule to restrict it.

8. Finally, trigger variable logic is used for conditional linkage. For example; if you
want to specify two variable that must both be active before the trigger becomes act-
ive. One input on the system might be set to variable 1 and another set to variable
2. Trigger Variable Control allows you to state that BOTH variable must be in a cer-
tain state (i.e both True) before the trigger become active.

l The Execute This Procedure drop down selection is a list of the stored action
lists at the controller. This is the procedure action list that will be executed when an
event transaction completely matches the condition.
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l The Procedure Command drop down selection is a list of execution options for
the procedure action list. These include Abort, Execute and Resume.

l The Source Type drop down selection is a list of the available main categories for
selecting the source of the event transaction. This selection changes a number of
other selections on the menu and should be selected first.

l The Source drop down selection changes based on the Source Type selection. It
may be a list of all enabled readers, monitor points, control points, weekly sched-
ules, panels or the controller itself. In most cases, the "All" selection is available
along with the list of enabled devices.

l The Active During This Schedule drop down selection is a list of the enabled
weekly time schedules. If the schedule is active, then this part of the condition cri-
teria is met and the rest of the event transaction is analyzed for further condition
matches before execution.

l The Trigger Variable Logic dropdown selection will display a dialog box that
allows the definition of trigger variable states necessary for this condition to
execute the specified action list. A trigger variable is a Boolean variable (either
TRUE or FALSE) that is stored at the controller. The trigger variable can be set to
either state by an action list and can be used as part of the condition as a logical
expression represented by "a AND b OR c AND d".

l The Transaction Type drop down selection is a list of transaction types asso-
ciated with the selection source type. The contents of the drop down selection
changes for each source type. Each selection of the transaction type changes the
available checkboxes in the Transaction Tab.

Related Topics

l Local Linkage Triggers
l Local Linkage Procedures
l Local Linkage - Output to Follow an Input
l Local Linkage - Reader Mode Change from an Input
l Local Linkage - Custom RTE Reader Behavior
l Local Linkage - Keypad User Commands
l Local Linkage - Importing and Exporting
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Local Linkage Trigger Conditions List
The table below lists all of the available trigger conditions. Changing the Source Type
drop down selection will change the available Transaction Type selection.

Source Type Transaction Type Available Selection Cri-
teria

Access Area Access Area Area Disabled
Area Enabled
Occupancy Count
Reached Zero
Occupancy Count
Reached Downward
Limit
Occupancy Count
Reached Upward Limit
Occupancy Count
Reached Maximum
Limit
Multi-Occupancy Mode
Change
Multi-Occupancy Mode
Change Failed

Access Control
Reader ACR Mode Change Lockdown

Unlocked
Lockout
Facility Code
Locked
PIN only
Card And PIN
Card Or PIN

Binary Card Data
(Wiegand)

Access Denied: Invalid
Format

Formatted Card Access Denied: Reader
Locked
Access Denied: Reader
Unlocked
Access Denied: Invalid
Facility Code
Access Denied: Invalid
Facility Code Ext.
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Access Denied: Not In
File
Access Denied: Invalid
Issue Code
Access Granted: Facility
Code, Door Not Used
Access Granted: Facility
Code
Access Denied: Asked
for Host Approval,
Timeout
Granting Access: Wait-
ing on Host
Access Denied: Denied
Count Exceeded
Access Denied: Asked
For Host Approval,
Denied
Access Denied: Airlock
is Busy

Formatted Card with
Cardholder ID

Access Denied: De-
Activated Card
Access Denied: Before
Activation Date
Access Denied: Before
Expiration Date
Access Denied: Invalid
Schedule
Access Denied: Invalid
PIN
Access Denied: Anti-
Passback Violation
Access Denied: Anti-
Passback Violation,
Door Not Used
Access Granted: Anti-
Passback Violation
Access Denied: Duress
Code Detected
Access Granted: Duress
Access Granted:
Duress, Door Not Used
Access Granted: Door
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Not Used
Access Denied: PIN
Timeout
Access Granted
Access Denied: Never
Allowed
Access Denied: No
Second Card Presented
Access Denied: Occu-
pancy Limit Reached
Access Denied: Access
Area Not Enabled
Access Denied: Usage
Limit
Access Denied: Unau-
thorized Assets
Access Denied: Biomet-
ric Verification Failed
Granting Access: Door
Used/Not Used Will Fol-
low
Access Denied: Biomet-
ric, No Biometric Tem-
plate
Access Denied: Biomet-
ric, No Biometric Device
Access Denied: No
Escort Card Presented
Access Denied: Airlock
is Busy

User Entered Com-
mand

User Command (press *,
enter command number,
press #)

ACR: Alternate
Reader Tamper Change of State Alternate Tamper

Became Active
Alternate Tamper
Became Inactive

ACR: Door Pos-
ition Sensor

Door Position:
Change of State Disabled From Host

Offline
Any Door Secured Mes-
sage
Door Secured: Pre-
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viously Forced Open
Door Secured: Pre-
viously Held Open
Door Secured: Pre-
viously Forced or Held
Open
Door Closed
Door Opened (No
Alarm)
Held Open Pre-Alarm
Only
Any Door Alarm Mes-
sage
Forced Open Only
Held Open Only
Both (Forced then Held
Open)
Held Open Anytime
Either (Forced or Held)
Trouble

ACR: Reader
Tamper Change of State Tamper Became Active

Tamper Became Inact-
ive

ACR: RTE 1
Input Request To Exit Request To Exit - Door

Use Not Verified
Request to Exit, Not
Used
Request To Exit
Remote Temp Unlock,
Not Used
Remote Temp Unlock
Exit Request Denied -
Airlock is Busy
Remote Temp Unlock
Denied - Airlock is Busy

ACR: RTE 2
Input Request To Exit Request To Exit - Door

Use Not Verified
Request to Exit, Not
Used
Request To Exit
Remote Temp Unlock,
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Not Used
Remote Temp Unlock
Exit Request Denied -
Airlock is Busy
Remote Temp Unlock
Denied - Airlock is Busy

Control Point Change of State Disabled From Host
Off-Line: No Report
Output is Inactive
Output is Active

Controller Dia-
gnostics System Controller Power-Up

Controller Local
Inputs Change of State Tamper Became Active

Tamper Became Inact-
ive
Power Monitor Became
Active
Power Monitor Became
Inactive

Controller to
Host Driver System Host Off-Line

Host On-Line
Transaction Count Over
Preset Limit
Configuration Saved to
Flash Memory
Credentials Saved to
Flash Memory
Credentials Cleared -
SRAM Buffer OverFlow

Monitor Point Change of State Disabled From Host
Offline: No Report
Secure: Input is Inactive
Alarm: Input is Active
Fault
Exit Delay in Progress
Entry Delay in Progress
Inactive (Was Active)
Active (Was Inactive)
Inactive (Was Alarm)
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Inactive (Was Fault)
Inactive (Was Alarm or
Fault)

Panel Cabinet
Tamper Change of State Tamper Became Active

Tamper Became Inact-
ive

Panel Dia-
gnostics System Panel Diagnostics

Panel Power
Monitor Change of State Power Monitor Became

Active
Power Monitor Became
Inactive

Panel to Con-
troller Driver

Panel Com-
munications Disabled

Off-Line: Timeout
Off-line: Invalid Serial
Number
Off-Line: Command Too
Long
On-Line: Normal Con-
nection

Procedure Change of State Cancelled (Abort Delay)
Execute
Resume
Execute Prefix Type B
Actions
Execute Prefix Type C
Actions
Execute Prefix Type D
Actions
Resume Prefix Type B
Actions
Resume Prefix Type C
Actions
Resume Prefix Type D
Actions
Command Issued with
No Action Items

Trigger Change of State Trigger Conditions
Became True
Trigger Conditions
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Became False

Trigger Variable Change of State Trigger Variable
Became False
Trigger Variable
Became True

Weekly Sched-
ule Change of State Schedule Became Inact-

ive
Schedule Became Act-
ive

Related Topics

l Local Linkage Procedures
l Local Linkage - Output to Follow an Input
l Local Linkage - Reader Mode Change from an Input
l Local Linkage - Custom RTE Reader Behavior
l Local Linkage - Keypad User Commands
l Local Linkage - Importing and Exporting
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Local Linkage Procedure Action Items

The table below lists all of the available procedure action item selections. Changing the
Action Item Type drop-down selection will change the available Action Item Properties.

Action Type Available Selections

Access Area Control Areas 0 - 31 (disable, enable or
set occupancy limit)

Anti-Passback Free Pass All cardholders
Certain Card Number
Any Area
Specific Area

Control Point Control Control Point Off
Control Point On
Control Point Pulse

Monitor Point Mask Monitor Point Mask
Monitor Point Unmask

Procedure Control Abort Delayed Procedure
Execute Procedure
Resume Delayed Procedure

Reader LED Mode Control Set Reader LED Mode 1
Set Reader LED Mode 2
Set Reader LED Mode 3

Reader Mask - Forced Open Mask Reader Forced
Unmask Reader Forced

Reader Mask - Held Open Mask Reader Held
Unmask Reader Held

Reader Mode Control Card And PIN
Card Or PIN
Disable Biometric Verify
Disable Cipher Mode
Disable Extended User Com-
mands
Disable Two Card Rule
Enable Biometric Verify
Enable Cipher Mode
Enable Extended User Com-
mands
Enable Two Card Rule
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Facility Code
Lockdown
Locked
Lockout
PIN Only
Unlocked

Reader Mode Control -
Timed

Change Reader Mode for a dur-
ation of time

Reader Momentary Unlock Select Reader and Unlock Time
Reader Momentary Unlock,
Abort Door Status Select Reader

Reader Temporary LED
Control On Color (Off, Red, Green, Amber)

Off Color (Off, Red, Green, Amber)
On-Time (100ms units)
Off-Time (100ms units)
Repeat Count
Beep Count

Time Delay Delay in seconds
Trigger Variable Control Set Variable to False

Set Variable to True
Schedule Control Turn Off Until Next Change

Turn On Until Next Change
Turn Off
Turn On
Resume Schedule
Refresh Schedule

Related Topics

l Local Linkage Triggers
l Local Linkage - Output to Follow an Input
l Local Linkage - Reader Mode Change from an Input
l Local Linkage - Custom RTE Reader Behavior
l Local Linkage - Keypad User Commands
l Local Linkage - Importing and Exporting
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Local Linkage Import & Export
The Linkage Export/Import feature allows you to save Local Linkage actions which can
then be imported and used on other controllers (or completely different Doors.NET sys-
tems), potentially saving a lot of system programming time.

Note: ALL the procedures which have been defined for a controller will be included in
the exported file. It is not possible to Export just one procedure from a list of several. If
you want to create a library of different Local Linkage actions they will need to be cre-
ated, exported, then deleted from the list, one-at-a-time.

1. To Export Local Linkage procedures, or a single procedure, highlight a controller
from the drop down list which already has a procedure, or procedures defined for it,
then click the Export button.

2. A dialog save box will appear and the default location will be the 'Exported Link-
ages' sub-folder within the Doors.NET directory. The file type will also be set to the
appropriate linkage file file type (*.kerilnk).

3. Change the default filename to something more meaningful, then click save.
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4. A multitude of Local Linkage procedures can then be created and added to this
folder for later use.

5. To Import the same linkage procedure to a different controller select another con-
troller of the same type from the Controllers drop-down list then click the Import but-
ton.

6. The same dialog box will appear with the 'ExportedLinkages' folder as pre-selec-
ted. If you have linkage actions saved from a different installation it is best to place
them into this sub-folder so they can be easily located and selected.

7. Simply click the linkage action to import then click the Open button.
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Related Topics

l Local Linkage Triggers
l Local Linkage Procedures
l Local Linkage - Output to Follow an Input
l Local Linkage - Reader Mode Change from an Input
l Local Linkage - Custom RTE Reader Behavior
l Local Linkage - Keypad User Commands
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Custom Reader Behavior From RTE
Local Linkage allows you to configure how the reader behaves when an RTE event is
generated. Local Linkage provides you with increased flexibility, such as you may want
certain doors to not generate an audible alarm at the reader when someone uses the
door. You can also decide what color you want the LED to display or how you wish the
LED to behave.

Complete the following steps to program a reader to generate a single beep and to dis-
play a green LED when the RTE input is used.

Note: For this local linkage action to fully function the reader must have a buzzer func-
tion.

Note: The procedure is for a single card reader This procedure must be duplicated for
each card reader that requires this procedure. Or you can use the Local Linkage Export
feature once you have set it up for one controller and then use Local Linkage Import it to
apply the procedure(s) to other controllers that have readers that also require this func-
tionality.

Setup
This functionality requires the use of NXT-MSC or Mercury controllers and Local Link-
age needs to be enabled on your license. It assumes the communications gateway is
installed and up and running and that a controller has been added to the system and is
online. The reader Manufacturer Model also needs to have been correctly selected in the
hardware settings.

1. From within the software click on Setup >> Advanced Local Linkage.

2. On the Procedures tab select the controller which has the reader(s) you wish to
configure this behavior on.

3. Click the New Procedure button.
4. Input a description for the procedure, such as Door 1 - RTE.
5. Then save.
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6. With the new procedure highlighted, click the Add Action button.
7. Highlight the new action and you will see the Action Item Type pull-down list on

the right.
8. Select from the action type list 'Reader Temporary LED Control'

9. Select the specific reader from the reader list.
10. Set the On color to green and the on time to 900 ms
11. The Off Color and Off Time can be left at the default values.
12. Set Repeat to 9 and Beep to 1.
13. Right-click on the new procedure name and select 'Execute'.
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14. If the reader is nearby you will see the LED turn green for approx. 5 seconds and
you will hear 1 beep.

15. Next, click on the Triggers tab.
16. You now need to add the trigger that will action the reader behavior, the trigger will

be an RTE event at this reader.
17. Click the Add Trigger button then highlight 'New Trigger Condition 1'.
18. Rename the trigger something like: "RTE event at D1'.
19. Execute This Procedure - Select the procedure previously setup.
20. Procedure Command - should be left at the default setting.
21. Source Type - Select 'ACR: REX1 Input'
22. Source - Select the reader for Door 1.
23. Active During This Schedule - Select Always or you can restrict the Local Link-

age action by specifying an alternative time schedule.
24. Trigger Variable Logic should be left at 'None'.
25. Open up Live Events and generate an RTE event for door 1. There are various

exact event types generated depending on whether door contacts are being used
or what the advanced reader options are:

26. Make a note of the exact event type which appears in Live Events.

27. This exact event type needs to be selected in the Transactions section of the trig-
ger setup.
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28. Once your settings resemble the screen shot above, click save.
29. Generate another RTE event at the same reader.
30. You will then notice the new behavior at the reader and associated Local Linkage

events will be generated in Live Events.

31. This Local Linkage-specific events can be suppressed by setting up a filter then
assigning that filter to the controller.

Related Topics

l Local Linkage Triggers
l Local Linkage Procedures
l Local Linkage - Output to Follow an Input
l Local Linkage - Reader Mode Change from an Input
l Local Linkage - Keypad User Commands
l Local Linkage - Importing and Exporting
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Local Linkage - Program an Output to Follow
an Input
A basic Local Linkage example is to program an output on the system to follow an input,
so that when the input goes active the output automatically goes active. When the input
goes inactive then the output also goes inactive.

Prior to beginning the Local Linkage Setup, ensure that you have selected, renamed,
and configured the relevant input(s) and output(s) in the system hardware tree.

Procedure Setup
1. On the main ribbon click the Local Linkage icon.
2. To add the procedure, first select the controller from the available controllers drop-

down list then click the New Procedure button.
The procedure is what you want to happen; the first thing to be defined is to activ-
ate a chosen output.

3. Highlight the new procedure and enter a description.
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l The Description text field allows you to change the name of the procedure from
the default name and can accept any character up to a maximum of 50 characters.

l The New Procedure button adds a new procedure to the tree view and auto-
matically selects the item. Use the add Action button to add action items to the pro-
cedure.

l The Add Action button adds a new procedure action to the tree view under the
selected procedure and automatically selects the item. Use the action type selec-
tions to change the type of action. This button is only enabled when a procedure is
selected.

4. With the procedure highlighted click Add Action.

5. Click on the Action, then from the Action Item Type drop down list, select 'Control
Point Control'.

6. Control Points are outputs and for this example it is using an output on a 4x4 mod-
ule - wired into an NXT Mercury Powered 4-Door controller. The 4x4 module
provides 4 general purpose inputs and 4 general purpose outputs - The first of
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these outputs has been named Buzzer - this is the output that will be used. Simply
select the output from the list and set it to 'On'.

7. Before defining how to trigger the procedure you also need to configure a normal
state for the output to return to (when the input trigger becomes inactive). Add a
second Procedure, add an Action again and then select the same output, but this
time set it to 'Off'.

There are now two different procedures (one to activate the output and one to deactivate
it).
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8. If the hardware is online at this point you can right-click on the first procedure and
choose 'Execute' and the chosen output relay will activate.

9. Right-click and 'Execute' the second procedure to deactivate the same output.

Trigger Setup
1. Click on the Triggers tab next. The same controller should already be pre-selected

in the controller list, so click the Add Trigger button and then highlight the new trig-
ger.
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2. The trigger will also come from the same 4x4 module - one of the available inputs
is named 'Motion trigger'. There are 2 procedures that need to be defined and 2 trig-
gers.

3. The first trigger will activate the buzzer output when it goes active. The second trig-
ger will deactivate the buzzer when the input goes secure.

4. Rename the first trigger to something meaningful and make the following selec-
tions.

l The Description field allows you to change the default name of the trigger to some-
thing more meaningful.

l The Execute This Procedure drop down selection is a list of the stored action
lists at the controller.This is the procedure action list that will be executed when an
event transaction completely matches the condition.
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l The Procedure Command drop down selection is a list of execution options for
the procedure action list. These include Abort, Execute, and Resume.

l The Source Type drop down selection is a list of the available main categories for
selecting the source of the event transaction. This selection changes a number of
other selections on the menu and should be selected first.

l The Source drop down selection changes based on the Source Type selection. It
may be a list of all enabled readers, monitor points, control points, weekly sched-
ules, panels, or the controller. In most cases, the "All" selection is available along
with the list of enabled devices.

l The Active During This Schedule drop down selection is a list of the enabled
weekly schedules. If the weekly schedule is active, then this part of the condition
criteria is met and the rest of the event transaction is analyzed for further condition
matches before execution.

l The Trigger Variable Logic dropdown selection will display a dialog box that
allows the definition of trigger variable states necessary for this condition to
execute the specified action list. A trigger variable is a Boolean variable (either
TRUE or FALSE) that is stored at the controller. The trigger variable can be set to
either state by an action list and can be used as part of the condition as a logical
expression represented by "a AND b OR c AND d".

l The Transaction Type drop down selection is a list of transaction types asso-
ciated with the selected source type. The contents of the drop down selection
changes for each source type. Each selection of the transaction type changes the
available checkboxes in the Transaction Tab.

9. Click Add Trigger button again. The second trigger will be the input becoming inact-
ive ('Secure: Input is Inactive), this trigger will automatically execute the procedure
to de-activate the buzzer output.

10. That is the setup complete - Input 1 activates output 1 when in alarm state and de-
activates output 1 when in secure state. Live Events are also posted when the
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Local Linkage action occurs.

Related Topics

l Local Linkage Triggers
l Local Linkage Procedures
l Local Linkage - Reader Mode Change from an Input
l Local Linkage - Custom RTE Reader Behavior
l Local Linkage - Keypad User Commands
l Local Linkage - Importing and Exporting
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Local Linkage - Change Card Reader Mode
from an Input
This Local Linkage example explains how to increase the security level at a door so that
cardholders are required to enter a Card + Pin number rather than just presenting their
card. This can be applied to multiple doors, or just a single door. This may be used in the
event that someone has reported that they have lost their card. The heightened security
level means an unauthorized person will not be able to gain access if they found the
card and tried to use it. Once the card has been found the input switch would then go
back to its secure state and cardholders can resume gaining access with just their card.

Prior to beginning the Local Linkage Setup, ensure that you have one available input to
which the switch will be wired.

1. Highlight the reader in the hardware tree and ensure the Manufacturer Model is cor-
rectly set in the properties.

2. Ensure that cardholders who have access to this door have PIN digits assigned.

3. Highlight the controller in the hardware tree (ensure Advanced View is enabled)
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4. Scroll down the properties until you find Memory Options.
5. Set the PIN digit value to match the length of the PINs assigned to cardholders.

6. Open Local Linkage by clicking Setup tab >> Local Linkage.

Procedure Setup
1. Select the controller which the keypad is wired into then click the New Procedure

button.
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2. Highlight the New Procedure 1. In the Properties Description field create a name
for the procedure (Reader Mode - Card+PIN) and click save.

3. With the procedure still highlighted click the Add Action button, then highlight the
newly added Action.

4. From the Action Item type select Reader Mode Control. - Additional actions can
be added to change multiple card readers from a single procedure.
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5. Select the card reader door to be changed. Note that only 1 reader can be selected
for each action type.

6. From the Action Item Properties select the Mode to set the reader to (Card+PIN)
then click save.

7. A second procedure must now be added that will set the reader back to Card Only.
8. Click on Add Procedure. Rename the procedure Reader Mode - Card Only and

repeat the process for creating the previous procedure - (Except select Card Or
PIN for the Mode). Click save and you should now have two procedures defined as
shown below:

9. At this point you can test the functionality of the procedures by right-clicking and
selecting Execute.

10. After executing the first procedure you should see an event for the reader in live
events stating: 'Reader Mode Change - Card + Pin'.
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11. Should you wish you could also present a valid card at the reader and you will
notice that access will not be granted until a PIN has also been entered.

12. When you execute the second procedure you will see the event: Reader Mode
Change - Lock. Again you can the mode test with a valid card read - verifying that
only a card read is required to gain access.

Trigger Setup
Two triggers must now be defined. The first trigger will be the input going active and will
activate the Card + Pin procedure. The second trigger will be the input going back to
secure and it will activate the Card OR PIN procedure.

1. Click the Triggers tab, click the Add Trigger button and in the Description field cre-
ate a name for the trigger (Input - Active).

l Execute this procedure - Select the Card and Pin Procedure
Procedure Command - Should be left at the default of: Execute (Prefix A Actions)
Source Type - Select Monitor Point (The available monitor point transactions will
appear on the right)
Source - Select the specific input that will be used
Active During This Schedule - Select Always for the linkage example to always
be actionable.
Trigger Variable Logic - Should be left at the default
Transactions - On the transactions list place a tick against the transaction: Alarm:
Input is Active
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2. When you have inputted the above information your screen should look similar to
that shown below:

3. Click Add Trigger button again, as the process now needs to be repeated for when
the input is secure. Create a name for this trigger (Input - Secure).

l Execute this Procedure - Select the Card Or Pin Procedure
Procedure Command - Should be left at the default of: Execute (Prefix A Actions)
Source Type - Select Monitor Point (The available monitor point transactions will
appear on the right)
Source - Select the specific input that will be used
Active During This Schedule - Select Always for the linkage example to always
be actionable.
Trigger Variable Logic - Should be left at the default
Transactions - On the transactions list place a tick against the transaction:
Secure: Input is Inactive

4. Your second trigger settings should then display as follows:
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5. Your Local Linkage action setup is now complete. It is now simply a case of activ-
ating the Input. The input active event will be immediately followed by an indication
in Live Events that the trigger condition has been met.

6. In addition, when the input goes secure live events will indicate that the reader
mode has been set to Card OR PIN.

Related Topics

l Local Linkage Triggers
l Local Linkage Procedures
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l Local Linkage - Output to Follow an Input
l Local Linkage - Custom RTE Reader Behavior
l Local Linkage - Keypad User Commands
l Local Linkage - Importing and Exporting
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Keypad User Commands
Keypad user commands can be used as a Local Linkage trigger to activate a specific
action such as unlocking doors, activating control points, latching a door, setting a
reader mode or locking down an entire facility, for example.

A user command is similar to a PIN but is not assigned to a particular cardholder within
Doors.NET.

An example of how user commands have been used in the past is for a secured deten-
tion center which has several cells. The cells had 2 doors; the inside door was manually
opened with a key but the outside doors were controlled by control points located on a
NXT-GIOX. This application used just one keypad wired into one of the buses of an
NXT-MSC controller and this single NXT-6RK keypad was used to unlock any of the cell
doors. A certain 6-digit PIN number would unlock cell 1, another PIN would unlock cell
2, etc. The most important thing to remember when setting up this feature is that the
keypad needs to be outputting the PIN data in 8-bit mode.

Note: Advance Local Linkage must also be enabled in your license.

Setup
This setup procedure explains how to use a certain keypad user command to activate a
specific control point (located on an NXT-GIOX module) - The control point then unlocks
and re-locks a door.

1. In the software go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All

2. Double click a controller listed in the hardware tree to display the buses.
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3. With one of the buses highlighted (the bus that the GIOX is wired into) click the
Add GIOX icon.

4. The GIOX will appear in the hardware tree and the number of connected input and
output cards will be detected.

5. Expand one of the output cards and rename one of the control points, i.e 'Door 1'

6. Go to Setup >> Advanced Local Linkage.
7. From the Procedures tab select the controller which has the GIOX added to it.
8. Click the New Procedure button.
9. In the Description text box type in a name for the procedure; such as 'Door 1

Unlock'.
10. Click the Add Action button.
11. Select Control Point Control from the Action Item Type pull-down list.
12. Select the control point renamed in the hardware tree (Door 1).
13. Set the control point to 'Single Pulse' then type in how long you wish the door 1 to

unlock for.
14. Click save.
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15. The procedure can be thought of as what you want to happen; in this instance
(highlighted above), it is to activate the first control point on the GIOX for a total of 6
seconds.

16. Next, go to the Triggers tab.
17. Click the Add Trigger button then give the new trigger a name.
18. Execute This Procedure - Select the Unlock Door 1 procedure.
19. Procedure Command - Should be left at the default setting.
20. Source Type - Select Access Control Reader (ACR).
21. Transaction Type - Select 'User Command'

22. Click into the User Command field and you should notice a fly-out. The fly-out
informs you that when inputting the user command (PIN) at the keypad it must be
preceded with an * and followed with the # key.
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23. In the text field enter the PIN that will be used to unlock door 1 (you do not need to
enter the * or the # in the field).

24. Source - Select the keypad that will be used to unlock the doors.
25. Active During This Schedule - Set Always for this Local Linkage action to always

be functional or select an alternative time schedule to restrict when the action can
be operative.

26. Trigger Variable Logic - Remains at the default setting of 'None'.
27. Click save to save the trigger settings.
28. Your Local Linkage trigger screen should resemble the following:

29. Go to the keypad and press the * key followed by the PIN specified in the trigger
setup then after the PIN press the # key.

30. Output number 1 on the GIOX should activate for 6 seconds and the relevant Local
Linkage events will be generated in Live Events. These events can be suppressed
by applying a filter to either the GIOX control point(s) or the reader.

31. This setup example explains how to unlock door 1 (control point 1 on the GIOX).
Repeat the same steps to configure a different user command to activate another
procedure that will unlock other doors.
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Related Topics

l Local Linkage Triggers
l Local Linkage Procedures
l Local Linkage - Output to Follow an Input
l Local Linkage - Reader Mode Change from an Input
l Local Linkage - Custom RTE Reader Behavior
l Local Linkage - Importing and Exporting
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Elevator Control
Elevator Control can be performed using one of the following hardware platforms:

l Mercury Powered NXT Controllers using 4x4s and/or using GIOX panels - this
option is advantageous and economical for larger applications

l Full Mercury (SCP) Controllers - With SCP Controllers and SCP-OCMs
l PXL/LC Controllers with Satellite Boards - this option is available for existing PXL-
based systems
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Elevator Control via PXL/LC Controllers
PXL-500 controllers can be used for proximity elevator control applications. When using
a PXL-500 with an SB-593 you will be provided with two floor increments of elevator con-
trol at an economical price.

A single MS or Wiegand reader is mounted inside an elevator cab and uses a daisy-
chain hard-wired connection to other PXL-500 controllers (up to 12 PXL-500 controllers
to control floor access for up to 24 floors or 32 floors when using Wiegand controllers
and a Wiegand Distribution Amplifier). Used with the Doors.NET software this can be a
very cost-effective elevator control solution.

Note: You must check with local authorities when installing Elevator Control panels.
Your elevator control application must meet all local and national safety codes. The
Main or Lobby Floor cannot have access control applied – all people must be able to exit
the elevator at all times on at least one common, ground-level access floor.

Important Considerations:

To ensure proper operation, the following considerations apply when using Doors.NET
software and PXL Hardware for elevator control:

l One reader is the elevator cab controls access for all floors. This reader is attached
to all controllers which are assigned a floor (through a daisy-chain connection).
This wiring scheme results in the one reader being responsible for access
requests for all floors.

l The reader's read range is reduced, possibly up to 25%, due to the reader signal
being shared between multiple controller reader ports.

l To ensure the Wiegand reader signal reaches all controllers with good signal
strength, a Wiegand Distribution Amplifier (P/N 04197-001) is required.

l Card presentation to the reader is critical. To ensure that all controllers have the
opportunity to respond to a presented card, the card must be presented to the
reader for a greater length of time compared to conventional access control using
MS readers. Depending on the cable run and number of PXL controllers being
used you may need to present the card for up to 2 seconds. If the card is not presen-
ted for long enough, controllers that have not recognized the card will not allow
access to the floors they control.

l The reader’s LED and beeper are used to indicate correct card presentation only,
and does not indicate if all the PXL/LC controllers have recognized the card or if
access has been granted or denied (as done by the PXL control and MS or Wie-
gand readers in conventional access control).
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Floor Control Relay
The relay on the PXL and the SB-593 have a contact rating of 24 VDC @ 1 Amp.

Note: When connecting to elevator control systems and the floor selection buttons,
please verify the elevator system voltages. Most elevator systems operate on DC or AC
voltages higher than the 24 VDC @ 1 Amp rating at which Keri Systems’ elevator con-
trollers are rated.

Each installation should use isolation relays.

l Keri Systems recommends establishing an interconnection point at which the
access control system and elevator control system connect, and to which both the
access control company and the elevator company have access. This assists in
making the connections between the systems and in allowing for independent sys-
tem troubleshooting.

l If the system voltages are different (or if you wish to fully protect the access control
system from transient voltage spikes), these connections should be made via isol-
ation relays or relay control boards.

l If the system voltages are the same and both systems are fully protected, or if the
system connections are made between dry relay contacts, you may only need to
use a terminal strip for these connections.

l The Floor Control Relay is connected to the floor controls at the elevator panel. If a
controller has an SB-593 Satellite Board attached to control two floors, connect the
lower floor to the A-Floor Control Relay and connect the higher floor to the B-Floor
Control Relay. Make the floor control relay connections per the information in the
Table below.

Floor Control Relay Connections

PXL-500 TB3 Pin
SB-593 TB7 Pin Description

1 normally-open
2 common
3 normally-closed

Notes:
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l Please consult your local building codes for proper installation requirements and
check with local permit departments to verify compliance. Elevator systems have
Life Safety requirements and may also require a connection to a fire control sys-
tem. Under such conditions, plenum cable may be required.

l On long power cable runs, the cable resistance causes a drop in voltage at the end
of the cable run. Be sure your power supply provides 12 VDC at the end of the
cable run.

l The Floor Control Relay may require a heavier gauge of wire depending upon the
current demands of the elevator panel and the length of the wiring run.

RS-485 Controller Network
All of the controllers in the elevator network communicate through an RS-485 serial com-
munication network. Per the RS-485 industry specification, this network must be daisy-
chained, with a total network cable length of no more than 16,000 feet. Make the RS-485
network connections per the Table and drawing below.

TB1 Pin Description
1 Tx/Rx Negative
2 Tx/Rx Positive

3 Network Cable Shield
Ground

Note: Connect shield ground at the master controller ONLY. The LC-500P controller
automatically connects earth ground to the shield at one point on the network. This
single connection minimizes the effects of ground loops that can affect controller per-
formance.
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Reader Daisy-Chain (MS-Readers)
One MS-Series proximity reader is shared by all PXL elevator control panels in an elev-
ator control application. The main reader connections are made to a primary PXL con-
troller /elevator panel (the controller addressed as #1). All other reader connections to
the remaining PXL slave panels are made per the following rules:
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l The reader antenna line must be daisy-chained to all other elevator panel antenna
inputs – Pin 1 of TB-5 and TB-6.

l The reader ground line must be daisy-chained to all other elevator panel antenna
grounds to provide a standard ground reference for all panels – Pin 4 of TB-5 and
TB-6 on the LC-502P/LC-508P panels.

l The reader’s positive power line must be connected to the master elevator panel
ONLY (Pin 3 of TB-5 on the master LC-502P/LC-508P panel).

Make the reader connections per the following diagram:

Wiegand Reader/Amplifier Daisy-Chain
When using PXL500W or LC-500W controllers, one Wiegand reader is shared by all
elevator control panels in an elevator control application. The Wiegand reader con-
nections are made to the master LC-502W elevator panel, through a Wiegand
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Distribution Amplifier. Because Wiegand usually has less interference due to using Data
0 and Data 1 (as opposed to one antenna) it is the preferred solution for PXL elevator
control and in access control situations where there is high levels of interference.

Make the Wiegand reader to Distribution Amplifier connections as per the following
table.
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Make the Distribution Amplifier to master elevator panel connections per the information
below.

All other reader connections to the remaining PXL-500W or LC-502W panels are made
per the following rules.

l The reader data lines must be daisy-chained from the master elevator panel to all
other elevator panel data inputs – Data 0 to Pin 1 of TB-5 and TB-6 and Data 1 to
Pin 7 of TB-5 and TB-6 on the LC-502W panels.

l The reader ground line must be daisy-chained from the master elevator panel to all
other elevator panel antenna grounds to provide a standard ground reference for
all panels – Pin 4 of TB-5 and TB-6 on the LC-502W panels.

Make the data line daisy-chain connections per the following table and diagram.
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Earth Ground and Power

The PXL-500 and SB-593 requires 12 VDC power at 750 mA. You must make a quality
earth ground connection to the controller prior to connecting the DC power lines. The
earth ground provides protection for the controller and ensures the best possible oper-
ating conditions. Possible sources for earth ground are a ground rod, a cold water pipe,
a steel building frame, the electrical system ground at the breaker/fuse box, or the tele-
phone system ground.

Auto-Configuring The Controllers
When connecting to a PXL network the first thing you need to do is get the master PXL
controller online the slave controllers are added to the system using Auto Configuration.
Refer to Basic PXL Configuration for more information about adding PXL controllers.
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Naming the Floors
Once the PXL controllers are listed in the hardware tree you can then name the floors.
The reader names effectively become the floor names when using PXL controllers for
elevator control. When the controller receives a valid card signal through its reader port it
will automatically activate its associated relay.

TB5 reader automatically controls the PXL relay on TB3 and TB6 reader signal controls
the SB-593 relay on TB7.

Expand the controllers in the hardware tree so you can name the readers. To rename a
reader, highlight it and then change its description within the reader properties on the
right. The two readers on controller 1 will be named floors 1 and 2, for example, the read-
ers on controller 2 will become floors 3 and 4, and so your hardware tree will look similar
to that shown below.

Setting Up Floor Access
Setting up access to floors in Doors.NET is identical to the setting up of access groups
for typical access control.

l From the Home tab click Access Groups
l Click the Add button to add a new Elevator access group
l Rename the default label
l Highlight the new access group
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l Select the floors that will be part of this group
l Select a time schedule in which access will be granted (to cardholders that are
assigned this group)

l When all three elements have been selected you can click the Assign button
l The access group information will then be saved to the database

Assigning Floor Access Rights
When using PXL controllers you can only assign 1 access group to each cardholder.
Access rights are assigned in the same way as with conventional access control.

l From the Home tab click Cardholders
l Select an existing cardholder from the list
l Click the Access Rights tab and select the appropriate elevator access group for
the cardholder
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l Save the cardholder record and the access rights settings will automatically be
sent out to the PXL controller network.

Gaining Access to Floors
The cardholder holds their card up to the reader in the elevator cab. For typical elevator
control applications the buttons to which the floors they can access will then illuminate
allowing the cardholder to select which floor they wish to access.

Because elevator control using the PXL controllers is a basic implementation of elevator
control it is not possible to run reports on which floor the cardholder has gone to. This is
known a ‘Elevator Control With Floor Select’ and is only available when using NXT Mer-
cury Powered controllers and having the appropriate amount of programmable inputs
available to set up as elevator feedback inputs.

Note: In addition; because all PXL controllers will receive the access signal at the same
time there will be multiple Access Granted or Access Denied events generated in Live
Events upon each card presentation, however, these messages can be supressed, if
desired, by using filters.
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Elevator Control via NXT-MSC Controllers

MSC Elevator Control Setup Guide Using 4x4 Modules
Doors.NET supports Elevator Control when using NXT Mercury Powered controllers
and NXT 4x4 modules or GIOX units. For many different sized elevator applications this
can be an extremely cost-effective solution. With one 4x4 module wired into each bus
and using the four outputs on an NXT 4-door controller you can provide elevator control
access for up to 20 floors per 4-door controller and 10 floors per 2-door controller.

One reader is situated in the elevator cab and this one reader is responsible for all
access requests to all the floors. This section describes the process for configuring elev-
ator control for up to 20 floors. It is important to follow these steps in the correct order to
ensure proper operation of your elevator control system.

Hardware Wiring Requirements
Cab Reader
The reader situated inside the elevator cab must be wired into bus 1 of the controller for
proper operation.

2-Door Controller and 4x4s
For a 2-door controller handling up to 10 floors:

Floor Device Wiring Loca-
tion

Terminal
Block

Default Output
Designator

Default Input
Designator

1 2-D Con-
troller Port 1 TB1 Output 0.1 Input 0.1

2 2-D Con-
troller Port 2 TB3 Output 0.2 Input 0.2

3 4x4 Bus 1 - Port
1 TB22 Output 5.1 Input 5.1

4 4x4 Bus 1 - Port
2 TB23 Output 5.2 Input 5.2

5 4x4 Bus 1 - Port
3 TB24 Output 5.3 Input 5.3

6 4x4 Bus 1 - Port
4 TB25 Output 5.4 Input 5.4

7 4x4 Bus 2 - Port
1 TB22 Output 6.1 Input 6.1

8 4x4 Bus 2 - Port TB23 Output 6.2 Input 6.2
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Floor Device Wiring Loca-
tion

Terminal
Block

Default Output
Designator

Default Input
Designator

2

9 4x4 Bus 2 - Port
3 TB24 Output 6.3 Input 6.3

10 4x4 Bus 2 - Port
4 TB25 Output 6.4 Input 6.4

l The output is the door relay for each floor.
l The input is the floor select button for each floor. Floor Select Inputs are only
used/wired if the cab reader is set to Elevator - With Floor Select. Use this option
when you need to know which floor the cardholder has selected; which is a dif-
ferent behavior than the default option of Elevator - No Floor Select.

4-Door Controller and 4x4s
For a 4-door controller handling up to 20 floors:
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Floor Device Wiring Loca-
tion

Terminal
Block

Default Output
Designator

Default Input
Designator

1 4-D Con-
troller Port 1 TB1 Output 0.1 Input 0.1

2 4-D Con-
troller Port 2 TB3 Output 0.2 Input 0.2

3 4-D Con-
troller Port 3 TB5 Output 0.3 Input 0.3

4 4-D Con-
troller Port 4 TB7 Output 0.4 Input 0.4

5 4x4 Bus 1 - Port
1 TB22 Output 5.1 Input 5.1

6 4x4 Bus 1 - Port
2 TB23 Output 5.2 Input 5.2

7 4x4 Bus 1 - Port
3 TB24 Output 5.3 Input 5.3

8 4x4 Bus 1 - Port
4 TB25 Output 5.4 Input 5.4

9 4x4 Bus 2 - Port
1 TB22 Output 6.1 Input 6.1

10 4x4 Bus 2 - Port
2 TB23 Output 6.2 Input 6.2

11 4x4 Bus 2 - Port
3 TB24 Output 6.3 Input 6.3

12 4x4 Bus 2 - Port
4 TB25 Output 6.4 Input 6.4

13 4x4 Bus 3 - Port
1 TB22 Output 7.1 Input 7.1

14 4x4 Bus 3 - Port
2 TB23 Output 7.2 Input 7.2

15 4x4 Bus 3 - Port
3 TB24 Output 7.3 Input 7.3

16 4x4 Bus 3 - Port
4 TB25 Output 7.4 Input 7.4

17 4x4 Bus 4 - Port
1 TB22 Output 8.1 Input 8.1

18 4x4 Bus 4 - Port
2 TB23 Output 8.2 Input 8.2

19 4x4 Bus 4 - Port
3 TB24 Output 8.3 Input 8.3

20 4x4 Bus 4 - Port
4 TB25 Output 8.4 Input 8.4
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l The Output is the Door Relay for each floor.
l The Input is the Cab Request for each floor. Cab Request Inputs are only
used/wired if the cab reader is set to Elevator - With Floor Select. Use this option
when you need to know the floor that was selected; which is a different behavior
than the default option of Elevator - No Floor Select.

Floor Select Options
The Elevator - With Floor Select option is used when you need the software to report the
floor that was selected by the cardholder. This is a different behavior than the default
option of Elevator - No Floor Select which simply provides floor access as appropriate.

l No Floor Selectmeans all outputs will activate for all floors to which a cardholder
has access when they present and authenticate their credential to the elevator cab
reader. So if a cardholder has total access, all outputs will change state, which, in
effect, will allow any of the floor select buttons to be pressed in the cab in order to
access any of the floors. Without the Floor Select option you are only using the 4x4
module outputs. When someone presents a card the floor buttons in the elevator
cab will illuminate for the floors which the cardholder has access to.

l With Floor Select does not activate any of the outputs until an input is pressed fol-
lowing a valid card read. Once input 1 has been pressed, output 1 will fire; input 2
will fire output 2, etc. This information is then stored in the system database so that
at a later time reports can be run to see which floors cardholders have accessed.
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With the Floor Select option 4x4 module inputs and outputs are paired, one input
for every output.

Verify Your License

Begin by ensuring your Doors.NET Application Server license is configured with Elev-
ator Control enabled. To check this, click on Start > All Programs > Doors.Net > License
Manager. If it states False instead of True then you need to contact Keri Systems sales
department to purchase an upgrade to your license.

Hardware Configuration

Controller Configuration Warning

NOTE: Once a controller has been configured for elevator control, it cannot be simply
reconfigured to be a standard controller.
You must perform the following steps:

l delete the elevator facility setting from the controller
l delete the controller from the database
l RAM reset the controller
l scan the system to rediscover the controller
l add it back to the database
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Please be sure you have selected the correct controller to use before configuring it for
elevator control.

1. Log into your client and open Doors.NET.
2. Go to the Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All tab. The hardware tree displays the

hardware gateway and controllers. The image below shows one NXT-MSC 4-door
controller is added.

3. At the bottom of the hardware tree is a node labeled ‘Facilities.’ A Facility needs to
be defined and this is where you specify how many floors will be controlled. Gen-
erally a facility, in the physical sense, is an elevator shaft.

4. Click on Facilities and then click the Add Facility button on the ribbon bar.
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5. Click New Facility and view the facility properties on the right.

6. Change the description to something appropriate to your site.
7. The new facility defaults to having 2 floors. Change this count by overwriting it with

the number of floors desired, in this case 20. The ‘Floor List’ automatically adjusts
accordingly. At this time you may also name each of the floors by clicking on the
drop-down arrow then double-clicking any of the floor names listed.
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8. Next step is to configure the controller. Advanced View must be enabled to see all
the relevant sections. Click on the desired controller in the Hardware tree and view
its properties.

9. In the General settings, change the controller function from Normal to Elevator. A
confirmation message box appears. Click Yes.
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10. Further down the properties list is the Elevator Control settings. Select the facility
you wish to assign to the controller.

11. Now assign the Floor Map; selecting which floors this controller will be servicing.
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12. Save the controller settings. The Floor Count is automatically set according to the
information in the Floor Map. The software generates an alert stating the controller
needs to be reset. Click Yes to allow the reset.

13. The controller now shows the reader on bus 1 is designated as the elevator reader,
the other readers on the controller are removed from the hardware tree. The output
relays for each of the buses are changed from Strike Outputs to Elevator Outputs
and all are associated with the elevator reader.

14. With the Elevator Reader on bus 1 highlighted. Reference the reader properties
and look for the Master/Slave (In/Out) settings. Set the reader to 'Elevator, No Floor
Select' or 'Elevator, With Floor Select' per your application.
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15. Next is adding the 4x4 modules that will be used for the floor relays (and Floor
Select inputs if the Floor Select option is being used).

- On the hardware tree click on the bus you want to add a 4x4 to.
- On the ribbon bar, click the Add 4x4-MSC icon.

16. Repeat steps 15 for each 4x4 that needs to be added to the system.

17. Verify the outputs on the controller (and on the 4x4s if used) are configured cor-
rectly by expanding one of the buses then expanding the outputs. Select any out-
put and in its properties you should see it is configured as an 'Elevator Output.'
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18. If you are using the 'With Floor Select' feature, the door contacts on the controller
will be assigned as Elevator Feedback Inputs and the RTE/REX inputs will
become Unassigned. Highlight a controller input (or a 4x4 input) - in the properties
it should be showing as 'Elevator Feedback'.

Note: All other reader are unavailable when a controller is converted to an Elevator Con-
troller. For this reason a controller configured for Elevator Control cannot be used for gen-
eral access control.

19. Perform a Temp Unlock (All Floors) and verify the controller configuration. When
this command is performed all relays should activate for the Strike Time that the
reader is set to.
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20. All the configured Elevator Outputs, including those on the controller should activ-
ate. This confirms your controller has been successfully configured for Elevator
Control.

Related Topics
l Elevator Control UsingMSCControllers andGIOX
l Elevator Control Using PXLs
l Elevator Control Using SCPControllers
l Setup Elevator Access Groups
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Elevator Control via NXT-MSC Controllers
MSC Elevator Control Setup Guide Using NXT GIOX

Doors.NET supports Elevator Control when using NXT Mercury Powered controllers
and NXT 4x4 modules or GIOX units. For many different sized elevator applications this
can be an extremely cost-effective solution.

Using GIOX modules you can control up to 128 floors using either 2 or 4 door controllers.
You can use a maximum of two GIOX modules per controller, so if they are both fully pop-
ulated with 8 outputs cards each GIOX can provide control for 64 floors, giving you a
maximum total of 128 floors.

One reader is situated in the elevator cab and this one reader is responsible for all
access requests to all the floors. This section describes the process for configuring elev-
ator control for up to 20 floors. It is important to follow these steps in the correct order to
ensure proper operation of your elevator control system.

2-Door Controller with One GIOX Unit
For a 2-door controller handling up to 34 floors:

Floor Device Wiring Location Terminal
Block

Default Output Desig-
nator

1 2D-Con-
troller Port 1 TB1 Output 0.1

2 2D-Con-
troller Port 2 TB3 Output 0.2

3 GIOX Output Module 1 - Slot
1 TB71 Output 1.1.1

4 GIOX Output Module 1 - Slot
2 TB71 Output 1.1.2

5 GIOX Output Module 1 - Slot
3 TB72 Output 1.1.3

6 GIOX Output Module 1 - Slot
4 TB72 Output 1.1.4

7 GIOX Output Module 1 - Slot
5 TB73 Output 1.1.5

8 GIOX Output Module 1 - Slot
6 TB73 Output 1.1.6

9 GIOX Output Module 1 - Slot
7 TB74 Output 1.1.7

10 GIOX Output Module 1 - Slot TB74 Output 1.1.8
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Floor Device Wiring Location Terminal
Block

Default Output Desig-
nator

8

11 GIOX Output Module 2 - Slot
1 TB71 Output 1.2.1

12 GIOX Output Module 2 - Slot
2 TB71 Output 1.2.2

13 GIOX Output Module 2 - Slot
3 TB72 Output 1.2.3

14 GIOX Output Module 2 - Slot
4 TB72 Output 1.2.4

15 GIOX Output Module 2 - Slot
5 TB73 Output 1.2.5

16 GIOX Output Module 2 - Slot
6 TB73 Output 1.2.6

17 GIOX Output Module 2 - Slot
7 TB74 Output 1.2.7

18 GIOX Output Module 2 - Slot
8 TB74 Output 1.2.8

19 GIOX Output Module 3 - Slot
1 TB71 Output 1.3.1

20 GIOX Output Module 3 - Slot
2 TB71 Output 1.3.2

21 GIOX Output Module 3 - Slot
3 TB72 Output 1.3.3

22 GIOX Output Module 3 - Slot
4 TB72 Output 1.3.4

23 GIOX Output Module 3 - Slot
5 TB73 Output 1.3.5

24 GIOX Output Module 3 - Slot
6 TB73 Output 1.3.6

25 GIOX Output Module 3 - Slot
7 TB74 Output 1.3.7

26 GIOX Output Module 3 - Slot
8 TB74 Output 1.3.8

27 GIOX Output Module 4 - Slot
1 TB71 Output 1.4.1

28 GIOX Output Module 4 - Slot
2 TB71 Output 1.4.2

29 GIOX Output Module 4 - Slot
3 TB72 Output 1.4.3

30 GIOX Output Module 4 - Slot
4 TB72 Output 1.4.4
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Floor Device Wiring Location Terminal
Block

Default Output Desig-
nator

31 GIOX Output Module 4 - Slot
5 TB73 Output 1.4.5

32 GIOX Output Module 4 - Slot
6 TB73 Output 1.4.6

33 GIOX Output Module 4 - Slot
7 TB74 Output 1.4.7

34 GIOX Output Module 4 - Slot
8 TB74 Output 1.4.8

l The Output is the Door Relay for each floor.
l There are two functioning options for Elevator Control: 'No Floor Select' and 'With
Floor Select'.

No Floor Select Hardware Configuration
Just uses output modules. When someone presents their card the floor select buttons
will illuminate for the floors to which the cardholder has access.

With this option the GIOX only uses output modules - The illustration below shows out-
put cards on GIOX ports 1-4. Including the relays on the 2 door controllers this will
provide up to 34 floors of control. If the GIOX had 8 output cards it would provide control
for up to 66 floors with a 2-door controller and 68 floors with a 4-door controller.
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With Floor Select Hardware Configuration
Uses input modules and output modules and requires 2 x GIOX units (one wired into
bus 1 of the controller and the other wired into bus 2). The GIOX on bus 1 will have only
output modules and the GIOX on bus 2 will have only input modules. This option
provides transaction details about which particular floor the cardholder has selected to
go to after presenting their card.

The following diagram shows the multiple GIOX modules which are required for this
option. The GIOX on bus 1 has four output cards and the GIOX on bus 2 has four input
cards. Again this allows up to 34 floors to be controlled. If the GIOX modules were fully
populated with input and output cards it would support up to 66 floors on a 2-door con-
troller and a maximum of 68 floors on a 4-door controller.
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Setup Procedure
Verify Your License
1. Begin by ensuring your Doors.NET Application Server license is configured with

Elevator Control enabled. To check this, click on Start > All Programs > Doors.Net
> License Manager. If it states False instead of True then you need to contact Keri
Systems sales department to purchase an upgrade to your license.
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Controller Configuration Warning

NOTE: Once a controller has been configured for elevator control, it cannot be simply
reconfigured to be a standard controller.
You must perform the following steps:

l delete the elevator facility setting from the controller
l delete the controller from the database
l RAM reset the controller
l scan the system to rediscover the controller
l add it back to the database

Please be 100% sure you have selected the correct controller to use before configuring it
for elevator control.

Hardware Configuration
1. Log into your Doors.NET client.
2. Go to the Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All tab. The hardware tree displays the

hardware gateway and any Mercury Powered NXT controllers. The image below
shows one NXT 4-door controller is added.
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3. At the bottom of the hardware tree is a node labeled ‘Facilities.’ A Facility needs to
be defined and this is where you specify how many floors will be controlled. Gen-
erally a facility, in the physical sense, is an elevator shaft.

4. Click on Facilities and then click the Add Facility button on the ribbon bar.
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5. Click New Facility and view the facility properties on the right.

6. Change the description to something appropriate to your site.
7. The new facility defaults to having 2 floors. Change this count by overwriting it with

the number of floors desired, in this case 20. The ‘Floor List’ automatically adjusts
accordingly. At this time you may also name each of the floors by clicking on the
drop down arrow then double-clicking any of the floor names listed.

8. Next step is to configure the controller. Advanced View must be enabled to see all
the relevant sections. Click on the desired controller in the Hardware tree and view
its properties.
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9. In the controller properties General section you will see that the Controller Func-
tion is set to Normal. Double-click in this cell and change the selection to ‘Elevator
Control’. An alert appears asking you to confirm the change. Click Yes and the
function is then set. Click Save.

10. Further down the properties list is the Elevator Control settings. Select the 20-floor
Facility and then create the floor map by selecting how many floors will be serviced
by the controller. In most circumstances the controller will be servicing all the
floors.
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11. Save these settings. The floor count is automatically set and the software gen-
erates an alert stating the controller needs to be reset. Click Yes to allow the reset.

12. Verify the outputs on the controller are configured correctly by expanding one of
the buses then expanding the Outputs. Select an output and in its properties you
should see it configured as an ‘Elevator Output.’ The associated reader should be
the reader wired into bus 1.
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13. Next is adding the GIOX unit(s); these should already be wired into each of the RS-
485 buses of the NXT controller.

14. Highlight each of the buses from within the hardware tree and click 'Add GIOX-
MSC.' The controller should start polling the GIOX immediately and they will
appear beneath the reader(s) as shown below. The input/output configuration of
the GIOX unit will be detected and displayed within a confirmation box detailing
how many input or output cards are connected.

Adding The GIOX Unit
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No Floor Select
The With Floor select option only uses output/relay cards on the GIOX. When a card-
holder presents their card the relays that activate will be the floors that the cardholder
has access to. These outputs/relays are generally wired to the floor select buttons in the
lift car. The will usually illuminate then the cardholder presses the button that cor-
responds with the floor they wish to go to.

l When adding the GIOX module always connect it to bus number 1 at the controller.
l When adding the output cards to the GIOX start with GIOX bus number 1.
l If you will only be controlling 36 floors, for example, then connect the output/relay
cards onto the GIOX at busses 1 - 4.

l Check the GIOX outputs are configured correctly by highlighting one of the outputs
listed on the GIOX. The output properties should show them as set to ‘Elevator Out-
put.’

l Now highlight the reader located on bus 1. Reference the properties and look for
the Master/Slave (In/Out) settings. The reader will be automatically set to ‘Elevator,
No Floor Select’ or you can change it to ‘Elevator, With Floor Select.’
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With Floor Select

Following a valid card read, the floor relays do not automatically activate until a floor
select button has been pressed. The floor select buttons are wired into input cards con-
nected to a GIOX and when the input activates it then automatically activates the cor-
responding output on a different GIOX. Input for floor 1 will automatically activate the
output for floor 1, the input for floor 2 will automatically activate the output for floor 2, and
so on - This mapping is configured automatically when you enable Elevator Control and
assign a facility. The automatic input and output mapping is for up to 66 floors when
using a 2-door controller and up to 68 floors when using a 4-door controller.

Note: Using this method of Elevator Control requires the use of at least 2 x GIOX mod-
ules and then should be wired into the NXT-MSC controller as follows:

l The GIOX module wired into controller bus 1 must be all output cards (up to 8 out-
put cards per GIOX).

l The GIOX module wired into controller bus 2 must be all input cards (up to 8 input
cards per GIOX).

l If you require more than 68 floors then another GIOX will need to be added to bus 3
(outputs cards) and a fourth GIOX will need to be added to bus 4 (input cards) -
This will give you a maximum of 132 floors being controlled by 1 x MSC-NXT 4-
door controller and 4 x GIOX modules.
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l If a 3rd and 4th GIOX module are used (for more than 68 floors) you will need to
link the outputs and inputs by highlighting the GIOX modules on busses 1 and 3 ...
(It is best to individually name each of the GIOX modules once you have added
them in order to make this step much easier and trouble-free).

l Highlight GIOX on bus 1
l Make sure Advanced View is enabled.
l Locate the Elevator Control section and choose to Continue Outputs On the
GIOX connected to bus 3.

l Continue Inputs On will be set to the GIOX connected to bus 2.
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l The highlight the GIOX wired into bus 3 and in the properties set Continue Inputs
on GIOX number 4.

l At this point highlight one of the inputs located on the GIOX on bus 2 for example,
and check it is displaying as shown below.
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l Also check that the outputs on the GIOX are displaying correctly as well.

l The reader on bus 1 is designated as the elevator reader, the other readers on the
controller are removed from the hardware tree.

Note: As the readers on buses 2,3 and 4 are removed. It is impossible to use the con-
troller for other standard access control functionality once it has been converted for Elev-
ator Control.

Checking the Floor Relay Functionality

l Verify the reader and the outputs are correctly linked. Right-click the elevator cab
reader on bus 1, select temp unlock, and then click the Unlock button while ‘All
Floors’ is highlighted.
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20. All the configured Elevator Outputs, including those on the controller should activ-
ate.

Note: The input and output cards for the GIOX are only detected when the GIOX is
powered up. Therefore if you attach an output card AFTER powering up the GIOX you
will not be able to command the relays because the GIOX does not know the output
board(s) is present.

ALWAYS ensure the input or output cards are connected to the GIOX prior to powering it
up.

Related Topics

l Elevator Control UsingMSC and 4x4Modules
l Elevator Control Using PXLs
l Elevator Control Using SCPControllers
l Setup Elevator Access Groups
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Elevator Access Groups

When using Elevator Control with MSC or SCP hardware you have to setup Elevator
Access Groups. These are then assigned to a general access group which can then be
assigned to a cardholder.

Create and Assign Elevator Access Groups

1. Next is to create the access groups; identifying to which floors the cardholders will
be allowed access. This Application Note will describe the process for creating an
Elevator Group for Floors 1 to 8 following the Always time schedule.

2. Click the Home tab and then click Elevator Groups.

3. Click the Add icon on the ribbon.

4. Change the description to something appropriate to your site. Press Enter and click
Yes to confirm the new description.
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5. Highlight the new group.

6. In the Floors list in the properties section, highlight the floors you wish to add. Click
on the first floor and then drag the mouse down to the last selection, or select the
first, press the shift key, and then select the last.

7. Highlight a time schedule to assign to the group.
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8. When all 3 elements that make up the access group are highlighted, the Assign but-
ton on the ribbon becomes active.

9. Click Assign to create the elevator access group.
10. If a cardholder requires access to various floors at different times of day then these

floors and time schedules would all need to be added to the same elevator access
group. This is even the case if the floors exist in different facilities. As you can see
in the following image, multiple floors have been defined and each floor follows a
certain time schedule. If you then need to restrict the time when access is allowed
to a certain floor you would then merely need to adjust the time schedule itself.
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11. A cardholder cannot directly be assigned an 'elevator access group', so this group
will need to be added to the general system access groups. From the Home tab
click Access Groups.

12. Click the Add button.

13. Give the new group an appropriate description and save it.
14. Select the new Elevator Access Group.

15. Select the elevator reader.

16. Select the Elevator Access Group. You do NOT need to highlight a time schedule
on this page because it has already been defined in the Elevator Access Group
setup page.

17. Click the Assign button to complete the elevator access group setup.
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18. Now you can assign elevator access right to cardholders. Open a cardholder
record (Home >> Cardholders). Click on the Access Rights tab.

19. Check the new Elevator Access Group. Then click Save.

20. Verify the elevator control configuration. Present the card to the elevator cab
reader. You should get access granted (indicated by a green LED on the reader)

- If you are using No Floor Select then all relays on the controller will activate, plus
the relays on the 4x4 module(s).
- If you are usingWith Floor Select you will have to present your card and then
press one of the floor select buttons. The system will then know what floor you
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have requested to go to. This information will be displayed in live events (in the
detail column) and will be available for reporting purposes at a later time.
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Elevator Control - Scheduled Override of
Floors

In normal elevator control operating mode access to controlled floors will require the
presentation of an access credential to the reader in the elevator cab. Occupancy require-
ments at some facilities may require that some floors services by the elevator are avail-
able to persons other than credential holders. This option can be easily configured in
Doors.NET using a combination of time schedules and elevator access groups to create
an elevator override schedule. This schedule is then assigned to the reader within hard-
ware setup. The steps to follow for setting up floor overrides are below:

Setup

The following setup procedure assumes you have already configured your Doors.NET
software and hardware for elevator control. The elevator controller should be online and
the elevator control reader should be wired into bus 1 of the NXT-Mercury Powered or
reader port 1 of an SCP controller.

l Click Time Schedules from the Home tab.

l Click Add to add a new Time Schedule.
l Highlight the new schedule and give it a descriptive name.

l Highlight the default time interval where it states ‘Not Active’
l From the properties on the right, set a start time and a stop time (where free access
will begin and end).

l Select the days of the week when the free access will be operational then click
save.
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l Click the ‘Elevator Groups’ icon from the Home tab.

l Click the ‘Add’ icon and rename the new schedule, I.E Floor Override Schedule,
press Enter then Yes to the notification.

l Highlight the new schedule name by clicking the black arrow to the left of the
name, the schedule name should highlight in orange.

l From the floor selection list on the right, highlight a selection of floors you wish to
unlock at a certain time. To select multiple floors you can use the Ctrl or Shift key-
board keys.

l Select the Time Schedule you previously setup then click the assign icon.
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l The selected floors and the associated time schedules will appear beneath the
elevator access group name.

l You can select different floors and a different schedule by clicking the ‘Clear Selec-
tions’ icon, re-selecting the elevator access group name, selecting different floors,
selecting a different time schedule then clicking the ‘Assign’ button again.

l Next, go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All and locate the elevator controller in
the hardware tree.

l Double-click to expand the controller entry then select the reader listed on bus 1.
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l With Advanced View enabled find the ‘Elevator Override Schedule’ in the reader
properties, set this to the Override Schedule you created in the Elevator Access
Groups page then save.

Note: Due to the operation of the MSC/SCP gateway, under certain circumstances it
may take until the next minute for the overrides to action on the hardware.
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Elevator Control - Mercury (SCP) Hardware

SCP Elevator Control Setup Guide

This section explains how to setup Elevator Control when using Mercury SCP hardware.
This specific example uses an EP-1502 and an SCP-OCM (MR16-OUT) - allowing you
to control up to 18 floors.

Elevator Control is a licensed feature and therefore must be purchased and enabled in
your license.

This setup procedure assumes you have already installed the software with the SCP
Gateway and you already have an SCP controller and SCP output module online and
ready to configure.
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Add a Facility

l From within the software, click on Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
l Highlight Facilities in the hardware tree.
l Click the Add Facility icon.

l Highlight the new facility then give it a new description.
l Specify how many floors the facility will have.

Configure the SPM and OCM

l With Advanced View enabled, select the SPM (EP-1502) and in the properties
change the controller function from Normal to Elevator Control – by doing this you
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will no longer be able to use the second reader on the Onboard DDM.

l In the Elevator Control properties section, select the drop down for the facility and
select which floors will be applied to this SCP controller.

l In the Floor Map setting place a check mark against all the floors the controller ill
be servicing.

l The correct floor count will then automatically be set.

l You will then be prompted to reset the controller. Click yes to the prompt then wait
for it to come back online.

l Highlight the Onboard DDM and in the properties locate the Elevator Control sec-
tion.

l Set the Onboard DDM to continue the elevator outputs on to the OCM (MR16OUT)
panel.

l Highlight reader 1 on the Onboard DDM and change the function to “Elevator, No
Floor Select”. Rename reader 2 to NOT USABLE (changing the panel to elevator
control disables the second reader).
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l Change your outputs on the onboard DDM to Elevator Outputs and select the Elev-
ator Reader to associate with those outputs.

l Change all the outputs on the OCM to elevator outputs and select the same reader.
(Remember to save your settings).

Setup Elevator Access Groups
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Situation Manager - Advanced

Introduction
Advanced Situation Manager is an extension of the Global Lock and Global Unlock fea-
tures that are available. You can not only use the Situation Manager for unlocking and
locking doors but you can create different system behavior for different types of threat
levels.

The feature allows you to configure the system to behave in a certain way in the event of
certain emergency situations. For example, under a heightened level of security you may
wish for certain doors in the facility to be set to Card + PIN mode, such as store cup-
boards, server rooms or other rooms that contain high-value assets.

Another example of when the feature could be used is in an emergency situation in a
hospital. During a facility lockdown you may wish to prevent entry or egress through peri-
meter doors, but to allow cardholder access to staff at certain interior doors, such as
between wards.

Note: This feature is only supported on PXL, NXT Mercury Powered and Mercury con-
troller/hardware types. It is NOT supported with the standard NXT hardware.

License Requirements
Verify Your License has the Feature Enabled
Advanced Situation Manager is a licensed feature, so it must enabled on your license.
To check if the feature is enabled:
1. Go to the Start Menu >> All Programs/Apps >> Doors.NET >> License Manager.
2. On the right side of the License Manager, click on the license tab.
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3. Scroll down the license settings until you locate Options.
4. Look for Enable Advanced Situation Manager and verify it is set to True.

Enable the Feature
1. Log into the software
2. Go to Setup >> System Options

3. Select Situation Manager from the left hand side of the window.
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4. Enable - Set to Yes to enable this feature.
5. System Administrator Only - When enabled, the Situation Manager functions are

only shown to users that are 'System Administrators'.
6. Enable Global Macro - This must be enabled if you want to incorporate Situation

Manager into Global Linkage actions.
7. Require Notes - When enabled, any software operator that attempts to change the

Situation Manager Threat Level will be required to enter notes to explain why Situ-
ation Manager will be changed.

8. Notes Length - Requires the system operator to enter a minimum number of char-
acters when entering their notes.

9. Require Password - When enabled, it requires the system operator to enter a cer-
tain password when changing the Situation Manager status...When this setting is
enabled you are required to enter the password that the operator will use.

Click the save icon when you have enabled the feature.

Threat Level Configuration
You now have to configure the various threat levels for the system, you can define up to
five in total. These threat levels determine how readers on the system behave during cer-
tain situations. For example, a low threat level might require certain doors to be com-
pletely unlocked, a medium threat level certain doors might require a card and PIN for
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entry and during a high threat level certain doors on the system might be put into Lock-
down mode (where cardholders will not be able to gain access and the RTE/Exit button
will also be disabled).
Situation Manager can be applied to all doors on the system or on just one door, it's com-
pletely flexible.
Note: Situation Manager is NOT supported with the standard NXT hardware.

1. Scroll down the Situation Manager settings until you see the Level Configurations.

2. Enable all 5 of the levels, then save .
3. Close the System Options window
4. Go to the home tab.
5. You will see additional icons for the Situation Manager, these are the default icons

that represent each of the enabled threat levels.

Note: You can easily replace these icons should you wish to (ideal dimensions are
approx. 55 x 55 pixels.
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Edit Threat Level Icons
As you can see the default icons are colored squares to represent each of the 5 threat
levels (1 = green, 2 = blue, 3 = yellow, 4 = amber and 5 is red). This section explains
how you can replace or add text to these icons.

1. Return to Setup >> System Options >> Situation Manager.
2. Scroll down to Level 5 Configuration.
3. Enter a new description for level 5. For example: 'Emergency Lockdown'.

4. Create a new image to replace the default red square icon. We recommend using
.jpg, .png or .gif format and aim to keep the dimensions less than 50 x 50 pixels.

5. Save the new image into the C:\Keri\DoorsNET directory (such as in the folder
named Icons).

6. From the level 5 configuration, click on the icon field.
7. Click the browse icon and find the replacement icon.
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8. Save the settings and close the System Options window.
9. Return to the home tab and you will that the level 5 icon has changed and the

added description is now showing.

10. Repeat steps 3 - 9 for any of the other threat level icons you wish to edit.

Configure the System Behavior
The next section is probably going to be quite time consuming as it requires
you to define how certain readers on the system will behave during the different
threat levels. For example, an exterior door may need to be set to
Lockout or Lockdown when the system is in Emergency Lockdown or High
Threat level situations. Any readers that have not been configured for Situation
Manager will continue to operate as per the settings within the controller
properties.

1. Go to the hardware tree and select one of the readers you wish to configure for Situ-
ation Manager.
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2. Ensure Advanced View is enabled for the reader properties.

3. Scroll down the reader properties until you find the Situation Manager settings.
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4. Use the drop-down selections to define what the reader mode will be when each of
the situation manager levels is active. If you leave the threat level at None it will fol-
low the default reader mode (typically card only). You might want to configure the
door to be unlocked when there is low threat, Card + PIN when there is high threat
and set to Lockdown when there is an Emergency Lockdown situation.

5. Save the reader settings once you have made your selections.

Activating Situation Manager
Usually Situation Manager is activated via the icons that are added to the Home ribbon
bar.

l From the Home tab simply click on the icon that corresponds to the threat level you
wish to activate.
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l A notification window will appear.

- If Situation Manager has been configured to Require Notes you will need to enter
the notes in the field that is labelled: Enter Reason for Situation Manager Change.

- If Situation Manager is set to require a password then you will need to enter the
correct password.

l Click the Change button when you are ready to proceed.
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l The reader will immediately go into the correct reader mode for the threat level that
you selected.

De-activating Situation Manager Threat Levels

From the Ribbon Bar
l You can either select a lower threat level or you can use the Normal button (next to
the Global Unlock and Global Lock buttons)

l If you do not have the Global buttons showing on the ribbon bar refer to the section
'Global Unlock - Software' for information on how to set this up.

Using Global Linkage
If you have Global Linkage enabled on your system you can easily set up a Global Link-
age Macro that will activate a threat level.

You then create a trigger that will action the macro.
A Global Linkage trigger could be:
1. A designated input going active or inactive.
2. A valid card read from a specific cardholder at a specific reader.
3. Door forced or door held event.
4. Double card presentation (only supported with SCP or MSC controllers)
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Note: Global Linkage commands generate from the PC and as a result, controllers will
not receive any commands if they are offline.

Situation Manager Overrides
When you configure your Situation Manager Levels there is an 'Ignore Override' setting
which by default is set to No. That means you will be able
to override the Situation Manager such as via a remote command from the software
(right-clicking the reader and changing the reader mode).

If you set this option to Yes you will then not be able to override Situation Manager.
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Situation Manager - Global Settings
Situation Manager allows you to define how Global Unlock or Global Lock is applied to
the system. You must be logged in as a system administrator and Advanced View must
be enabled.
This is the standard implementation of Situation Manager and is included in the standard
version of Doors.NET.

NOTE: Situation Manager configuration options become read-only if the system is in an
active Global Lock or Global Unlock state. This prevents a configuration change from
being made that may affect or confuse the current Global Lock/Unlock state. This read-
only state does not apply to other properties or configuration options for other features
within the program.

Enable Situation Manager
1. Click the Setup tab > System Options ribbon icon to open the System Options win-

dow.

2. Click Situation Manager in the list of System Options.
3. In the grid, click in the Enabled field and select Yes in the pull-down menu.

4. The Situation Manager options are now ready to be configured.
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General Configuration Options
The General Configuration grid allows you to set Situation Manager activation options.
Refer to the following figure for all General Configuration options.

l System Administrator Only - Limits access to the Situation Manager to operators
who have System Administrator level logins.

l Enable Global Macro - This setting can be used only if the optional Global Link-
age Service is installed and enabled on your license key. The setting allows a
Global Linkage Macro to change the Situation Manager Global Unlock/Lock states.

l Enable System Calendar - If the System Calendar is enabled on your license, this
setting allows you to use the System Calendar to change the Situation Manager
Global Unlock states. This option will only display if System Calendar is enabled
on your license.

l Require Notes and Set Notes Length - Allows you to require a note of explan-
ation when an operator activates a Global Unlock via the Situation Manager. You
can then set the minimum number of characters the note must have. The default is
to not require notes. If you enable notes then click in the Notes Length field and set
the minimum number of characters for the note. You can either directly enter the
number of characters or use the displayed slider to set the length. The maximum is
128 characters.

l Require and set Password - Allows you to require a password to activate the Situ-
ation Manager and set the password to be entered. The default is to not require a
password. If you enable Require Password click in the password field and enter
the required password.

Global Configuration Option
The Global Configuration grid allows you to configure how the Global Lock/Unlock rules
are applied. Refer to the following figure for all Global Configuration options.
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l Global Unlock Enable - Double click in the enabled field to set Global Unlock to
Yes.

l Global Unlock Ignore Override - When enabled, this option prevents an operator
from issuing a manual door command such as lock door, unlock door, temporary
unlock, control point override, or monitor point override that would countermand the
Global Unlock command. If an operator attempts such a command a message
appears stating the command could not be completed and a corresponding event
message is recorded. The default is not to ignore overrides, allowing an operator
to manually operate doors in a Global Unlock state.

NOTE: This setting is system wide. If enabled, no manual overrides are allowed
regardless of hardware settings.

l Precedence - Determines which mode can override the other. The default is
Global Unlock has precedence over Global Lock.

- If Global Unlock has precedence then Global Lock will not take effect until the
Global Unlock is cleared.
- If Global Lock has precedence then Global Unlock will not take effect until the
Global Lock is cleared.

NOTE: Precedence only applies if hardware inputs are being used to initiate
Global Lock or Global Unlock actions. If hardware inputs are not being used, the
Situation Manager icons on the ribbon bar directly handle switching between
Global Lock, Global Unlock, and Normal states.

l Hardware Control - Specifies whether the software is in control (via the Situation
Manager icons) or hardware inputs are controlling the changes to the Global Lock-
/Unlock and Normal states. The default is hardware has precedence.

- If Software has Precedence, then the Situation Manager icons on the ribbon bar
display status and directly control switching between Global Lock, Global Unlock,
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and Normal states. A physical input is not required in this mode but not excluded
either; you can use both.
- If Hardware has Precedence, then the Situation Manager icons on the ribbon
bar display status only and nothing happens when an operator clicks on the icons.

l Global Reset Type - Specifies how the system will reset a hardware initiated
Global Lock/Unlock and return to the Normal state. There are two selectable types
of hardware states: Latched or Momentary.

- Latched - (The default setting) means the state of the Lock/Unlock command fol-
lows the state of the input – ON = enabled, OFF = disabled (typically a single
throw-switch).
-Momentary means the Lock/Unlock command is enabled when the input is
tripped (typically a push-button, momentary switch)

If Latched, then internal logic is used to determine when to return the mode back
to Normal. If multiple inputs are used for setting Global Unlock the system will reset
to normal when EVERY input is in the inactive state.

If Momentary, then no logic is needed for the restore state. The hardware input is
the trigger to put the system into a Global Lock or Global Unlock state, but the oper-
ator must clear the state using the Situation Manager icons on the ribbon bar.

l Ignore Old Events - Sets the amount of time before the system considers a past
Global Lock/Unlock event as “old.” The intent of this option is to handle offline gate-
ways/controllers that have global inputs that were triggered at some point in the
past but have yet to be reported to the system. When they do report, it may be
undesirable to initiate Global Lock/Unlock events based on hardware inputs
triggered in the past, especially if these inputs were being used as momentary trig-
gers. Global Lock/Unlock input reports that are deemed to be old are not pro-
cessed. This applies to events that are from the inputs that are designated as either
a Global Lock input or a Global Unlock input and does not affect operation from the
UI, Global Linkage, or System Calendar.

NOTE: If an input is not processed because it is considered old, it is possible to
have the input in one state and the system in another state. This condition should
be handled by toggling the input while the controller is online to reset its state.

The time period for designating an event as old ranges from Never to between 1
minute and 24 hours. The default is Never.

l Global Restore Trigger - Allows a Global Linkage action to trigger off of a Global
Restore event; Global Linkage is not triggering the Restore event, but is triggered
by the execution of the Restore event. This kind of trigger/action could turn on a
relay, or send an e-mail or SMS message.

NOTE: This option can only be used with the optional Global Linkage feature.
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- To assign a Global Linkage trigger to a Global Restore event, click in the Global
Restore Trigger field in the grid and select the desired Global Linkage trigger from
the list in the pull-down menu.

l Global Unlock Trigger - Allows a Global Linkage action to trigger off of a Global
Unlock event; Global Linkage is not triggering the Unlock event, but is triggered by
the execution of the Unlock event. This kind of trigger/action could turn on a relay,
or send an e-mail or SMS message.

NOTE: This option can only be used with the optional Global Linkage feature.

To assign a Global Linkage trigger to a Global Unlock event, click in the Global
Unlock Trigger field in the grid and select the desired Global Linkage trigger from
the list in the pull-down menu.

Click the save icon to commit the settings (or they will not be applied).
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EVR Client

The Reflections Event Video Recording Client provides revolutionary integration of
video to any Doors.NET access control system. It is an advanced video solution that
provides you with a number of advantages over traditional DVR/NVR video products by
enhancing the functionality of those systems.

It is a separate video client that gathers predefined video events from a source (DVR,
NVR or an IP camera) and associates them with their corresponding events within Door-
s.NET. These video events are stored on the host PC for later retrieval. It can also
provide video command and control functions from within the Reflections client, such as
Pan, Tilt and Zoom.
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By using the Reflections client, customers are benefited by a common video user inter-
face across multiple manufacturer platforms via a growing list of "plug-ins", and have
available some powerful operator initiated actions. A key reflections feature is asso-
ciating video with the access events in Doors.NET. The video clip is created at the time
of the event via a unique identification key such that inaccurate time stamps caused by
clock drifts are not a factor for subsequent reviewing or presentation of evidence.

In the Doors.NET software you simple select an event, such as a door forced or access
denied (both generated by a reader) and set the reader's associated camera to record
when one of those events happens. Later on a report can be run on that reader, even
specifying just those particular events and the video clips will all be associated, elim-
inating the need to have to scan through hours of video. Video can be set to record from
most events in the system, including inputs going active, readers or controllers going off-
line, anti-passback violations or many other invalid access attempts.
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Key Features

l Record on Event - Define what is to be recorded and when & whether triggered
by access hardware or by camera inputs.

l Local Playback - Associated video clips can be played from access control event
history.

l Home DVR Familiarity - Pause, Fast Forward, and Rewind live video, just like
with your home DVR.

l E-mail/SMS Notification - Receive messages when pre-defined events are avail-
able for viewing.

l Overlays - Text information about the time/date, camera, device, event, and card-
holder photo can be superimposed on the screen.

l Video Composite - Up to a 5x5 composite can be used for viewing live video.
l Observation Video - Video operators can initiate a recording at any time if they
see something suspicious. They can also take Snapshot photos, Flag and Cat-
egorize observation video for later query, and monitor cardholder photo pop-ups.

l Hardware Linkage - Drag and drop access control hardware objects onto the
Reflections Client for right-click manual operation from the video screens.

l Multiple Monitors - Spread live or recorded video over up to 4 monitors.
l Camera Command and Control -including PTZ control.
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Related Topics

l Supported Video Equipment List

l Reflections EVR - Camera Setup
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EVR Client - Camera Setup
Cameras can be added to Doors.NET through the standard administrative client or
through the Reflections EVR client. Up to 4 cameras can be added with the free version
of Doors.NET.

Adding Cameras
Checklist:

l Refer to the Supported Video Equipment list to ensure your camera is a supported
make and model

l Ensure you have the camera's IP address
l Ensure you have the user-name and password to authenticate to the camera

1. Click the Keri Reflections EVR client icon to open the logon window.

2. Login using the default username and password of admin/admin.
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3. Click on the Add Camera button.

4. Enter a description/name for the camera.

5. From the 'Source' drop-down list select the supported camera make/model from the
drop-down list. Or select JPEG, Local capture device, MJPEG stream or ONVIF. In
this example the camera being used is an Axis M1011 IP camera.

6. Add a description for the camera.

7. For the initial adding of the camera, the 'Video Buffer' and 'Recording' can remain
at their default settings, so at this stage click Next.
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8. Enter the IP camera's IP address.

9. Enter the user-name and associated password - (used for logging into the camera).

10. Select a size for the video window (used in video playback or viewing live video
from within Reflections client or the standard administration client).

11. Set the stream type to match what the camera is setup as (In the camera prop-
erties).

12. Set the recording frame rate to match the frame rate in the camera setup. Leave
this value at 'Uncontrolled' if you
are unsure of the camera setting.
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13. Click Finish and the camera setup window will disappear.

14. Click the drop-down arrows from 'All Cameras' on the camera tree. Your newly
added camera should be listed and the camera's live video stream should appear
in Monitor View 1.
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Linking to Hardware
1. To link the camera to a hardware object in Doors.NET (such as a reader) right-click

on the camera and select 'Link Hardware'

2. Use the drop down list to find the reader on the system that you wish to associate
with the newly added camera. (You can sort the columns to be alphabetically
ascending or descending simply by clicking on any of the column headers, such as
Hardware). When you have selected the hardware object click ok, then click Yes to
the prompt that will appear.

3. Login to the standard admin client, click Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All tab and
locate, then highlight the selected reader (for example) in the hardware tree.
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4. On the ribbon bar you will see a Live Video icon.

5. Click this icon and a live video window will appear in the client.

6. Once you are at this stage you can now setup a filter to be assigned to the reader
and will allow you to create Event Video Recording.
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Event Video Recording

Another one of the most powerful features in the Doors.NET software is the ability to
integrate video cameras with the access control hardware. For example, to create a short
20 or 30 second clip when a door forced event happens or if a cardholder is denied
access at a certain door. The standard version of Doors.NET comes with Reflections
Express, which allows you to add up to 4 video devices. Doors.NET supports many dif-
ferent video devices currently on the market as well as the ability to add newer devices
in the future using a Plugin library. Recorded video clips can be retrieved and viewed by
running reports or from the Live Events grid as they appear.

This section covers event driven video recording. Refer to Setup Express Video for
information on camera configuration within the software.

Setup Event Recording
This setup example assumes that a camera (an Axis MX 1011) has already been added
to the system. Certain configuration parameters may vary slightly depending upon the
camera type you are using.

We will create a 30 second video clip from a Reader Contact - Door Forced event as this
is the kind of event that may indicate a suspect intruder is possibly trying to break into a
part of the building. This procedure assumes you have Advanced View enabled.

1. Begin by assigning the camera. In this example, the camera will be assigned to a
reader connected to a PXL-500P controller.

2. Click on Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All.
3. To view and check the name of the camera(s) in the software, expand the Cameras

node at the bottom of the hardware tree.
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4. With the camera highlighted ensure that within the camera properties the Record-
ing Behavior > Post-Alarm Buffer is set to 30 seconds.

5. Locate the reader to be assigned to the camera.

6. In the reader properties, scroll down to the Monitoring section and locate the Video
Camera selection drop-down list, select the camera from the list and click save.
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7. Now that the reader is associated with the camera, every time the reader is high-
lighted a live video icon will become selectable from the Video ribbon option at the
top of the screen.

8. Click this icon and a live video window will appear, as shown.
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9. Now a filter must be setup which will define the event that will generate the recor-
ded clip.

10. From the Setup tab click Filters.

11. Add a new filter, give it a descriptive name and click save.
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12. From the Messages tab select the message: "Reader Contact - Forced Open."

13. From the Acknowledge tab place a tick against the selected message type.
14. Click save.

15. From the video tab, tick the selected message, then also tick 'Record - Camera'.
16. Save a final time.
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17. The event is now generated at the controller by opening the door contacts. It will
appear in Live Events.

18. Assign the new filter to the reader via Reader Properties >> Monitoring.

19. Now, whenever this specified event occurs (at this reader) a 30 second video clip
will be generated - this is signified by a blue paperclip icon that appears adjacent
to the event in Live Events. If you click on the + sign to the left of the paperclip, the
video clip information will display.

20. Finally, double-click the event information. A video window will then appear and
you will be able to playback the video clip.
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Retrieving Video Clips Via Reports
By default the Report Wizard does not include video files, they have to be enabled.

Some of the systems transaction may have video clips associated with them. If there are
cameras on the system and Event Video Recording has been setup you will need to
'Include Video'. If there is a video clip associated with the event it will have a small blue
paperclip icon adjacent to the event in the 'Icon' column. You can also retrieve and view
the recorded video file. A video window will appear when you click on the recorded
video event. From there you can play, replay, pause, rewind, forward, etc.

Perform the following to retrieve recorded video clips.

1. On the first page of the Transaction Report Wizard deselect 'Use Default Sorting,
Card Detail, Video Options and Archives'.
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2. Click Next.
3. From the Video Options drop-down list select Include Video.

4. Click the Next button again.
5. Click the Run Report button and the report will appear behind the Transaction

Report Wizard window.
6. Close the Report Wizard window to view the report.
7. The next step is to enable the Icon field in the report grid...
8. ... Click on the Field Chooser icon.

9. Scroll down the list of available fields and select Icon.
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10. If there are video clips associated with any of the events you will see a blue paper-
click in the icon field.

11. Click on the expander to the left of the paperclip icon.
12. You will then see the video clip information.

13. You can now double-click the video event. A video window will appear and will
playback the recorded video stream.
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See Device Types for further information about setup and assignment to the reader.
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Adding an IP Camera as a JPEG Stream

Most modern IP cameras can be added to Doors.NET or the EVR client because they
usually either output a JPEG stream or an RTSP stream. This article explains how to
add a typical, standard IP camera using the JPEG stream option.

Typical Setup Procedure

l Using the software that is normally supplied with the IP camera, setup the camera
with an IP address so that you can connect and communicate to it from the host PC
over the Local Area Network (LAN).

l Using a web browser, enter the programmed IP address, then log into the camera
using the camera's User Name and Password.

Note: Setup steps vary depending on the manufacturer/model of the camera. To view
Live Video through a web browser you may need to have a plug-in enabled (which Keri
Systems cannot provide support for).

l Log into the EVR client using the default username and password of admin/admin.
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l From within the EVR client, click the Add Camera button.

l Enter a Name for the camera.
l From Source, select JPEG stream.
l Optionally, enter a Camera Description.
l Click Next.
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l For the Camera URL or IP Address, type: http://IPADDRESS/Image.jpg.
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Note: The specific JPEG URL can vary depending on the manufacturer/model of the
camera. You may need to consult the camera’s documentation or perform a web search
as this is just a typical setup example (For a TRENDnet TV-IP551W).

l Enter the User Name and Password assigned to the camera.
l Frame Rate can be left at the default of ‘Uncontrolled’.
l Click Finish.
l Double-click the All Cameras link on the left side of the user interface.

l It is likely that you will see the new camera listed twice… This is a minor refresh
issue and simply requires you to close the EVR client then log back in again.

l When you have logged back in again you will only see one camera listed when
you click the All Cameras link.

l Click on the newly added camera and the live video feed should appear in Monitor
View 1.
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l The camera is now added to the Doors.NET system, ready to assign to hardware
and can be used for the ‘Show Video’ or ‘Recorded Video’ features which are
included in the standard version of Doors.NET.
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Supported Video Equipment
IP cameras/models supported directly by the current implementation of Doors.NET.

Axis

- 205 network camera *
- 206 network camera
- 207 camera *
- 207 MW camera *
- 209FD camera
- 209FDR camera
- 209MFD Camera
- 209MFD-R Camera
- 210 Camera
- 210A Camera *
- 211 Camera
- 211A Camera
- 211M Camera
- 211W Camera
- 212 PTZ Camera
- 212 PTZ-VFD Camera
- 213 PTZ (PAL) Camera *
- 213 PTZ (NTSC) Camera *
- 214 PTZ (PAL) Camera
- 214 PTZ (NTSC) Camera
- 215 PTZ (PAL) Camera
- 215 PTZ (NTSC) Camera
- 215 PTZ-E (PAL) Camera
- 215 PTZ-E (NTSC) Camera
- 216FD Camera
- 216FD-V Camera
- 216MFD Camera
- 216MFD-V Camera
- 221 Camera
- 223M Camera *
- 225FD Camera *
- 225FD 22m Camera
- 231D (PAL) PTZ Camera *
- 231D (NTSC) PTZ Camera *
- 233D (PAL) PTZ Camera
- 233D (NTSC) PTZ Camera
- M1011 Camera
- M1011W Camera
- M1031W Camera
- M3011 Camera
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- P1311 Camera
- P3301 Camera
- P3301-V Camera
- Q6032E (PAL) Camera
- 2100 network camera *
- 2110 network camera *
- 2120 network camera *
- 2130 network camera *
- 2130R network camera *
- 2400+ video server *
- 2401+ video server *

* = Discontinued product by that MFG

DLink

- Network Camera

"Generic"

- JPEG Stream
- Motion JPEG Stream
- Video Stream
- Local Capture (Web Cam)

Panasonic Firmwargfhgfhgfffe Table Firmware Requirements

- DG-NP244 Network Camera v.1.70 or later
- RP-NP244 Network Camera
- WV-NP244 Network Camera
- WV-NP240 Network Camera

- DG-NP1004 Network Camera v.1.24 or later
- DG-NP1000 Network Camera
- WV-NP1004 Network Camera
- WV-NP1000 Network Camera

- DG-NS202 Network Camera
v.1.11 or later

- WV-NS202 Network Camera

- DG-NS202A Network Camera
v.2.60 or later

- WV-NS202A Network Camera
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- DG-NF282 Network Camera
v.1.50 or later

- WV-NF284 Network Camera

- DG-NW484S Network Camera
v.1.50 or later

- WV-NW484S Network Camera

- DG-NS-950 Network Camera
v.1.50 or later

- WV-NS954 Network Camera
- WV-NS950 Network Camera
- DG-NW960 Network Camera
- WV-NW964 Network Camera
- WV-NW960 Network Camera

- DG-NF302 Network Camera
v.1.50 or later

- WV-NF302 Network Camera

- DG-NP304 Network Camera
v.1.50 or later

- WV-NP304 Network Camera

- DG-NP502 Network Camera
v.102 or later

- WV-NP502 Network Camera

- DG-NW502S Network Camera
v.102 or later

- WV-NW502S Network Camera

PiXORD

- Network Camera

StarDot

- NetCam network camera

- Express 6 Video Server
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Photo ID Client

Logging In

l Click/double-click on the 'Keri Photo ID Icon' located on the desktop or via Start >>
All Programs >> Doors.Net >> Keri Photo ID

l Login to the badging client using the default user ID and password (both 'admin')

l On the left-hand pane (User Manager) you will see two nodes: Cardholders and
PhotoID Layouts, right-click PhotoID Layouts and select 'New Template'.

l Select the 'New Template' entry that immediately appears on the left pane. The
Layout Designer then appears on the main window.
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Workspace

With the designer running you will notice one or more bars located across the top of the
workspace window, below the menu bar. The various toolbars available at the top of the
workspace are movable and resizable. To do so, click on the vertical bar at the left end
of the toolbar and drag it to the desired location. Note: The toolbars that appear on the
workspace may vary according to the product you have purchased. The toolbar is loc-
ated directly below the menu bar. It provides quick mouse access to many of the com-
mands found in the various menus.

Toolbar

l New, Open, Save, Cut, Copy and Paste buttons: Perform commonly used Win-
dows commands.

l Undo and Redo buttons: Allow you to reverse the previous actions, or redo them
if you so choose.

l Flip Layout button: Allows you to toggle between the front and back view of the
card.

l Zoom In and Zoom Out buttons: Allows you to change the view of the layout.
l Drawing Object buttons: Allows you to select design objects; draw shapes (lines,
rectangles, round rectangles, ellipses); or place text objects, static images,
dynamic images, and bar codes on your card template.

l Object Properties button: Allows you to enable or disable special design fea-
tures, such as image “cameos” or conditional display settings for the highlighted
object.

l Layout Properties button: Allows you to set global parameters for the currently
open layout (such as page size and background image).

l Print button: Allows you to print the card template.
l Print Preview button: Displays the active card template design as it would appear
when printed.

l About button: Displays support and licensing information for your copy of soft-
ware.

Text Style Bar
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The text style bar provides access to the visual properties of text objects.

l Font Face list: Allows you to select a font when creating static or dynamic text
objects.

l Font Face list: Allows you to select a font when creating static or dynamic text
l Font Style buttons: Allow you to change the style of the selected font (bold, italic,
underline).

l Horizontal Justification buttons: Allow you to horizontally left-justify, center, or
right-justify your text objects (and some bar codes) within their bounding boxes
(that is, the adjustable invisible box within which the text resides).

l Vertical Justification buttons: Allow you to vertically top-justify, center, or bottom-
justify your text objects (and some bar codes) within their bounding boxes.

Attributes Bar

The attributes bar provides quick mouse access to color and line weight settings, and
access to data fields or expressions that are linked to dynamic text objects, bar codes,
and image keylines.

l Line Attribute lists: Allows you to select the color and weight (thickness) of lines
and borders around drawing, text and image objects. You can also select Border
Text from the Line color list.

l Fill Color list: Allows you to select the color for fills (solid colors that are used to
“fill” shapes).

l Text Color list: Allows you to select the color for text.
l Data Field List: Allows you to link dynamic text objects, bar codes, and image
keylines to data fields or expressions. For example, linking a dynamic text object to
the First_Name field in the database results in “First_Name” appearing on the card
design (in whatever font and size you select). This is replaced by the cardholder’s
first name (in your specified font and size) when the ID card is printed.

Design Window

The Design Window area of the workspace is where you design card templates. When a
new file is created, the software opens a Design Window for the front of the card layout.
The back of the card can be viewed at any time by selecting the View menu, and clicking
'Show Back of Layout', or by clicking Flip Layout on the toolbar.
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Creating New Card Designs

When you launch the designer, it automatically opens a blank layout. You can create a
new layout at anytime by following these steps:

1. Specify the appropriate card size information... From the File menu >> Layout Prop-
erties >> Front tab.

2. Also from the file menu, click New, or click the New icon located on the toolbar. A
design layout opens for the front of the card. To view the back of the card layout,
click the 'Flip Layout' icon on the toolbar, or from the View menu, click Show >>
Back of Layout.

3. Design your card using the various tools located on the toolbar. Import a card back-
ground by going to File >> Layout Properties >> Front tab and locate the Back-
ground section. Click the Load button to the right of 'Image:' and browse your PC
for the desired background image.
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Opening an Existing Card File

1. On the File menu, click Open, or click the Open button on the Toolbar. The Open
dialog box appears.

2. In the File name field, type the name of the card design template you want to open
(or select it from the Layouts list). If the card design you want to open was originally
created using Guard Draw (used with Doors32 version 4.xx, or later) , Doors.NET
Photo ID will display existing layouts with both the DGN and GDR extensions.

3. If your card design is in another drive or directory, browse to it using the Look In
list. You will only be able to access network drives that are mapped to your PC or
available from your Network Neighborhood.

4. Click Open.
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Opening a Recently Saved Card Design

The last four card designs that were saved to disk will be listed at the bottom of the File
menu. Select the name or number of the card design that you want to open and it will be
displayed.

Saving Card Designs

The Save command displays a dialog box where you can give a new card design a file-
name, and specify a location in which to store it.

Saving a Card Design For the First Time

To save a card design for the first time, follow these steps:

1. On the File menu, click Save. The Save As dialog box appears.

2. In the File name field, type a name. From the Save as type field, select .DGN or
.GDR. See IMPORTANT note below.

3. Note: To save the card design in a different drive or directory, select the drive from
the Save In drop-down list. You will only be able to access network drives that are
mapped to your PC or available from your Network Neighborhood.

4. Click OK.

Saving a Previously Saved Card Design
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After making changes to an existing card design, save your changes by clicking the
Save button on the toolbar, or on the File menu, click Save. Your changes are auto-
matically saved to the file. To save the design with a new filename, on the File menu,
click Save As and follow steps 2 and 3 above.

IMPORTANT: If you open a GuardDraw file (GDR) and then save it without changing the
filename, you will overwrite that file and will no longer be able to open that file using
GuardDraw even though it will still have the .GDR extension. If you need to keep your
old GDR or DGN files, always save with a new filename.

Importing or Removing a Card Background

Card backgrounds consist of graphics (such as bitmap images), which are created in
draw or paint programs. The background is the graphical “landscape” against which the
various card design objects (such as images or text objects) are placed.

Note: You can also apply these features to Back, Header and Footer layouts. On the
View menu, click Show.

Importing the Card Background

To import a card background, follow these steps:

1. On the File menu, click Layout Properties. You can also click the Layout Properties
button on the toolbar, or double-click the layout.

2. Select the Front or Back tab.
3. In the Background area, click Load. The Open dialog box appears.
4. In the File name field, type the name, path, and extension of the background file (or

use the buttons to browse to your file).
5. Click OK. The Enhance, Delete and Save As buttons are enabled.
6. (Optional) Make any modifications to the image. See “Enhancing the Card Back-

ground” for more information about the enhancement options.
7. Click OK. The card background is placed on the front or the back of the card

design (depending on which was selected).

Enhancing the Card Background

When a background image is added to a card design, the Enhance button on the appro-
priate Layout Properties tab is enabled. This gives you access to the various enhance-
ment options available for your background images--cropping, color balance, as well as
exposure, contrast and brightness.
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Important:When creating a background image for your card layout (using graphics soft-
ware), be sure to use the same dimensions (or at least the same aspect ratio) for your
background as your card media. If your image does not match your card media, as set in
the Card Size list, the software will stretch the image as set in the Card Size list, the soft-
ware will stretch the image as required to fill the card layout. This is also important to
remember if you choose to crop your background image.

To modify any of the color or image quality settings, drag the slider one way or another
until the Preview Image appears as desired, or select Automatic contrast to automatically
adjust the contrast of the image. Click OK when you are finished. To undo your changes
click the Reset All button to return the Preview Image to its original settings, or click
Cancel to return to the Layout Properties dialog without saving the changes.

To crop the background image, drag one of the eight sizing handles that appear on the
Original Image until the image has the desired shape. You can also move the cropping
area (if it is smaller than the original image) by dragging it to the desired area on the Ori-
ginal Image.

Removing a Card Background

To remove a background from a card design, follow these steps:

1. On the File menu, click Layout Properties, and then click the Front or Back tab
(depending on which background you want to remove).
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2. Click the Delete button then click OK to return to the workspace or repeat the
instructions for importing an image (see “Importing the Card Background” ).

Export a Card Background

To export a card background, on the File menu, click Layout Properties, or click the Lay-
out Properties button on the toolbar. Click the Front tab. When there is currently a back-
ground image on the layout, the Save As button is enabled. Save the image file with a
new name, define the file type, and specify the directory to which it will be saved.

Change the Background Color

This feature allows you to add a solid color to your card’s background. This color will be
printed on your finished card.

Note: If you use both a background color and a background image file, the background
color will be covered over by the image file and will not
be visible. To change the card’s background color, perform these steps:

1. On the File menu, click Layout Properties, or click the Layout Properties button on
the toolbar.

2. Click the Front or Back tab. Click the Color list to choose one of the sixteen preset
colors or click the ellipses button next to it to define a custom color using the Win-
dows color dialog box. Click OK.

To remove the background color, select the X from the top of the preset color list. This
removes any background color previously applied to your card design.

Inhibit Printing the Background Image

If your card media comes with the background image preprinted on it, you can still
include the image file in the layout (to make layout design easier) without printing it on
the card. To do this, perform these steps:

1. Import the background image file that appears on your preprinted cards.
2. On the File menu, click Layout Properties, or click the Layout Properties tool. Click

the Front or Back tab. Clear the Print background option selection below the Back-
ground commands. The image will appear on your design in the designer but will
not print on the card.

Adding Static and Dynamic Images
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You can use a drawing tool to add digital images to a card, such as photographs, fin-
gerprints, signatures, and clip art. The Dynamic Image tool is used to create a keyline for
any dynamic image type available in the software. The Static Image tool allows you to
import static image files from any external source. Dynamic Image keylines are auto-
matically linked to your data source. When you print cards using your application, the
keylines are replaced by the cardholder’s images. Hard-to-counterfeit transparent
images and cameo effects can also be defined for the image keylines, therefore, provid-
ing an extra level of security to the cards issued.

Add Static Images

To add a static image, perform these steps:

1. On the Draw menu, click Static Image, or click the Static Image button on the tool-
bar.

2. Draw the image object (as described in “Draw an Object”). The Open dialog box
appears when you release the mouse button.

3. Browse to the image file you want to insert in the keyline, and then click Open.

Note: The image size is automatically set to match the size as specified in the image file
header

Add Dynamic Images

To add a dynamic image, perform these steps:

1. On the Draw menu, click Dynamic Image, or click the Dynamic Image button on the
toolbar

2. Draw the image object (as described in “Draw an Object”).

The object will maintain the aspect ratio as set in your application for the default image
type (for example, Photograph).

Change the Image Properties

To change the image properties, perform these steps:

1. Change the image properties by double-clicking the object to access the Dynamic
Image Properties dialog box. Select the Image tab.
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2. Change the Image Type by choosing from the list.

Note: These options will differ depending on the product you have purchased.

3. Optionally select Print image exactly as-is to prevent changes to an image so that it
prints correctly. Use this feature for bitmaps that contain digital watermarks which
may be lost if the bitmap is resized.

Note:When you select Print image exactly as-is, other properties for the image are dis-
abled, such as line color and thickness, shadow, close cropping, fading transparency,
and gray scale. However, the checkbox Don’t clip image becomes enabled, allowing
you to print the entire image even if it is too large to fit in its rectangle as defined on the
layout.

4. If applicable, select the data source field that points to the image.

Select a Sample Image

If you want to add effects to your dynamic images, it’s a good idea to select a sample
image so you can preview the effects prior to printing. Perform these steps:
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1. Double-click the image to open the Dynamic Image Properties dialog box. Select
the Sample Image tab.

2. Click Load. The Open dialog appears.
3. Select an image that is a good representation of the typical image you will be cap-

turing with your application. Click Open.
4. Click Enhance to make any enhancements necessary (see “Enhancing the Card

Background” for more details). These enhancements only affect the sample image
and not the images that will be added at print time.

5. Click OK.

Add Close-Cropping Effects

The Close-cropping option allows you to remove the background pixels from an image.
On the Image Properties dialog box, click the Image tab. Select the Close-cropping
checkbox, and then click Settings. The options you select depend on the image quality
of the background you want to remove.

Cameo Effect - Select this option if you want to create a cameo effect. This
will
remove all background pixels around the subject of the image (i.e., the card-
holder's
head). Use this option with the Fade and Transparency levels to make an
interesting
ghost effect.

Hue/Intensity Color Match -Select this option if you want to remove all
pixels
within a specified hue/intensity range. This option is particularly useful if you
are
having trouble removing background pixels with the Exact Color Match
option.
Enter your custom Hue Variation and Intensity Threshold percentages.

RGB Color Match -Select this option if you want to remove all background
pixels that are exactly the same color. This option is particularly useful for
solid
color backgrounds, which are commonly found in bitmap files (for example,
logos),
and it may not be suitable for cropping photographs. In the Color variation
field,
enter an amount of variation from the selected color, or enter 0 for an exact
color match.
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Color Variation -This is the percentage of the hue that software will use to
scan
for variations of the background pixels along the color spectrum. The soft-
ware
removes pixels by sampling the first one located in the upper left-hand corner
of
the image. It then uses this setting to scan for pixels of a similar hue along the
specified percentage of the color spectrum. A higher value means that soft-
ware
will scan and remove pixels across a wider percentage of the color spectrum.
A
lower setting means that software will confine the removal to pixels that more
closely match the first one that was sampled.

For example: If you enter a setting of “30” here, and if the image's first pixel is
a
shade of green, the software will scan and remove all shades of green across
30
percent of the spectrum (and possibly into portions of the yellow and blue
color
ranges).

Intensity Threshold -This is the percentage that the software will use to
scan for
variations in color intensity. The software removes pixels by sampling the first
one located in the upper left-hand corner of the image. It then uses this set-
ting as
a threshold by which all pixels of a certain intensity (and higher) will be
scanned.
A higher value means that the software will confine its removal to the brighter
pixels that fall within the specified Hue Variation range. A lower setting
means
that the software will widen its scan and remove a broader range of bright
and
dark pixels within the specified Hue Variation.

For example, if you enter a setting of “60” here and a setting of “30” in the
Hue
Variation box, and if the image’s first pixel is a shade of green, then the soft-
ware
will scan and remove all of the brighter shades of green across 30 percent of
the
color spectrum. In other words, fewer green pixels will be removed from the
image. If, on the other hand, you lowered this setting to “20,” the removal will
include a broader range of both light and dark green pixels.
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Background Color - If Automatic is selected, the software removes pixels by
sampling the top-left and top-right pixels of the image and estimating the
background color. To select a different color, click on the color in the dis-
played
image, or check the Specific color box and then click Choose color. Select
the
color and then click OK.

Create an Image Ghost Using the Effects Settings

The Fade and Transparency levels can be used to create a ghost image. An image
ghost is an image that is transparent (that is, the background elements show through it)
generally used in addition to a regular image, and can be placed anywhere on the card
design—even behind text or other objects. This is considered to be an additional ID
security feature, as ghosted images are extremely difficult to reproduce. You may want to
experiment with the settings to get the effect you want.

1. Add an image object (as described in “Draw an Object” ). If you want to create a
ghost of an image that already exists on your card, Ctrl+click the image and drag
the newly created image to its location. Then you can apply the effects you want to
the new image. You will need to move the ghost behind the original; on the Object
menu, click Move, and then click Back.

2. Double-click the image to open the Dynamic Image Properties dialog box. Select
the Image tab.

3. Modify the Effects settings to get the look you want.

l Fade level: Use this feature to create a “washed out” appearance. The number
entered in the field represents the percentage of “whiteness” that you want for the
image.

l Transparency level: Use this feature to reduce the opacity of the image. The num-
ber entered in the field represents the percentage of the image that will be trans-
parent.

l Use mesh pattern: This is a quick way to create a ghost effect and can be used
instead of changing the Transparency level. It automatically sets
the appropriate level of opacity. This option uses the same algorithm as a ghost
option.

l Gray scale: Select this option to remove the color information from the image —
the color will be replaced with levels of gray.

Create a Shadow
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Create a shadow behind any text or image object, static or dynamic, giving a sense of
depth and dimension to a 2D object.

Note: In the case of an image object, the shadow created will reflect the shape of the
image’s keyline (outside border) and not that of the image itself (even if you select a
close-cropping effect).

1. Double-click the image or text object to open the Properties dialog.
2. In the Style settings, click Shadow.
3. (Optional) Modify the color and offset of the shadow (keeping in mind what the

object over the shadow will be).
4. Click OK.

The default settings for the amount of offset are, horizontally and vertically, 0.04 of the
units of measurement you are currently using, and the color is black. These settings cre-
ate a shadow appearing below and to the right of the object. To change these settings,
perform these steps:

1. Select a new color from the Color list, or click the ellipses button next to it to
change the shadow color. The Microsoft Color palette appears.

2. Type a new setting for the horizontal and vertical offsets. Positive integers create a
shadow below (horizontal) and to the right (vertical), while negative integers create
them above and to the left. Experiment to see the settings that are most appropriate
for your design.

Tip: Create eye-catching portraits on your cards by adding a Cameo Effect to your image
and then adding a shadow. Remove the object outline, change
the shadow color, and increase the offset to enhance the effect.
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Change Signature Fill and Text Attributes

Changing the fill color and/or text color of a signature can make it stand out more on your
card design. Changing the text color will result in your printed signature appearing in the
chosen color.

1. With the signature selected, change the text and fill color by choosing from the six-
teen quick-access colors in the Text Color list on the toolbar.

For a more extensive selection of colors, double-click the object to open Dynamic Image
Properties. Click the General tab, and then click the ellipsis button next to the color list.
To print the signature against the card background, click X for “no fill”.

Note: These two attributes will not change the appearance of your sample image (if you
have chosen one); they will only affect the final printed card.

Design Objects

The software comes complete with an extensive selection of tools to allow you to design
cards with ease. In addition to text, image and bar code objects, you can also use lines,
circles, squares, rectangles, and ellipses to spice up your illustration, or to create secur-
ity clearance symbols for the easy identification of unauthorized cards.

Note: You can apply these features to Back, Header and Footer layouts. On the View
menu, click Show and then choose the appropriate layout.

Magstripe Encoding
A Custom encode format is available in PhotoID using software version 3.5.1.18 or
above - It allows a user to specify a different field (instead of the cardnumber) to use as
the source for the encode string. Since this is track 2, string is checked for numerics and
padded left with leading zeros up to the maximum specified. The options are turned on
via the EclipseEncode.config file.

Entries are UseCustomEncoding (0=false, 1=true), MaxCustomEncodeDigits (this value
is used for padding leading zeros), and CustomEncodeFieldName (the name of the
Cardholder property/database field that will be used).

The customer must, of course, be using a printer that has a built-in magstripe
encoder.
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Photo ID Overview

Portions of this chapter created under license from:

Photo ID is an optional software module in the Doors.NET Software Suite. It consists of
a task orientated user interface that has two main components: the template designer
and the cardholder menu. The cardholder menu is identical to the normal cardholder
menu in the main user interface with the exception of the Photo ID tab. In the Photo ID cli-
ent, the cardholder menu has the ability to capture images, export images, and print
badges.

Photo ID is professional-quality design software that makes creating superb, full-color
photo badge templates quick and easy. As well, create report templates that include pho-
tos and text drawn from your database. Import eye-catching graphics as card back-
grounds and personalize your designs with the logo of your organization. Link templates
to cardholder information and images stored in your database. Add bar codes, or encode
magnetic stripes and smart chips, all within the same application. Even if you’re not a
design professional, you’ll get picture-perfect results in minutes with Photo ID.
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Badging Printer Setup

You will need to set up a printer before creating and designing cards. All necessary
printer and page information is stored in the card design file (.DGN), which in turn is
used by the software as a card format (a packet of information that includes the card
design file, the card code generation method, and the printer and page setup).

IMPORTANT: To ensure accurate reproduction of your card design be careful to match
the card size in your Layout Properties (described below) to the card media in your
printer. If necessary, consult your printer’s documentation.

Install a Printer Driver

Install the printer drivers according to the instructions provided by your printer man-
ufacturer. The printer appears automatically in the Print dialog box, the next time you
sign into the system.

Set Up a Card Printer

1. On the File menu, click Page Setup. The Page Setup dialog box appears with the
Page Setup tab showing.
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2. Select a printer. The default printer (as specified in the Windows Printers control
panel) appears in the list. To select a different printer, scroll through the list and
choose from the printers displayed.

3. (Optional) Select the Print Color and K planes separately option if your card printer
outputs four process colors (cyan, magenta, yellow and black) when they are spe-
cified on separate document “pages”. The first page should be in CMY, and the
second page should be monochrome. This option merges the two pages into one
in order to output four-color process. Consult your printer manufacturer’s doc-
umentation on setting up your printer for K plane printing.

Note: Do not modify the Page Margins and Page Layout settings if you are printing
to a card printer. See “Special Printing Options” below for more details.

4. Click OK. The dimensions of the card layout will adjust to those of your printer’s
default card media.

Special Printing Options

If you want to print cards to a sheet printer from your application, you will need to set
parameters such as page margins, number of cards per page, and duplex printing using
the options described in the following section. You can also use the following options to
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create a report that can be printed from your application to a document printer. To modify
the printer settings (from the default printer driver settings) such as paper size or ori-
entation, follow these steps:

1. On the File menu, click Page Setup. The Page Setup dialog box appears with the
Page Setup tab showing.

2. Click Properties. The Properties dialog from your printer’s driver appears. If avail-
able, set the options that you want to modify.

3. Click OK to save the settings.

Printing Reports

To create a multi-card output (for example, a report or for sheet-printing), follow these
steps:

1. On the File menu, click Page Setup. The Page Setup dialog appears.
2. Indicate the number of cards to be printed across the page in the Cards Across

field.

Note: A landscape page allows for more cards to be printed across than a portrait
page, but you will not be able to print as many cards down.

3. Indicate the number of cards to be printed down the page in the Cards Down field.

Note: A portrait page allows for more cards to be printed down than a landscape
page, although you will not be able to print as many cards across.

4. Adjust the horizontal and/or vertical spacing between the cards printed on the page
should you so desire.

5. Enter the new page margins in the fields as required.

Note: The default is "0" which allows the card printer to print edge-to-edge on the
card media. If printing to a document printer, you may need to adjust these mar-
gins manually if this doesn't occur automatically.

Headers and Footers

You can add headers or footers to your card layout that will appear at the top and bottom
of the printed card or sheet. The objects you add to these areas will be saved in the card
layout file (DGN).

IMPORTANT: The heights of the Header and Footer are added to the height of the card
layout--they do not overlap the card layout. When setting up the Size Height of the
header and/or footer, you must subtract those amounts from the height of the Front of the
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layout, otherwise your header will push the card layout (front/back) down the full height
of the header, and the layout will in turn push down the footer. As well, if your printer
requires margins (that is, does not print edge to edge) you will need to take those into
account when you calculate your heights.

1. With a card layout open, on the File menu, click Layout Properties, and then select
the Page Header (or Page Footer) tab. The options appear.

2. Select a page size (preferably the size of your layout Front/Back).
3. Modify the Header/Footer Size Height (and Front/Back height) as described in the

note above.
4. Add a background image or color. If you want this background to print at print time,

select the Print background option should you so desire.
5. Click OK.
6. To add objects to the header or footer, on the View menu, click Show, and then

select Layout Header (or Layout Footer). A blank layout appears on the work-
space.

7. Add objects such as text in the manner described in “Drawing Objects.”

Double-Sided Printing

There are two-settings available for double-sided printing:

l Printing on both sides of a card from a single card from the Print command

or

l Printing both sides of the card layout to a larger printer media from your application
to a document printer (to print on a sheet or create a report, for example).

The first requires you to choose the appropriate Print Side setting on the Print dialog at
print time, and the second requires you to choose a Page Setup option that will be saved
in the DGN file and used when printing from your application.

Print Side

Note: This option is used for single card printing or batch printing.
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When you choose the Print command, you will have the following options:

l Front Side Only -Prints only the front layout of the card.
l Back Side Only -Prints only the back layout of the card.
l Front and Back -Prints both the front and back layouts of the card. This selection
should be used if you have a specialized printer that prints on both the front and
the back of cards, or if you want to manually flip the cards over to print on their
backs.

Note: If you want to manually flip cards over to print on their backs -- especially if you are
printing both sides of the cards in batches -- you should know that this method will
require a moderate amount of trial and error before you achieve satisfactory results.

Duplex Settings

Use these settings to print layouts on both sides of the printer media or to print both sides
of the layout on one side of the media. These options are saved to the layout file (DGN)
and used to create reports or for sheet printing on a larger format printer.

Note: This does not affect the way your card layouts will print to a card printer.

1. On the File menu, click Page Setup. The Page Setup dialog box appears with the
Page Setup tab showing.

2. Select the Duplex tab. The Duplex printing properties appear.
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3. Choose from one of the following options:

l Print fronts and back on same page -Used for printing double-sided layouts
together on the front of the print media.

l Print fronts and backs on separate pages -Used for printing double sided layouts
on opposite sides of the print media.

l Default sequence - Prints fronts and backs in the same sequence on both sides.

Note: The fronts and back of the cards will not be back-to-back on both sides of
the print out. Use Align Backs With Fronts to achieve this effect.

l Align backs with fronts (page flips left to right) - Prints fronts to backs, flipping the
media left to right.

l Align backs with fronts (page flips top to bottom) - Prints fronts to backs, flipping the
media top to bottom.

4. Click OK.

Selecting Page Sizes

Different types of ID cards come in different sizes dependent on the types of cards a
printer will output. It is important to select the card page size before beginning to design
a card, since resizing the page can have a serious impact on the overall design. The
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page size information is stored in the card layout file (DGN or GDR) and is used by your
application during the printing process.

Setup the Page Size

1. On the File menu, click Layout Properties. The Layout Properties dialog box
appears.

2. Click the Front tab. Front layout properties appear.

3. Select the required card size from the options listed in the Size list, or select Cus-
tom Size to specify your own dimensions in the Height and Width fields provided.
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Tip: To get the maximum printable size for your printer, choose Full Printer Page from
the Size list.

4. Select the card’s orientation on the printed page as either Portrait or Landscape

Note: This affects only the orientation of the cards, and is not connected to the ori-
entation of the page, which is determined in the Printer Properties dialog.

5. Click OK.

Note: These settings will automatically be the same for both the front and back of the
card layout.
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Photo ID License Activation
The Photo ID client has two licensing requirements: The feature needs to be enabled in
the license key: Open License Manager >> go to the License tab >> within 'Capacities'
ensure that the badging client value is not zero.

A separate license key is also required for any PC that will be printing or creating
badges - This key will be obtained and provided by Keri Systems when the Photo ID
component is purchased for your system and needs to be activated either via the Internet
or by phone.

Note:Only activate the Photo ID License via Internet if you are sure you have a com-
pletely unrestricted internet connection.

l Click Start >> All Programs >> EPI Builder Run-Time 6.

l Right-click Activate EPI Builder Runtime License and select 'Run As Admin-
istrator'.
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It is important to do this because on certain versions of Windows you may be logged in
as a Systems Administrator but this does not automatically grant you full administrative
rights to all features and programs.

l The EPI license activation window will appear so you can enter your Photo ID
license in the text field. Your license should begin:

IW EB RF N...

l Enter your license key then click OK.

l The Product Registration Form appears next for you to enter your personal inform-
ation.
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Activation Via The Internet
l You will then see the option to activate the license via the Internet or by Phone, the
default option is via Internet (which is also the quickest and easiest option). Simply
click OK, then OK again on the following screen and you should then see a
product activation successful message.
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Activation by Phone
l Select 'Activate by Phone' if you are unsure about any restrictions that may be in
place on you internet connection.

l The Phone Product Activation Window will appear, along with your Activation
Request Number.

l Phone ImageWare Systems on the following number - 001 858 673 8600 and
quote your product serial number and the activation request number. If you are loc-
ated outside of the US you can e-mail this information to support@iwsinc.com.

l You will be provided with an activation code. Enter this code into the three text
fields.

l Click OK a final time. You Photo ID client is now licensed and ready to use.
l Click Exit on the last screen to close the EPI License Manager.
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Photo ID License Revoking
It is important to know that your Photo ID license will need to be ‘revoked’ if you wish to
move your Doors.NET badging installation onto a different PC, or if for some reason you
wish to format the Doors.NET host PC hard-drive.

Once revoked, you can then re-activate the license on the same or a different machine.

1. From the Start Menu, go to All Programs >> EPI-Builder Run-Time 6 >> Activate
EPI Builder Runtime License.

2. Click About and a window will appear. Make a note of the EPI Builder license that
appears at the bottom of the window.
It will begin with IW EB RF N. Then click the OK button.

3. Click Tools >> Revoke License
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4. Click OK to the warning that you are about to revoke your license.
5. Choose the default option of revoking the license via Internet (Recommended).

However, it is important that there are no Internet firewall filters that could be
restricting your connection. If you do have a highly restrictive firewall then it would
be best to select the second option of revoking the license over the phone.

6. You will see one more confirmation screen stating that you are about to revoke
your license over the Internet. Click the OK button to proceed.

7. After a few seconds you should see a message appear stating the revoke was suc-
cessful.

8. You will also see the following text highlighted in red: Click the Exit button.
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You are now able to re-activate the license following a format of the hard-drive, or after
installing Doors.NET on a different Host PC.
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Creating Card Templates

l Click/double-click on the 'Keri Photo ID Icon' located on the desktop or via Start >>
All Programs >> Doors.Net >> Keri Photo ID

l Log in to the Photo ID client using the default username and password (both
'admin')

l On the left-hand pane (User Manager) you will see: Cardholders and PhotoID
Layouts, right-click PhotoID Layouts and select 'New Template'.

l Select the 'New Template' entry that immediately appears on the left pane. The
Layout Designer then appears on the main window.
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l Right-click the New Template name and select rename then give the template a
new name. Press Enter on the keyboard and the new name is saved.

l Click the Dynamic Image icon.

l You will then be able to use the cursor to create a placeholder on the card template
for the cardholder photograph.
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l Next, click the Static Image icon.

l This will allow you to add an image such as a company logo which will appear on
every card that is printed with this template.

l Next click the Dynamic Text icon. This option allows you to select a dynamic card
record field, such as cardnumber, department group, first name, last name or one of
the cardholder custom fields, for example.

l Use the cursor to create a placeholder on the template located where you want the
information to be displayed.
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l Use the dynamic field drop-down list to select which field you want to use in this
location.

l Repeat the same process for additional dynamic fields you wish to have on the tem-
plate.
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l You can easily change the dynamic text font colour and background colour by click-
ing the placeholder then using the edit options in the toolbar.

l To add a background image to the template, right-click on a blank part of the tem-
plate and select Background Image...

l Navigate to an image saved somewhere on the PC, then click open and the back-
ground image will be applied.
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l Click the Static Text icon to add text that will appear on every card printed with this
template; such as a Company Name.

l Draw a placeholder on the template of where you want the static text to go.
l Right-click in the field and select properties.
l Click on the Text tab and enter the static text that you wish to display.

l Click OK and the static text will appear on the template.
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l When you are happy with the design of the template click the blue Save All icon in
the upper left of the Photo ID Client.

l You template will now be ready to assign to cardholders for creating the badges.
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Editing Badge Templates

Workspace

With the designer running you will notice one or more bars located across the top of the
workspace window, below the menu bar. The various toolbars available at the top of the
workspace are movable and resizable. To do so, click on the vertical bar at the left end
of the toolbar and drag it to the desired location. Note: The toolbars that appear on the
workspace may vary according to the product you have purchased. The toolbar is loc-
ated directly below the menu bar. It provides quick mouse access to many of the com-
mands found in the various menus.

Toolbar

l New, Open, Save, Cut, Copy and Paste buttons: Perform commonly used Win-
dows commands.

l Undo and Redo buttons: Allow you to reverse the previous actions, or redo them
if you so choose.

l Flip Layout button: Allows you to toggle between the front and back view of the
card.

l Zoom In and Zoom Out buttons: Allows you to change the view of the layout.
l Drawing Object buttons: Allows you to select design objects; draw shapes (lines,
rectangles, round rectangles, ellipses); or place text objects, static images,
dynamic images, and bar codes on your card template.

l Object Properties button: Allows you to enable or disable special design fea-
tures, such as image “cameos” or conditional display settings for the highlighted
object.

l Layout Properties button: Allows you to set global parameters for the currently
open layout (such as page size and background image).

l Print button: Allows you to print the card template.
l Print Preview button: Displays the active card template design as it would appear
when printed.

l About button: Displays support and licensing information for your copy of soft-
ware.
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Text Style Bar

The text style bar provides access to the visual properties of text objects.

l Font Face list: Allows you to select a font when creating static or dynamic text
objects.

l Font Face list: Allows you to select a font when creating static or dynamic text
l Font Style buttons: Allow you to change the style of the selected font (bold, italic,
underline).

l Horizontal Justification buttons: Allow you to horizontally left-justify, center, or
right-justify your text objects (and some bar codes) within their bounding boxes
(that is, the adjustable invisible box within which the text resides).

l Vertical Justification buttons: Allow you to vertically top-justify, center, or bottom-
justify your text objects (and some bar codes) within their bounding boxes.

Attributes Bar

The attributes bar provides quick mouse access to color and line weight settings, and
access to data fields or expressions that are linked to dynamic text objects, bar codes,
and image keylines.

l Line Attribute lists: Allows you to select the color and weight (thickness) of lines
and borders around drawing, text and image objects. You can also select Border
Text from the Line color list.

l Fill Color list: Allows you to select the color for fills (solid colors that are used to
“fill” shapes).

l Text Color list: Allows you to select the color for text.
l Data Field List: Allows you to link dynamic text objects, bar codes, and image
keylines to data fields or expressions. For example, linking a dynamic text object to
the First_Name field in the database results in “First_Name” appearing on the card
design (in whatever font and size you select). This is replaced by the cardholder’s
first name (in your specified font and size) when the ID card is printed.

DesignWindow

The Design Window area of the workspace is where you design card templates. When a
new file is created, the software opens a Design Window for the front of the card layout.
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The back of the card can be viewed at any time by selecting the View menu, and clicking
'Show Back of Layout', or by clicking Flip Layout on the toolbar.

Creating New Card Designs

When you launch the designer, it automatically opens a blank layout. You can create a
new layout at anytime by following these steps:

1. Specify the appropriate card size information... From the File menu >> Layout Prop-
erties >> Front tab.

2. Also from the file menu, click New, or click the New icon located on the toolbar. A
design layout opens for the front of the card. To view the back of the card layout,
click the 'Flip Layout' icon on the toolbar, or from the View menu, click Show >>
Back of Layout.

3. Design your card using the various tools located on the toolbar. Import a card back-
ground by going to File >> Layout Properties >> Front tab and locate the Back-
ground section. Click the Load button to the right of 'Image:' and browse your PC
for the desired background image.
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Opening an Existing Card File

1. On the File menu, click Open, or click the Open button on the Toolbar. The Open
dialog box appears.

2. In the File name field, type the name of the card design template you want to open
(or select it from the Layouts list). If the card design you want to open was originally
created using Guard Draw (used with Doors32 version 4.xx, or later) , Doors.NET
Photo ID will display existing layouts with both the DGN and GDR extensions.

3. If your card design is in another drive or directory, browse to it using the Look In
list. You will only be able to access network drives that are mapped to your PC or
available from your Network Neighborhood.

4. Click Open.
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Opening a Recently Saved Card Design

The last four card designs that were saved to disk will be listed at the bottom of the File
menu. Select the name or number of the card design that you want to open and it will be
displayed.

Saving Card Designs

The Save command displays a dialog box where you can give a new card design a file-
name, and specify a location in which to store it.

Saving a Card Design For the First Time

To save a card design for the first time, follow these steps:

1. On the File menu, click Save. The Save As dialog box appears.

2. In the File name field, type a name. From the Save as type field, select .DGN or
.GDR. See IMPORTANT note below.

3. Note: To save the card design in a different drive or directory, select the drive from
the Save In drop-down list. You will only be able to access network drives that are
mapped to your PC or available from your Network Neighborhood.

4. Click OK.
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Saving a Previously Saved Card Design

After making changes to an existing card design, save your changes by clicking the
Save button on the toolbar, or on the File menu, click Save. Your changes are auto-
matically saved to the file. To save the design with a new filename, on the File menu,
click Save As and follow steps 2 and 3 above.

IMPORTANT: If you open a GuardDraw file (GDR) and then save it without changing the
filename, you will overwrite that file and will no longer be able to open that file using
GuardDraw even though it will still have the .GDR extension. If you need to keep your
old GDR or DGN files, always save with a new filename.

Importing or Removing a Card Background

Card backgrounds consist of graphics (such as bitmap images), which are created in
draw or paint programs. The background is the graphical “landscape” against which the
various card design objects (such as images or text objects) are placed.

Note: You can also apply these features to Back, Header and Footer layouts. On the
View menu, click Show.

Importing the Card Background

To import a card background, follow these steps:

1. On the File menu, click Layout Properties. You can also click the Layout Properties
button on the toolbar, or double-click the layout.

2. Select the Front or Back tab.
3. In the Background area, click Load. The Open dialog box appears.
4. In the File name field, type the name, path, and extension of the background file (or

use the buttons to browse to your file).
5. Click OK. The Enhance, Delete and Save As buttons are enabled.
6. (Optional) Make any modifications to the image. See “Enhancing the Card Back-

ground” for more information about the enhancement options.
7. Click OK. The card background is placed on the front or the back of the card

design (depending on which was selected).

Enhancing the Card Background
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When a background image is added to a card design, the Enhance button on the appro-
priate Layout Properties tab is enabled. This gives you access to the various enhance-
ment options available for your background images--cropping, color balance, as well as
exposure, contrast and brightness.

Important:When creating a background image for your card layout (using graphics soft-
ware), be sure to use the same dimensions (or at least the same aspect ratio) for your
background as your card media. If your image does not match your card media, as set in
the Card Size list, the software will stretch the image as set in the Card Size list, the soft-
ware will stretch the image as required to fill the card layout. This is also important to
remember if you choose to crop your background image.

To modify any of the color or image quality settings, drag the slider one way or another
until the Preview Image appears as desired, or select Automatic contrast to automatically
adjust the contrast of the image. Click OK when you are finished. To undo your changes
click the Reset All button to return the Preview Image to its original settings, or click
Cancel to return to the Layout Properties dialog without saving the changes.

To crop the background image, drag one of the eight sizing handles that appear on the
Original Image until the image has the desired shape. You can also move the cropping
area (if it is smaller than the original image) by dragging it to the desired area on the Ori-
ginal Image.
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Removing a Card Background

To remove a background from a card design, follow these steps:

1. On the File menu, click Layout Properties, and then click the Front or Back tab
(depending on which background you want to remove).

2. Click the Delete button then click OK to return to the workspace or repeat the
instructions for importing an image (see “Importing the Card Background” ).

Export a Card Background

To export a card background, on the File menu, click Layout Properties, or click the Lay-
out Properties button on the toolbar. Click the Front tab. When there is currently a back-
ground image on the layout, the Save As button is enabled. Save the image file with a
new name, define the file type, and specify the directory to which it will be saved.

Change the Background Color

This feature allows you to add a solid color to your card’s background. This color will be
printed on your finished card.

Note: If you use both a background color and a background image file, the background
color will be covered over by the image file and will not
be visible. To change the card’s background color, perform these steps:

1. On the File menu, click Layout Properties, or click the Layout Properties button on
the toolbar.

2. Click the Front or Back tab. Click the Color list to choose one of the sixteen preset
colors or click the ellipses button next to it to define a custom color using the Win-
dows color dialog box. Click OK.

To remove the background color, select the X from the top of the preset color list. This
removes any background color previously applied to your card design.

Inhibit Printing the Background Image

If your card media comes with the background image preprinted on it, you can still
include the image file in the layout (to make layout design easier) without printing it on
the card. To do this, perform these steps:
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1. Import the background image file that appears on your preprinted cards.
2. On the File menu, click Layout Properties, or click the Layout Properties tool. Click

the Front or Back tab. Clear the Print background option selection below the Back-
ground commands. The image will appear on your design in the designer but will
not print on the card.

Adding Static and Dynamic Images

You can use a drawing tool to add digital images to a card, such as photographs, fin-
gerprints, signatures, and clip art. The Dynamic Image tool is used to create a keyline for
any dynamic image type available in the software. The Static Image tool allows you to
import static image files from any external source. Dynamic Image keylines are auto-
matically linked to your data source. When you print cards using your application, the
keylines are replaced by the cardholder’s images. Hard-to-counterfeit transparent
images and cameo effects can also be defined for the image keylines, therefore, provid-
ing an extra level of security to the cards issued.

Add Static Images

To add a static image, perform these steps:

1. On the Draw menu, click Static Image, or click the Static Image button on the tool-
bar.

2. Draw the image object (as described in “Draw an Object”). The Open dialog box
appears when you release the mouse button.

3. Browse to the image file you want to insert in the keyline, and then click Open.

Note: The image size is automatically set to match the size as specified in the image file
header

Add Dynamic Images

To add a dynamic image, perform these steps:

1. On the Draw menu, click Dynamic Image, or click the Dynamic Image button on the
toolbar

2. Draw the image object (as described in “Draw an Object”).

The object will maintain the aspect ratio as set in your application for the default image
type (for example, Photograph).
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Change the Image Properties

To change the image properties, perform these steps:

1. Change the image properties by double-clicking the object to access the Dynamic
Image Properties dialog box. Select the Image tab.

2. Change the Image Type by choosing from the list.

Note: These options will differ depending on the product you have purchased.

3. Optionally select Print image exactly as-is to prevent changes to an image so that it
prints correctly. Use this feature for bitmaps that contain digital watermarks which
may be lost if the bitmap is resized.

Note:When you select Print image exactly as-is, other properties for the image are dis-
abled, such as line color and thickness, shadow, close cropping, fading transparency,
and gray scale. However, the checkbox Don’t clip image becomes enabled, allowing
you to print the entire image even if it is too large to fit in its rectangle as defined on the
layout.

4. If applicable, select the data source field that points to the image.
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Select a Sample Image

If you want to add effects to your dynamic images, it’s a good idea to select a sample
image so you can preview the effects prior to printing. Perform these steps:

1. Double-click the image to open the Dynamic Image Properties dialog box. Select
the Sample Image tab.

2. Click Load. The Open dialog appears.
3. Select an image that is a good representation of the typical image you will be cap-

turing with your application. Click Open.
4. Click Enhance to make any enhancements necessary (see “Enhancing the Card

Background” for more details). These enhancements only affect the sample image
and not the images that will be added at print time.

5. Click OK.

Add Close-Cropping Effects

The Close-cropping option allows you to remove the background pixels from an image.
On the Image Properties dialog box, click the Image tab. Select the Close-cropping
checkbox, and then click Settings. The options you select depend on the image quality
of the background you want to remove.

Cameo Effect - Select this option if you want to create a cameo effect. This
will remove all background pixels around the subject of the image (i.e., the
cardholder's head). Use this option with the Fade and Transparency levels to
make an interesting ghost effect.

Hue/Intensity Color Match -Select this option if you want to remove all
pixels within a specified hue/intensity range. This option is particularly useful
if you are having trouble removing background pixels with the Exact Color
Match option. Enter your custom Hue Variation and Intensity Threshold per-
centages.

RGB Color Match -Select this option if you want to remove all background
pixels that are exactly the same color. This option is particularly useful for
solid color backgrounds, which are commonly found in bitmap files (for
example, logos), and it may not be suitable for cropping photographs. In the
Color variation field, enter an amount of variation from the selected color, or
enter 0 for an exact color match.
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Color Variation -This is the percentage of the hue that software will use to
scan for variations of the background pixels along the color spectrum. The
software removes pixels by sampling the first one located in the upper left-
hand corner of the image. It then uses this setting to scan for pixels of a sim-
ilar hue along the specified percentage of the color spectrum. A higher value
means that software will scan and remove pixels across a wider percentage
of the color spectrum. A lower setting means that software will confine the
removal to pixels that more closely match the first one that was sampled.

For example: If you enter a setting of “30” here, and if the image's first pixel is
a shade of green, the software will scan and remove all shades of green
across 30 percent of the spectrum (and possibly into portions of the yellow
and blue color ranges).

Intensity Threshold -This is the percentage that the software will use to
scan for variations in color intensity. The software removes pixels by
sampling the first one located in the upper left-hand corner of the image. It
then uses this setting as a threshold by which all pixels of a certain intensity
(and higher) will be scanned.

A higher value means that the software will confine its removal to the brighter
pixels that fall within the specified Hue Variation range. A lower setting
means that the software will widen its scan and remove a broader range of
bright and dark pixels within the specified Hue Variation.

For example, if you enter a setting of “60” here and a setting of “30” in the
Hue Variation box, and if the image’s first pixel is a shade of green, then the
software will scan and remove all of the brighter shades of green across 30
percent of the color spectrum. In other words, fewer green pixels will be
removed from the image. If, on the other hand, you lowered this setting to
“20,” the removal will include a broader range of both light and dark green
pixels.

Background Color - If Automatic is selected, the software removes pixels by
sampling the top-left and top-right pixels of the image and estimating the
background color. To select a different color, click on the color in the dis-
played image, or check the Specific color box and then click Choose color.
Select the color and then click OK.

Create an Image Ghost Using the Effects Settings

The Fade and Transparency levels can be used to create a ghost image. An image
ghost is an image that is transparent (that is, the background elements show through it)
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generally used in addition to a regular image, and can be placed anywhere on the card
design—even behind text or other objects. This is considered to be an additional ID
security feature, as ghosted images are extremely difficult to reproduce. You may want to
experiment with the settings to get the effect you want.

1. Add an image object (as described in “Draw an Object” ). If you want to create a
ghost of an image that already exists on your card, Ctrl+click the image and drag
the newly created image to its location. Then you can apply the effects you want to
the new image. You will need to move the ghost behind the original; on the Object
menu, click Move, and then click Back.

2. Double-click the image to open the Dynamic Image Properties dialog box. Select
the Image tab.

3. Modify the Effects settings to get the look you want.

l Fade level: Use this feature to create a “washed out” appearance. The number
entered in the field represents the percentage of “whiteness” that you want for the
image.

l Transparency level: Use this feature to reduce the opacity of the image. The num-
ber entered in the field represents the percentage of the image that will be trans-
parent.

l Use mesh pattern: This is a quick way to create a ghost effect and can be used
instead of changing the Transparency level. It automatically sets
the appropriate level of opacity. This option uses the same algorithm as a ghost
option.

l Gray scale: Select this option to remove the color information from the image —
the color will be replaced with levels of gray.

Create a Shadow

Create a shadow behind any text or image object, static or dynamic, giving a sense of
depth and dimension to a 2D object.

Note: In the case of an image object, the shadow created will reflect the shape of the
image’s keyline (outside border) and not that of the image itself (even if you select a
close-cropping effect).
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1. Double-click the image or text object to open the Properties dialog.
2. In the Style settings, click Shadow.
3. (Optional) Modify the color and offset of the shadow (keeping in mind what the

object over the shadow will be).
4. Click OK.

The default settings for the amount of offset are, horizontally and vertically, 0.04 of the
units of measurement you are currently using, and the color is black. These settings cre-
ate a shadow appearing below and to the right of the object. To change these settings,
perform these steps:

1. Select a new color from the Color list, or click the ellipses button next to it to
change the shadow color. The Microsoft Color palette appears.

2. Type a new setting for the horizontal and vertical offsets. Positive integers create a
shadow below (horizontal) and to the right (vertical), while negative integers create
them above and to the left. Experiment to see the settings that are most appropriate
for your design.

Tip: Create eye-catching portraits on your cards by adding a Cameo Effect to your image
and then adding a shadow. Remove the object outline, change
the shadow color, and increase the offset to enhance the effect.

Change Signature Fill and Text Attributes

Changing the fill color and/or text color of a signature can make it stand out more on your
card design. Changing the text color will result in your printed signature appearing in the
chosen color.
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1. With the signature selected, change the text and fill color by choosing from the six-
teen quick-access colors in the Text Color list on the toolbar.

For a more extensive selection of colors, double-click the object to open Dynamic Image
Properties. Click the General tab, and then click the ellipsis button next to the color list.
To print the signature against the card background, click X for “no fill”.

Note: These two attributes will not change the appearance of your sample image (if you
have chosen one); they will only affect the final printed card.

Design Objects

The software comes complete with an extensive selection of tools to allow you to design
cards with ease. In addition to text, image and bar code objects, you can also use lines,
circles, squares, rectangles, and ellipses to spice up your illustration, or to create secur-
ity clearance symbols for the easy identification of unauthorized cards.

Note: You can apply these features to Back, Header and Footer layouts. On the View
menu, click Show and then choose the appropriate layout.

Magstripe Encoding

A Custom encode format is available in PhotoID using software version 3.5.1.18 or
above - It allows a user to specify a different field (instead of the cardnumber) to use as
the source for the encode string. Since this is track 2, string is checked for numerics and
padded left with leading zeros up to the maximum specified. The options are turned on
via the EclipseEncode.config file.

Entries are UseCustomEncoding (0=false, 1=true), MaxCustomEncodeDigits (this value
is used for padding leading zeros), and CustomEncodeFieldName (the name of the
Cardholder property/database field that will be used).

The customer must, of course, be using a printer that has a built-in magstripe
encoder.
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Photo ID - Editing Cardholders
Cardholder records can be edited in the Photo ID client in the same way as can be done
in the standard administrative client. The only main difference is you have to perform a
search in the Photo ID client to display the list of cardholders.

Once you have selected a cardholder in the Photo ID client you can make any changes
that can be done in the standard client (providing you have the appropriate user per-
missions).

For example, you can:

l Change the cardholders name or spelling of their name
l Change their enrolled card from permanent to temporary
l Enroll a new card or an additional card
l Deactivate or re-active a card
l Add a PIN
l Change the cardholders assigned access group
l Change any of the cardholders advanced settings
l Add personal or company contact information
l Add or remove a cardholder photograph
l Assign a user group to the cardholder
l Add custom field information
l Or add general notes to the cardholder record
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Changing a Cardholder's Access Group within the Photo ID
Client

l Click Cardholders on the left hand side of the Photo ID client.
l Perform a cardholder search so that a list of cardholders appear in the grid at the
bottom of the screen.

l Click on a cardholder from the grid to select it.

l The selected cardholder's record will appear at the top of the page.
l The record opens up on the General tab.
l Click the Access Rights tab.
l Modify the access group selection(s).
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l Click one of the save icons in the upper-left corner of the screen.

l The change will then be sent out to the access control system automatically.
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Printing Cards
Once you have your card template created you can then assign it to cardholders.

l Click Cardholders on the left-hand side of the Photo ID client.

l The cardholders administration page will appear on the right but there will be no
card records showing.

l To display cardholders you have to perform a cardholder search.
l From the Advanced Search section select one of the available report types, such
as; Cardholders (All).

l This will display all the cardholders in the system in a grid at the bottom of the
screen.

l You can, of course, select any of the other search types instead.
l Select an available cardholder from the grid.
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l You will see the cardholder record at the top of the page and by default it will open
on the general tab.

l To assign a card template you have to go to the Photo ID tab.
l Select the badge template from the Layout Template list.

l Click the Preview button.
l Select the installed badge printer.
l The print preview will appear in a smaller, separate window.
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l If you are happy with the print preview close the preview window.
l Next, click the Print button, select the badge printer again then print the card.
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Report Client
The system has a built-in report designer that allows you to create a new report from
scratch or to modify any of the default reports. You can change fonts, add your own logo,
change header and footer text, add a barcode field to the report, and change the data-
base fields that are in the report. The designer is easy to use with the drag and drop inter-
face, the property toolbox, and the standard text edit commands. The layout design of the
report is saved as an XML file in the reports directory on the Application Server, but may
also be saved externally to the hard drive, network, or removable media so that you can
share your report design with another system.

Designing Reports
Once you have executed the report query, you can work with the designer to create a
report layout template. The report designer supports adding labels, text boxes, logos,
lines, etc. to create unique and professional reports for the end user.

l From the design tab add or change the image in the PageHeader section.
l Click the Picture icon then draw a rectangle in PageHeader section
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l You now have to add labels to the header section. These will be static text that
describes the data that will appear beneath it in the detail section (for example,
date or cardholder).

l Click the label icon from the toolbar and drag a field into the header section
beneath the logo.

l You can rename the labels from their properties (Data >> Text).

l You then have to add textbox fields to the detail section. Drag the text boxes so
they are located directly beneath the label text boxes.

l Click the textbox field icon in the toolbar.
l In the properties of the textbox fields you have to locate Data >> DataField.
l Select from the drop-down list the specific data that you wish to be displayed. In
this example I am looking for the date and time for the events so the correct selec-
tion is Timestamp_SPM (which is the controller's time stamp).
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l As you can see from the size of the list, there are many dynamic text fields that you
can add to the reports.

l Follow the above steps for creating all the labels and textboxes that you want your
report to include.

l When you highlight text you can change the formatting attributes via the toolbar or
from the text properties grid.

l When you have finished, your detail page should look something similar to this:
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l Don't forget to save your report/report settings.
l Return to the Properties page again and click the Execute Query button.

l Finally, click the Preview tab to go to the preview page and your report will have
been generated.
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Report Types
The table below lists all of the available reports in the system. Note that some users will
not see all of these report types.

#
Report Type Description

Messages
1 All Messages
2 All Messages from a specific gateway
3 All Messages from a specific controller
4 All Messages from a specific panel
5 All Messages from a specific reader
6 All Messages from a specific monitor point
7 All Messages from a specific control point
8 All Messages generated by a specific cardholder
9 All Messages by a specific type (i.e Access Granted)
10 All messages with search string in the Detail field ("access denied*")
11 All messages from a specific panel AND message type.
12 All messages from a specific monitor point AND message type.
13 All messages from a specific control point AND message type.

14 All messages from a specific reader AND message type. Ex: Access Granted at
Front Door

15 All messages from a specific reader and a specific cardholder. Ex: John Smith at
Front Door

16
All messages from a specific reader and a specific cardholder and a specific
message type.
Ex: John Smith at Front Door and Access Grant

17 All messages from a specific gateway and specific message type
18 All messages from a specific controller and specific message type
19 All messages from a specific Gateway AND cardholder
20 All messages from a specific Gateway AND cardholder AND MessageType
21 All messages from a specific controller AND cardholder
22 All messages from a specific controller AND cardholder AND MessageType
23 Last X messages that have occurred
24 Last X messages from a specific gateway
25 Last X messages from a specific controller
26 Last X messages from a specific panel
27 Last X messages from a specific reader
28 Last X messages from a specific monitor point
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29 Last X messages from a specific control point
30 Last X messages generated by specific cardholder
31 Last X messages by a specific type (i.e. Access Granted)
32 Last X messages with search string in the Detail field ("access denied*")
33 Last X messages from a specific panel AND message type.
34 Last X messages from a specific monitor point AND message type.
35 Last X messages from a specific control point AND message type.
36 Last X messages from a specific reader AND message type.

37 Last X messages from a specific reader and a specific cardholder. Ex: John
Smith at Front Door

38
Last X messages from a specific reader object and a specific cardholder and a
specific message
type. Ex: John Smith at Front Door and Access Grant

39 Last X messages from a specific gateway and specific message type
40 Last X messages from a specific controller and specific message type
41 Last X messages from a specific Gateway AND cardholder
42 Last X messages from a specific Gateway AND cardholder AND message type
43 Last X messages from a specific controller AND cardholder
44 Last X messages from a specific controller AND cardholder AND message type
45 All Messages from a specific cardholder and message type
46 Last X messages from a specific cardholder and message type
47 All Messages from a specific Access Group
48 All Messages from a specific Access Group and message type
49 Last X Messages from a specific Access Group
50 Last X Messages from a specific Access Group and MessageType

Cardholders
51 All Cardholders
52 Cardholders with last name of a*
53 Cardholders with first name of a*
54 All Cardholders with a least 1 credential
55 Cardholders with Deactivated Cards with Status Description
56 Cardholders with Active Cards with Status Description
57 Cardholders in an Access Group
58 Cardholders in a Cost Center
59 Cardholders in a Department
60 Cardholders in a Location
61 Cardholders from a State (Work)
62 Cardholders from a State (Home)
63 Cardholders from a City (Work)
64 Cardholders from a City (Home)
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65 Cardholders from a Zip Code (Work)
66 Cardholders from a Zip Code (Home)
67 Cardholders from a Address (Work)
68 Cardholders from a Address (Home)
69 Cardholders in a UserGroup
70 Cardholders in an Expiration Reason
71 Cardholders with Activation date between X and Y
72 Cardholders with Deactivation date between X and Y
73 Cardholders with Hire date between X and Y
74 Cardholders with Enabled Vacation date between X and Y
75 Cardholders with Never Expire=True
76 Cardholders with Temporary=True
77 Cardholders with ADA=True
78 Cardholders with APB Exempt=True
79 Cardholders with PIN Exempt=True
80 Cardholders with a certain Card Status
81 Cardholders with an Issue Code of X
82 Cardholders that have a photo
83 Cardholders with Enable Biometrics=TRUE
84 Cardholders with a PIN
85 Cardholders without a PIN
86 Cardholders with Custom1 of a*
87 Cardholders with Custom2 of a*
88 Cardholders with Custom3 of a*
89 Cardholders with Custom4 of a*
90 Cardholders with Custom5 of a*
91 Cardholders with Custom6 of a*
92 Cardholders with Custom7 of a*
93 Cardholders with Custom8 of a*
94 Cardholders with Custom9 of a*
95 Cardholders with Custom10 of a*
96 Cardholders with Custom11 of a*
97 Cardholders with Custom12 of a*
98 Cardholders with Custom13 of a*
99 Cardholders with Custom14 of a*
100 Cardholders with Custom15 of a*
101 Cardholders with Custom16 of a*
102 Cardholders with Custom17 of a*
103 Cardholders with Custom18 of a*

Hardware
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104
A specific reader on a specific panel with Panel Description, Panel Comm
Address, Controller Description, Controller Comm Address, Controller Comm
Port (TR), Gateway Description, Gateway IP

105
All readers on a specific panel with Panel Description, Panel Comm Address,
Controller Description, Controller Comm Address, Controller Comm Port (TR),
Gateway Description, Gateway IP

106
All readers on a specific controller with Panel Description, Panel Comm
Address, Controller Description, Controller Comm Address, Controller Comm
Port (TR), Gateway Description, Gateway IP

107
All readers on a specific Gateway with Panel Description, Panel Comm
Address, Controller Description, Controller Comm Address, Controller Comm
Port (TR), Gateway Description, Gateway IP

108
A specific Monitor Point with Panel Description, Panel Comm Address, Con-
troller Description, Controller Comm Address, Controller Comm Port (TR), Gate-
way Description, Gateway IP

109
All Monitor Points with Panel Description, Panel Comm Address, Controller
Description, Controller Comm Address, Controller Comm Port (TR), Gateway
Description, Gateway IP

110
All Monitor Points on a specific controller with Panel Description, Panel Comm
Address, Controller Description, Controller Comm Address, Controller Comm
Port (TR), Gateway Description, Gateway IP

111
All Monitor Points on a specific Gateway with Panel Description, Panel Comm
Address, Controller Description, Controller Comm Address, Controller Comm
Port (TR), Gateway Description, Gateway IP

112
A specific Control Point with Panel Description, Panel Comm Address, Con-
troller Description, Controller Comm Address, Controller Comm Port (TR), Gate-
way Description, Gateway IP

113
All Control Points with Panel Description, Panel Comm Address, Controller
Description, Controller Comm Address, Controller Comm Port (TR), Gateway
Description, Gateway IP

114
All Control Points on a specific controller with Panel Description, Panel Comm
Address, Controller Description, Controller Comm Address, Controller Comm
Port (TR), Gateway Description, Gateway IP

115
All control points on a specific Gateway with panel description, panel comm
address, controller Description, controller comm address, controller comm port
(TR), Gateway Description, Gateway IP

116 A specific panel with controller description, controller comm address, controller
comm port (TR), Gateway Description, Gateway IP

117 All panels on a specific controller with Controller Description, Controller Comm
Address, Controller Comm Port (TR), Gateway Description, Gateway IP

118 All panels on a specific Gateway with Controller Description, Controller Comm
Address, Controller Comm Port (TR), Gateway Description, Gateway IP

119 All controllers on a specific Gateway with Controller Description, Controller
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Comm Address, Controller Comm Port (TR), Gateway Description, Gateway IP,
Panel Count, Reader Count, Monitor Point count, Control Point count

120 Specific Gateway with Communication Channels description, Type and con-
troller Description, controller Comm Address

121 All Scan Tables with Controller Description, Controller Comm Address, Con-
troller Comm Port (TR), Gateway Description, Gateway IP

122

Specific Scan Table with list of Inputs that are using it. Return object has Input
Type, Input Point, Reader Description, Monitor Point Description, Panel Descrip-
tion, Panel Comm Address, controller description, controller comm address, con-
troller comm port (TR), Gateway Description, Gateway IP

123 All Reader LED with Controller Description, Controller Comm Address, Con-
troller Comm Port (TR), Gateway Description, Gateway IP

124

Specific Reader LED with list of readers that are using it. Return object has
Reader Description, Reader Port, Panel Description, Panel Comm Address,
Controller Description, Controller Comm Address, Controller Comm Port (TR),
Gateway Description, Gateway IP.
Schedules and Holidays

125 Specific Schedule with Controller Description, Controller Comm Address, Gate-
way Description, Gateway IP

126 All Schedules with Controller Description, Controller Comm Address, Gateway
Description, Gateway IP

127 All Schedules on specific Controller with Controller Description, Controller
comm address, Gateway Description, Gateway IP

128 Specific Holiday with Controller Description, Controller Comm Address, Gate-
way Description, Gateway IP

129 All Holidays with Controller Description, Controller comm address, Gateway
Description, Gateway IP

130 All Holidays on specific Controller with Controller Description, Controller comm
address, Gateway Description, Gateway IP

131
All Schedules with Controller Description, Controller comm address, Gateway
Description,
Gateway IP

132 All Schedules on specific Controller with Controller Description, Controller
comm address, Gateway Description, Gateway IP

133 Specific Schedule with links to access level. Access level description and Con-
troller Description, Controller comm address, Gateway Description, Gateway IP

134
Specific Schedule with links to local linkage. Procedure/Trigger description and
type and Controller Description, Controller comm address, Gateway Description,
Gateway IP

135
Specific Schedule with links to Disable REX1, REX2 in reader table. Reader
description and type (rex1/rex2) and Controller Description, Controller comm
address, Gateway Description, Gateway IP

Credential Types/Formats
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136 Specific Credential type with Controller Description, Controller comm address,
Gateway Description, Gateway IP, Cardformat description

137 Specific Magstripe Format
138 All Magstripe Formats
139 Specific Wiegand Format
140 All Wiegand Formats

Access Groups

141 Specific Access Group with Access Level Description, Controller Description,
Controller comm address, Gateway Description, Gateway IP

142 All Access Groups with Access Level Description, Controller Description, Con-
troller comm address, Gateway Description, Gateway IP

143 Specific Access Group with Cardholder first name, last name, middle name,
cardnumbers

Local Linkage

144 All Procedures with Procedure Actions for Specific Controller with Controller
Description, Controller comm address, Gateway Description, Gateway IP

145 All Triggers with Procedure Name and Controller Description, Controller comm
address, Gateway Description, Gateway IP

Special Reports

146
Muster - Selection of "In" and "Out" Readers. From Messages Table, Card-
holders that have swiped at "In" Reader that have not swiped at "Out" Reader
Today

147 Reader Access - Given a Reader or Readers, who has access to the reader,
from which access group, under which access level and schedule

Admin Reports
148 Operator Activity - All User commands issued
149 Operator Activity - All User commands issued by specific user
150 User Sessions - All User Sessions
151 User Sessions - All User Sessions by specific user
152 User Group - Logins
153 Device Types
154 Filters
155 Routing
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Report Properties
Each report has its own set of properties that determine what information is retrieved
when the Execute Query button is clicked. These include the Report Type, the Sort Prop-
erties, Date range, and specific search criteria based on the report type. You can add as
many reports as needed to the system. Since the majority of the reports that deal with
messages, cardholders, and hardware devices are unique to your system, providing a
huge list of all the possible combinations of reports is not feasible.

The Description text box allows you to change the name of the report. This is only used
for identification purposes under the Available Reports listing.

The Report Type changes the search criteria options for each type of report selected.

The Sort Options selections will sort the data in Ascending or Descending order based
on the Sort Property field.
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The Execute Query button sends the report parameters to the Application Server. When
the query result is returned the Preview and Design tabs will be enabled.
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Exporting Reports
While in the preview mode, you can export the displayed report to a number of different
file formats. The following formats are supported for exporting a displayed report:

l Adobe Acrobat PDF
l HTML
l TIFF
l Microsoft Excel
l Rich Text Format
l ASCII text format
l ActiveReport Document Format (RDF)

To export an executed report, perform the following steps:

l Click on File >> Export while you are on the Preview page.
l Select one of the supported formats from the File Format drop-down list
l Click the OK button
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l In the File Name field type in a name for the exported report
l Navigate to the desired location on the PC that you wish to save the file (for
example; a USB drive or a folder you have created on the local drive)

l You will then be able to find the report in the folder location. From there you will be
able to view it with the appropriate program such as Adobe Reader (PDF) or
Microsoft Word (RTF or Text) or a web browser (HTML).
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Roll Call Client
The Doors.NET Roll Call Client has been developed to provide you with a graphical rep-
resentation of occupancy within defined areas of a facility. Roll Call areas can be setup
to include all system readers, or just specific readers.

The Roll Call Client is offered as either 'Basic' or 'Advanced'. The basic version is
included with the standard Doors.NET software bundle, the advanced version is an
optional extra which gives you extended features and functionality and must be pur-
chased and enabled on your license.

The Roll Call Client supports normal areas and muster areas. Normal roll call areas are
designated by a group of “in” readers. The exit readers from the location are not included
in the list. A muster roll call area includes the same definition of “in” readers as well as a
designation of muster readers located outside of the main facility in designated safe
zones.
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Features

l Screen layout for each user
l Real-time roll call for each area, including last known cardholder
l Real-time muster report with occupancy count and automatic printing (with Rollcall
Advance)

l Manual check in and check out
l Batch update to cardholder records
l Roll call areas defined on-the-fly

For further information or for enabling Roll Call Advanced please contact Keri Systems
Inside Sales.
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Rollcall Basic

The main purpose of the basic version of the Rollcall Client is to provide a list of all the
cardholders that are 'In' a designated area. When setting up an area you select a reader
(or readers), to be the 'In' readers, all other readers on the system are automatically
defined as the 'Out' readers. Out readers do not need to be added to the areas. When a
cardholder presents their card to an 'In' reader the occupancy count increments, when
they badge at an 'Out' reader the occupancy count decrements.

The occupancy list is dynamic and updates in real-time as the cardholders enter or leave
the area.

Rollcall Basic Setup Example
This example uses three PXL-500 2-door controllers, each one controlling an entry door
and an exit for a building (three buildings in total). An area is setup for each of the build-
ings so that at any time the Rollcall Client operator can view who is 'In' any of the build-
ings. This example will detail the process for setting up and viewing an area that
includes building 1.
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1. From the Doors.NET admin client go to Setup >> Hardware Setup >> All. This will
take you to the hardware tree.

2. The hardware gateway will be listed at the top and the controllers will be listed
beneath.

3. Ensure you have appropriately named the readers for area 1 (Building 1 in this
example).

4. Double-click the Rollcall Client icon on the desktop.

5. Log into the Rollcall client (default username and password are both admin).
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6. You will see a message stating no readers are defined for this area, this is expec-
ted, so click OK.

7. Click the area browse button.

8. Click the Add Area icon.
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9. Enter a description for the new area then click the save icon.

10. Go to the readers tab.
11. Right-click the entrance reader connected to the controller for this area and select

"Add to In Readers".

12. This reader will then be listed within the "In" Readers list (you do not need to save
the setting).

13. You can now close the Manage Areas window.
14. In terms of this area, all other readers on the system will be regarded as "Out" read-

ers, including reader 2 for the building 1 controller.
15. Back on the main Rollcall client window, select the new area from the area selec-

tion list.
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16. This area will now be monitored in real-time... whenever a cardholder gains
access through the building 1 entrance reader they will then be seen as 'in' the
selected area.

17. The occupancy count will be increased accordingly.

18. The occupancy list will have a list of the cardholder names who have entered,
along with a time stamp of when they used their card to gain access.

19. When the cardholders use their cards at the exit reader the occupancy count will
decrement and the cardholder will be removed from the occupancy list.
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Show Photo Option

A 'Show Photo' option, when ticked, will display the cardholders image when you click
on the cardholders name in the occupancy list.

By default the Photo Window will appear next to the main Roll Call window. If you want
to be able to make the Photo window a 'Floating' window so it can be re-positioned any-
where, click on the Window tab in the main Roll Call GUI and select 'Toggle Dock
Photo'.
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Show Area Access During a Time Period

A selection is also available to show access to an area by cardholders within a specific
time period. This look-back time period selection is used to prevent older transactions
from displaying.

It is very useful for when there is no exit reader defined for the facility.
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Rollcall Advanced
Advanced Rollcall is an option that can be enabled on your license.

The main benefit of Rollcall Advanced is you have the option of adding muster readers
and you also have the ability to automatically print area occupancy lists.

An example of where this would be useful is if you had a building with multiple floors
and different companies or department working on each of the floors. Each floor would
have an IN reader and there would be an OUT reader to exit the building, plus a muster
reader located away from the main building, such as in a guard station. When employ-
ees enter their floor they would be seen as IN their work area but when they badge the
OUT reader to exit the building they would be taken out of the area.

In the event of an evacuation, perhaps due to a fire or fire drill, some employees may exit
the building via a fire exit (which may not have access control operating on it). The
employees would then be required to badge their card at the Muster station located at
the assembly point (such as near to the car park). A security guard in a guard station
would have Doors.NET Rollcall Client installed on the PC in the guard station and the
security guard would be able to use the Rollcall Client to print of a list of who is still
within the building (because they have not badged the OUT reader or the reader at the
Muster Station.

Rollcall Advanced Setup Example
This example explains how to set up a area representing a floor of a building (for
example; floor 1). The floor will have an IN reader to enter the work area and there would
be a RTE switch to exit the area. The OUT reader would be located at the front reception
and employees would use this reader to exit the building. There would also be a Muster
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Station reader located in the car park (which would be the assembly point for emergency
evacuations of the building).

1. In the Doors.NET standard admin client ensure you have three readers appro-
priately labeled.

2. Double-click the Rollcall Client icon on the desktop of the client installed at the
guard station.

3. Log into the client using the default user name and password (both admin)
4. Once logged in you will see a message stating: "There are no readers assigned to

this area" - This is expected so click OK.
5. From within the area selection list, click on the browse icon, highlighted below:
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6. You will then see the Manage Areas window.
7. Click the Add Area button.

8. Rename the area Floor 1.
9. While you are on the General tab place a check mark in the Muster Area option.

10. Set the Print Interval to a value of between 1 minute and 10 minutes. This is the fre-
quency of how often you want the occupancy list to be printed in the event of an
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emergency evacuation.

11. Then click the Save icon to save the area.
12. Next, click on the Readers tab.

13. On the right of the window you will see a list of all the available readers on the sys-
tem, you will also see an "In " readers section and a "Muster" readers section.
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14. You will perhaps be wondering why there is no section for "OUT" readers... that is
because any reader that is NOT added to either the "IN" or "Muster" list is
AUTOMATICALLY regarded as an OUT reader by the Rollcall feature.

15. Right-click the reader for Floor 1 and select "Add to In Readers".

16. Right-click the Muster reader located in the car park and select "Add to Muster Sta-
tion".
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17. So now you have one IN reader and one Muster Station reader, save the area set-
tings and close the manage areas window.

18. You will then be back on the general Rollcall client screen.
19. Select the newly created area from the area selection list.

20. Even though the occupancy list is empty to begin a report will be printed to the
default printer as soon as the list is selected.

21. To prevent further printing you have to click on the pause printing icon. The pause
print icon will remain highlighted in yellow while printing is paused.

22. The status grid at the top of the screen will provide you with status information for
the doors which are added to the area.

23. If you right-click one of the listed doors you will notice that there is the option to per-
form a momentary unlock, or you can select Mode and then set the door to Lockout,
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Lockdown, Unlocked or Locked (Card-only).

24. As cardholder gain access through the reader for Floor 1, the occupancy count will
start to increase and the occupancy list will contain all the cardholders names
along with the time stamp of when they badged their cards.

25. In the event of a building evacuation some employees may leave the building via a
fire exit (without badging their cards)... therefore the Rollcall client will still 'see'
those cardholders as being in the area. Therefore when they reach the assembly
point they should badge their cards at the Muster Station reader.
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26. The Muster Station reader is regarded by the Rollcall Client as an 'out' reader, so
when cards are badged those cardholders are automatically removed from the
Rollcall occupancy list.

27. Once the employees have been given an adequate amount of time to congregate
at the assembly point (and badge their cards), the Rollcall operator then presses
the Print Pause button again to resume printing.

28. The Pause Print button will then not be highlighted and printing will resume every
X minutes (depending on what you have your print interval set at).

29. The report which is printed off will have a list of all the cardholders who are still in
the building (or those who have not yet badged at the Muster Station reader).

30. When all personnel have been accounted for the Rollcall operator can click the
Pause Print icon again and the printing will stop. Remember: Once printing is
resumed an occupancy report will be printed every X minutes according to the
value that has been set in the Print Interval setting in the Rollcall Area setup.
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Host Schedules

Host Schedules is a licensed feature that allows you to activate and deactivate Global
Macros at certain times of day and on certain days of the week. Anything that can be
setup as a Global Linkage Macro can be programmed to activate at a certain time.

Here are a few Host Schedule examples:

l Automatically Export an Attendance Report (also requires the Professional Report
Client).

l Automatically unlock all doors at 5pm.
l Grant Anti-passback free pass to everyone at certain times of day.
l Mask Door Forced or Held Open on the weekends.
l Place the facility into Lockout or Lockdown overnight.
l Change the Reader Mode on certain doors to Card + PIN during certain times of
day.

Automatically Export an Attendance Report
This setup example explains how to automatically export a report which lists the card-
holders that have badged their cards at some point during the day. For this you need to
have three Licensed Features enabled in your license:

l Host Schedules
l Global Linkage
l Professional Report Client.

Create the Report you Wish to Export

1. The first thing to do is to use the Professional Report Client to create a custom
report for the access granted messages at a certain door during the past day.
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l Execute, then preview the report and ensure it looks correct.
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Create a Global Linkage Macro

l From the Home tab, click on Global Linkage.
l On the Macros tab click the Add New button.

l Highlight the New Macro name and give it a new description.

l Click the Add Macro Item button.
l Click on the new item.
l Give the new item a description as well.
l From Macro Item Type select Export Report.
l From Report Name select the specific report that you recently created.
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l From the Output Format select the file format you wish the report to be outputted
as.

l In the Report Export Filename enter a default name for the report.
l In the To: field enter an e-mail address for the recipient of the report.

l Once complete, save your settings.

Enter your e-mail into Global Linkage Settings

l From the Start Menu, go to All Programs >> Doors.NET >> click on License Man-
ager.

l From within the License Manager, click on Global Linkage Service then click the
Settings button.

l The Global Linkage Service setup window will appear.
l Click on the Email Settings tab.
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l Select your Email Type - the default option is Gmail.
l Enter you Account Name/Email address.
l Enter your Email Account Password.
l Place a tick in the 'Use Simple Email' option.
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l Click the Save button.
l You will then be prompted to restart the Global Linkage Service so click Yes to
this.

Test the Global Linkage Macro

l Return to Doors.NET Global Linkage setup page.
l Right-click on the Macro and choose 'Execute'

l Within a couple of seconds an event will be generated in Live Events stating the
macro has executed.

Important Note: If you are using a Gmail/Googlemail email address you may receive an
e-mail stating a sign-in attempt has been blocked. This is because Google have
enhanced their security settings to reduce unauthorized email account access. Within
the e-mail you receive you will have a link to where you can adjust you account settings.
You will have to turn on Access for less secure apps. If you are not comfortable with
doing this Keri recommends using a different e-mail account type for this feature.

l Within a few seconds you should receive an e-mail at the recipient's e-mail
address along with the report added as an attachment.
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l Just like any other e-mail attachment you can choose to view the file or save it.

Configure Host Schedules to Automatically Export the Report

l From the Home tab click on Host Schedules in the Automation section.
l Click the Add New button.
l Highlight New Host Schedule 1 and the properties will appear on the right.
l Give the Host Schedule a new description.
l From Execute Macro on Activate select the new Macro from the drop-down list.
l Execute Macro on DeActivate should be left at None.
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l In the Interval 1 section specify a start time (when you wish the report to be e-
mailed).

l Set an end time a couple of minutes after the start time.
l Select the days of the week you wish the report to automatically be created and
exported.

l Click save and a morning attendance report will then be e-mailed automatically at
13:30 on Monday through to Friday.

l You could also use the Interval 2 section if you want to generate the same report
again at the end of the day.
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System Calendar
System Calendar is a licensed feature that offers the ability to automate system tasks to
occur at specific time each day, on a particular day or at regular intervals. A couple of
useful examples are to schedule a full backup of the entire system at the end of each
day. Or to automatically synchronize the controllers timestamps with that of the Applic-
ation Server. When using other software features such as Global Linkage it is important
that the timestamps are not out of sync because Global Linkage actions may then be
executed at the wrong time.
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Synchronize All Controllers

l Click the System Calendar icon in the UI ribbon bar.

l Click the 'New Appointment' button
l Enter a name for the appointment in the subject text field, then save.

l Enter a start time for the time sync to happen. The date defaults to today's date. A
default end time is also created and this does not need to be altered.

l Click on the categories tab and select 'Synchronize Clocks.
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l You can also change the color scheme of the appointment so that it can be easily
distinguishable against other appointments that may appear in the System Cal-
endar window. There are also options for font attributes.

l Click Save and Close. Then click the Save All icon in the top left corner of the Door-
s.NET user interface.

l At the specified start time a Synchronize Clock command will be sent out to all the
controllers online to the system. Including multiple gateways.

NOTE: As with clicking the Synchronize Clocks icon in the UI ribbon bar there is no
event generated in Live Events when the command is set out.
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Regular Scheduled Backups
Included in Doors.NET is an automated backup feature that, by default, backs up the
entire system once a week (at 23:00 every Friday). However, you can use System Cal-
endar to backup the system every day if you wish, or multiple times every day.

Schedule a Full System Backup for a Specific Time of Day
l Click the System Calendar icon in the ribbon bar.
l Click the New Appointment icon.
l Input a description in the subject text field.
l Input a start time for when you want the automatic backup to take place. An end
time is automatically created which does not need to be altered.

l Click on the Categories tab.
Select Backup

l Go to the Start Action tab and put a check mark against 'Full Backup'
l Click the Save and Close link
l Click the Save All icon in the upper left corner
l The Appointment description and time will appear in the appointments list

l At the Start time an event will appear in live events: "A database backup process
has started", followed by "A database backup process has completed".

l You can find the backup (.bak) file by navigating to the following location on a
default installation: C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server-
\MSSQL.1\MSSQL\Backup.
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Introduction

VisualDOORS is a highly graphical and easy to use client for administering your access
control system. It is the answer to those looking for a simple and straight-forward admin-
istrative client that has an abundance of powerful features.

The VisualDOORS software builds upon the strong foundation of Doors.NET and
presents itself as a clean and highly graphical user interface. Once deployed, Visu-
alDOORS manages a traditional version of Doors.NET and is implemented as a 'second
steering wheel' in a matter of speaking.

Consequently, while operating within VisualDOORS, most of the traditional and often-
used access control features of Doors.NET are graphically represented and easily
executed. If advanced features are required, the user can simply click-over to the full
interface and create whatever access protocols are necessary. Movement between the
conventional client and the simplified/graphic client is seamless.

Configurable/Available Features
l Controller Setup (PXL, Entraguard, NXT and MSC)
l Reader Setup
l Add, Edit and Delete Cardholders
l Add, Edit and Delete Credentials
l Add, Edit and Delete Access Groups
l Assign Access Groups
l Add, Edit and Delete Time Schedules
l Auto-Unlock Time Schedules
l First Person In
l Add, Edit and Delete Holidays
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l Door Contact
l Enrollment Reader
l Temp Unlock, Lock, Unlock, Lockout and Lockdown Doors
l Strike Time/Unlock Time
l Held-Open Time
l ADA/DDA Settings
l Entraguard User Settings
l View Live Events
l Remotely Operate Doors from Live Events
l Run Reports Using the Report Wizard
l Save and Export Reports

Non-Configurable Features
The following access control features are not configurable in Visual Doors. If required,
(and if supported with the hardware type you are using), they must be configured in the
standard Doors.NET client.

l Anti-Passback
l Auto-Unlock Suspend/Restore
l Card + PIN/Dual Verification
l Elevator Control
l Global Lock and Global Unlock
l Alerts and Alert Acknowledgement
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Visual Doors Overview Video
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Logging In
1. To log in to Visual Doors, click the client icon located on the desktop.

2. The login window will appear.
3. Enter admin as both the user name and the password.
4. Click the LOGIN button.

Logging in from a Remote Location
If you will be logging into a Visual Doors Application Server from a remote client then
you will need to know the static IP address of the host PC.

1. To log in to Visual Doors, click the client icon located on the desktop.
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2. The login window will appear.
3. Click on the server parameters icon (the white cog).

4. Enter the host IP address in the field highlighted below:

5. Click on the save icon.
6. Enter admin as both the user name and the password.
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7. Click the LOGIN button.
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Using the Help
Visual Doors has a comprehensive, but easy to understand help file built into the soft-
ware that explains how to administer the software.

Opening the Help File
1. You can access the help file via the icon located in the General section of the cli-

ent.

2. You can also open the help by pressing the F1 key - the help file will open to the
section that you have open in Visual Doors... for example, if you are on the card-
holders page and you press the F1 key, the help file will automatically open to the
cardholders help section.
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Table of Contents
The table of contents located on the left is a hierarchical list of topics. Double-click any of
the topics to expand the section and to reveal any sub-topics. For example; the card-
holders section has multiple sub-topics that cover each of the supported enrollment meth-
ods.

The Index
The Index includes a list of common search terms (keywords). Click the Index icon to dis-
play the Index pane.

In the Index search text, field type a keyword for the topic you wish to find information
about. For example; ‘Access Groups’. You will immediately see a list of the help topics
which contain the search string.
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Click one of the topics and the related information will display on the right.

Search Facility

The search facility is similar to the Index but it searches all text-content, not just
keywords. When you type in a word or phrase then click Search, you will see a list of
pages where that word or phrase appears. (It is ranked in order of how often the search-
criteria appears).
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Favorites
The help viewer also has a Favorites pane where you can add your favorite topics and
searches.

To add a favorite search topic, perform a search using the search facility, then click Add
Search to Favorites icon (as highlighted below):

Glossary
The Glossary contains a list of access control related terms and definitions.
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Simply click the term/phrase and the definition will appear.
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Cardholders
Cardholders are added to Visual Doors using manual enrollment or presentation enroll-
ment. Manual enrollment requires you to enter the specific card details for each card-
holder that you add (for example; the card format, the facility code and the imprint (the
number that is printed on the card).

NOTE: NXT cards do not use a facility code.

Presentation enrollment is a convenient method of adding cards using any reader on the
system as an enrollment reader. Once the reader has been set for enrollment you then
enroll the new card by presenting it at the reader (the card details are then automatically
detected and added to the new cardholder record.

Cardholders can be setup as permanent, or they can be temporary for a set number of
days or between a specified activation and expiration date. Cardholders can also be
assigned multiple credentials (they can have more than one card) and you can add an
image of the cardholder which automatically display in the live events window when the
cardholder gains access at a door.

Manual Enrollment
Presentation Enrollment
Add a Cardholder Photo
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Manual Enrollment
1. From the home screen click on the Cardholders tile.

2. Click the Add icon.

3. The add cardholder window will appear.
4. Enter a first name and a last name (a middle name is optional).

5. Select the correct card Format (Keri NXT, Keri MS or Wiegand 26-bit) (1).
6. Enter the card Imprint (this is the number typically printed on the top right-corner of

the card) (2).
7. Enter the Facility Code (this will usually be found on the box the cards arrived in)

(3).
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8. Set Never Expire to Yes to make the new card permanent.

9. Leave Never Expire at No then enter an activation date and expiration date to
make the new card temporary.

10. By default the new cardholder will be assigned Total Access (access to all doors,
all day every day). Leave at Total Access or select an alternate valid group.

11. If you are adding just a single card, click the Close button.
12. You will see that the new cardholder has been added to the list on the left side.
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13. The new cardholder will automatically be sent out to the access control system.
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Presentation Enrollment
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Set a Reader as an Enrollment Reader
1. From the home screen click on the Doors tile.

2. All the doors on the system will be displayed on the left.
3. Locate and select the door you will use for enrollment.

4. The door setting will be displayed on the right.
5. Locate the Enrollment Reader option and set it to YES.

6. Click save.
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Presentation Enroll the new Cardholder
1. From the home screen, click on the cardholders tile.

2. Click the Add icon.

3. Enter a first name and last name (middle name is optional).

4. Click the ADD button and the new card record will be created.
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5. Click the CLOSE button and you will see the new record listed on the left.
6. Select the new record.

7. The cardholder properties will appear on the right.
8. Place a check mark in the option: "Enroll From This Reader".
9. Select the enrollment reader from the list.

10. Place a check mark in the option: "Calculate Internal Number".
11. Select the correct card format from the Format list.

12. Present the card at the enrollment reader.
13. The Facility Code and Imprint will be detected and displayed (or just the Imprint if

using NXT cards) - you will also see the unique 'cardnumber'.
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14. Click the SAVE/ADD Card button and the unique card number will be assigned.

15. The card record (and cardnumber) will be sent out to the access control network so
you will be able to gain access with the card almost immediately.
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Add a Cardholder Photo
You can add a cardholder image for the purpose of visual verification of the cardholder
identity. When the card is used to gain access the cardholder image will display on a
small window within the live events grid.

1. From the home screen, click the Cardholders tile.

2. The cardholder list be display on the left.
3. Select the cardholder you wish to edit.
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4. Click the ATTACH CARDHOLDER PHOTO button.

5. A Windows Explorer window will appear allowing you to navigate to the card-
holder image. The image should ideally be stored somewhere on the local host
PC.

6. Select the cardholder image then click OPEN.
7. The cardholder will now be displayed within the cardholder record.

8. When access is granted or denied at any door the cardholder image will auto-
matically appear in a window located on the live events screen.
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9. Also listed in the Photo Recall window are door command buttons allowing you to
quickly unlock/lock the door that the card was used on.
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Access Groups
Access groups combine time schedules and doors into a superset of information that is
applied to cardholders – (determining when and where individual cardholders can gain
access). Each door can be assigned a unique time schedule, or any number of doors
can be assigned the same time schedule.

To be granted access to a secure door, a user must meet the criteria of the access group.
The user must be at a door that accepts members of that access group and it must be dur-
ing a time zone that allows that user access. Any changes to an access group will be
immediately applied to all cardholders which are assigned that access group.

NOTE:When using PXL controllers only one access group can be assigned to a card-
holder. Other controller types support multiple access groups.
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Add Access Groups
Create a new Access Group
1. From the home screen, click on the Access Groups tile.

2. Existing access groups will be listed on the left.
3. Click the Add icon.

4. Select New Access Group (at the bottom of the list).
5. Enter a description for the new group.

6. Beneath the access group description all the doors are listed, (along with their
respective controllers).

7. Listed above the check boxes are all the available time schedules.
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8. Place check marks in the doors (and their corresponding time schedules) for all the
doors that will be part of this access group. For example; in the following screen
caption all the selected doors will be using theWork Week time schedule. So any
cardholder assigned this access group will only be able to use the selected doors
during the work week hours.

9. Any doors that are not selected won't be part of the access group.
10. Once you have selected all the required doors the access group will be created,

there is no need to save the access groups page.
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Assign Access Groups
Assign an Access Group to a Cardholder
1. From the home screen, click the Cardholders tile.

2. You will see all the cardholders listed on the left.
3. Select a cardholder you wish to edit.

4. The cardholder record will appear on the right.
5. Locate and click on the Access Rights tab located above the cardholder record.

6. Place check marks against the access group you wish to assign to the cardholder.
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7. The updated cardholder information will be sent out to the access control network
immediately.

Unassign Access Groups
Un-assigning an access group is very simply a case of de-selecting/removing the check-
mark from the access group selection. Again, this information will be updated imme-
diately and there is no need to perform any kind of update.

Assigning Multiple Access Groups
When using NXT and NXT-MSC controllers you have the option of assigning multiple
access groups to cardholders.
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Edit or Remove Access Groups
This section explains how to remove doors from access groups, add doors to access
groups or remove access groups from the system entirely.

Edit Access Groups
1. From the home screen, click on the Access Groups tile.

2. All the existing access groups will be displayed on the left.
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3. Select a group that you wish to edit.
4. The access groups assigned doors and time schedules will be displayed on the

right.
5. Select any doors you wish to have in the group.
6. Deselect any doors you do not wish to be part of the group.
7. These changes will automatically affect every cardholder that is assigned this

access group.

Remove an Access Group
Perform the following steps to completely remove an access group from the system (it
will automatically be unassigned from any cardholder which is assigned the group).
1. From the home screen, click on the Access Groups tile.
2. Select the access group you wish to remove.
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3. Click on the red X and you will see cancel and delete buttons. Click the DELETE
button.

4. The doors will be automatically unassigned from the group and the group will be
unassigned from the relevant cardholders. Cardholders that were assigned this
should no longer able to gain access.
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Time Schedules
Time schedules are assigned to access groups to determine the hours in which card-
holders are able to gain access. They are also used in Auto Unlock Schedules (AUL).
AUL schedules are assigned to doors to determine when the door should automatically
unlock and then re-lock again.

Create a New Time Schedule
1. From the home screen, click the Time Schedules tile.

2. The Time Schedules screen will open and any existing time schedules will be lis-
ted on the left.

3. Click on the Add icon.
4. Then select the new schedule.

5. Rename the new schedule.
6. Enable the new schedule.
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7. Click the save icon.
8. Click on Add Intervals to Time Schedule icon.
9. Place a check mark in any day of the week that the schedule will be active on. Or

use the M-F option to select Monday-to-Friday.

10. Save the schedule.
11. Next, click the Select start time clock icon.

12. A clock will appear allowing you to set the start time. First select the start time hour
and then select the start time minute.
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13. The start time will then be set.
14. Click on the Select end time clock icon and use the same method to set the end

time for the schedule.
15. Finally, click the green save icon and the new Time Schedule will be created.
16. The schedule can now be used as an auto-unlock schedule or to define when card-

holders can gain access.

Edit Time Schedules
It is very simple and straight-forward to make changes to existing time schedules. For
example, you may wish to define a different start and end time for Mondays.

1. From the Time Schedules page, deselect Monday from the existing schedule, then
save.
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2. Click Add Interval to Time Schedule.
3. Select Monday for the new interval.

4. Click the start time clock and set a new start time.
5. Click the stop time clock and set a new stop time.

6. Save the new time schedule settings.

Auto Unlock Time Schedules
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Auto Unlock Time Schedules
Once time schedules have been setup they can be used to automatically unlock and
lock doors. For the following example the work week time schedule will be assigned to a
specific door to automatically unlock the door as per the start and end times defined in
the work week schedule.

1. From the home screen click on the Doors tile.

2. Select from the door list the door you wish to edit.

3. Scroll-down the reader properties and locate the Auto Unlock Schedule option.
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4. Select the time schedule from the drop-down list.

5. Click the green save icon.

6. The door will now automatically unlock at the start time and lock again at the end
time.
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Holidays
Holidays are specified calendar dates that are used to deactivate certain time schedules.
For example, on Christmas Day and New Year's Day you may not want any doors in the
system to automatically unlock. When a holiday is active on a time schedule, it overrides
the time schedule settings (and prevents the time schedule from activating). If a time
schedule does not activate then cardholders who are assigned access groups with that
associated schedule are inactive, preventing access.

If your system uses multiple different hardware types you should be aware that the num-
ber of holiday 'types' and the maximum number of holiday dates differs per hardware plat-
form and the system will limit itself to the lowest value of the controller types being used.
For example; if your system uses PXL and NXT controllers the system holiday lim-
itations will be based on the PXL controllers.

Holiday Schedule Limitations

Hardware Type Holiday Schedules Holidays per Sched-
ule Intervals per Holiday

PXL 3 32 4
NXT 8 32 6
MSC 8 255 8

Create a New Holiday
Assign a Holiday
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Create a New Holiday
1. Click on the Holidays tile located on the home screen.

2. Click the Add icon.

3. Give the Holiday a new name.
4. Set the holiday to being enabled.
5. Set the type for the holiday (default is Type 1) - If you want all your holidays to

make the same time schedule(s) inactive then set them all as Type 1.

6. Set the Start Date and End Date (set the same date for both if the holiday is just
for one day).
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7. Save the new holiday.
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Holiday Assignment
Once Holidays have been setup, they can be assigned to Time Schedules. For example,
you may have a schedule that automatically unlocks certain doors during the day. When
you enable 'Type 1' holidays (HT1) on that schedule, any holiday which is set to type 1
will de-activate the time schedule on the defined holiday date.

1. From the home screen, click on Time Schedules
2. Locate and select the appropriate schedule (in this case, the schedule which auto-

matically unlocks certain doors during the working week).

3. To the right-hand side of the schedule settings you will see HT1, HT2, HT3, HT4 -
These are the 4 available holiday 'Types'. If your holiday is setup as Type 1 you
should place a check mark in HT1, then save.
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4. This schedule will now not activate on any holiday that is set as Type 1.
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Lock and Unlock Doors
The Unlock Doors page allows you to unlock and re-lock any door on the system. It also
allows you to put the selected door into Lockout mode (no access with a card but the
Request-to-Exit button works) or you can put the selected door into Lockout (no access
with a card or by pressing the Request-to-Exit button.
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Temp Unlock Doors
To temporarily unlock a single door, for example, the front entrance door:

1. From the home screen, click the Unlock Doors tile.

2. The reader/door list will be on the left.
3. Locate and click on the door you wish to temp unlock.

4. Click on the Temp Unlock icon.

5. The door will unlock for the duration of the strike time (the same amount of time the
door will unlock if you present a valid card).

NOTE: The door strike time can be adjusted in Hardware Setup.
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Lock and Unlock Doors
The Unlock Doors page allows you to unlock and re-lock any door on the system. It also
allows you to put the selected door into Lockout mode (no access with a card but the
Request-to-Exit button works) or you can put the selected door into Lockout (no access
with a card or by pressing the Request-to-Exit button.

Temp Unlock Doors
Unlock Doors
Lock Doors
Lockout Doors
Lockdown Doors
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Lock Doors
To re-lock a door which has been unlocked, for example, the Front Entrance door:

1. From the home screen, click the Unlock Doors tile.

2. The reader/door list will be on the left.
3. Locate and click on the door you wish to lock.

4. Click on the Lock icon.

5. The door will immediately return to its normal locked state.
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Lockout Doors
Lockout (sometimes referred to as Emergency Lockout) will immediately 'lockout' the
door and prevent access from being granted with a valid card. Access will, however, still
be allowed using request-to-exit buttons. Any doors put into lockout and are unlocked
via an auto-unlock schedule, or have been unlocked from the Unlock Doors page, will
also lock.

To lockout a door, for example, the front entrance door:

1. From the home screen, click the Unlock Doors tile.

2. The reader/door list will be on the left.
3. Locate and click on the door you wish to put into lockout.

4. Click on the Lockout icon.
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5. The door will immediately go into a locked-out state.
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Lockdown Doors
Lockdown (sometimes referred to as Emergency Lockdown) will immediately 'lockdown'
the door and prevent access from being granted with a valid card. Access will also not
be possible using a request-to-exit button. Any doors put into lockdown, which are
unlocked via an auto-unlock schedule, or have been unlocked from the Unlock Doors
page, will also be locked.

To lockdown a door, for example, the front entrance door:

1. From the home screen, click the Unlock Doors tile.

2. The reader/door list will be on the left.
3. Locate and click on the door you wish to put into lockdown.

4. Click on the Lockdown icon.
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5. The door will immediately go into the locked-down state.
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Hardware Setup
Depending on what type of controller is being used, controllers are either manually
added or they are scanned for and imported into the software. Either-way their is minimal
configuration involved in getting a new controller online.

Visual Doors supports four different controller types:

Once the controllers have been added to the system you can then configure the readers
and add NXT 4x4 modules, (NXT 4x4 modules can only be added to NXT and MSC con-
troller types).

When Using PXL Controllers
When using PXL controllers you must first get the master controller online, other slave
controllers are then added to the system using a process called Auto configuration. Com-
munication to the PXL network is via serial or Ethernet.

- PXL Controller Setup

When Using Entraguard controllers
Entraguard controllers can be used standalone or as part of a PXL network. Therefore
they can be configured as a master controller or as a slave controller. Communication to
a master Entraguard is via Serial or Ethernet.

- Entraguard Controller Setup
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When Using NXT controllers
You can add NXT controllers manually or using the Scan feature. Typically you would
use the Scan feature if you are connecting to it on the same Local Area Network and it
has been reset. Manually adding the controller would typically be done when the con-
troller is pre-configured with its TCP/IP address information and may not be located on
the same Local Area Network.

- NXT Controller Setup

When using MSC controllers
MSC controllers can either be manually added to the system or detected using the Scan
feature. NOTE: You would also scan for the MSC controller if you wish to connect to it,
perhaps to change the controller IP address or the Gateway IP address.

MSC Controller Setup
PXL Controller Setup
Entraguard Setup
Entraguard Settings
NXT Controller Setup
MSC Controller Setup
Controller Settings
NXT 4x4 Setup
NXT 4x4 Settings
Reader Setup

PXL Controller Setup
Entraguard Setup
Entraguard Settings
NXT Controller Setup
MSC Controller Setup
Controller Settings
NXT 4x4 Setup
NXT 4x4 Settings
Reader Setup
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PXL Controller Setup
Manually Add PXL Controllers
When manually adding PXL controllers there are three available communication meth-
ods: Serial, Modem or TCP/IP. Visual Doors supports a mixture of multiple master PXL
controllers - each using a different communication method.

The following steps explains how to manually add the PXL using each communication
method.

Ethernet Connection Method
1. From the Visual Doors home screen click on the Hardware tile.

2. The communication gateways will be listed on the left (if there is more than one
hardware gateway).

3. If you have more than one gateway, ensure you have selected the correct gateway.
5. Click Manually Add Controller.
6. The Add Controller window will appear.
7. Enter a description for the new controller.
8. Ensure the controller is set as a Master controller.
9. Click the icon corresponding to the controller type you are adding.
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10. The new controller will be added to the controller list.
11. Highlight the controller and you will see the controller properties.
12. The controller, at this point, has a red dot against it (indicating it is offline).

13. Locate the Communication Channel Type and select TCP/IP Client.
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14. Locate the IP address field and enter the IP address for communicating to the PXL
network.

15. Click the green save icon.

16. Within approx. 30 seconds the controller should come online.
17. The controller will have a green dot against it when it is online.
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Serial Connection Method
When connecting to a master PXL controller using a serial connection, the steps are the
same as what is outlined in the previous section, except for steps 13 and 14. Instead of
selecting a TCP/IP communication channel you leave the setting at the default of Serial:

l You then have to enter the COM port number for the physical COM port, or the
assigned COM port if you are using a USB-Serial adapter.

l Click the green save icon.

Modem Connection Method
1. Again, following steps outlined in the Ethernet (TCP/IP) setup method.
2. When you reach communication channel selection, selectModem Dial Out.

3. Enter the Com port number for the modem connected to the host PC.
4. Enter the phone number for the remote location of the PXL master controller.
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5. Click on the green save icon.

Auto Configure PXL Controllers
Once the master PXL is online you can use the Auto-configuration feature to detect the
slave PXL controllers. 'Auto config' is used to automatically retrieve the PXL controller
and door information from the PXL network and then populate the Visual Doors software
with the hardware details.

1. From the home screen, click on the Hardware tile.

2. If you have multiple different gateway types, ensure the PXL gateway is selected.
3. Highlight the PXL master controller.
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4. Click the Auto Config icon.

5. The Auto Config window will appear immediately.
6. In the Status Message section you will start to see regular events stating: "PXL

Master is searching for slave controllers". Be patient as it will take a few minutes
for Auto Config to complete (as the master controller looks for a possible 127 slave
controllers).

7. Once searching is complete, all the detected slave controllers will be listed.
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8. Click the APPLY button and the detected PXL slave controllers will be added to
the system.

9. In the Status Messages section you should see an Auto Config Complete mes-
sage.

10. Close the Auto Config window and the new controllers will now be listed on the
hardware screen and should be showing as online.

11. The green dot indicates an online PXL controller. When the dot is red this indicates
the controller is offline.
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Entraguard Setup
Visual Doors supports the Entraguard, Silver and Titanium Telephone Entry controllers
functioning as a node on a PXL-500 network for seamless integration with a PXL sys-
tem. The Entraguard can work as a single unit or networked to other Entraguard or PXL
units. This guide explains how to add the Entraguard using a serial or Ethernet con-
nection and it explains basic configuration.

Supported Entraguard specific controllers types are:
l Entraguard Titanium 250
l Entraguard Titanium 250, modem
l Entraguard Silver
l Entraguard Silver, modem
l Entraguard Platinum 5000
l Entraguard Platinum 5000, modem

Once you have setup and configured the Entraguard, refer to the Entraguard User Setup
guide for instructions on adding users for the Entraguard. Entraguard information can be
adding to existing users who already use cards or they can be added as new Entraguard
users.

Adding an Entraguard Master via Serial or USB-Serial Con-
nection
NOTES:
- When using the Entraguard Silver or Platinum with RS-232 serial communications,
ensure the J19 and J20 jumpers are both set.
- Ensure the J11 (Internal Modem jumper) is off.

1. Set the address for the Entraguard as address #1 (refer to the standalone Entra-
guard Installation guide for instructions).

2. Connect one end of the serial cable to the Entraguard and the other to the PC
COM port or into the USB-Serial adapter.

3. From the home screen, click on the Hardware tile.

4. If you have multiple, different hardware types, ensure the PXL gateway is selected.
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5. Click the Manually Add Controller icon.

6. Enter a new description for the Entraguard master controller.

7. Select from the available controller types the correct model of Entraguard con-
troller.

8. The Entraguard will be added to the hardware screen and the red dot next to the
controller will indicate it is currently offline.

9. By default, the new controller will be assigned a serial communication channel so
all you have to do is enter a COM port number.

NOTE: If you are using a USB-Serial adapter, you may need to go into Device Man-
ager to check what COM port the device is using. To access Device Manager,
right-click Windows start menu >> Device Manager >> Port COM & LPT).
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10. Enter the correct COM port number then click save.
11. Within a few seconds the red dot should turn green, indicating the Entraguard is

now online.

Modem Connection Method
NOTES:
- When using the Entraguard Silver or Platinum with an external modem (connected to
the RS-232 port), ensure the J19 and J20 jumpers are both across the pins.
- Ensure the J11 (Internal Modem jumper) is off.

1. Follow the steps outlined in the previous section (Serial connection method).
2. Locate the communication channel options and set the channel type to:Modem

Dial Out.

3. Enter the Com port number for the modem connected to the host PC.
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4. Enter the phone number for the remote location of the PXL master controller.

5. Click on the green save icon.

Adding an Entraguard Master via Ethernet Connection
NOTE: Support for the LAN unit on Entraguard begin with PCB 23217-001 Rev. E.
Earlier units cannot support a LAN unit.

1. Power-down the Entraguard master controller.
2. On the Entraguard PCB, remove jumpers from J11, J19 and J20.
3. Insert the LAN-520X into port J7, orient the LAN-520 as shown below.
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4. Apply power to the Entraguard.
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5. For setting up the LAN-520 with an IP address refer to the standalone Basic LAN-
520 Setup Guide standalone document (P/N: 01519-001).

6. Once you have set the LAN-520 with an IP address, log into the Visual Doors soft-
ware.

7. From the home screen, click on the Hardware tile.

8. If you have multiple, different hardware types, ensure the PXL gateway is selected.
9. Click the Manually Add Controller icon.

10. Enter a new description for the Entraguard master controller.

11. The Entraguard will be added to the hardware screen and the red dot next to the
controller will indicate it is currently offline.

12. From the Communication Channel Type drop-down list, select TCP/IP client.
13. Locate the IP address field and enter the IP address that is assigned to the LAN-

520 that is connected to the Entraguard.
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14. Click outside of the IP address field, then click the green save icon.
15. Within a few seconds the red dot to the left of the Entraguard will go green indic-

ating the Entraguard is online.
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Entraguard Settings
Once the Entraguard is online it can be configured on the Hardware Setup screen.

Description - Enter a description for the Entraguard controller, for example, where the
controller is located within the facility.

Communication Channel Type - Determined by the method being used to com-
municate with the Entraguard (Serial, modem or TCP/IP).

Controller Timeout (ms) and Network Timeout (seconds)

The default settings will be the optimum settings for most system.

Controller Timeout - The amount of time before a controller detects the PXL gateway as
offline.

Network Timeout - The amount of time before the PXL gateway detects the controller as
offline.

IP Address and Port Number - The TCP/IP Settings used when the communication
channel type is TCP/IP.
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Baud Rate and Com Port - The settings used when using a serial communication chan-
nel (or when using a USB-Serial adapter).
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Use System Global Lock/Unlock

System Global Lock and Global Unlock is configured in the standard Doors.NET client. It
enables an operator to unlock or lock all doors, or a dedicated group of doors via icons
in the Doors.NET client or from a dedicated hardware input. This setting allow you to
toggle between whether this feature is enabled or disabled for the controller.

NOTE: There are limitations with Global Lock/Unlock related to response times when
using PXL or Entraguard controllers. These limitations, and further setup instructions are
explained in more detail in the standard Doors.NET help file.

Enable Daylight Savings
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Enable the controller to automatically adjust its timestamp for daylight savings (this set-
ting is only supported for the US and Latin America).

Connect Timer - The number of seconds allowed for connection to directory users for
this Entraguard unit.

Command Unlock - The phone handset digit, when pressed by the tenant, will unlock
the door.

Command Output 1 - The phone handset digit, when pressed by the tenant will activate
output 1.

Command Output 2 - The phone handset digit, when pressed by the tenant will activate
output 2.

Command Hang Up - The phone handset digit, when pressed by the tenant, will hand
up the call with the Entraguard.
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Display Messages - The LCD display on the Entraguard displays three messages
informing a tenant or a guest how to use the telephone entry system. The messages dis-
play on-screen one after the other and each message can be edited. By default, each
message will display on screen for 10 seconds but this too can be adjusted. To edit the
message text, simply overwrite the existing text (highlighted below) and then click the
green save icon. The Entraguard, if online will be updated automatically.
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NXT Controller Setup
Manually Add NXT Controllers
NXT controllers are typically added to the system using Auto Config. However, there are
some rare situations where the controller will have already been programmed with its IP
address and simply needs to be manually added.

NOTE: To manually add an NXT controller you will need to know the controller's pro-
grammed IP address.

1. Ensure the NXT controller is powered on and connected to the network.
2. From the home screen click on the Hardware tile.

3. If you have multiple, different hardware gateways ensure the NXT gateway is selec-
ted.

4. Click the Manually Add Controller icon.

5. Add a description for the new controller.
6. Click on the icon for the NXT controller type you are adding (2 door or 4 door).
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7. The new NXT controller will be immediately added to the hardware screen.
8. Enter the controller's programmed IP address.
9. Click outside of the IP address field, then click the green save icon.

10. The red dot next to the controller should go green to indicate the controller is now
online.
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Auto Config NXT Controllers
The following section explains how to add NXT controllers using the Auto Config fea-
ture. Auto Config polls the local subnet and NXT gateway and automatically returns a list
of all NXT controllers it finds.
1. Ensure all the NXT controllers are connected to the network and are powered on.
2. From the home screen, click the Hardware tile.

3. If you have multiple, different controller types, ensure the NXT gateway is selected.
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4. Click on the Auto Config icon and the local network will be searched for NXT con-
trollers.

5. The detected controllers will be listed in the Available Controllers section.
6. You can use Auto Config to assign IP addresses to multiple NXT controllers.
7. In the Starting IP Address field enter the IP address you wish to assign to the first

controller in the list.
8. In the Ending IP Address field enter the IP address you wish to assign to the last

controller in the list. The controllers listed in between will also receive their IP
addresses so ensure the range is large enough to accommodate all the controllers
you have detected.

9. Click the ASSIGN button to assign the IP addresses to the NXT controllers.
10. Click the APPLY button.
11. Within a few seconds you should see the Auto Config Complete message.

12. Close the Auto Config window. The new NXT controllers should be listed on the
hardware screen and showing as online.
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MSC Controller Setup
Manually Add MSC Controllers
NXT Mercury-Powered (MSC) controllers are typically added to the system using the
Scan feature. However, there are some rare situations where the controller will have
already been programmed with its IP address and simply needs to be manually added.

NOTE: To manually add an MSC controller you will need to know the controller's pro-
grammed IP address.

1. Ensure the MSC controller is powered on and connected to the network.
2. From the home screen click on the Hardware tile.

3. If you have multiple, different controller types, ensure the MSC gateway is selec-
ted.

4. Click the Manually Add Controller icon.

5. Add a description for the new MSC controller.
6. Click on the icon for the MSC controller type you are adding (2 door or 4 door).
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7. The new MSC controller will be immediately added to the hardware screen.
8. Enter the controller's programmed IP address.
9. Click outside of the IP address field, then click the green save icon.

10. The red dot next to the controller should go green to indicate the controller is now
online.
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Scan and Import MSC Controllers
The following section explains how to add MSC controllers via the Scan feature. The
Scan feature polls the network and MSC gateway and automatically returns a list of all
detected MSC controllers it finds.
1. Ensure all the MSC controllers are connected to the network and are powered on.
2. From the home screen, click the Hardware tile.

3. If you have multiple, different controller types, ensure the MSC gateway is selec-
ted.
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4. Click on the Scan Network for Controller icon and the local network will be
searched for MSC controllers.

5. The detected controllers will be listed in the grid. Controllers with a green square
against them are already online. Controllers with a red square against them are off-
line.

6. Select one of the offline MSC controllers.
7. Click the IMPORT button.

NOTE:Only 1 MSC controller can be imported at a time.
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8. The red square will turn yellow and then green (indicating that the MSC controller
is now online to the MSC gateway)

9. Close down the Scan window.
10. The new MS ontroller will be displayed on the hardware screen and is ready to con-

figure and use.
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Controller Settings
PXL Controller Settings
Description - Enter a description for the controller, for example, where the controller is
located within the facility.

Enabled - Allows to you quickly toggle between enabling and disabling the controller.

Update Network Button - Use the network update button to manually perform an
update on the controller.

Communication Channel Type - The communication channel determined by the com-
munication method to the PXL master controller. You can communicate to a PXL net-
work via Serial, Modem or Ethernet.

Controller Timeout (ms) and Network Timeout (seconds)

The default settings will be the optimum settings for most system.

Controller Timeout - The amount of time before a controller detects the PXL gateway as
offline.

Network Timeout - The amount of time before the PXL gateway detects the controller as
offline.
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IP Address - The TCP/IP address of the PXL controller.

Port Number - The TCP/IP communication port number.

Use System Global Lock/Unlock

System Global Lock and Global Unlock is configured in the standard Doors.NET client. It
enables an operator to unlock or lock all doors, or a dedicated group of doors via icons
in the Doors.NET client or from a dedicated hardware input. This setting allow you to
toggle between whether this feature is enabled or disabled for the controller.

NOTE: There are limitations with Global Lock/Unlock related to response times when
using PXL or Entraguard controllers. These limitations, and further setup instructions are
explained in more detail in the standard Doors.NET help file.

Enable Daylight Savings
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Enable the controller to automatically adjust its timestamp for daylight savings (this set-
ting is only supported for the US and Latin America).

NXT Controller Settings
Description - Enter a description for the controller.

Update Network Button - Click the button to perform a manual update on the controller.

Reset Memory button - Click this button to perform a reset on the controller. The con-
troller will retain its IP address settings but following the reset, you will need to perform a
manual update.

IP Address - The IP Address assigned to the NXT controller.

Daylight Savings - Allows you to define custom Daylight Savings dates for the con-
troller.
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MSC Controller Settings
Description - Enter a description for the controller.

Update Network Button - Click the button to perform a manual update on the controller.

Reset Memory button - Click this button to perform a reset on the controller. The con-
troller will retain its IP address settings but following the reset, you will need to perform a
manual update.

IP Address - The IP Address assigned to the NXT controller.

Port - The TCP/IP port number used to communicate to the MSC controller.

Daylight Savings - Allows you to define custom Daylight Savings dates for the con-
troller.
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NXT 4x4 Setup
The NXT 4x4 module can be added to NXT or MSC controllers. The process for adding
the 4x4 modules is the same, regardless of controller type.

1. From the home screen, click on the Hardware Setup tile.

2. If you have multiple, different hardware types, ensure the relevant gateway is selec-
ted on the left.

3. Select the controller.

4. Click the Add NXT 4x4 icon.
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5. Click Yes to the prompt asking you to confirm you wish to add the 4x4.
6. The 4x4 icon will alter slightly and the controller will now be communicating to the

4x4.
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NXT 4x4 Settings
Click on the 4x4 module and the four input and four outputs will be listed.

Click on any of the inputs or outputs to view the individual I/O settings...

NXT 4x4 Input Settings
Description - Enter a description for the input.
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Line Supervision - Set the circuit polarity for the input (Normally-Open, Normally-
Closed or Supervised, 3-state or 4-state Open or Closed).

Link to Output - You can select an output to be activated when the input goes active.

NOTE: You can link the input to an output on a different 4x4 module, but both 4x4 mod-
ules must be connected to the same controller.

Link Action - Select what you wish the selected output to do when the input goes active.
The available options are:

l Follow - The output will 'follow' the state of the input.
l Latch On - If de-activated, the output will be activated when the input goes active.
l Latch Off - If activated, the output will be de-activated when the input goes active.
l Pulse On - If de-activated, the output will be activated for the duration of the output
pulse time.

l Pulse Off - If activated, the output will de-activate for the duration of the output
pulse time.

Link Schedule - Specify a time schedule to restrict when the link action will be allowed
to operate (or select Always to always allow the link action).

NXT 4x4 Output Settings
Description - Enter a description for the output.
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Activate on Schedule - You can select a time schedule to automatically activate and
de-activate the output or select Always for the output to always be in the active state.
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Door/Reader Setup
NOTE: Not all reader settings listed below are available for every controller type.

Reader Description
Add a description for the door to identify its location.

Enable/Disable the Reader
Allows you to quickly toggle between the reader being disable or enabled.

Manufacturer Model
If you have manually added a controller or if you have scanned for, and imported an
MSC controller, you will need to set the manufacturers model (reader type). Adding a
controller using Auto Config will detect the correct manufacturer model automatically.

Held Open Time
Adjusting the door held open time determines how long the door can be held open
before the reader goes into an alarm state (the reader will be constantly beeping and the
LED will be flashing red). The door held open option is enable in the Door Forced/Held
setting of the PXL and NXT controllers and in the Beeper Control setting of MSC con-
trollers.
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Enrollment Reader
You can set any reader on the system as an enrollment. You can enroll a new card by
presenting it to the reader and the card details are automatically detected.

Strike Timing
The Strike Timing settings determined how long the door is opened for, following a valid
card read, an exit button being pressed, or the door being temporarily unlocked via the
Visual Doors software. You might have strike time set to 10 seconds and the door held
open time set to 25 seconds.

Strike Timing - DDA
There is a DDA Strike Time setting to assist cardholders with disabilities. When DDA-
configured cardholders present their cards, the door will unlock for an extended period of
time.
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Live Events
The Live Events grid, enables monitoring of system activities as they occur. For
example, you can see who has gained access or who has been denied access at which
doors and at what times. You can also see if doors have been held or forced open, if
they have been automatically unlocked or operated from the software via the Unlock
Doors page.

Photo Recall
If cardholders have photographs added to their records you will see the cardholder photo
appear when the card is presented to a reader.
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Searching and Sorting Events
You can search for certain event types by clicking the highlighted arrow in the message
header.
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Or you can list the live events with the newest or the oldest events at the top by clicking
the highlighted arrow in the header of the controller timestamp column.

Repositioning Event Columns
You can also re-position a column by clicking on it and then dragging it to a different pos-
ition. For example, you may want the event 'message' to be the first column.

Simply release the mouse button when the blue arrows indicate where you wish the
column to go. The column will then remain in that position.
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Field Chooser
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Field Chooser
The Live Events grid has a field chooser which allows you to determine which columns
will be shown on the live events grid. By default, the following columns are displayed:

l Location
l Message
l Details
l Cardnumber
l Timestamp (Controller)
l Timestamp (Server)
l First Name
l Last Name
l Card Status
l Imprint

You may, however, just want to see the controller timestamp (the exact time that the
event occured), the location and message type and the name of the cardholder...

1. On the top-left corner of the live events grid, click the icon you see highlighted
below.

2. The Field Chooser box will appear.
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3. Scroll through the list of available fields/columns and deselect those you do not
wish to display, (for example; Detail and Imprint).

4. Close the Field Chooser box and the live events grid will be adjusted accordingly.
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Running Reports
Visual Doors has a built-in report wizard and designer that allows you to create a new
report from scratch or to modify an existing, saved report. The report wizard is very easy
to use and you can save an unlimited number of reports so you don't have to enter your
search criteria each time. Once reports have been saved they can also be exported to
the hard drive, a network drive or removable media so you can share the reports with
other people. Reports can be exported as PDF or Excel formats.

The following example explains how to run a report on all the system transactions for the
past 2 days:

1. From the home screen, click on the Reports tile.

2. The Reports Wizard window will appear.
3. The default report selections are for all messages that have occurred for the current

day since midnight. But as you can see, you have the option of running reports
against specific cardholders, hardware or message type.
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4. To begin with, select Calculate Date Range.
5. From the drop-down list, select Today - 2 Days.
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6. Click NEXT.
7. On the next screen, click the RUN REPORT button.

8. The report information will appear on the grid behind the report wizard window.
9. Minimize the report wizard to view the generated report.
10. You can re-size and reposition any of the columns, plus as with Live Events, you

can use the field chooser to select/deselect any of the columns.

The available report types are as follows:

•All Messages
•All Messages from Cardholder
•All Messages from Cardholder, MessageType
•All Messages from Control Point
•All Messages from Control Point, MessageType
•All Messages from Controller
•All Messages from Controller, Cardholder
•All Messages from Controller, Cardholder, MessageType
•All Messages from Controller, MessageType
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•All Messages from Gateway
•All Messages from Gateway, Cardholder
•All Messages from Gateway, Cardholder, MessageType
•All Messages from Gateway, MessageType
•All Messages from MessageType
•All Messages from Monitor Point
•All Messages from Monitor Point, MessageType
•All Messages from Panel
•All Messages from Panel, MessageType
•All Messages from Reader
•All Messages from Reader, Cardholder
•All Messages from Reader, Cardholder, MessageType
•All Messages from Reader, MessageType
•All Messages from Search
•Last X Messages from Cardholder
•Last X Messages from Cardholder, MessageType
•Last X Messages from Control Point
•Last X Messages from Control Point, MessageType
•Last X Messages from Controller
•Last X Messages from Controller, Cardholder
•Last X Messages from Controller, Cardholder, MessageType
•Last X Messages from Controller, MessageType
•Last X Messages from Gateway
•Last X Messages from Gateway, Cardholder
•Last X Messages from Gateway, Cardholder, MessageType
•Last X Messages from MessageType
•Last X Messages from Monitor Point
•Last X Messages from Monitor Point, MessageType
•Last X Messages from Panel
•Last X Messages from Panel, MessageType
•Last X Messages from Reader
•Last X Messages from Reader, Cardholder
•Last X Messages from Reader, Cardholder, MessageType
•Last X Messages from Reader, MessageType
•Last X Messages from Search

Saving Reports
Report Analytics
Exporting Reports

Saving Reports
1. After running the report, restore the report wizard window.
2. You will see there is a description field where you can enter a name for the report.
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3. Click the SAVE button.

4. The report will automatically be saved and will be available to select from the drop
down list the next time you open the report wizard.

5. There is no limit to how many reports you can save.
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Printing and Previewing Reports
Once a report has been generated, it can be printed directly from the Visual Doors soft-
ware, or it can be previewed prior to printing.

To print a report
1. Click the Print icon.

2. A print window will appear.
3. Select the destination printer.

4. Click the OK or PRINT button.
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Print Previewing
To preview the report prior to printing, simply click the PRINT PREVIEW button after gen-
erating the report.
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Report Analytics
The Analytics option provides you with a full list of ALL the events that have been gen-
erated by the system. This can be useful for finding out if the system is generating a lot of
specific non-critical event type, such as door opened/door closed, auto-unlock time
schedule active/inactive, or lots of critical event types, such as: anti-passback violations,
door held/ door forced, controller offline or access denied events. You can then use this
information to recommend improved methods of best practice for users of the access con-
trol system or to setup and assign filter to the hardware to suppress non-critical events.

NOTE: Setting up and assigning filters can only be performed from within the standard
Doors.NET client.

1. Place a checkmark against the Analytics option.

2. Ensure there is no restriction on the hardware, cardholders or message types.
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3. Click NEXT.
4. Click the RUN REPORT button.

5. The Analysis report will be generated and it will display all events which have
been generated by the entire system. Along with the message type reference num-
ber and the message description, you will see a count of the number of times the
event has been generated and a percentage value indicating what percentage of
the events are of this particular event type.
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Exporting Reports
As well as printing and saving, you also have the option of exporting a report as a PDF
or Excel document.

1. Once you have generated a report, click the downward arrow on the export icon.

2. You will see the two available formats.
3. Select which format you wish to use.

4. The text on the button will appear specifying the selected format.
5. Click the text on the Export icon.

6. Windows file explorer will immediately open, allowing you to select a location in
which to save the report.

7. Once you have navigated to the save destination, enter a name for the report and
click the SAVE button.
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Operator Permissions

The Operator Permissions section allows you to very quickly and easily add additional
system administrators and restricted users or to enable/disable the permissions of exist-
ing operators. You can configure an operator to only see certain tiles on the home
screen. For example, you may wish to setup an operator who will only be able to access
cardholders, time schedules and access groups but not to be able to access the hard-
ware setup.

Create a New Administrator
Create a Restricted User

Create a New System Administrator
The following steps will explain how to setup a new system administrator who will be
able to access all areas of Visual Doors.
1. From the home screen, click on the Operators and Permissions tile.

2. Click on the System Administrators operator group.
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3. The system settings and permissions will appear to the right.

4. Enter a User Name (1).
5. Enter a password for the new operator account (2).
6. Re-enter the password for the new operator account (3).
7. Click the ADD OPERATOR button (4).
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8. Expand the System Administrator group on the left and you will see the new
account will be listed.

9. You will now be able to log into Visual Doors with the new user name and pass-
word.

Create a New User with Restricted Permissions
The following steps explain how to setup a user that will not be able to access the hard-
ware setup or the operator and permissions setup.

1. From the home screen, click the Operators and Permissions tile.
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2. Select an account type from the list on the left, for example, Limited User.

3. Enter a User Name for the new user (1).
4. Select an Account Type for the new user, such as Manager (2).
5. Enter a password for the new user account (3).
6. Re-enter a password for the new user account (4).
7. Click the ADD OPERATOR button (5).
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8. From the System Permissions list, deselect Hardware and Operators and Per-
missions.

9. Click the SAVE button.
10. When you log back into Visual Doors, the Hardware Setup, Doors and Operator

Permissions tiles will be hidden from the home screen.
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Introduction

The Telepathy map client provides you with a graphical representation of your integrated
security system.

l Know when a door has been held or forced open.

l Know if an input on the system goes active (motion detection, fire detection, fire
doors, and so on).

l Notifications if certain hardware goes offline.
l Immediate locking or unlocking of any or all doors on the system and be certain
that the correct door are unlocked.

l Require operators to respond to and confirm any or all alert conditions.
l Integrate with the Doors.NET client to incorporate sound alerts, e-mail notifications
and event video recording.

Keri's Telepathy Client can be used on just a single building with a single-floor, up to
multiple buildings in different parts of the world, each with multiple floors. This guide
explains how to install, setup and use the Telepathy Client and to get the most out of
your Telepathy map client so you can interactively monitor, operate your system and to
immediately respond to critical events as they happen.
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Telepathy Overview Video
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Installation
The Telepathy map client is installed by performing a 'custom installation' of Doors.NET.

Then ensure Map Client and Map Editor is selected from the list of available clients to
install.

Following installation, you will need to activate your Doors.NET license, (your license
key should already have had the Telepathy client enabled).
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Licensing Requirements
The Telepathy Map Client is a licensed feature and therefore needs to be enabled in
your Doors.NET license.
Perform the following steps to check that Telepathy is enabled for your system:

1. From the Windows Start menu, go to Doors.NET >> License Manager.

2. When the License Manager opens, click on the License tab located on the right-
hand side of the window.

3. The licensed features and components will appear in the list.
4. In the Capacities section, locate 'Mapping Clients'.
5. Verify that this feature is set to a value of 1 or above.
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6. If 'Mapping Clients' is set to 0 you must contact Keri Systems’ Inside Sales depart-
ment to have your license updated.
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Telepathy Map Editor

For setting up a typical system, the first place to go to is the Map Editor. But before set-
ting up your Telepathy map client, you should have images of your building(s) and your
building floor plans, which you will import. Once imported into Telepathy, these images
are linked together to create a representation of your facility. Within the Map Editor Sec-
tion you then drag into your floor maps, the position of your doors and other hardware
which you will be monitoring.

The Map Editor contains a comprehensive library of sensor icons which you can make
use of.

Once your sensor icons have been positioned onto your floor maps, you can then asso-
ciate the icons with the existing access control hardware. You simple enable the hard-
ware in the standard Doors.NET client and then drag the respective door names,
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input/output names, etc onto the floor maps. You will then be able to easily and accur-
ately monitor your facility in real time.
This section of the help guide explains how to setup a typical system and what steps
need to be taken within the 'Map Editor'.
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Adding Map Client Diagrams
The first step in the setup process is to add your images to the Telepathy client, so that
they become map diagrams. If you have multiple buildings located in different parts of a
country, county, state, etc - you will also need to add an image representing that geo-
graphical area. This next example explains how to add the relevant map images for two
buildings located in different parts of California - each with 2 floors plan images.
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Adding Overview, Building and Floor Images
1. Log into the Telepathy Map Client via the client icon.

2. The default user name and password are both admin.

3. The home screen will open. Click on the Map Diagrams tile.

4. The Map Diagram screen will open.
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5. Click the Add icon to add your first map image.

NOTE: If you have just one building, or a campus to monitor, then this first image
would be an exterior view of the building/campus. If you have multiple buildings in
separate geographical locations, then this first image will be of a country or state,
for example.

6. Click on New Page.
7. A default image will appear.
8. Click on the Map Properties icon in the upper-right.

9. Navigate to the location on your PC where your map images have been saved.
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10. Enter a new description for the first image.
11. Click the Load Background button and navigate to the location on the PC where

your map images are saved.

12. Click the Save Page icon.
13. Click the 'Add' again.
14. Select 'New Page', click ' Map Properties' and enter a new name for the first build-

ing.
15. Click 'Load Background' and navigate to the location on the PC where the building

1 image is stored.

16. Click 'Save Page'.
17. Click the 'Add' icon again.
18. Select 'New Page' and enter a new name for the second building.
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19. Click 'Load Background' and navigate to the location on the PC where the building
2 image is stored.

20. Click the 'Save' icon.
21. You now have 2 building images added to the Map Client.
22. Repeat steps 13-20 to select and add floor plan images for each of the buildings.

For this example we are just adding 2 floors for each of the buildings.
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Linking Map Diagrams
Once your building images and floor plan images have been added to the Telepathy cli-
ent, they need to be linked together. In this setup example, we have three levels of
images that need to be linked together. The map of California will be linked to both of the
building images, they then will, in turn, be linked to the various floor plan images.

The following steps explain how to link a state overview image to a building and then
how to link a building to its floor plan images.

1. Select the first map image from the list (the map of California).
2. From the Keri Systems icon library, select an icon to be used to indicate the loc-

ation of your first building.
3. Drag the icon into position on the map image.
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4. Add additional building icons for the other buildings to be added to the client.

5. Click the Save Page icon.
6. Click the Link pages icon.

7. Click the first image from the list on the left.
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8. The list on the right consists of the remaining images that can be linked to the first
image.

9. Drag onto the building icons the text for each of the buildings added so far.
10. Hover the cursor over the building image to check that the building images are

linked correctly.

11. Click the Save button and close the linking page.
12. Now that the overview image is linked to the building images, we now have to link

the building images to the various floor plan images.
13. Select one of the buildings from the list.
14. From the icon library, navigate to the bottom of the icon library and locate the 'Floor

2' icon.
15. Drag the floor_select icon into position for all the floors on all the building images

that you wish to monitor in the map client.
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16. You can easily re-size or rotate the image using the image handles. Adjust the
image appropriately so it is covering the entire area of the building floor that will be
monitored.

17. Click the Save Page icon when you have added all the required transparent floor
area images.

18. Click the Link Page icon again and follow the same process as before for linking
the building images to the floor images.
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19. Once all the floors have been linked to the building images click Save Page, then
Save Diagram, followed by Reload Pages.

20. Click on the Link Pages icon again as we now need to link the floor icons to the
floor plan images.

21. Highlight the first building. At this point it may be easier to put the Page Linking win-
dow into full screen.
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22. From the list on the right, drag the relevant floor names onto floor icons which are
now located on the building image.

23. Repeat the steps to link the floors for the second building, then click the Save but-
ton.

24. After saving, the text for the linked diagrams will be grayed-out.
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25. Your map diagrams are now all linked together.
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Adding Sensor Icons
The sensor icons are the dynamic images that will represent your doors and other secur-
ity access points, or inputs/outputs. They are dragged onto your floor map diagrams to
represent their physical locations within your facility. Sensor icons are available from the
Icon Library, which is located in the Map Editor Section. You can also add your own cus-
tom icons to the icon library.
The following steps explain how to add sensor icons to your floor plan images (to indic-
ate the location of the doors, controllers, inputs or outputs on your system.
1. Select one of your floor plan images.

2. The floor plan will display on the right.

3. From the library of icons, locate one of the door icons.
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4. Drag the icon into position on the floor map.

5. Drag onto the map, more door icons (for all the other doors that will be monitored in
the Telepathy client).
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6. Once icons have been dragged onto the floor map, and positioned, they can also
be easily re-sized using the image handles.

7. When all sensor icons are in position, click the Save Page icon.

8. Then click Save Diagram, followed by Reload Diagrams
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9. Repeat the above steps (1-8) to add sensor icons to any additional floor plan
images.
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Enable the Hardware
To display the available hardware (controllers, readers, inputs and outputs) the con-
trollers must first be enabled within the Doors.NET software. This is a security enhance-
ment otherwise the Telepathy Client would immediately give you the ability to unlock
any door on the system. You must therefore first authenticate as a system administrator
to the standard Doors.NET client.
The following steps explain how to can enable all the hardware within a Doors.NET sys-
tem.

1. Log into the standard Doors.NET client (the default user name and password are
bothadmin).

2. Go to Setup >> Operators.
3. Select System Administrators.
4. Then go to Locations.

5. Expand the hardware gateways and you will see a list of all controllers on the sys-
tem.

6. Place a check mark against all the controllers you wish to make available in the
Telepathy client.
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7. Save the system admin user settings via the save/save all icons in the top-left of
the client.

8. You can now return to or re-open the Telepathy client because the hardware will
now be available to select.
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Link the Hardware
Once the hardware has been enabled in the Doors.NET software it becomes available
to select in Visual Doors.

1. Open one of your floor plan diagrams.
2. Click the Link Device icon in the upper right-corner.

3. You will see a list of all the hardware that has been enabled in the previous sec-
tion… You will have to expand the gateway to view all the hardware that is on that
gateway.

4. Locate and select from the hardware list the reader that relates to the location of
the door icon on the building map.

5. Drag the reader text onto the relevant door icon.
6. Hover the cursor over the door icon to check that the specific reader has been

copied across.
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7. Click the Save Page icon.
8. Repeat steps 4-7 for any additional hardware you wish to link.
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Icon Editor
Viewing and Editing Existing Icons
The icons which exist in the icon library can all be viewed and edited within Icon Editor
>> Icon settings.

1. From the home screen, click on Icon Editor tile.

2. The icon library will be on the left and the icon settings will be on the right.
3. Select any of the existing icons and you will see the settings on the right. Each

icon has a different appearance to represent different conditions that are supported
by the hardware.

4. For example; select one of the door icons and you will see that 'Normal' is green
(when the door is closed/secured), offline is yellow and a red-cross through it
(NOTE: reader online/offline status events are only generated by NXT reader
types), Alert is red (examples of alert states are when the door is forced or held
open). Masked is blue (this is when door held/forced or both are masked).

5. The alert preview gives you an animated representation of how the icon will
appear if the reader is set up to generate alerts (covered in a different chapter). You
can slightly modify the alert state by selecting/deselecting the Opacity, Rotate and
Scale options.
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6. You can also double-click any of the seven status icons. Windows Explorer will
then allow you to locate and select a replacement image.

7. Click the Save Icon button once you have finished editing.
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Telepathy Maps

The Maps are from where you monitor your system. They are the combination of building
images, floor plans and sensor icons and the Maps section is where you graphically
monitor you access control system in real-time. The Maps screen is also where you
would receive alerts, (if you have alerts configured).

NOTE:You will not be able to open the Map section until you have: 1) added Map Dia-
grams, 2) linked the Map Diagrams together, 3) Enabled the hardware and, 4) linked
your hardware to your Map Diagrams.
As you can see in the image above, the Maps screen has a ribbon bar giving you quick
links to other areas of the program (and a link to this help file).
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The main area of the screen will display your map diagrams and, of course, the icons on
the floor images will change state when the hardware conditions change, for example:
door forced.

NOTE:If you are monitoring multiple floors in a building, the software will automatically
switch between floor images only if alerts have been setup for the monitored hardware.
You can also right-click on the hardware sensor icons and operate the hardware... for
example; right-click on a door icon and you will be able to unlock the door.
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Operate the Hardware
This section assumes you have already followed the appropriate instructions for adding
and linking hardware to your map diagrams.

Controlling Outputs
1. From the Telepathy home screen, click on the Maps icon.
2. Right-click on a sensor icon that represents an output on the system.
3. You will see there are three options for operating the output (Pulse, On or Off).

4. The appearance of the icon will change when the output relay changes state.
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Controlling Doors
1. From the Telepathy home screen, click on the Maps icon.
2. Right-click on a sensor icon that represents a door.
3. You will be able to choose from various unlock and lock options.

- Temp Unlock - Unlocks the door for the programmed unlock time (default unlock
time is 5 seconds).

4. Select Mode from the menu and you will see Lock, Unlock, Lockout and Lock-
down.

- Lock - Will put the door into its locked state (if it is unlocked).
- Unlock - Will unlock the door (if it is locked).
- Lockout - The door will be locked (if it was unlocked), card access will not longer
work but the RTE will work.
- Lockdown - The door will be locked (if it was unlocked), card access will no
longer work and neither will the RTE.
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Monitoring your Facility
Once you have linked your map diagrams together and then linked your hardware to the
diagrams you will then be ready to monitor your access control system in real-time.

General Monitoring
1. From the home screen, click on the Maps tile.

2. If your Telepathy client is setup as three-levels deep (i.e country, building then
floors), the map diagrams will be displayed as below:
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3. But, of course, the display will be different if you only have a single building or if
you are monitoring multiple buildings but in the same approximate geographical
area, such as a University campus or hospital.

4. If you are using the default icons (taken from the icon library), the icons, in their nor-
mal, secure state, will be displayed in green.

5. An icon will immediately go red if for example, the door is forced/held open, if an
input goes active or if a controller goes offline (depending, of course on what hard-
ware type the icon represents.

Using a Map Key
You can use a 'map key' so you can easily identify what each icon on your maps dia-
grams represents. Initially you have to create a separate image which has all your icons
displayed on it - along with text that describes the purpose of the icons. For example,
use Paint or Photoshop to produce a background image with the icons you will be using
and text descriptions of your icons, such as shown below:
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1. From the Telepathy home screen, click on the map editor icon.

2. Click the Add icon.

3. Enter a new name, for example;Map Key.
4. Click the Load Background button and select the separate image that you cre-

ated with the text descriptions added.
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5. You now need to select the Map Key option.

6. Then save.
7. Next, select a floor plan image that you wish the key to be displayed on.
8. Depending on whether you wish the map key to display on the right of the floor

plan or beneath it, select the new image from either the Map Key Right or the Map
Key Bottom option.

9. Click the Save Page icon, followed by Save Diagram, followed by Reload Pages.
10. Open the floor plan in the Maps screen and you will see the new map key dis-

played alongside the floor plan.
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Event History
You can very easily retrieve a list of all of the events history of a hardware object, for
example, a door.

1. From the Telepathy home screen, click on the Maps tile.
2. Right click a sensor icon located on one of the floor maps.
3. Select History.
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Alerts and Acknowledgement
You can use alerts in the map client to provide enhancements to the system event mon-
itoring. When a hardware object (for example: a reader or input) is setup, as an alert, the
icon on the map will be more clearly identified (it might be constantly rotating),the event
will also be displayed in the alerts grid (located at the bottom of the Maps screen.

You can also setup an alert to require acknowledgment, so the event will continue to dis-
play until it has been acknowledged by a system operator. You can also require the sys-
tem operator to enter notes or a specific password before the event is cleared.

Creating an Alert
The following steps explain how to setup an alert for a door forced-open event at a spe-
cific reader. An alert is setup using the standard Doors.NET client.

Create the Filter
1. Log into the standard Doors.NET client. (Default username and password - both

admin.
2. Go to Setup >> Filters.
3. Click the Add Filter button.
4. Enter a new description for the filter, for example Door Alert Filter.

5. Press the save icon (upper left corner) .
6. Go to the Messages tab and locate the specific message type; 'Reader Contact -

Forced Open'.
7. Select this specific message.
8. Save again.
9. Go to the Acknowledge tab and select for 'Reader Contact - Forced Open' to be

acknowledged.
10. Save once again.
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Assign the Filter
While still in the Doors.NET client:
1. Go to Setup >> Hardware Setup.
2. Expand the controller in the hardware tree and locate the reader that you will sign

the alert to.
3. Select the reader and the reader properties will be on the right.

4. Ensure that Advanced View is enabled for the properties. Click the orange atom
icon to toggle the feature On/Off.

5. Scroll down the reader properties and locate the Monitoring section.
6. Set Use this Filter to the new filter you just created.
7. Set Require Acknowledgment to Yes.
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8. Save the reader properties.
9. The reader is now setup to create alerts.

Receiving and Confirming Alerts
Now that the reader is setup to generate alerts, it will create an alert every time the door-
forced event occurs.

Alerts can be viewed from the bottom grid of the Telepathy client. When the specific alert
appears in the alerts grid, the door icon that represents that specific door will also be dis-
played more animated than just simply changing colour. By default, all the library icons
in alert state will rotate and pulse in size. You will have to confirm the alert AND return
the door to its closed state before the icon goes back to displaying normally.

1. From the Telepathy home screen, click on the Maps icon.
2. You will see the alerts grid located at the bottom of the screen.
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3. Force open the door that you are working with.
4. The icon for that door will be displaying differently.
5. The alert text will appear at the top of the alerts grid (the information includes a

time stamp of when the event occurred, the message type and the name of the
reader).

6. To confirm the alert, double-click the text, then click the confirm button and the alert
text will disappear.

NOTE: The door icon will only go back to its normal state once the alert has been
cleared AND when the door has returned to its secure/closed state.

Alert Acknowledgment
By default, to confirm an alert all you need to do is click the Confirm button. You can how-
ever, also configure an alert to require specific operator-input, such as some notes or a
specific password before the alert can be confirmed. Alert Acknowledgment is con-
figured using the Device Type settings in the Doors.NET standard client.

Require a Password
1. Log into the standard Doors.NET client. (Default username and password - both

admin.
2. Go to Setup >> Device Types.
3. Click Add Device Type button.
4. Enter a description for the new device type, for example, Door-Forced.

5. SelectMust Confirm.
6. Select Require Password.
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7. Enter a specific password that will need to be entered by the operator to confirm
the alert.

8. Save the device type (save icons in the top-left).
9. To clear the alert in the Telepathy client, you will need to enter the specific pass-

word and then click Confirm.

Require Notes
When the alert is configured to 'Require Notes', the operator will have to enter a note
before the alert can be confirmed within Telepathy. The note must be at least 3 char-
acters in length.

l Follow steps 1-4 from the previous section.
l Ensure Must Confirm is selected and Require Notes.

l Save the device type (save icons in the top-left).
l To clear the alert in the Telepathy client, you will need to enter notes before you
can confirm.
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Server Settings
The server settings section allows you to connect to multiple Doors.NET installations
using a single Telepathy client. All the maps images for each of the remote sites are
stored locally at the PC which Telepathy is being run from.
The following steps explain how you can add the server settings for connecting to an
additional remote Doors.NET installation.

1. From the Telepathy home screen, click on the green Settings icon.

2. By default you will see the local system information.
3. Click the Add icon.
4. Select the new entry.

5. Server type stays at the default value of Doors.NET.
6. Enter a new description for the remote server/PC.
7. Enter the IP address for the remote server/PC.
8. Server port should remain at the default of 11000.
9. Click the Save button.
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10. The new entry will now be saved to your list of available servers.

You are here: Managed Services Client
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Managed Services Client
The Managed Services client provides a means for remotely accessing, managing, and
operating a number of sites, one-at-a-time, in a secure manner.

l Creates Recurring Monthly Revenue (RMR) opportunities to increase the profit and
value of your business
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l Specialized utility designed to allow Keri integrators the ability to manage cus-
tomer sites remotely, without ever leaving the office

l Allows simplified connection to customer sites via an easy to use drop-down menu
l Option for customizing GUI to reflect customer name

Keri Systems’ Managed Services solution allows for the transfer of day-to-day respons-
ibilities related to management and monitoring of customer’s Eclipse.Net access control
systems to a Managed Services Provider (MSP).

In addition to providing the customer with more effective and efficient operations, it gives
the Keri MSP a lucrative Recurring Monthly Revenue opportunity.

The MSP managing the customers systems can provide total and complete system man-
agement for such functions as badge enrollment, printing and issuing, access privilege
and system configuration changes, issuing of management reports, alarm monitoring
and response, etc. Additionally, at the MSP’s discretion, system management and mon-
itoring can be shared by allowing the customer to perform some of their own pre-
designated functions on site using a locally connected Client.

In a typical Managed Services model using “best practices,” each customer system is
deployed in a normal fashion as though the customers were managing it themselves
using local Clients, meaning that the field hardware (controllers and readers),
Eclipse.NET software, SQL database, and NXT Hardware Gateway are installed at the
customer site. Local Clients may be installed on site as well if the customer will be per-
forming some of their own system management or monitoring.

Within the dealer facility, using the Managed Services connection wizard in the Client
log-in screen, site connections are configured (customer/site name, port, and IP address
of the site) so that the names populate a drop-down menu the Operators will use to
select the customer site to which they will connect.

Note: If the MSP dealer is not adequately staffed or does not wish to perform the man-
aged services function, Keri has several MSP dealer partners who can perform these ser-
vices on a revenue sharing basis. Contact Keri for details.
Setup Managed Services
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Setup Managed Services
1. Obtain a new Site Management license key from Keri Systems sales team. When

ordering the license you will have to specify the number of remote sites that are
required to be administered.

2. Open up the License Manager on the main host PC.
3. On the left side of the License Manager you will see a list of clients and services.
4. Site Management is one of the listed clients.

5. Highlight Site Management, then enter the Site Management license key which
you have obtained.

6. Click ACTIVATE button to activate the Site Management license. Await the activ-
ation successful message.

7. Close the License Manager and open the Doors.NET login window.
8. At the bottom of the login window you will see the additional Site Management

fields.

9. Click in the Master Password field and you will be prompted to enter a new Site
Management master password for the system.

10. In the login window deselect Use Default Server.
11. Enter a remote IP address for the first site to add - also ensure you enter a name for

the site.
12. You will see the following prompt:
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13. Click the YES button and the new site will be added to the list at the bottom of the
login window.

14. Repeat steps 10-12 for additional remote sites you wish to add.
15. Close then re-open the Doors.NET login window.
16. Enter the Site Management master password.
17. Select one of the remote sites in the list.

18. Enter the Doors.NET username and password for that remote site then click the
CONNECT button.

19. The main pre-requisite is for there to be a network communication link to the
remote sites (either over a LAN or WAN).
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LDAP Import for Active Directory
The LDAP Import feature has two parts: a stand-alone LDAP Import utility and an LDAP
Synchronization Task that runs continuously to keep the Doors.NET Cardholder data-
base synchronized with the Active Directory Users database.

The LDAP Import Utility is used to import Active Directory Users into Doors.NET and to
configure settings used by the LDAP Synchronization Task.

LDAP Import Utility includes the following features, requirements, and restrictions:

LDAP Import Utility
l Selective AD User Import – selective import of AD Users based on membership in
AD Security Groups

l Mapped Access Rights Assignment – automatic assignment of Cardholder access
rights based on mappings of AD Security Groups to Doors.NET Access Groups

l Card Number + Facility Code Import – import card numbers + facility codes by
entering values in mapped fields of each AD User

l Disabled AD User Accounts – after disabling AD User Account, based on “Dis-
abled AD User” configuration setting, automatically disables or deletes all cards for
corresponding Doors.NET Cardholder

l Deleted AD User Accounts – after deleting AD User Account, based on “Deleted
AD User” configuration setting, automatically disables or deletes all cards for cor-
responding Doors.NET Cardholder

l Photo Import – imports AD User photo from Microsoft Exchange if image is ref-
erenced by AD User field “thumbnailPhoto”

l Allows operator to map AD User attributes to Doors.NET Cardholder fields
l Saves field mappings for later use by LDAP Synchronization Task
l Runs on any Windows PC with .NET Framework v3.5, requires network con-
nectivity to Doors.NET Application Server and AD Domain Controller

l Operator must be System Administrator on both AD Domain Controller and Door-
s.NET Application Server or LDAP Import Utility will refuse to run

LDAP Synchronization Task for Active Directory
The LDAP Synchronization Task will detect and sync changes between Active Directory
Users and Doors.NET Cardholders. Only one direction of sync is supported: either from
Active Directory to Doors.NET or from Doors.NET to Active Directory. The system oper-
ator chooses sync direction by running the LDAP Import Utility and specifying all LDAP
Import configuration settings.

l Runs on any Windows PC with .NET 3.5
l Requires network connectivity to Doors.NET Application Server and AD Domain
Controller
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l Requires LDAP configuration files created by LDAP Import Utility to correctly
import AD Users and card numbers, assign Doors.NET Cardholder access rights,
import values for mapped AD User fields, etc.

l Runs continuously as a Windows Service
l Configurable to synchronize changes from AD to Doors.NET or sync changes from
Doors.NET to AD

l Configurable synchronization time interval
l When synchronization time interval occurs (every N seconds), detects changes in
source repository and immediately replicates changes to destination repository.
For example, every 10 seconds, checks for all changes to AD Users including
newly added users, deleted users, and modifications to existing users. Replicates
all changes to Doors.NET Cardholders database. Adding a new AD User results in
a new Doors.NET Cardholder being created.

l Operator chooses action to take when deleting AD User accounts.
l Operator chooses action to take when disabling AD User accounts.
l Modifying a mapped field on an AD User results in that field value being modified
on the corresponding Doors.NET Cardholder.

l The Operator must choose the direction of sync: AD to Doors.NET or Doors.NET to
AD.
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Time and Attendance Service
The Time and Attendance optional component provides a generic interface directly to a
SQL or Oracle database. All logic is contained in this service and you do not have to
reconfigure the Doors.NET system.

This service connects Doors.NET to the Time and Attendance database. As cardholders
are granted access at designated readers (setup is in the wizards below), the transaction
is logged initially at the Doors.NET database and then this service duplicates that entry
in the Time and Attendance database along with an in/out designation. This allows the
Time and Attendance software to use its own database for reports without any modi-
fication.

The Doors.NET Time and Attendance integration consists of two modules; Configuration
Wizard and a background Database Update Task. The Configuration Wizard is used for
the initial setup. This allows you to designate "IN" and "OUT" readers, specify the loc-
ation of the Time and Attendance database, and specify what parts of each Doors.NET
access granted message should be copied into the Time and Attendance database. The
Background Database Update Task runs silently in the background providing one copy
of each Doors.NET access granted message into the Time and Attendance database as
the events occur in real time.

Note: Prior to setting up the Time and Attendance Sync Service you must already have
a 32-bit system DSN defined. This ODBC source must have the fields that you wish to
be populated when the designated IN and OUT readers are used. You must also have
the authentication credentials for connecting to the database.
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Time and Attendance Sync Service Setup

l The first step is to ensure the Time and Attendance Interface is enable in the
license

l Open the License Manager and click on the License tab
l Scroll down the list until you find 'Optional Services'
l Ensure that 'Enable Time and Attendance Interface' is set to True.

l Verify on the list of installed services that Time and Attendance is showing as
Licensed.

l From the Windows Start menu click on All Programs >> Doors .NET >> TA Config
l Or click the TA Config Wizard icon on the desktop

l When the TA Config wizard opens type in the IP address of the Application Server
or type 127.0.0.1 to connect to the local host
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l Enter the default username and password of admin/admin.

l If any of the information is wrong you will see an error message when you click
Connect. Otherwise you will next be presented with the Readers dialogue box.

Doors.NET Readers Dialog

l To mark a reader as “IN”, select the reader in the tree and then click “Mark IN
Reader” button. Same process to mark “OUT” reader.
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l To change a reader from “IN” to “OUT” or vice versa, just select the reader and
click Mark "IN" Reader orMark "Out" Reader, you do not need to click Unmark
Reader

l One you have made your reader selections click the Save Settings button
l Next, click the Restart Services button. The Time and Attendance Sync Service
will be restarted and it will read the new IN/OUT reader settings. It will then start
logging "Access Granted" Doors.NET events into the T&A database using the new
IN/OUT reader settings.

l Click the Next button to display the next window.

Select SQL SERVER ODBC Data Source For Time And Attendance Data-
base

SQL SERVER ODBC Data Source Name – dropdown list. You have to select the SQL
SERVER DSN that points to the T&A database. The SQL database must be setup and
attached to your SQL database engine before proceeding withe the next steps.

Creating an SQL database ODBC Data Source
Note: You must create a 32-bit ODBC data source, 64-bit is not supported.

1. Go to Control Panel => Administrative Tools => ODBC Data Sources (32-bit)
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2. Click the System DSN tab.
3. Click the Add button.
4. From the data source list select SQL Server.

5. Click the Finish button.
6. The ODBC create window will appear:

- Enter a name (1)
- Enter a description (2)
- Select the instance which has the attached SQL database which you will be send-
ing the access granted events (from the Doors.NET database). (3)
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7. Click the NEXT button.
8. Select with method to use to authenticate to the database (Windows Authentication

uses the Windows user account log in credentials or SQL Server Authentication,
where you specify an SQL Server username and password.

9. Do not create User DSN’s because those may not be visible to a Windows Service
such as the T&A Sync Service.

- Click NEXT to proceed
- Change the default database to: Select the Doors.NET database.
- Click NEXT again.
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10. On the following page all settings can be left at the default values. So click the
FINISH button.

11. Finally you will see the database setup confirmation page. Click OK and the win-
dow will close..
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12. This ODBC connection will now be available to select during the T & A sync setup.

Server Authentication Dialog

“User ID” – admin user id needed to connect to T&A database server. This will be
stored
(encrypted) for later use by T&A Sync Service.

“Password” – admin password needed to connect to T&A database server. This will be
stored (encrypted) for later use by T&A Sync Service.

“Next” button – clicking this displays next dialog.
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Select Time and Attendance SQL Server Database Dialog.

This only gets displayed if the DSN points to SQL Server; does not get displayed for
Oracle since there are no named databases inside Oracle Server like there are inside
SQL Server.

Dropdown is a list of databases that reside in SQL Server. Select the SQL Server data-
base where you want the Doors.NET T&A Sync Service to copy all Doors.NET Access
Granted event messages. This could be your T&A SQL Server database, or it could be
some other database; it’s up to you what you want to do.

Click the “Next” button to display the next dialog.

If user authentication for the database is set to SQL Authentication you will have to enter
the database username and password.
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l You now have to create mappings which will link the message information in the
Doors.NET database with the information you wish to store in the Time & Attend-
ance database.

Column Mappings Dialog
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Dialog showing mappings from Doors.NET “Access Granted” event properties to T&A
SQL Server database columns where each property value will be stored as “Access
Granted” events occur.

“Doors.NET Access Granted Event Property Mappings” – this multi-column listbox
(top of dialog) shows all mappings you have defined. Each mapping shows the name,
type, and length of the Doors.NET Access Granted event property, and what database
table and column the property will be stored in, as well as the database column data
type and column length.

“Database Tables and Columns” – this listbox (bottom left) shows a tree of all tables in
the T&A database. Expanding each table name shows column names. Selecting a
column name displays column attributes in the multi-column listbox on bottom right.

“Selected Database Column Attributes” – if table name is selected, displays table
name. If column name is selected, displays attributes of selected T&A database column.

“Add Mapping” button – to create a mapping, you must select one Doors.NET Event
Property in the top listbox, select one column name in bottom left listbox, then click “Add
Mapping” button.

“Remove Mapping” button – to remove a mapping, you must select one mapping in top
listbox, then click “Remove Mapping” button.

“Save Mappings” button – clicking this button saves all mappings to disk. After saving
mappings, you should click “Restart Service” to make the T&A Sync Service read and
use the new mappings. Each time the computer is rebooted, T&A Sync Service reads
saved mappings and uses them to store Doors.NET Event message fields into the T&A
database.

“Restart Service” button – click this to restart the T&A Sync Service.

Note: You MUST RESTART T&A Sync Service each time you save new mappings.

Note: If you modify mappings, clicks “Save Mappings”, but does not click “Restart Ser-
vice”, new mappings DO NOT take effect with T&A Sync Service.

Once configured, access granted events will automatically be 'pushed' to the Time and
Attendance database, this will happen in real-time (therefore when the event is added to
the Message table of the Doors.NET database a duplicate of that event will also be sent
to the Time and Attendance database.
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Troubleshooting Basics

The troubleshooting and diagnostics section provides instructions to assist in tracking
down the source of many basic installation problems or problems associated with sys-
tem functionality. If there is a problem with a controller installation, please review these
instructions and if a listed problem matches the controller’s problem, review the possible
causes and corrective actions. Some of the troubleshooting instructions require a digital
voltmeter (DVM) to verify source voltages, circuit continuity, and noise levels. Please
have a DVM on hand before beginning troubleshooting.

PXL Troubleshooting
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Entraguard Troubleshooting

NXT Troubleshooting
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MSC Troubleshooting
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NXT Troubleshooting
Basic Principles of TCP/IP Network Communications
The IP Address is made up of four octets usually represented in dotted-decimal notation
(i.e. 192.168.1.1). Each IP Address contains a Network ID and a Host ID. The Network
ID identifies the network where the host or other network devices are located. The Host
ID identifies the individual device on the network. The Subnet Mask is used to determine
the Network ID and Host ID of an IP Address.

Using the above IP Address example of 192.168.1.1, if the Subnet mask is
255.255.255.0 (Class C), the Network ID would be 192.168.1 while the Host ID would be
1. This Host will be able to communicate to any other device on that network whose IP
address is 192.168.1.1 – 254 (255 is reserved for network broadcasts). If the Subnet
mask is 255.255.0.0 (Class B), the Network ID would be 192.168, and the Host ID would
be 1.1. This Host will be able to communicate to any other device on that network whose
IP address is 192.168.0.1 – 192.168.254.254.

Any communication to a device that is on another network (or outside of the Subnet
mask) would be passed on to the Gateway, which will route the data to the appropriate
Network and Host. If the Gateway does not have a route specified for the destination net-
work, then the communication will fail.

Controller Responds to an Auto Config, but does not Receive
its IP Address

l Incorrect IP address range (host PC was outside of the subnet range of the
address that was being assigned).

l Firewall may be blocking the communications

For WAN Connections, check the above plus:

l Improper, or missing gateway address
l Router not routing traffic
l VPN tunnel may be down

Controllers are not Detected During Auto Config
l Controller has multiple TCP/IP Connections
l Controller is not in a reset state
l Network cable disconnected
l Firewall is blocking communication
l Managed switch is blocking communication ports
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l NXT Proxy service is not installed, enabled or in a running state
l Physical hardware problem

For WAN Connections, check the above plus:
l DoorsNXT Proxy Service not installed or running. The DoorsNET Proxy must be
installed and running on a computer within the targeted Subnet to allow the Auto-
configuration process to complete.

l Router not routing traffic
l VPN tunnel down

Controller Update or Controller Status Fails
l Incomplete Autoconfig
l Controller has been reset
l Incompatible controller firmware

For other software based firewalls, please refer to the software documentation on how to
add an application to the exception list. For hardware-based firewalls, make sure that
Ports TCP/10010, TCP/10020, TCP/10030, TCP/10040, UDP/11067, UDP/11068,
UDP/11434, UDP/11435, TCP/3050, and TCP/3060 are allowed to pass through to the
computer running DoorsNXT Server, Client, Proxy, and Controllers.

Router not Routing Traffic
For communication to controllers on different networks or subnets, the Router/Gateway
must have a route configured. If a route is configured in the Router, then verify that other
devices on the two networks can communicate using the Ping utility. When using Auto-
config to configure controllers on different subnets, make sure the DoorsNET Proxy ser-
vice is running on a computer installed on the remote subnet and the IP address of that
computer is set in the NXT Gateway properties.
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Host Computer Has Multiple TCP/IP Connections
If a computer has multiple Ethernet devices, DoorsNET currently communicates through
the primary device. For example, if a computer is connected to a LAN / NXT with a wired
Ethernet cable and has its wireless network device enabled, the communication may
route through the wireless network. Disable the wireless network adapter to resolve this.

Improper IP Address
If the IP Address has not been assigned by the Autoconfig process or the IP Address
assigned is not within the same network as the DoorsNET Server, communication to the
controller will fail.

Controller Is Not In a Reset State
A controller will only respond to an autoconfig if it is in a reset state or if the autoconfig
request is from the DoorsNET server that originally configured the controller. A controller
can only be associated with a single DoorsNET server.

Physical Hardware Problem
Check the physical network connections from the DoorsNET to the NXT Controller. Look
at the Link (D22) and Activity (D33) LEDs on the controller. The Link LED should be illu-
minated and the Activity LED will flicker when data is present. If the Link LED is not lit,
check the patch cable or replace it with a known good cable. Verify the connection to the
switch/hub/router. Check that there is a Link LED at the port.
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VPN Tunnel Down
If the communication routes through a VPN, verify that the tunnel is operational. Use
Ping or the VPN software to validate connection.

Tools
The following tools can be useful when trying to troubleshoot and resolve connection
issues. The purpose of these tools is to validate that a connection exists at the lowest net-
work level.

Controller Reset/Default IP
After a system reset, the controller’s IP address reverts to its default IP address of
169.254.1.1. This process should be used if you are unable to complete an autoconfig of
a controller and need to validate that the controller is communicating and functioning
properly.

In order to communicate to a reset controller, perform the following steps:

l Change or add an IP address of the computer to be within the 169.254.x.x subnet
using a subnet mask of 255.255.0.0. Example 169.254.0.1.

NOTE: It may not be necessary to change the computer’s IP address, as Windows will
often perform an Auto IP and assign an IP address that is within the 169.254.x.x subnet
range when it cannot get an address from a DHCP server.

l Using a cross over cable to isolate the controller from any other controllers or
devices on the network, attempt to connect to the controller using Ping or Telnet.

NOTE: Some network adapters are auto-sensing and a standard patch cable can be
used instead of a cross over cable.

Ping
Confirms basic connection route to another networked device. The Ping utility is a com-
mand line tool that will send a small packet to the designated device and expect a
response from that device. To use Ping, open a command prompt (DOS prompt) by click-
ing on Start / Run and enter cmd in the Open: field and click on OK. A new window will
appear with a command prompt: C:\>. The actual prompt may differ from computer to
computer.

To run the Ping command, enter at the command prompt:

C:\>ping <ip address>
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Where <ip address> is the IP Address or name of the target device. The ping is suc-
cessful if a reply is received from the
target device.

When a ping fails, it will show a Request timed out.

Trace Route
The Trace Route utility displays the route path to a designated network device. If a ping
fails, the Trace Route utility can be used to see at which point the packet failed. This tool
is especially useful in troubleshooting connections that cross multiple routers. To run the
Trace Route utility enter the following command.

C:\>tracert <ip address>
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Telnet
Telnet is a utility that provides a command line interface on a remote device. The NXT
Controllers provide for some basic troubleshooting using the Telnet utility. Generally
speaking, if you are able to successfully ping a controller, you will be able to use the con-
troller’s Telnet utility.

Telnet is useful to verify the controller’s configuration and network settings, display con-
nections the controller has to other devices or verifying a communication path to the
DoorsNET Application Server.

The Telnet utility is launched from a command prompt. Open a command window and at
the command prompt, enter:

c:\>telnet <ip address> 2323

The telnet command will establish a connection with the designated IP Address at port
2323. When a connection is
completed, the controller will display a command prompt similar to the one below:

Welcome to IPCOM SHELL. Type help for a list of commands.

192.168.109.206#0>

Once the command prompt is displayed, the controller can execute a variety of com-
mands. The command prompt consists of the controller’s IP Address and the interface
number that telnet is connected to. For the NXT controller, the interface number will
always be zero.

ipconfig
ipconfig displays the IP Address and Subnet settings. At the command line, enter: >
ipconfig eth0 (eth0 is the Ethernet interface used in the NXT).

The command will return the following information:

eth0 Link type:6 HWaddr 00:14:34:00:00:01
        inet 224.0.0.1 mask 240.0.0.0 broadcast 0.0.0.0
        inet 192.168.109.206 mask 255.255.255.0 broadcast
192.168.109.255
        UP RUNNING SIMPLEX BROADCAST MULTICAST mtu:1500 met-
ric:1

The HWaddr is the MAC address for the controller and the second inet address and
mask are the IP Address and Subnet Mask of the controller.
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NOTE: The ipconfig command can be used to change the IP Address and net-
mask, however changes made using the ipconfig command will not be permanent
and should not be done.

netstat
The netstat command displays the network connection ports that are in use and avail-
able on the controller. This information is useful to verify that the controller is connected
to a DoorNXT server or ready for a connection. At the command prompt enter: netstat –a
(the –a switch will provide the status of all connections). The command will return
the following information:

route
Displays Gateway address. At the command prompt, enter the following command to dis-
play the Gateway address:

route get

The command will return the following information:

IPv4 default gateway: 192.168.100.1
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LAN-520 Troubleshooting

Cannot Connect to the PXL Network
- Check the LAN-520 IP address and port number is correct in the Doors.NET software.
The IP address should match the address which has been programmed in the LAN-520.

- By default, the Server's Ethernet Port Number is set to 10021 and should not be
changed unless it conflicts with another device on the host workstation.

- By default, the Remote Site Port Number is set to 10001 (both in the device and in the
Doors.NET software). You can check this by making a Telnet connection to the device
and check this value in the Channel 1 settings. This value should be at 10001 unless
you have been instructed to change it by an IT or Network Administrator.

- When you attempt an auto-config check the lower green network status LED. If it starts
to flicker then the software is communicating with the LAN-520. Check that the JP6 and
JP7 jumpers on the master controller have been removed (this configures the controller
for Ethernet communications.

- Verify that the master controller is receiving sufficient voltage (between 12 and
14VDC).

- Verify that the master PXL controller is addressed as number 1.

- Telnet into the LAN-520 and set factory defaults (IP address with remain) - Ensure that
the Gateway IP address is entered correctly.

- Ensure the PC is on the same IP range as the LAN-520. The best way to check this is
to run Lantronix Device Installer (can be downloaded from www.lantronix.com) and
check that the device shows as Online.

http://www.lantronix.com/
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The LAN-520 has a Flashing Red LED
- The LAN-520 may have malfunctioned
- The LAN-520 has been assigned an IP address which already exists on the network.
- The LAN-520 may not be properly connected to the TB13 Ethernet port.

The LAN-520 has only the top green LED illuminated
- Verify that the Ethernet cable is not disconnected at the LAN-520 or the network
hub/switch.
- Verify that the network hub/switch has not developed a fault.
- If using a cross-over cable check that the Ethernet cable is plugged into the PC

Cannot Ping the IP Address of the LAN-520
- There is no power to the LAN-520 unit.
- The IP address may not be programmed properly.
- Another device on the network has that same IP address (you should be seeing a flash-
ing red LED on the unit if this is the case).
- The workstation has not been granted access to that segment of the network.
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PXL Troubleshooting

Following is a list of possible obstacles that may be encountered when setting up or
using PXL controllers.

Cannot Connect to the Master PXL
General Checks

l Is the controller powered up with a green power LED (LED8)?
l Verify the controller is addressed as number 1.
l Verify the PXL gateway is online in Doors.NET.
l If the system is an upgrade from Doors32 verify that you have run the Gateway Wiz-
ard
and selected your PXL gateway.

l If it is a new controller or an upgrade from Doors32 has it been ram reset?
l Is the controller receiving the correct voltage?
l Check if the controller is set to manual communication - if so right-click the con-
troller and select connect.

l Verify the controller is enabled in the software.
l Are transorbs installed across the locks to suppress any transients?
l If the controller is a legacy PXL has the legacy count been enabled on your license
key?

l Does the controller have a quality earth-ground connection?

Using a Serial Connection
l Ensure the JP6 and JP7 jumpers are across both sets of pins
l Is the controller receiving the correct voltage? - (Between 12 and 14 VDC)?
l At the upper right corner of the controller PCB is a set of LEDs. Initiate a data trans-
fer command and view these TxD and RxD LEDs. These LEDs should flicker if
data is being transferred to and from the controller.

l Verify the communication cable is properly connected
l If using a serial cable ensure it is wired correctly.
l Is the COM port number correctly defined in the Doors.NET communications chan-
nel which is assigned to the controller?

l Is the total cable run length less that the recommended 15 meters/45 feet?

Using a USB-Serial Adapter
l Verify jumpers JP6 and JP7 are across both sets of pins
l At the upper right corner of the controller PCB is a set of LEDs. Initiate a data trans-
fer command and view these TxD and RxD LEDs. These LEDs should flicker if
data is being transferred to and from the controller.

l Is the USB-Serial adapter on Keri's recommended peripherals list?
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l Is the adapter correctly installed? and displaying in Device Manager of the host
PC.

l If the adapter is showing in Device Manager is the assigned COM port number dis-
playing?

l Is the assigned COM port number correctly defined in the Doors.NET com-
munications channel which is assigned to the controller?

l Does the USB cable length exceed 10 metres?
l Does the serial cable run length exceed 15 meters/45 feet?

Using an Ethernet Connection
l Ensure the JP6 and JP7 jumpers are OFF both the sets of pins - This configures
the controller to communicate with the LAN-520 plug-on module.

l If it is a new controller has it been RAM reset?
l If the system has been upgraded from Doors32 has the master controller had a
RAM reset?

l Is the controller receiving the correct voltage? - (Between 12 and 14 VDC)?
l Check that you can successfully ping the IP address of the LAN-520.
l Verify that the LAN-520 has 2 x green LEDs and 1 x amber LED. If you can see a
red LED then the LAN-520 either has a fault, it is in programming mode or there is
an IP conflict on the network.

l Check that the LAN-520 is correctly plugged into the PXL controller.
l Attempt to Telnet into the module through port 10001. Use a DOC commands (Tel-
net [IP ADDRESS] 10001 - If connection is successful, a blinking curser will be dis-
played in the DOS prompt and the green link LED on the LAN-520 will be blinking
on and off. If this does not connect over port 10001 then you won't be able to con-
nect using Doors32/Doors.NET.

l Is there a firewall or managed switch that could be blocking the communication
port numbers? (10001 or 10021)

l Is the Network communication channel enabled?
l Check the PXL firmware - LAN-520 only works with PXL firmware version 8.4.30 or
later.

Cannot Connect to a Slave PXL Controller
l Is the small, black TB1 network connector correctly inserted at the controller?
l Is the controller's com LED (LED 9) flickering?
l Is the controllers correctly address (press the small, white S1 button to find out the
controllers address)

l Have the correct terminal connectors been used. You should not use old con-
nectors with newer controllers.

l Is the PXL network wired as a continuous multi-drop daisy-chain between slave
controllers or are there multiple spurs connecting to the master PXL?
If there are multiple spurs and multiple slave controllers offline it can be helpful to
test communications on a single spur at a time.

l Check the RS-485 line con
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The PXL Controller Does not Power-up (the Power LED is not
on and the LCD screen is blank)

l Check the main power circuit breaker.
l Verify the positive power lead is on TB-2, pin 1 and the negative power lead is on
TB-2, pin 2 (negative). The incoming voltage should be between 12 and 14 volts.

l Disconnect the power supply from the controller and verify the supply's voltage.
The voltage outputted by the power supply should be between 12 and 14 VDC.

l Remove the LCD-1 display if there is one connected - It may be bad or incorrectly
plugged in.

l Remove the SB-593 if there is one - It may be bad or incorrectly plugged in.

The Controller's power LED (LED8) is red and the Address
display is flickering and displaying various numbers

l If the supply voltage detected by the controller falls below 11.1VDC or is higher
than 14.4VDC, the power LED8 goes red and the detected input voltage value is
displayed on the controller's display - if there is a battery backup on the power sup-
ply disconnected that and check it is charging correctly.

l Try disconnecting the lock(s) as there may be a faulty lock which is dragging down
the power supply voltage.

The Fuse LED (LED1) is Red
CAUTION: The fuse becomes hot over time and may burn. Always give the fuse time to
cool before touching.

l If the fuse LED1 is red, the fuse is open because the power and ground lines are
reversed. Turn controller power off and verify the polarity of the power coming to
the controller.

The Fuse LED (LED1) is Green
CAUTION: The fuse becomes hot over time and may burn. Always give the fuse time to
cool before touching.

l If the fuse LED1 is green, the controller’s fuse has opened because there is a
power problem. Remove power from the unit and give time for the fuse to cool, then
verify the polarity of the power coming into the controller. Measure the input voltage
across pin 1 (positive) and pin 2 (negative) of TB-2. The voltage should read 12
and 14 VDC. If the controller's power is correct the controller needs to be serviced.
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The Reader does not Beep and/Or the Reader LED does not
Flash When a card is Presented

l Verify the wiring to the reader from the TB5 and TB6 connectors is correct.
l Ensure the reader wire connections have been made on lead wire and not wire
insulation.

l Measure the voltage as close to the reader head as possible. The voltage at the
reader should be between 12 and 14 VDC.

l The controller might be receiving transients - Check that transorbs have been
installed across the locking devices.

l See if the reader starts working if the reader is disconnected and plugged back in.
l If using Wiegand readers, verify that the reader is receiving the correct voltage. The
JP5 jumper in the lower left corner of the PXL-500W allows you to supply either 5
or 12VDC to the reader.

l Check if the controller is mounted too close to a source of EMI. There should be at
least 4 feet separation between the controller and the power supply. Also, verify
there are no other EMI sources (such as a computer monitor) in close proximity to
the controller.

l Check that the correct type of card is being presented to the reader.
l The card may be faulty so try presenting a different card or try that same card at a
different reader.

Cards that were Getting Access and now Getting Access
Denied

l If none of the cards are working then it is a good idea to ram reset the controller.
The comms issue can happen if power is lost to the controller when the software is
communicating with it.

l If the cards stopped working after the power was lost at the controller then it is
likely the 3v lithium coin cell battery is dead. Down-power the controller, remove
the battery and take a voltage reading of it - It should be at 3 volts or very nearly 3
volts (the PXL backup battery is a CR2325/BR2325).

l Verify the controller is receiving correct voltage (between 12 and 14VDC).

The Reader's Read-Range is Very Short
l Verify pin 3 of the TB2 connector is connected to a good earth ground.
l Check that the reader is not mounted too close to an EMI source.
l Verify that the reader's cable is properly shielded and not too close to an EMI
source.

l If the reader is mounted on metal ensure it is a reader that is designed to be moun-
ted on metal.
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At Power-up, the Reader Continuously Beeps
l Check that the door contact input is not open (n/c contact across pins 1 and 2 of
TB4) - If a door switch is not being used ensure there is a jumper across these two
pins.

l The controller's ram may be corrupted or the controller may not have been ram
reset when it was first installed. Follow the PXL ram reset procedure to revert the
controller to its factory settings.

Note: Following a ram reset all the access control data will be cleared so it is
important to check the controller is online in the software and the database in the
software is up to date.
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NXT Troubleshooting
Basic Principles of TCP/IP Network Communications
The IP Address is made up of four octets usually represented in dotted-decimal notation
(i.e. 192.168.1.1). Each IP Address contains a Network ID and a Host ID. The Network
ID identifies the network where the host or other network devices are located. The Host
ID identifies the individual device on the network. The Subnet Mask is used to determine
the Network ID and Host ID of an IP Address.

Using the above IP Address example of 192.168.1.1, if the Subnet mask is
255.255.255.0 (Class C), the Network ID would be 192.168.1 while the Host ID would be
1. This Host will be able to communicate to any other device on that network whose IP
address is 192.168.1.1 – 254 (255 is reserved for network broadcasts). If the Subnet
mask is 255.255.0.0 (Class B), the Network ID would be 192.168, and the Host ID would
be 1.1. This Host will be able to communicate to any other device on that network whose
IP address is 192.168.0.1 – 192.168.254.254.

Any communication to a device that is on another network (or outside of the Subnet
mask) would be passed on to the Gateway, which will route the data to the appropriate
Network and Host. If the Gateway does not have a route specified for the destination net-
work, then the communication will fail.

Controller Responds to an Auto Config, but does not Receive
its IP Address

l Incorrect IP address range (host PC was outside of the subnet range of the
address that was being assigned).

l Firewall may be blocking the communications

For WAN Connections, check the above plus:

l Improper, or missing gateway address
l Router not routing traffic
l VPN tunnel may be down

Controllers are not Detected During Auto Config
l Controller has multiple TCP/IP Connections
l Controller is not in a reset state
l Network cable disconnected
l Firewall is blocking communication
l Managed switch is blocking communication ports
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l NXT Proxy service is not installed, enabled or in a running state
l Physical hardware problem

For WAN Connections, check the above plus:
l DoorsNXT Proxy Service not installed or running. The DoorsNET Proxy must be
installed and running on a computer within the targeted Subnet to allow the Auto-
configuration process to complete.

l Router not routing traffic
l VPN tunnel down

Controller Update or Controller Status Fails
l Incomplete Autoconfig
l Controller has been reset
l Incompatible controller firmware

For other software based firewalls, please refer to the software documentation on how to
add an application to the exception list. For hardware-based firewalls, make sure that
Ports TCP/10010, TCP/10020, TCP/10030, TCP/10040, UDP/11067, UDP/11068,
UDP/11434, UDP/11435, TCP/3050, and TCP/3060 are allowed to pass through to the
computer running DoorsNXT Server, Client, Proxy, and Controllers.

Router not Routing Traffic
For communication to controllers on different networks or subnets, the Router/Gateway
must have a route configured. If a route is configured in the Router, then verify that other
devices on the two networks can communicate using the Ping utility. When using Auto-
config to configure controllers on different subnets, make sure the DoorsNET Proxy ser-
vice is running on a computer installed on the remote subnet and the IP address of that
computer is set in the NXT Gateway properties.
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Host Computer Has Multiple TCP/IP Connections
If a computer has multiple Ethernet devices, DoorsNET currently communicates through
the primary device. For example, if a computer is connected to a LAN / NXT with a wired
Ethernet cable and has its wireless network device enabled, the communication may
route through the wireless network. Disable the wireless network adapter to resolve this.

Improper IP Address
If the IP Address has not been assigned by the Autoconfig process or the IP Address
assigned is not within the same network as the DoorsNET Server, communication to the
controller will fail.

Controller Is Not In a Reset State
A controller will only respond to an autoconfig if it is in a reset state or if the autoconfig
request is from the DoorsNET server that originally configured the controller. A controller
can only be associated with a single DoorsNET server.

Physical Hardware Problem
Check the physical network connections from the DoorsNET to the NXT Controller. Look
at the Link (D22) and Activity (D33) LEDs on the controller. The Link LED should be illu-
minated and the Activity LED will flicker when data is present. If the Link LED is not lit,
check the patch cable or replace it with a known good cable. Verify the connection to the
switch/hub/router. Check that there is a Link LED at the port.
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VPN Tunnel Down
If the communication routes through a VPN, verify that the tunnel is operational. Use
Ping or the VPN software to validate connection.

Tools
The following tools can be useful when trying to troubleshoot and resolve connection
issues. The purpose of these tools is to validate that a connection exists at the lowest net-
work level.

Controller Reset/Default IP
After a system reset, the controller’s IP address reverts to its default IP address of
169.254.1.1. This process should be used if you are unable to complete an autoconfig of
a controller and need to validate that the controller is communicating and functioning
properly.

In order to communicate to a reset controller, perform the following steps:

l Change or add an IP address of the computer to be within the 169.254.x.x subnet
using a subnet mask of 255.255.0.0. Example 169.254.0.1.

NOTE: It may not be necessary to change the computer’s IP address, as Windows will
often perform an Auto IP and assign an IP address that is within the 169.254.x.x subnet
range when it cannot get an address from a DHCP server.

l Using a cross over cable to isolate the controller from any other controllers or
devices on the network, attempt to connect to the controller using Ping or Telnet.

NOTE: Some network adapters are auto-sensing and a standard patch cable can be
used instead of a cross over cable.

Ping
Confirms basic connection route to another networked device. The Ping utility is a com-
mand line tool that will send a small packet to the designated device and expect a
response from that device. To use Ping, open a command prompt (DOS prompt) by click-
ing on Start / Run and enter cmd in the Open: field and click on OK. A new window will
appear with a command prompt: C:\>. The actual prompt may differ from computer to
computer.

To run the Ping command, enter at the command prompt:

C:\>ping <ip address>
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Where <ip address> is the IP Address or name of the target device. The ping is suc-
cessful if a reply is received from the
target device.

When a ping fails, it will show a Request timed out.

Trace Route
The Trace Route utility displays the route path to a designated network device. If a ping
fails, the Trace Route utility can be used to see at which point the packet failed. This tool
is especially useful in troubleshooting connections that cross multiple routers. To run the
Trace Route utility enter the following command.

C:\>tracert <ip address>
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Telnet
Telnet is a utility that provides a command line interface on a remote device. The NXT
Controllers provide for some basic troubleshooting using the Telnet utility. Generally
speaking, if you are able to successfully ping a controller, you will be able to use the con-
troller’s Telnet utility.

Telnet is useful to verify the controller’s configuration and network settings, display con-
nections the controller has to other devices or verifying a communication path to the
DoorsNET Application Server.

The Telnet utility is launched from a command prompt. Open a command window and at
the command prompt, enter:

c:\>telnet <ip address> 2323

The telnet command will establish a connection with the designated IP Address at port
2323. When a connection is
completed, the controller will display a command prompt similar to the one below:

Welcome to IPCOM SHELL. Type help for a list of commands.

192.168.109.206#0>

Once the command prompt is displayed, the controller can execute a variety of com-
mands. The command prompt consists of the controller’s IP Address and the interface
number that telnet is connected to. For the NXT controller, the interface number will
always be zero.

ipconfig
ipconfig displays the IP Address and Subnet settings. At the command line, enter: >
ipconfig eth0 (eth0 is the Ethernet interface used in the NXT).

The command will return the following information:

eth0 Link type:6 HWaddr 00:14:34:00:00:01
        inet 224.0.0.1 mask 240.0.0.0 broadcast 0.0.0.0
        inet 192.168.109.206 mask 255.255.255.0 broadcast
192.168.109.255
        UP RUNNING SIMPLEX BROADCAST MULTICAST mtu:1500 met-
ric:1

The HWaddr is the MAC address for the controller and the second inet address and
mask are the IP Address and Subnet Mask of the controller.
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NOTE: The ipconfig command can be used to change the IP Address and net-
mask, however changes made using the ipconfig command will not be permanent
and should not be done.

netstat
The netstat command displays the network connection ports that are in use and avail-
able on the controller. This information is useful to verify that the controller is connected
to a DoorNXT server or ready for a connection. At the command prompt enter: netstat –a
(the –a switch will provide the status of all connections). The command will return
the following information:

route
Displays Gateway address. At the command prompt, enter the following command to dis-
play the Gateway address:

route get

The command will return the following information:

IPv4 default gateway: 192.168.100.1
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MSC Troubleshooting

When I scan for a controller it does not appear in the network discovery
grid.

l If the controller has a DHCP address, ensure the host machine is also on the same
DHCP network.

l If there is no DHCP network the controller will configure itself with an IP address
starting with 169.254.x.x
- ensure the host is also on this 169.254.x.x IP subnet.

l Check the controller's network status LEDs are on: D21 should be solid green,
D22 should be solid red and D33 should be flashing red.

I am not getting live events from any of my readers
l Verify that the MSC controller is online (controller properties)
l Check the reader is showing as online (reader properties).
l Ensure the Manufacture Model is set correctly
l Check if there is a filter assigned to the reader suppressing the events.

Cardholder is getting Access Denied - Not in File
l Ensure the door is added to the cardholder's access group.
l Check if the cardholder's name is appearing in live events. If so, then check a valid
access group has been selected.

l Verify that the controller is not requiring an update (it may have been offline when
card information was changed).

When the Reader is in Alarm state the Reader does not Beep or Flash a
Red LED

l Go into the reader settings and verify that 'Beeper Control' is enabled and you
have specified for the reader to go into alarm state for Door Forced, Door Held - or
both alarm conditions.
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Software Troubleshooting

Cardholder is Not Able to Gain Access
Access Denied - Not in File

l Ensure the cardholder has a valid access group assigned.
l Check the cardholder name appears in Live Events when the card is presented. If
the name does not appear that indicates that card number has not be enrolled into
the system.

l If there are numerous Access Denied - Not In File events when someone has not
presented their card this is possibly a ghost-read. Check that the reader is not posi-
tioned too close to a source of electromagnetic interference (EMI).

l If the cards were working and now none of the cards can gain access. Check if
there has been a power outage on site. If so then it is likely the controller has a low
voltage lithium battery that will need to be replaced.

l Verify that the controller is enabled in the software.
l Verify that the controller is not set to Manual download. This is the case if you see
an Update Network indicator at the bottom of the screen after making changes in
the software (either that or the controllers are offline for some reason). By default
the controllers are set to automatic download and most changes made in the soft-
ware will get sent out to the controller network almost immediately.

l The controller may have been reset. In Doors.NET a reset controller is auto-
matically updated when it is online, so verify the controller is online.

l The controller ram may be corrupt (perhaps due to a faulty power-supply or bad
earth-ground conditions. If the cards are not working at all then perform a ram reset
on the controller. If cards are working then consider the fact that if the controller is
reset but does not come back online no one will be able to gain access through the
door (Always check the controller comes online before performing a ram reset).

l It is unlikely but verify that you are not sending out more cardholder than is spe-
cified for the controller (PXL controllers can support up to 65,000 cardholders, NXT
controllers will support up to 48,000 but MSC and SCP controller are set to a limit
of 10,000 cardholders but this value can be changed in the controller settings. It
can be found underMemory Options.
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l The controller may need a firmware upgrade - With certain combinations of older
firmware and newer software the controller could get stuck in a reboot cycle and
would need to be factory reset to resume normal operation. You will not encounter
this problem if you are using the latest versions of software and controller firmware.

l Check the reader's manufacture model is correctly set in the reader's properties:

l Note:When using standard NXT hardware the doors are not automatically added
to the Total Access access group. All NXT doors must be manually added to
access groups.

Access Denied - Never At This Schedule
l Verify that the door has been added to the cardholder's access group.
l Check if their is a time restriction in place for the cardholder's access group - they
may only be allowed through that door at certain times of the day.
Go to access group setup page, double-click the access group name to expand the
access group and you will see the access group details, including the time sched-
ule which determines when cardholders can gain access at the respective doors.
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Doors.NET Software Fails to Install
l Verify the Windows operating system is a recommended version for running Door-
s.NET.

l Verify the PC is of the minimum specification for running Doors.NET
l Verify that the host PC is up-do-date with .NET Framework and Microsoft Security
updates - If you have recently installed Windows updates verify that the PC is not
requiring a reboot.

l If you are running Server 2008 R2 verify within Server Manager >> Add Features
that .NET Framework is enabled.

l If you are getting the following error message: "sa password must meet SQL
Server password policy requirements" - then the customer will need to contact their
IT department. The password policy can be temporarily changed and then reverted
back once the Doors.NET software has been installed. Keri Systems tech support
cannot offer advice or assistance in changing the password policy on a server PC

l If you get If you get error code 1603 when trying to install the software with SQL
Server 2005 it is because Windows has not been updated with the latest important
Windows Updates. Install all required updates, reboot the PC, then run the installer
again.
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l Often new PCs come with a free version of an anti-virus program. It is possible this
might be prevent the software from installing. Try temporarily disabling the soft-
ware, you will soon know... if Doors.NET then installs without a problem you can
always re-enable it again (but remember to add Doors.NET to the list of excep-
tions.

Doors.NET Client Fails to Connect to the Doors.NET Server
l Ensure that the Doors.NET Application Server service is running. Open Task Man-
ager and verify that: "EclipseServer.exe" process is running. If it is not then start the
Application Server service using the windows control panel services applet.

l Incorrect login details - The Server Name or IP address in the DoorsNET Client
Login Window must match the computer name or IP Address of the computer on
which the DoorsNET Application Server is installed.

l The software may not have been properly installed - The DoorsNET Client must be
installed on the computer that will be running the client and cannot be run from a
shared network location.

l The client installation needs to be updated - If you are getting an error message
stating: "Incorrect Core Version" then to need to verify that the client is the same
version that is running on the server machine.

l Client License may not be available - Verify additional client connections are
enabled on the license. By default Doors.NET comes with just 1 x client con-
nection.

l Firewall may be blocking the connection. If there is a firewall on either or both of
the PCs check that the Keri Systems Client applications has been added to the list
of exceptions.
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Block Enroll Icon is Grayed-Out

If your license key is set to use the distribution interface then certain features will be
restricted until you enable Advanced View, Block Enroll is one of these features. This
restriction will apply even if you are a System Administrator. Click here for instructions
about enabling Advanced View.

Related Videos
l Access Denied - Never at this Schedule - Quick How To

l Access Denied - Not in File - Quick How To

https://youtu.be/RofOxQGhc48
https://youtu.be/lKEDFIK9e0Y
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EntraGuard Troubleshooting Guide
The Troubleshooting and Diagnostics reference guide provides instructions to assist
with tracking down the source of many basic controller installation problems. If there is a
problem with a controller's installation, please review these instructions and if a listed
problem matches the controller's problem, review the possible causes and corrective
actions.

Some of the troubleshooting instructions require a digital voltmeter (DVM) to verify
source voltages, circuit continuity and noise levels on the EntraGuard controller. Please
have a DVM on hand before beginning troubleshooting. Use the diagram below to
identify items on the controller PCB (EntraGuard Titanium).

The controller does not power-up. The LCD display is blank
and the keypad is not illuminated

l Remove the TB2 connector from the Entraguard and verify there is voltage coming
from the power-supply. The required voltage should be between 12 and 14VDC.

l Verify the positive power wire is on TB2, pin 1 and the negative wire is in TB2 pin
2.

l Verify there is a proper earth ground
l Verify TB2 is correctly connected to the main PCB.

The controller cannot communicate with the Doors.NET soft-
ware
1. Verify data is being transferred to and from the controller - TXD, DTR and RXD

LEDs should flicker when data in being transferred.
2. Check if the communication cable is loose or unplugged
3. Verify that the J11 jumper (INT_MODEM) jumper is set correctly
4. Verify that the modem type in use is incompatible
5. Verify that controller to PC direct connect cable is wired correctly
6. Verify Doors.NET is configured to communicate through the correct COM port
7. Verify the communication cable is connected to the correct COM port
8. Verify the communication cable is connected to the master controller
9. Verify the master controller is a not a PXL-250
10. Verify the master controller is set to address #1
11. Verify the controller's firmware and Doors.NET software are compatible
12. Verify the host computer's serial port has a compatible UART.
13. Verify there is not an IRQ conflict
14. Verify the COM port is working
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The Entraguard's internal modem will not communicate
l Verify that the J11 jumper is set correctly - It needs to be ON when using the
internal modem.

The Entraguard will not communicate with an external modem

l Verify data is being transferred to and from the controller - There is a set of LEDs
(TxD, RxD and DTR) These should flicker when data

Problem: The controller will not communicate with the modem (if using an external
modem)

Possible Cause(s):

1. Verify data is being transferred to and from the controller.
2. The modem is turned off.
3. The modem was plugged into an already active controller.
4. The controller to modem cable is not correct.
5. The modem type in use is incompatible.
6. The modem cable is connected to the wrong controller.
7. The J11 (INT_MODEM) jumper is not set correctly.
8. The master controller is a PXL-250
9. The master controller is not set to address #1

Corrective Action:

1. On the EntraGuard controller next to TB12 there is a set of communication LEDs.
Initiate a data transfer command and view the TXD, DTR and RXD LEDs. These
LEDs should flicker when data is being transferred to and from the controller.

2. Verify the modem is powered up.
3. Turn the power off to both the controller and the modem. Power the modem on

then power on the controller.
4. If the installation uses a Keri Systems cable, verify the correct cable has been

installed. If the installation uses a self-made cable, refer to the instructions
detailed in the EntraGuard Quick Start Guide to verify the cable has been wired
correctly.

5. Refer to the modem's manual and verify the modem is Hayes compatible, com-
municates at 9600 baud or greater, can be configured to turn error checking off,
and has a non-volatile RAM backup.

6. Verify the modem cable is connected to the master controller in the access con-
trol network.

7. Verify the jumper is NOT on J11 INT_MODEM when using an external modem.
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8. Verify the master controller is not a PXL-250
9. Verify the master controller is set to address #1.

Problem: The host PC will not communicate with the modem

Possible Causes:

1. The modem is turned off.
2. The wrong COM port # has been set in the communication channel
3. The modem is the wrong type.
4. The host PC to modem cable is not correct
5. The host computer's serial port has an incompatible UART
6. There is an IRQ conflict
7. The COM port is not working

Corrective Action:

1. Verify the modem's power is on.
2. Refer to the Communication Channel setup section to find how to check the com-

munication channel's assigned COM port number.
3. Refer to the modem's manual and verify the modem is Hayes compatible, com-

municates at 9600 baud or greater, can be configured to turn error checking off,
and has a non-volatile RAM backup.

4. If the installation uses a Keri Systems cable, verify the correct cable has been
installed. If the installation uses a self-made cable, refer to the instructions in the
EntraGuard's Quick Start Guide to verify the cable has been wired correctly.

5. The serial port must have a 16550 UART. Consult a computer technician to
resolve this problem.

6. Consult a computer technician to resolve this problem.
7. Consult a computer technician to resolve this problem.

Problem: The EntraGuard's lock relay continually cycles on and off

Possible Causes:

1. The firmware PROM is not seated correctly

Corrective Action:

1. Turn controller power off. Locate the firmware PROM, and ensure the PROM is
seated correctly in its socket on the main board. Now follow the instructions in the
appropriate Quick Start Guide to reset the controller's RAM.
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Problem: Some controllers on the network are not communicating with the Doors.NET
software

Possible Causes:

1. There is an addressing conflict between the controllers.
2. RAM is corrupted in one or more controllers.
3. The access control network is not wired correctly.
4. Controllers are not powered on.
5. No power or insufficient power has been supplied to the system.

Corrective Action:

1. Check the addresses of each controller on the network. Each controller must
have a unique address. The master controller must be set to #1. It must also NOT
be a PXL-250.

2. Go to the controller status page and make a note of which controllers are not
online. With a spare PXL controller set the spare to the same address as the off-
line controller then put it in the same location. If the spare controller comes online
then you can reset the offline controller and test communication to it again. Do
NOT reset a controller unless you have a spare controller that you know you can
use if a replacement controller is required.

3. Review the access control network wiring on each controller. Verify the network
wiring is correct. Verify all connections have been made on lead wiring and not
on the wire insulation.

4. Verify all controllers are powered on.
5. Check the main power circuit breaker. Verify the positive power lead is on TB2,

pin 1 and the negative power is on TB2, pin 2. Measure the input voltage across
the positive and negative of TB2 - The voltage is between 12 and 14VDC. There
is a proper earth ground.

Problem: User name not showing in directory list on the EntraGuard LCD.

Possible Cause:

1. User ID not enrolled as EntraGuard ID.
2. No access group is assigned
3. No phone number is listed
4. Name display disabled

Corrective Action:

1. Ensure an EntraGuard ID has been added to the cardholder record on the
EntraGuard tab.

2. On the cardholders access rights tab ensure an access group is selected and that
access group includes the EntraGuard controller.
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3. On the cardholder's EntraGuard tab ensure a phone number has been entered for
the cardholder.

4. On the cardholder's EntraGuard tab ensure there is a tick against 'Name Display
Enabled'

Problem: User ID Denied Access
Possible Cause:

1. Not entering all numbers in the User ID
2. Wrong access rights assigned to the cardholder
3. EntraGuard is set to Lockout or Lockdown
4. Changes in the software not saved and updated in the controller

Corrective Action:

1. If the number of digits defined in the EntraGuard controller is set to 5, for example
(the default value) then ensure 5 digits have been used for the EntraGuard IDs. 5
Digits must be entered at the EntraGuard.

2. Verify the time schedule and access group assigned to the cardholder in the Door-
s.NET software.

3. In the Doors status grid verify that the EntraGuard controller door mode is set to
Lock and not Lockout or Lockdown

4. Verify any changes made in the software have been saved. If an update is
required highlight the EntraGuard controller in the hardware tree and perform a
manual update.

Problem: Telephone command does not perform its programmed function

Possible Cause:

l The function may not be correctly programmed in the EntraGuard controller set-
tings

Corrective Action:

l Go into the EntraGuard settings and verify the specific task for the telephone com-
mand options. By default #9 unlocks the door, #7 hangs up the call, #6 activates
output 1 and #5 activates output 2.
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BioSync Troubleshooting

The Red LED on the Biometric Reader is blinking all the time
There were 15 unsuccessful attempts of authentication (Finger or PIN). The Red LED
will turn off after the first accepted finger or PIN.

The keypad of the Biometric Reader is not working
The operation Mode of the Biometric Reader is set as “Finger”. Please select “Keycode
OR Finger” mode.

Enrollment from desktop reader can be done, but the Finger-
prints are not sent to all Biometric Readers in the network

l Check the serial number of the readers.
l Check if proper termination has been done as documented.
l Check if the communication wires (wires A and B) are properly connected to the
reader,

The Biometric Reader is not powered ON. The tri-color LED is
OFF
Check the power Supply (red & black wire) and verify the incoming voltage from the
power-supply.

Fingerprint (or PIN Code) is recognized (the tricolor LED is
green), but the controller reports other ID number and the
access is denied

l If the user is not deleted from the reader and the same user is enrolled again with a
new ID, the reader will recognize the finger with the first ID. To resolve this, delete
all users from the reader and then upload all users to the reader.

l Check the Wiegand bus (Data 0 and Data 1 wires)
l Check if the ground of the controller and the BioSync reader is the same
l Check if the cable run length between the BioSync reader and the controller is less
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than 50m.

Electromagnetic interference/Discharge is affecting the
Fingerprint Scan
Connect the housing of the Biometric Reader to the earth wire

PIN Codes are working correctly, finger scan does not work.
The tri-colour LED is OFF

l Fingerprint sensor malfunction
l Check the sensor position and its physical condition.
l Reset the system.
l Contact your installer.

Finger scanner reading is greatly reduced
l Check if the fingerprint read area is dirty. DO NOT clean the device with any form
of liquid. Use a soft, dry cloth only.

l Check if the read area is damaged . If the damage is minor, try calibrating the
sensor.

Fingerprint is not being Recognized
l Retry after drying your finger.
l If your finger is too dry, try touching your forehead and attempting again.
l If you have a cut on your finger you should try enrolling a different fingerprint.
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Technical Support
Keri's highly experienced and knowledgeable staff provides technical support world-
wide.

U.S. Support:

l Office hours: Monday through Friday (6:00 AM to 5:00 PM, Pacific Time)
l Phone: 1-800-260-5265 or 1-408-435-8400 - When the phone greeting begins,
press 2 to enter the Tech Support queue.

l techsupport@kerisys.com - We will respond within two working days, excluding
Saturday and Sunday.

UK, Ireland, Europe Support:
l Office hours: Monday through Friday (8:30 to 17:00, UK Time)
l Phone: +44 (0)1763 273243 - Press 2 for Tech Support
l tech-support@kerisystems.co.uk

Africa, Asia, and Middle East Support :
l Office hours: Sunday - Thursday (8:00 - 17:00, Beirut, Lebanon Time)
l tech-support@kerisystems.co.uk

Training Videos
We have a corporate YouTube account that hosts a selection of useful videos for all our
products:

l https://www.youtube.com/user/

Knowledge Base
l Keri's Knowledge Base consists of an extensive repository of articles related to of
Keri's products. You will find manual articles, setup guides, reference guides,
product images and other technical resources. There is content for both installers
and end-users.

You can access the knowledge base at the following link:

l http://keri-kb.com/

mailto:techsupport@kerisys.com
mailto:tech-support@kerisystems.co.uk
mailto:famansour@kerisys.com
https://www.youtube.com/user/kerisystems
http://keri-kb.com/
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